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S I L V A.

DENDROLOGIA.

BOOK THE SECOND,

CHAPTER I.

The CEDA By JUNIPER, CYPRESS, SAVINEy

TAMARISK, and THUYA.

J3UT now after all the beautiful and stately trees, clad in perpetual

verdure, let me not forget the CEDAR', which grows in all extremes

;

in the moist Barbadocs, the hot Bermudas, (I speak of those trees so

denominated) and in the cold New-England ; even where the snow lies.

•The ctDAR of LEBANON is now clafsed with the Pines; and the other Cedars

described by Mr. Evclvn, arc clafsed with the Junipers. But as I did not choose to

disturb the order of the chapters, I have reserved the description of the Cedar for this

place. YAnnXMicMi'ilPinusfoliiifasciculatisacuiis. Sp. PI. 1420.

This tree is generally supposed to be an inhabitant of Mount Libanus only, but it is now

found upon Mount Taurus, Amanus, &c. ; and, from its hardy nature, it is probable that

it may easily be naturalized to any climate.

Having procured the cones from the Levant, or of our own growth, the seeds, a liitle

before sowing, should be g»t out in the following manner: Let a hole be bored with

a pafscr exactly up the centre of each cone, from the base to iJie apex ; afler this

operation put them into a tub of water, where they should remain till the next dav j then

having a wooden peg, rather bigger than the paf:>cr, let it be tiirusl down the hole, and
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6 A DISCOURSE

as I am told, almost half the year; for so it docs on the mountains

of Libanus, from whence I have received cones and seeds of those few

remaining trees. Why then should it not thrive in Old England ?

I know not, save for want of industry and trial.

It grows in the bogs of America, and in the mountains of Asia, so as

there is, it seems, no place or clime which affrights it. And I have

it will so divide the cones, that the difTorent scales may be taken away, and the seeds

picked out. In doing this, great care must be taken not to bruise or hurt the seeds.

The soil in which you sow these seeds should be rather of a sandy nature; or, for want

of this, some mould taken fresh from a rich pa.sturc, and mixed with a little dri.1 sand, will

lerve the purpose.

Having the seeds ready, let llicm be sown about the middle of March in pots or boxes

near half an inch deep. In about seven or eight weeks the plants will come up, when

they should be removed into the shade from the heal of the sun, where they may stand,

but not under shelter, all the summer; during which time they should be kept clean

of weeds, and watered now and then. In winter they must be removed into a warmer

situation; and if the season be likely to prove very severe, they should be sheltered either

by mats, or removed into the green-house, or covered with an hot-bed frame ; for tiicy arc

subject to lose their young tops at first by the severity of frosts.

In the beginning of April following, these plants may be pricked out, in beds, four

inches asunder ; and if the weather prove dry, they should be shaded and watered till tlicy

have taken root ; after which they will want little shading and Icfs watering. Indeed,

nothing more is ref|uircd than keeping them clean from weeds, and covering the ground

so as to keep it moist, and prevent itscha])ping by the rays of the sun. In these beds they

.ihould continue two years, when, in the spring, they should be transplanted into the

nursery, where they may remain till they are |)Ianted out for good.

During the time they arc in the nursery, and after planting out, many will have

a tendency to droop in their leading shoot. As soon, therefore, as lliis is perceived, an

upright slake must be driven into the ground, to which the shoots should be lied willi

bafs matting, to keep them in th»ir upright growth. The Larch-tree, which is nearly

allied to this species, will sometimes rebel in this way ; so that it would not be amiU, in

both cases, when the first sign of such a tendency is discovered, lo lighten the head by

nipping oHlhe extremities of some few of the largest branches.

Whin these trees are planted out for good they should be left to nature, after being pro-

perly fi-nccd. Ni't a knife nor a hatchet should come near them ; lopping even their lowest

branche* i< so injurious, that it both retards their growth and diminishes their beauty.

It is matter of surprise that this tree hath not been more cultivated in Knghind formerly;

for, till within a lew yean past, there were but few here; since it would be a great

oinamrnt to barren blenk mounlnins, where few other (tecs will grow so well, it being

a nolivr of the coldest parts of Mount Libanus, where the snow continues great part of the

year. And, from the observations made of those now growing iii England, it is fouoj tliry
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OF FOREST-TREES. 7

frequently raised it from the seeds and berries, of which we have the

very best in the world from the Summer-Islands, though now almost

exhausted by the unaccountable negligence of the planters ; as are

likewise those of Mount Libanus, by the wandering and barbarous

Arabs. The Cedar we have from Jamaica is a spurious sort, and

the wood so parous, that wine will soak into it. On the contrary, that

of Carolina is so firm and close, that barrels and other vefsels preserve

thrive best on the poorest soil ; for such of them as have been planted in a strong, rich,

loamy earth, have made but a poor progrefs, in comparison to such as have grown upon
a stony meagre soil. And that thefe trees are of quick, growth, is evident from four of

them now growing in the physic garden at Chelsea, which, as Mr. Miller observes, were
planted there in the year 1683, being at that time not above three feet high ; two of which

trees are at this time (1774) upwards of twelve feet and a half in girt, at two feet above

the ground, and their branches extend more than twenty feet on every side their trunks
;

which branches, though they are produced twelve or fourteen feet above the surface, do

at every termination hang very near the ground, and thereby afford a cool shade in the

hottest months of the year.

In the garden of the old palace at Eufifild, stands a Cedar of Libanus, of considerable

stature. The body, exclusive of the boughs, contains about 103 cubical feet. This tree

was planted by Dr. Uvedale, who kept a flourishing boarding-school in this house at the

time of the great plague in 1665. It is in height about 45 feet at present, eight feet

having been broken off from its top by the high wind in 1703. Several other Cedars

of considerable size are scattered about in different parts of this kingdom. Of these one

of the most remarkable was blown down by the hurricane that happened on the Iftof

January, 1779. It grew on the Nortli-side of Hendon Place, eight miles from London.

—

The height 70 feet; the diameter of the horizontal extent of the branches, 100; the

circumference of the trunk, seven feet above the ground, 1 6 ; twelve feet above the ground,

21. At this latter height it began to branch; and its limbs, about ten in number, were
from six to twelve feet in circumference. This tree is supposed to have been two
hundred years old, and planted in the reign of Queen Elizabeth: Tradition says by her

Majesty herself. When blown down, it was perfectly sound and undecayed, and seemed
as if not grown to maturity. The following are the dimensions of a fine Cedar growing

at Hillington. The perpendicular height is 53 feet ; the diameter of the horizontal

extent of the branches from East to West, 96 ; from North (o South, 89 ; the circumference

•if the trunk close to the ground, 13i; seven feet above the ground, 12J; twelve feet

above the ground, 14 feet 8 inches; and thirteen feet and a half above the ground, just
uruler the branches, 15 feet 8 inches. It lias two principal branches, one of which is bifid

\l foot above its oxigin: Before it divides it measures in circumference 12 feet: after its

division, one of its forks measures 8i feet, the other 7 feet 10 inches. The other primary
branch, at its origin, measures 10 feet4 and soon dividing, throws out two secondary
ones, each 5~. Its age is supposed to be 1 16 years.

We do not exactly know when and by whom the Cedar was first introduced into

B2



8 A DISCOURSE

sooK II. the strongest spirits in vigour. The New-England Cedar is a lofty
^''''^''"**'^

grower, and prospers Into excellent timber, which, being sawed into

planks, makes delicate floors. They shingle their houses also with it,

and generally employ it in all their buildings. AVhy have we no more of

it brought us, to raise, plant, and convert to the same uses ? There is the-

•" Oxycedros of Lycia, which the Architect Vitruvius describes to have its

lieaf like the Cyprefs ; but the right Phoenician, resembles more the

Juniper, bearing a cone not so pointed as the other, as we shall come-

to show.

After these, I shall not here descend to the inferior kinds, which some

call Dwarfs, and common Juniper-like shrubs, fitter to head the borders

England. Turner, one of our earliest herbalists, where he treats " of the Pyne-tree, and

other of that Kynde," says nothing of it. Gerarde, published by Johnson in 1636, mentions

it not as growing here ; and Parkinson, in his Theatrum Botanicum, 164-0, speaking of the

Gedrus Magna conifera Libani, says " The branches, some say, all grow upright, but others,

strait out." It is very certain, from what Mr. Evelyn says in the beginning of this chapter,

tliat the Cedar of Lebanon was not in leet, cultivated in England; but from the warm

manner that he exprcfses himself upon this head, it is probable that it soon after became

an object of the planter's attention.

There are said to be a few Cedar-trees still remaining upon Mount Libanus, which are

preserved with a religious strictnefs : For we are informed, from the Memoirs of the

Mifsionaries in the Levant, that, upon the day of the Transfiguration, the Patriarch of the

Maronites, (Christians inhabiting Mount Libanus,) attended by a number ofbishops, priests,,

and monks, and followed by five or six thousand of the religious from all parts, repairs to

these Cedars, and there celebrates that festival which is called " The feast of Cedars."

—

We are also told that the Patriarch officiates pontifically on this solemn occasion
; that his

followers are parlicuKirly mindful of the Blefsed Virgin on this day, because the scripture

compares her to the Cedars of Lebanon; and that the same holy Father threatens with

ecclesiastical censure those who presume to hurt or diminish the Cedars still remaining.

The epithet of Z^/'/)' sometimes given to the Cedar is by no means just; since from the

experience we have of these trees growing in England, as also from the testimony of

travellers who have visited, the few remaining ones on Mount Libanus, they are not

inclined to be lofty, but, on the contrary, extend their branches very wide. The Psalmist

makes a proper allusion to tliLs tree in his description of the flourishing state of a peoplci.

*' Thcv shall spread abroad like a Cedar in Libanus." Had Milton been as good a

naturalist as he was a poet, he would not have wrote,

-and over liead upgrevv

Insuperable heiglit of loftiest shade

Ccdur, and I'ine, and Fir, and branching Palm. paradise lost. b. iv.
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of coronary gardens, and to be shorn. There is yet another of the chap. r.

North America, lighter than cork itself, of a fragrant scent which is its
'^•^'y^^^

enly virtue.

After all these exotics brought from our plantations, answering to the

name of Cedar, I should esteem that of the Bermuda little inferior, if not

superior to the noblest Lebanon 3 and next, that of Carolina for its many

uses and lasting.

Having spoken of their several species, we come now to the culture,^

These are best raised from the seeds, since it would be difficult to receive

any store from abroad. To begin with that of Mount Tibanus : Tliose-

which seem of the greatest antiquity are indeed majestical, extending the

boughs and branches, with their cones sursic7}i spectantia, as by most we

are told ; though a late traveller* found them otherwise, dependiiig, like *Le Bruym.

other coniferous trees. The sturdy arms, though in smaller sprigs, grow

in time so weighty as often to bend the very stem and main shaft, whilst

that which is most remarkable, is the structure of the cones and seed

receptacles, tacked and ranged between the branch-leaves in such order

as nothing appears more curious and artificial, and at a little distance

exceedingly beautiful. These cones have their bases rounder, shorter,

or rather thicker, and with blunter points, the whole circumzoned, as it

were, with pretty broad thick scales, which adhere together in exact

series to the very top and summit, where they are somewhat smaller 3,

but the entire lorication smoother couched than those of the Fir-kind..

Within these repositories, under the scales, nestle the small nutting seeds,.

or rather kernels, of a pear-shape ; which, how nourished and furnished

from the central stile, with their other integuments, is admirably de-

scribed by Mr. Ray, as that of the stalk of the clogs,, thicker and longer^

and so firmly knit to them, that it requires considerable force to part them

from the branch without spHtting the arm itself. We have said nothing

concerning the leaves ofthis tree, .which much resemble those of the Larix,,

but somewhat longer and closer set; they are erect and perpetually

green, which those of the Larch are not.

Tlie seeds drop out of the cones as the Fir and Pine kernels do when

the air, sun, or moisture open and unglue the scales,, which naturally it

else does not in those of the Cedar till the second year ; but which,, after
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all "the preparations of burying in holes made In the earth and sand,

in which they are apter to rot, may more safely be done by exposing

the clogs discreetly to the sun^ or before a soft and gentle fire, or, I think,

best of all, by soaking them in warm water.

The lachrym^, gum, and other transudations serve more for unguents

and the chirurgeon's box, than for other medicaments, in which we
find Pliny has little faith. But that which is more remarkable, is the

virtue of the famous timber of this noble tree, being proof against all

putrefaction of human and other bodies, above all other ingredients and

composition of embalmers .; and that by a pretty contradiction, giving

life, as it were to the dead, and destroying the worms which are living,

as it does where any goods are kept in chests and prefses of the wood,

excepting woollen cloth and furs, which it is observed they corrupt.

—

In the mean time, touching the manner of these operations, as it concerns

the preservation of the dead, see more where we speak of Cyprefs ; the

effects being ascribed to the extreme bitternefs of the resinous juices,

whilst the odour is most grateful The worthy Mr. Ray mentions the

powder and saw-dust of Cedar to be 'One of the greatest secrets used by

our polllnctors and mountebanks, who pretend to this embalming

mystery ; And indeed, that the dust and very chips are exitial to moths

and worms, daily experience shows us ; though none in mine, better

than the dried leaves, and stalks of Marum Syriacum, familiarly planted

in our gardens. What, therefore, the late traveller, Dampier speaks of

Cedar, which he has seen worm-eaten, could neither be that of Libanus

or Bermudas, but haply of Barbadoes, Jamaica, or some other species.

—

Note, that the Cedar Isof so dry a nature, that it does not well endure

to be fastened with nails, from whichit usually shrinks, and therefore pins

of the same wood are better. Whatever other property this noble tree

Is deservedly famous for, it is 'Said to yield an oil, which above all other,

best preserves the monuments of the learned, books and writings ; whence

Cedro Digniis became one of the highest eulogies".

Touching the diuturnity of this material, it Is recorded, that in the

temple of Apollo at Utica, there were found sound beams of Numidian

sic ex Cedro oleum, quod ccdreum dicitur, nascitur; quo reliqure res cum

sHint unctif, uti etiam libri, a tineis et a carie non lirduntur, Vitruvjus.
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Cedar near twelve hundred years old ; and at Saguntum m Spain, in a cer- chap.

fain Oratory consecrated to Diana, there were seen, in the days of PJiny,
^"^"^^

beams of Juniper, that had been placed there by the founders of the

Temple, who came from Zant two centuries before the destruction of

Troy. The great Sesostris, king of Egypt, built a vefsel of Cedar of two
hundred and eighty cubits, all over gilded without and within : And the

statue of the goddefs in the famous Ephesine Temple was said to be of

this material also, as was most of the timber-work of that glorious

structure. Though as to the idol, mentioned in the Acts, (when the

mob rose up against the Apostle,) some will have it to be of Ebony, others

of a Vine-tree, the most unlikely of all the rest for the carver. The
Shittim, mentioned in holy writ, is thought to have been a kind of Cedar

of which most precious utensils were formed.

As to the magnitude of Cedar-trees, we read of divers whose bodies

eight or nine persons could not embrace, as we shall show hereafter

;

not here to let pafs what Josephus relates Solomon planted in Judea,

who doubtlefs tried many experiments of this nature, none being more
kingly than that of planting for posterity. I do not speak of those

growing on the mountains of Lebanon, in the northern and colder tracts

of Syria, or what store those forests of them then afforded. But, as we
are informed by that curious traveller Rauwolfius*, since confirmed also *lnltin.

by the Virtuoso Monconys, there were not remaining above twenty-five

of those stately trees ; and since they were there, but sixteen of that

small number, as the ingenious Mr. Maundrell reports in his journey

from Aleppo to Jerusalem : There was yet, says he, abundance of youno-

trees, and a single old one of a prodigious size, twelve yards and six

inches in the girt, and thirty-seven yards In the spread of its boughs.

I suppose the same described by the late traveller B'ruyn, who, speaking
of the shadow of this umbrageous tree, alludes to that of Hosea xiv 5

which, it is not improbable, might be one of those yet remainino- in the
place, where that heroic Prince Solomon employed fourscore thousand
hewers at work for the materials of only one temple and a palace •

a prL'gnant instance what time, negligence, and war will bring to ruin!
But to return to what is said of their present number ; Le Bruyn, whom
just now we mentioned, makes them thirty-five or thirty-six, for he could
not exactly tell; and pretends, Hke our Stonhenge on Salisbury pkin^
none could ever yet agree in their number.
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In short, upon refleftion of what we have hitherto said concerning tlie

universal waste and destruction of timber-trees, where due regard is not

taken to propagate and supply them, whole countries have suffered as

well as particular provinces. Thus the Apennines are stripped of their

goodly Pine and Fir-trees, (which formerly the naturalist commends those

mountains for,) to that degree, as to render not only the city of Florence,

but Rome herself, so exposed to the nipping Tramontans, (for so they

^all the northern winds,) that almost nothing which is rare and curious

will thrive without hyemation and art ; so as, even through the most

-of those parts of Italy, on this side the kingdom of Naples, flankered by

the Alpestral hills, (clad, as they perpetually are, with snow,) they are

fain to house and retire their Orange, Citron, and other delicate and

tender plants as we do in England. TTiere remains yet one mountain

among the Apennines, covered and crowned with Cyprefs, whereof

some are of a considerable stature. Nor is all this indeed so great

a wonder, if we find the entire species of some trees totally lost in

-countries, as if there never had been any such planted or growing in

them. Be this applied to Fir and Pine, and several other trees, for want

of culture, several accidents in the soil, air, &c. which we daily find

produces strange alterations in our woods, the Beech almost constantly

succeeding the Oak, to our great disadvantage, whilst we neglect new

seminations. Herodotus, speaking of the Palms plentifully growing

about Delos, says the whole species was utterly lost. More I might add

on this subject; but perhaps I have been too long on these -remarks

and long enough on cold Mount Libanus.

JUNIPERS.

1. Let it not seem unduly placed, if, after such giants, we bring this

liumble shrub (such as abound with us being so reckoned) to claim

' Tire real and distinct species of the juniper arc :

1. JUNIPERUS (communis) foliis ternis patentibus rnucronatis Lacca longioribus.

—

Lin. Sp. Plant. 1470. Junijter ivith spreading sharp-pohited haves placed by threes. Juniperus

vulgaris fruticosa. C. B. P. 4S8. The common -juniper.

Of the Common Juniper there are two sorts : 1. The English Juniper. 2. The Swedish

Juniper.

1, The English Junipa-, though naturally of our own growtli, is very little known in many
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affinity to the tallest Cedar ; since, were not ours continually cropped,

but maintained in single stems, we might perhaps see some of

them rise to competent trees, fit for many curious works, such as tables,

cabinets, coffers, inlaying, floors, carvings, &c. We read of some of

these trees so large as to have made beams and rafters for a certain

temple in Spain, dedicated to Diana ; nor need we question their being

parts of England; for it grows naturally only in dry, chalky, sandy land; and where the

soil is opposite to this, it is rarely found. Thus, in Leicestershire it is so little known, that

when growing amongst other trees in a shrubbery, it is as much inquired after as any of the

most rare and curious shrubs ; and indeed, when properly raised from seeds, and planted in

gardens, it is a pretty spreading evergreen. Those who have been used to see it in its

wild state, on sandy, barren commons, &c. will have little inducement to plant it, as there

they see it procumbent, seldom showing a natural tendency to aspire; but when planted

in a good soil, it grows to the height of fifteen or sixteen feet, and produces numerous

branches from the bottom to the top, forming a well-looking, bushy plant. These branches

are exceedingly tough, and are covered with a smooth bark of a reddish colour, with a gentle

tinge of purple. The leaves are narrow and sharp-pointed; they grow by threes on the

branches ; their upper surface has a greyish streak down the middle, but their under is of a

fine green colour, and they garnish the shrub in great plenty. This shrub flowers in April and

May. The flowers are small, of a yellowish colour, and make no figure. They are suc-

ceeded by berries, which are of a blueish purple when ripe.

2. The Swedish Juniper has a natural tendency to grow to a greater height, and consequently

has more the appearance of a tree than the former. Sixteen or eighteen feet, however, is the

highest it commonly grows to; and the plants raised from its seeds have, for the most part,

a tendency to a;row higher, and become more woody and branching. The leaves, flowers,

and fruit grow in the same manner as the former, which shows it to be a variety only. Old

botanists mention it as a distinct species : Caspar Bauhine afserts this, and calls one the

Shrubby Juniper, and the other the Tree Juniper; he also mentions another sort, which he

calls the Lefser Mountain Juniper, with a broader leaf and a larger fruit.

2. JUNIPERUS (OxrcEDRUs) foliis undiquc imbrlcalis obtusis, raniis teretibus. Mill.

Diet. Juni/ier -with obtuse leaves everywhere lying over each other, and tajier branches. Juniperus

major, bacca rufescente. C. B. P. 4-89. Greater Jumper with a brvivnish berry. Oxycedrus.

Clus. Hist. 1. Spanish JUNIPER.

This sort grows rather higher than the Swedish in some soils. It will be feathered from the

bottom to the top, if left untouched from the first planting, or if not crowded witli other

trees. The leaves are awl-sliaped, and finely spread open. They are very short, sharp-

pointed, and give the tree a fine look. The flowers of this shrub are succeeded by large

reddish berries, which are very beautiful when ripe.

3. JUNIPERUS (TiiusiFF.R.i) foliis quadrifariam imbricatis acutis. Lin. Sp. 1471.

—

Juni/ier with acute leaves Jilaced byfours, lying over each other. Juniperus major bacca caerulea.

—

Volume II. C
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fit for other buildings ; It is celebrated for Its emulating the Cedar, though

not in stature, yet in its lastlngnefs ; and such, I think, the learned

Dr. Sloane mentions growing in Jamaica, little inferior to the Bermudas.

2. Of Juniper we have three or four sorts, male, female, dwarf;

whereof one is much taller and more fit for improvement. The wood

C. B. P. Greater Junijier imtli bhie berries. Cedrus Hispaiiica procerior, fructamaximonigro.

Tourn. Inst. Spasish cedar.

The Spanish Cedar grows plentifully in the country from \Ylience it derives its name, anJ

is itself a regular growing tree, rising in a conical form, if the branches are untouched, to the

height of thirty feet or more. The leaves are imbricated, and lie over each other four ways ;

they are acute, and of a fine green colour : From these properties only an idea of a fine tree

may be had. The flowers are insignificant to a common observer, but they are succeeded

by berries which make a good show when ripe; they are very large, and of a fine black

colour, and adorn the young branches in great plenty.

A: JUNIPERUS (lycja) foliis ternis undique imbricatis ovatis obtusls. Lin. Sp. PI.

1 1-7 I. Juniper ivith oval blunt leaves placed by threes., which every ivhere lie over each other. Cedrus,

folio Cuprefsi, media, majoribus baccis. C. B. P. 487. MidMe Cedar, luith a Cyprefs leaf

and larger berries. The irclAy cedar.

The Lycian Cedar grows naturally in the country so called, and is as common in Spain as the

former sort. It will rise to the height of about twenty-five feet. The branches have

naturally an upright position, and their bark is of a reddisli hue. The leaves are every

•^vhere imbricated, obtuse, and of an oval figure. They resemble those of the Cyprefs, and

are very beautiful. The flowers are succeeded by large oval berries, of a brown colour, and

are produced in plenty from the sides of the younger branches ail over the tree. The
resinous gum, called Olibanum, is the produce of this tree: When burnt upon live coals,

it sends forth a most agreeable smell, which induces me to think that it might be the

frankincense of the Jews. The Thus, or frankincense of the shops, is a very different sub-

stance from this, being a concrete on the surface of the terebinthinate juice of the Pine that

produces the Terebinthina communis.

5. JUNIPERUS (PUd.siciA) foliis ternis obllteratis imbricatis obtusis. Lin. Sp. 1471.

Jimiper ivith leavesplaced by threes, which are obliterate, obtuse, and lying over each othei-. Cedrus

iblio Cuprefsi major, fructu flavescente. C. B. P. Greater Cedar -with a Cyjirefs leaf and

yellvwish fruit. The pucenician cedar.

The Phoenician Cedar seldom grows higher than twenty feet, and is a beautiful upright tree,

forming a kind of pyramid, if imtouched, from the bottom. It has both ternate and

imbricated leaves; the under ones grow by threes, and spread open; and the upper ones are

obtuse, and lie over each other like the Cyprefs. The flowers are produced from the ends

of the branches; and the fruit that succeeds them is rather small, and of a yellow colour.

—
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is yellow, and being cut in March, sweet as Cedar, whereof it chap. i.

is accounted a spurious kind ; all of them difficult to remove
''•'-y'"*^

with succefs ; nor prosper they being shaded at all, or over-dripped.

—

The Swedish Juniper, now so frequent in our modish gardens,

and shorn into pyramids, is but a taller and somewhat brighter sort

of the vulgar.

Jt is commonly called the Pjioeuician Cedar, though it is found growing naturally in most

.of the southern parts of Europe.

6 JUNIPERUS (Virginiana) foliis ternis basi adnatis
;
junioribus imbricatis, scnioribus

patulis. Lin. Sp. PI. 1+71. Juni/ier -with leaves placed by threes adhering at their base, theyoung

ones lying over each other, and ilie old ones spreading. Juniperus maxima, cuprefsi folio minimo

cortice exteriore in tenues phil)Tas spirales ductili. Sloan. Jam. Cedar of virgisu or

RED CEDAR.

The Virginia Cedar is a tree of great use and beauty. Its growth is upright. The branches

form a beautiful cone ; and if left unsprigged, the tree will be feathered to the verv base.

It grows to near forty feet high ; and the timber is valuable for many excellent uses. It will

continue sound and uncorrupt for many ages, being pofscfsed of a bitter resin, which prevents

the worms from attacking it. The wood may be converted into utensils of most sorts, as

well as applied to a great part of the uses to which the Cyprefs is adapted. It is remarkable
however, for being of a very brittle nature, and is therefore not proper to be introduced into

buildings where any great weiglit is to be lodged. Neverthelefs, in Virginia and Carolina

where they abound, these trees are used in structures of all kinds, witii this precaution; and
the inhabitants prefer tlie timber for winscotting their rooms and building of vefscls. Those
who are desirous of having variety of timber-trees in their plantations, wiirdoubtlefs be in-

clined to allow this a place.

7. JUNIPERUS (BEKMVDUyj) foliis inferioribus ternis, superioribus quadrifariam im
bricatis. Mill. Diet. Juniper with spreading under-leaves placed by threes, and the u/iper by fours

which lie close over each otiier. Juniperus Bermudiana. H. L. Cedjr of Bermudas.

The Cedar of Bermudas is a very tender plant, and requires not only a dry warm soil, and a
well-sheltered situation, but open, mild winters, to make it continue through them ; so that
when a person is desirous of having an extensive collection, then, and then onl)', is this sort
to be sought after. When planted abroad in the warmest places, sheds should be made for
them of boards well closed, and these should be at hand for the gardener to cover the plants
with at the first approach of frosty weather. The sheds are to be enlarged as the trees ad-
vance in height ; for though they will more peculiarly want protection when youn<', yet
a severe frost, with cutting black winds, will endanger very full-grown trees. This specioj
grows to be a large timber-tree in America ; and we used to receive the wood from thence
in greater plenty than we do at present. It is pofsefsed of a very sweet smell, which fornierly
recommended it for stair-cases, chests of drawers, and other pieces of furniture, but it is now
universally neglected by our cabinet-makers. We never must expect to raise this tree to
answer any purposes in the timber-way ; the most we can expect is a few only in our

C 2
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3. I have raised them abundantly of their seeds, neither watering

nor dunging the soil, which in two months wiJl peep ; and being

governed like the Cyprefs, are apt for all the employments of that

beautiful tree. To make it grow tall, prune and cleanse it to the very

stem ; the male best. The discreet loosening of the earth about the

roots also, makes it strangely to prevent your expectations, by suddenly

plantations, for variety. It is observable, as these trees advance in growth, their branches

become cornered, and their leaves suffer a change in llieir nature. At first they are narrow,

sharp-pointed, and produced by threes round the brandies, spreading open in a pretty man-

ner. Tlie leaves afterwards grow shorter, and are produced by fours, without having any

tendency to spread open. The flowers are produced nearly in the same manner as the

Virginian kinds, and are succeeded by purplish berries.

8. JUNIPERUS (BARBADEwsrs) foliis omnibus quadrifariam imbricatis, junioribus ovalis,

senioribus acutis. Lin. Sp. PI. 14-71. Ju.ii/icr with all the leaves jilaced by fours, lying aver each

other, theyoung being oval, the older acute. Juniperus Barbadensis, cuprefsi foliis, ramulis qua-

dratis. Pluk. Aim. Commonly called Jamaica berry-bearing cedar.

This Cedar is a very large timber-tree in Jamaica and other islands where it grows naturally,

and is much sought after for the building of ships, &c. The branches are spreading, many

are cornered, and their bark is rough, and of a brown colour. The leaves grow by fours, and

lie over each other. They are small ; the older leaves are sharp-pointed, but the younger

are more oval ; and many are imbricated like the Cyprefs. Neither the male nor female

flowers, which are found on different plants, make any figure ; the last are succeeded by a

small brownish berry. This is a very tender plant, though if it has a shed like the other, it

may be nursed until it becqmes a large tree. In very hard frosts, care must be taken to lay

plenty of Utter, &c. round the bottom of the shed to keep the frost from penetrating into the

ground. The shed mutt always be taken ofl", and the litter removed from the stem, on the

first return of fine open weather.

9. JUNIPERUS (sabina) foliis oppositis erectis decurrentibus, ramis patulis. Jtmi/teT

•with o/iliosite, erect, running leaves, and spreading branches. Sabina folio Cuprefsi. B. P. 487.

Savin with a Cyprefs leaf. Common sayjn.

Of this species there are three sorts: 1. Spreading Savin; 2. Upright Savin; 3. Striped

Savin.

]. The spreading Savin is a low-spreading shrub; the branches have a natural tendency

to grow horizontal, or nearly so ; so that it must be ranked amongst the lowest growing

shrubs ; insomucli that unlefs it is planted against a wall, or supported in an upright position,

we seldom have it higher than two feet. AVhen it is to be planted and left to nature, room

must be allowed for its spreading ; for it will occupy a circle of more than two or three yards

diameter, and will choak any other lefs-powerful shrub that is placed too near it. The bark

on the older shoots is of a light brown colour; but on the younger, which are covered with

leaves running into each other, it is of as fine a green as any shrub whatever. The leaves are

erect and acute pointed. They are placed opposite, and grow a little like those of the
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spreading into a bush fit for a thousand pretty employments ; for, coming

to be much unlike that which grows wild, and subject to the treading

and cropping of cattle, &c. it may be formed into most beautiful and

useful hedges. My late brother having formerly cut out of one only tree,

an arbour capable of receiving three persons to sit in ; it was at my last

measuring seven feet square and eleven in height, and would certainly

French Tamarisk. This shrub seldom produces flowers or berries; but when any berries

do appear, they are small and of a blueish colour. It deserves a place amongst low-growing

evergreens, on account of the fine strong green of its leaves both in winter and summer ; but

it is valuable for nothing else ; for it produces neither ornamental flowers nor fruit, and

is pofsefsed of a very strong smell ; insomuch that when the branches and leaves are

accidentally shook by a person's pafsing by, the whole atmosphere is immediately filled with

a foetid scent, highly offensive and disagreeable. The juice of Savin, mixed with milk and
honey, is said to be good to expel worms from children; as well as, without that mi.\ture, to

destroy those in horses, for which purpose it is strongly recommended.

2. The Upright Savin is a delightful tree, and grows to the height of twelve or fourteen feet.

The branches are numerous and slender, which gives the tree an elegant appearance, The
leaves are nearly of the same nature with the other, but of a darker green. The flowers are pro-

duced in plenty, and are succeeded by numerous berries, which have a good effect. The up-

right tendency of this tree, with the very dark green colour of the leaves, which causes a good
contrast with others that are hghter, together with its not being pofsefsed of Ihe stroiio-

disagreeable scent of the other sort, makes it a valuable shrub for Evergreen plantations.

3. The Striped Savin has not that tendency to spread like the Common, neither does it grow
quite so erect as the Upright kind. It is a fine plant, and at present is rather scarce. The
ends of several of the young shoots are of a fine cream-colour; all the smaller branches

appear often of that colour, and at a distance have the appearance of flowers growing on the

tree. To those who are fond of variegated plants, this shrub has both beauty and scarcity to

recommend it.

The JUNIPER, is of the clafs and order Dioecia MomMnhla.

Having given a general account of the various species of this genus of plants, I shall

now consider their propagation. They are raised from seeds which mufl: be sown as soon

as ripe, for when they are kept until spring, tliey do not come up until the second year.

The ground in which the seeds of the hardy sorts are sown, should be fresh and light, but

not dunged : being well dug and formed into beds, sow your seeds pretty thick, and sift

some earth over them about half an inch thick ; the beds will require no farther care than

only to keep them clear from weeds ; and toward the middle or latter end of April you

will find some of the plants appear above ground, though, perhaps the greatest part of

them will lie till the spring following before they come up ; therefore you should carefully-

clear the beds from weeds, and in very dry weather refresh them with some water, which

will greatly promote the growth of those plants which are up, and also cause the other

seeds to vegetate; but if the beds in which these seeds are sown are much exposed to the

sun, they should be shaded with mats in the day; for when the plants come fust up, they
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have been of a mucli greater altitude, and farther spreading, had It not

continually been kept shorn : But what is most remarkable, is the little

time since it was planted, being then hardly ten years, and then it was

brought out- of the Common, a slender bush of about two feet high.

But'I have experimented a proportionable improvement in my own gar-

-den, where:! do mingle them with Cyprefs ; and they would perfectly

will not bear too much heat. In these beds they should remaui till the second autumn,

when you must prepare some beds to transplant them into, which should also be of light,

fresh, undunged soil ; and having well dug and cleansed the ground from alhioxions weeds

and roots, you should make it level ; and then in the beginning of October, which is the

proper season for removing these plants, raise up the young plants wilh a trowel, preserv-

ing as much earth as pofsible to their roots, and plant them into beds about five or six

inches asunder each way, giving them some water to settle the earth to their roots; and

if it should prove very dry weather, you may lay a little mulch upon the surface of the

ground round their roots, which will be of great service to the plants : But as many of the

seeds-will te -yet lefl in. the ground where they were sown, so the beds should not be dis-

4utbcd too iBUch in taking up the plants ; for I have known a bed sown with these berries,

which has supplied plants for three years drawing, some of the berries having lain so long

in; the ground before they sprouted ; therefore the surface of the beds should be kept level,

-arid constantly clean from weeds.

The plants may remain two years in the new beds, observing to keep them clear from

weeds ; in the spring you should stir the ground gently between them, that their roots

may strike into it with greater ease ; after which time they should be transplanted, either

into a nursery, at the distance of three feet row from row, and eighteen inches asunder in

the rows, or into the places where they are to remain for good. The best season to trans-

plant tliem (as I before observed) is the beginning of October, when you should take

them up carefully, preserving a ball of earth to their roots ; and when planted, the surface

round their roots should be mulched;, all which, if carefully attended to, as also observing

to refresh them with water in very dry weather, until they have taken new root, will pre-

serve them from the danger ot not growing ; and, being extremely hardy in respect to

. cold, they will defy the severest of our winters, provided they are not planted in a moist

or rich soil.

In order to have these trees aspire in height, their under branches should be taken off,

especially where they are inclined to grow strong, but they must not be kept too closely

pruned, which would retard their growth ; for all these Evergreen trees do more or

lefs abound with a resinous juice, which in hot weather is very apt to flow out from such

places as are wounded ; so that it will not be advisable to take off too many branches at

once, which would make so manj wounds, from which their sap in hot weather would flow

in such plenty, as to render the trees weak and unhealthy.

The Virginia Cedar grows to a prodigious height, and affords excellent timber for

many uses ; but with us there are very few which are above thirty-five or forty feet high,

though there can be no doubt of their growing larger ; for they thrive very fast after the
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become their stations where they might enjoy the sun, and may chap. i.

very properly be set where Cyprefs does not so well thrive, namely, "^-^^V**^

in such gardens and courts as are open to the eddy-winds, which in-

deed a little discolours our Junipers when they blow easterly towards

the spring, but they constantly recover again; and besides, the shrub

is tonsile, and may be shorn into any form.—I wonder Virgil should'

three first years, and resist the sharpest frosts of our climate exceedingly well. Tliey

will grow straight and regular, provided they are not suffered to shoot out too much at

the bottom.

This species also is propagated by seeds, which must be procured from Virginia or

Carolina, (for they rarely produce ripp seeds in England,) and sown as directed for the

other Junipers ; but as this seed cannot be procured in England till spring, so when sown
at that season, it remains in the ground until the succeeding spring before the plants

appear ; therefore you must observe to keep the beds clear from weeds, and not suffer

the seeds to be disturbed, which is often the fault of some impatient people, who think

because the plants do not rise the first year, that they will never come up, and so dig up

the ground again, whereby the seeds are buried; but if they are suffered to remain, they

seldom fail to grow, though sometimes it is two years after sowing before they appear.

When the plants come up they must be carefully weeded, and in dry weather should

be refreshed with water, which will greatly forward their growth : and the autumn follow-

ing there should be a little rotten tan strewed upon them, to keep out the frost. In this

bed the plants may remain till they have had two years growth ; they should then be
transplanted into other beds, as directed for the other sorts, observing to preserve a ball

of earth to their roots; and after they are planted, if the season prove dry, they must be
carefully watered, and the surface of the ground covered with mulch, to prevent the sun

and wind from entering the earth to dry their fibres ; but they should not be too much
watered, which often proves injurious to these trees, by rotting their tender fibres soon

after they are produced.

In these beds they may remain two years, observing to keep them clear ffom weeds -

and in winter you should lay a little fresh mulch upon the surface of the ground round

their roots, which will prevent the froft from penetrating to them, and etfectually preserve

them; for v<hile the plants are so young, they are liable to be injured by hard frosts- but

when they have attained a greater strength, they will resist the severest colds.

After two years, they should either be removed into the nursery, (as was directed for the

common Juniper,) or transplanted vihere they are designed to remain ; observing always

to take them up carefully, otherways they are subject to fail upon trau'iplanting; as also

to mulch the ground, and water them as before directed, until they have taken root • after

which they will require no farther care than keeping the ground clear about their roots

and pruning their side-branches to make them aspure in height.

The soil in which you plant these trees should be fresh and light, but must not be
dunged, especially at the time when they are planted; for dung is very hurtful to them
if it be not quite rotted to mould; therefore the mulch which is laid upon the surface of
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condemn its shade Juniperi gravis umbra 1 suspect him mis-

reported.

3. The berries afford (besides a tolerable pepper) one of the most

universal remedies in the world to our crazy forester. Being swallowed

only, they instantly appease the wind-cholic ; and, in decoction, they are

the ground should not be dung, but rather some old tanners' bark or sea-coal ashes, which

will prevent the frost from penetrating deep into the ground.

The trees, thus managed, will, in a few years, rise to a considerable stature, and by

the variety of their evergreen leaves and manner of growth, will greatly add to the beauty

of the plantations, if rightly disposed, which indeed is what vv« seldom observe in any of

the English gardens or wildernefses; for there are few people who minutely consider

the different growths of the several trees with which they compose such plantations, so

as to place the tallest growing trees the backwardest from sight, and the next degree to

succeed them, and so gradually diminishing till we come to the common Juniper, and

others of the like growth. In this manner all the trees will be seen, and the graduaj

declivity of their tops will appear like a verdant slope, and be much more agreeable to the

sight, as also more advantageous to the growth of the trees, than to place shrubs of humble

growth near such plants as will grow to the first magnitude, whereby the shrub is not only

hid from sight, but will be overshadowed and destroyed ; nor can the distance which each

tree requires, be so justly proportioned any other way ; for in this distribution, the largest

trees being separated by themselves, may be placed at a due distance; and those

of a middling growth succeeding, may be accordingly allowed sufficient room ; and the

smaller, which are next the sight, being placed much closer, will hide the naked stems of

the larger trees, and produce a most agreeable effect.

The Bermudas Cedar being a native of that island, and also of the Bahama islands,

is much tenderer than either of the former sorts, except that of Jamaica, so is not likely

to thrive well in this country; for although many of these plants have lived several years

in the open air in England, yet whenever a severe winter happens, it either kills them,

or so much defaces them, that they do not recover their verdure for some years.

This Cedar is propagated by seeds in the same manner as the former, with only this

difference, that the seeds should be sown in pots or tubs of earth, that they may be

removed into shelter in the winter time, otherwise the young plants are often hurt b^ hard

frosts ; but they will require no other care, than being placed under a common hot-bed.

frame, where the glafses may be constantly kept off in mild weather, when they cannot

have too much free air, and only covered in the hard frosts. The seeds constantly remain

in the ground until the second year before they come up, therefore the earth in the pots

should not be disturbed ; and in the summer time they should be placed In the shade, to

prevent the earth from drying too fast : and in very dry weather they should be often

watered, but do not give too much water to them at once, which would rot the seeds.

The spring following, when the young plants come up, they must be carefully cleared

ftom weeds, and in dry weather refreshed with water; but should stand, during the

summer season, in a place defended from strong winds; and in winter must be placed
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lAost sovereign against an inveterate cough. They are of rare effect

being steeped in beer ; and in some northern countries they use

a decoction of the berries as we do coffee and tea. The water is a most

singular specific against the gravel in the reins ; but all is comprehended

in the virtue of the theriacle, or electuary, which I have often made for

my poor neighbours, and may well be termed the forester's panacea

under frames, where they may be covered in hard frosty weather, but must have open

air when the weather is mild. In April following, yoii should transplant them each into

a small pot filled with fresh light eartli, being careful to raise them up with a ball of earth,

to their roots ; and when they are planted, you should water them, to settle the earth to

the roots ; then place the pots in a warm situation, where they may be defended from sun

•and wind ; but if you plunge the pots into a moderate hot-bed, it will greatly promote

their taking new root ; however, you must carefully defend them from the great heat of the

sun, which is injurious to them when fresh removed ; but when they have taken root, you

may expose them by degrees to the open air. If you suffer tlie pots to remain plunged

all the summer, it will preserve the ear,(h therein from drying so fast as it would do, if they

were set upon the ground.

In October, you should again remove these plants ittto shelter, or else plunge the pots

into the ground under a warm hedge, where they may be protected from the cold north

and east winds; and in the spring following you must shift the plants into pots of a size

larger, taking away some of the earth from the outside of the ball, and adding some fresh,

which will promote their growth ; and so continue to manage them as was before

tlirected, until you plant them out into the places where they are designed to remain
5

which should not be done till they are four or five years old, by which time they will be

strong enough to bear the cold of our common winters.

The reason for my directing these plants to be preserved in pots until they are planted

out for good is, because they are difficult to transplant, and being tender will require some
shelter while young ; and whoever observes the method here laid down, will find the plantt-

so managed to gain two years growth in six, from those raised in the open air, and be in

lefs danger of being destroyed; and as the trouble and expence in raising them this way
is not great, so it is worth practising, since in a few years the trees will recompense the

trouble.

The timber of the Bermudas Cedar is of a reddish colour; it has a sweet smell, and is

trommonly known in England by the name of Cedar Wood. It is chiefly employed in

-making pencils, but formerly they used it for cliests and staircases. In the West-Indies it i*

employed in naval architecture, and it is reported that ships built with this timber are not

liable to have their bottoms eaten by the worm.
The Jamaica Juniper is more impatient of cold than the Bermudas, it will not live

"through the winter in the open air in England, so the plants must be preserved in pots,

and housed in the winter. This is propagated by seeds, in the same Way as the Bermudas
Cedar; but if the pots are plunged into a moderate hot-bed the second spring after

Volume II. D
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against the stone, rheura, phthisic, dropsy, jaundice, inward imposthumes>

nay, palsy, gout, and the plague itself. Of the extracted oil, with that

of nuts, is made an excellent good varnish for pictures, wood-work, and

to preserve polished iron from the rust. The gum is good to rub on parch-

ment or paper to make it bear ink: And the coals,, which are made

of the wood, endure the longest of any; so as live embers, after being a

year covered, have been found in the ashes See St. Hierom ad Fabiolam,

upon the exprefsion Kedar, Psal. cxx. 4. If it arrive to full growth,

spits and spoons, imparting a grateful relish, and very wholesome where

they are used, are made of this wood, being w ell dried and seasoned

:

And the very chips render a wholesome perfume within doors, as do the

dusty blofsoms in spring without ; for which purpose the wood should

be cut about May, and the rasures well dried.

4. And since we now mention pepper, it is by the most prudent and

princely care of his late Majesty Charles II. that I am assured of a late

solemn act of council, enjoining the preserving of that incomparable

spice, which comes to us from Jamaica under that denomination, though

in truth it be a mixture of so many aromatics in one, that it might

as well have been called Allspice, holding a near alliance to Cinnamon^

Nutmeg, and Mace. And that there is not only prohibited the

destruction of these trees, (for it seems some prodigals used to cut them

down for the more easy gathering,) but order taken, likewise for their

the seeds are sown, the plants will come up sooner, and they will have more time

to strengthen before winter.

All the other sorts are hardy enough to live in the open air, so are very well worth pro-

pagating, as they will add to the variety of evergreen plantations ; some of the sorts will

rise to a very considerable height, so may prove to be useful timber, and may be adapted

to such soils as will not suit many other trees.

The common Savin may be increased by slips, which, if planted almost at any time,

or any how, will grow. The upright Savin also is to be increased by slips planted in moist

weather, in August, and kept shaded and watered in dry weather afterwards. This is the

best way of treating cuttings of the Upright Savin, tliougli they will often grow if planted

at any time, either in winter or summer. The Striped oavin also is to be increased this

way : though care must be always used to take off those branches that are most beautifully

variegated, and such as are entirely of a cream-colour; and this is the only method of con-

tinuing it in its variega.led beauty. The Savin is also to be raised by berries ; and by thcsa

ihe most upright ayd best plants are produced.
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propagation, and that afsays and samples be from time to time sent over, ckap^

of what other fruits, trees, gums, and vegetables may there be found ;

and vi'hich I prognostic will at last also incite planters there to think

of procuring Cinnamon, Cloves, and Nutmeg-trees indeed, from the East-

Indies, and what other useful curiosities do not approach our northern

Bear, and to plant them in Jamaica, and others of the western islands,

as a more safe and frugal expedient to humble our emulous neighbours,

since there is nothing in their situation, or defect of nature's benignity,

which ought in the least to discourage us. And what if some of the

trees of those countries, especially such as aspire to be timber, and may

be of improvement amongst us, were more frequently brought to us

Tikewise here in England : Since we daily find how many rare exotics

and strangers, with little care, become endenizened, and contented to

live amongst us, as may be seen in the Platanus, Constantinople Chesnut,

the Greater Glandiferous Ilex, Cork, Nux Veslcaria, (which is an hard

wood fit for the turner,) the Styrax, Bead-tree, the famous Lotus,

Virginian Acacia, Guaiacum Patavinum, Paliurus, Cyprefs, and sundry

others, which grow already in our gardens, exposed to the weather ; and

so doubtlefs would many more. So judiciously observed is that of the

learned author of the History of the Royal Society, part iii. sect, xxviii.

" That whatever attempts of this nature have succeeded, they have

" redounded to the great advantage of the undertakers. The Orange

" of China being of late brought into Portugal, has drawn a great revenue

" every year from Eondon alone. Tlie Vine of the Rhine, taking root

" in the Canaries, has produced a far more delicious juice, and has made
" the rocks and sun-burnt ashes of those islands, one of the richest spots

" of ground in the world. And I will also instance in that which is now
" in a good forwardnefs ; Virginia has already given silk for the

" cloathing of our King ; and it may happen hereafter to give cloaths

" to a great part of Europe, and he a vast treasure to our Kings. If the

" silk-worms shall thrive there, of which there seems to be no doubt, the

" profit will be inexprefsible. We may guefs at it, by considering what

" numbers of caravans, and how many great cities in Persia are

" maintained by that manufacture alone, and what mighty customs

" it yearly brings unto the Sophi's revenue." Thus he. 1 o which we
might add, that not only the China Orartge mentioned by the Doctor,

but the whole race of Orange trees, were strangers in Italy, and unknown

D2
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to Rome ; nor grew they nearer than Persia, whence first they travelled

into Greece, as Athenaaus tells us. But to return to that of China, and

give some account of its propagation in Europe : The first was sent for

a present to the old Conde Mellor, then Prime Minister to the King
of Portugal ; but of that whole case that came to Lisbon, there was but

one only plant which escaped the being so spoiled and tainted, that with

great care it hardly recovered, to be since become the parent and pro-

genitor of all those flourishing trees of that name, cultivated by our

gardeners, though not without sensibly degenerating. Receiving this

account from the illustrious son of the Conde, (succefsor in title and

favour,) upon his being recalled, (then an exile at our court, where I had

the honour to be known to him,) I thought fit to mention it in this place,

for an instance of what the industry we have recommended would,

questionlefs, in lefs than half an age, produce of wonders, by intro-

duction, if not of quite different, yet of better kinds, and such variety for

pulchritude and sweetnefs, that when, by some princely example, our

late pride, effeminacy, and luxury, (which has, to our vast charges,

excluded all the ornaments of timber, &c. to give place to hangings,

embroideries, and foreign leather,) shall be put out of countenance, we

may hope to see a new face of things, and the natural, wholesome, and

antient use of timber restored, for the more lasting occasions, and

furniture of our dwellings. And though I do not speak all this for the

sake of joined-stools, benches, cup-boards, mafsy tables, and gigantic

bedsteads, the hospitable utensils of our forefathers ! yet I would be

glad to encourage the carpenter and the joiner, and rejoice to see that

their work and skill do daily improve ; and that by the example and

application of his Majesty's Universities, and Royal Society, the restora-

tion and improvement of shipping, mathematical and mechanical arts, the

use of timber grows daily in more reputation. And it were well if great

persons only might be indulged to enrich and adorn their palaces with

tapestry, damask, velvet, and Persian furniture, whilst by some wholesome

sumptuary laws, the universal excefs of those costly and luxurious

moveables were prohibited meaner men for divers politic considerations

and reasons, which it were easy to produce ; but by a lefs influence than

severer laws, it will be very difficult, if not altogether impofsible, to

recover ourselves from a softnefs and vanity, which will in time not only

cfl"eminate, but undoe the nation.
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CYPRESS\

1. This is either the Sative or Garden-tree, the most pyramidal and

beautiful ; or that which is called the Male, though somewhat preposte-

rously, which bears the small cones, but Is of a more extravagant shape.

Should we reason only from our common experience, even the Cyprefs-

tree was, but within a few years past, reputed so tender and nice a plant,

that It was cultivated with the greatest care, and to be found only

' Of this GENUS there are four species

:

1. CUPRESSUS (sF.MPERviRENs) foliis imbricatis, frondibus quadrangulis. Lin. Sp.

PL 1-122. Captefsus, C. B. P. 488. Everckeen upright cypress.

This tree is very common in most of our old gardens, but at present is rather neglected. It

adds a considerable beauty to wildernefses and clumps of Evergreens, and is reported to be

valuable on account of its wood. There is a variety of this tree, entitled, by Tournefort,

Cuprefsiis rariws extra se spargens s. mas. hist. 587. It is commonly called the Male spreading

Cyprefs, and is the most common timber in some parts of the Levant. It is considerably

larger than the Upright sort. If planted upon a warm gravelly soil it will prosper wonder-

fully ; though not so finely shaped as the female, it makes up for that defect by its vigorous

growth and strength, resisting all weathers. It is very proper to intermix with Evergreens

of a second size next to Pines, to form clumps ; in which clafs it will keep pace with the trees

of the same line, and be very handsome : Besides, the wood of this tree is very valuable,

when grown to a size fit for planks. In the islands of the Archipelago, as Mr. Evelyn in-

forms us, it was customary, upon the birth of a daughter, to plant a Cuprefsetum or grove of

Cyprefs-trees, to be given her for a portion. Hence every plantation of tliis kind was called

Dos Filiie, or a Daughter's Dower. Were Gentlemen in this country to imitate this practice

with other trees, they might provide handsome fortunes for tlicir younger children witliout

incumbering their estates. This species of Cyprefs continues many years before it comes to

decay. At this present time (177G) there are growing in the garden of the Palace of

Generalife at Granada, several superb and lofty Cyprefses,.which it is well known were large

trees in the reign of Audeli, the last Moorish King, three hundred years ago. These trees-

are still called Lus Cyprefses de la Reyna Sultana, from that Princefs having been falsely

accused of committing adultery under them with Albin Hamet Abencerrags, as we read in,

the Gucrras Civilcs de Granada.

2. CUPRESSUS rDK77fBj; foliis distichis patentibiis. Lin. Sp. PI. 1422. Cuprefsus.

Americana. Cat. Car. 1. Cuprefsus Virginiana, foliis acacite dcciduis. Horl. Amst. i.

p. 113. The DECIDUOUS CYPRESS.

This kind of Cyprefs, if stationed in a place suitable to its n-iture, will grow to the height of

sixty feet. It is very hardy in respect to cold. In "Virginia and several parts of America,

where this tree is a native, it is a real aquatic, being found growing to a very large size in

places wholly covered with water ; and with us, if planted in watery places, by the edges of

rivers, ponds, sprmgs, &c. it will be.more luxuriant, and w ill proportionally arise to a greater.
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BOOK II. amongst the curious; whereas we see it now in every garden, rising to
'^~*''""''"^^

as goodly a bulk and stature as most which you shall find even in Italy

itself: For such I remember to have once seen in his late Majesty's gar-

dens at Theobalds, before that princely seat was demolished. I say, if'

we did argue from this topic, methinks it should rather encourage our

countrymen to add yet to their plantations other foreign and useful trees.

height and bulk than if planted in a dry soil. This tree in the summer has the resemblance

of an Evergreen, which is the chief inducement for its admifsion into the pleasure-ground.

3. CUPRESSUS (TiiYOiDEs) foliis imbricatis, frondibus ancipitibus. Lin. Sp. PI. 1422.

Cyltrefs "with imbrkatcd leaves, and branches standing two ways. Cuprefsus nana Mariana, fructu

cseruleo parvo. Pluk.Mant. 61. Dwarf martljInd crPRESi, with a small blue fruit.

The branches of this tree are garnished with flat Evergreen leaves, resembling those of the

Arbor ^'it^e ; and the cones are no larger than the berries of the Juniper, from which they are

not easily distinguished at a little distance ; but upon closely viewing, they are perfect cones,

having many cells like those of the common Cyprefs.

4. CUPRESSUS (jutilPEROlDEs) foliis oppositis decufsatis subulatis patulis. Lin. Sp.

Plant. H22. Cuprefsus foliis linearibus simplicibus cruciatim positis. Mill. Diet. Cyprefs

•with narrow single leaves placed crofsways. The cape cypress.

The branches of this species are numerous, slender, and spread themselves all round. The

leaves are narrow, awl-shaped, about an inch long, of a light green colour, and grow opposite

to each other on the branches. The flowers come out from the sides of the branches like

common Cyprefs, and are succeeded by black fruit ; but the seeds never ripen in England.

The CYPRESS, in the Linnaean system, belongs to the clafs and order Monoccia Motia-

deljihia.

The manner of propagating the common Cyprefs is as follows : A warm border, or well-

sheltered bed, should be prepared for the purpose, after having been well-worked, turned

over, and mellowed by the froists all winter. The soil of this border, or bed, should be

sandy ; and if it be not naturally so, some drift-sand may be brought to mix with it, and

worked all over the bed, at least six inches deep. Having the border prepared, the

mould being smooth and fine, let a small part, sufficient to. cover the seeds, be taken out,

and then let the bed be raked smooth and fine. After this, sow the seeds all over it mo-

derately thin; for if they are sown too thick the roots get matted together, so that the

plants cannot be removed out of the seed-bed into the nursery, without great danger. •

The seeds being now sown regularly over the bed, riddle the mould that was taken out,

tiver them, not tjuite half an inch thick. The beginning of March is the best time for this

work
J
and by the beginning of May, if the seeds were good, the plants will come up.

If the month of April should prove very dry, as it often happens, the beds may have now

and then a gentle watering, which w ill help to bring the plants up. After they have come

jip, If the summer should not prove very dry, they will require little watering ; and even
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and not in the least deter them, because many of them are not as yet chap. i.

become endenizened amongst us : But of this I have said enough, and ^"•'"V*^

yet cannot but still repeat it.

2. We read that the Peach was at first accounted so tender and delicate

a tree, as that it was believed to thrive only in Persia ; and even in the

in the greatest drought twice a week will be sufficient for them, provided it be done in the

evenings. This is the only care they will require the first summer, except being kept

clean from weeds. If the place where they are sown be tolerably well sheltered, they

will stand the winter very well, though it should prove severe ; but where the situation is

not well sheltered by plantations, to break the violence of the frosty black winds, they

must be screened, otherwise many will be lost. It is the black frosts, attended by high

winds, which destroy these plants ; so that where there is not shelter enough to break

their edge, the beds should be hooped over, and covered with mats during that severe

weather,

.

The ensuing summer the plants may remain undisturbed,- and they will require neither

watering, nor farther care, except weeding. The spring following, being then two years

old, they should be set out in the nursery, exactly at two feet square. In takings them out

of the seed-bed, some earth should be taken up with the roots. The latter end of March is

the most proper time for this work ; and if the weather should prove dry and cold, as it

often happens, the March winds blowing, the work must be deferred till rainy or cloudy

weather ; for without these precautions you will find this a difficult plant to remove. After

they are planted out into- the nursery they may be now and then watered in dry weather,

and kept clean from w«eds ; thus they may stand till they are of a sufficient size to be

planted out for good.

The ground intended for a Cujirefsetum may the preceding year bear a crop of grain, and,

the winter before it is planted, should be ploughed with a strong plough, to destroy the

weeds, and lay the best soil downwards.

After this, holes should be made all over it at two yards distance. The plants must be

taken out of the nursery with as much mould to the roots as pofsible, and carefully planted

in these holes. If the plants are designed for timber, when they get too close, they ought

to be proporfionably thinned, and should undergo a second thinning as often as they touch

each other, till they arrive at their full size.

With regard to the Small Blue-berried and Cape C;/prefs, the seeds should be sown in

pots or boxes. We receive them from abroad: They are very small, and seldom come up

before the second spring ; so that there will be lefs danger of their being lost if they are

sowr^ in pots or boxes, which may be set in the shade in summer, and removed into well-

sheltered places during the winter. In the spring, the plants will come up ; and after that,

the Blue-berried Cyprefs may have the same treatment as the young seedlings of ithe

common sort. With respect to the Cape Cyprefs, the plants must be set in pots, to be

housed in winter, until they are grown to be a yard high. When they are put out into
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days of Galen, it grew no nearer than Egypt, of all the Roman Provinces,

but was not seen in the city till about thirty years before Pliny's time ;

whereas there is now hardly a more common and universal tree in

Europe. Thus likewise the Avellana travelled from Pontus in Asia, into

Greece ; and from thence into Italy, to the city of Abellino in Campania.

I mio-ht affirm the same of our Damasco Plum, Quince, Medlar, Fig, and

most ordinary Pears, as well as of several other peregrine trees, fruit-

bearers, and others ; for even the very Damask Rose itself, (as my Lord

Bacon tells us. Cent. ii. Exp. 659.) is little more than an hundred years

old in England : Methinks this should be of wonderful incitement. It

was six hundred and eighty years after the foundation of Rome, before

l4;aly had tasted a cherry of their own, which being then brought thither

the open air, they should have a dry, warm soil, and a well-sheltered place, and even then

-we cannot insure their safely.

The Cyprcfs is a native of Crete; and Theophrastus informs us that it grows sponta-

.leously upon Mount Ida. Virgil properly calls it the Idaean Cyprefs

:

-nee Idffiis Cyparifsis. ceorc. ii.

Branches of Cyprefs used antiently to be placed before the doors of the deceased, and

Servius gives the reason, " quia hujus generis arbor excisa non renascitur." It not only

was stationed before the doors, but also at the sepulchres and funeral piles

:

Lin<iuenda tdlus, at domus, et placens

TTxor, neque harum, quas colis, arborum

Te, prscter invisas Cuprefsos,

TJlla brevem dominum sequetur. hor.

Lucan informs us that the Cyprefs was only used at the funerals of persons of distint-

•tion ; and probably because it was Diti Sacra. He says,

Et non plebeios luctus testata Cuprefsus. tiB. iii.

Virgil introduces the Cyprefs at the funeral of Polydore :

——-slant manibus arar,

CaTiileis mEsls vittis atraque Ciiprcfso. XK. iii.

it is also mentioned at the funeral Pile of Miscnus

:

Ingenlem slruxere pyrara : cui frondibus alris

Inlexunt latera, ctferales ante Cuprefsos

Constituunt, dccorantque super fulgentibus arniis. jen, vi.
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out of Pontus, (as the above-mentioned Filberts were,) did, after one chap. i.

hundred and twenty years, travel ad tdtimos Britannos. v.^"~v-^-

3. We had our first Myrtles out of Greece, and Cyprefs from Crete,

which was yet a mere stranger in Italy, as Pliny reports, and most difficult

to be raised ; which made Cato to write more concerning the culture of

it than of any other tree : Notwithstanding this, we have in our country

no lefe than three sorts, which are all of them easily propagated, and

prosper very well if they are rightly ordered ; and therefore I shall not

omit to disclose one secret, as well to confute a popular error, as for the

instruction of our gardeners.

4. The tradition is, that the Cyprefs, being a symbol of mortality,

(they should say of the contrary,) is never to be cut for fear of killing it.

This makes them to impale and wind them about like so many Egyptian

mummies ; by which means the inward parts of the tree being heated, for

want of air and refreshment, it never arrives to any perfection, but is ex-

ceedingly troublesome and chargeable to maintain; whereas, indeed,

there is not a more tonsile and governable plant in nature ; for the

Cyprefs may be cut to the very roots, and yet spring afresh, as it does

constantly in Candy: If not yielding suckers, as Bellonius affirms, I rather

think it is produced by the seeds, which the mother-trees shed at the

motion of the stem in the felling ; and this we find was the husbandry

in the isle of yEnaria, where they used to fell it for copse. The Cyprefs

being raised in the nursery from seeds sown in September, or rather

March, and within two years after transplanted, should at two years

standing more, have the master-stem of the middle shaft cut off some
hand-breadths below the summit ; the sides and smaller sprigs shorn into

a conic or pyramidal form, and so kept clipped from April to September,
as oft as there is occasion ; and by this regimen they will grow furnished

to the foot, and become the most beautiful trees in the world, without
binding or stake ; still remembering to abate the middle stem, and to

bring up the collateral branches in its stead, to what altitude you please.

But when I speak of shortening the middle shoot, I do not intend the

dwarfing of it ; and therefore it must be done discreetly, so as it may not

over hastily advance, till the foot thereof be perfectly furnished. But
there is likewise another expedient, no lefs commendable, to drefs this

Volume II. E
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tree with all the former advantages ; if sparing the shaft altogether, you

diligently cut away all the forked branches, reserving only such as radiate

directly from the body, which being shorn, and dipt in due season, will

render the tree very beautiful ; and though, more subject to obey the

shaking winds, yet the natural spring of it does immediately redrefs it,

without the least discomposure ; and this is a secret worth the learning

of ''ardeners, who subject themselves to the trouble of stakes and binding,

which is very inconvenient. Thus may you form them into topiary

works, limits and boundaries Metas imitata Ciiprefsus. You may

likewise form them into hedges by sowing the seeds in a shallow furro-w,

and plucking up the supernumeraries, where they come too close and

thick : for in this work it will suffice to leave them within a foot of each

other ; and when, they are risen about a yard in height (which may be to

the half of your palisado) cut off their tops, as you are taught,., and keep

the sides clipped, that they may ascend but by degrees, and thickenat

the bottom as they ehmb. Thus they will present you (in half a dozen

or eight years) with incomparable hedges, because they are perpetually

green, able to resist the winds better than most which I know, the Holly

only excepted, which indeed has no peer..

5. For when I say winds, I mean their fiercest gusts, not their cold :

For though it be said, Bntmdque illasa Ciiprefsus, and that indeed

no frost impeaches them, (for they grow even on the snowy tops of Ida,)

yet our cruel eastern winds do sometimes mortally invade those which

have been late clipped, seldom the untouched, or that were drefsed in the

spring only. The March and April winds,. (in the years 1663 and 1665^)

accompanied with cruel frosts and cold blasts, for the space of more than

two months, night and day, did not, amongst near a thousand Cyprefses

^rowing in my garden, kill above three or four, which, for being very

late cut to the quick, (that is, the tatter end of October,) were raw

of their wounds, took cold, and gangrened ; some few others, which

were a little smitten towards the tops, might have escaped all their

blemishes, had my gardener, capped them but with a wisp of hay or

straw, as in my absence I commanded. As for the frost of those

winters, (than which I beheve there was never known a more cruel

and deadly piercing one since England had a name,) it did not touch

a Cyprefs of mine, till it joined forces with that destructive wind :
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Therefore, for caution, clip not your Cyprefses late in autumn, and clothe

them, if young, against these winds ; for the frosts they only discolour

them, but seldom or never kill them, as by long experience I have

found. Nor altogether despair of the resurrection of a Cyprefs subverted

by the wind, for some have redrefsed themselves ; and one (as Ziphilinus

mentions) rose the very next day, which happening about the reign

of the Emperor Vespasian, was esteemed an happy omen. But of such

accidents more hereafter.

6. If you affect to see your Cyprefs in standard and grow wild, (which

may in time come to be of a large substance, fit for the most immortal

of timber, and indeed are the least obnoxious to the rigours of our winters,

provided you never clip or disbranch them,) plant of the reputed male

sort; it is a tree which will prosper wonderfully where the ground is hot

and gravelly, though, as we said, he be nothing so beautiful j and it is of

this that the Venetians make their greatest profit.

7. I have already showed how this tree is to be raised from the seed ;

but there was another method amongst the ancients, who, as I told you,

were wont to make great plantations of them for their timber : I have

practised it myself, and therefore describe it.

•'S. Ifyou receive your seed in the roundish small nuts, which use to be

gathered thrice a-year, but seldom ripening with us, expose them to the

sun till they gape, or near a gentle fire, or put them in warm water,

as was directed for those of Cedar, by which means the seeds will be

easily shaken out ; for if you have them open before, they do not yield

you half their crop. About the beginning of April, or before, if the

weather be showery, prepare an even bed, which being made of fine

earth, clap down with your spade, as gardeners do for purslain seed
; (of

old they rolled it with a stone or cylinder;) upon this strew your seeds

pretty thick, then sift over them some more mould, somev'^hat better

than half an inch in height. Keep them duly watered after sun-set,

unlefs the season do it for you ; and after one year's growth, for they

will be an inch high in little more than two months, you may transplant

them where you please. If in the nursery, set them at a foot or eighteen

inches distance in even lines, keeping them watered and moist till thev

E 2
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. are rooted, and fit to be removed. In watering them I give you this

caution, which may also serve you for most tender and delicate seeds^

that you bedew them rather with a broom or spergitory, than hazard the

beating them out with the common watering-pot ; and when they are well

come up, be but sparing of water. Be sure likewise that you cleanse

them when the weeds are very young and tender, lest, instead of purging,

you quite eradicate your Cyprefs. We have spoken of watering ; and

indeed, whilst young, if well followed, they will make a prodigious

advance. When that long and incomparable walk of Cyprefs at Frascati,

near Rome, was first planted, they drew a small stream by the foot of it,

(as the water there is in abundance tractable,) which made the trees,

as I was credibly informed, arrive to seven or eight feet height in one

year, which does not agree with the epithet, lenta Cuprefsus ; but with

us we may not be too prodigal, since, being once well taken, they thrive

best in our sandy, light, and warmest grounds ; whence Cardan says,

juxta aquas arrscit ; meaning in low and moorish places, stiiF and cold,

earth, &c. where they never thrive.

9. There is also a Virginian Cyprefs, of an enormous height, beautiful

and very spreading, the branches and leaves large and regular, with the

clogs resembling the Cyprefs ; and though the timber be somewhat

coarse and crofs-grained, it is, when polished, very agreeable, as I can

show in a very large table made out of the planks of a Spur only ; and

have experience of its lastingnefs, though exposed both to the air and

weather.

10. What the uses of this timber arc, for chests and other utensils,

harps, and divers other musical instruments, (it being a very sonorous

wood, and therefore employed for organ-pipes, as heretofore for sup-

porters of vines, poles, rails, and planks, resisting the worm, moth, and

all putrefaction to eternity,) the Venetians sufficiently understood ; who

did every twentieth year, and oftener, (the Romans every thirteenth,)

make a considerable revenue of it out of Candy : And certainly a very

gainful commodity it was, when the fell of a Cuprefsetum was heretofore

reputed a good daughter's portion, and the plantation itself called Dos

Jilicc. But there was in Candy a vast wood of these trees, belonging

to the Republic, by malice or accident, (or perhaps by solar heat, as were

many woods, seventy-four years after, even here in England,) set on fire.
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which beginning aH?w 1400, continued burning for seven years before chap. r.

it could be quite extinguished, being fed for so long a space by the '"'^"V*^

unctuous nature of the timber, of which there were to be seen at Venice

planks of above four feet in breadth: And formerly the valves of

St. -Peter's church at Rome were framed of this material, which lasted

from the greab Constantine to Pope Eugenius's I^'^th's time (eleven

hundred years) and then were found as fresh and entire as if they had
been new. But this Pope would needs change them for gates of brafs,

which were cast by the famous Antonio Philarete ; not in my opinion

so venerable as those of Cyprefs. It was in coffins of this material that

(as Thucydides tells us) the Athenians used to buiy their heroes : And
the mummy-chests brought with those condited bodies out of Egypt, are •

many of them of this material, which, it is probable, may have laia.

in those dry and sandy Ciyptae many thousand years.

IT. The timber of this wood was of infinite esteem with the antients.

That lasting bridge built over the Euphrates by Semiramis, was made
of this material ; and it is reported, Plato chose it to write his laws on,

before brafs itself,- for the diuturnity of the matter. It is certain that

it never rifts or cleaves but with great violence ; and the bitternefs of its

juice preserves it from worms and putrefaction. To this day, those of
Crete and Malta make use of it for their buildings, because they have
it in plenty ; and there is nothing outlasts it, or can be more beautiful,

especially the root of the wilder sort, incomparable for its crisped undu-
lations. Divers learned persons have conceived the Gopher mentioned

in holy writ. Gen. vi. 14. (and of which the ark was built,) to have been

no other than this Kv-n-d^nrro^, Cupar, or Cuper, by the easy mutation of

letters. Aben Ezra names it a light wood apt to swim ; so does David
Kimchi, which rather seems to agree with Fir or Pine, and such as the

Greeks calls ^u\a nr^ayaya. quadrangular trees, about which critics have

made a deal of stir; but Isa. Vofsius, on the LXX. cap. xi. has suf-

ficiently made it out, that the timber of that denomination was of those

sort of trees whose branches break out just opposite to one another at

right angles, which makes it appear to have been Fir, or some sort

of woed whose arms grow in an uniform manner ; but surely this is not

to be universally taken, since v/e find that Yew, and divers other trees,

brittle, heavy, and unapt for shipping, do often put forth in that order.

The same learned author will have Gopher to signify only pitch or
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bitumen, as much as if the text had said, make an ark of resinous timber.

The Chaldee paraphrase translates it Cedar ; or, as Junius and Tremellius,

Cedrelaten, a species between Fir and Cedar. Munster contends for the

Pine, and divers able Divines endeavour to prove it Cyprefs ; and,

besides, it is known that in Crete they employed it for the same use

in the largest contignations, and did formerly build ships of it : And.

-Epiphanius Haeres. lib. i. tells us, some relLcks of that ark, chxa Campos

Sennaar, lasted even to his days, and was judged to have been of Cyprefs.

Som.e indeed suppose that Gopher was the name of a place, d Cuprefsis,

as Elon, d Quercubiis, and might pofsibly be that which Strabo calls

Cuprefsetum, near Adiabene in Afsyria. But for the reason of its long

lasting, coffins (as noted) for the dead were made of it, and thence it first

became to be Diti sacra ; and the A^alves, or doors, of the Ephesine

Temple were likewise of it, as we observed, but now, were those of

St. Peter at Rome. AVorks of Cypi-ek-wood perma7ie?it ad diidurnitatem,^

says Vitruvius, lib. ii. And the poet,

^perpetua nunquam moritura Cuprefso. mart, lib vi. 7^.

"The medicinal virtues of this tree, are for all affects of the nerves.;

astringent and refrigerating, for the hernia, applied outwardly ; or, taken

inwardly, for the dysentery, strangury, &c.

• The antients considered the Cyprefs as a wood not subject to decay. Martial, in the

forty-ninth Epigram of the sixth Book, introduces Priapus, speaking of himself, as not being

.made of comnion wood, but of inconujttihk Cyprefs:

Non sum de fragili dolatus ulmo.

Nee qua? stat rigida supina vena,

De liguo mihi quolibet columna est,

Sed viva generata de Cuprefso:

Qux nee sscula centies peracta

Non loiigse cariem timet senectx.

This God was considered as the guardian of vineyards and gardens. He was cut out

•of any rough piece of wood into an extraordinary form ; and being drefsed up with reeds on

.his head, and a scythe in his right hand, (Virg. Georg. iv.) was placed in gardens to terrify

birds and thieves. Horace thus describes him:

Olim truncus eram ficiilmis, inutile lignum ;

Cum fubcr, uncertus scamnum faceretne Piiapum,

Mahiit efse Deum. Deus indc ego, furum aviumqirc

Maxima formido: nam fures dextra coercct,

Obscanoque ruber porrectus ab inguine palus.

Ast importunas vohicres in vertice arundo

;%. Terret fixa, vetatque novis- considere in hortis lib. i. sxT, viii.
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12. But to resume the disquisition, whether it be truly so proper for

shipping, is controverted; though we find in Cafsiodorus Var. Op. I. v.

epist. xvi. Theodoris writing to the Prastorio-praefectus that he had

caused store of it to be provided for that purpose ; and Plato, who, we

told you, made laws and titles to be engraven on, nominates it, biter

arbores vcw7r»y>tq utiles, lib. iv. Leg. and so does Diodorus, lib. xix.

—

And, as travellers observe, there is no other sort of timber more fit for

shipping, though others think it too heavy. Aristobulus affirms that the

Afsyrians made all their vefsels of it ; and indeed the Romans praised it,

when pitched with Arabian pitch. And so frequent was this tree about

those parts of Afsyria, where the ark is conjectured to have been built,

that those vast Armadas which Alexander the Great caused to be

equipped and set out from Babylon, consisted only of Cyprefs, as we
learn out of Arrian in Alex. lib. vii. Strabo, lib. xvi. Plutarch. Sympos.

lib. i. prob. c. ii. Paulus Colomesius, in his Ku/jimx Literaria, cap. xxiv.

perstringes the most learned Isa. Vofsius, that, in his Vindicice pro LXX.
Interp. he affirms Cyprefs not fit for ships, as being none of the Tilpiyuvct.

But, besides what we have produced. Fuller, Bochartus, Lilius Gyraldus

lib. de Navig. cap. iv. and divers others, sufficiently evince it, and that

the vefsel built by Trajan was of that material, lasting uncorrupt near

1400 years, when it was afterwards found in a certain lake ; if it were

not rather, as I suspect, that which ^neas Silvius reports to have been

discovered in his time, lying under water in the Numidian Lake, crusted

over with a certain ferruginous mixture of earth and scales, as if it had

been of iron ; but, as we have elsewhere noted, it was pronounced to be

Larix, and not Cyprefs, employed by Tiberius. Finally, not to forget

even the very chips of this precious wood, which give that flavour to

muscadines and other rich wines, I commend it for the improvement

of the air, and a specific for the lungs, as sending forth most sweet, and

aromatic emifsions, whenever) it is- either clipped or handled; and the

chips or cones being burnt, extinguish moths, and expel gnats and flies,

&c. not omitting the gum which it yields, not much inferior to the Tere--

binthine or Lentisc.

We have often mentioned the virtue of these odoriferous woods for ttie

improvemeat of the air, upon which I take occasion here to add what I.
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BOOK n. have, some years since, already* published concerning the melioration

-^"'^i^'''^ of it, in and about this great and populous city, accidentally obnoxious

*Fiimifiiguim. to the effects of those nauseous vapours exhaling from those many

unclean places, and tainting that dismal cloud of sulphureous, if not

arsenical, smoke which we incefsantly breathe in. I know the late

terrible conflagration, by the care and industry of the magistrate in

.
-

causing so many kennels, sinks, gutters, lay-stalls, and other nuisances

(receptacles of a stagnant filth,) to be removed, must needs have exceed-

ingly contributed to the purifying of the air, as I am persuaded would

appear upon a political observation of the bills of mortality. But what

I cannot yet but deplore, is, that when that spacious area was so long a

rasa tabula, the churchyards had not been banished to the north walls

of the city, where a grated inclosure of competent breadth, for a mile

in length, might have served for an universal cemetery to all parishes,

distinguished by the like separations, and with ample walks of trees

;

.the walks adorned with monuments, inscriptions, and titles, apt for con-

templation and memory of the defunct ; and that wise and antient law

of the Twelve Tables restored and revived. But concerning this and

hortulan buryings, see Book iv. Happy, in the mean time, had it been

for the further purgation of this august metropolis, had they then banished

and proscribed those hellish vulcanos, disgorging from lime-kilns, forges,

glafs-houses, brew-houses, soap and salt boilers, chandlers, hat-makers,

::and other trades, one of whose funnels vomits more smoke than all the

culinary and chamber fires of a whole parish, perniciously infefting the

ambient air with a black melancholy canopy, to the detriment of the

most. valuable moveables and furniture of the inhabitants, and the whole

-country around. A bar of iron shall be more exeded and consumed

Avith rust in one year in this city, than in thrice seven in the country.

—

Why might it not therefore be worth a severe and public edict to remove

these volcanos, and infernal houses of smoke, to a competent distance ;

some down the river ; others, which require conveniency of fresh

water, up the Thames, among the streams about Wandsworth, &c. their

commodities and manufactures brought up to capacious wharfs on the

bank, or Tondon side, to the increase of a thousand watermen and

other labourers, of \Vhom we cannot have too many ?

Now to demonstrate that the amoval of these insufFerable nuisances

would infinitely clarify the air and render it more wholesome, I shall
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return to my subject of trees and plants. The reputation they have had chap. i.

for contributing to the health of whole countries and cities, frequently ^-*'~r"^-'

occurs in history. For instance, the island of Cyprus, abounding

with the trees of that name, and other resinous plants, cures ulcerated

lungs, &c. Sardinia, replanted with true Anticyran Hellebore, was famous

for curing melancholy and madnefs ; whilst Thusus (especially in sum-

mer,) brought almost all the inhabitants to lunacy and distraction for want

of it. And what effects and benefits such plantations have produced,

is conspicuous in one of the most celebrated cities of the east, the famous

Ispahan, cleared of the pestilence since the surrounding it with the

beautiful Platan, as I have already noted. To these add the Bay-tree for

abating all such infections ; of which see many famous instances in

Chap. V. Book ii. to which I refer. Not that there are no nociferous

trees, as well as saniferous, which by removing the one, and planting the

other in their places, make sensible changes for the better. I shall give

instances, when we speak of the Yew, and even that otherwise incom-

parably useful shrub, the Elder,

Upon what, therefore, has been produced of expedients for the

melioration of the air by the plantations of proper trees, I cannot but

wish, that since these precious materials may now be had at such

tolerable rates, as certainly they might from Cape-Florida, the Bermuda,

or other parts of the West Indies ; I say, I cannot but suggest, that our

more wealthy citizens of London, every day building and embellishing

their dwellings, might be encouraged to make use of Cyprefs-wood

in their shops, at least for shelves, counters, chests, tables, wainscot,

veneerings, and mouldings ; since, besides the everlastingnefs of the

wood, enemy to worms and those other corruptions we have named,

it would likewise greatly cure and reform the malignancy and corrosive-

nefs of the air.

Volume IT.
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SA VINE.

The SABINE, or, as we call it, SAVINE', is not for dignity to be

named with the former j but as it is absolutely the best succedaneum to

Cyprefs, (which the rigour of our climate is not benign to,) our gardeners

would do well to increase and cultivate it for the other's defects, and

bring up nurseries of them for pyramids, and other tonsile and topiary

works. As to its other quality, it has indeed, an ill report, as most other

things have when not rightly applied, whilst there is nothing more

efficacious for the destruction of worms in little children, the juice being

given in a spoonful of milk, dulcified with a little sugar, which brings

them away in heaps, as it does in horses and other cattle, above all other

remedies.

There is another berry-bearing Savine in warmer climates, which also

resembles the Cyprefs, commonly taken for the Tarentine Cyprefs, so much

celebrated by Cato, which grew to noble standards. But that, and the

Melesian, worthy the culture, are rare with us, and indeed is as well

supplied by the more hardy, as well as the Swedish Juniper, and other

shrubs. The Sabine is easily propagated by slips and cuttings, sooner

than by the seeds, which are sometimes found in the small squamous

seed-caseso

TA MA RISK.

The TAMARISK^, (growing to a considerable tree,) for its aptnefs

to be shorn, and governed like the Savine and Cyprefs, may be entertained,

but not for its lasting verdure, which forsakes it in winter, though it is

f The SAVIN is a species of Juniper, and has been described in the last chapter, under

the title ofJUNIPERUS (SABlNA)foliis ojijioshis crectis decuireutibus, ramisJiatulis.

8 There are two species of this genus :

T. TAMARIX (gaiuca) floribus pentandris. Lin. Sp. PI. 386. Ttzmarisi loltk

pentandroui flmuers. Tamariscus Narbonensis. Lob. Icon. 218. French tamarisk.

This sort grows naturally in the South of France, in Spain, in Italy, where it arrives to a tree

of middling size ; but in En2;land is seldom more than fourteen or sixteen feet high. The

hark is rough, and of it dark-brown colour; it sends out many slender branches, most of
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soon again restored. But it has other excellent properties; in particular, chap, i

it is sovereign against the spleen, which as Camden* tells us, was there-
^-*'~y-*>

fore brought first into England by Grindal, Archbishop of Canterbury.— * Ellzab.

They also made cans of this wood to drink out of. It was of old counted

infelix, and under malediction ; and therefore used for wreaths to be put

on the heads of malefactors.

which spread out flat, and hang downward at their ends; these are covered with a Chesniit-

coloured bark, and garnished with very narrow finely divided leaves, which are smooth,

of a bright gieen colour, and have small leaves or indentures which lie over each other like

the scales of fish. The flowers are produced in taper spikes at the end of the branches,

several of them growing on the same branch. The spikes are about an inch long, and
as thick as a large earth-worm. The flowers are set very close all round the spike ; they

are very small, and have five concave petals of a pale flesh colour, witii five slender stamina

terminated by roundish red summits. The flowers appear in July, and are succeeded by
oblong, acute-pointed, three-cornered capsules, filled with small downy seeds, which seldom

ripen in England.

2. TAMARIX Cgermanicj) florlbus decandris. Lin. Sp. PI. 387. Tamarisk -with

iSecandrousjknatrs. Tamariscus Germanica. Lob. Icon. 218. German tamarisk.

This kind grows naturally in Germany, in moist land ; It is rather a shrub than a tree, having

-several ligneous stalks arising from the same root, which grow erect, sending out many side^

branches which are also erect ; these have a pale green bark when young, which afterwards

changes to a yellowish colour. The leaves are shorter, and set closer together than those

of the other sort, and are of a lighter green, approacliing to a grey colour ; the flowers are

produced in long loose spikes at the end of the branches, standing erect; they are larger

than those of the former, and have ten stamina standing alternately. It flowers about the

same time as the former. Both these sorts cast their leaves in autumn, and it is pretty late

-in the spring before the young leaves push out, which renders them lefs valuable. They are

now frequently planted in gardens for ornament, and, when mixed with other shrubs^ make
a pretty^ variety.

This CENus of plants is of the clafs and order Pentaudria Tilgjnia.

The culture of both sorts of Tamarisk is very easy. Every cutting will grow that

is set in winter, and will be a good plant by the autumn following. The increasing them

by layers has been recommended ; but that is bad advice, not only as being unnecefsary

trouble, but because layers of this tree very often will not strike root at all. The best time

for the work is October, though any time of the winter will do. The cuttings should be of

the last summer's shoot; and a moist part of the garden is most eligible for them to be

planted in. In two years they wilt be good plants for the wildernefs or shrubbery, and

ma^' be planted out in almost any soil, thougTi they best like a light moist earth, especially

the German sort; for in countries where the Tamarisk naturally grows, it is generally

found in low watery grounds.

F2
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THUYA''.

This tree, by some called ARBOR VITiE, (brought from Canada) is

of moderate stature, bearing a ragged leaf not unlike the Cyprefs, only

somewhat flatter, and not so thick set and close. It is of a hardy green

all the winter, and delights in the shade, where the roots running

shallow, the stem needs support. The leaf being bruised between the

^ Of the THUYA there are two species :

1. THUYA (occiDENTALis) stiobilis lasvibus ; squamls obtusis. Lin Sp. PI. 14-21.

—

Thuya luiih smooth cones ami obtuse scales. Thuya Theophrasti. C. B. P. 4-3S. The co.v.i/o.v

AT.BOR VlT.t..

This sort grows naturally in Canada, Siberia, and other northern countries, and has been long

cultivated in the English gardens. In some of these gardens, which have not been altered,

there are a few of these trees which are of a large size. The Thuya has a strong woody

trunk, which rises to the height of tliirty feet or more. The bark, while young, is smooth,

and of a dark-brown colour; but, as the trees advance, the bark becomes cracked andlefs

smooth. The branches are produced irregularly on every side, standing almost horizontal,

and the young slender shoots frequently hang downward ; these branches stand but thin,

and the younger branches only are garnished with leaves, so that when the trees are grown

large, they make but an indifferent appearance, being so thinly cloathed with leaves. The

young branches are flat, and the small leaves are placed over each other Uke the scales

offish; the flowers are produced from the sides of the young branches, pretty near to the

foot-stalk ; the male flowers grow oblong catkins, and between these the female flowers are

collected in form of cones. M'hen the former have shed their farina, they soon after drop

off, but the female flowers are succeeded by oblong cones, having obtuse smooth scales,

containing one or two oblong seeds. It flowers early in the spring, and the seeds ripen in

September. The leaves of this tree have a rank oily scent when bruised. Profefsor Kalm

informs us, that the Thuya is not seen farther south than Saratoga in the province of New
York ; this place is forty-two degrees and ten minutes north latitude. The Canadians

call it Cedre blanc. In its natural state it seems to prefer swamps, marshes, and other wet

places. In Canada the tallest trees do not exceed thirty-sLx feet.

2. THUYA CoxiENTJLisJ strobilis squarrosis, squamls acuminatis retlexis. Lin. Sp. PJ.

14-22. Thuya with rugged cones, and acutc-Jiointed reflcxed scales. Thuya strobilis uncinatis,

squamis reflexo-acuminatis. Flor. Leyd. Prod. 87. The china .ikbor vit^e.

This kind grows naturally in the northern parts of China, where it rises to a considerable

height. The seeds were first sent to Paris by some of the Mifsionaries, and there are some

of the trees gi'owing in the gardens of some curious persons there, which are more than

twenty feet high. The branches of this sort grow closer together, and are much better

adorned with leaves ; these are of a brighter green than the other, so make a much better

appearance. Being very hardy, it is esteemed much preferable to most of the evergreen

trees with small leaves, for ornament in gardens. The branches of this tree crofs each other

at right angles ; the leaves are flat, but the single divisions of the leaves are slender, and the
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fingers, emits a powerful scent, not easily conquered, seeming to breathe

something of a sanative ointment, and (as I am told,) makes one of the

best for the closure of green and fresh wounds. To this we might add

(not for their verdure only) other more rare exotics, Styrax Arbor and

Terebynth ; noting, by the way, that the Larch is the only tree from

which the true turpentine is obtained, whilst apothecaries substitute that

which extils from the Fir-tree instead of it : All of them minding me

scales are smaller, and lie closer over each other than those of the first sort. The cones are

also much larger, and of a beautiful grey colour; their scales end in acute reflexed points.

Tn the Linnsean system this tree is of the clafs and order Momecia Mmaddjihia. The
flowers come out early in the spring, but make a mean appearance.

The Arbor Vitae is propagated by seeds, layers, and cuttings. The first makes the best

trees, though the latter methods are generally practised.

The celebrated Profefsor Kalm, in his travels into North America, observes of the
Occidental Arhor Vitre, that it is reckoned the most durable wood in Canada : " Inclosures

" of all kinds are made of it. All the posts which are driven into the ground, are of lire

" Thuya wood. The palisades round the forts in Canada are likewise made of the same
•' wood. The planks in the houses are made of it ; and the thin narrow pieces of wood,
" which form both tlie ribs and the bottom of the bark-boats, commonly made use of here
" are taken from this wood, because it is pliant enough for the purpose, especially whilst

" it is fresh, and likewise because it is very light. The Thuya-wood is reckoned one
" of the best for the use of lime-kilns. Its branches are used all over Canada for besoms;

" and the twigs and leaves of it being naturally bent together, seem to be very proper for

"the purpose. The Indians make such besoms, and bring them to the towns for sale;

" nor do I remember having seen besoms of any other wood. The fresh branches have

"a peculiar scent, which is strongly perceived in houses where they make use of besoms
" of this tree.

" This Thuya is made use of for several medicinal purposes. The Commandant of Fort

" St. Frederic, M. de Lusignan, could never sufficiently praise its excellence for rheumatic

" pains. He told me he had often seen it tried, with remarkable succefs, upon several

" persons, in the following manner: The fresh leaves are pounded in a mortar, and mixed
" with hog's grease, or any other grease. This is boiled together till it becomes a salve

" which is spread on linen, and applied to the part where the pain is. The salve gives

" certain relief in a short time. Against violent pains, which move up and down in the
" thighs, and sometimes spread all over the body, they recommend the following remedy;
" Take of the leaves of a kind of Polypody* four-fifths, and of the cones of the Thuya-
" one-fifth, both reduced to a coarse powder by themselves, and mixed together after-

" wards. Then pour milk-warm water on it, so as to make a poultice, which spread o!>

Polypodlum fronde pinnata, pinnis alternis ad basin superne apfendiciilatJj.
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again of the great opportunities and encouragement we have of every

day improving; our stores w^ith so many useful trees from the American

plantations; for which I have the suffrage of the often-cited Mr. Ray,

who is certainly a very able judge. Might we not therefore attempt the

more frequent Locust, Safsafras, and that sort of Maple, or Sugar-tree,

whose juice yields that sweet ? Also the Halymus Latifolius, and several

others for encouragement. But, I produce not these particulars, and

other amcena vireta already mentioned, as signifying any thing to timber,

the main design of this treatise, (though I read of some Myrtles so tali,

as to make spear-shafts) but to exemplify in what may be farther added

to ornament and pleasure, by a cheap and most agreeable industry.

" linen, and wrap it round the body; bnt as the poultice burns like fire, they commonly

" lay a cloth between it and the body, otherwise it would burn and scorch the skin.

—

*' I have heard this remedy praised beyond measure, by people who said they had
" experienced its good effects. An Iroquese Indian told me, that a decoction of Thuya

'^' leaves was used as a remedy for the cough. In the neighbourhood of Saratoga, they use

" this decoction in the intermitting fever.

" This tree has, in common with many other American trees, the quality of growing

•' freely in marshes and thick woods, which may be with certainty called its native places.

" However, there is scarce a single Thuya-tree in those places which bears seeds ; if, on the

-*' other hand, a tree accidentally stands on the outside of a wood, on the sea-shore,

*' or in a field, where the air can freely come at it, it is always full of seeds. 1 have found
'*' this to be the case with the Thuya, on innumerable occasions."
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CHAP. II.

Tfie M U L B E R RT.

JVIORUS, tlie MULBERRY"'. It may pofsibly be wondered by some chap. n.
why we should insert this tree amongst our forest inhabitants ; but we '•^•^"V*^'

shall soon reconcile our industrious planter when he comes to understand

the incomparable benefit of it, and that for its timber, durablenefs, and

' Of this GENUS there are six species

:

1. MORUS ('OTGR.4^ fbliis cordatis scabris. Lin. Sp. PI. 1398. Mulberrywith rough heart-

slmped leaves, Morus fructu nigro. C. B. P. 459, Mulberry luith a black fruit. The black

MULBERRY.

This is the common Black Mulberry-tree, which is cultivated for the delicacy of its fruit.^

It grows naturally in Persia, from whence it was first brought to the southern parts of Europe,

but is now become common in every part of Europe, where the winters arc not very severe

;

for in the northern parts of Sweden these trees will not live in the open air ; and in several ,

parts of Germany they are planted against walls, and treated in the same way as the Peachy

and other tender fruitsj in this country.

2. MORUS (rubra) foliis cordatis subtus villosis, amentis cyJindricis. Lin. Sp. Plant.

JSO^. Mulberry luiih lieart-shsjied leaves, •which are hairy on their under side, and cylindrical

catkins. Morus Virginiensis arbor, loti arboris instar ramosa,- foliis amplifsimi.s. Pluk.

Vhyi.. tab. 246. Virginian MuS/eiry, branching like the Nettle-tree, having very large leaves. The
VIRCItllAN MVLBERRr.

This tree will grow to the heiglit of thirty or forty feet. It sends forth many large branches ;

and the bark of the ) oung slioots is of a blackish, colour. The leaves are larger than the

common Mulberry, and rougher, though in other respects they somewhat resemble them.
It produces plenty of catkins, in shape like those of the Birch-tree ; and the female flowers

are succeeded by a dark reddish fruit. This is a scarce plant at present, notwithstanding

it beats the severity of our climate extiemely well.

3. MORUS (AlB.t) foliis oblique cordatis laevibus. Lin. Sp. PI. 1398. Mulberry ivitk

tbliijue, smooth, heart-shaped leaves. Morus fructu albo. C. B. P. 459. Multeity with a -white

fruit. The white mulbermv.

This tree will grow to a 'large size, and is very proper for walks and avenues, or for clumps
or standards, either in fields or parks. The leaves are of a clear light green, and the fruit

is of a paler col6ur than any of the other sorts, which makes it take the name of the White
Mulberry. This tree pofscfses the peculiar property of breeding no vermine, either when
growing or cut down ; neither does it harbour any caterpillar, the silk-worm excepted.—
Thisspecies is cultivated for its leaves in Fraaice and Italy to feed silk wprjftsj ajud^wlieii
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.BOOK II. use Tor the joiner and carpenter, and to make hoops, bows, wheels, and
'^-''^.~'^ even ribs for small vefsels, instead of Oak, &;c. though the fruit and the

leaves have not the due value with us, which they deservedly enjoy in

other places of the world.

2. But it is not here I -would recommend our ordinary black fruit-

bearer, though that be likewise worth the propagation, but that kind

raised for that use, the tree should not be suffered to grow tall. The leaves should be shorn

off along with the tender twigs, which injures the plant much lefs than pulling them by

the hand. This kind should be raised from seeds procured from Italy or the south of

France.

4. MORUS (tinctoria) foliis oblique cordatis acumlnatis hlrsutls. Mulheny -with oblique,

]:eart-shapcd, acnic-pointed, hairy leaves. Morus fructu viridi, ligno sulphureo tinctorio. Sloan.

Hist. Jam. 2. p. 3. Midbtrry with a green fruit, ivhose imod dyes a sulphur colour. Fustics

IVOOD.

This tree is better known by the title of Fustick, which is given to the wood, than bj' its fruit,

which is of no estimation. It grows naturally in most of the islands in the West-Indies, but

more plentifully in the Bay of Campeachy, where it abounds greatly. This wood is one

of the commodities e>kported from Jamaica, where it grows in greater plenty than in any

other of the British islands. This tree, in the countries where it grows naturally, rises to the

height of sixty feet and upward. The bark is of a light-brown colour, with some shaIlo\i*

furrows. The wood is firm, solid, and of a bright yellow. It sends out many branches on

every side, covered with a white bark, and garnished with leaves about four inches long,

which are broad at their base, and indented at the foot-stalk, where they are rounded ; but

one side is broader than the other, so that they are oblique to the foot-stalk ; these diminish

gradually, and end in acute points ; they are rough like those of the common Mulberry,

of a dark green, and stand upon short footstalks. Toward the end of the young branches

come out short catkins of a pale herbaceous colour ; and in other parts of the same branches

the fruit is produced, growing upon short foot-slalks. The fruit is as large as a nutmeg,

of a roundish form, full of protuberances like the common Mulberry, green within and on the

^outside, and of a luscious sweet taste when ripe. This species is too tender to thrive in thi^

count\7, unlefs preserved in a warm stove. There are several of the plants now growing

in tlie Chelsea garden, which were raised from seeds sent from Jamaica by William

Williams, Esq. with many other curious sorts, which are natives of that island. The seeds

of this plant come up freely on a hot-bed; and when the plants are fit to remove, they

should each be planted in a separate small pot, filled with fresh light earth, and plunged into

a hot-bed of tanner's bark, and shaded from the sun till they have taken new root. Let them

be treated in the same way as other plants from those hot countries, always keeping theni

in the tan-bed in the stove, where they will make good progrefs. These plants retain their

leaves great part of the year in the stove.

5. MORUS (P.iPrFiFER.i) foliis palmatis, fructibus hispidis. Lin. Sp. Plant. 1399.

Mulberry -with hand-shn/ied leaves andpricklyfruit. Morus saliva, foliis urtica; mortua?, corlicc
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which is called the White Mulberry, which I have had sent me out chap. it.

of Languedoc ; one of a broad leaf, found there and in Provence, whose ^^^v'*-^

seed being procured from Paris, where they have it from Avignon, should

be thus treated in the seminary,

3. In countries where they cultivate them for the silk-worm and othet^

uses, they sow the perfectly mature berries of a tree, whose leaves have

papyrifera. KEemp. Amcen. 471. Cultivated Mulbmy, with leaves like the Dead Netik, and

efiuhose harkjiajier is made. The paper MULBERRr.

This sort grows naturally in China and Japan, where the inhabitants make paper of the bark.

They cultivate the trees for tliat purpose on the liills and mountains, mncli after Hie same
manner that Osiers are cultivated here, cutting down the young shoots in December. These
being divided into rods of three feet in length, or shorter, are gathered into bundles^

to be boiled. If, by delaying the boiling, the shoots are dried, they must bo previously

softened in common water for twenty-four hours. The bundles are boiled very closely

together, and placed erect in a large copper properly closed ; the boiling being continued

until the separation of the bark displays the naked wood. Then the stalks are loosed out of

the bundles, and allowed to cool ; after which, by a longitudinal incision, the bark is stripped

off. This, being the material of the paper, is dried, (the wood being rejected) and, when
dried, is kept to undergo the farther preparation when convenient ; which consists in

puriiication and selection. To be purified, the bark is put three or four hours in water •

when, after being sufficiently softened, the cuticle, which is of a dark colour, togcthei- witli

the greenish surface of the liber, or inner barJc, is pared off; a knife being used for that

purpose, which they call Kaadsj Kusdggi ; that is, the Razor of Kaadj.j, or the Paper Mul-
berry. At the same time, the stronger bark is separated from tlie more tender; the former

of which makes the whitest and best paper ; the lattei* a dark, weak, and inferior kind.

If any bark appear that is old, it is likewise set aside for a thickei' kind, and of Avorse

quality. By the same operation, they throw together into this last clafs the knotty parts of

the bark, and those which have any fault or blemish. The bark tluis purifieol, and divided

into clafses, according to its quality, is boiled in any lye that is clear and strained ; care being,

taken to stir tlie substance as soon as it begins to boil, with a strong reed, and to pour in

of the Ive gradually as much as is necefsary for slopping the evaporation, and restorini' the

liquor that is lost. The boiling is to be given over when the materials can be split, by

a slight touch of the finger, into fibres and down. The lye employed in the proccfs in

question, is made of any kind of ashes, in this manner. Two pieces of wood are placed crofs-

ways over a vefsel : Upon this crofs is laid straw, and over the straw wet ashes ; over which

is poured boiling water ; and this imbibing the salt of the ashes, is permitted to flow into the

vefsel placed under it, and is termed Lye. To the l>oiling succeeds the washing, which is a

thing of some moment ; as, if washed a shorter time than it ought, the paper will be strono-

indeed, but rougher, and of an inferior quality ; if a longer time, it wilt be whiter, but of a

fat consistence, lax, and lefs fit for writing. Being sufficiently washed, the materials are put

upon a thick, smooth, wooden-table, and stoutly beaten together bv two or three slaves with

battons, made of a hard wood called Kus-no-ki, (the Camphirc-tree) into a pulp, resemblin"-

macerated paper; which, being put in water, separates like the grains of meal. Thus pre-

pared, it is put into a narrow vat ; an infusion of Rue, and a raucous water of the infusion of

Volume II. G
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BOOK II. not been -gathered. These they shake down upon an old -sheet spread

^'•'•'^^r'*^ under the tree, to protect them from gravel and ordure, which will hinder

you from discerning the seed. If they be not ripe, lay them to mature

upon shelves, but by no means till they corrupt ; to prevent which, turn

them daily ; then put them in a fine sieve, and plunging them in water,

bruise them with -your hand • Do this in several waters, then change them

in other clear water, and the seed will sink to the bottom, whilst the

Oren; being added to it. Tliese three are to be mixedand agitated togetlrer with a clean

and slender reed, until reduced into a liquor that is homogeneous, and of a due consistence.

This succeeds best in a narrow vefsel. The prepared liquor is poured into a larger vat

;

from whence the sheets, or folios, are poured out one by one, and placed in heaps upon

a table covered with a double mat; a small thread of reed being interjected betwixt the sheets

at the margin, which, projecting a little from the leaves, serves to distinguish them, so that

they may be taken up singly when wanted. The heaps are covered with a single piece of

wood, adapted to the size and form of the paper, upon which stones are placed, at first of a

Fight weight, lest, being wet, the sheets should coalesce ; but afterwards larger and heavier,

that all the aqueous humour may be exprefsed by degrees. The following day, the weights

being removed, each sheet is taken up by itself, and the operation finished.

A few years ago there were several plants of the paper mulberry raised in the gardens of his

Grace the Duke of Northumberland from seed ; and when removed into the open air, bore

the weather without shelter. The tree makes very Strong vigorous shoots, but seems not to

be of tall growth, for it sends out many lateial branches from the root upward. The leaves

are large, some of them are entire, others are deeply cut into tJiree, and some into five lobes,

especially while the trees are young, dividing in form of a hand. They are of a dark green,

arid'rough to the touch ; but of a pale green on their under side, and somewhat hairy, falling

off on the first approach of frost in autumn, as do those of the common Mulberry.

6. MORUS (ihdica) foliis ovato oblongo utrinque aqualibus, inasqualiier serratis. Lin,

Sp. PI. 1 399. Mulbeny -with oval oblong haves, -which are equal on both sides, but unequally savxd,

Tinda-parua Hort. Mai. Tue Indian mulberry.

This kind grows naturally in India, where it becomes a large tree. It has a soft, thick, yel-

lowish bark, with a milky juice like the Fig, which is astringent. The branches come out on

every side, and are garnished with oblong oval leaves, standing upon short foot-stalks. Both

sides of tiiese leaves are equal, but their edges are unequally sawed. They are rough, of a

dark green on their upper side, but pale on their under, standing alternately on the branches-

The flowers come out in round heatis, at the foot-stalks of the leaves on each side of the

branches; they are of an herbaceous white colour; the male flowers have four stamina!

the female flowers are succeeded by roundish fruit, whicli at first is green, afterwards white,

and when ripe of a dark red colour.—The plants are too tender to live out of a stove

in this country.

The MULBERRY is of Ihc clafs and order Monoecia Tetrandria, which contain those plants

that have male and female flowers at separate distances upon the same plant, the piale

flowers having four stamina.
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pulp swims, and must be taken off carefully. This done, lay the seed to chap. ir.

dry in the sun upon a linen cloth, for which one hour is sufficient; then
^'^~

fan and sift it from the husks, and reser^'e it till the season. This is the

procefs of curious persons ; but the sowing of ripe Mulberries themselves

is altogether as good ; and from the excrement, of hogs, and even dogs,

that will frequently eat them, they will rise abundantly. Note, That in

sowing of the berries, it is good to squash and bruise them with fine

It is generally observed that the old Mulberry-trees are not only more fruitful tlian the

young, but their fruit is much larger and better flavoured ; so that where there are any of

these old trees, it is the best way to propagate from them, and to make choice of those

branches which arc most fruitful. These trees may be propagated by laying down their

branches, which will take root in one year, after which they should be separated from the

old trees; but the best way is to propagate them by curttings, which, if skilfully managed;

will generally succeed. The cuttings should be the shoots of the for^ner year, witli one

joint of the two years wood to their bottom; tiiey should not be shortened, but planted

their full length, leaving two or three buds above ground. The best season for planting

them is in March, after the danger of hard frosts is over. They should be planted in light

rich earth, prefsing the ground pretty close about them; and if they are covered with

glafses, it will forward their putting out roots ; but where there is not such conveniency,

the ground about them should be covered with mofs to prevent its drying ; and where this

is carefully done, the cuttings will require but little water. If the cuttings succeed well

and make good shoots, they may be tranfplanted the following spring into the nursery

where they should be regularly trained to stems by fixing down flakes, to which the

principal shoots should be fastened ; and most of the lateral branches should be closely

pruned ofl^, leaving only two or three of the weakest to detain the sap, for the augmenta-
tion of the stem ; for when they are quite divested of their side-shoots, the sap is mounted
to the top, so that the heads of the trees grow too fast for the stems, and become too
weighty for their support. After four years growing in the nursery, they will be fit to
transplant where they are to remain; for these trees are transplanted with greater
safety while young, than when of a large size.

If the cuttings are planted in a bed, fully exposed to the sun, it will be proper to arch
the bed over wiUi hoops, that they may be shaded with mats in the heat of the day during
the spring, till they have put out roots; after which, the more they are expo5ed to-the
sun, the better they will succeed, provided the ground be covered with mofs to prevent its

drying; for the sun will harden the shoots, whereby the plants will be in lefs danger of
suffering by the early frosts in autumn

;
for when these are in a shady situation, they are

apt to grow vigorously in summer; and, being full of moisture, the early frosts in Odober
frequently kill their tops. If the following winter prove severe, they are often killed
to their roots, and sometimes are entirely destroyed. Mr. Miller recommends ihecutti'ngs
to be planted on a hot-bed

;
and he informs us that he was led to this improvement by

observing some sticks ofMulberry trees which were cut for forks, and thrust into a hot-
bed to fasten down the vines of cucumbers ; which although they had been cut from tha

G 3
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sifted mouldy and if it be rich, and of the old bed, so much the better.

They should be interred, well moistened, and covered with straw, and

then rarely watered till they peep; or you may squeeze the ripe berries

in ropes of hair or bast, and bury them, as is prescribed for Hips and

Haws. The earth in which you sow them should be fine mould, and as

rich as for melons, raised a little higher than the area, as they make the

beds for ordinary pot-herbs, to keep them loose and warm ; and in such

beds you may sow the seeds as you do purslane, mingled with some fine

earth, and thinly covered, and then for a fortnight strewed over with

straw to protect them both from sudden heat and from birds. The

season is April or May, though some forbear even till July and August,

and in the second quarter of the moon, the weather calm and serene.

—

At the beginning, keep them moderately fresh, not over wet, and clean

weeded, secured from the rigour of frosts. The second year of their

growth, about the beginning of October, or early spring, draw them

gently out, prune the roots, and, dipping them in pond-water, transplant

them into a warm place oi' nursery. It is best ranging them in drills

two feet large and one in depth, each drill three feet distant, and each

tree a considerable time, yet many of them put out roots and shot out branches ; so tliat

when any person is in haste to propagate these trees, if the cuttings are planted on a

moderate hot-bed, they will take root much sooner than in the common ground.

All the kinds of Mulberry may be raised ty sowing the seeds in a warm border, or upon

a hot-bed, moderately heated ; but this method of propagation is not to be recommended

when the trees are intended for fruit, as the seeds Avill not always come of the desired

kinds. When a large quantity of trees is desired for their leaves only, it is a good metliod

to raise them from seeds.

The Mulberry delights to grow in a light rich earth, such as is seen in most of the old

iitchen gardens about London ; for in some of those gardens there are trees of a very

great age, which are very healthy and fruitful, and their fruit is larger and better flavoured

than that of younger trees. 1 have never yet seen any of these trees whkli were planted

in a very still' soil, or on shallow ground, either upon clay, chalk, or gravel, which have

been healthy or fruitful ; their stems and branches are generally covered with mofs, so that

the little fruit which they produce is small, ill tasted, and late before it ripens.

If these trees are planted in a situation where they arc defended from the strong south

and north-west winds, it will preserve their fruit from being blown off; but this shelter,

whether it be trees or buildings, should be at such a distance as not to keep off the sun;

-for where the fruit has not the benefit of his rays to difsipatc the morning dews, it turns

mouldy and rots upon the trees.

It often happens that old trees cither become bad bearers, or cast their fruit before

it comes to maturity. In either of these cases, let a trench be cut about t\vo feet deep.
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plant two J and if thus the new earth be somewhat lower than the chap, ii.

surface of the rest, it will the better receive the rain. Being planted, ^^^"V^*-'

cut them all within three inches of the ground. Water thera not in

winter but in extreme necefsity, and when the weather is warm, and then

do it in the morning. In this cold season, you will do well to cover the

ground with the leaves of trees, straw, or short litter, to keep them

warm ; and every year you should give them three drefsings or half-

diggings, viz. in April, June, and August; this, for the first year^

still after rain. The second spring, after transplanting, purge them

of all superfluous shoots and cions, reserving only the most towardly for

the future stem : This to be done yearly as long as they continue in the

nursery ; and if, of the principal stem so left, the frost mortify any part,

put it off, and contiime this government till they are near six feet high ;

after which suffer them to spread into heads, by discreetly pruning and

fashioning them : But if you plant where cattle may endanger them, the

stem had need be taller, for they are extremely liquorish of the leaves.

4. When they are about five years growth, you may transplant them

round the tree, and about four feet from the bole. Let this trench be filled with fresh

niould, enriched with cow-dung; and as the large roots may be raised without incon-

renience, let the compost be put under them so as to make the bed, over wiiich the tree

stands, as rich as pofsible. At the same time, let the old wood be cut from the head of the

tree, in order that the young wood may have space to grow in. These operations being

judiciously conducted, you will, in a few years, have an old tree converted into a young
one. Let it also be observed that, if you expect plenty of fruit, you must never permit the

ground to be cropped near the t;ree, for by the spade, the feeding fibres of tlie roots will

be cut off at the time when the fruit requires the utmost nourishment.

The Mulberry is remarkable for putting out its leaves late, so that when they appear,

the gardener may take it for granted, that all danger from frosts is over : He may then

expose his Greenhouse Plants. Cum germinare viJeris Morum, wjuriam Jiostca frigoris timere

ml'ita. PL IN.

Ovid, on account of the blood-red appearance of its fruit, has chosen the Mulberry-tree

fbr the scene of his affecting story of Pyramus and Thisbe; and indeed, no other tree could

have given so much afsistance to the imagination of the poet. Horace advises us to finish

our dinner with ripe Mulberries:

-Hie salubres

jCstates peraget, qui nigris prandia Moris

Finiet, ante gravem quas legerit arbore solem.
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;ooK II widioxit cutting the root, provided you. eradicate them with care, only
^•"^""•^^"^^

trimming the head a little. The season is from September to November,.

in the new moon ; and if the holes, or pits, you set them in were dug and

prepared some months before, it would much secure their taking. Some

east horns, bones, shells, &c. into them, the better, to loosen the earthy

which sViould be rich, and welLrefreshed all summer. A light and dry

mould is best, well exposed to the sun and air, which above all things

this tree affects, and hates watery low grounds. In sum, being a very

lastin<^ tree, it thrives best where Vines prosper most, whose society,

it exceedingly cherishes ; nor does it lefs delight to be amongst Corn,

no way prejudicing it with its shade. The distance of these standards

should be twenty or twenty-four feet every way, if you would desiga

walks or <^roves of them ; if the environs of fields, banks of rivers,

highways, &c. twelve or fourteen feet may suffice, but the farther distant

the better : The White spreads its roots much farther than the Blacky

and likes the valley more than the higher ground.

5. Another expedient to increase Mulberries, is by layers from the

suckers at the foot ; this should be done in spring, leaving not above two

buds out of the earth, which you must diligently water, and the second

year they will be rooted. They will also take by pafsing any branch,

or arm, slit and kept a little open with a wedge, or stone, through

a basket of earth, which is a very sure way. Nay the very cuttings will

strike in spring ; but let them be from shoots of two years growth, with

some of the old wood, though of seven or eight years ; these set in rills,

like vines, having two or three buds at the top, will root infallibly,

especially if you twist the old wood a little, or at least hack it ; though

some slit the foot, inserting a stone, or grain of an oat to suckle and

entertain the plant with moisture.

6. They may also be propagated by graffing them on the Black

Mulberry in spring, or inoculated in July, taking the cions from some

old tree that has broad, even, and round leaves, which causes it to pro-

duce very ample and tender leaves, of great emolument to the silk-

master.

7. Some experienced husbandmen advise to poll our Mulberries every

three or four years, as we do our Willows ; others not till eight years ;
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both erroneously. The best way is yearly to prune them of their dry

and superfluous branches, and to form their heads round and natural.

—

The first year of removal where they are to abide, cut off all the shoots

to five or six of the most promising ; the next year, leave not above three

of these, which dispose in triangle as near as may be, and then disturb

them no more, unlefs it be to purge them (as we taught,) of dead sear-

wood and extravagant parts, which may impeach the rest ; and if after-

ward any pruned branch shoot above three or four cions, reduce them

to that number, One of the best ways of pruning, is what they practice

in Sicily and Provence, to make the head hollow and like a bell, by

cleansing them of their inmost branches ; and this may be done either

before they bud, viz, in the new moon of March, or when they are full

of leaves in June or July, if the season prove any thing fresh. Here

I must not omit what I read of the Chinese culture, and which they now
also imitate in Virginia, where they have fouixl a way to raise these

plants of the seeds, which they mow and cut like a crop of grafs, which

?prout and bear leaves again in a few months. They likewise in Virginia

have planted them in hedges, as near together as we do gooseberries and

currants, for their more convenient clipping, which they pretend to do

yvith scifsors.

8. The Mulberry is much improved by stirring the mould at the root,

and Letation.

9. We have already mentioned some of the uses of this excellent tree,

especially of the White, so called because the fruit is of a paler colour,

which is also of a more luscious taste and lefs than the Black ; the rind

likewise is whiter, and the leaves of a mealy clear green colour, far

tenderer, and sooner produced by at least a fortnight, which is a

marvellous advantage to the newly-disclosed silk-worm ; also they arrive

sooner at their maturity, and the food produces a finer web. Nor is this

tree lefs beautiful to the eye than the fairest Elm, very proper for walks

^nd avenues. The timber, amongst other properties, will last in the

water as well as the most solid Oak, and the bark makes good and tough

bast ropes. It sutFers no kind of vermine to breed on it, whether standing

or felled, nor dare any caterpillar attack it, save the silk-worm only. The
loppings are excellent fuel ; but it is for the leaves that this tree is irj

greatest and most worthy esteem, which, besides the silk-worm, nourish
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BOOK II. COWS, sheep, and other cattle, especially young poriers, being boiled

^•"""V^-^ with a little bran. The fruit is excellent to feed poultry. In sum,

whatever eats of them will with difficulty be reduced to endure any thing

else, as long as they can come by them. To say nothing of their other

sovereign qualities, as relaxing of the belly, being eaten in the morning,

and curing inflammations and ulcers of the mouth and throat, mixed with
"- ' mel rosarum, in which receipt they do best when taken before they are

over ripe. As for drink, the juice of the berry, mixed with cyder-apples,,

makes an excellent liquor both for colour and taste.

10. To proceed with the leaf, for which the Mulberry is chiefly^

cherished, the benefit of it is so great, that they are frequently let to farm

for vast sums ; so as one sole tree has yielded the proprietor a rent of

twenty shillings per annum for the leaves only, and six or seven pounds

of silk, worth as many pounds sterling, in five or six weeks, to those who

kept the worms. We know that, till after Italy had made silk above

a thousand years, they received it not in France, it being hardly yet an.

hundred since they betook themselves to this manufacture in Provence,

Languedoc, Dauphine, Lionois, 8cc. and not in Orleanois till Henry the

Fourth's time ; but it is incredible what a revenue it now amounts to in

that kingdom. About the same time, or a little after, it was tliat King

James did, with extraordinary care, recommend it to this nation by a

book of directions, acts of council, and all other princely afsistance.

—

. But this did not take any more than the proposal of Henry the Fourth,,

about the environs of Paris, who filled the highways, parks, and gardens

of France with the trees, be'ginning in his own gardens for encourage-,

ment. Yet I say this could not be brought into example till this present

great monarch, by the indefatigable diligence of Monsieur Colbert, (super-

intcndant of his Majesty's manufactures,) so succefsfully revived it,

that it is prodigious to consider what an happy progrefs they have made

in it ; to our shame be it spoken, who have no other discouragements

from any difficulty whatever, but our sloth and want of industry ; since

wherever these trees will grow and prosper, the silk-worms will do sa

also; and they were likewise averse, and from the very same suggestions,

Avhere now that manufacture flourishes in our neighbour countries.

—

It is demonstrable, that Mulberries in four or five years may be made

to spread all over this land; and when the indigent and young daugh-

ters in proud families are as willing to gain three or four shillings a day
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for gathering silk, and busying themselves in this sweet and easy

employment", as some do to get fourpence a day for hard work at hemp,

flax, and wool, the reputation of Mulberries will spread in England and

our plantations. I might say something like this of Saffron, which

•^ From this pafsage it appears that Mr. Evelyn was much difsatisfied with the education

ofwomeninhis days. The following extract from his Mimdus Muliebris, published in

. 1690, will serve as a picture of tlie times, in which the manners of both sexes are painted

in strong colours

:

" The refined lady expects her servants and humble admirers should court her in the

" forms and decencies of making love in fashion. In order to this you must often treat

" her at the. play, the park, and the music
;

present her at the raffle ; follow her to

" Tunbridge at the season of drinking the waters, though you have no need of them
" yourself. You must improve all occasions of celebrating her shape, and how well the

" mode becomes her, though it be never so fantastical and ridiculous ; that she sings like

" an angel; dances like a goddefs; and that you are charmed with her wit and beautv.

—

" Above all, you must be sure to find some fault or imperfection in all other ladies of the

" town, and to laugh at the fops like yourself. With this a little practice will qualify you for

*' the conversation and mystery of the Ruelle ; and if the whole morning be fpent between
" the glafs and the comb, that your peruke sit well and cravat strings be adjusted, as things

* of importance ; with these and the like accomplishments you'll emerge a consummate beau,

" Anglic^ a coxcomb. But the dancing-master will still be necefsary to preserve your good mieni

" and fit you for the winter ball. Thus you see, young sparks, how the style and method of
" wooing is quite changed, as well as the language, since the days of our forefathers, (of

" unhappy memory, simple and plain men as they were !) who courted and chose tlieir wives
" for their modesty, frugality, keeping at home, good housewifery, and other ceconomical

" virtues then in reputation. And when the young damsels were taught all these in the

" country, and their parents' houses, the portion they brought was more in virtue than

" money, and she was a richer match than one who could have brought a million, and
" nothing else to commend her. The presents which were made when all was concluded,

" were a ring, a necklace of pearl, and perhaps another fair jewel, the bona /ir.rnplia-nalia

*' of her prudent mother, whose nuptial kirtle gown and petticoat lasted as many
" anniversaries as the happy couple lived together, and were at last bequeathed with
" a purse of old gold, rose nobles, spur-royals, and spankers, as an heir-loom to her grand-
" daughter. They had cupboards of ancient useful plate, whole chests of damask for the
' table, and store of fine Holland slieets (white as the driven snow, and fragrant of rose

«' and lavender) for the bed, and the sturdy oaken bed-stead and furniture.of the house

"lasted one whole century; the shovel-board and other lofig tables both in hall and
" parlour were as fixed as the freehold ; nothing was moveable save joint-stools, the black-

' " jacks, silver tankards, and bowls. And though many things fell out between the cup
" and the lip, when Nappy Ale, March Beer, Metheglin, Malmsey, and Old Sherry got
*' the ascendant amongst the blue-coats and badges, they sung Old Symon and Cheviot Chase,

'' and danced Brave Arthur^ and were able' to draw a bow that made the proud Monsieur

Volume 11. II
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BOOK II. we yet too much neglect the culture of; but which, for all this, I do not
^-^"y''^

despair of seeing re-afsumed when that good genius returns '. In order

to this hopeful prognostic, we will add a few directions about the

gathering of the leaves, to render this chapter one of the most

accomplished, for certainly one of the most accomplished and agreeable

works in the world.

14. The leaves of the Mulberry should be collected from trees of seven

or eio-ht years old ; if of such as are very young, it impairs their growth

neither are they so healthful for the worms, making them hydropical and

apt to burst ; as do also the leaves of such trees as be planted in a too

waterish or over rich soil, or where no sun comes ; and all sick and

vellow leaves are hurtful. It is better to clip, and let the leaves fall

upon a subtended sheet or blanket, than to gather them by hand ; and

to gather them, than to strip them, which mars and galls the branches,

and bruises the leaves that should hardly be touched. Some there are

*' tremble at the whizze of the grey-goose feather. 'Twas then antient hospitality was

«• kept up in town and country, by which the tenants were enabled to pay their landlords

^' at punctual day ; the poor were relieved bountifully ; and charity was as warm as the

«' kitchen, where the fire was perpetual. In those happy days, Sure/oot, the grave and

*• steady mare, carried the good knight and his courteous lady behind him to Church, and

" to visit the neighbourhood, without so many hell carts, rattling coaches, and crew

" of Jamme lacqueys, which a grave livery servant or two supplied, who rid before and made

«' way for his worship. Things of use were natural, plain,, and wholesome; nothing was

"superfluous; nothing necefsary wanting; and men of estate studied the public good,

" and gave example of true piety, loyalty, justice, sobriety, charity, and the good

" neighbourhood composed most differences. Perjury, suborning witnefses, alimony,

«' avowed adulteries, and mifscs (publicly owned,) were prodigies in those days, and laws

•< were reason not craft, when men's titles were secure, and they served their gene-

" ration with honour; left their patrimonial estates improved to an hopeful heir,

•' who pafsing from the free-school to the college, and thence to the inns of court,

" acquainting himself with a competent tincture of the laws of his country, followed the

" example of his worthy ancestors; and if he travelled abroad, it was not to count steeples,

" and bring home feather and ribbon, and the sins of other nations, but to gain such

" experience as rendered him useful to his prince and country upon occasion, and

" confirmed him in the love of both of them above any other. The virgins and young

" ladies of that golden age quicsiverunt latiam and liimm ; put their hands to the spindle, nor

•'disdained they the needle; were obsequious and helpful to their parents; instructed

«' in the managery of the family, and gave presages of making excellent wives

;

"nor then did they read so many romances, sec so many plays and smutty flirces,

.
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Vifho' lop off the boughs, and make it their pruning ; and it is a tolerable chap. ll.

way, so it be discreetly done in the over-thick parts of the tree ; but ^^i^-v'^-'

these leaves, gathered from a separated branch, vi^ill die, and wither much

sooner than those which are taken from the tree immediately, unlefs you

set the stem in water. Leaves gathered from boughs cut off, will shrink

in three hours ; whereas those you take from the living tree will last as

many days ; and, being thus a while kept, are better than over-fresh

ones. It is a rule never to gather in a rainy season, nor cut any branch

whilst the wet is upon it ; and therefore against such suspected times

you are to provide before-hand, and to reserve them in some fresh but

<iry place. The same caution you must observe for the dew, though

it do not rain ; for wet food kills the worms. But if this cannot be

altogether prevented, put the leaves between a pair of sheets, well dried

by the fire, and shake them up and down till the moisture be drunk up
In the linen ; and then spreading them to the air a little, on another dry

cloth, you may feed with them boldly. Th& top-leaves and oldest, should

*' set up.for visits, and have their dsy of audience and idle pastime. Honest Gkik, Ruff
" a7id Honours, diverted the ladies at Christmas, and they knew not so much as the names
" of Ombre, Cornet, and Btifset. Their retirements were devout and religious books and
" their recreations in the distillatory, the knowledge of plants and their virtues, for the
" comfort of their poor neighbours, and use of the family, which wholesome plain diet and
" kitchen physic preserved in perfect health. In those days, the scurvy, spleen, &c. were
." scarce heard of, till foreign drinks and mixtures were wantonly introduced. Nor were
«' the young gentlewomen so universally afflicted with hysterical fits, nor, though extremely
" modest, at all melancholy, or lefs gay, and in good humour

; they could touch the lute and
" virginals, sing " Like to the damask rose " and their breath was as sweet as their voices
-" They danced the Canarys, S/tanisIi Pavan, and SilJengers Round upon sippets, with as much
.« grace and lovelinefs as any,/ja«f, Monsieur, or Italian of them all can teach with his fop-
•" call, and apish postures."

'This seems a prophetic exprefsion, as Saffron is now cultivated very largely at Saffron.
Walden, in Efsex. The English Saffron is greatly superior to that which grows in France
or Spain. "Its cultivation employs a number of women and children ; and it were to be
wished that every encouragement was given to the culture of such plants as employ the
hands of the feeble poor. lu this excellent chapter upon the Mulberry-tree, Mr. Evelyn
endeavours to prove that silk may be produced in this country to a great national advan-
tage. The food of the silk-worm certainly grows with great luxuriancy in every part
of this island, and, from many accurate experiments made upon every branch of this
businefs, we may venture to conclude that the manufacture of raw silk may be succefs
fully, and profitably, conducted in all the southern counties of Great Britain.

H2
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, be gathered last of all, as being most proper to repast the worms with,

.

towards their last change. The gatherer must be neat, have his hands

clean and his breath §weet, and not poisoned with onions or tobax:co,

and be careful not to prefs the leaves, by crowding them into the bags

or baskets. Lastly, That they gather only, unlefs in case of necefsit)'-,

leaves from the present, not from the former year's sprigs, or old wood ;

which are not only rude and harsh, but are annexed to stubbed stalks, ,

which injure the worms, and spoil the denudated branches. One note

more let me add. That in first hatching, the eggs sometimes disclose

earlier than there is provision for them on the tree, in which case the

tender leaves of Lettuce, Dandelion, or Endive may supply the defect, .

so they feed not on them too long or over much, which gives them the

lask.

12. This is what I thought fit to premonish concerning the gathering

of the leaves of this tree for silk-worms, as I find it in Monsieur Isnard's

instructions, and in that exact discourse of his published some years

since, and dedicated to Monsieur Colbert, (who has, it seems, constituted

this industrious and experienced person surveyor of- this princely

manufacture about Paris,) because the book itself is rare, and known by

very few. I have no more to add but this, for our encouragement, and

to encounter the objections which may be suggested about the coldnefs

and moisture of our country, that the spring is in Provence no lefs

inconstant than is ours in England ; that the colds at Paris are altogether

as sharp ; and that in May, when it has continued raining for nine-and-

twenty days succefsively. Monsieur Isnard afsures us he proceeded in his

work without the least disaster ; and in the year 1 664, he presented the

French Kin"-, his master, with a considerable quantity of better silk than

Mefsina or Bononia could produce, which he sold raw at Lyons for

a pistole the pound, when that of Avignon, Provence, and Dauphine,

produced little above half that price. Biit you are to receive the com- -

plete history of the silk-worm from that incomparable treatise which

the learned Malpighius has lately sent out of Italy, and dedicated to

the Royal Society, as a specimen and noble effect of its universal

correspondence, and concernments for the improvement of useful know-

led'3-e. To this I add that beneficial pafsage of the learned Dr. Bea^,

communicated in the twelfth volume of the Philosophical Transactionsj

No. 133, p. 816, where we find recommended the promotion of this tree
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in England, from its succefs in several northern countries, and even in ghap. ir.

the moist places of Ireland. He shows how it may be improved by '^-^^v^*^

grafting on the Fig, or the larger Black Mulberry on that of the smallest

kind :
Also of what request the Diamoron, made of the juice of this

fruit, was with the antients, with other excellent obser\'ations. What
other incomparable remedies the fruit of this tree affords, see Pliny's

iNatural History, lib. xxiii. chap. vii. There is a Mulberry-tree brought
from Virginia, not to be contemned, upon which they find silk-worms,

which would exceed the silk of Persia itself, if the planters of nauseous

tobacco did not hinder the culture. Sir Jo. Berkley, who was many
years governor of that ample colony, told me he presented the King
(Charles II.) with as much silk made there, as made his Majesty a com-
plete suit of apparel.

Lastly, Let it not seem altogether impertinent if I add one premonition
to those lefs-experienced gardeners, who frequently expose their Orano-e

and like tender furniture-trees of the green-house, too early : That the

iirst leaves putting forth of this wise tree (Sapientifsima, as Pliny calls it,)

is a more infallible note when those delicate plants may be safely

brought to the air, than any other prognostic or indication"". For other
species, vid. Raii Dendr. p. 12.

" Pliny, in the most engaging manner, has pointed out to us the advantages that the

husbandman may reap from an attention to the common- objects that surround him • and
indeed we ought not to look upon this harmonious idea, otherwise than as the chain tliat

links the created to his creator. Jam Vcrgilias in Ccelo notabiles caterva fecerat

:

Non tamen his contenta, terrestres fecit alias, veluti vociferans : Cur ccelum intuearis

Agricola? cur sidera quaeris Rustice ? Jam te breviore somno fefsum premunt noctes.

Ecce tibi inter lierbas. tuas sparge peculiares stellas, easque Vespere et ab opere
disjungenti ostendo

:
ac ne pofsis prxterire, miraculo sollicito. Videsne ut fulgor igni

sirailis alarum comprefsu tegatur, secumque lacem habeat et nocte ? Dedi tibi herbas
horarum indices ; et ut ne sole quideni oculos tuos-a terra avoces, heliotropium ac lupinum
circumaguntur cum illo. Cur etiam nunc altius spectas, ipsumque ccelum -scrutaris ? Habes
ante pedes tuos ecce Vergilias. In certis eee in diebus proveniunt, durantque fcedere

sideris hujusce : partumque eas ilHus efse certum est. Proinde quisquis astivos fructus

ante illas severit, ipse frustrabitur sese. Hoc intervallo et apicula procedens fabam
florere indicat •. fabaque florescens earn evocat. Dabitur et aliud finili frigoris Indicium
Cum gcuiiinare videris Morum, injuriara postea frigoris timere nolito, Lib. xviii.

.
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CHAP. III.

The-PLATANUS, LOTUS, and ACACIA.

JrLATANUS". This beautiful and precious tree, antiently sacred to

Helena, (and with which she crowned the Lar and Genius of the place,)

was so doated on by Xerxes, that iElian and other Authors tell us he

made halt, and stopped his prodigious army of seventeen hundred

» Of this TREE there are only two Species

:

I. PLATANUS CoRlENTALls) foliis palmatis. Lin. Sp. PI. 1417. Plane-trecwithhand-shaJieS

leaves. Platanus Orientalis verus. Park. Theat. U27. The true eastern plane-tree.

This •kind giows naturally in Asia, where it becomes a very large fhady tree; the stem

is tall, erect, and covered with a smooth bark,; it sends out many side-branches, which

are generally a little crooked at tlieir joints ; the bark of the young branches is of a

dark brown, inclining to a purple colour ; they are garnished with leaves, placed alternate ;

their foot-stalks are an inch and a half long; the leaves are feven inches long, and eight

broad, deeply cut into five segments, and the two outer are slightly cut again into two more;

these segments have many acute indentures -on their borders, and have each a strong mid-

rib, with many lateral veins running to the sides ; the upper side of the leaves is of a deep

green, and the under side pale. Dionysius, the geographer, compares the form of the

Worea, or ancient Peloponnesus, to the leaves of this tree, making the foot-stalks the Isthmus

by which it is joined to Greece., The flowers come out upon long foot-stalks, hanging

downward, each sustaining five or six round balls of flowers; the upper, which are the

largest, are more than four inches in circumference ; these sit very close to the foot-stalks.

The flowers are so small as scarcely to be distinguished without glafses ; they come out a httle

before the leaves, which is in the beginning of June ; in warm summers th% seeds ripen late in

autumn, and, if left upon the trees, will remain till spring, when the balls fall to pieces ; the

bristly down- which surrounds the seeds, helps to- transport them to a great distance.

. 2. ^PLATANUS (-occidentalis) fQ\ii&\oha.i\s.. Lin. Sp. PI. 1418. Plane-tree -with loiated

•ieaves. Platanus Occidentalis s. Virginiensis. Park. Theat. 1427. Occidental or Virginia

.plane-tree. ,

This sort is naturally produced in most parts of North-America ; it grows to a considerable

size, with a straight stem of equal girt most part of ihe length: the bark is smooth^

like that of the other ; the branches extend wide on every side; tlie young ones have a

brownish bark, but on the old ones it is grey ; the foot-stalks of the leaves are three inches

long; the leaves arc seven inches long, and ten broad; they are cut. into three lobes or

anMes, and have several acute indentures on their borders, with three longitudinal midribs,

and many strong lateral veins. The leaves are of a light green on their upper side, and paler

. -on their under. The flowers grow in round balls like the former, but are smaller. The
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thousand soldiers, which even covered the sea, exhausted rivers, and chap, iir,

thrust mount Athos from the continent, to admire the pulchritude and
""*"

procerity of one of them ; and became so fond of it, that, spoiling both

himself, his concubines, and great persons of all their jewels, he covered

it with gold, gems, necklaces, scarfs and bracelets, and infinite riches

:

In sum, was so enamoured of it, that for some days neither the concern-

ment of his grand expedition, nor interest of honour, nor the necefsary

motion of his portentous army, could persuade him from it : He styled

it his Mistrefs, his Minion, his Goddefs ; and when he was forced to part

leaves and flowers come out at the fame time ^vith the former, and the seeds ripen in

autumn.

The PLATANUS is of the clafs and order Momccia Tolyandria.

The flowers come out late in the spring, and are so small as scarcely to be visible to

the naked eye. The buds of the leaves of the oriental sort, begin to swell about the

fourteenth of April, and the leaves are generally out by the latter end of tlie same

month.

Besides the two species already described, there are two varieties: 1. The Spanish

Plane-tree ; 2. The Maple-leaved Plane-tree.

1. The Spanish Plane-tree has larger leaves than either of the other sorts; they are

more divided than those of the Occidental, but not so much as the Eastern. Some of the

leaves are cut into five and others into three lobes ; these are sharply indented on the

edges and are of a light green ; the foot-stalks are short, and covered with a short down.

This is by some called the Middle Plane-tree, from its leaves being shaped between those

of the two other sorts. It grows rather faster than either of the other kinds.

2. The Maple-leaved Plane-tree diflers from the two genuine species, in having its

leaves not so deeply cut as the Eastern, nor lobed as the Western kind. The foot-stalks

of the leaves are much longer than those of the above sorts, and the upper surface of the

leaves is rougher.

The Oriental and Spanish Plane-trees are propagated from seeds, when they can

be procured. The ground proper for the seminary should be moist and shady, well dug,

and raked till the mould is fine ; then, in the autumn, soon after the seeds are ripe, let

them be scattered over this ground, and the seeds raked in, in the same manner as turnip-

seed. In the spring many of the young plants will come up,! though you must not expect

the general crop till the second year ; the succeeding spring they may be taken out of the

seminary, and planted in the nursery in rows one yard asunder, and at one foot and a half

distance in the rows. Here they may remain with the usual care of digging between
the rows and keeping them clean, till they are of sufficient size to plant out for good.

Where the seeds of these trees cannot be procured, layering must be the method of

propagation. For this purpose a sufficient number must be planted out for stools on a spot

of earth double dug ; After they have stood one year, they should be cut down, in order
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from it, he c?used the figure of it to be stamped on a medal of Gold,

which he contiiijally wore about him. Wherever they built their sump-

tuous and magnificent colleges for the exercise of youth in gymnas-

tics, as riding, wrestling, running, leaping, throwing the discus, &c. and

where the graver philosophers also met to converse together, and improve

their studies, they planted walks of Platans, to refresh and shade the Pa-

Iccstritse, as you have them described by Vitruvius, lib. v. cap. xi. and as

Claudius Perrault has afsisted the text with a figure, or ichnographical

' plot. These trees the Romans first brought out of the Levant, and cul-

tivated with so much industry and cost, for their stately and proud heads

only, that the great orators and statesmen, Cicero and Hortensius, would

exchange now and then a turn at the bar, that they m.iglit have the

pleasure to step to their villas, and refresh their Platans, which they

would often irrigate with wine instead of water : Crevit et affuso latior

to make them throw out young wood for layering. The autumn following, these should

be laid in the ground, with a little nick at the joint; and by that time twelvemonths they

will be trees of a yard high, with good roots ready to be planted out in the nursery, where

they may be managed as the seedlings ; and as the stools will have shot up fresh young

wood for a second operation, this treatment may be continued as long as you please.

The Occidental Plane-tree is propagated by cuttings ; which if they are taken from

strong young wood, and planted early in the autumn, in a moist good mould, will seldom

fail. They are generally planted thick, and then removed into the nursery-ground, as the

layers of the other sort : But if a large piece of moist ground was ready, the cuttings may

be placed at such a distance as not to approach too near each other before they are of a

sufficient size to plant out for good ; and this would save the expense and trouble of a re-

moval. The Oriental Plane-tree will grow from cuttings, but not so certainly as this

;

and whoever has not the conveniency of proper ground for the cuttings, must have

recourse to layers with tiiis tree also; which, indeed, is the surest and most eflectual

method.

The Plane-tree delights in a moist situation, especially the Occidental sort. Where the

land is inclined to be dry, and Plane-trees arc desired, the two varieties are to be pre-

ferred.

At Ribston, the scat of Sir Henry Goodrick, Bart, there is now growing a most beauti-

ful Platanus, the principal limb of which extends forty four feet from the bole ; and what

is very remarkable, this tree grows close to the original Apple-tree, known by the name of

the RiBSTON pii'PiN, from whose stock have sprung a numerous progeny, bearing a most

delicious fruit.

At Shadw ell-Lodge, in the County of Norfolk, the scat of John Buxton, Efq. there may

ie seen a Plane-tree, which is remarkable for its speedy growth. When planted in April
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umbra mero. And so prized was the very shade of this tree, that when chap. hi.

afterwards they transplanted it into France, they exacted a Solarium, by 'vrf'~Y-*>-^

way of tribute, of any of the natives who should presume but to put his

head under it. AVhether for any extraordinary virtue in the shade, or

other propitious influence ifsuing from the tree, a worthy Knight, who
staid at Ispahan in Persia, when that famous city was infected with

a raging pestilence, told me, that since they have planted a greater

number of these noble trees about it, the plague has not come nigh their

dwellings. Pliny affirms there is no tree whatsoever which so well

defends us from the heat of the sun in summer, nor that admits it more

kindly in winter. And, for our encouragement, I do, upon experience,

afsure you, that they will flourish and abide with us, without any more

trouble than frequent and plentiful watering, which, from their youth,

they excefsively delight in, and gratefully acknowledge by their growth

n+'i, it was eight feet high ; and when measured in April, 1775, the following were its

dimensions

:

Feet, liichci.

Height „ 65 9

Circumference at half a foot from the ground 7 9

At Five feet 5 6

AtTenfeet 5

At Sixteen Feet i Si

At Twenty Feet 4 6

The Oriental Plane-tree was greatly respected by the antients for its cooling shade:

Jamque ministrantem Platanum potantibus umbram. viae.

And so great was their veneration for it, that in the height of their enthusiasm they used

to refresh its roots with wine instead of v/ater. " Tantumque poslea honoris increvit,

" ut mero infuso enutriantur : comperlum id maxime prodefse radicibus : docuimusquc

*" etiam arbores vina potare." plin.

In the Academia, or School of Plato, the Philofophers used to walk and converse

together under the shade formed by these dehghtful trees; to vvliich custom Horace

alludes

;

Atque inter Silvas Academi qusrere verum. lib. ii. ep. ii.

Pliny informs us, that this tree was first brought over the Ionian Sea, into the Island

of Diomedes, for a monument to that Hero : thence it pafsed into Sicily, and so into

Italy, where it has continued ever since to give coolnefs and refreshment to the inhabitants

in the height of summer.

J^olume II. I
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accordingly ; so as I am persuaded that, with very ordiriary industry, they^

might be propogated to the incredible ornament of the walks and avenues,

to great men's houses. The introduction of this true Plane among us is,

perhaps, due to the great Lord Chancellor Bacon, who planted those

(still flourishing ones) at Verulam ; as to mine, I owe it to that Honour-

able Gentleman, the late Sir George Crook, of Oxfordshire, from whose-

bounty I received an hopeful plant, now growing in my Villa.

There was lately at Basil, in Switzerland, an antient goodly Plata-

netum, and now in France they are come again in vogue : I know it was

antiently accounted «xa/i57-o; ; but they may with us be raised of their seeds

with care, in a moist soil, as here I have known them. But the reason

of our little succefs is, that we very rarely have them sent us ripe ; these,

should be gathered late in autumn, and brought us from some more

Levantine parts than Italy. They come also of layers abundantly, affect-

ing a fresh and feeding ground ; for so they plant them about their

rivulets and fountains. The Weft-Indian Plane is not altogether so rare,

but it rises to a goodly tree, and bears a very ample and lefs jagged leaf,.

That the Turks use their Platanus for the building of ships, I learn out

of Ricciolus Hydr. lib. x. cap. xxxvii. And Pliny informs us that

canoes and vefsels for the sea have been excavated out of their prodigious

trunks.

LOTUS".

I have the same opinion of the LOTUS ARBOR, (another lover of the

water,) which in Italy yields both an admirable shade, and timber

• Of this TREE there are three species

:

1. CELTIS (jusTFALisJ foliis lanceolatls, acuminatis, serratis, nervosis. Mill. Diet.

Ketlle-tree with spear-shaped^minted leaves, -which are 'veined and saiued on their edges. Celtis fructu

nigricante. Tourn. Inst. 612. Lote-tretiuith a black fruit. Lotus s. Caltis. Cam. epit. 135.

Lotus Arbor. Lob. \. 186. The commov nettie-tree.

Tliis sort grows naturally in (he south of France, in Spain and Italy, in which countries it grows

lo a tree of considerable size; in England it is not so common as the second kind. It rises

with an upright stem to the height of forty or fifty feet, sending out many slender brandies

upward, which have a smooth darlv-coloured Ixirk, with some spots of grey ; these are

garnished with leaves placed alternately, which are near four inches long, and about two
broad in the middle, ending in long sharp poiuts, and deeply sawed on their edges, having

several transverse veins which are prominent on tlieir under side. The flowers corrie out

from the wings of the leaves all along the branches ; they have a male and an hermaphrodite
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immortal, growing to a vast tree, where it comes spontaneously ; Iput its chap. iir.

fruit seems not so tempting as it is storied it was to the companions ^^-v"*-'

of Ulyfses. The first who brought the Lotus out of Virginia, was the

late industrious Tradescant. Of this wood are made pipes and wind

flower generally at the same place, the male flowers being situated above the others : These

have no petals but a green herbaceous empalement, so make no figure ; they come out in

the spring, at the same time when the leaves make their fir.^t appearance, and generally

decay before the leaves have grown to half their size. After the ilowers are past, the germeu

of the hermaphrodite liowers becomes a round berry about the size of a large pea, whicli is

black when ripe.

2. CELTIS (occrDENTAiis) foliis oblique ovatis, serratis, acuminatis. Lin. Sp. PI.

147 8. Nettle-tree with oblique, oval-pointed leaves, -which are sawed on their edges. Celtis fructu

obscurfi purpurascente. Mill. Diet. Lote-tree with a dark purple fruit. Lotus Arbor

Virginiana, fructu rubro. Raii Hist. 1917. The occidental ^iettle-tree.

This grows naturally in North-America, and delights in a moist rich soil, in which it becomes

a very large tree. It rises with a straight stem, which in young trees is smootli and of a dark

colour, but as they advance it becomes rougher, and of a lighter green. The branches are

much diffufed on every side, and are garnished with oblique oval leaves, ending in points,

and sawed on their edges ; they are placed alternately on the branches, with pretty long

foot-stalks. The flowers come out opposite to the leaves upon pretty long foot-stalks, the

male-flowers standing above the hermaphrodite, as in the other species; after these decay,

the hermaphrodite flowers are succeeded by roundish berries, whicli are smaller than those

of the first sort, and, when ripe, are of a dark purple colour. This tree flowers iu Mav, and
the seeds ripen in Odober. Of this sort there are several pretty large trees in the English

gardens, some of which produce great quantities of fruit annually, which, in favourable

seasons, come to maturity, so that from these seeds there have been plants raised ; and there

are few years in which there is not fruit of this sort sent from America, whereby this species

is now become pretty common in the English nurseries.

3. CELTIS CoRiENTALlsJ foliis ovato corJatis, denticulatis, petiolis brevibus. Mill. Diet.

Nettle-tree with oval heart-sha/ied leaves, slightly indented, and short foot-stalks. Celtis orientalis

minor, foliis mlnoribus et crafsioribus, fructu flavo. Tourn. Smaller Eastern iate-tree, with

smaller and thicha- leaves, and ayellowfruit . The oriental nettle-tree.

This sort was discovered by Dr. Tournefort in Armenia ; from whence he sent the seeds to the

Royal Garden at Paris, where tliey succeeded, and tlie trees, which were there raised, have

produced fruit for several years ; so that most of the curious gardens in Europe have Wen
furnished with it from thence. It rises with a stem about tAi or twelve feet high, dividiuo

into many branches, which spread horizontally on every side, having a smooth greenish

bark, garnished with leaves about an inch and a half long, and near an inch broad, inclining

to a heart-shape, but are oblique, one of the ears of the base being smaller and lower than

the other; they are of a thicker texture than those of the common sort, and of a paler green,

placed alternale on the bra4iches, and have short foot-stalks. The flowers come out from

the foot-stalks of the leaves, in tlie same manner as the former, and are succeeded by oval

yellow berries, which v. hen fully ripe, turn to a darker colour. The wood of this tree

is very white.

I '2
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instruments ; and of Its root, hafts for knives and other tools. The offer

of Domitian to Crafsus for half a dozen of these trees, growing about

The CEI^TIS is of the clafs and order Polygamia Momccia.

These trees are all propagated by seeds, which should be sown soon after they are

ripe, when they can be procured at that season ; many of them will come up the following

spring ;. whereas, those which are sown in the spring, will not come up till a twelvemonth

after. It is the best way to sow them in pots or tubs, that they may be easily removed
;

those sown in the spring should be placed in a shady situation in summer, and constantly

kept clean from weeds ; but, if in autumn, they should be placed in a warm situation,

plunging the pots into the ground ; and if they are covered over with a little (an from

a decayed hot-bed, it will prevent the frost from penetrating the earth to injure the seeds ;

if these pots are placed on a gentle hot-bed in the spring, it will greatly forward the

vegetation of the seeds, whereby the plants will have more time to get strength before

the winter : but when the plants appear above ground they must have a large share

of air admitted to them, otherwise they will be drawn up weak; and as soon as the

weather is warm, they must be exposed to the open air, and in summer they must be con-

stantly kept clean from weeds; if the season prove dry, they will require water two

or three times a week. In autumn, it will be proper to remove the pots, and place them

under a hot-bed frame, to shelter them in winter from severe frost : or, where there is not

that conveniency, the pots should be plunged into the ground near a wall or hedge; and

as the plants, when young, are full of sap, and tender, the early frosts in autumn frequently

kill the upper parts of the shoots ; therefore the plants should be either covered with mats,

. or a little straw, or peasehaulm laid over to protect them.

In the following spring the plants should be taken out of the seed-pots, and planted in

the full ground : This should be done about the latter end of March, when the danger

of frost is over; therefore abed or two should be prepared (according to the number

of plants raised) in a sheltered situation, and, if pofsible, in a gentle loamy soil. The
ground must be well trenched, and cleared from the roots of bad weeds, and, when

levelled, should be marked out in lines at one foot distance ; then the plants should be

carefully turned out of the pots and separated, so as not to tear their roots, and planted in

the lines at six inches asunder, prefsing the earth down close to the roots. If the ground

be very dry when they are planted, and there is no appearance of rain soon, it will be

proper to water the beds, to settle the ground to the roots of the plants; and after this,

if the surface of the ground be covered with some old tan or rotten dung, it will keep

it moist, and prevent the drying winds from penetrating to the roots of the plants.

The following summer the necefsary care must be to keep them constantly clean from

weeds ; but after the plants are pretty well established in the ground, they will not require

any water, especially toward the latter end of summer ; for that will occasion their late

growth, whereby they will be in great danger of suffering by the autumn frosts ; for the

more any of these young trees are stopped in their growth by drought towards autumn,

•the firmer will be their texture, which will enable them to bear the severity of winter.

The plants ma^' remain in the nurserytwo years, by which time they will have obtained

sufficient strength to be transplanted where they are designed to remain; for as these

plants extend their roots wide every way, if they stand too long in the nursery, their
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a house of his in Rome, testifies in Avhat esteem they were had for their chap. iir.

incomparable beauty and use. '-^ /"^^

roots will be cut in removing, which will be a great prejudice to the future growth of the

trees.

All the kinds are hardy enough to thrive in the open air in England, after they are

become strong ; but for the two first winters after they come up from seeds, they require

a little protection, especially the third sort, which is tenderer than either of the former.

The younj plants of this kind frequently have variegated leaves.

The wood of the Lotus-tree was antiently used for flutes and other musical instruments

:

et horrendo lotos adunca sono. ovid. Fasl.

Mr. Evelyn judges very properly when he supposes that the fruit of the Lotus Arbor

could not be the same that was feasted upon by the companions of Ulyfses. The enchant-

ing fruit, described by the antients, is produced in Barbary upon a shrub which Linnseus

calls Rhaninus (Lotus) aculeis geminatis; altero recurvo, foliis ovato oblongis. Tournefort

calls it Zizyphus Sylve^iris. Dr Shaw, in his Travels into Barbary, had frequent

opportunities of examining the shrub in question : He says, " This shrub, which is very
" common in the Jereeile, and other parts of Barbary, has the leaves, prickles, flower and
"fruit of Zizyphus, or Jubeb ; only with this difference, that the fruit is here round,
" smaller, and more luscious, and at the same time the branches, like those of the Paliurus,

" are neither so much jointed nor crooked. The fruit is in great repute, tastes something
" like gingerbread, and is sold in the markets all over the southern districts of these

" kingdoms. The Arabs call it And cnta el Seedra, or the Jubeb of the SeeJra, which
" Olaus Celsius had so high an opinion of, that he has described it as the Dudaim of the

•' Sacred Scriptures." This word has occasioned much controversy : In our translation

of the Bible, it is rendered Mandrake. Ludovicus thinks it was the Mushroom, and

Rudbeckius describes it as the Rubus Idsus, or Raspberry. But as the Mandrake

(Mandragora) was antiently supposed to remove barrennefs in women, it seems a plant

very likely to be anxiously asked for by Rachel, who wanted to have a child. Genesis,

ch. XXX. The shrub described by Dr. Shaw is mentioned by Homer. It gave name to .

a race of people described in the ninth Odylsey:

They went, and found an hospitable race:

Not prone to ill, nor strange to foreign guest,

They eat, they drink, and Nature gives the feast ; :

The trees around them all their food produce,

Lotus the name, divine, nectareous juice!

(Thence call'd Lotopliagi) which wlioso tastes.

Insatiate riots in the sweet repasts
;

Nor other home, nor other care intends.

But quits his house, his country, and his friends, pope.

It will be proper to distinguish between the Rhamnus Lotus, and an herb often mentioned
by the antients, under the name of Lotus. Homer speaks of it as being fed upon by the

horses of Achilles : and Virgil mentions it as proper for sheep, to increase their milk:

At cui laclis amor, cytisum, lotosque freqiienlcs

Ipse manu, falsasque scrat prxsepibus herbas, georg. iii.
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The ACACIA ""j together with that from Virginia, deserves a place

among our avenue trees, (could they be made to grow upright,) adorning

our walks with their exotic leaf and sweet flowers, very hardy against

.the pinching winter, but not so proof against its blusteilng winds, though

it be armed with thorns ; nor do the roots take such hold of the ground.

P The TRIPLE-THORNED ACACIA IS WiXeA, GkJitsia s/iinis trijilkibus axillaribtis. In the

Upsal Catalogue it is termed simply, G/(f(///jM; in the Ilortus Cliffortianus, Casaljiinoldes foliis

hitmath ac dulilicato-ldnnatis. Micheli calls it Melihbus ; Duhamel, Gleditsia sjiimsa ,- Plukeuet,

Acacia Americana, AbrutSfolio, triacanthos ; and Catesby, Acacia.) Abrua folio, triacantlios, cajisula

wall unicum semen claudente.

GLEDITSIA is of the clafs and order Folygamia Dioecia.

The growth of the Acacia is naturally upright, and its trunk Is guarded by thorns three

.or four inches in length. These thorns have also others coming out of their sides at nearly

right angles: Their colour is red. The branches are smooth, and of a white colour.

—

These are likewise armed with red thorns, that are proportionally smaller : They are

of several directions, and at the ends of the branches often stand single. The young shoots

•of the preceding summer are perfectly smooth, of a reddish green, and retain their leaves

often until the middle of November. Although there is a peculiar oddity in the nature

and position of the spines, yet the leaves constitute the greatest beauty of these trees:

They are doubly pinnated, and of a delightful shining green. The pinnated leaves that

form the duplication, do not always stand opposite by pairs on the middle rib; the pinnae

of which they are composed are small and numerous; no lefs than ten or eleven pair

belong to each of them ; and as no lefs than four or five pair of small leaves are arranged

along the middle rib, the whole compound leaf consists often of more tiian two hundred

pinnce oftiiis fine green colour: They sit close, and spread open in fine weather ; though

at the approach of bad weather they will dioop, and their upper surfaces nearly join,

as if in a sleeping state. The flowers are produced from the sides of the young branches

in July: They are a greenish catkin, and make little show; many are succeeded by pods,

that have a wonderful effect; for these are exceedingly large, more than afoot, and sometimes

a foot and a half in length, and two inches in breadth, and of a nut-brown colour when

lipe.

There is a variety of this species, with fewer thorns, fmaller leaves, and oval pods. It

has nearly the refemblance of the other; but the thorns being lefs frequent, and the pods

smaller, each containing only one seed, this sort loses that fingular effect which the other

produces by their means.

The culture of these beautiful and noble trees is not very difficult. We receive the

seeds from America in the spring, which keep well in the pods, and are for the most

part good. They generally arrive in February; and, as soon after as pofsiblc, they should
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insinuating, and running more like liquorice, and apt to emaciate the chap.

soil : I will not therefore commend it for gardens, unlefs for the variety,
^-^"^

of which there are several, some without thorns. They love to be planted

in moist ground.

One thing there is, which (for the use and benefit which these and
the like exotics afford us,) I would take hold of, as upon all occasions I

be sown in a well-sheltered warm border of light sandy earth. If no border is to be found

that is naturally so, it may be improved by applying drift sand, and making it fine. The
seeds should be sown about half an inch deep; and they will, for the most part, come up

the first spring. If the summer should prove dry, they must be constantly watered ; and

if shade could be aflibrded them in the heat of the day, they would make stronger plants

by the autumn. A careful attention to this article is peculiarly requifite : for as the ends

of the branches are often killed, if the young plant has not made some progrefs, it will be

liable to be wholly destroyed by the winter's frost, without protection ; and this renders

the sowing the seeds in a warm border, under an hedge, in a well-sheltered place, so ne-

cefsary ; for there these shrubs will endure our winters, even when seedlings, and so will

require no farther trouble ; nay, though the tops should be nipped, they will shoot out

again lower, and soon recover themselves.

It will be proper to let them remain two years in the seed-bed, before they are planted

out in the nursery. The spring is the best time for the work. Their distance should be

one foot by two. The earth between the rows should be dug every winter; and, being

weeded in summer, the plants may remain, with no other particular care, until they are set

out for good. These trees are late in the spring before they exhibit their leaves, but keep

shooting late in the autumn. They should not only join in wildernefs-quarters, with others

of their own growth, but some of them should be planted fingly in opens, where their

triple spines, fine leaves, and large pods, will be seen to advantage.

The False ACACIA is titled Robinia (VSEUD-acacta) raccmlsJiedkdlis unifloris, foliis im/iati-

Jiinnatis, tti/iulis sjiinosis. Sp. PI. 104-3. TowT\\e(o^\. ca\\% iX^ Pftudo-acacia vulgaris ; Ray names
it. Acacia Americana^ siliquis glabris ; and Catesby, Pseudo-acacia hisJiiJa^ Jloriliui roseis. The
lOCUST TREE.

It is of the Clafs and Order DiaMphia DecanJria.

This tree is also a native of North America. Its branches are armed with strong

crooked thorns, and garnished with winged leaves, composed of eight or ten pair of oval

lobes, terminated by an odd one. They are of a bright green, and sit close to the midrib.

The flowers come out from the sides of the branches in pretty long bunches, hanging down-
ward like those of the Laburnum, each flower standing on a slender foot-stalk: These are

of the Butterfly, or Pea-blofsom kind ; are white, and smell very sweet. They appearin

June, and when the trees are full of flowers, they make a fine appearance ; but they ar*
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do in this work ; namely, to encourage all imaginable industry of such as

travel into toreign countries, and especially Gentlemen who have concerns

in our American plantations, to promote the culture ofsuch plants and trees,

especially timber, as may yet add to those we find already agreeable to our

of short duration, seldom continuing more than a week in beauty. After the flowers

fade, the germen becomes an oblong coniprefsed pod, which iii warm seasons conies to

perfiiction in England ; these ripen late in autumn.

The leaves come out late in the spring, and fall off early in the autumn, which renders

this tree lefs valuable than it would otherwise be.

The False Acacia is best jiropagated by seeds, which should be sown in a bed of light

earth about the latter end of March, or the beginning of April; and if the bed has a warm

exposure, the plants will appear in six weeks, requiring no other care than keeping them

clear from weeds. In this bed the plants should remain till the following spring, when
they should be transplanted into the nursery about the end of March, placing them in

rows at three feet distance, and a foot and a half asunder in the rows. In this nursery

they should remain two years, by which time they will be of size for transplanting into the

places where they are designed to grow. As these trees, when they stand long unre-

moved, send forth long tough roots, it will be advisable to cut them off when they are

transplanted. This operation, however, sometimes occasions their miscarrying.

These trees will grow well almost upon any soil, but they prefer a light sandy ground,

in which they have been known to shoot six feet in one year. While the trees are young,

they make a fine appearance, being well furnished with leaves ; but when old, they are

rather unsightly, from the branches being frequently broken by high winds, especially

when they happen to stand in an exposed situation. In America this tree is called the

Locust Tree. My excellent friend Joseph Harrison, Esq. of Bawtry, has favoured me with

the following observations, in a letter dated July 25, 1782. " The first experiment that

" I know of, respecting the application of the timber of the Locust Tree, to any purposes in

" ship-building, was in Virginia, where I resided some time about the year 1733: And, there,

" happening to be acquainted with an ingenious ship-wright, that had been sent over by
" some merchants of Liverpool, to build two large ships, 1 had frequent conversations with

" him, respecting the qualities of the several principal timber-trees of that country. Being

' a person of observation, he had made many useful remarks on that subject ; which the

" nature of his employment afforded many opportunities of doing with advantage. He
" reckoned the Oaks, Elms, Ashes, and many other timber-trees common to both countries,

" much inferior to the same sorts in England : But frequently spoke of the Locust-tree, as

" of extraordinary qualities both for strength and duration*; and used often to say, if a

" sufficient quantity could be had, it would be the best timber he had ever met with for

" building of ships. After he had completed his engagements with his employers at Li-

• Duration. This property has been wellasceitaineJ by some pieces of Locust-tree, still continu-

ing firm and sound in some old houses in New England, that were built when the country was first

settleJ.
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climate in England. What we have said of the Mulberry, and the vast chap. hi.

^emolument raised by the very leaves, as well as vrood of that only tree, ^^-""V"^-^

were sufficient to excite and stir up our utmost industry. History tells

"^s, the noble and fruitful country of France was heretofore thought so

" verpool, he set a small vefsel on the stocks fur himself; but unluckily, not having a suffi-

*• cient quantity of iron for the purpose, and none being to be had at that time in the

" country, he was obliged to put a stop to the work, till he bethoughthimself of the follow*

" ing succedaneum. He had formerly (as hinted above) observed the extraordinary

" strength and firmnefs of the Locust-tree, and on this occasion took it into his head that

"Trenails* of that timber might be substituted for Iron Bolts f in many places where

« least liable to wrench, or twist, as in fastening the floor timbers to the keel, and the

'" knees to the ends of the beams, which two articles take up a large proportion of the

" iron used in a ship, purposing, when he arrived in England, to bore out the Locust Tre^
" nails, and drive iron bolts in their stead. When he first informed me of this scheme, I

" must own I thought the experiment very hazardous : However, as necefsity has no law»

" he put it in practice. The ship was built in that manner, loaded, and sailed for Liver-

" pool, where she arrived safe; and though they met with some blowing weather on the

" pafsage, she never made so much water, but that one pump could easily keep her free.

" She returned back to Virginia the next year, when I had an opportunity of being in-

•' formed by the builder himself (who was then captain of her) of what had been the result

" of his project : He said, that during the pafsage, especially in blowing weather, he was
" very attentive in examining the ^yater-ways {, as, at that place, weak ships are most
" liable to work and strain, but that he could not perceive any thing more than is usual in

" other vefsels. When unloaded, she was hauled a-shore upon the bank, in order to be
" searched both outside and inside; when, on the strictest examination, it was found tl>at

" the Locust Trenails, that had been substituted instead of Iron Bolts, seemed (to all ap-

" pearance) to have effectually answered the purpose intended ; however, it was thought
" prudent to take several of them out, and put in Iron Bolts in their room : And this opera-

""tion afforded another proof of their extraordinary strength and firmnefs; as they.

* Trenails, or Tree-I<^ails, are wooden pins, that fasten the planks to the ribs or limbers ;—and

to prevent drawing, or the planks starting, they are wedged at both ends, inside and out, so that the

strength of a ship depends much on the goodnefs of the Trenails ; and if they are not made of wood that

is both hard and tough, they will not endure driving so tight as to bear the strain that lies upon them ;

for in fact it is the Trenails that hold together the several pieces of which a ship is composed.

t Bolts are round iron pins, used to fasten the floor-timTjers to the keel, and the beams that support

the decks to the sides of the ship, and on all other occasions where Trenails are not strong enough to

b?ar the strain that is to be supported.

I The Waterway is that part of a ship's deck that is next to the sides of the ship ; this seam, cr

joint is very difiScuIt to keep IJ^ht, and in weak vefsels will open and shut in carrying sail when it blows
hard.

Volume II. K
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steril and barren, that, nothing almost prospering in it, the Inhabitants were

quite deserting it, and with their wives and children going to seek some

other more propitious abode ; when some of them happening to come

into Italy, and tasting the juice of the delicious grape, the rest of their

countrymen took arms, and invaded the territories where those' vines

grew, which they transplanted into Gallia, and have so infinitely improved

since, that France alone yields more of that generous liquor, than not only

Italy and Greece, but all Europe and Asia beside : Who almost would

believe that the austere Rhenish, abounding on the fertile banks of the

Rhine, should produce so soft and charming a liquor, as does the same

" endured tobebacked*out with aSet-bolt, just as well as though they had been Iron ; where-

" as Oak Tenrails are usually bored out with an auger. The next voyage the ship made, was

" to the West Indies, where the Captain died, and with him ended (for the present) any

" further prosecution of this matter: For though the succefs of the above experiment was

" known to many, yet (as is frequently the case with new discoveries) none, that I ever

"heard of, made any use of Locust Trenails in ship-building, till many years after;

" though on the goodnefs of that article greatly depends the strength and durablenefs of a

" ship. I frequently recommended it^ when opportunities offered, but all to no purpose,

" till about twenty years ago, when I was settled In trade at Rhode-Island, Ipersuaded

" some ship-builders to try the experiment; but notwithstanding all my endeavours, the

" use of Locust Trenails still continued to be little practised or known, till it happened to

" be adopted by a builder of some eminence at New York, and of late years has been

•' introduced into general use there, and in some parts of New England: But as yet the

" use of the Locust-tree, in ship-building, is confined to the article of Trenails, on account

" of Its searcity ; for, was it near as plentiful as Oak, it would be applied to more purposes,

" such as knees f , floor-timbers J, foot-hooks ||, &c. being much superior to it, both as to

" strength and duration ; and from its spreading into branches, affords full as large a pro-

•* portion of crooks, or compafs-timber, as the Oak.

" The growth of the Locust-tree has of late been much encouraged in North America :

" And here, in England, several Gentlemen have propagated great quantities of it, parti-

• Backing out a Bolt, or Trenail, is driving it out by means of a tool called a Set-bolt, which is an

lion Punch, something smaller than the Bolt, or Trenail, to be taken out, against which it is diiven,

with a heavy blacksmith's sUdge or hammer ; But Oak Trenails, except such as a:e very hard and sound,

will seldom bear this operation ; in which case, they are obliged to bore them out with an auger.

f Knees are those crooked pieces, that, by means of Iron Bolts, fasten the ends of the beams to the

sides of the ship.

t FtooR-TiMBERS are those ribs or timbers that lie acrofs the keel, and are bolted into it.

II
FooT-IIooKS are those circular ribs or timbers that form the body of the flilp from the floor to the

top-timbers : And all pieces of timber that are not straight, are called ciooks or compafs-timbor.
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vine, planted among the rocks and pumices of the so remote and moun- chap. m.
tainous Canaries ? v.*—y-«»->

This for the encouragement and honour of those who improve their

countries with things of use and general benefit : now, in the mean time,

how have I beheld a florist, or meaner gardener, transported at the casual

discovery of a new little spot, double-leaf, streak or dash extraordinary in

a Tulip, Anemonie, Carnation, Auricula, or Amaranth ! cherishing and
calling it by his own name, raising the price of a single bulb to an enor-

mous sum, till a law was made in Holland to check that Tulipamania

;

" cularly Sir George Savile, who has many thousands now growing in his plantations at

" Rufford; so that in the next generation, it is probable there may be sufficient for the article

" of Trenails, which alone would be a considerable improvement in the building of Ships.

" At present, the choicest pieces only of the very best Oak Timber are applied to that

" purpose; and as the Oaks of Sufsex are generally reckoned the best in England, most
" ship-wrights (even those in the north) have their Trenails from tlience : And the de-

" mand for them is so great, that Trenail making is there become a considerable manufac-
-«« ture.

" The Locust-tree is not only valuable on account of the excellence of its timber, but

*' its leaves also are useful, and afford wholesome food for cattle *. I knew a Gentleman
" in New England that sowed several acres for that purpose, which proved a good summer
" pasture for cows ; it is excellent in that country, where the grafs is very apt to fail,

*' from being burnt up by the summer droughts.—Hogs are extremely fond of it, and horses

" seem to like it.

" The method of propagating the Locust-tree in New England is by seeds, suckers, or

" sets, as Willows are here ; but the first method is the best, as those plants raised from

" seeds are found to thrive better and produce larger trees than the others. The seeds

" are first sown in a nursery, and then planted out young into the places where they are

" to remain.

" Jonathan Acklom, Esq. ofWiseton, has now in his garden a Locust-tree, which, at

" three feet from the ground, is four feet ten inches in circumference, and sixty feet high :

" Also another of nearly the same height, but not so thick ; and in his nursery are several

" young plants from the seeds of these trees. They are both, at this time, [July 17S2] full

" of flowers, and likely to produce many seeds, if the remainder of the summer provf! fa-

" vourable. They were raised from seeds brought from North Carolina in 1742, so are

*' now just forty years old."

* There is a diftertation upon this property of the Acacia in one of the foreign Literary Journals ; I

thmk it is the Memoir* of the Imperial Academy at Vienna,

K2
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the florist, in the mean time, priding himself as if he had found the

Grand Elixir, performed some notable achievement, or discoyered a

new country..

This for the defects, (for such are those variegations produced by prac-

tice, or mixture, mangonisms, and starving the root,) of a fading flower

:

How much more honour then were due in justice to those persons, who

bring in things of much real benefit to their country?, especially trees for

fruit and timber ; the Oak alone, (beside the shelter it afforded to our late

Sovereign Charles II.) having so often saved and protected the whole na-

tion from invasion, and brought it in so much wealth from foreign coun-

tries. I have been told there was an intention to have instituted an Order

of the Royal Oak ; and truly I should think it to become a Green Ribbon,

next to that of St. George, superior to any of the romantic badges to

which is paid such veneration abroad, deservedly to be worn by such as

have signalized themselves by their conduct and courage, in the defence

and preservation of their country. Bespeaking my reader's pardon for

this digrefsion, we now proceed to other useful Exotics.
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CHAP. IV.

Vie CORK, ILEX, ALATERNUS, CELASTRUS, LIGUSTRUM,

PHILLYREA, MYRTLE, LENTJSCUS, OUVE, GRANATUM,
SYRINGA, and JASMWE.

W.E do not exclude this useful tree from those of the glandiferous and chap, iv,

forest. And being inclined to gratify the curious, I have been induced '^^'V'*-'

to say something farther of such semper virentia, as may be made to sort

with those of our own.

SUBER. The CORK-TREE'. Of this there are two sorts, one

of a narrow, or lefs jagged leaf, and perennial ; the other of a broader, .

and falling in winter. It grows in the coldest parts in Biscay, in the

north of New-England, in the south-west of France, especially the second

9 QUERCUS (suser) foliis evato-oblongis indivisis serratis subtus toraentosis, cortice

rimoso fungoso. Lin. Sp. PI; J*12. Oak, anth oval, oblong, undivided leave$, •which are saiucd

and -woolly on their under-side, and with a fungous cleft hark. Suber latifolium sempervirens.

—

C. B. P. Vl\. The cork-tree.

It is of the clafs and order Monoecia Folyandiia.

This is a timber-tree in Portugal and Spain, and other southern parts of Europe, where

it grows naturally. In the plantations made here, it should be placed near the middle

of the largest quarters ; and a few also should be planted singly in opens, that the fungous-

bark may be in view ; not that there is any great beauty merely in the sight, but with

us it is a curiosity, being the true Cork, and of the same nature with what comes from

abroad. The bark on the trunk and main branches is rough and spongy ; but on the young

shoots it is smooth and grey, and on the youngest, white and downy. The leaves are

of an oblong oval figure with sawed edges. Their upper surface is smooth and of a strong

green colour, but their under is downy. They grow alternately on the branches, on very

short, though strong foot-stalks, and indeed differ in appearance very little from many sorts

of the Ilex. The flowers of this species of Oak make no show, and the acorns when ripe,

are long, smooth, and of a brown colour.

There is a variety of this tree called the Narrow-leaved Cork-tree. Its leaves are

smaller, which qualifies it for a place in our plantations, where variety is required.

The best Cork is taken from the oldest trees, the bark on the young trees being too

porous for use. They are, neverthelefs, barked before they are twenty years old ; and
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species, fittest for our climate ; and in all sorts of ground, dry heaths,

stony and rocky mountains, so as the roots will run even above the

earth, where they have little to cover them ; all which considered,

.

methinks we should not despair. We have said where .they ,graw

plentifully in France ; but by Pliny, (Nat. Hist. 1. xvi. c. viii.) it should

seem they were since transplanted thither; for "^he affirms there were

none either there or in Italy in his time : But I exceedingly wonder that

Carolus Stephanus and Cursius should write so peremptorily that there

were none in Italy, where I myself have travelled through vast woods

of them about Pisa, Aquin, and in divers tracts between Rome and the

kingdom of Naples, and in Trance. The Spanish Cork is a species

of Enzina, differing chiefly in the leaf, which is not so prickly, and in the

bark, which is frequently four or five inches thick. The manner

of decortication thereof, is once in two or three years to strip it in a dry

season, otherwise the intercutaneous moisture endangers the tree, and

therefore a rainy season is very pernicious ; when the bark is off, they

unwarp it before the fire, and prefs it even, and that with weights upon

the convex part, and so it continues, being cold.

The uses of Cork are well known amongst us, both at sea and land,

for its resisting both water and air ; the fishermen who deal in nets, and

-this operation is necefsary, to make way for a better bark to succeed; it being observable

Ihat, after every stripping, the succeeding' bark increases in value. They are generally

peeled once in ten years, with an instrument for that purpose ; and this is so far from

injurino- the trees, that it is necefsary, and contributes to their being healthy ; for without

it they thrive but slowly ; nay, in a few years (hey will begin to decay, and in lefs than

a century, a whole plantation will die of age ; whereas those trees that have been regularly

peeled, will last upwards of two hundred years.

The bark of this tree was formerly used for making bee-hives ; and Varro says, that

those which are made of this material are the best : " Optima fiunt corticeas, deterrimae

" fictiles, quod et frigore hyeme, et aestate calore vehemenlifsime hie commoventur."

—

Virgil, speaking of providing commodious habitations for his bees, says

'Ipsa autem, scu corticibiis tibi suta cavitis,

Seu lento fuerint alvearia vimhie texta,

Angustos habeant adilus. georg. iv.

The bark of the Cork-tree vyas by the anticnts called Cortex, by way of eminence

:

" Tu cortice levior." And Pliny says, the Greeks not inelegantly called this tree the

Bark-tree : " Non infacete Graeci corlicis arborem appellant."
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all who deal in liquors, cannot be without it ; antient persons prefer chap. iv.

it before leather for the soles of their shoes, being light, dry, and resisting ^-^"V"^

moisture ; whence the Germans name it Pantoffel-holts, (slipper-wood,)

perhaps from the Greek Tratfo^ et ipkxe; ; for I find it first applied to that

purpose by the Grecian ladies, whence they were called light-footed :

I know not whether the epithet do still belong to that sex ; but from

them it is likely the Venetian dames took it up for their monstrous
'

choppines ; affecting or usurping an artificial eminency above men,

which nature has denied them. Of one of the sorts of Cork are made

pretty cups, and other vefsels, esteemed good to drink out of for hectical

persons. The Egyptians made their coffins of it, which, being lined with

a resinous composition, preserved their dead incorrupt. The poor

people in Spain lay broad planks of it by their bed-side to tread on,

(as great persons use Turkey and Persian carpets,) to defend them from

the floor, and sometimes they line or wainscot the walls and inside

of their houses built of stone, with this bark, which renders them very

warm, and corrects the moisture of the air ; also they employ it for-

bee-hives, and to double the insides of their contemplores and leather-

cases, wherein they put flasqueras with snow to refrigerate their wine.

This tree has beneath the Cortex, or Cork, two other coats, or libri,

of which one is reddish, which they strip from the bole when it is felled

only, and this bears a good price with the tanner ; the rest of the wood
is very good firing, and applicable to many other uses of building,

palisade-work, &c. The ashes drunk, stop the bloody-flux.

I. L E X.

ILEX' major Glandifera, or. Great Scarlet OAK, of several species,.

and various in the shape of their leaf, pointed, rounder, longer, &c.

• QUERCUS (ILEXJ foliis ovato-oblongis indivisis serratisque petiolatis subtus incanis,.

cortice integro. Lin. Sp.Pl. 14J2. Ilex arborea. Bauh. Hist. i. p. 95. The evergresh

OAK.

The ILEX is of the clafs and order Monoecia PoJyandria.

This is a well-known evergreen, of which there are several varieties differing greatly-

in the size and shape of their leaves; but these will all arise from acorns of the same
tree; nay, the lower and upper branches of the same tree are frequently garnished wit!»>
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(a devoted tree of old, and therefore i/iccsdua,) thrives manifestly with us;

witnefs his Majesty's Privy Garden at Whitehall, where once flourished

a goodly tree, of more than fourscore years growth; and there was lately

a sickly imp of it remaining ; And now very many : raised by me have

thriven wonderfully, braving the most severe winters, planted either ia

standards or hedges, which they most beautifully become. The only

difficulty is in their being dextrously removed out of the nursery, with

the mould adhering to their roots, otherwise they are apt to miscarry

;

and therefore it is best trusting to the acorn for a goodly standard, which

may be removed without prejudice. Trials should be made by graffing

the Ilex on the Oak stock, taken out of our woods, or better, grown

, from the acorn to the bignefs of one's little finger.

By what I have touched in the chapter of the Elms, concerning the

peregrination of that tree into Spain, (where even in Pliny's time there

were none, and where now they are in great abundance,) why should

we not more generally endeavour to propagate the Ilex .amongst us.^

I mean that which the Spaniards, call the Enzina, and of which they have

such woods and profitable plantations ? They are an hardy sort of tree,

and familiarly raised from the acorn, if we could have them sound, and

well put up in earth or sand, as I have found by experience.

The wood of these Ilexes is serviceable for many uses, as stocks

of tools, mallet-heads, mall-balls, chairs, axle-trees, wedges, beetles, pins,

and above all, for pallisadoes used in fortifications : Besides, it affords

so good fuel, that it supplies all Spain almost with the best and most

lasting of charcoals in vast abundance. Of the first kind is made the

painters' lac, extracted from the berries; to speak nothing of that noble

confection alkermes, and that noble scarlet dye the learned Mr. Ray

leaves very different in size and shape from each other : those on the lower branches being

much broader, rounder, and their edges indented and set with prickles ; but those of the

upper are long, narrow, and entire. The leaves of the Ilex are from three to four inches

long, and one broad near the base, gradually lefsening to a point ; they are of a lucid

green on their upper side, but whitish and downy on their under, and are entire, standing

upon pretty long foot-stalks ; these remain green all the year, and do not fall till they are

thrust off by the young leaves in the spring. The acorns are smaller than those of the

common Oak, but of the same shape.
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gives us the procefs of at large, in his chapter of the Ilexes. To this add chap. iv.

that most accurate description of this tree, and the Vermicula, (see
^^-''"y"'*-^-

Quiqueranus, 1. ii. de Laud. Provinciaj, 1550,) naturally abounding about

Alost. The acorns of the Coccigera, or Dwarf Oak, yield excellent

nourishment for rustics, sweet, and little, if at all, inferior to the Chesnut:

and this, and not the Fagus, was doubtlefs the true Esculus of the

antients, the food of the Golden Age. The wood of the Enzina, when
old, is curiously chambletted and embroidered with natural vermiculations,

as if it were painted. Note, That the Kermes-tree does not always

produce the Coccum, but near the sea, and where it is very hot ; nor

indeed when once it comes to bear acorns ; and therefore the people

do often bum down the old trees, that they may put forth fresh branches,

upon which they find them. This (as well as the Oak, Cork, Beech, and
Corylus,) is numbered amongst the felices and lucky trees; but for

what reason the Alaternus, which, I shall next speak of, together with

the AquifoUum, (Holly) Pines, Salix, &c. should be excommunicated, as

infelices, I know not, unlefs for their being dedicated to the infernal

Deities ; of wliich Macrob. Sat. lib. ii. c. xvi. In the mean time take

this for a general rule, that those were called infelices only, which bore

no fruit ; for so Livy, lib. v. Nulla feiiz arbor, nihilfrugifennn in agro

relictum. Whence that of Phoedrus, lib. iii. Fab. upon Jupiter's

Esculus,

O nata, merito sapiens dicere omnibus :

Nisi utile est quod facimus, stulta est gloria.

Reciting the antient trees sacred to the Deity, the most desirable being

those that were fruitful, and for use.

ALATERNUS'.

This tree, which we have lately received from the hottest parts

of Languedoc, (and that is equal with the heat of almost any country

in Europe,) thrives with us in England, as if it were an indigene and

• RHAMNUS (alaternus) inermis, floribus dioicis, stigmate triplici, foliis serratis.^-

Lin. Sp. PI. 48 1 . CoMMOlf alaternus. It is of the clafs and order PentanJria Momgynia.

Of this evergreen shrub there are many varieties, all of which are naturalized to oar
dimate.

Volume n^ L
"
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BOOK II. natural; yet sometimes yielding to a severe winter, followed with

.'^"^v"*^ a tedious eastern wind in the spring, of all the enemies of out climate,

the most hostile and cruel ; and therefore to be artificially and timely

provided against with shelter.

I have had the honour to be the first who brought it into use and

reputation in this kingdom, for the most beautiful and useful of hedges

and verdure in the world, the swiftnefs of the growth considered, and

propagated it from Cornwall even to Cumberland : The seeds grow ripe

with us in August, and the honey-breathing blofsoms afford an early and

marvellous relief to the bees.

CELASTRUS' and LIGUSTRUW

Of these shrubs I shall say no more, than that they are flexible and

accommodated for topiary works.

PHILLYREA.

The PHILLYREA* (of which there are five or six sorts, and some

variegated,) is sufficiently hardy, especially the Serratifolia, which makes

«• CELASTRUS (bvllatvs) inermis, foliis ovatis intcgerrimis. Lin. Sp. PI. 285.

—

Smooth staff-tkek. It is of the clafs and order Pentandria Monogynia. Of this shrub there

are five species ; but this and the Celastrus Scandens are the only ones tliat can bear the-

severity of our winters.

• LIGUSTRUM (vvlgare) Lin. Sp. Pl.lO. Privet. Of this shrub there is a variety,

which is an evergreen. Ligustrum is of the clafs and order Blandria Monogynia. Both,

kinds make a close and handsome hedge.

» Of this GENUS there are only three real species: All of which are hardy evergreens,

3uid deserve a place in all shrubberies:

1. PHILLYREA (media) foliis ovato-lanceolatis subintegcrrimis. Lin. Sp. PI. 10.

—

lOvAL-LEAFED PHILLYREA.

1. PHILLYREA (akgustifolia) foliis lineari-lanceolalis integerrimis. Lin. Sp. PI. 10,

NaUROW-LLAYED PHILLYJtE.U
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me wonder to find the Angustifolia planted in cases, and so charily set chap, iv-

into stoves, amongst the Oranges and Lemons j when, by long experience, ^-**~V*^

I have found it equalling our Holly, in suffering the extremest rigours

of our cruel frosts and winds, which, doubtlefsj of all our English trees,

is the most insensible and stout.

They are (both Alaternus and this) raised of the seeds, (though those

of the Phillyrea will be long under ground,) and being transplanted for

espalier hedges or standards, are to be governed by the sheers, as oft as

there is occasion : The Alaternus will be up in a month or two after it is

sown. I was wont to wash them out of the berry, and, drying them in a

piece ofcloth,commit them to the nursAy-bed. Plant them out at two years

growth, and clip them after rain in the spring, before they grow sticky,

and whilst the shoots are tender ; thus will they form an hedge, (though

planted but in single rows, and at two feet distance,) of a yard in thick-

nefs, twenty feet high, if you desire it, and furnished to the bottom : But

for an hedge of this altitude it would require the friendship of some wall,

or a frame of lusty poles, to secure against the winds one of the most de-

licious objects in nature : But ifwe could have store of the Phillyrea folio

leviter serrato, (of which I have raised some very fine plants from the

seeds,) we might fear no weather ; the verdure is incomparable, and all

of them tonsile, fit for cradle-work and Umbracula frondium.

J\irRTLE\

The vulgar Italian wild MYRTLE (tho' not indeed the most fragrant)

grows high, and supports all weathers and climates. They thrive abroad

3. PHILLYREA (latitolu) foliis cordalo-ovatis senatis. Lin. 5p. P]. lo. Broad-
LEAVEt) fHiLLYsEA. Phillyrea is of the clafs and order DianJria Mmonnla.

The Phillyrea and Alaternus appear so much alike, that they are frequently mistaken for each
other by many gardeners ; but it may be proper to observe, tiiat the number of Stamiui
are different ; the flowers of the Alaternus having five Stamina with their Anthers, whilst
the flowers of the Phillyrea have only two. They not only therefore belong to different

clafscs, but another obvious difference presents itself, and that is, the leaves of the Phillyrea
stand opposite on the branches by pairs, whereas those of Alaternus stand singly, and are pro-
duced in an alternate manner.

y Of this most delicately looking shrub there are Uiirtecn Species described by Linnaiusi

L2 .
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in Brittany, in places cold and very sharp in winter ; and are observed no
where to prosper so well as by the sea-coasts, the air of which is more
propitious to them, as well as to oranges and lemons, than the inland

air. I know of one near eighty years old, which has been continually

exposed, unlefs it be that, in some exceedingly sharp seasons, a little dry

straw has been thrown upon it ; and where they are smitten, being cut

down near the ground, they put forth and recover again ; which many
times they do not in pots and cases, where the roots are very obnoxious

to perish with mouldinefs. Tlie shelter of a few mats and straw secured

very great trees, both leaf and colour in perfection, this last winter also,

which were planted abroad, whilst those that were carried into the Con-
serve were most of them lost. Myrtles, which are of six or eight sorts

may be raised of seeds ; but with great caution, and after all, seldom

prove worth the pains, being so abundantly multiplied of suckers, slips,

and layers. The double-flower, which is the most beautiful, was first

discovered by the incomparable Fabr. Peyresc ; a mule having cropt it

from a wild shrub. Note, That you cannot give those plants too much
compost or refreshing, nor clip them too often, even to the stem, which
will grow tall, and prosper in any shape ; so as arbours have been made
of single trees of the hardy kind, protected in the winter with sheds of

straw and reeds. Both leaves and berries refrigerate, and are very

astringent and drying, and therefore seldom used within, except in fluxes:

The common kind is called Myrtus floribus solitariis: involucro diphyllo. Sp. PI. 673.

The bmad-leated mtrtlb^

It is of the clafs and order Icosandria Momgynia.

The common broad-leaved Myrtle is the hardieft of all the kinds. The leaves are an

inch and a half long and one inch broad, of a lucid green, and stand upon short foot-ftalks.

The flowers are larger than the other sorts, and come out from the sides of the branches,

on pretty long foot-stalks : These are succeeded by oval berries of a dark purple colour,

inclosing three or four hard kidney-shaped seeds. It flowers in July and August, and the

berries ripen in winter. This, by some, is called the Flowering Myrtle. Of this Species

there are many varieties, all of which require the shelter of a green-house in winter. By
sowing the seeds of the common Myrtle, new kinds may be obtained. Myrtles are easily

propagated by slips, cuttings, and layers. The practice is well known.

Amongst the antients every tree had its Protector. The Myrtle was favoured by Venus;

but whether from the delicacy and elegance of its form, or its love to the sea-shore,

*' amantes littora Myrtos," or from any other cause, I shall not take upon mc to decide.
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The berries mitigate Inflammations of the eyes, and consolidate broken

bones : A decoction of the juice, leaves, and berries, dyes the hair black,

€t enecat Vitiligines, as Dioscorides says, lib. i. cap. cxxviii. There is an

excellent sweet water extracted from the distilled leaves and flowers.

The varieties of this rare shrub, when furnishing the gardens and porti-

coes as long as the season and weather suit, and even, in the severest win-

ters, when placed in the Conclave, may be cut and contrived into various

figures: They are of divers variegations, most likely to be produced by

seeds, as our learned Mr. Ray believes, rather than by layers, suckers, or

slips, or from any difference of species. In the mean time, let gardeners

make such trials, whilst those most worth the culture are the Small and

Broad-leaved, the Tarentine, the Belgick, the Double-flowered, and several

more among the curious. The Myrtle, of old, was sacred to Venus, and

so called from a virgin (Myrsine) beloved of Minerva. Garlands of the

leaves and blofsoms impaled the brows of incruentous victors at Ovations*.

CANDLEBERRY-TREE\

And now if here,, for the name only, I mention the MYRTUS-
BRABANTICA, or CANDLEBERRY SHRUB, (which our plantations

in Virginia and other places have in plenty,) let it be admitted : It bears

a berry which, being boiled in water, y'ields a suet or pinguid substance,,

of a green colour ; after being scummed and taken off, they make candles-

* A Myrtle crown was worn by the General to whom an Ovation was decreed ; but at

a Triumph the Victor always wore a Laurel one. The reason of this is given by Plu-

tarch in the Life of Marcellus, viz. That as an Ovation was decreed for some remarkable

succefs obtained by treaty, or without much blood-shed, ft was proper that the General at

his public appearance should be crowned with the tree sacred to Venus, who, of all the

Deities, was supposed to be the most averse to the horrors of war.

• This is the MYRICA (ct.riferj) foliis lanceolatis subserratis, caule arborascente,

Lin. Sp. PI. 1453. The cakdleberry-tree.

It is of the clafs and order Dioecia TetranJria.

This tree grows naturally in Carolina, Virginia, and Pennsylvania. Kalm says that it

thrives best near the sea, never having seen it at any distance from the shore. From it is-

obtained a green wax, with which the Americans make candles. For tlie method of.pre~

paring the wax consult Calesby's History of Carolina-
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with this, in the shape of such as we use of tallow, or wax rather
; giving

not only a very clear and sufficient light, but a very agreeable scent.

The candles are now frequently brought hither to us, and also the

tree itself of which I have seen a thriving one.

LENTISCUS\

This is a very beautifuf Evergreen, and refuses not our climate when
protected with a little shelter; it is propagated by suckers and layers. Of
this tree are made the best tooth-pickers in the world, and the mastick,

or gum, produced from it, is of excellent use in fastening the teeth.

OLIVER

As the Lentisc, so may the OLIVE be admitted, though it produce no

other fruit than the verdure of the leaf; nor will it kindly breathe our

air ; nor the lefs tender Oleaster ', without the indulgent winter-house

take them in.

* PISTACIA ("lentiscusJ foliis abrupte pinnatis : foliolis lanceolatis. Lin. Sp- PI. 1455.

The mastick-tree. From this tree is obtained the Gum Mastick.

It is of the clafs and order Dioecla Pentandria.

Martial observes of this tree, that it makes excellent tooth-picks:

Lentiscum melius ; sed si tibi frondea cuspis

Defiierit, dentcs penna levare potest. L. 14, Ep. 22,

* Of this GENUS there are two Species :

1. OLEA (eurof^eaJ foliis lanceolatis. Lin. Sp. PI. 11. Olive •with spear-ihahed leaves.

Olea Saliva. Bauh. Pin. 472. The olive-tree.

2. OLEA (cjTEXsis) (foliis ovatis. Lin. Sp. PI. 11. Olive -with oval leaves. The capf

OllVE.

The Olive is of the clafs and order Dianiltia Monogytiia.

It will be unnecefsary to give any directions concerning the cultivation of those trees,

as neither of them can stand the cold of our climate. The first is a native of the southern

parts of Europe, from the fruit of which is cxprefscd an oil of general use. The other is a

native of the Cape of Good Hope.

* The title of the OLEASTER, or Wild Olive, is, Elaagnusfoliis lanceolatis. In the llortus

Cliffortianus it is termed simply, Elaagnus. Caspar Bauhine calls it, Olea sjlvesli is, folio molU
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CHAP, IV.

GRANATUM\ MALUS PUNICA.

This is nothing so nice. There are of this glorious shrub three sorts,

easily enough educated under any warm shelter, even to the raising hedges

of them, nor indeed affects it so much heat, as plentiful watering. They

supported a very severe winter in my garden, 1663, without any trouble

or artifice ; and if they present us their blushing double flowers for the

pains of recision and well pruning, (for they must diligently be purged

of superfluous wood,) it is recompense enough ; when placed in a very

benign aspect, they have sometimes produced a pretty small pome. It

is a Perdifolia in winter, and growing abroad, requires no extraordinary

rich earth, but that the mould be loosened and eased about the root, and

hearty compost applied in spring and autumn : Thus cultivated, it will

rise to a pretty tree, though of which there is not in nature so adulterous-

a shrub. It is best increased by layers, approach and inarching, as they

incano. It grows naturally in Bohemia, Spain, Syria, and Cappadocia. It is of the clafs and!

order Tetrandrla Monogynia.

This tree will grow to near twenty feet in height. The branches are smooth, and of a

brown colour. The preceding year's slioots are white and downy, and the silvery leaves are

placed irregularly on them : These are of a spear-shaped figure, about two, and sometimes

three inches long, and three quarters of an inch broad, and are as soft as Satin to the

touch. They continue on the tree great part of the winter. The flowers appear in July,

but make no figure : They are small, and come out at the foot-stalks of the leaves ; their

colour is white, and they are pofsefsed of a strong scent. The fruit that succeeds them:

much refembles a small Olive. Of this shrub there is a variety with yellow flowers..

• Of this GiNus there are two Species

:

I. PUNICA ^cff^Wj^ryji/^ foHis lanceolatis, caule arboreo. Lin. Sp. PI. 67(i. Fomrgra-

nate luith spear-shaped leaves^ and a tree-like stem. Malus Punica Sativa. B. P. 43S., The
POMEGRANATE.

This tree is now pretty common in the English gardens, where formerly it was nursed up in

'

cases, and preserved in green-houses with great care, (as was also the double liowering kind :)

but they are both hardy enough to resist the severest cold of our climate in the open air ;

and, if planted against warm walls in a good situation, the first sort will often produce fruit,

which in warm seasons will ripen tolerably well ; but as these fruits do not ripen till late in

the autumn, they are seldom well tasted in England, for which reason the sort with double
flowers is commonly preferred. Of this species there are the following varieties;— 1. The-
Wild.Pomegranate with single and double flowers.—2. The Sweet Pomegranate.—3. The.
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BOOK II. term it, and is said to marry with Laurels, the Damson, Ash, Almond,
'^^"y"--^ Mulberry, Citron ; too many I fear to hold. But, after all, they do best

being cased, the mould well mixed with hogs' rotten dung, its peculiar

delight, and Tcept to a single stem, and treated like other plants in the

winter shelter ; they open the bud and flower, and sometimes with a

pretty small fruit ; the juice whereof is cooling, and the rest of an astrin-

gent quality. The rind may also supply the gall for making ink, and will

.
tan leather.

LILAC
The lilac is easily propagated by suckers and layers. Of this there

are two sorts, one with a white, and another with a pale purple flower.

Besides these, there is another with purple flowers and small spear-shaped

leaves, by our botanists called Persian Jasmine, which leads me to the

other Jasmines.

Small Flowering Pomegranate with single and double flowers.—i. The Pomegranate with

striped flowers.

The double flowering kind is most esteemed in this country for the salce of its large,

Une, double flowers, which are of a most beautiful scarlet colour; and, if the trees are

well supplied with nourishment, they will continue to produce flowers for two months

succefsively, which renders it one of the most valuable flowering-trees yet known. The

Balaustia of the shops are the impalements of the flowers of this kind.

2. 'PXJNlCA'fkanaJ foliis linearibus, caule fruticoso. Lin. Sp. PI. 676. Pomegranate

v'ith linear leaves and a shrubby stem Punica Americana nana s. humillima. Tourn. Inst. 636,

Tile American dwarf pomegranate.

This sort grows naturally in the West Indies, where the inhabitants plant it in their gardens to

form hedges. It seldom rises more than five or six feet high in those countries, so may be

kept within compafs, and there the plants keep flowering great part of the year. The flowers

of this kind are much smaller than those of the common sort; the leaves are shorter and

narrower, and the fruit is not larger than a nutmeg, and has little flavour, so it is chiefly

propagated for the beauty of its flowers.

The PoMEGR AN ATi;' is of the clafs and order Icofandria Mmtgynia.

* Though the varieties ofLILAC are numerous, the real distinct Species are'only two.

1. SYRINGA (wtGARU) foliis ovato-cordatis. Lin. Sp. PI. H. Sjringaviitkwalhart-

sJiaped leaves. The COMMON LILAC
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JASMINE^.
This, especially the Spanish larger flower, far exceeds all the other

sweet-smelling shrubs for the use of the perfumer, on account of its agree-

able odour. The common White and Yellow will flower plentifully in

our groves, and climb about the trees, being as hardy as any of our Peri-

climena and Honey-suckles.

How it is increased by submersion and layers, every gardener skills
j

and were it as much employed for nosegays, &c. with us as it is in Italy

and France, they might make money enough of the flowers ; one sorry

tree in Paris, where they abound, has been worth to a poor woman near

a pistole a year.

There is no small curiosity and addrefs in obtaining the oil, or efsehce,

as we call it, of this delicate and evanid flower, which I leave to the

Chymist and the Ladies, who are worthy the secret.

2. SYRINGA (PERSICa) foliis lanceolatis. Lin. Sp. pi. U . Sjringa -witk sjtear-sliafied

leaves. Commonly called Persian yjSMinE.

Syringa is of the clafs and order Diandria Monogyiiia.

Both these kinds, together with their varieties, are best propagated by suclcers and
layers. The first sort may be raised from seeds, which ripen in autumn.

B Of the JASMINE there are six Species ; but there are only three adapted to our hardy

plantations

:

1. JASMINUM (officinale) foliis oppositis pinnatis. Lin. Sp. PI. 9. Jasminum vul-

gatius, flore albo. C. B. The common ivuite jasmine.

This plant, though so common and hardy with us, is a native of India.

2. JASMINUM (fruticans) foliis alternis ternatis simplicibusque, ramis angulatis.

Lin. Sp. PI. 9. The shrubby yelloiv jasmine.

It grows common in the Southern parts of Europe, and is able to resist the severity of

our climate.

3. JASMINUM (humile) foliis alternis ternatis pinnatisque, ramis angulatis. Lin. Sp.

PI. 9. Jasminum humile luteum. Bauh. Pin. 397. The DW4RF yellow jasmine

It grows common in Italy, and is ab'e to resist the frosts of our climate

Jasmine is of the clafs and order Diandria Momgynia.

Volume II. "^i
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C H A P. V.

The ARBUTUS^ LAUREL^ and BAY.

Arbutus \ The strawberry-tree. This is, I think, too

much neglected by us, making that a rarity which grows so common and

naturally in treland : It is indeed with some difficulty raised by seeds^

•"Of this GENUS there are five species:

1. ARBUTUS (uNEDOj foliis glabris serratis, baccis polyspermis, caule arboreo.

—

Lin. Sp. PI. 566. StiazL'ietiy-trec with smooth sazved haves, berries having many seeds, and a tree-

like woody stem. Arbutus folio serrate. C. B. P. 460. Arbutus. Cam. Epit. 16S.

—

The STRAWBERRV-JRIE.

This sort grows naturally iji Italy, Spain, and also in Ireland, and is now very common in the

English gardens. It produces the following varieties, viz. one with an oblong flower and

oval fruit ; another with a double flower ; and a third with red flowers.

2. ARBUTUS (andrachne) foliis glabris integerrimis, baccis polyspermis, caule

arboreo. Lin. Sp. PI. 566. Strawherry-lree with smooth entire leaves, ierries full of seeds, and

a tree-lite woody stem. Arbutus folio non serrato. C. B. P. 4-60. Andrachne Theophrasti.

Clus. Hist. 1. p. 48. The oriental strahberri'-tree.

This kind grows naturally in the East, particularly about Magnesia, where it is so common,.

as to be the principal fuel used by the inhabitants of the country. It grows to a middle-

sized tree ; the branches are irregular, and are garnished witli large oval leaves, somewhat

like those of the Bay-tree, but not quite so long; these are smooth and entire, having no

serralures on their edges ; the flowers are shaped like those of the common Arbutus, but

grow thinly on the branches. The fruit is oval, and of the same colour and consistence with

the common sort, but the seeds of this are flat, whereas th.ose of the common sort are pointed

and angular.

3. ARBUTUS (acadiensis) caulibus procimibentibus, foliis ovatis subserratls, floribus

sparsis, baccis polyspermis. Lin. Sp. PI. 566. Jlrbutus with trailing stalks, oval leaves,

somewhat indented, Jlozcers growing loosely, and berries with many seeds. Vitis idasa Acadiensis,

foliis Alaterni. Tourn. Inst. 608. The acadian strawberry-tree.

This sort grows naturally in Acadia, and other northern parts of America, upon swampy land,

which is frequently overflowed with water ; it is a low bushy shrub, with slender trailing

branches, which are garnished with oval leaves, a little sawed on their edges ; the flowers

come out from the wings of the leaves, growing in thin loose bunches. This sort
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but easily propagated by layers ; if skilfully pruned, it grows to a goodly

tree, patient of our clime, unlefs the weather be very severe , it may be

contrived into most beautiful palisades, and is ever verdant : I am told

the tree grows to a huge bulk and height on Mount Athos, and in other

countries. Virgil reports its inoculation with the nut. Bauhinus com-

never produces fruit in England, and it is with difficulty that the plants themselves are kept

alive in this country.

4. ARBUTUS (alpina) caulibus procumbentibus, foliis rugosis scrratis. Lin. Sp. PI. 56o.

Arbiiiits ivith trailing stalks and rough sav:ed haves. Vitis idaea foliis oblongis albicantibus.

C B. P. 470. Vitis idoea Clus. Hist. Alpine STRAwsERRy-TREE,

This grows naturally on the Alps and the Helvetian mountains. It never rises high, but sentk

out from the root many slender branches, which trail upon the ground, and are garnished

with oblong rough leaves of a pale green colour ; the flowers are produced from the'win"S

of the leaves, upon long slender foot-stalks, and are succeeded by berries about the size

of the common black Cherry, which are first green, afterwards red, and when ripe are black.

These are of a pleasant taste, so are frequently eaten by tiie inhabitants of those countries

where they grow naturally. This is a very, difficult plant to keep alive in gardens, for it is

an inhabitant of bogs, growing among mofs, where the ground is never dry. Mr. Liglitfoot

discovered it growing in great abundance in the north of Scotland between Loch Broom and

Loch Mari.

5. ARBUTUS (uvA brsiJ caulibus procumbentibus, foliis intcgerrimis. Lin. Sp. PI. 566.

Arbutus "with trailing stalks and entire leaves. Uva Ursi. Clus. Hist. Trailing arbutus.

or bearberry.

This grows naturally upon the mountains in Spain, and in most of the northern parts

of Europe. The branches trail on the ground, and are closely garnished with smooth thick

leaves of an oval form, placed alternately ; the flowers are produced in small bundles toward

the extremity of the branches, which are shaped like those of the common sort, but smaller;

and are succeeded by berries, of the same size with those of the former sort, which are red

when ripe. The leaves of this species of Arbutus have been greatly celebrated in calculous,

and nephritic complaints, and other disorders of the urinary pafsages: The dose is half

a drachm of the powder of the leaves, every morning, or two or tln-ee times a day. De Haea
relates, after great experience of this medicine in the hospital of Vienna, that suppurations

though obstinate and of long continuance, in the kidneys, ureters, bladder, urethra,

scrotum, and perina?um, where there was no venereal taint or evident mai-ks of a calculus

were in general completely cured by it : That of those who had a manifest calculus, several

found permanent relief, so that, long after the medicine had been left off, they continued

free from pain, or inconvenience in making water, though the Catheter showed that the

calculus still remained : That others, w ho seemed to be cured, relapsed on leaving off the

medicine, but were again relieved on repeating its use, and this forseveral times succefsively

;

while others obtained from it only temporary and precarious relief, the complaints beinw

Ms
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BOOK II. mends the coal for the goldsmiths' work ; and the poet celebrates it for
^"^^-v^""^ country work

:

Arbntese crates, et mystlca Vannus lacchi. georg. i.

Arbutean harrows, and the mystick Van.

often as severe during (he continuance of the medicine as when it was not used. Tlie trials

of the Uva Ursi, made in this country, have by no means answered expectation.

Arbutus is of the clafs and order DecatiJila IMor.ogynia.

The common Strawberry-tree is well known, being at present in most ol' the English

gardens, and one of their greatest ornaments in the months of October and November,
that being the season when the trees are in flower, and tlie fruit of the former year is ripe,

for the fruit is a whole year in growing to perfection ; so that the fruit which is produced

from the flowers of one year, does not ripen till the blofsoms of the succeeding year are

fully blown. When there Is plenty of fruit and flowers upon the trees they make a

fine appearance, at a season when most other trees are past their beauty

:

Arbutus.

-pomoque onerata rubenti

Those trees which have large oval fruit make the greatest figure, their flowers being

larger and oblong. The sort with double flowers is a curiosity ; but as the flowers have

only two orders of leaves, they make no great appearance ; nor do the trees produce fruit

in any plenty, therefore the other is preferable. The sort with red flowers makes a pretty

variety, when intermixed with the other ; for the outsides of them are of a fine red colour

at their first appearance, and afterwards they ehange to purple before they fall ofl^. The
fruit of this is the same with the common sort. All these varieties are preserved by

inarching or grafting them upon the common Arbutus ; for the seeds of either do not

produce the same kind ; though from the seeds of the oval fruit, there are generally many
more of the same produced, than from the seeds of the common sort.

The best method to propagate the Arbutus is by seeds; therefore when the fruit

is perfectly ripe, it should be gathered and mixed with dry sand, to preserve it till the

time for sowing: the surest method of raising the plants, is to sow the seeds in pots,

which should be plunged into an old bed of tanners' bark, which has lost its heat, covering

the bed with glalses, &c. to keep out the frost; this should be done in December.

—

If the seeds are good, and, as the spring advances, the pots are refreshed with water, the

plants will come up the beginning of April, when they should be frequently, but sparingly

watered, and constantly kept clean from weeds. As the summer advances, if the plants

are shaded in the heat of the day, it will greatly promote their growth ; but in warm

weather they must be exposed all night to receive tlie dew; so should only be covered in

the middle of the day : with this management, the plants will rise to the height of five

or six inches the first summer. In October, they should be removed into the green-house,
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LAUREL
LAURO-CERASUS. The CHERRY-BAY. From the use we com-

monly put this shrub to, it seems as if it had been only destined for

hedges, and to cover bare walls : Being planted upright, and kept to the

or placed under shelter, to protect them from the severity of the approaching winter.

—

When planted out where they are to grow, little regard need be paid- to soil or situation.

The fruit of the Arbutus is said to have constituted part of the food of mankind in the

early ages, " Arbuteos fcetus montanaque fragra legebant ;" though, of all the wild fruits,

it must have been the most disgusting. Theantients themselves named it Uncdo; and Pliny

gives the reason, " cut nomen ex argumcnto sit unum tantum edendi." However

disagreeable the fruit may have been, its shade was thought inviting : Horace savs

of it,

Nunc viridi membra sub Arbuta stratus.

Virgil mentions the leaves of this tree as peculiarly agreeable to goats in the winter

season

;

Post hiiic digrefsus jubeo frondentia c.ipris

Arbuta sufficere. georc. iii.

' This tree was formerly called LAURO-CERASUS, but Linnseus has now made
it a species of the Prunus. In the Sp. PI. it is titled PRUNUS (l.-iuro-cerasusJ floribus

racemosis, foliis sempervirentibus dorso biglandulosis. In Hort. Clilf. 185, it is called

Padus foliis sempervirentibus lanceolato-ovatis. The commox laurfi, or cherry bay.

It is of the clafs and order Icosandrla Momgynia.

The young leaves of the Laurel begin to open about tlie twelfth of March, and arc
generally out by the middle of April, The flowers are white ; and though small, yet being
clustered together, they make a tolerable appearance : Bu( the berries afford the greatest

beauty, being large, and when ripe very black.

This tree is a native of the East, and grows naturally about the Black Sea. It was first

brought into Europe by Clusius, in the year 1576: and being easily propagated, is now-

spread over Italy and the greatest part of Europe.

The Laurel is propagated both by seeds and cuttings. If the former method is

practised, the seeds must be gathered from the trees when they are full ripe : This
will be known by their being quite black, which is generally about the beginning of
October. These seeds should be sown directly in beds of light earth, half an inch deep
which must be afterwards hoopsd over, to be covered in very severe frosts. A hedge of
furze bushes should be made around them, to break the force of the freezing black winds,
and secure the seeds, together with the mats, from being destroyed. This is a much safer
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standard, l)y cutting away the collateral branches, and maintaining one

stem, it will rise to a very considerable tree, resembling (for the first

twenty years,) the niost beautiful-headed Orange in &hape and verdure,

^and arriving in time to emulate even some of our lusty timber-trees ; so as

method than covcruig the beds with litter, which, if neglected to be taken off when the

frost is over, will retain the rains which generally succeed such weather, sodden the bedsj

and make them so wet as frequently to destroy the whole of the expected crop. The seeds

being sown, and preserved with the above care, will appear in the spring. During the

following summer they should be kept clear of weeds, as well as watered in dry weather;

and all the ensuing winter they must remain untouched in their beds, the furze hedge still

standing till the frosty weather is past; for if these young seedlings are planted out in the

autumn, the major part of them will be in danger, before the vi^inter is expired, of being

thrown out of the ground by the frost ; and not only so, but of being really killed by it, as

they are not very hardy at one year old. In the spring therefore, when the bad weather

is over, let them be planted out in the nursery-ground, in rows two feet asunder, and the

plants a foot and a half distant jn the rows, where they may stand till they are planted out

for good.

Trees raised from seeds generally grow more upright, and seldom throw out so many

lateral branches as those raised from cuttings ; neverthelefs, as the expectation of a crop

from seeds has so often failed, notwithstanding great care has been used, and as the

difliculty of procuring the seeds, and preserving them from the birds, has been very great,

the most certain and expeditious.method of raising quantities of these trees is by cuttings,

and is as follows

:

In the month of August, the cuttings should be gathered, about a foot and a half

in lengtli. They will thrive the better for having a bit of the last year's wood at the end,

though without this they will grow exceedingly well. The under-leaves should be cut

off a foot from the thick end of the cutting, which ftiust all be planted about a foot deep

in the ground; the other half foot, with its leaves, being above it. No distance need

be observed in planting these cuttings, which may be set as thick as you please, though

the ground for raising them should be sheltered, lest the winds, which are frequently high,

at this time of the year, or soon afler, should loosen the plants just when they arc going

to strike root.

When the cuttings are to be planted, the weather should be either rainy or cloudy; and

if no showers should fall in August, the work must be deferred till they do ; for if cuttings

are planted in August when the weatl;er is parching and dry, they will be burnt up,

without great care and trouble in shading and watering. Neither is cloudy or rainy

weather only to be recommended in planting these cuttings, but a shady situation also,

either under a north-wall, or in beds which are covered the greatest part of the day with

the shade of large trees. The shady situation is very necefsary for them ; since, though

the weather be rainy and cloudy when they are planted out, yet should it prove fair

afterwards, the sun will soon dry up the moisture at that season, and endanger the plants.
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I dare pronounce it to be one of the most proper and ornamental trees chap. v.

for walks and avenues of any growing. ^s^-v-^»^

Pity it is they are so abused in the hedges, where the lower branches

if they are not constantly watered and protected with a shade; which at once shows the

expediency of pitching on a spot where such a conveniency is natural.

If these cuttings are planted in August, they will take root before winter, especially

if they have shade, and water in dry weather ; but they should remain undisturbed till the

spring twelvemonth following, in order to acquire strength to be planted in the nursery.

During the summer, they will require no other trouble than watering in dry weather and

keeping clean from weeds , and by the autumn they will have made a shoot of perhaps

a foot or more in length. In the beds, ncverthelefs, they should remain till the spring,

when they should all be carefully taken out, and planted iiv the nurser)', as was directed

for the seedlings.

When these trees are intended to form a large plantation, any time during the winter

will be proper for the work, though I would recommend the month of October as the most

favourable season. The ground ought to be prepared for their reception by ploughing
;

and they should be planted in holes made all over it, at one yard asunder. When they

begin to touch each other, do not immediately thin them, bat suffer them to remain

upthinned two or three years longer; by which means they will draw one another up to

regular stems. When you begin to thin them, it must be done sparingly, and in small

quantities, only casting out a weakly plant here and there, to make room for the more

vigorous shooting of the others, lest the cold, entering the plantation too much at once

should retard its growth, if not wholly destroy it.

The danger of losing these plants is only when they have been used to grow close and

the cold is suffered to rush in upon them all of a sudden; when planted on bleak or exposed

places singly, they seldom sufler from the cold. Let the plantations therefore be thinned

with caution.

The Laurel is now so naturalized to us, as to grow well in almost any of our soils

or situations ; so that plantations of this tree may be made iu any place where there

is a conveniency. In Italy there are numerous woods consisting entirely of these trees-

and though England at present cannot boast of many plantations of this kind, yet his Grace
the Duke ofBedford has set a noble example to men of fortune, at Woburn, where .he

has planted one hill solely with Laurels, which thrive exceedingly ;. as do those also

which are mixed in great quantities with the other evergreens, througliout his whole

plantations. .

A water distilled from the leaves of this tree is one of the most speedy and deadly-

poisons in nature, as appears from the experiments of the ingenious Abbe Fontana
inserted in the 70th vol. of the Phil. Trans, of London.

Besides the common Laurel, there is another kind entitled by Tournefort, Inst. 62S^
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BOOK II. growing sticky and dry, by reason of their frequent and unseasonable

-^''V'**^ cuttings (the genius of the tree being to spend much in wood,) they

never succeed after the first six or seven years ; but are to be new
planted again, or abated to the very roots for a fresh shoot, which

is best, after which they soon furnish the places. In a word ; as to the

pruning of evergreen hedges, there is no small skill and addrefs to be

used, in forming and trimming them for beauty and stability ; leave the

lower parts next the ground broader (two feet were sufficient for the

thicknefs of the tallest hedge,) than the tops, gradually, so as not much

to exceed a foot breadth at the upmost verge, (as architects diminish

walls of stone and brick from the foundation,) for they else will be apt

to bend and swag, (especially when laden with winter snows or ice,)

grow too thick, heat, wither, and foul within, dry and sticky especially

;

when it were more than tim.e they were cut close to the earth, for a

fresh and verdant spring ; and this method is to be practised in

all hedges whatsoever.

But would you yet improve the standard, which I celebrate, to

greater and more speedy exaltation, bud your Laurel on the Black

Cherry stock to what height you please : This I had from an ocular

LAUKO-CERASUS LUSITANICA MiKOR. T/ic Smaller Portugal Laurel ; called in its native

country, azoureiro.

Ttie leaves of this shrub are shorter than those of the common Laurel, approaching

nearer to an oval form ; they are of the same consistence, and of a lucid green, which

mixing with the red branches, make a beautiful appearance. The flowjers are produced

in long loose spikes from the sides of the branches ; they are white, and shaped like those

of the common Laurel, appearing in June, and are succeeded by oval berries smaller than

those of the common Laurel ; they are first green, afterward red, and when ripe are

black inclosing a stone like the Cherry.

This kind may be propagated in the same way as the common Laurel, either by cuttings,

layers, or seeds. If the cuttings are planted at the same season, and in the same way as

has been directed for the common Laurel, they will take root very freely ; or if the young

branches are laid in the autumn, tliey wiA take root in one year, and may then be removed

into the nursery, where they may grow a year or two to get strength, and then be

transplanted wliere they are to remain.

Thistree is much hardier than the common Laurel; for in the severe frost of the year

1740, when great numbers of Laurels were entirely killed, and most of them lost their

.leaves, this remained unhurt, and continued throughout the season in perfect verdme.
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testimony, who was more than somewhat doubtful of such alliances; chap, v,

though something like it in Palladius speaks it not so impofsible :
v.^-v"^-^

Inseritur Lauro Cerasus, partuque coacto

Tingit adoptivus virginis ora pudor.

A Cherry graft on Laurel stock, does stain-

The virgin fruit in a deep double grain.

' They are raised of the seeds, or berries, with extraordinary facilitv", .

or propagated by layers, talea?, and cuttings, set about the latter end

of August, or earlier at St. James's tide, wherever there is shade and

moisture. Besides that of the wood, the leaves of this Laurel, boiled

in milk, impart a very grateful taste of the Almond ; and of the berries,

or cherries rather, (which poultry generally feed on) is made a wine, to

some not unpleasant. I.find little concerning the uses of this tree; of the

wood are said to be made the best plough-handles. Note, that this rare

tree was first brought from Civita Vccchia into England by the Countefs

of Arundel,'wife to that illustrious patron of arts and antiquities, Thomas
Earl of 'Arundel and Surry, great great grandfatlier to his Grace the pre-

sent Duke of Norfolk, whom I left sick at Padua, where he died, highly

displeased at his grandson Philip's putting on the Friar's frock, though

afterwards the Purple, when Cardinal of Norfolk. After all, I cannot

easily afsent to the tradition, though I had it from a noble hand : I rather

think it might first be brought out of some more northerly clime, the

nature of the tree so delighting and flourishing in the shady and colder ex- -

posures, with'an abhorrence of heat.

B A Y T R E E

LAURUS VULGARIS \ The BAY TREE. The learned Ifaac

Vofsius, and Etymologists, are wonderfully curious in their conjectures

^ Of the LAURUS there are no lefs than eleven Species enumerated by Linnrcus, but It
'

will be unnecefsary in this place to take notice of more than one, viz.

LAURUS (yoElLlsJ fgjiis vcnosis laj"!ceolati3- perennantibus, floribiis quadrlfidis dioicis.i

Lin. Sp. PI. 529. Laurus Vulgaris. B. P. 4-CO. Tjii: sjt tree.

Itis of the clafs and order Ennccuidrla Monorynia.

This shrub is propagated by seeds, cuttings, layers, and suckers, in a manner well known i

to every gardener. As this beautiful plant will grow under the dripping of trees, itis.-

Volnnie II. N-:

,
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concerning iti derivation ; a Laude, fays Isidore. And from the in-

genious poet, we learn how it became facred to Apollo, the Patron of

the Wits, and ever since the Meed of Conquerors and heroic Persons.

But leaving fiction, we pafs to tlie culture of this noble and fragrant tree,

propagated both by seeds, cuttings, suckers, and layers. They (namely

the berries) should be gathered dropping ripe : Pliny has a particular

procefs foi" the ordering of them, not to be rejected, which is to gather

them in January, and spreading them till their sweat be over, he then

puts them in dung, and sows them : As for the steeping in wine, water

does altogether as well : Others wash the seeds from their mucilage, by

breaking and bruising the glutinous berries, then sow them in riclji

ground in Alarch, by scores in a heap ; and indeed so they will come up

in clusters, but nothing so well, nor fit for. transplantation, as where they

are interred with a competent scattering, so as you would furrow pease.

qualified for adorning the borders of woods and pleasure grounds. Thie leaves begin to

open about the middle of March, and are quite out by the beginning of May. The flowers

are of a light yellow colour, but make no show. It is a native of Italy. The Bay-tree, and

not the Laurel, is undoubtedly the Laurus of the antients. The Laurel was not known in

Europe till the latter end of the sixteenth century, about which time it was brought from

Trebizond to Constantinople, and from thence it spread over most parts of Europe-

Besides, cur Laurel has not the properties ascribed by the antients lo their Laurus. Virgil

says it has a fine smell, which our Laurel has not:

Et vos, O Laiiri, carpam, ct te, proxima Myrte,

Sic posita>, quoniam suaves miscctis adores.

And in the sixth jEneid, " Oderatum Lauri nemus."

The Pythian Priestefs chewed the leaves of this tree before she placed herself upon the

facred Tripod. These being used after an abstinence of three days, naturally produced

that wild enthusiasm with which her Oracles were always attended. From its being thus

ufed it obtained the name of the " Prophetic Tree." Whence Claudian,

-venturi prccscia Laurus

Amongst the antients. Crowns of Laurel were worn by succefsful Generals at their

triumphal entries : Apollo, when he made this tree his own, says,

Tu ducibus Latiis aderis, cum lacta triumphura

Vox canet ; et longe \ isent Capitolia pomp*. ov/d.

The Bay-tree is said to have a natural aversion to fire, which it shows by crackling in
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13oth this way, and by setting them apart, which I most commend, I have chap. v.

raised multitudes, and that in the berries, kept in sand till the spring,
^-"^^y^

without any farther preparation ; only for the first two years they should

be defended from the piercing winds, which frequently destroy them ;

and yet the scorching of their tender leaves ought not to make you de-

spair, for many of them will recover beyond expectation ; nay, though

quite cut down, they repullulate and produce young suckers. Such as are

raised of berries may at three years growth be transplanted; which let.

alone too long, are difficult to take.

This aromatic tree greatly loves the mother's shade, (under which no-

thing else will prosper,) yet thrives best in our hottest gravel, having

once pafsed those first difficulties: Age,, and culture about the roots,,

wonderfully augment its growth ; so as I have seen trees of them near

thirty feet high, and almost two feet diameter. They make walking-

stav£s, straight, strong, and light far old Gentlemen ; and are fit also both

for arbour and palisade work,,so tlie gardener understands when to prune

and keep them from growing too woody. And here I cannot but take

notice of those beautiful case-standaids, which of late you have had out

of Flanders, &c. with stems so even and upright, heads so round, full,

and flourishing, as seem to exceed all the topiary ornaments of the garden,

that one tree of tliem has been sold for more than twenty pounds ; though

now, the mystery revealed, the price be much abated ; and, doubtlefs, as

good might be raised here, (without sending beyond sea for them,) were

the flames: " Laurus manifesto abdicat ignes crepilu et quadam detestatione;" and this

was esteemed a good omen :

Laurus iibi bona signa dcdit, gaudete Coloni,

Distendct spicis horrea plena Ceres. tie,

Chaucer, in his tale of the Flower and the Leaf, gives us a fine description of some of

the most remarkable properties of this tree :

The Laurel is the sign of labour crown'd.

Which bears the bitter blast, nor shaken falls to ground ; .

From winter winds It sufl'ers no decay.

For ever fresh and fair, and ev"ry month is May :

Ev'n when the vital sap retreats below,

Ev'n when the hoary head is liid in snow ;

The life is in tlie leaf, and still between

The fits of falling snow, appears the streakv green. dry.dek,

N 2
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BOOK II. our gardeners as industrious to cultivate and shape them. Some there
^^•^'y"'*-^

are, who imagine them of another species than our ordinary Bay, but

erroneously. I wonder we plant not whole groves of them, and abroad
;

they being hardy enough, grow upright, and would make a noble

Daphneon. Tlie berries arc emollient, sovereign in affections of the

nerves, cholics, &c. they make good gargarisms, baths, salves, and per-

fumes : Of Bay-leaves, dried iai a fire pan and' reduced- to a fine powder,

as much -as will cover half a crown, being drank in wine, seldom fails of

curino- an ague. And some have used the leaves instead of cloves, im-

parting its relish in sauce, especially of fish : and the very dry sticks of

the tree, strewed over with a little powder or dust of sulphur, and

vehemently rubbed against one another, will immediately take fire, as

will likewise the wood of an old Ivy ; nay, without any intentive addition^

by friction only.

Amongst other things, it has of old been observed that the Bay is omi-

nous of some funest accident ; if that be so accounted which Suetonius

(in Galba) affirms to have happened before the death of the monster

Nero, when these trees generally withered to the very roots in a very mild

winter : and much later ; for in the year 1629, when at Padua, preceding

a great pestilence, almost all the 'Bay-trees about that famous University,

"rew sick and perished: Certo quasi pi-^esagio, fays my author, Apollinem

Mu^asqne, suhsequenti anno urhe ilia bonariim literaruin domicilio ex-

cefsuras. But that this was extraordinary, we are told the Emperor

Claudius, upon occasion of a raging pestilence, was by his Physicians,

^advised to remove his court to Laurentium, the aromatic emifsions of that

tree being in such reputation for clearing the air, and resisting contagion
j

upon which account I question not but Pliny, the nephew, was so fre-

quently at his beloved Laurentium, so near the. city. Besides, those trees

were extolled for their virtue against Jightning^ which Tiberius so exceed-

ingly dreaded, that when it came with thunder, he would creep under

his bed to avoid it, shading his head with the boughs. The branch let

fall from the bill of the white hen into the lap of Livia Drusilla, being

planted, prospered so floridly, as made it reputed so sacred, as to use it for

impaling the heads of the triumphing Emperors, and to adorn the Limina

of the Temples and Royal Palace tithe great Pontiff; and thence called

Janitrices Cicsaruni

:
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Cur tamen apposita velatur janua lauro

;

Cingit et Augustas arbor opaca fores ?

Num quia perpetuos meruit domus ista triumphos ?

An quia Leucadio semper amata Deo ? ovid.

As still at present in Rome, and other cities, they use to trim up their

churches and monasteries on solemn festivals, when there is station and

indulgences granted in honour of the saint or patron ; as also on occasion

of signal victories, and other joyful tidings ; and those garlands, made up
with hobby-horse tinsel, make a glittering show, and rattling noise when
the air moves them.

With the leaves of Laurel were made up the despatches and letters,

which were sent to the Senate from the victorious General ' : The spears,

lances"" , and fasces, nay tents and ships, &c. were all. drefsed up with

Laurels; and in a triumph every common soldier carried a sprig in his

hand, as we may see in the best bafso-relievo of the antients, as of virtue

to purge them from blood and slaughter. And now, after all this, mio-ht

one conjecture by a mere inspection of these several sculps, statues, and

medals yet extant, representing the heads of Emperors, Poets, &c. the

wreaths and coronets to be composed of a more flexible and compliant

species than the common Bay, and more applicable to the brows, except

where the ends and stalks of the tender branches were tied together with

alemnisc or ribbon. And there be yet who contend for the Alexandrian

Laurel, and the Tinus, as more ductile, but without any good evidence

Pliny, I find, says nothing of this question, naming only the Cyprian and
Delphic ; besides, the figure, colour of the rind, and leaf crackling in the

fire, which it impugns, (as it is said it does lightning,) gives plainly the

honour of it to the common Bay.

Publica victrices testantur gaudia chartce. mart.

" Martia laurlgera cu'pide pila virent. lb.
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CHAP. VI.

Of FENCES,. 2UICKSETS, &V.

V_>/UR main plantation is now finished, and our forest adorned witTi a

just variety : But what is yet all this labour, but lofs of time and irre-

parable expense, unlefs our young and (as yet) tender plants be suffi-

ciently guarded with munitions from all external injuries ? For, as old

Tufser,

3If tattle or conep map enttc txi crop,

l&oung {Dsk 10 iit Oangcjc of losiing ^ifj rop»

But with something a more polished style, though ta the same purpose^

the best of Poets ;

Texenda- sepes etiam, et pecus omne tenendum est

:

Prascipue dnm frons tenera, imprudensque laborum :

Cui, super indignas hyerttes, solemque potentem,

Sylvestres uri afsidue, capreseque scquaces

iriudunt; Pascuntur Oves, avidaeque juvencae..

Frigora nee tantum cana concrela pruina,

Aut gravis incumbens scopulis arentibus a?stas

;

Quantum illi nocuere greges, durique vcnenum

Dentis, et admorfo signata in stirpe cicatrix. georg iL

Guard, too, from cattle thy new-planted groiindj

And infant-vines that ill can bear a wound :

For not alone by winter's chilling frost,

Or fummer's fcorching beam the }oung are lost;

But the wild buffaloes and greed)' cows.

And goats and fportive kids the branches browze;

Not piercing colcis, nor Sirius' beams that beat

On the parcht hills, and split their tops with heat,

Soo deeply injure, as the nibbling flocks,

That wound with venom'd teeth the tender, fearful stocks.

The reason that so many complain of the improsperous condition of

their wood-lands and plantations of this kind, proceeds from this neglect

;

though, sheep excepted, there is no employment whatsoever incident to

the farmer, which requires lefs expense to gratify his expectations; one

diligent and skilful man will govern five hundred acres : But if through

any accident a beast shall break into his master's field, or the wicked

hunter make a gap for his dogs and horses, what a clamour is there made
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far tlie disturbance of a year's crop at most in a little corn ! whilst aban-

d(K>ing his young woods all this time, and perhaps many years, to the

venemous bitings and treading of cattle, and other like injuries, for want

of due care, the detriment is many times irreparable ; young trees once

cropped hardly ever recovering. It is the bane of all our most hopeful

timber.

But sbaH I provoke you by an instance ? A kinsman of mine has

a wood of more than sixty years standing ; it was, before he purchased

it, exposed and abandoned to the cattle for divers years ; some of the

outward skirts were nothing, save shrubs and miserable starvelings ; yet

still the place was disposed to grow woody ; but by this neglect con-

tinually supprefsed. The industrious Gentleman fenced in some acres of

this, and cut all close to the ground ; and it is come in eight or nine

years to be better worth than the wood of sixty ; and will, in time, prove

most incomparable timber; whilst the other part, so many years ad-

vanced, shall never recover ; and all this from no other cause than pre-

serving it fenced. Judge then by this, how our woods come to be so

decried ; Are five hundred sheep worthy the care of a shepherd ? And
are not five thousand Oaks worth the fencing, and the inspection of an

Hayward ?

Et dubitant homines serere, alque impendere curam ? gkorg. ii.

And shall men doubt to plant, and careful be ?

Let US therefore shut up what we have thus laboriously planted, with

some good Quickset hedge.

The HA WTHORN.
The HAWTHORN ° is raised of seeds ; but then it must not be with

despair because sometimes you do not see them peep the first year; for the

" CRATAEGUS (oxyacantha) foliis obtusis subtrifidis serratis. Lin. Sp. PL 6S3.

Common white-thornz. It is of the clafs and order Icasandria Digynia.

The HAWTHORN, of all other Thorns, is the best calculated for forming a good

fence ; and in all new inclosures is folely applied to that purpose. The plants should, at

least, be three years old, with good roots, and put down in single rows, allowing four
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. Haw, and many otlier seeds, being invested with a very hard integirmeitt,

will now and then suffer imprisonment two whole years under the earth ;

and our impatience at this does often frustrate the resurrection of divers

seeds of this nature, so that we frequently dig up, and disturb the beds

where they have been sown, in despair, before they have gone their full

time, which is also the reason of a vary popular mistake in other, seeds,

especially that of the Holly, concerning which there goes a tradition,

that they will not sprout tiJl they be pafsed through- the maw of a Thrush;

whence the saying, Turdiis exitium suum cacai ; (alluding to the Viscus

made thereof;) but this is an error, as I am able to testify on experience.

They come up very well of the berries, treated as I have showed in

Book 1. Chap. xxi. and with patience : for as I affirmed, they will sleep

sometimes two entire years in their graves ; as will also the seeds of

Yew, Sloe, Phillyrea Angustifolia, and sundry others, whose shells are

very hard about the small kernels ; but which is wonderfully facilitated

by being, as we directed, prepared in beds, and magazines of earth or

sand, for a competent time, and then committed to the ground before the

full in March; by which season they will be chitting, and speedily take

root. Others bury them deep in the ground all winter, and sow them in

February : And thus I have been told of a Gentleman who has consider-

ably improved his revenue, by sowing Haws only, and raising nurseries

of Quicksets, which he sells by the hundred far and near: This is a

commendable industry.

But Columella has another expedient for the raising of our Spinetum,
.

by rubbing the now mature Hips and Haws, Ashen-keys, &c. into the

crevices of bafs-ropes, or wisps of straw, and then buryng them in a

trench. Whether way you attempt it, they must (so soon as they peep.

Indies between each plant. Si^^h a hedge, if properly attended to, will in six years be

proof against sheep and cattle, but if neglected for the first two years, especially if the

land be poor, much art will be required to form it afterwards into a good fence.

Quickset hedges are of great antiquity. It appears from Homer, that, when Ulyfses

returned to his father Laiirle'!, the good old man had sent his servants intoihe woods to

gather young Thorns, and was occupied himself in preparing ground to receive them.

Odyfsey, Lib. xxiv. Varro calls this sort of fence, Tiitela natmalls et viva. And Columella

prefers it before the structile cue, or dead hedge, as being more lasting and lefs expenfive.

VeiiiiUfsimi auctorcs vivam sc/icm slructili jiresiuhrunt, quia mn solum minorem imjtciisam desideraret,

1-cruin cliam diuturnior immauis t(m[iorilus liermamret. De R. R. Lib. xi.
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and as long as they require it) be sedulously cleansed of the weeds; which, chap. vi.

if in beds for transplantation, had need be, at the least, three or four ^-^^v*^

years ; by which time even your seedlings will be of stature fit to remove :

For I do by no means approve of the vulgar premature planting of sets,

as is generally used throughout England ; which is to take such only as

are the very smallest, and so to crowd them into three or four files, which-

are both egregious mistakes.

Whereas it is found by constant experience, that plants as big as one's

thumb, set in the posture, and at the distance which we spake of in the

Hornbeam, that is, almost perpendicular (not altogether, because the rain

should not get in betwixt the rind and wood), and fingle, or at most not

exceeding a double row, do prosper infinitely, and much out-strip the

densest and closest ranges of our trifling sets which make but weak

shoots, and whose roots do but hinder each other, and for being couched

in that posture, on the sides of banks and fences, (especially where the

earth is not very tenacious) are bared of the mould which should entei"-

tain them, by that time the rains and storms of one winter have pafsed

over, them. In Holland and Flanders (where they have the goodliest

hedges of this kind about the counterscarps of their invincible fortifica-

tions, to the great security of their musketeers upon occasion) they plant

them according to my description, and raise fences so speedily, and so

impenetrable, that our best are not to enter into the comparison. Yet

that I may not be wanting to direct such as either atfect the other way,

or whose grounds may require some bank of earth, as ordinarily the

verges of copses, and other inclosures do, you shall by line cast up your

fofs of about three feet broad, and about the same depth, provided your

mould hold it ; beginning first to turn the turf, upon which be careful to

lay some of the best earth to bed your Quick in, and there lay or set the

plants, two in a foot space is sufficient ; being diligent to procure such as

are fresh gathered, straight, smooth, and well-rooted ; adding now and

then, at equal spaces of twenty or thirty feet, a young Oakling or Elm-

sucker, Ash, or the like, which will come in time, especially in plain

countries, to be ornamental standards, and good timber. If you will

needs multiply your rows, a foot, or somewhat lefs, above that, upon

more congested mould, plant another rank of sets, so as to point just in

the middle of the vacuities of the first, which I conceive enough : This

is but for the single fofs 5 but if you would fortify it to the purpose, do

Volume II. O
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as much on the other side, of the same depth, height, and planting ; and

then, last of all, cap the top in pyramis with the worst, or bottom of the

ditch. Some, if the mould be good, plant a row or two on the edge, or

very crest of the mound, which ought to be a little flattened. Here also

many set their dry hedge ; for hedges must be hedged till they are able

to defend and shade their under plantation, and I cannot reprove it : But

great care is to be had in this work, that the main bank be well footed,,

and not made with too sudden a declivity, which is subject to fall in

after frosts and wet weather, and this is good husbandry for moist

grounds ; but where the land lies high, and is hot and gravelly,. I prefer

the lower fencing ; which, though, even with the area itself, may be pro-

tected with stakes and a dry hedge on the fofs-side, the distance com-

petent, and to very good purposes of educating more frei^uent timber

amongst the rows.

Your hedge being yet young, should be constantly vs^eeded two or

three years, especially before Midsummer, of Brambles, the great Dock,

Thistle, Sic. though some admit not of this work till alter Michaelmas,

for reasons that I approve not. It has been the practice of Flereford-

shire, in the plantation of Quickset-hedges, to plant a Crab-stock

at every twenty feet distance ; and this they observe so religiously, as if

they had been under some rigorous statute requiring it • And by this

means they were provided in a short time with all advantages for the

grafting of fruit amongst them, which does highly recompense their in-

dustry. Some cut their sets at three years growth, even to the very

ground, and find that in a year or two they will have shot as much as in

seven, had they been let alone.

When your hedge is now of near six years stature, plash it about Fe-

bruary or October ; but this is the work of a very dextrous and skilful

husbandman ; and for which our honest countryman, Mr. Markham,.

o-ives excellent directions ; only I approve not so well of his deep cut-

ting the stems, if it be pofsible to bend them, having suffered in some-

thing of that kind. It is almost incredible to what perfection some have

laid these hedges, by the rural way of plashing, better than by clipping ;.

yet may both be used for ornament, as where they are planted about our

garden-fences, and fields near the mansion. In Scotland, by tying the

young shoots with bands of hay, they make the stems grow so very close:
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together, as that it encloseth rabbits in warrens instead of pales : aiid for chap. vi.

this robust use we shall prefer the Black Thorn ; the extravagant suckers, ^"-^"'v"*^

which are apt to rise at a distance from the hedge-line, being sedulously

extirpated, that the rest may grow the stronger and thicker.

And now since I did mention it, and that most I find do greatly affect

the vulgar way of Quicking, (that this our discourse be in nothing de-

ficient) we will in brief give it you again after George Markham's

description, because it is the best and most accurate, although much re-

sembling our former direction, of which it seems but a repetition, till he

comes to the plashing. In ground which is more dry than wet, (for

watery places it abhors,) plant your Quick thus •• Let the first rows of sets

be placed in a trench of about half a foot deep, even with the top of your

ditch, in somewhat a sloping or inclining posture ; then having raised

your bank near a foot upon them, plant another row, so as their tops may
just peep out over the middle of the spaces of your first row : These

covered again to the height or thicknefs of the other, place a third rank

opposite to the first, and then finish your bank to its intended heio-ht.

The distances of the plants should not be above one foot; and the season

to do the work in, may be from the entry of February till the end of
March, or else In September to the beginning of December. "When this

is finished, you must guard both the top of your bank, and outmost ver^-e

of your ditch, with a sufficient dry hedge, interwoven from stake to stake

into the earth, which commonly they do on the bank, to secure your

Quick from the spoil of cattle. And then being careful to repair such

as decay, or do not spring, by supplying the dead and trimming the rest,

you shall, after three years growth, sprinkle some trees amongst them,

such as Oak, Beech, Ash, Maple, Fruit, and the like ; which bein"-

drawn young out of your nurseries, may be very easily inserted.

I am not in the mean time ignorant of what is said against the scat-

tering these masts and keys among our fences ; which grown, over-top

the subnascent hedge, and prejudice it with their shade and drip . But
this might be prevented by planting Hollies, proof against these impedi-
ments, in the line or trench where you would raise standards, as far as

they usually spread in many years, and which, if placed at good distances,

how close soever to the stem, would, besides their stout defence, prove

a wondrous decoration to large and ample inclosures. But to resume

O 2
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our former work : That which we affirmed to require the greatest

dexterity, is the artificial plashing of our hedge, when it is arrived

to a six or seven years head ; though some stay till the tenth, or longer.

In February therefore, or October, with a very sharp hand-bill, cut away

all superfluous sprays and stragglers, which may hinder your progrefs,

and are uselefs. Then searching out the principal stems, with a keen

and light hatchet cut them slantwise, close to the ground, hardly three

quarters through, or rather so far only as till you can make them comply

handsomely, which is your best direction, lest you rift the stem, and so

lay it from your sloping as you go, folding in the lefser branches which

spring from them ; and ever within five or six feet distance, where you

find an upright set, (cutting off only the top to the height of your intended

hedge,) let it stand as a stake, to fortify your work, and to receive the

twinings of those branches about it. Lastly, at the top (which should be

about five feet above ground,) take the longest, most slender,, and flexible

twigs which you reserved, and (being cut as the former, where need

requires,) bind in the extremities of all the rest ; and thus your work

is finished. This being done very close and thick, makes an impregnable

hedge in a few years ; for it may be repeated as you see occasion ; and

what you so cut away will help to make your dry hedges for your young

plantations, or be profitable for the oven, and make good Bavin. There

are some yet who would have no stakes cut from the trees, save here

and there one, so as to leave half the head naked, and the other standing;,

but the over-hanging boughs will kill what is under them, and ruin the

tree ; so pernicious is this half-topping : Let this be a total amputation

for a new and lusty spring. There is nothing more prejudicial to

subnascent young trees, than, when newly trimmed and pruned, to have

their (as yet raw) wounds poisoned with continual dripping, as is well

observed by Mr. Nourse ; but this is meant of repairing decayed hedges.

For stakes in the above work. Oak is to be preferred, though some will

use Elder, but it is not good, or the Black Tliorn and Crab-tree ; in

moorish ground. Withy, .Ash, Maple, and Hasel, but not lasting, driven

well in at every yard of interval both before and after they are bound,

till they have taken the hard earth, and are very fast ; and even your

plashed hedges need some small Thorns to be laid over to protect the

spring from cattle and sheep, till they are somewhat fortified, and the

doubler the winding is lodged the better, which should be beaten, and

forced down together with the stakes, as equally as r?iny be. Kote, that
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in sloping your windings, if it be too low done, as very usually, it chap. vi.

frequently mortifies the tops ; therefore it ought to be so bent as it may "^-^'^v'^-^

not impede the mounting of the sap. If the plash be of a great and

extraordinary age, wind it at the nether boughs altogether, and cutting

the sets, as directed, permit it rather to hang downwards a little, than

rise too forwards ; and then twist the branches into the work, leaving

a set free, and unconstrained at every yard space,, besides such as will

serve for stakes, abated to about five feet in length, (which is a compe-

tent stature for an hedge,) and so let it stand. One shall often find in

this work, especially in old neglected hedges, some great trees or stubs

that commonly make gaps for cattle ; such should be cut so near the

earth as till you can lay them thwart, that the top of one may rest on the

root or stub of the other, as far as they extend, stopping the cavities

with its boughs and branches; and thus hedges, whicli seem to consist

but only of scrubby trees and stumps, may be reduced to a tolerable

fence : but in case it be superannuated and very old, it is advisable to

stub all up, being quite renewed and well guarded. AVe have been

the longer on these descriptions, because it is of main importance,

and that so few husbandmen are so perfectly skilled in it : But he

that would be more fully satified, 1 would have him consult Mr. Cook,

chap, xxxii. or rather, Instar omnium, what I cannot without injury to

the public, and ingratitude to the persons who do me the honour

of imparting to me their experiences, but freely communicate.

It is then from the Reverend Mr. Walker, of Great Billing, near

Northampton, that (with several other particulars relating to our rural

subject) I receive from that worthy Gentleman Thomas Franklin,

of Ecton, Esq. the follov/ing method of planting and fencing with

Q.uicksets which we give you in his own words

:

" About ten or twelve years since I made some efsays to set some
'« little clumps of hedges and trees of about two poles in breadth, and,

" three in length ; the outfences ditched on the outside, but the Quick-
" sets in the inside of the bank, that the dead hedges might stand on the

" outside thereof; so that a small hedge of eighteen or twentv inches-

" high, made of small wood, the stakes not much bigger than a man's
" thumb, the banks being high, sufficiently defended them for four years

" time, and were hedged with lefs than one loadof bhreadinys of Vv'illow-
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" sets, which, as my workmen told me, would have required six load

" of copse-wood : But the next year after their being planted, finding

" waste ground on the top of the bank of the outer fences, between the

" dead hedge and the quick, I put a footset in the same space between

" the quick and the dead hedge, which prospered better than those

" planted in the side of the bank, after the vulgar way, and hold it still.

" This put me upon thinking, that a cheaper and better sort of Quick-
" fence might pofsibly be found out ; and accordingly I made some trials

" with good succefs, (at least better than the old way,) though not to my
" full satisfaction, till I had perused Mr. Evelyn's Silva. The method
" I used was this : First, I set out the ground for ditches and quick, in

" breadth ten feet ; then subdivided that, by marking out two feet and
" a half on each side (more or lefs, at pleasure,) for the ditches, leaving

'' five in the middle between them : Then digging up two feet in the midst

" of -that five feet, plant- the sets in ; though it require more labour and

"charge, I found it -soon repaid the cost. This done, I began to dig

" the fofses, and to set up one row of turfs on the outside of the said five

" feet ; namely, one row on each side thereof, the green side outmost

" a little reclining, so as the grafs might grow : After this, returning to

" the place begun at, I ordered one of the men to dig a spit of the under

" turf-mould, and lay it between the turfs, placed edgewise, as before

« described, upon the two feet which was purposely dug in the middle,

" and prepared for the sets, which the planter sets with two Quicks upon

" the surface of the earth, almost upright, whilst another workman lays

" the mould forward about twelve inches, and then si?ts two more, and

" so continues. Some there are who plant three rows of sets about

" eight inches interval ; but I do not approve it, for they choak one

" another. This finished, I order another row of turfs to be placed on
" each side upon the top of the former, and fill the vacuity between the

" sets and the turfs, as high as their tops, always leaving the middle,

" .where the sets are planted, hollow, and somewhat lower than the sides

" of the banks by eight or ten inches, that the rain may descend to their

" roots, which is of great advantage to their growth, and far better than

" by the old way ; where the banks run too much sloping, the roots

" of the sets are seldom wetted in an ordinary season, the summer
*' following ; but which, if it prove dry, many of the sets perish,

" especially the late planted : Whereas those which I planted in the

" latter end of April, though the summer happened to be somewhat dry.
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•^^ generally escaped, very few of them miscarrying. Now the planting chap, vi.

" thus advanced, the next care is fencing, which is performed by setting ^~-*'V"*^

" an hedge of about twenty inches high upon the top of the bank, on
" each side thereof, leaning a little outward from the sets, which will

" protect them as well, if not better, than an hedge of three feet, or four
" inches more, standing upon the surface of the ground, which beino-

" raised with the turfs and sods about twenty inches, and the hedo-e

" about twenty inches more, will make three feet four inches, so as no'

" cattle can approach the dead hedge to prejudice it, unlefs they set their

" feet in the ditch itself; which will be at least a foot deep, and from the

" bottom of the fofs to the top of the hedge, about four feet and a half,'

" which they can hardly reach over to crop the Quick, as they might in-

" the old way ; and besides, such an hedge will endure a. year longer.

—

" I have at this present time an hedge which' has stood these five years
;

" and though nine or ten feet be sufficient for both ditches and bank, vet

" where the ground is but indifferent, it is better husbandry to take-

" twelve feet, which will allow of a bank at least six feet broad, and
" gives more scope to place the dead hedges farther from the sets ; and
" the ditches being shallow, will, in two years time, graze, though I con-

" fine myself for the most part to nine or ten, because I would take off

" the only objection of wasting ground by this way, should others follow

" it. In reply to this, I affirm. That if you take twelve feet in breadth,

" for ditch and bank, you waste more ground than by the common way;
" For in that a Quick is rarely set, but there is nine feet between the

" dead hedges, which is entirely lost all the time of fencing : When as

" with double ditches, there remains at least eighteen inches on each

" side where the turfs were set on edge, that bear more grafs than when -

•' it lay on the flat. But admitting it did totally lay waste three feet

" of ground, the damage were very inconsiderable, since forty perches^

" in length two hundred and twenty yards, which make perches

" 7, 25", 9', or 7^ poles, at thirteen shillings and fourpence the acre,

" amounts not to 74d. per aim. Now that this is not only the best but

" cheapest way of Quick-setting, will appear by comparing the charge

" of both. In the usual way, the charge of a three feet ditch is fourpence

" per pole, the owner providing sets ; if the workman finds them, he'

" will have for making the said ditch, and setting them, eightpence ths-:

" pole, and for hedging twopence; that is, for both sides fourpence the-*

" pole, which renders the charge of hedging, ditching, and sets, twelve-
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" peiice the pole ; that is, for forty rods in length, forty shillings : Then
" one load of wood out of the copse costs us, with the carriage, (though

" but two or three miles distance.) ten shillings, which will seldom hedge
" above eight poles (single hedge). But allowing it to do ten, to fence

" forty poles there must be at least eight load of wood, which costs four

" pounds, making the whole expence of ditching, setting, and fencing

" of forty poles to be six pounds, reckoning with the leastj for I know not
" any that will undertake to do it under three shillings and sixpence per

" pole, and then the forty poles cost seven pounds. Whereas with

" double ditches, both of them, setting and sets, will be done for eight-

" pence per pole, and the husbandman get as good wages as with

" a single ditch, (for though the labour about them is more, yet the

" making the table is saved,) which costs one pound six shillings and
" eightpence. And the hedges being but low, they will make better

" wages at hedging for a penny the pole, than at twopence for common
" hedges ; which comes to six shillings and eightpence for hedging forty

" poles on both sides : Thus one load of wood will fence thirty poles

" at least, and forty hedged with two-thirds of wood lefs than in the

" other way, and cost but one pound six shillings and eightpence ; w^hich

" makes the whole charge of sets, ditching, fencing, and wood, but three

" pounds."

£. s. d.

1 6 8

6 8

1 6 8

3

Hitherto this obliging and industrious Gentleman.

To other uses :—The root of an old Thorn is excellent both for boxes

and combs, and is curiously and naturally wrought : I have read that

they made ribs to some small boats or vefsels with the "White Thorn
;

and it is certain, that if they were planted single, and in standards,

where they might be safe, they would rise into large bodied trees in time,

and be of excellent use for the turner, not inferior to Box. It was

accounted among the fortunate trees, and therefore used in Fasces
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Niiptianivi, since the jolly shepherds carried the White Thorn at the chap. vi.

rape of the Sabines. ^s.^-V-«*^

The distilled water, and stone, or kernels of the Haw reduced to powder,

is generally agreed to be sovereign against the stone. The Black Crab,

lightly seasoned and treated, is famous for walking-staves, and if over-

grown, is used in mill-work ;
yea, and for rafters of great ships. Here

we owe due Eulogy to the industry of the late Lord Shaftesbury, who has

taught us to make such inclosures of Crab-stocks only, planted close to

one another, as there is nothing more impregnable or becoming, or you

may sow cyder-kernels in a rill, and fence it for a while with a double

dry hedge, not only for a sudden and beautiful, but a very profitable

inclosure ; because, amongst other benefits, they will yield you Cyder-

fruit in abundance. But in Devonshire they build two walls with their

stones, setting them edgeways, two, and then one between ; and so as

it rises, fill the interval, or cofer, with earth, (the breadth and height as

you please,) continuing the stone-work, and filling ; and, as you work,

beating in the stones flat to the sides, they are made to stick everlast-

ingly. This is absolutely the neatest, most saving, and profitable fencing

imaginable, where slaty stones are in any abundance ; and it becomes
not only the most secure to the lands, but the best for cattle, to lie warm
under the walls ; whilst other hedges, be they ever so thick, admit

of some cold winds in winter-time when the leaves are off. Upon these

banks they plant not only Quick-sets, but even Timber-trees, which
exceedingly thrive, being out of all danger.

The PYRACANTHA, and PALIURUS.
The PYRACANTHA", PALIURUS ^ and like preciouser sorts of

Thorn and robust Evergreens adorned with Caralin Berries, might easily

" MESPILUS (PYRACANTHA) spiiiosa, foliis lanceolato-ovatis crenatis, calycibus fructus

obUisis. Lin. Sp. PI. 685. Prickli' medlar, called pyRACANTHA. It is of the claTs and

order Icosandrla Pentagynla, This plant being of a flexible nature, it is usually nailed (o

the wall, in which situation it shows its berries to great advantage.

PRHAMNUS (PELTUEUs) aculeis geminatis: inferiore reflexo, floribus trigynis.

—

Lin. Sp. PI. 281, Christ's THORX. It h o{ the dak and order PentanJria Monogjinia.

The PALIURUS is supposed to be the plant that composed the Crown that was placed

Volume II, P
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be propagated by seeds, layers, or cuttings, into plenty sufficient to store

even these vulgar uses, were men industrious ; and then how beautiful

and sweet would the environs of our fields be ! for there are none of the

spinous shrubs more hardy, none that make a more glorious show, nor

fitter for our defence, competently armed, especially the Rhamnus,

which I therefore join to the Oxycantha, for its terrible and almost

irresistible spines, able almost to pierce a coat of mail ; and for this made

use of by the malicious Jews, to crown the sacred temples of our Blefsed

Saviour, and is yet preserved among the most venerable relicks in

St. Chapel at Paris, as is pretended by the devotees, &c. and hence has

the tree (for it sometimes exceeds a shrub) the name of Chrisfs Thorn.—

upon the head of Christ at his Crucifixion ; but Dr. Hafselquist, who liad great oppor-

tunities of examining the plants of the Holy Land, is of opinion that it was a species

of Zizyphus which grows in great plenty in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. It is a very

thorny plant, and is called by Linnaeus, Rhamnus aculeis gemiiiatis rectis, foliis ovatis.

Sp. PI. 282. The learned Dr. Pearce, late Lord Bishop of Rochester, sees the whole

of this transaction in a very different light. And as his own words will best explain his.

opinion, I shall here transcribe them from his most excellent work, intitled, " A Com-
*' mentary upon the Four Evangelists." " The ax«i/9w» may as well be the plural genitive

*' case of the word axavBu^ as of axarSij : If of the latter, it is rightly translated of Th

" but the former word signifies what we call Bears-foot, and the French Blanche Ih

" This is not of the Thorny kind of plants, but is soft and smooth. Virgil calls it Mollh

" Acanthus (Eel. iii. 4-5. and Georg. iv. 137) : So does Pliny, Sec. Epist. v. 6. and Pliny the

" elder, in his Nat. Hist. xxii. 22. (p. 277. Edit. Hard, fol.) says that it is leevis, smooth, and

•' that it is one of those plants which are cultivated in gardens. I have somewhere read

*' (but cannot at present recollect where,) that this soft and smooth herb was very common
" in and about Jerusalem. I find nothing in the New Testament said concerning this

" crown which Pilate's soldiers put upon the head of Jesus, to incline one to think that

" it was made of Thorns, and intended (as is usually supposed) to put him to pain. The
" reed put into his hand, and the scarlet robe on his back, were only meant as markg

" of mockery and contempt. One may also reascmably judge by the soldiers being said

«' to plait this crown, that it was not composed of such twigs and leaves as were of a

" tliorny nature. I do not find that ;'/ is mentioned by any one of the primitive Christian

" Writers, as an instance of the cruelty used towards our Saviour before he was led to his

" crucifixion, till the time of Tertullian, who lived after Jesus's death at the distance ot

" above one hundred and sixty years. He indeed seems to have understood «ix«>6a;ir in the

" sense of Mct;«, and says, De coron. miht. Sect. xiv. (Edit. Pomel. Franck. 1597.) quale,

" oro te, Jesus CInisius sevturnpro utraque scxu suhilt ? Ex sjim'is, ojiinai-, et tribulis. The total silence

" of Polycarp, Barnabas, Clem. Romanus, and all the other Christian Writers, whose

" works are now extant, and who wrote before Tertullian, in this particular, v.ill give

•' some weight to incline one to think that this crown was not plaited with thmns."—
Vol. I. p. n'6. Ed. 1777.

'iornsy

sine.—
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Thus might Barberries now and then be also inserted among our hedges, chap. vi.

which, with the Hips, Haws, and Cornel-Berries, do well in light lands, ^^^^V"*-'

and should rather be planted to the south than north of west, as usually

we observe them.

Some, as we noted, mingle their very hedges with Oaklings, Ash, and

Fruit-trees, sown or planted, and it is a laudable improvement ; though

others do rather recommend to us sets of all one sort, and will not so

much as admit of the Black Thorn to be mingled with the AVliite,

because of their unequal progrefs ; and indeed. Timber-trees set in the

hedge (though contemporaries with it,) do frequently wear it out : and

therefore I should rather encourage such plantations to be at some yards

distance, near the verges, than perpendicularly in them. Lastly, if in

planting any of the most robust forest-trees (especially Oak, Elm,

Chesnut,) at competent spaces, and in rows, you open a ring of ground

at about four feet distance from the stem, and prick in Q.uick-set plants,

you may, after a while keep them clipped, at what height you please :

—

They will appear exceedingly beautiful to the eye, prove a good fence,

and yield useful bush, bavin, and (if you maintain them unshorn,) Hips

and Haws in abundance ; this should therefore especially be practised,

where one would invite the birds.

In Cornwall they secure their lands and woods with high mounds, and

on them they plant acorns, whose roots bind in the looser mould, and

so form a double and most durable fence, incircling the fields with a

coronet of trees. They do likewise, and that with great commendation,

make hedges of our Genista Spinosa, prickly Furze, of which they have

a taller sort, such as the French employ for the same purpose in Bretagne,

where they are incomparable husbands.

FURZE.
FURZE '' is to be sown (which is best,) or planted of the roots in

^ furrow : If sown, weed till it be strong ; both tonsile, and to be

^ ULEX ('EMOP^L'J-; foliis villosis acutis, spinis sparsis. Lin. Sp. PI. \Q\5. Common-
FVRZE.

It is of the clafs and order DiaJel/ihia Decandiia.

Mr. Evelyn very warmly recommends this shrub not only for IieJges, but for fodder

P3
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diligently clipped, which will render it a very thick, excellent, and beau-

tiful hedge ; otherwise, permitted to grow at large, it will yield very good

faggot : It is likewise admirable covert for wild fowl, and will be made

to grow even in moist as well as dry places. The young and tender tops

of Furze, being a little bruised, and given to a lean sickly horse, will

stranp-ely recover and plump him. Thus, irt some places, when they lay

down their barren grounds, they sow the last crop with this seed, and so

let them remain till they break them up again, and, during that interim,

reap considerable advantage : Would you believe (writes a worthy

correspondent of mine,) that in Herefordshire, famous for plenty of

wood, their thickets of Furzes, viz. the. A'ulgar, should yield them

more profit than a like quantity of the best wheat-land of England ? for

such is theirs. If this be questioned, the scene is within a mile

of Hereford, and proved by anniversary experience, in the lands, as I take

it, of a Gentleman who is now one of the borgefses for that city.

—

And in Devonshire (the seat of the best husbands in the world) they sow

on their worst land, well ploughed, the seeds of the rankest Furzes,

which, in four or five years, becomes a rich wood ; No provender, as we

say, makes horses so hardy as the young tops of these Furzes ; no other

wood so thick, nor more excellent fuel ; and for some purposes also,

yielding them a kind of timber to their more humble buildings, and

a great refuge for fowl and other game. I am afsured in Bretagne it is

sometimes sown no lefs than twelve yards thick, for a speedy, profitable,

and impenetrable mound : If we imitated this husbandry in the dry and

hot barren places of Surry, and other parts of this nation, we might

exceedingly spare our woods. I have bought the best sort of French

to cattle in winter. In liis days it seems to have been a favourite plant for those uses.

—

Mons. Dahamel, in his Elements of Agriculture, speaks much in its favour as winter

provender for cattle. " In Normandy and Bretagne, at the beginning of winter, when

" the grafs fails, they cut the young shoots of this plant to supply the place of fodder
;
the

" first cutting is in December ; but in good soils it shoots again, and may be continued

" cutting without permitting it to blofsom, because the prickles are then tender, and a few

" strokes of the mallet are sufficient to prepare it as food for horses or other cattle, which

" derive good nourishment from it. In countries where they have mills to grind apples,

" or seeds from which oils are exprefsed, these serve to grind the furze with great expe-

" dition." Vol. ii. p. I24. From a IVIcmoir inserted in the fourth volume of the " Present

State of Husbandry in Scotland," it appears that in the county of Aberdeen, they make

use of bruised whins for winter fodder, and fuul them to answer well both for horses and

oxen.
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seed at the shops in London. It seems that in the more eastern parts chap, vi,

of Germany, and especially in Poland, this vulgar trifle, and even our ^*-*'~v~*-^

common Broom is so rare, that they have desired the seeds of them out

of England, and preserve them vs^ith extraordinary care in their best

gardens. This I learn out of our Johnson's Herbal ; by which we may
consider, that what is reputed a curse, and a cumber in one place, is

often esteemed an ornament and blefsing in another : but we shall not

need go so far for this, since both Beech and Birch are almost as great

strangers in many parts of this nation, particularly Northampton and
Oxfordshire. Mr. Cook says much in praise of Juniper for hedges,

especially for the more elegant inclosures.

BROOM.

GENISTA SCOPARIA ^ BROOM. This is another improvement
for barren grounds, and saver of more substantial fuel : It may be sown
English, or (what is more sweet and beautiful,) Spanish, with equal

succefs. In the western parts of France, and with us in Cornwall, it

grows to an incredible height, (however our poet gives it the epithet

of Himilis,) and so it seems they had it of old, as appears by Gratius's

Genistas Altinates, with which, as he affirms, they used to make staves

for their spears and hunting darts. The seeds of Broom vomit and
purge, whilst the buds and flowers, being pickled, are very grateful.

ELDER.
SAMBUCUS^ The ELDER. This makes a considerable fence,,

if set of reasonable lusty truncheons, much like the Willow, and (as

I have seen them maintained) laid with great curiosity 5 these far excel.

'SPARTIUM (scoFARiiui) foliis ternatis solitariisque, rarais inermibus angiilalis.

—

Lin. Sp. PI. 9S7. Common English broom. It is of the clafs and order Diadelj.hi

Decandjia.

' SAMBUCUS (nigra) cymis quinquepartitis, caule arboreo. Lin. Sp. P]. 385.

Common elder. It is of the clafs and order Fentandria Trigynia.
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sooK II. those extravagant plantations of them about London, where the lops arc
^*''^^'''''*''^

permitted to grow without due and skilful laying. There is a sort

•of Elder which has hardly any pith ; this makes exceedingly stout fences,

and the timber very useful for cogs of mills, butchers' skewers, and such

tough employments. Old trees do in time become firm, and close up the

hollownefs to an almost invisible pith. But if the medicinal properties

of the leaves, bark, berries, &c. were thoroughly known, I cannot tell

what our countryman could ail, for which he might not fetch a remedy

from every hedge, either for sicknefs or wound : The inner bark of Elder,

applied to any burning, takes out the fire immediately : that, or in season

the buds, boiled in water-gruel for a breakfast, has effected wonders

in a fever; and the decoction is admirable to afsuage inflammations and

tetterous humours, and especially the scorbut : But an extract, or

theriaca, (so famous in the poem of Nicander,) may be composed of the

berries, which is not only efficacious to eradicate this epidemical incon-

venience, and greatly to afsist longevity, but is a kind of catholicon

against all infirmities whatever: and of the same berries is made an

incomparable spirit, which drunk by itself, or mingled with wine, is not

only an excellent drink, but admirable in the dropsy. In a word, the

water of the leaves and berries is approved in the dropsy, every part of

the tree being useful, as may be seen at large in Blocwitzius's Anatomy

thereof. The ointment made with the young buds and leaves in May
with butter, is most sovereign for aches, shrunk sinews, haemorrhoids, &c.

and the flowers macerated in vinegar, not only are of a grateful relish, but

good to attenuate and cut raw and grofs humours. Lastly, the fungus

(which we call Jews-Ears,) decocted in milk, or macerated in vinegar,

is of known effect in the angina and sores of the throat. And lefs than

this could I not say (with the leave of the charitable physician) to gratify

our poor woodman ; and yet when I have said all this, I do by no means

commend the scent of it, which is very noxious to the air ; and therefore

though I do not undertake that all things which sweeten the air are

salubrious, nor all ill savours pernicious, yet, as not for its beauty, so

neither for its smell, would I plant Eder near my habitation ; since we
* De Aerls learn from Biesius*, that a certain house in Spain, seated among many
Potestate.

Elder-trees, diseased and killed almost all the inhabitants, which when

' Anatomia Sambuci. Lipsix. 1631.
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at last they were grubbed up, became a very wholesome and healthy chap. vi.

place. The Elder does likewise produce a certain green fly, almost
^"-^"y''^-^

invisible, which is exceedingly troublesome, and gathers a fiery rednefs

where it attacks.

SPINDLE-TREE.
EVONYMUS". SPINDLE-TREE. This is a shrub which com-

monly grows in our hedges, and bears a very hard wood, of which they

sometimes make bows for viols, and the Inlayer uses it for its colour,

and Inftrument-makers for toothing of organs, and virginal keys ', tooth-

pickers, &c. "What we else do with it I know not, fave that (according

to its name, abroad) they make spindles with it. I also learn, that three

or four of the berries purge both by vomit and siege, and the powder,

made of the berry, being baked, kills nits, and cures scurfy heads.

Matthiolus says the poor people about Trent prefs oil out of the berries,

wherewith to feed their lamps : But why they were wont to scourge

parricides with rods made of this shrub, before they put them into the

sack, see Modestinus, L. penult. SS. ad Legem Pomp, de Parricid. cited

by Mr. Ray.

DOGWOOD.
Here might come in, or be named at least, WILD CORNEL ', or

DOGWOOD, good to make mill-cogs, pestles, bobbins for bone-lace,

spokes for wheels, &c. also the best skewers for butchers, because it does

not taint the flesh, and is of so very hard a substance as to make wedges

to cleave and rive other wood with instead of iron.

" EVONYMUS (eurotxus) floribus plerisque quadrifidis. Lin. Sp. PI. 286 Comm o.v

SPINDLErTSRE.. It is of the clafs and order PentanJria Monogynia.

There is also an Evergreen Spihdie-tree, which is a native of America. Linnsus titles it

Evonymus floribus omnibus quinquefidis. Sp. PI. 2SC.

* In a note upon p. 55. Vol. II. Mr. Evelyn mentions the rirginals as a musical instru-

ment, played on by young Ladies in his time. It v,'as much like the Harpsichord, and.

played upon by the fingers.

'' CORNUS (sa^'guinea) Arborea, cymis nudis. Lin. Sp. PI. 171. BLOODi''Tiyic,.,e

COMKON DocivooD. It is of the clafs and order Tetrandria Momgmia
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VIBURNUM.

The \TBURNUM ^ or WAY-FARING TREE, growing plentifully-

in every corner, makes pins for the yokes of oxen ; and superstitious

people think that it protects their cattle from being bewitched, and place

the shrub about their stalls : It certainly makes the most pliant and best

bands to faggot with. The leaves and berries are astringent, and make

an excellent gargle for loose teeth, sore throat, and stop fluxes. The

leaves decocted to a lye, not only colour the hair black, but fasten the

roots ; and the bark of the root, macerated under ground, well beaten,

and often boiled, serves for bird-lime.

YUCCA.

The AMERICAN YUCCA ' is a hardier plant than we take it to be ;

for it will suffer our sharpest winter, as I have seen by experience, with-

out that trouble and care of setting it in cases in our Conservatories of

"hyemation ; such as have beheld it in flower (which is not indeed till it

be of some age) must needs admire the beauty of it ; and it being easily

multiplied, why should it not make one of the best and most ornamental

fences in the world for our gardens, with its natural palisadoes, as well

as the more tender, and impatient of moisture, the Aloe, does for their

vineyards in Languedoc ? But we believe nothing improvable, save what

our grandfathers taught us. Finally, let trial likewise be made of that

Thorn, mentioned by Captain Liggon in his History of Barbadoes,

whether it would not be made to grow amongst us, and prove as convenient

^Of the VIBURNUM there are nine species; but what is here meant is the VIBUR-

NUM (lantana) foliis cordatis serratis venosis subtus tomentosis. Lin. Sp. PI. 384-

JFayfaking-tree. It is of the clafs and order Pentandria Trigynia. The laurustinus is

the only Evergreen of this Genus.

» Of the YUCCA there are four Species, and I imagine that the following is the kind

recommended by Mr. Evelyn :

YUCCA ('cLfj/t/o^.*; foliis integerrimis. Lin. Sp. Pi. 156. adam's needle. It is of the

clafs and order Ilexamlria Mmogyiiia. When carefully attended to, the Yucca may be made

to grow in the open ground, but will not perfect its seed with us. It is a native ot

Canada.
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for tences as there, the seeds or sets being transported to us with due chap. vi.

care.—Having thus accomplished what, by your commands, I had to offer ^^^V*'^

concerning the propagation of the more solid, material, and useful trees,

as well the dry as aquatical, and, ro the best of my talent, fenced our

plantation in, I should here conclude, and set a bound likewise to my
discourse, by making an apology for the many errors and impertinencies

of it, did not the zeal and ambition of this illustrious Society, to promote

and improve all attempts which may concern public utility or ornament,

persuade me, that what I am adding for the farther encouragement to the

planting of some other useful (though lefs vulgar) trees, will at leaft

obtain your pardon, if it mifs of your approbation **.

fruit-trees:
To discourse in this style of all such Fruit-trees as would prove of

greatest emolument to the whole nation, were to design a just volume ;

and there are directions already so many, and so accurately delivered and

published,, (but which cannot be affirmed of any of the former clafses of

Forest-trees, and other remarks, at the least to my poor knowledge and"

research) that :it would be needlefs to repeat them.

I' do only wish (upon the prospect and meditation of the universal

benefit) that every person whatever, worth ten pounds per annum, within

her Majesty's dominions, were, by some indispensable statute, obliged, to-

plant his hfedge-rows with the best kinds of fruit trees, especially

in such places of the nation, as being the more inland counties,

and remote from the seas and navigable rivers, might the better be ex-

cused from the planting of timber, to the proportion of those who are.

more happily and commodiously situated for the transportation of it.

Undoubtedly, if this course were taken effectually, a very considerable-

part both of the meat and drink, which is spent to our prejudice, might

be saved by the country people, even out of the hedges and mounds,

which wouJd afford them not only the pleasure and profit of their deli-,

cious fruit, but such abundance of cyder and perry, as should suffice.

'' This Discourse on Torest-trees was undertaken at the requ.est of the Royal Society in

the year 1664, and greatly contributed to the reputation of that learned Body.

Volume II. Q,,.
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BOOK II. them to drink of one of the most wholesome and excellent beverages m
^^'^''^V^^ the world.

'Old Gerard did long since allege us an example worthy to be pur-

sued :
" I have seen, saith he,'(speaking of Apple-trees, lib. iii. cap. ci.) in

" the pastures and hedge-rows about the grounds of a worshipful Gentle-

" man, dwelling two miles from Hereford, called Mr. Roger Bodnome,
" so many trees of all sorts, that the servants drink for the most part no
*' other drink but that which is made of apples : The quantity is such,

*' that by the report of the Gentleman himself, the Parson hath for tithe

" many hogsheads of cyder ; the hogs are fed with the fallings of them,

*' which are so many, that they make choice of those apples they do eat,

*' and will not taste of any but of the best. An example doubtlefs to be

*' followed of Gentlemen that have land and living : But E?ivi/ saith, the

" poor will break down our hedges, and we shall have the least part of

" the fruit. But forward ; in the name of God, graff, set, plant, and

" nourish up trees in every corner of your ground; the labour is small^

** the cost is nothing, the commodity is great ; yourselves shall have

-" plenty, the poor shall have somewhat in time of want to relieve their

*' necefsity, and God shall reward your good minds and diligence."

Thus far honest Gerard. And in truth, with how small a charge and in-

finite pleasure this were to be effected, every one that is patron of a little

nursery can easily calculate : For, by this expedient, many thousands of

acres, sowed now yearly with barley, might be cultivated for wheat, or

converted into pasture, to the increase of corn and cattle. Besides, the

timber which the Pear-tree, Black Cherry, and many thorny Plums (which

are belt for grain, colour, and glofs) afford, is comparable, for divers

curious uses, with any we have enumerated. The Black Cherry Wood

grows sometimes to that bulk as is fit to make stools with, cabinets,

tables, especially the redder sort, which will polish well, also pipes and

musical instruments ; the veryTsark is employed for bee-hives. I would

farther recommend the more frequent planting and propagation of Fir,

Pine-trees, and some other beneficial materials, both for ornament and

profit ; especially since we find by experience they thrive so well where

they are cultivated for curiosity only.

I have now finished my planting. A word or two concerning the pre-

servation of the trees, and the cure of their infirmities, expect in the next

chapter.
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CHAP. VII.

Of the INFIRMTTIES of TREES, Sic.

OO many are the infirmities and sicknefses of trees", and indeed chap, vri^

infirmities of the whole family of vegetables, that it were almost im-
^^*^~^

pofsible to enumerate and make a juft catalogue of them, and as difficult

to find such infallible cures and remedies as could be desired,. the effects -

•'Vegetables cannot be supposed to be subject to infirmities, unlefs vye allow them to be

organized bodies, and endued with life. That they have life, may be proved from the

following considerations: 1. Their Motion; 2. Anatomy; 3. Generation; 4. Age;

5. Diseases ; 6. Death.

1. MOTION. It is evident that a dead body has no motion of its own ; if therefore

any body has spontaneous motion, it must also have life : For proper and internal motion

ia every body depends on the spontaneous propulsion of fluids, and where such a propuL

siDiL of fluids is, there is life. That there is motion in plants, is apparent to every one

.

e£g. herbs in green-houses, or stoves, incline or turn towards the light. When shut up,

if they find a hole in the wall, shutters, or frames, there they endeavour to penetrate

-

Several plants, especially those with compound yellow flowers, during tiie whole day turn

their flowers toward the sun ; to wit, to the east in the morning, to the south at noon, and
to the west toward evening; and. this is observable in the Sun-flower and other Plants.

1 believe every body knows, that the greatest number of plants in a serene sky, expand

their flowers, and, as it were, with cheerful looks behold the light of the sun ; but before

rain they shut them up ; e. g. the Tulip. The flowers of the Draba Alji'ma, Alpine Whit-

low Grafs, the Parthenium foli'is ovatis creriatis, Bastard Feverfew with egg-shaped crenated

leaves, and the Tricntalis, or Winter-green, hang down in the night, as if the plants were
asleep, lest rain or the moist air should injure the fertilizing dust. The Trefoils, and .

one species of Wood-sorrel, shut up or double their leaves before storms and tempests,

but in a serene sky expand or unfold them, so that from them the husbandman can pretty

clearly foretel an approaching storm. And it is well known that the BauMma, or Mountain

Ebony, Sensitive Plants, and Cafsia, observe the same rule. The flowers of Goat's Beard

open in the morning at the approach of the sun, and shut about noon ; hence it is called

John-go-to-bed-atnoon. Pariinsonla, Tamarind-tree, yEscfynometie, or Bastard Sensitive

Plant, and several others of the DiaJe!/i/iia clafs, in serene weather expand tlicir Jcaves

in the day-time, and contract them in the night. The Tamarind-tree is said, by Alpinus

and ACosta, to enfold within its leaves the flowers or fruit every night, to guard them from .

cold or rain. This seemed like a paradox to Syenus and Ray: but tlie flower-stalk with •

the flower or fruit lies upon the winged leaves from the bosom of vvhleh it springs; honcc

it is, that while the leaves fold themselves up every night, they shut up er enclose the fruc-- -

tification within them. Some of the Mirncav, or Sensitive Pl^ants, and the Oxalis, or Wood- -

sorrel with pinnated leaves, upon being touched roll up their leaves, and turn downwards
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arising from so many, and such different causes. Whenever, therefore

our trees and plants fail and come short of the fruit and productions we
» expect of them, (if the fault be not in our want of care,) it is certainly to

be attributed to those infirmities to which all elementary things are ob.

. HfOxious, cither from the nature of the things themselves, and in them-

selves, or from some outward injury, not only through their being unskill-

fully cultivated by men, and exposed to hurtful beasts, but subject to be

or shrink, and after a little space extend tliem again, as if they had both life and sen.

sation. As it cannot be denied, but that man, kept long from motion, grows pale and

weak, so, on the otlier hand, it is a certain truth, that motion or exercise renders him

florid, stout, and healthy : for exercise enlarges the limbs, as Avicenna rightly observes.

Hence the rustic excels the courtier in strength of bodj and largenefs of limbs, ieing used

to much walking, and other exercise ; and it is well known that the right hand of

mechanics, and other people inured to labour, is for the most part bigger than the left.

These obvious truths need no laboured demonstration. With plants it is the same. Those

in stoves and green -houses, though they have sufficient heat and nourishment, are slender,

weak, and Jose the colour of their leaves, and seem to languish for want of motion : and

trees, surrounded with high walls or buildings, and confined within narrow bounds, are

slender, and grow tall, but not strong. Pines in very thick woods, where the high winds

have not free accefs to shake them, grow tall and slender ; while others planted in open

fields, and frequently shaken by stormy winds, have not only thick and strong stems, but

.also strike deep root, and put out beautiful and spreading branches.

2. ANATOMY. Malpighi and Grew, unknown to each other, undertook the anatomy

-of plants nearly about the same time. Many things, however, have been found out since

their days—and many things remain yet to be discovered.

The general and obvious parts of a plant are five. The root; the stem ; the branches;

the leaves ; the flower. The component parts of these divisions are simple in comparison

to the animal body. The offices of a vegetable being only increase and fructification, there

was no necefsity for a complicated structure.—A good microscope discovers the con-

stituent parts of a plant to be, 1. A very thin outer rind. 2. An inner rind much thicker

than the former. 3. A blea,^ of a spongy texture. 4. A vascular series. 5. A fleshy

substance, which answers to the wood of a tree, or shrub. 6. Pyramidal vefsels contained

within the flesh. And 7. A pith,—Whatever part of the plant we examine, we observe

these, and no more. The root, its ascending stalk, and descending fibre, are one, and not

three substances. This reduces the entire vegetable to one body ; aad what appears in

the flower to be many parts, are only the extremities of the seven above-mentioned. The

cup terminates the outer bark. The inner rind ends in the outer petals. The blea forms

the inner petals. The vascular series ends in the nectaria. The flesh makes the filaments.

The pyramidal vefsels form the receptacle. The pith furnishes the seeds and their

capsules. Words not being able to convey an adequate idea of these parts, I must beg

leave to refer the reader to the engravings of Dr. Hill, as published in his Vegetable
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preyed upon and ruined by the most minute and despicable insects chap. vii.

besides other casualties and accidents innumerable, according to the ^'^"V^^

rustic rhime :

The Calf, the Wind-shock, and the Knot,

The Canker, Scab, Scurf, Sap and Rot.

Whatsoever is exitial to men is so to trees ; for the aversion of which they

System. His researches into the vegetable creation being very minute, I have followed

him in the enumeration of the constituent parts of a plant. He justly recommends

the Black Helebore as the properest subject for difscction. It is a perennial plant

of a firm texture, and not loo complex, consisting only of a root, radical leaves, and a

flower-stem.

A careful maceration of the parts, a good microscope, and a most delicate touch, are

efsentially nccefsary towards investigating the structure of vegetable bodies. Trees,

shrubs, and herbs are organized in the same manner; but the colour and thicknefs of their

component parts are different, according to their respective natures.

The outer bark is the first thing that presents itself to our view. It has the appearance

of a fine film full of irregular meshes, though in reality it consists of two membranes, with

a series of vefsels between them. These take their course upwards, and as they advance

towards the cup of the flower, inosculate with the small vefsels of the inner bark, into which

they pour part of the juices they have received from the earth and the atmosphere. The
fine meshes serve the purposes of inhalent or exhalent pores, according to the circum-

stances of the weather. The inner bark is much thicker than the outer. It is made up of

several flakes laid evenly upon one another, each of which consists of two membranes in-

closing a series of vefsels. These communicate freely through the whole substance of the

rind, and as they inosculate with the vefsels of the outer bark, so they also communicate

with those of the blea. The blea lies immediately under the inner bark. It is one com-

plete and single substance, uniform in its structure. It is of a considerable thicknefs, and

is made up of beds of hexagonal cells. In the angles formed by these cells, we observe

the vefsels of the blea. They pour their contents into the cells, which appear to be reser-

voirs for the water imbibed by the plant. Underneath the blea, lies the fourth substance

called the Vascular Series. Its structure is extremely simple, being a single course of

greenish vefsels lodged between two membranes. It terminates in the nectaria. At a

certain season of the year, the juices of the vascular series are very mucilaginous. They
are particularly so in the Holly, and seem to be more elaborated than those of the blea.

Its vefsels have a free communication with the wood and blea. The favourers of a cir-

culation afsert that, through these vefsels, the returning sap descends ; but by the most ac-

curate experiments of Dr. Hales, it appears that the vegetable juices do rise and fall in tlie

same series of vefsels, and consequently have no circulation.

The wood, or fleshy part of a plant, comes next to be examined. In this the life of the
'

vegetable seems to be placed. It is universal in the plant, and is made up of strono- fibres.

From it all the other parts are produced. It shoots a pith inward, and a rind, blea, and vas-
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BOOK II. had, of oldi recourse to the Robigalia and other Gentile ceremonies : but
^"^"y"^ no longer abused, by charmers and superstitious fopperies, we have, in.

this chapter endeavoured to set down and prescribe the best and most

approved remedies hitherto found out, as well natural as artificial.

And Jrst, Weeds are to be diligently pu]led up by hand after rain.

cular series outward. The-filaments in the flower, which are efsenlial parts in the produc-

ttpnof new plants, are continuations of it. And as the seed-vefsels are portions of the

pjth, so are the petals and nectaria^ continuations of the rind, blea, and vascular series 5.

all which the plant shoots outward. Through ev«ry part of the wood, or. flesh, there are

vefsels that carry a Juice highly elaborated, the greatest part of which has undergoofi the/

concoction of the rinds, blea, and vascular series, The woody fibres constitute an ordet'

ofvefsels, which are named Tracheae. These are filled with elastic air, and may be dis-

covered by the eye, in the wood of all trees. The Trachea; make up an arterial system,,

and supply the place of the heart-in animals. Being filled with air, they.become subject

to the alternacies of heat aad cold. Their use shall be explained hereafter. The pyra-

midal vefsels are spread through all the substance of the flesh, and, as they advance upwards,.,

their ramifications inosculate, so as to prevent anv pofsible obstruction of the sap. Their

juices, as I have observed, are highly elaborated, having pafsed through all the orders of

sap-vefsels. It will here be neeefsary to remark, that the sides of these vefsels are con-

stantly in contact with the Tracheae; so that, from the nature of their situation, they must,

at all times, be subject to the vicifsitudes of the weather. The pyramidal vefsels com-

municate with the pith, which remains to be described. The pith is to be found in all

trees, shrubs, and plants. It occupies the centre, but is not always regularly continued,

When examined by a microfcope, it has the appearance of a number of vesicles, and is of

an uniform structure. It does not appear to be absolutely neeefsary to vegetation, as we
often observe Elms, and other trees, to live and thrive without it. In trees, it is found iit

the branches, being obliterated in the trunk. The vefsels of the flesh communicate with

it. From them it receives a fluid; and probably it is the receptacle of some part of the

sap. In extreme dry weather such a store may be neeefsary. Transverse sections of the

jibs of leaves discover it. When minutely traced, it is found to run up to the ovarium,

where it forms the seeds aud their capsules. From this survey of the anatomy of a plant,

it is evident tliat there is a correspondence between all its parts. By means of a variety

of strainers, different juices are prepared from the same mafs. Matter, considered as

matter, has no share in the qualities of bodies. It is from the arrangement of it that we
have so many different substances in nature. We may eat the earth, and we may drink,

the water that moistens it, and yet, from the modification of its parts, it is capable of

producing both bread and poison. We reason improperly, when we say that every plant-

takes from the earth such particles as are natural to it. A Lemon ingrafted upon an

Orange stock, is capable of changing the sap of the Orange into its own nature, by a dif-

ferent arrangement of the nutritive juices. A mafs of innocent earth can give life and

vigour to the bitter Aloe, and to the sweet Cauc j to the cool House-Leek, and to the fiery
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vvhilst your seedlings are very young, and till they come to be able to kill chap, vii,

them with shade and over-dripping ; and then are you, for the obstinate, *'>-*~V^-^

to use the hoe, fork, and spade, to extirpate Dog-grafs, Bear-bind, &c.

And here, mentioning shade and dripping, though I cannot properly

speak of them as infirmities of trees, they are certainly the causes of their

Mustard; to the nourishing Grains, and to the deadly Night-shade. The fibres of a root

are supposed to be simple capillary tubes ; but, upon a minute inspection, we discover

them to consist of the seven component parts of the plant. At their extremities we
•obser-ve a spongy kind of excrescence pierced with innumerable small holes. Through

these the nutritive juices of the earth are absorbed. When a plant has been pulled up,

it will be retarded in its growth, until nature has renewed that spongy nipple. The bark

and leaves of a plant imbibe, at proper seasons, the moisture of the atmosphere. At other

times they perspire the superfluous nourishment. This opens to our view an extensive

prospect of the vegetable (Economy. We have already seen that all the parts of a plant

are the same. They only differ in shape. The roots are formed sharp and pointed, to

make their pafsage easier through the earth. The leaves are made btoad to catch tiic

moisture of the air with more readinefs. When the root of a tree happens to be elevated,

instead of being retained within the earth, it afsumes the appearance of a perfect plant

with leaves and branches. Experiments show us that a young tree may have its branches

placed in the earth, and its roots elevated in the air ; and in that inverted slate it will

continue to live and grow. The air contains, especially during the summer months, all

the principles of vegetation ! Oil for the perfect food, water to dilute it, and salts to

afsimilate it. These are greedily absorbed by the vcfsels of the leaves and bark, and con-

veyed to the innermost parts of the plant for its growth and fructification. When the air

happens to be cold and moist, this absorption takes place. When it is hot and dry, the

same vefsels throw off' the superfluous moisture by perspiration. In animals, the kidneys

and pores of the skin carry off" the superfluity. The vegetable not having kidneys,

perspires more than the animal. Dr. Hales has demonstrated that this perspiration

IS considerable. I shall here transcribe his statical experiments upon the Sun-flower, for

the benefit of those who may not have an opportunity of examining the original.

" July 3, 1721, in order to find out the quantity imbibed and perspired by the

"Sun-flower, I took a garden-pot, (Plate 1. Fig. 5.) with a large Sun-flovvcr, (?,

" 3 feet -I-
i high, which was purposely planted in it when young : It was of the large

»< annual kind. 1 covered the pot with a plate of thin milled lead, and cemented all the
" joints fast, so as no vapour could pafs, but only air, through a small glafs tube, b, nine
" inches long, which was fixed purposely near the stem of the plant, to make a free com-
" munication with the outward air, and that under the leaden pinte. 1 cemented aI:;o

" another short glafs tube, r, into the plate, two inches long, and one inch in diameter-
" Through this tube I watered the plant, and then stopped up also the holes, J, e, at the
«' bottom of the pol with corks. I weighed this plant and pot morning and evening, for

" fifteen several days, from July 3, to August 8, after which I cut off the plant close to
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unthriving til! removed ; such as that of the Oak and Mast-holme, Wal-

nut, Pine, Fir, &c. the thicknefs of the leaves intercepting the sun

and rain ; whilst that of other trees is good, as the Elm, and several

others.

Secomllj/, Suckers should be duly eradicated, and with a sharp spade

*' the leaden, plate, and then covered the stump well with cement ; and upon weighing

" found there perspired through the unglazed porous pot two ounces every twelve hours

« day : which being allowed in the daily weighing of the plant and pot, I found, the

" greatest perspiration of twelve hours in a very warm dry day to be one pound fourteen

«' ounces ; the middle rate of perspiration, one pound four ounces. The perspiration of a

" dry warm night, v/ithout any sensible dew, was about three ounces ; but when any sen-

" sible, though small dew, then the perspiration was nothing ; and when a large dew, or

" some little rain in the night, the plant and pot was increased in weight two or thre^

" ounces. [I used avoirdupois weights.] I cut off all the leaves of this plant, and laid

" them in five several parcels, according to their several sizes, and. then measured the

" surface of a leaf of each parcel, by laying over it a large lattice made with threads, in

" which the little squares were a quarter of an inch each ; by numbering of which I had

«' the surface of the leaves in square inches, which, multiplied by the number of the leaves

" in the corresponding parcels, gave nie the area of all the leaves ; by which means I

" found tlie surface of the whole plant, above ground, to be equal to 5616 square inches,

" or 39 square feet, i dug up another Sun-flower, nearly of the same size, which had

.

" eight main roots, reaching fifteen inches deep and sideways from the stem : It ha4

'' besides a very thick, bush of lateral roots from the eight main roots, which extended

" every way in a hemisphere, about nine inches from the stem and main roots. In order

" to get an estimate of the length of all the roots, I took one of the main roots with its

" laterals, and measured and weighed them ; and then weighed the other seven roots,

" with their laterals; by which means, I found the sum of the length of all the roots to ba

" no lefs than 1W8 feet. And supposing the periphery of these roots, at a medium to

" be 0.131 of an inch, then their surface will be 2276 square inches, or 15.8 square feet ;

«' that is equal to 0.4 of surface of the plant above ground. If, as above, twenty ounces

" of water, at a medium, perspired in twelve hours day, (i. e.) thirty-four cubick inches

«' of water, (a cubick inch of water weighing 25+ grains) then the thirty-four cubick inc:.es.

" divided by the surface of all the roots, is = 2236 square inches (i. e.) ^^"^-g is = Jy
; this

" gives the depth of water imbibed by the whole surface of the roots, viz. -^-j part of aa

»» inch.—And the surface of the plant above ground being 5616 square inches, by which

«' dividing the thirty-four cubick ihches,viz. -^l^^ = tjjj this gives the depth perspired by

" the whole surface of the plant above ground, viz. t-Jt P^''' °^ *" "^^^^- Hence the.

" velocity with which water enters the surface of the roots to supply the expense of per-

" spiration, is to the velocity with which their sap perspires, as i65 ; 67, or as gy ; Trr> °^

" nearly as 5 : 2. The area of the transverse cut of the middle of the stem is a square

" ijich ; therefore the areas, on the surf&ce of the leaves, the roots, and stem, aro^
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dexterously separated from the mother-roots, and transplanted in cove- chap. vii.

nient places for propagation, as the season requires. ^"^'^^

Here note. That stocks raised from suckers, and employed in graffing

fruit, are more disposed to produce suckers, than such as come from

stones and pippins.

" 5616, 2276.1. The velocities in the surface of the leaves, roots, and transverse cut of

" the stem, are gained by a reciprocal proportion of the surfaces.

rieaves = 5616

" Area of < roots = 2276

^stem =: 1

hz i 1 -It in

T7?< or as i-^ in

(. J 34. in

inch.

velocity
I
:=^-j^-g-^ or as ^^ inch

inch.

" Now, their perspiring S'i cubick inches in twelve hours day, there must so much
" pa(s through the stem in that time ; and the velocity would be at the rats of 3i inches

*' in twelve hours, if the stem were quite hollow. In order therefore to find out the quan-

'' tity of solid matter in the stem, July 27, at 7. «. »;. I cut up even with the ground a Sun-

" flower; it weighed 3 pounds; in thirty days it was very dry, and had wasted in all

" 2 pounds 4 ounces ; that is, J of its whole weight ; so here is a fourth part left for solid

" parts in the stem, (by throwing a piece of green Sun-flower stem into water, I found it

" very near of the same specific gravity with water) which filling up so much of the stem,

" the velocity of the sap must be increased proportionably, viz. ^ part more, (by reason of

"the reciprocal proportion,) that 34- cubick inches may pafs the stem in twelve liours;

" whence its velocity in the stem will be 45y inches in 12 hours, supposing there be no

" circulation nor return of the sap downwards. If there be added to 3+, (which is the

" least velocity) i of it :z 1 1^ this gives the greatest velocity, viz. 45-|.. The spaces being

" as 3 : 4, the velocities will be 4 ; 3 ; ; 4!)^ ; 34. But if we suppose the pores in the sur-

'' face of the leaves to bear the same proportion as the area of the sap-vefsels in the stem

" do to the area of the stem ; then the velocity both in the leaves, root, and stem, will be

" increased in the same proportion. A pretty exa£t account having been taken of the

" weight, size, and" surface of this plant, and of the quantities it has imbibed and per-

" spired, it may not be improper here to enter into a comparison of what is taken in and

" perspired by a human body, and this plant. The weight of a well-sized man is equal

"to 16o pounds: the weight of the Sun-flower is 3 pounds; so their weights are to

" each other as 16o ; 3, or as 53 ; 1. The surface of such human body is equal to

" 15 square feet, or 2160 square inches. The surface of a Sun-flower is 5616 square

" inches; so its surface is, to the surface of a human body, as 26 ; 10. The quantity per-

" spired by a man in twenty-four hours is about 31 ounces, as Dr. Keill found. /7(/.

" Medic. Stat. Britan. p. 14. The quantity perspired by the plant, in the same time, is

" 22 ounces, allowing two ounces for the perspiration of the beginning and ending of the

" night in July, viz. after evening, and before morning weighing, just before and after

" night. So the perspiration of a man to the Sun-flower is as 141 ; 100. Abating the sis

* Volume II. i R
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Thirdly, Fern is best destroyed by striking oflF the tops, as Tarquin dfd"

the heads of the Poppies : This done with a good wand or. cudgel, at the

decrease in the spring and now and then in summer, kills it, as also it

does Nettles in a year or two, (but most infallibly by being eaten down,,

at its spring, by Scotch sheep) beyond the vulgar way of mowing or;

burning, which rather increases than diminishes it.

" ounces of the thirty-one ounees, to be carried off" by respiration from the lungs in the

" twenty-four hours (v/hich I have found by certain experiment to be so much, if not

" more) ; the twenty-five ounces multiplied by 438, the number of grains in an ounce

" avoirdupois, the product is 10,950 grains; which divided by 254, the number of grains

" in a cubick inch of water, gives 43 cubick inches perspired by a man : which divided

" by the surface of his body, viz. 2160 square inches, the quotient is nearly -^^ part of a^

" cubick incli perspired off a square inch In twenty-four hours. Therefore in equal'-

•'surfaces, and equal times, the man perspires ^-'g, the plant y|.y, or as 50 ; 15. Which j

" excefs in the man is occasioned by the very different degrees of heat in each; for the-

•' heat of the plant cannot be greater than the heat of the circumambient air, which heatj

" in summer is from 25 to 35 degrees above the freezing point ; but the heat of the

" warmest external parts of a man's body is 54 such degrees, and the heat of the blood

.

" 94 decrees ; which is nearly equal to water heated to such a degree as a maa can well

.

" bear to hold his hand in, stirring it about; which heat is sufficient to make a plentiful.

" evaporation.

" Qu. Since then the perspirations of equal areas in a man and a Sun-flovsrer are to .

" each other as 165 ; 50; or as 3|- : 1 ; and since the degrees of heat are as 2 ; 1, must

" not the sum or quantity of the areas of the pores lying in equal surfaces, in the

.

" man and Sun-flower, be as li ; 1 .' for it seems that the quantities of the evaporated
.

" fluid will be as the degrees of heat, and the sum of the areas of the pores taken

" together.

" Dr. Keill, by estimating the quantities of the several evacuations of his body, found .

" that he eat and drank, every twenty-four hours, 4 pounds 10 ounces. The Sun-flower

" imbibed and perspired in the same time 22 ounces ; so the man's food, to that of the

" plant, is as 74 ounces to 22 ounces, or as 7 : 2. But, compared bulk for bulk, the plant

" imbibes 17 times more fresh food than the man : for deducting 5 ounces, which

*' Dr. Keill allows for the ft^ces ahi, there will remain 4 pounds 5 ounces of fresh liquor,

" which enters a man's veins ; and an equal quantity pafses off every twenty-four hours,

" Then it will be found that 17 times more new fluid enters the sap-vefsels of the plant,

" and pafses off in twenty-four hours, than there enters the veins of a man, and pafses off

" in the same time. And since, compared bulk for bulk, the plant perspires 17 times

" more than the man, it was therefore very necefsary, by giving it an extensive surface,

" to make a large provision for a plentiful perspiration in the plant, which has no other

" way of discharging superfluities ; whereas there is provision made in man, to carry off

" above half of what he takes in, by other evacuations. For since neither the surface of

" his body was extensive enough to cause sufficient exhalation, nor the additional reek,
_
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Fourthly, Over much wet is to be drained by trenches, where it infests chap. vn.

the roots of such kinds as require drier ground : but if a drip do fret into
^-^^y"*^

the body of a tree by tlie head, which will certainly decay it, cutting first

the place smooth, stop and cover it with loam and hay, or a Cerecloth, till

a new bark succeed. But not only the wet, which is to be diverted by
trenching the ground, is exitial to many trees, but their repletion of too

" arising from the heat of his blood, could carry off above half the fluid which was necefs-

" ary to be discharged every twenty-four hours, there was a necefsity of providing the

" kidneys to percolate the other half through. And whereas it is found that 17 times more
" enters, bulk for bulk, into the sap-vefsels of the plant, than into the veins of a man,
" and goes off in twenty^four hours ; one reason of this greater plenty of fresh fluid in the

" vegetable than the animal body, may be, because the fluid which is filtrated through

" the roots immediately from the earth, is not near so full freighted with nutritive particles

" as the chyle which enters the lacteals of animals ; which defect it was necefsary to

" supply by the entrance of a much greater quantity of fluid. And the motion of the sap

" is thereby much accelerated, which in the heartlefs vegetable would otherwise be very

" slow ; it having probably only a progrefsive and not a circulating motion, as in animals.

" Since then a plentiful perspiration is found so necefsary for the health of a plant

" or tree, it is probable that many of their distempers are owing to a stoppage of
" this perspiration by inclement air. The perspiration in men is often stopped to a fatal

" degree; not only by the inclemency of the air, but by intemperance, and violent heats

" and colds. But in the more temperate vegetable, perspiration can be stopped only by
" inclement air ; unlefs by an unkindly soil, or want of genial moisture, it is deprived of
" proper or sufficient nourishment. As Dr. Keill observed in himself a considerable

" latitude of degrees of healthy perspiration, from a pound and a half to 3 pounds; I have
" also observed a healthy latitude of perspiration in this Sun-flower, from 16 to 2S ounces,

" in twelve hours day. The more it was watered, the more plentifully it perspired, (ceteris

'' liar'ibui) and with scanty watering the perspiration much abated."

From these accurate experiments, it is evident that vegetables inspire and expire. Pure

air is necefsary for animals. Vegetables require the same. When obliged to breathe

their own vapours, they become unhealthy. For that reason corn is seldom good in small

inclosures ; neither are trees healthy v,'hcn much crowded. The superior goodnefs of the

grain produced by the drill and alternate husbandry*, evinces the necefsity of a free cir- *VidL'Geor-

culation of air. There is a certain height to which the soil ought to raise the ears of S"'''' Efsays,

corn. ,Wheri, from too much closenefs, they are elevated beyond that pitch, the real nou-
''

rishment that should go to the grain, is spent upon the straw. The stems also, that should

have been hardened by the air, become weak, and unable to stand against moderate storms

of wind and rain. The culture of Beans shows the truth of this observation. When sown
too thick, they push themselves upward with seeming vigour; and the crop has the appear-

ance of being a good one. But when examined, we find the pods small, and few in num-
ber. On the contrary, when sown in drills, with proper intervals, the straw is shorter,

and the pods much larger, and more numerous. But to return to our philisophical ar'^u-

ment. The analogy that subsists between plants and animals, has induced some very emi-

R^
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abundant nourishment ; and therefore somethnes there may be as much

occasion to use the lancet, as venisection to animals ; especially if the hy-

pothesis hold, of superfluous moisture's descent into the roots, to be re-

concocted ; but where, in ease it be more copious than can be there

elaborated, it turns to corruption, and sends up. a tainted juice, which

perverts the whole ^labit of the tree : In this exigence therefore, it were,,

nent naturalists to suppose a regular circulation of the vegetable juices. M. Perraulf,.

M. Major, M. Mariotte, Malpiglii, and our countryman Grew, contended, much, about tlie

same time, for the circulation of the sap. According to their microscopical observations,

the wood of trees, and the flesh of plants, consist of fine capillary tubes-, which run pa-

rallel from the root, through the trunk and branches. These they looked upon as arteries.-

Other minute vefsels were observed running between the wood and inner bark, which they,

distinguished by the name of Veins. They also described, very correctly, the Trachece,.

or air-vefsels, which take their course through the fibres of the wood. These anatomical

preliminaries being settled, they proceeded to reason in this manner. The root having

absorbed a quantity ofjuice from the earth, it is made to ascend through the vefsels of tha

wood, by the alternate expansion and contraftion of the Tracheae, afsisted by the natural

absorption of the sap-vefscls themselves. They supposed the sap to be rarefied to the de-

cree of a fine vapour, in which ftate it mounted upwards to the extreme parts of the plant,,

where meeting with the external air, it became condensed into a liquor, and in that form,

returned to the root by the venal system, between the wood and bark. Dr. Hales, in the

most satisfactory manner, set aside this doctrine, and substituted another in its place, more

consonant to reason and experiment. It is something remarkable that Dr. Hefvey should

have been the first who established the circulation of the blood in opposition to most of tha

anatomists in Europe ; and that Dr. Hales should have clearly disproved the circulation of

the sap contrary to the opinion of almost every naturalist of his time. In order that we

may have a distinct view of the motion of the sap, it will be necefsary to reflect, that tha

root stem, branches, and leaves are constructed in tlie same manner. Sallows, Willows,

Vines, and most Shrubs, will grow in an inverted state, with their tops downward in the

earth. Dr. Bradley describes the manner of inverting a young Cherry-tree, the roots of

which will put forth leaves, and the branches become roots. Hence it is obvious that the

nutritive matter may be conveyed as well by the leaves as the roots, their vascular struc-

ture being the very same. We have now settled the anatomical structure of a plant.

Upon it depends much of what we know of the vegetable (Economy. The motion of the

sap comes next to be examined.

During the heat of a summer's day, all plants perspire freely from the pores of their leaves

and bark. At that time the juices are highly rarefied. The diameters of the Tracheae, or

air-vefsels, are enlarged, so as to prefs upon and straiten the vefsels that carry the sap. In

consequence of which their juices, not being able to efcape by the roots, are prefsed up-

ward, where there is the least resistance, and perfpire off" the excrementitious parts by the

leaves and top-branches, in the form of vapour. When the solar heat declines, the Trachex

are contrafted ; the sap-vefsels are enlarged, and the sap sinks down in the manner of the

spirits of a thermometer. In consequence of this change, the capillary vefsels of the leaves
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perhaps, more advisable to draw it out by a deep incision, and to depend chap. vii.

upon a new supply, than, upon confidence of correcting this evil quality
^—''v-^-^

by other medications, to let it perish. Other causes of their sicknefs, not
always taken notice of, proceed from too liberal refreshments and over-

watering in dry and scorching seasons, especially in nurseries : The water
should therefore be fitly qualified, neither brackish, bitter, sta"-nant, nor

and top-branches become empty. Being surrounded with the humid vapours of the evening-

they fill themselves from the knovv^n laws of attraction, and send down the new-acquired

juices to be mixed with those that are more elaborated. As soon as the sun has altered the

temperature of the air, the Trachea? become again distended, and the sap-vefsels are

straitened. The same cause always produces the same effeft : and this alternate ascent

and descent, through the same system of vefsels, continues as long as tlie plant survives.

The irregular motion of the stem and branches, is another caufe that contributes to the

afcent of the sap. Every time that these parts are acted upon by the air, they are made
to afsume a variety of angles, whereby the sap-vefsels are suddenly straitened. The con-

tained juices consequently receive reiterated impulses, similar to what happens to the
blood of animals from the contraction of the heart. This observation may afsist us in

investigating the vegetable oeconomy, so far as it regards the management of fruit-trees

and probably may be extended throughout the whole system of gardening, planting, and
farming. It may be objected, that trees fixed to the wall do, notwithstanding, carry their

sap to the extreme branches; but it should be considered that the warmth of their

situation, afsisted by the horizontal direction of their branches, is fully sufficient to propel

the sap, without the undulatory motion that I have mentioned.

1 beg leave to remark, that these observations are only intended to convey a general

idea of the motion of the sap. It varies according to the temperature of the weather.

The air is seldom one moment alike. The sap must therefore sometimes move quick

sometimes slow. It may rise and fall many times in a day. Sudden heats push it upward
sudden colds make it fall. Thus the juices are blended, and the secretions forwarded.

The manner that the nutritive juices of the earth and atmosphere are conveyed into tlie sap-

vefsels, remains to be described. And this makes a necefsary part of our present argu-^

ment, as it may afsist us in finding out, and explaining, the diseases of plants from the

variations of the weather. The outer-bark which covers every external part of a.

vegetable, as well below as above the surface, is full of perspiratory or absorbent holes

The vefsels of this bark being endowed with the power inherent iu capillary tubes, draw

up the moisture that is applied to their surface. From them it is committed to the vefsels

of the inner bark. After receiving some degree of melioration, the sap is delivered to the

bka. From the blea, it pafses, by anastomosing canals, to the vascular scries. From,

thence to the wood, or flesh, where it receives its last concoction. The nutritive particles

being separated by the mechanism of these numerous canals, are applied towards the

fruftification and increase of the plant; while the watery and excr^mentitious parts are

carried expeditiously to the leaves, where they are perspired off in the form of vapour.
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putrid, sour, acrimonious, vitrioiic,arenous and gravelly, churlish, harsh,

and lean, (I mention them promiscuously); and whatever vicious quality

they are perceptibly tinctured and impregnated with, they are by no

means proper drink for plants. Wherefore a very critical examen of this

so necefsary an element (the very principle, as some think, and only

nutriment of vegetables) is highly to be regarded, together with more

It is evident, however, tliat, as water contains but few particles that are fit for nourish-

ment, it was necefsary that plants should have the power of imbibing a large portion of

that fluid. For wliich reason the sun-flower, considered bulk for bulk, takes in seventeen

times more nourishment than a man, and consequently perspires more. During the con-

tinuance of dry north-east winds, the leaves of corn are observed to grow yellow, and the

early-set fruit frequently falls off. This is owing to the want of moisture in the atmosphere

to fill the vefsels of the leaves and top-branches, whereby the fruit is deprived of nourish-

ment. Under such circumstances, it is probable that wall-fruit may be preferved by

prudently watering the leaves and top-branches during the decline of the day. It is,

ho\vever, a singular happinefs that the air is at no time perfectly free from moisture.

—

Bring a bottle of cold water into the warmest room, and its, surface will immediately be

covered with a thick dew. An air absolutely dry, would, in a few days, annihilate the

vegetable creation. The air is justly said to contain the life of vegetables, as well

as animals. It is a comprefsible and elastic fluid, surrounding the face of the globe, and

reaching to a considerable height above it. Vegetables do not grow in vacuo, and animals

die when deprived of air. It has two states, being either elastic or fixed. Dr. Hales

observes, that, in its elastic and active state, it conduces to the invigorating the juices

of vegetables; and, in its fixed and inert state, gives union, weight, and firmnefs to all

natur al bodies. By his experiments we are informed, that fixed air constitutes near one

third part of the solid contents of the heart of Oak. It is found to bear the same propor,

tion in Pease, Beans, and other vegetable substances. Heat and fermentation render

it elastic. It is again capable of being absorbed and fixed. Was the whole air of the

universe brought at once Into an elastic and repulsive state, every thing would suffer

a sudden difsolution. Was it entirely fixed, then all things would be reduced to an inert

lump. Almighty Providence has provided against these extremes, and in the most

wonderful manner preserves the balance. Air is to be found in every portion of earth;

and as it always contains a solution of the volatile parts of animal and vegetable substances,

we should be careful to keep our stifle soils as open as pofsible to its influence. It pafses,

both in its active and fixed state, into the absorbent vefsels of the root, and, mixing with

the juices of tlie plant, circulates through every part. Dr. Hales, in his statical experi-

ments upon the Vine, discovered it ascending with the sap in the bleeding season.

Having demonftrated that the motion of the sap depends upon the Influence of the air,

and the power of absorption common to all capillary tubes, it naturally follows, that

it cannot remain one moment at rest. The gradations from heat to cold, and vice vers^,

are infinite, and fometlmes desultory. So must be the motion of the sap. From the
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than ordinary skill how to apply it: In order to which, the constitution chap, vii,

and texture of plants and trees are philosophically to be considered ;
<-^-'/'~'*^

some affecting macerations with dung and other mixtures, (which I should

not much commend,) others quite the contrary, the quick and running

spring, dangerous enough, and worse than snow-water, which is not in

some cases to be rejected : Generally, therefore, that were to be chosen.

combinations of the nutritive particles, a number of different fluids are prepared in the-

same plant. Matter is the same in all ; but the modification of it makes things sweet or

sour, acrid or mild. The universal juice of a plant is a limpid subacid liquor, which flows

plentifully from a wound made in a tree when the sap is rising. The Birch and the Vine

yield it in great abundance. This liquor, as it moves through the innumerable small

vefsels, becomes more and more concocted, and is the general mafs from which all the

juices are derived. It may be called the blood of the plant. By a certain modification,

it produces high-flavoured oils, gums, sugar, wax, turpentine, and even the constituent

parts of the plant itself. How this transmutation is performed, remains, and perhaps ever

will remain, unknown.

I hope it will not be objcfled to me, that in this examination I have been too minute.

—

In the history of nature we cannot be too particular. Every part of it demands our most

serious attention, and every part of it repays us for the labour we bestow. The wings

of the butterfly are painted by the same Almighty hand that made the sun. Th<; meanest

vegetable, and the most finished animal, are equally the care of Providence. We con-

stantly view the wisdom of God in his works ; and yet, as the wise man observes,

" hardly do we guefs aright at the things that are upon the earth, and with labour do we
" find the things that are before us."

3. GENERATION. It is well known that the antients fuppofed two sorts of genera-

tion, to wit, equivocal and univocal. This latter, they said, took place when any thing was
produced from its proper egg or matrix ; the equivocal, when any living thing was
generated fortuitously or by chance, from the confused mixture of particles. Thus, e. g.

they believed that fleas were generated from nrlne and saw-dust; that myriads of little

insefts, like atoms, came up out of slimy water, and masjgots out of cheese in the summer;
that several sorts of herbs quickly sprang up out of mould taken from a considerable depth

below ground ; and lastly, that worms were produced from putrid carcafes. Others

thought that the Creator, at the beginning, mixed seeds and eggs with the earth every

where ; so that when such earth was dug up, and the sun, by his heat, had hatched the •

seeds, they imagined that herbs, plants, and animals sprung up, which were concealed .

therein from the creation. But all the ingenious men of this age, who have imbibed the •

sound principles of natural philosophy and natural history, have long ago rejefled this

lidiculous opinion. God at the first gave to every living thing its own proper seed, and
to each a tendency or propensity to propagate its species; and established this first and;
great law to remain unalterable, " Increase and multiply." If from putrefaction, and the

beat of the sun, living creatures and plants could he produced, it would have been need-
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wliicli parsing silently through ponds and other receptacles, is exposed to

the sun and air. This approaches nearest to that of rain dropping from

the uberous cloud, and is certainly the most natural and nursing. As to

the quantity, some plants require plentiful watering, others rather often,

than all at once ; all of them sucking it in by the roots for the most part,

which are their mouths, and carrying it thence through all the canals.

lefs, and consequently higiily unworthy of the Supreme Being, to have created so many and

so amazingly curious vefsels for the preparation of the seed ; for In that case putrefaction

would be equivalent to creation. And if very minute insects and other animals could be

produced from putrefaction, and hatched by the heat of the sun, why might not horses,

elephants, and other large animals, be produced in the same way? For in large bodies the

mechanism is easier, as the matter is more manageable ; but in such minute insects, and,

as we may say, such nothings, what wisdom, what power, what inexplicable perfection is

displayed, since nature is never more complete, than in her most minute works! He must

be void of understanding who does not perceive the absurdity of equivocal generation,

when he sees a body made with such wonderful art, and adorned with so many thousand

pipes and canals, that no mechanic, even the most perfect of mortals, can find out all the

contrivance, much lefs imitate this wonderful fabric; yet can, as it were by a wilful

mistake, say, that he believes all those things were made by a fortuitous and confused

concourse of atoms. For it would follow from hence, that a new species both of animals

and plants would always occur, neither of which we observe, or have any account of.

—

In this case too, there could bo no arguing from the genera to the species. In a word,

there would be no such thing as certainty, but all confusion. Redi, having a mind to

examine equivocal generation, put recent flesh into a glafs vefsel, covered with a very

thin linen cloth, and exposed it to tlje sun ; after a little time, he found that flies laid their

eggs upon the linen cloth ; but no maggots were produced in the flesh. We must not

conclude that insects are produced by equivocal generation, because we see many

thousands of them about pools and ditches, where the putrefying filth of those places

furnishes plentiful nourishment for them, which is the reason that their eggs are there

deposited. The Stapelia llirsuta produces a flower that stinks like carrion, for which reason

the flesh-flics, deceived by the smell, fill the whole flower full of their eggs, taking it for

putrid flesh We have no reason to believe, what some have afserted, that wheat degene-

rates into barley, and barley into oats, and oats into brome-grafs ; for every fpccies

prbduceth its own like; nor was it ever known that the fierce eagle produced the timorous

dove. Having confuted equivocal generation, it will follow that every living thing is

produced by univocal generation, or from an egg. Now vegetables, we have already

proved, are endued with life, therefore they all proceed from eggs. And indeed the great

Harvey long ago maintained this doflrine, that every living thing derives its origin from

3" ^gg- But some of the moderns have strenuously endeavoured to overthrow this opinion,

their cause being chiefly supported by such arguments as the following: If, say they, we

take a part from the root, and set it in the ground, it strikes root, and a new plant springs

up ; again, if a Polypus be cut into several parts, from each of these parts an entire and
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organs and members of the whole vegetable body, digested and qualified chap. vii.

so as to maintain and supply their beings and growth, for the producing "--•s'^y-"*^

of whatever they afford for the use of man, and other living creatures.

Fifthly, Tlie bark-bound are to be released by drawing your knife

rind-deep from the root, as far as you can conveniently, drawing your

complete Polypus is formed, according to the late discoveries of Trumbull and others.

—

But do we not as frequently see that a plant produces from the same root several shoots or

stems .' For a stem is nothing but a root above ground ; for which reason, if we turn a tree

e. g. the Lime-trees, upside down, the stem will become the root, and the root be changed

into branches. Besides, what we have said is farther confirmed by the branches, all ofwhich
spring from the stem or root ; but the stem or root from whence this branch or shoot was
taken, arose from a seed or egg. The same thing may be said of the Polypus among
animals; and therefore a Polypus lives a vegetable life, or a vegetable lives the life

of a polypus : and this manner of propagation, though very rare in the animal creation,

is extremely common in the vegetable kingdom. No one ought to wonder that new leaves

are produced every year from the root or branches; for in the same manner do we daily

see the feathers of birds produced. A feather which is a most curious piece of workman-
ship, consists of a concave base, filled with a vefsel like a lymphatic, so that the nutriment

can pafs upward but not downward ; next there is the midrib, and the lateral branches

both partial and proper, so that a feather may be compared to a fern twice compounded.
Now daily experience informs us that feathers, though adorned with such curious

mechanism, fall off every year, and that others, springing from the body of the bird,

succeed in their room. Moreover, it is evident that feathers grow only out of the body
of the bird, that this body is their root, and that this root owes its origin at first to a seed

or egg. The same also holds in plants; therefore Polypi, and plants of every kind, have
undoubtedly seeds or eggs, by which they are multiplied, without being cut or propagated

by shoots, layers, branches, or suckers. Add to this, that the famous Bern. Jufsieu

discovered eggs or seeds in the Polypi, as may be seen in the Transactions of the Stockholm

Society for the year 17 1-6.

Here we are to observe that all viviparous animals have their eggs, out of which comes
their offspring, though these eggs are contained in their proper matrix, and excluded in

due time, m the same manner as an egg in the nest cherished by the incubation of the

bird, whose uterus is the nest. Nor can we deny, but the smallest veget.iblcs have seeds

although often not discoverable by the naked eye. Valisnerius has discovered the seeds in

Ducks-racat, and Michclius has done the same in the Mucor and Byfsus; Bob.irt

in the Ferns; Linna?us in the Mofses ; and Reaumur in the Fungi. The antients

thought that Mistletoe was produced without seed, having seen it often grow from the

underside of branches ; for how the seeds of the Mistletoe could be conveyed from one tree

to another, and there adhere to the underside of the branches, was very difficult for them
to conceive. But time has discovered, that the Thrush, swallowing the berries on account

of the pulp, afterwards voids the seeds entire, which stick with the excrements to the

Volume II. S
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BOOK II. knife from the top downwards, half way, and at a small distance from the
'''^^<"'~'*-^

bottom, upwards, the other half ; this, in more places, as the bulk of

the stem requires j and if crooked, cut deep and frequent in the ham
;

if the gaping be much, fill the rift with a little cow-dung. Do this on

each side, and at spring, February or March: Also, cutting off some

branches is profitable, especially such as are blasted, or lightning-struck

:

branches. These viscous seeds are waslied by the rahis, so that some of them are often

protruded to the lower side of the branches, where they grow.

Some people are persuaded, that the sefsile and flat funguses on trees, are morbid ex-

crescnces; but it is plain they are true species of those agarics which are furnished with

caps and stems, and grow on the ground, whose seeds falling on a moist tree, produce, as

it were, half caps without stems. That seeds are the eggs of plants, appears from hence,

tliat as every egg produces an offspring similar to the parent, so do the seeds of vege-

tables, and consequently they also are eggs. The containing parts of a hen's egg are^

the shell, the external film or membrane, the internal membrane lying immediately under

the former, the chalazae, or membrane inclosing the yolk, twisted at the extremities. The
parts contained are, the air within the membranes at the obtuse end of the egg, tlie white,

the yolk, and the cicatricula, in the centre of which is the speck of life. When an egg ij

set under the hen, after two days incubation, the speck of life becomes red, sends out

its blood-vefsels through the yolk, and at last we find the whole chick is formed out of the

speck of life. The yolk becomes the secundines; the white contributes to the ivourish-

ment of the chick ; and the two membranes become the amnion and chorion. A seed has

also a shell, external membrane or film, a membrane including the yolk, the yulk itself,

and the point of life. In seeds, however, the white is wanting, there being no use for ii,

as the moisture of the earth supplies its place, and nourishes the embryo of the plant.

Neither have the eggs of fishes any white, because they are always in the water. When

the flower is going off, the seed begins to swell, and on its outside there is seen a vesicle,

which is the amnion of Malpighi, furnished with an umbilical cord, or navel-string, which

is produced through the chorion to the opposite side of the egg. While with the egg the

amnion increaseth, on its top is observed another small body, which likewise incieaseth

Lonfinuallv, till it has filled the whole chorion and egg j and the amnion and chorion are

turned into the external shell or coat of the seed. See Logan's Exper. 9, by which it

appears that the same changes are brought about in the seed as in tlie egg ; and therefore,

that the seeds arc the eggs of plants cannot be doubted. That plants spring from the

volk of the egg is farther confirmed by the lobes, which, when we speak of cows and

other similar quadrupeds, are nothing else than several secundines, always adhering to the

fcBtus drawing their supply of fluids from the matrix, which fluids they prepare for the

nourishment of the tender fittus. That most plants have seminal leaves or lobes is very

well known. Now these seminal leaves once constituted the whole seed, except the

hiluni, or little heart, in which is the point of life ; and these lobes prepare the nourish-

ment for she very tender plant, until it be able to strike root in the earth ; in the same
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If, as sometimes, it proceed from the baking of the earth about the stem, chap. vn.
lighten and stir it. v^^-v-**-/

Sixthli/, The Teredo, Cofsi, and other worms, lying between the body

and the bark (which they separate) poison that pafsage to the great pre-

judice of some trees ; but the holes once found, they are to be taken out

manner as the yolk in an egg, becoming the placenta, prepares the nourishment, and sends

it by the navel-string to the chic'n. Linn.

The annexed plate represents the egg of a hen on the fourth day of incubation. Fig. 1.

The containing and contained parts, as they appear upon the removal of the forepart of

the shell. Fig. ii. The shell. Fig. iii. The two membranes which line the inside of the

shell, and inclose the whole contents, a. The shell, b. The inner membrane, c. The
cavity formed by the membranes, in which a portion of air is inclosed. Fig. iv. Thp.

white, which serves for the nourishment of the chick during incubation. Fig. v. The yolk,

with the speck of life and its blood-vefsels. a. The yolk. i. The cicatricula, containing

the speck of life. c. c. The chalazae, or twisted extremities of the membrane that sur-

rounds the yolk.—If \ye compare these chalaza: to the extremities of an axis pafsing

through the yolk, that sphere will be found to be composed of two unequal portions,

its axis not pafsing exactly through its centre. And as the cicatricula, with the speck of
life, is always placed on the side of the smaller portion, it follows that in all positions of
the egg, during the first five days of incubation, it must be uppermost, and consequently

nearest the hen; for the yolk is a body specifically heavier than the white with which it is

surrounded.

It is wonderful to observe the attention of Providence to the infancy of animal life

;

but our wonder is turned into adoration, when we observe the same goodnefs continued

through all the stages of animal existence. It is in the form of instinct that the finger of

God operates during the advanced periods of animal life ; a principle, that never ceases

to act for the preservation, as well as continuation, of animated nature.

From the foregoing observations it is evident that the seeds of all vegetables may be
considered as eggs, from which the respective species are produced. Now, daily experi-

ence teaches us, that no egg can produce an animal, till it be impregnated or fecundated

by the male : A hen indeed will lay eggs, but they will prove abortive, unlefs they are

impregnated or fertilized by the male. That generation precedes the birth, appears
throughout universal nature. In quadrupeds it does without doubt : but in fishes it is

fuppofed by fome that generation follows or comes after the birth or exclusion of the szes.

and that the male sperm is emitted upon the eggs after they are excluded from the matrix
of the female. This is demonstrable in Salmon during the spawning season.

Physiologists have entertained a variety of opinions concerning generation. After
rejecting the efiervesences, precijMtations, and other ridiculous notions of the antients

they now seem to acquiesce in two opinions. The first is that of the great Harvey, who
supposed that in the speck of life, or cicatricula, the entire rudiments of the future fcttus

were present, perfect in all its members, and that it was only requisite that the male

S2
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•'^'"'-^

part of the wood, bark and all, be cut, applying only a wash of urine and

vinegar twice or thrice a week during a month : The best means to find

out their quarters, is to follow the Wood-pcckcr and other birds ; these

pitching upon the stem, as you -may observe them, and knocking, with

their bills, give notice that the tree, is infected,, at ieasL between the bark..

sperm should add or excite, the first spirit, motion, and life. His followers contend, tluit

so curious and wonderful a machine as an animal body, could never be formed and per-

fected by another machine : and that therefore in the ovaria of the -first female there niu^t

needs have been her ofl^spring, or ova, and in them others; and so on in an infinite series-

through all the subsequent descending generations. In a word, that in the ovaria, or loin.?,

of Eve, the whole race of mankind were contained, whether past, present,, or future.

Now, allowing the infinite divisibility of matter, yet it exceeds all belief, that so many my--

rjads should be contained in one egg. The second hypothesis is that of Leuwenhoek..

He supposed that the semen masculinum contained millions of animalcules, and that each

of the ova, in the female ovaria, had a small perforation, no bigger than to admit a single

animalcule. Through this small aperture an animalcule is supposed to enter; soon after

which the ovum becomes detached, and, in a wonderful manner, descends down the Fal-j

Jooian tube into the uterus, together with the animalcule, which in time becomes a perfects

foilus. But this theory is- more plausible than just : for by the conjunction of two animals

of diflerent kinds, a species is produced, which we call hybrid, mongrel, or mule, being of,

a mixed nature between the male and female parent. And it must be allowed that an,

animal so shaped could not be produced, were the rudiments of the foetus to derive their.;

origin wholly from the male, agreeably to this Hypothesis. All we certainly know of the

mysterious work of generation, is that all animals require the concurrence of a male andi

female to produce their kind; and that these, distinctly and invariably, are found to beget-

creatures of their own species. We know but little of those peculiar characters in the.

parts that o-o to m.ake up animated nature, which mark one animal to creep in the dust,,

and another to glitter upon the throne ! Something more certain may be discovered re-

-^ardlng the origin of vegetable life, to which we shall now return.

That we may make a full inquiry into this subject of the generation of plants, it will be

proper to investigate the situation of their genital organs. Now we have proved that,

the seeds are the eggs of plants ; and it appears that wheresoever the fecundated eggs

are, there we are to seek for the organs of generation ; and we shall find the genital organs

of plants where the seeds are produced. But the seeds are produced wlierc the fiower

and fruit are ; therefore the flower and fruit are the genital organs of plants. Some have

'afserted that certain vegetables wanted flowers, and others both flowers and fruit..

Tournefort maintained that the AlgK and Mofses had seeds, but no flower; and that the

Fungi, and some others, had neither flowers nor fruit. Hence some of the moderns have

argued against the fructification. But for one to deny flowers and fruit to the most minute,

vec'elables, which he finds in all the larger species that fall under his inspection, is not.

the part of a fair and rational inquirer. For it is the snme as if we should conclude con-
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But there are divers kinds of these ^u\o!payt>t, of which the Teredo, already chap. vu.

mentioned, will sometimes make such a noise in a tree, as to awaken a ^^^""V**-^

skeping man. The more rugous are the Cofsi, of old had in Deliciis

amongst the Epicures, who used to fatten them in flour ; and this (as

Tertullian and S. Hierom tell us) was the chief food of the Hierophantce

Cereris, as they arc this day a great regalo in Japan : In the mean time.

Gerning some minute species of insects, that they had neither feet, nor eyes, nor mouth
nor genitals, because we cannot discover them with the naked eye. Bobart sowed the-

seeds of Ferns, which grew very well. Plumier discovered the flowers in some of the Fern
kind, and the same may be easily investigated in the Trkhomanes of Linnajus. Linnceus
discovered the seeds oi'Mofses; and in the Polytrichum we have pretty clear sii'ns of both
sexes. In tiie Lycojiodium SdaginoUes, or Prickly Club-mofs, LinnKus observed, that one
part of the fructification contained the fertilizing dust, and the other the seeds ; which
were evident signs that the plant had both tlower and fruit. B. Jufsieu traced the flowers

of the Ptlularia or Pepper-grafs. Reaumur discovered the fiructification in ihe Fuci. Lin-
nseus numbered the stamina and Jiislilla in the Jimgermannia E/ii/ihylLi,- or Broad-leaved
Jungermamia. Valisnerius has delineated in the Lemtia, or Ducks-meat, the calyx, the s/m/iina

the /listil/um, the ca/isula,: and the seeds. Michelius has frequently numbered the sfamma of
the Fungi, and has sown their seeds, which grew very well. Nov. Gen. Tab. 6S 73 and
74.. Hence therefore we may conclude, that these lowest tribes of veaetables are
all furnished with flowers and fruit, although, by reason of their exceeding minute-
nefs, they have not hitherto been distinctly known to Botanists. In short, there never
was a clear and evident example produced of any plant which wanted flowers and fruit •

and therefore we may justly say, that in their fructification consists the efsence of
plants. .

Universal experience attests, that the flower always precedes or goes befure the fruit
in the same manner as generation precedes the birth in animals; so that not one example
ofthe contrary can be produced in any individual. The Colchkum Autiimnale, or Meadow--
saflron, flowers in the autumn, but the fruit, with the stem and leaves, appears the follow-
ing summer in the months of May and June. The Ilasel puts forth its flowers earlv in the
spring, but ripens its fruit or nuts in August. In a word, tlie flowers always come' before
the fruit in every plant, without exception.

Since in animals all generation precedes the birth, and in vegetables every flower
precedes the fruit, we must necefsarily ascribe fccandation to the flower, and the birth or
exclusion of the seed to the ripe fruit.

Hence we may define a flower to be the genital organs of a plant serving for fecun-
dation, and the fruit to be the genital organs serving for the birth or maturation of the
seed. There has been much dispute among Botanists concerning the definition of a-
flower J many have afserted that the efsence of a flower consisted in the corolla or petals

:

this opinion Knaiitius embraced, and also denied that there ever were any flowers destitute -

of petals. Our senses tell us, that tlrere are many plants, some of which want the calyx, ^

as the Tulip, Fritillary, &c.
.
others the corolla, as the Grafses, Cats-tail, Bur-reed, and-.
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^--''~y"'*-^

timber Iocs) being dried and reduced to powder, and taken in drink, are

an admirable specific against the jaundice. They also purify the blood,

and clarify the sight.

There is a pestilent green worm which hides itself in the earth, and

Pine ; others the filaments of the stamina, as the Birthwort ; others the sfj'le, as the Grafs

of Parnafsus, &c. ; but all flowers whatever, except the Mofses, are furnished with the

anthera;, or stigmata, or both together ; and as this holds universally in every species of

plant, (the Mofses only excepted,) these parts must necefsarily constitute the efsence of a

flower. If we find a flower with anthers, but no stigmata, we may also afsuredly find

another flower either on the same, or on a different plant of the same species, which has

stigmata with the antherx, or without them. Pontedera, on the authority of the Hortus

Malabaricus, contends, that there are some plants which have no antheroe ; e.g. the Cycat

Circmalis, or Sagoe Palm-tree, the Cel/is, or Nettle-tree, with some others : But in this he is

mistaken • for even the number of the anthers in those plants he mentions is at present

very well known to Botanists. The same objection has been made in regard to the fsoetes,

or Quillwort ; but Linnaeus discovered the anthera; of this plant : It. Scan.—Hence we

perceive the error of the followers of Rivinus, who took the nectaria in the Hellebore,

Nigella, and Pafsion-flower, for flowers; which Jiectaria have properly no pistilla nor

anthers. For the act of fecundation two things are requisite, namely, the genital organs

of both sexes; because, as was said above, -one of the sexes alone cannot propagate the

species. Now the act offecundation is performed in the flower; therefore it follows, that

the gemtal organs of both sexes must be present in the flower. We arc here however to

observe, that the genital o.'gansof both sexes are not always present in one and the same

flower. It is suflicient that those of the male be in one flower, and those of the female in

another. Since every plant bears seeds by which its offspring can be propagated, and

no esg can be hatched before fecuiidation, it will follow, that fecundation is as necefsary

as the seeds themselves. Hence it appears, that the organs of both sexes, which serve for

fecundation, aJe altogether necefsary, if the flower is perfect, and that they are (he

efsential parts. But we find no parts of a flower that are efsential but the anthers

and stigmata, therefore these parts are the genital organs of both sexes, serving for

fecundation.

The male organs of generation in animals are very different. Some have a penis, as

the quadrupeds, birds and serpents, some of the fishes, insects, and worms
; others have

jio penis, as many of the true fishes, and those called shell-fish. Some have seminal

vesicles, as the greatest part of quadrupeds; others have none, as the dog kind. Some

have testicles distinct from the seminal vesicles, as the quadrupeds ;
and otliers have both

testicles nnd seminal vesicles united in one, as the fishes. Now we maintain that the an-

thera?, the male organs of generation in flowers, are nothing else but the bodies which

prepare and contain the male sperm : therefore these anthers are the testicles together

with the seminal vesicles, and their dust the genuine male sperm of plants, answering to
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gets into pots and cases, eating our seedlings and gnawing the very roots, chap. vii.

which should be searched out. And now we mention roots ; over- '^^"v-^^

grown toads will sometimes nestle at the roots of trees, when they make
a cavern, which they infect with a poisonous effluvium or vapour, of

which the leaves, famished and flagging, give notice, and the enemy dug
out with the spade. But this chiefly concerns the gardeners mural fruit--

those particles which are called animalcules in the male sperm of animals. Tlie truth of

this we shall prove by the following arguments. 1. Preceding thefruit.—The antherae and

their dust always come before the fruit. When the fruit sheds its seeds, it is come to ma-
turation. This is the case with the anthera? ; for when they shed their dust, they are

come to maturation, and have done their oflice
; yet their dust is always shed when the

flower is in full vigour, and then the anthera; drop, and are uselefs. 2. Situation.

The antherae are always so situated in the flower, that their dust, which is the male sperm,

may reach the pistillum or female organ; for the stamina either surround the pistillum, as

in most flowers; or, if the pistillum incline to the upper side of the flower, the stamina do
the same, as in the Didynamia ; or, if the pistillum nods, the stamina ascend, as in tlie

Cafsias, and the common Winter-green. Several plants in the Monoecia Clafs, have male,

flowers over the female, as Indian Corn, Palma Christi. 3. Time.—The antherx and stig-

mata are in full vigour at the self-same time, and this not only when both are in one and

the same flower, but also when they are in distinct or separate flowers ; so that the long

catkins of the Hasel, Birch, and Alder, never discharge the dust of their anthera; before the

stigmata below them are come out. The male Hemp never sheds its dust before the

pistilla of the female plants appear. 4. Cells.—Tournefort was of opinion, that the anthers

did the office of kidneys, purging the several parts of the plant from all such particles as

were not fit for its nourishment, by receiving them into their cells, and that their valves

were burst open by those accumulated excrements. Pontedera's opinion was, that the

antheraj are nothing else but a cluster of cells, which receive a peculiar juice or fluid, and

then transmit it through the filaments to the receptacle, from whence it is carried to the

embryos of the seed; but the falsehood of this opinion will appear liom the consideration,

of all the plants of the Dioecia Clafs, the figure of the pollen, artificial fecundation, capri-

fication, and the culture of Palm-trees. If we cut asunder the antherae before they shed

their dust, we find their structure altogether as wonderful and curious as the secd-vefsels

themselves. For within they consist either of one cell, as the Mercury;, or. two as

Hellebore ; or three, as the Orchis; or four, as the Frilillary ; and they open or split either

longitudinally, as the Leucoium, or greater Snow-drop ; or at the base, separating into

pieces or valves, as the Barren-wort ; or from the top, as the common Snow drop • or at

the two points or horns, as the Whortle, Heath, Winter-green, and Marsh-rosemary.

5. Castration.—If we cut off" the antheras of any plant which bears but one flower takinp-

care at the same time that no other plant of the same species is near it, tiie fruit proves

abortive, or at least produces seeds which will not vegetate. Tin's is a certain truth

which any one will find upon trial. 6 Figuic.—The figure of the fertilizing dust will

tlearly convince any one, that this fine powder is not accunuihitcd bv chance, or from the
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"'^i''"**^ pernicious vapours, rats, and other stinking vermine, making their nests

within them. But for all these let our industrious planter (especially the

learned favourers of the most refined parts of horticulture) consult the

Discourses and Experiments of Sig. Fran.'Redi, Malpighius, Lemven-

hoek, Svvammerdam, &c. with our own learned DoQorSj Lyster, Sloane,

drvnefs of the ar.tlicra?. Malplglii, Giew, Mcrelar.d,. and Gcofiov, who lad all viewed

the figure of these particles with good Microscopes, found all the particles exactly equal

to one another, but in different genera, as great a difference in shape and figure, as the

seeds themselves. As for example, in the Sun-flower the particles are globular

and echinatcd, or full of prickles ; in the Bloody Cranes-bill, they are like a perforated

globule of fire: in the Mallows, they appear like wheels with teeth ; in the Ricinus, 6r

Palma Christi, they are shaped like a grain of wheat ; in the Pansies, they are angulated;

in the Turkey Wheat, flat and smooth ; in the Borage, like 'a thin leaf rolled up ; in the

Narcifsus, kidney-shaped ; in the Comfrej', like double globules. The powder of the an-

thera? in point of fecundation, answers to Leuwenhoek's animalcules in the male sperm

;

and the stigma, which receives this dust, is always moist, that the dust may instantly adhere

or stick to it. The observation of the famous botanist B. Jafsieu, concerning the Maple,

deserves our notice. " Those Gentlemen," says he, " who have e.\amined the fertilizing

dust of the Maple by microscopes, have drawn the particles in form of a crofs. But

I found their form to be globular, and as soon as the particles touched any moisture, they

burst into four parts or valves, in the shape of a crofs." From which observation we may

infer that those particles are hollow globules containing some subtle matter within, and

that as soon as the hollow globules touch the moisture, they burst and discharge their ex-

ceeding fine contents. This last observation throws some light on the generation of

animals, from its analogy to the seminal animalcules. Upon the whole, it abundantly ap-

pears, that the anthers are the male organs of generation, and their dust the genuine male

sperm. Since in every flower the antherze and stigmata are the genital organs serving for

fecundation, and the anlherce the male organs, it is obvious to every one, that the stigmata,

the other elsential part of the flower, is the female organ of generation, which we shall

more fully prove by the following arguments.

The parts of the pistillum arc three, the germen, the style, and the stigma. The gcr-

nien or seed-bud, while the plant is in flower, is always imperfect and immature, being

only the rudiment of the future foetus; the style is no efsential part, for it is wanting in

many species of plants; but the germen can never bring the fruit to maturitv, except it be

within the flower along with the stigma. Hence it follows, that the stigma is that part of

the flower, which receives the impregnating dust. This will farther appear, 1 . From tht

Situation.—^w we are to consider that the stigma is always so situated, that the anthera>,

or their impregnating dust, can reach it, as we have shown above. Hence the syngene-

sious plants are rarely barren. Moreover, the stigma has always a figure proper and

peculiar to itself, so that in most (though not all) plants it is double when the fruit consists

of two cells, as in the masked and umbelliferous plants; triple, when the sccd-vcf^cl
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Hook, (and other sagacious Naturalists) to show, that none of these dis- chap. vh.

eases and infirmities in plants proceed from any pure accidental, but real '"-""v""*-'^

cause ; as flatus, venomous liquor, and infections. Some, even of the

minutest animals, are provided with instruments to pierce the very solid

substances of trees and plants, and infuse their pestiferous taint ; where

likewise they leave their eggs, boring those nestling places with certain

has three cells, as in the Lilies
;

quadruple, when the seed-vefsel has four cells, as in the

Grafs of Parnafsus; there are five stigmata when the seed-vefsci has five cells, or five

seeds, as in the Geranium, Winter-green, Wood-sorrel; there are six stigmata when the

seed-vefsel has six cells, as in the Asarabacca
;
there are ten stigmata when the seed-vefsel

has ten cells, as in the Pork-physick ; there are many stigmata when the seed-vefel has

many cells, as may be seen in the Mallows, or in the Poppy, which is furnished with as

many receptacles for the -seed a? there are stigmata. 2. Time.—The stigmata are always

in full vigour at the same time with the anlherse. For in the Indian Wheat, as Logan ob-

serves, on the same day that the anthera? burst their inclosure, and hang down in the open

air, are seen the bundles and extremeties of the styles coming out of the sheath of the spike

to open view. 3. Falling off.—The stigmata, in most plants, when they have discharged

their office, drop off in the same manner as the antherx do ; which is a most evident sign'

that the stigmata contribute nothing to the ripening of the fruit, but serve only for the

purpose of generation. 4. Being ait off.—If the stigmata be cut off before they have

ceceived the impregnating dust of the antherse, the plant is castrated as to the female or-

gans, and the fruit perishes : A sufficient demonstration that the stigma is that part of the

female organ of generation destined ibr conception. The stigma of a flower has, besides

two other singular properties ; namely, that it is always divested of the cuticle or film,

nor has it ajiy ba,rk as the other parts, and (hen it is always bedewed with a moisture.

Hence it appears, that the arguments of Pontedcra have no force to invalidate this doc-

trine. For when he would oppose the doctrine of the generation of plants, the whole
force of his argument; is drawn from the umbelliferous plants, whose styles are not come
up when their stamina appear. But the stigma is that part which serves for the purpose
of generation, and not the style, which may be wanting in many, as it is not an efsenfial

part of the flower. It is sufficient, therefore, that the stigmata in the umbelliferous plants

be in full vigour at the self-same time with the anthera?, though the style be lengthened
after conception, which is the case also in the Maple.

The generation then of plants is brought about by the anthers shedding their dust on
the stigmata. It is not sufficiently clear in What way the generation of animals is accom-
plished

;
but thus far we are certain, that the male sperm must come in contact with the

female organ, if there be any impregnation. In the vegetable kingdom the genital dust
is carried by the air to the moist stigmata, where the particles burst and discharge their

exceedingly fine or subtle contents, which impregnate the ovary That this is the case,

will be shown by the following arguments. I. %///.—When a plant is in flower, and the

dust of the antherae is flying about, part of this dust lights upon, "and is seen to cling to the
stigma. The flower of the Pausies shows tlus in a most agreeable manner; for, when the

Volume II. X
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tetebrse, where we find those innumerable perforations which we call

worm-eaten ; the wider latebrae are made by erucje, caterpillars, ants,

and bigger insects, raising morbid tumors and excrescences, and preying

Upon the fruit, as well as on the leaves, buds, and flowers, so soon as their

eggs are hatched, when they creep out of their little caverns, in armies like

flower is scarcely opened, you shall see the stigma, like a concave globe, gaping wide

open on one side, and of a pure white colour; but, as soon as the five stamina have dis*

charo-ed their dust, you may observe the whole stigma filled with this genital dust, and

covered all over with a yellow or brownish colour, yet the tube of the pistillum remains

clear and transparent. Before this impregnation, if you gently squeeze the stigma, there

oozes from it a certain sweetish liquor, which retains and attracts the genital dust. In

the hedge-hyfsop also the stigma gapes or opens to receive the male dust, upon which it

shuts, and the ovary being thus impregnated ripens its seed. . The Iris shows us a par-

ticular structure; for the stigmata spreading wide, wholly cover the anthers; yet they are

so situated in regard to the petals, that, by means of a gentle wind under the stigmata,

the male dust can mount by the channels of the petals. The Camjianula differs from other

flowers in this, that the male dust adheres to the side of the rough style, and from thence

is communicated to the stigma by certain canals. In the syngenesious plants, the stigmata

rise through a cylinder of the anthera;, and as each stigma comes up, it always brings

along with it the fertilizing dust; hence fecundation rarely fails in such plants. 2. Pio/wr-

flon. For the most part the stamina and pistillum are of the same height, that the male dust

may more easily come at the stigma ; but in some plants it is not so, and then a singular

procefs of fecundation may be observed. In the Geranium Inquinans, or African Tree Cranes-

bill with a thick mallow leaf and scarlet flower, where the pistillum is shorter than the

stamina the flowers before they blow are pendulous, but upon their opening they stand

upright, that the powder may fall upon the stigma; afler which they again nod till the

fruit is ripe, and then they stand upright a second time, that their seeds may be more

easily scattered about. Tlie same may be seen in the Claytonia Siiiiha. Some of the Pinks

have pistilla longer than the stamina: tlie flowers do not nod, but the pistilla are reflected

or bent back like rams' horns towards the antherjB. The flower of the Nigella Jrvemis, or

Horned Field Fennel Flower, when it first opens, has the five pistilla erect and longer

than the stamina ; but when the flower is well expanded, the styles are bent back that

they may touch the antherx which surround them ; when they have received the male dust

they are again elevated, and ever after remain erect. In the Tamarind-tree, Pafsion-

flower, and Cafsias, the styles are reflected nearly in the same manner towards the

antherse. 3. Place.—The stamina, for the most part, surround the pistillum, so that some

of the dust is always blown by the wind on the stigma. Plants of the Didynamia clafs^

which have their flowers erect, and standing at an acute angle with the stem, bend their

stamina and pistilla to the upper lip of the flower, where the stigma, placed among the

anthcrte, is generally defended from rain. Plants of the Diacklphia clafs, which have their

flowers nodding at an acute angle :rom the perpendicular line, have the stamina and

pistilla declining within the keel of the corolla, which is comprefsed or fiat, that the fccun-
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tlie Egyptian locusts, invading all that is green, the tender rudiments

first, and then attacking the tougher and solider parts of vegetables-

To those learned persons above, we may not forget the late worthy and

pious Mr. Ray, where in the Second Part of his Treatise of the Wisdom
of God in the Creation, we have a brief, but ingenious account of what

dation may be thereby facilitated, while the vexilhim ke^ps off the rain. Plants of the

Monoecia clafs have the male flowers mostly placed above the female, that (he dust may

more readily fall on the pistilla, as may be seen in the Carex, Indian Wheat, Job's-tears,

Bur-reed, Cat'stail, lefler Burdock, Cnfsava, Ambrosia, Water-milfoil, Arrow-head, and

Palma Christl. Yet there are a few exceptions, among which we shall reckon the Pine and

the Fir, where the anthcrae are so very numerous, that if any animal, or the wind, shake

the tree, we may see the dust flying upwards like smoke; and so plentiful is the dust,

that if, in the time of flowering of the Pine, Fir, or Juniper, it chances to rain, the banks

of the adjacent standing waters are painted with yellow rings of the dust from those trees.

The Teucrium Flavum, or Shrubby Germander, has a yellow corolla, the two upper

^segments of which ascending, prefs like fingers the antherae, which are placed on nodding

filaments to the stigma, that the genital powder may touch it, and they continue to cover

it for some days after the fecundation, and then resume their former place. The f'eratrma

Album, or White Hellebore, has its male flowers placed below, but the others and upper

flowers are all hermaphrodites ; for which reason the male flowers, as not being so necef-

sary, are placed lower. 4. Time.—Here we are to observe, that the stamina and plstillum

come at the same time, and that not only in one and the same flower, but also where some

are male and others female, on the same plant, a very few only excepted. The wonderful

contrivance of the Great Author of Nature in the Jatrojiha or Cafsava, and the Plantain-tree,

is truly worthy of our observation. The Jatrojiha Urens, or Prickly Cafava, has a Corym-

bus, whose first or uppermost forks bear female flowers, which come out a day or two

before the males ; the other forks, or branches, of the Corymbus produce male flowers,

but the female flowers, which come out first, cannot be impregnated by their dust, because

they were withered before the males expanded ; and therefore those female flowers prove

abortive, unlefs they are impregnated from some other Corymbus which has male flowers

at the same time. The Miisa FaraJhaka, or Plantain-tree, produces a spadix, which
contains often two hundred germina, the few female flov^-ers of which continue in blow for

some days; when the female flowers have done blowing, the males succeed, and continue

in flower till the fruit is ripe, in vvhich no seed is to be found. Wherefore the authors of

the Hortus Malabaricus have afserted that seeds were evidently wanting in the Plantain-

tree, which seemed a Paradox to Linna;us; but when he saw the first female flowers

destitute of males, and that the males which followed came too late to impregnate the

females, he clearly perceived that no seeds would ever be produced in this species, unlcf?

several plants placed together were to flower nearly at the same time, and tlien one could

impregnate the other. There is one thing farther remarkable in the Musa, and that is it

produces two sorts of iiovi'ers, very different in the same plant, some of which want the

stigmata, and others the anthers ; the first may be called male hermaphrodites, and the

T2.
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BOOK II. concerns tliis subject, together with what is added about spontaneous
'"•'^^'^'•''''^

productions of these despicable little animals, to which I refer the

curious.

Trees, especially fruit-bearers, are infested with the rrieasles, by

hems; burned and scorched with the sun in j^veat droughts ; to this com-

latter female hermaphrodites. Here then we have an unexampled species of Polygamy,

where those different flovvers may impregnate each other, and one female joined with

barren males is impregnated by the males belonging to another female, which is itself

barren. Another thing which merits our observation m regard to time is, that when

the male and female tiowers are in distinct cups on the same plant, or on different

plants of the same species, and Vv'hcre the male flowers are not erected perpendicularly

over the females, there it is necefsary that the flowering be over before the leaves come

out, lest the fecundation should be hindered by the intervention of the leaves ; e. g. in the

Mulberry, Mistleto, Alder, Birch, Hornbeam, Beech, Oak, Hasel, Walnut, and also in

the Willow, Sea-buckthorn, Myrica or Dutch Myrtle, Poplar, Ash, and Dogs-Mercury,

c. Rains—In almost all sorts of flowers v^'e see how they expand or open by the heat of the

san ; but in the e\'ening, and in a moist state of the air, they close or contract their

flowers, lest the moisture getting to the dust of the antherx should coagulate the samcj

and render it incapable of being blown on the stigmata; but (which is indeed wonderful)

when once the fecundation is over, the flowers neither contract in the evening, nor yet

ao-ainst rain. Flowers with covered antherce never shut up in the night-time ; e.g. those

oi ihe DUynamia a\-iA D'larlcl/ihta clafses. The antherse of the Rye hang out beyond the

flower, and if rain falls while it is in flower, the dust is clotted ; hence the husbandmen

do truly predict a bad crop of Rye j for the grains are not so numerous, because many of

the florets prove abortive. But the arltherte of the Barley lie so close within the husk,

that the rain cannot get in. If rain falls upon the bloom of the Apple, Pear, or Cherry,

the gardener immediately dreads the blofsoms falling off, or proving abortive ; and

experience confirms the truth of this, for the powder of the anthera; is spoiled; yet this

accident oftener happens in the Cherry than the Apple or Pear ; for all the anthera; of the

cherry flowers discharge their dust at once : but the case is not so in the others. Smoke

also is injurious, by drying up the moisture of the stigmata. 6, Culiure of Palm-trees.—That

the cultivators of the common Palm-tree, or Date-tree, cut off" the male spadixes, and

place them over the females, is recorded by Theophrastus, Pliny, Prosper Alpinus,

Tournefort, Ka;mpfer, and others ; and if they neglect to do this, the Dates are harsh,

bad-tasted, and many trees wholly destitute of fruit. The Date-tree is every year thus

impregnated in Arabia, Persia, and Egypt, by the inhabitants. " The male spathje being

ripe (says Kxmpfer) are taken from the top of" the tree, the spadixes taken out, and

divided into lefser branches, that the rudiments of the fruit may be sprinkled with the

minute atoms of their dust ; a small branch of the male spadix is fii^d into the middle of

the female spadix, and thus discharges its dust on the seed-buds. It is remarkable that

the spadixes dried, are still proper to impregnate the females, and' may be kept a whoI«
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monly succeeds lousinefs, which is cured by boring a hole into the chap, vir,

principal root, and pouring in a quantity of brandy, stopping the orifice
'^--""y"''*^

up with a pin of the same wood.

Crooked trees are reformed by taking off" or topping the prepondercrs

whilst charged with Ica\'es, or woody and hanging counterpoises.

year without losing their virtue. It sometimes happens that the females are impregnated

by the dust blown to them by the wind ; but since this is precarious, it is better done by

the hand. If there be no impregnation, the female trees inevitably drop all the rudiments>

of the fruit, which is a great calamity to the owners, and to tlie country people in general,

who are supported by their crop of Dates, as we are by our crops of corn. I remember
it happened in my time, that the Grand Seignior meditated an invasion of the city and

territory of Bafsora, which the Prince of the country prevented, by giving out that he

would destroy all the male Palm-trees on the first approach of the enemy, and by that

means cut off from them all supplies of subsistence during the siege." Thus far Koempfer.

Hear also what Tournefort says on this subject. " Hagdi Mustapha, Ambafsador li-om

Tdpoli, told me, that a branch of the flower of llie male Palm was inserted into the spatha

of the female just at the time the spatha used to open ; for when the flower is fully ex-

jianded, it sheds its dust; without the afsistance of which the Dates would be harsh and ill-

tasted, disagreeable, and without stones or kernels, and only fit to be given to camels and

other beasts of burden." In the males and females of the PistacMa Nut-tree they observe

the same method as in those of the Date-tree. " In Sicily (says Gcofrov, in his IVIatcria

Medica,) the countrymen pluck clusters of flowers from the male Pistachla, with the fecun-

dating dust of which they impregnate the female flowers : Others gather the male

flowers, expose them to dry in proper bags, and scatter the proliferous dust on the female

flowers, that the fruit may not prove abortive, and the crop fail." 7. NoMhig F/oiuers.—
Since the male dust is generally of a greater specific gravity than the air, in most plants

that have the pistillum longer than the stamina, the All-wise Creator has made the flowers

nodding, that the powder may more easily reach the stigma, as may be seen in the

common Srjow-drop, greater Snow-drop, Sow-bread, Nmxifsus, Fritillary, Campanula, Dogs-
tooth, Violet, &c. Now it cannot be said that this happens merely from the weight of

the flower, for sometimesthe fruit in the same plants, which is ten times heavier than the

flower, grows^erect, as in the Crown Imperial, Fritillary, and others. S. Sunk Flozvcn.

The stems of many plants grow under water ; but a little before they blow, the flower-,

emerge or rise above the surface of the water, as we see in the water-lily, Frogs-bit,

Broad-leafed Pond-weed, Perennial Arsmart, S;c. There are others in which all the parts

grow under water, as the Water-milfoil, Water-soldier, several of the Pond-weeds, all

which, about the time of flowering, raise their flowering stems above the water, which
stems sink again as soon as the time of flowering is over. The Fallisneria of Miclicli,

a. kind of Pond-weed, which grows in Italy, bears a very long scapus, or flowering stem,

Init twisted in form of a screw; hence it appears very short. This plant grows in rivulet.--

and ditches under water, and bears on the extremity of its stem one flower onlv. Aboat
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Excorticated and bark-bared trees may be preserved by nourishing tip

a shoot from tire foot, or below the stripped place, and inserting it into

a slit above the wounded part : to be done in the spring, and secured

from air, as you treat a graff: This I have out of the very industrious

Mr. Cook, p. 48. But Dr. Merret brought us in this relation to the

Royal Society, that making a square section of the rinds of Ash and

the time of blowing, the scapus is lengthened till the calyx has reached the surface of the

water; which done, the flower is expanded, and, after a few days, the flowering and

-impregnation being over, it sinks again, the stem turning in a spiral form as before. This

is the female plant. The ValUsneiioides of Micheli grows in the same places under water,

iiaving a flower stem scarce an inch high, which consequently does not reach the surface

of the water; this bears many flowers, which when the time of flowering approaches,

drop from the scapus, and rise like little bladders : as soon as they have reached the

surface of the water, though before shut, tiiey then open, and swimming about, shed their

dust on tlie female flowers, which are also swimming in the same places. This is the male

plant of the former. H. Clifl\ 45+. Micheli, without attending to the sex, has carefully

observed and faithfully described this circumstance. 9. Syngencsious Flowers.—The compound

'flowers are formed in different ways. In the Polygamia Jiiqualis all the florets are furnished

with stamina and pistilla. In the Folygamia Sujierflua all the florets have stamina and pistilla

in the disk or middle of the flower; but in the radius there are only female flowers, which

are impregnated by the male dust, of those in the disk. In tlie Polygamia Siijiajlua ti)e disk

is filled with hermaphrodite florets, as in the former ; but the female flowers, which con-

stitute the radius, cannot ripen their seed, being all without stigmata. Lastly, tlie florets

;of the Polygamia Nece/saria, which fill the disk, have the stamina and pistilla, but for want

of the stigmata tliese florets bear no seeds, and the plants would all have been barren, had

not the AU-vvise Creator furnished the radius, which consists ouly of female florets, with

complete pistilla that have the stigmata, and consequently ripen the seed. 10. Consideration

of all Sorts of Flovscrs.—The tenth and last argument is drawn from the genuine consideration

of all sorts of flowers. And here, for the sake of brevity, we shall examine only a few out

of the many that might be produced in proof of the Linnaean doctrine of the generation

of plants. The Celosia, Cocks-comb, is furnished with a pistillum surrounded by five

stA.raina, whose filaments are joined below by a thin plaited film. In moist weather this

film is relaxed, and the antherje stand at a .great distance from one another, but in dry

weather the lilm is contracted, by which means the filaments come close together, so that

the anlherEe almost touch the stigma, and hence the impregnation is alsisted. The Saxifrage

has ten stamina, in tlie centre of which are two pistilla. After being in flower for soma

days, two of the stamina, which stand opposite to one another, meet, that their dust may

fall perpendicularly down on the stigmata, while their antheroe force open, as it were, each

other's farinil'erous cells, by rubbing against one another; next d.iy these two stamina

recede from one another, and two others supply their place, and thus they continue to

do till all the males have discharged their dust in the same manner. The grafs
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Sycamore, (March 1664,) whereof three sides were cut, and one not; the ehap. vji,

succefs was, that the whole bark did unite, being bound with pack-thread,
^-^•'^y''*^

leaving only a scar : but being separated entirely from the tree, namely

several parts of the bark, and at various depths, leaving on some part of

the bark, others cut to the very wood itself, being tied on as the former,

a new rind succeeded in their place ; but what was covered over beyond

of Parhafsus has five short stamina ; one of which, as soon as the filament is suificiently

lengthened, touches the stigma with its antherse, and having discharged its fertilizing dUst,

immediately rises, and whereas it was bent inward before, it now bends backward, and

the filament grows afterwards almost as high as the corolla ; then the second stamen tomes

forward in the same way and manner; then the third, fourth, and fifth, till they have

all discharged their office. The Lyclfnh Eos CucuH, or Meadow Pinks, and the G\/iscphila

Pastigiata, a kind of Soapwort, have procumbent stems ; but when the time of flowering

approaches, these are raised upright, that the dust of the antiiera, being exposed to the

wind, may be more readily blown upon the stigmata. This is also the reason why the

greatest part of flowers are elevated on flowering stems above the ground, that the wind

may more easily shake them. For the Narcii'sus, Snow-drop, Violet, Crois-worf, and some

others, have their stems erect, but after the time of flowering, their stems recline to the

ground.

Almost all the spiked plants begin their flowering belovV, or in the lovver part of the

stem, that in case the dust of the first should not prove fufiicient, that of the latter may
ihake up the lofs. Of this sort are also the corymbiferous and umbelliferous plants, not

to say the compound flowers, where the florets constituting the radius open first ; then

follow the interior florets, and the disk is elevated or raised, that the exterior florets

jnay also receive some of their dust, if they were not sufficiently impregnated before.

This is so certain and constant a rule, that when Linnaeus found the Hkracium Pricmorsum

the greater Broad-leaved Hawk-weed, or greater Upright Mouse-ear, observe a diflx?rent

order, ;. e. the uppermost flowers come out first, he thouglit it a singular instance in Nature.

The Pellitory clearly shows us the procels of generation ; if we observe it in a morning

at a proper hour, we shall see how its anthera; burst with great elasticity, and emit their

dust all round; and, of consequence, also upon the pistillum. The same experiment

succeeds, if we touch the antherae with the point of a needle, as Vaillant has observed.

The Melons, Pompions, Cucumbers, Gourds, &c. have two sorts of flowers ; the one

male, which are called barren; the other female, which bear the pistilla and fruit. The
gardeners advise, that the barren flowers should be carefully plucked ofl^, by reason they

think these deprive the plant too much of its nourishment : But without doubt they are

mistaken ; for they had better take the entire male flowers and sprinkle the females with

their dust at noon, or roll the male flowers on the female, by which means the male dust

will readily reach the stigmata, and the females, thus impregnated, vvill ripen their fruit:

for the reason why the fruit drops off, is for want of being impregnated, and not for want

of nourishment, as is the vulgar opinion,. Hence it is, that if gardeners do not give air to
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the places of incifion with diachylon plaster, and also bound as the rest,

did, within the space of three weeks, unite to the tree, though with some

shrivelling and scar : The same experiment tried about Michaelmas, and

in the winter, came to nothing : Where some branches were decorticated

quite round, without any union, a withering of the branch beyond the

incision ensued ; also a twig separated from a branch, with a sloping cut.

their stoves, so that generation may be afsisted by the help of the wind, the fruit drops oft",

or miscarries. In 1723, a Pompion flowered in Stenbrohalt Garden, the male flowers

of which were carefully plucked off every day, as soon us they appeared, lest they should

draw from the female flowers too much of their nourishment ; the consequence was, that

not one fruit appeared on the plant that season. If we pluck the flowers of the male

Hemp, before those of the female plant are opened, we shall get none, or but very few

ripe seeds. Yet it happens sometimes, that the female Hemp, bears one or two male

flowers, by which some of the females may be impregnated ; and this ci.cumstance deceived

Camerarius. The Hops are of two sorts ; the one male, and the other female ; and that

which they commonly call the fruit, i^ only the calyx expanded and lengthened ; hence the

female plants, though not impregnated, can bear cones. This it was which deceived

Tournefort, so that he would not acknowledge the sexes of plants, because a female plant

of the Hop, in the garden at Paris, throve well, and bore fruit in plenty every year, when

no male plants were within several .miles of it. The same thing happens in the Mulberry

and Elite, the berries of which are only succulent calyxes, but not seed-vefsels or ovaria.

—

One Richard Baal, a gardener at Brentford, sold a great quantity of Cauliflower seed,

which he raised in his own garden, to (everal gardeners in the suburbs of London, who

carefully sowed the seeds in good ground, but they produced nothing but the common

long-leaved Cabbage ; for which reason they complained that they were imposed upon,

and commenced a fuit against the aforefaid Baal in Westminster Hall. The Judge's

opinion was, that Baal should return the gardeners their money, and also make good their lofs

of time and crops. Ray's Hist. vol. I. p. 1-2. This however ought not to be considered as

a fraud on the part of the poor gardener, but ought to be ascribed to the impregnation

of his good plants by the common Cabbage. Wherefore, if we have an excellent sort

of Cabbage, we ought not to let it flower in the neighbourhood of an inferior kind, lest the

good sort be impregnated "by ihe dust of the other, whereby the seeds will produce a dege-

nerate race. If we intend to plant the Poplar or Willow, for walks, we should take only

the male plants for that purpose; for if the females are planted, they will multiply so fast

as to form a grove instead of a walk. The Juniper does not produce fruit every year

in equal plenty ; for if rain falls during its time of flowering, the fruit is deprived of the

farina, and falls ofl". A female plant of the Juniper grew for many years in Clifford's

garden, but never produced any fruit for want of a male plant. The Rhodwla, or Rose-

wort, grew in the Upsal garden from the year 1696, at which time Profefsor Rudbeck

brought it thither from the mountains of Lapland ; but it never ripened its seeds, being

without a male plant. It is needlefs to mention more examples, though 1 could easily
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and fastened to it again in the same posture, bound and and covered with chap. vii.

the former plaster, withered in three days time. Among other easy '^'""V^-^

remedies, a cerecloth of fresh butter and honey, applied whilst the wound
is green, especially in summer, and bound about with a thumb-rope

of moist hay, and rubbed with cow-dung, has healed many : But for

rare and more tender trees, after pruning, take purely refined tallow.

deduce some singular experiments from many more plants, to corroborate this doctrine

of the generation of plants. I shall not speak of the Maize, the generation of which

ij denied by Siegesbeck and others, from the situation of the anthera; and pistilla; but refer

for this to a treatise written by Mr. Logan, of Philadelphia, entitled, " Experiments

concerning the Generation of Plants." Concerning the Hasel, see the Experiments

of Mr. Bradley, late Profcfsor of Botany in Cambridge. As to the Fig-tree, we shall

explain its peculiar manner of generation, which is called Caprification, more at large.

—

Tournefort, while he was in the islands of the Archipelago, accurately observed tills, and

has described it in the following manner. " There arc three varieties of the Cajir'ificus,

or Wild Fig, which is the male, called by the natives Fornites, Craiirites, and Orni, These

produce their fruit at three different times of the year ; the fruit of the Fomites, or first

variety, begin to bud in August, and hold to the end of November, at which time many
small insects make their escape from them, and lay their eggs on the Cratirites, or second

variety, whose fruit is now coming out. The Cmtirites, or second variety, bud in the end
of September, and hold till May following. The insects sometimes come out of these be-

fore the Orni, or third variety are budded ; in which case the husbandmen carefully seek

for those trees of the Crntiikes whose insects have not yet come out, and tie tlieir branches

on the Orni, that the insects may lay their eggs thereon. The Orni, or third variety, bud
in May, and are ripe in July. In all the three varieties, certain insects are generated

which deposite their eggs, and these eggs become worms, and aflerwards are turned into

flies before the fruit falls oO". The countrymen chiefly gather the Orni in June and [ul\

a little before the dog-days, or when the insects begin to fly, and tie them with threads

to the cultivated Fig-tree ; then the insects by wounding the orifices of Llie cultivated Figs

make their way into the cavities of the fruit, which ripen after this in about fourteen days."

This wc shall now explain. The Ca/irijicus, or Wild Fig, is the male plant, and the

cultivated Fig the female. The flowers are disposed within the cavity of the receptacle

which is so close shut, that often it will scarce admit the eiid of a common needle through

the pore in its extremity. Now the fig-flies, whicii are of the ichneumon kind, being

transformed, and furnished with wings, about the time the farina of the male Fig is ripe

make their escape from those male Figs, and being wholly covered with their dust, after

copulation, they seek for a place to lay their eggs, and flying to every one of the female

Figs, they enter their cavities, which are filled with pistilla from all sides, by which means
they must necefsarily brush oft" that farina, or male dust, with which they were covered

and thus the seeds are impregnated. It is true, the female Fig can ripen its fruit, though
the seeds are not impregnated, because this fruit is not a pericarpium, or seed-vefsel, but

Volume IT. \J
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BOOK n. mingled and well hardened with a little loamy earth and horse-dung

^"^'y'^-^ newly made.

Dr. Plot speaks of an Elm growing near the bowling-green at Mag-

dalen-College, quite romid disbarked., almost for a yard near the ground,

which yet flourishes exceedingly ; upon which he dilates into an accurate

only a receptacle : So that also the Hop, Mulberry, Strawberry, and Elite, can produce

fruit, though their seeds do not ripen, because their fruit is nothing but a receptacle or

calyx. Some botanists, who were ignorant of this, seeing those trees produce fruit without

previous impregnation, thought they had found an unanswerable argument against the

generation of plants; but they did not consider, that the fruit of the Fig is not a seed-

vefsel, but a common receptacle. Yet it appears, that the fruit of the Fig, if the seeds are

impregnated, grow to a much larger size than those which are not ; which Tournefort

also observed ; for he tells us, that a Fig-tree, in Tranche Compte, where there is no

caprification, produced every year only twenty-five pound weight of Figs ; but that another

of the same size in one of the islands of the Archipelago, produced yearly two hundred and

eighty pound weight of Figs, wliich is above ten times the quantity of the other. This

age hath clearly refuted the opinion of Camerarius, who maintained that the seeds of Figs,

never produced any plants. For Linna;us tells, that Fig-trees are raised every year in

Holland from the seeds, provided the fruit is brought from Italy. But if the fruit grew

in France, England, Germany, or Sweden, where there are no Wild Figs, the seeds

produce nothing ; on the other hand, if those seeds are sown, which grew in Italy or the

Greek islands, where the male Fig abounds, the plants readily spring up, putting forth

leaves, which at first are like those of the Mallow. The same experiment was tried with

"ood succefs in the Upfal garden in the year 1744. I shall now mention the utility

of insects in the fecundation of plants. In a great many flowers there is a honey-juice,

separated by the flower, which Pontedera thinks is that balsam which the seeds imbibe,

to make them keep and preserve their vegetative quality longer; and as long as the

balsam is not dried up or spoiled, so long the seeds are fit to germinate. Several insects, as

bees, flies, butterflies, live on this honey-juice only. Quintilian, the Roman Orator, has

a very singular case in one of his Orations :
" A poor man and a rich man," fays he,

" had (wo small adjoining gardens. The rich men had many fine flowers in his

garden, and the poor man had bees in his. The rich man complained that his flowers

were spoiled by the poor man's bees, which he warned him to remove. The poor man not

complying, the other scattered poison on his flowers ; on which the poor man's bees

all died; and Dives is guilty of this great injury. The poor man pleads that the bees did

no hurt at all to the rich man's flowers; that neither the Creator nor any human laws, had

ever restrained bees within any certain limits ; and therefore the rich man might hinder

the bees from settling on his flowers if he could." But the other might have objected,

that the bees were so far hurtful to his flowers, that they sucked the honey-juice, and

carried ofi" the fertilizing dust. After all, it is probable that the bees are more useful than

h'jrl.ful to flowers, since by their unwearied laboius they spread the fertilizing dust, so tiiat
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discourse how it should pofsibly be, all trees being held to receive their chap. vii.

nutrition between the wood and the bark, and to perish upon their "^"-"V^-^

separation ; this tree being likewise hollow as a drum, and its outmost

surface, where decorticated, dry and dead. The solution of this

phsenomenon (to all appearance, from the verdant head,) could not have

been more philosophically resolved, than by the hypothesis there produced

it may reach the pistillum : for it is not clear what use the honey-juice is of in the ccconomy

of flowers. From what has been said it appears, that the generation of plants is performed

by the genital dust of the antherse falling on the moist stigma, or female organ ; which

dust by the help of the moisture, adheres and bursts, discharging its contents, the subtle

particles of which are absorbed by the style, into tlie ovarium, germen, or seed-bud.

—

Upon the whole, I think that the flowering of plants may be truly called their generation
;

the antients having with great propriety named the flower, the Joy of plants. Flos gaudium

arborum. Pl i N

.

The calyx then is the bed, in which the stamina and pistilla, celebrate the nuptials

of plants; and here also those tender organs are cherished and defended from external

injuries. The corolla, or petals, are the curtains, closely surrounding the male and female

organs, in order to keep ofl^ storm, rain, or cold; but when the sun shines bright, they

freely expand, both to give accefs to the sun's rays, and to the fecundating dust. The
filaments are the spermatic vefsels by which the juice, secreted from the plant, is carried

to the anlhera;. The antherae are the testicles, and may not improperly be compared

to the soft roe or milt of fishes. The dust of the antherae answers to the sperm and

seminal animalcules ; for, though it is dry, that it may the more easily be conveyed by the

wind, yet it gets moisture upon touching the stigma. The stigma is that external part

of the female organ which receives the male dust, and on which the male dust acts. The
style is the vagina, or tube, through which the effluvia of the male dust pafs to the germen

or seed-bud. The germen is the ovary, for it contains the unimpregnated or unfertilized

seeds. The pericarpiura, or seed-vefsel, answers to the impregnated ovary ; and, in fact,

is the same with the germen, or seed-bud, only increased in bulk, and loaded with fertile

seeds. The seeds are the eggs, of which we have already fully spoken. We ought to

observe, that the calyx is a production of the external bark of the plant; the orolla, of tlie

inner bark; the stamina, of the alburnum, or white sap; the pericarpium, or seed-vef5el,

of the woody substance; and the seeds, of the pith of the tree; for in this manner they are

placed, and in this manner also they are unfolded. Therefore in a flower we find all the

internal parts of a plant unfolded. This, though obscurely, was taken notice of by

Caesalpinus, and also by Mr. Logan of Philadelphia. Flowers then are nothing else but

the genitals of plants, with this difference from those of animals, that their organs of gene-

ration are reckoned obscene, and modesty forbids us to examine them ; for which reason

nature has taken care frequently to hide them from our sight. But in the vegetable king-

dom it is quite otherwife ; for there those parts are not hid, but rather exposed to the view

of all- Add to this, that they are the most beautiful of all the parts of plants, in which the

U 2
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by the Doctor, who afsures mc, he was yet deliberating whether the tree

being hollow, it might not pofsibly proceed from some other latent cause,

as afterwards he discovered ; when having obtained permifsion to open

the body of it, he found another Elm letting down its stem all the length

of this empty case, and striking root w hen it came to the earth, from

whence it derived nourishment, maintaining a flourishing top, and has.

study, love, and contemplation of men are conversant. As the genitals of all animals have

a rank and strong smell in rutting time, so the flowers, or genitals, of plants also send forth

a smell, which, though very different in different plants, is for the most part very agreeable.

We see then how the Great Creator has enriched the most innocent nuptials of plants, with

the most singular and superb ornaments. Let us behold the bed, or calyx ; with what art

is it constructed ! the curtain, or superb covering, called the corolla, how neat and elegant

its extremity or termination, how splendidly cut or carved, how fine and thin, and witii

what lively and beautiful colours is it adorned ! We may truly say, in the emphatical

language of the scriptures, that Solomon in all lis glory ivas not arrayed like one of tliese. The

Amaranthus Tricolor wants this beautiful covering of the corolla; but here nature has taken

care to cover the flowers with a shade or fine-coloured crown of the leaves, which is laid

over the flowers, that the few males, being defended from showers, might more easily and

safely discharge their farina on the females below. All animals appear most beautiful and

healthy just before their copulation. The hart tofses up his prominent horns; the birds

shine and glitter with gay colours ; the fishes taste then most deliciously. But when the

time of copulation is over, the hart loses his lofty or towering horns; the birds lose much

of their beauty ; and the fishes a great deal of their former flavour or fine taste. Now
plants are subject to the same changes : for in the spring and flowering-time their verdure

and beauty is most amazingly gay ; but, when that is over, they lose much of their former

splendor. Thus copulation weakens and debilitates. In the silk worm, moths and butter-

flies, one may see, when their copulation is over, hov»r their wings droop, and their life

expires ; but if a butterfly be shut up in a room alone, and not suffered to copulate with

others, it will often remain in health and vigour for half the year. In the annual and

biennial plants one may observe, that before they have flowered, they resist the cold of

winter, e.g. the Pinks, Lichnises, and others; but if they flower the first year, as soon as

winter approaches they generally die; if, on the other hand, they do not flower, they will

often continue in vigour three or four years. The Plantain-tree has continued in the

gardens of Holland for a hundred years ; but when it has once flowered, no art, skill, or

experience, can prevent its lofty stem from perishing the year following. The Cmypha,

or Umbrella Palm-tree, remains barren for thirty-five years, growing in that time to the

height of seventy feet; and in the space of four months afler that time, it rises thirty feet

liigher, puts forth its flowers, and produces its fruit the same year; which done, it totally

dies both root and stem. Hort. Cliff. 4S2. The Lavatera Arborea, or Sea Tree-Mallow,

will rise to a considerable height, bearing the winter frosts very well; but when it has

once blown, though it were to produce but one flower, not all llie al'sistance of the
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till now, pafsed for a little miracle, as it still may do for a thing extra- chap. vii.

ordinary, and rare enough ; for not only its pafsage, and how it should ^-""-y"**-^

come there, unlefs haply some of the samera, or seed, of the old tree,

when pregnant, should have luckily fallen down within the hollow pipe,

or, as might be conjectured, from some sucker springing of a juicy root,

but the strange incorporating of the superior part of the bole with the

gardener, or greeti'-house, or any art, can prevent its perishing on the first approach of

winter.

The stomach of plants is the earth, from which they receive their nourishment; and the

finest and most subtle part of the soil is their chyle. The root, which carries the 'chyle

from the stomach to the body of the plant, is analagous to the lacteals or chyiiferous vi.'fsels

of animals. The trunk, which supports and give strength to the whole plant, is analogous-

to the bones. The leaves by which plants tranfpire, are instead of lungs. The leaves

may be also compared to the muscles of animals; for oy their agitation with the wind the

plant is put in motion. For these reasons, herbs furnished with leaves cannot thrive

except they have air; but succulent plants, which have no leaves; e. g. some of the

Eujihorbias, Torch-thistles, Melon-thistle, Pnckly-pear, and. {.he Stajielia, though shut up in-

green-houses, and quite deprived of the cxteraal air, do thrive yery well. Ifyou shut ui)

a tree or a shrub, which is full of leaves, in a close room in the summer time, it will die

but if in the winter, when it has lost all its leaves, it will remain safe. Heat is to plants

analogous to the heart in animals. Plants have no heart, nor indeed have they any
occasion for such an organ, for they live in the same manuer as Polypes do in the animal-

kingdom; their juices, mixed with air are propelled through the vefsels, but not circu-

lated back again by returning vefsels. The bloodvefsels ot animals are divided into

various branches, so also are the vefsels of plants.

From what has been said it follows, that a flower which is furnished with anthera; but

wants the stigmata, is a male flower, that a flower which has stigmata, but no anthers

is a female ; and one that has both, is an hermaphrodite flower. Nor need we wonder'
that in the vegetable kingdom many plants are hermaphrodite, though in the animal
kin;rdom there are very few of this kind ; for there one fex can easily go to the other-

whereas plants are fixed to one spot, and cannot go from it. Justly therefore has the All-

wise Creator furnished snails and other slow-paced animals with the genital organs of both

sexes, lest the species should be extinct or lost; during their copulation then, the one acts

on the other, and each acts the part of male and female, while both impjegnate and are

impregnated by each other.

We call a plant which has only male flowers, a male plant ; that which has only female
flowers, a female plant; and that which has only hermaphrodite flowers, an hermaphrodite
plant. A fourth sort, having on one and the fame stem both male and female flowers

distinct, is called an androgynous plant. There is also a fifth sort, namely, when on one •

and the same plant there are not only hermaphrodite flowers, but also male or female
flowers; and this is called a polygamous plant. When male flowers are added to the

hermaphrodite, they serve to impregnate thofe which have not been impregnated by thjjr
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%ooK 1 1 . old hollow-tree which embraces it, not by any perceptible roots, but as

"'"^''''y'*^
if it were only one body with it, whilst the rest of the vaginated stem

touches no other part of the whole cavity, till it comes to the ground, is

surprising. This being besides very extraordinary, that a tree, which-

naturally grows taper as it approaches the top, should swell, and become

bigger there than it is below. But this the Doctor will himself render

own males, e. ". in the Crofs-wort, and White Hellebore; or If female flowers are added,

they are impregnated by the farina of the hermaphrodite flowers, as in the PelUtoiy and,

Onache. It is very remarkable, tliat the seeds of the hermaphrodite flowers in the Orrache

are altogether unlike the seeds of the female flowers both in shape and size, yet they-

produce the same plant, as well as the seeds of compound flowers do, which grow in the-

disk and in the radius, or in the centre and margin of the flower. To tliis place we may

refer a third sort of polygamous plants, in which there are two sorts of hermaphrodite

flowers on one individual, one sort wanting the stigmata, and the other the antherae, as in

the Plantain-tree.

When there are more petals in flowers than they ought to have, such are said to be

luxuriant; and they are of three sorts, viz. Full, when all the stamina are wanting, and

petals only grow in their room : Multiplied, when some of the stamina are wanting, and

some remain : or Proliferous, when another flower with its proper flower-stalks grows out,

of the pistillum, or centre of the flower. All luxuriant flowers are justly reckoned!

monsters; since the efsential parts are changed into a difierent nature and figure: which,

notwithstanding, is much admired by florists, who take great delight in full and multiplied

flowers or double flowers, as they commonly call them. It is remarkable, that when

monopetalous flowers are changed into luxuriant or full ones, only the corolla is increased,

as in the Gelder Rose, African Marygold, Feverfew, &c. And-tMs holds chiefly in com-,

pound flowers, and but seldom in any other. Hence we may see, that no full flowers are

ever natural, but always propagated from single ones; for nature never produces any race

of more monsters. These full flowers are at first produced from a superabundance

of nourishment. And since these full flowers are destitute of stamina, they are conse-

quently deprived of the male organs of generation, which should impregnate the stigmata;,

but no seeds will germinate, (as we have observed before,) unlefs they have been fertilized

by the male dust ; therefore such flowers must necefsarily be barren, or produce no seeds.

Of this sort are the Pinks, the Ilejiatica, Stock July-flower, Indian Crefs, Pomegranate,

Rose, Ranunculus, Marsh-raarygold, Lychnis, Violet, Wall-flower, Piony, Narcifsus, &c.

—

All these, with full flowers, never produce seeds, but are propagated by suckers, off'-sets,,

or slips. I am well aware, that the Poppy, the Fennel-flower, and some few among the

compound flowers, do sometimes produce good seeds, because some of their stamma remain

to impregnate the pistillum. The same way of reasoning may be applied to all pro-

liferous flowers, e. g. the Ranunculus and Rose; for they are barren, because they want

the germcn, and female parts of generation, when the prolification is from the centre of the

flower ; but their ofl'spring sometimes produce good seeds, providing they are not full flowers.

From this difsertation the reader may perceive how similar nature is to herself, and ho\t>
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a more minute account of in the next imprefsion of 'that excellent chap. vii.

piece of his ; nor had I anticipated it on this occasion, but to let the ''•**"v*"^

world know, in the mean time, how ingeniously ready he is to acknow-

ledge the mistake, as he has been succefsful in discovering it.

Deer, conies, and hares, by barking the trees in hard winters, spoil

exact in following her own laws in all her works. Who would ever believe so many
truths were discoverable concerning plants? though, without doubt, there are many more
that remain still undiscovered. I shall conclude with the words of Pliny : " That there is

" in plants a natural instinct to generation; and that the males, by a certain blast and
" subtle powder, do consummate the nuptials on the females."—Nat. Hist.

And now we are upon the subject of Generation, let us take a view of the analogy

between animal and vegetable parturition. The subject is curious, and I believe, has

hitherto pafsed unnoticed; I mean the parturition of an ear of com. PI. 36, Fig. i. repre-

sents an ear, or husk, of wheat, confined in what may be called the uterus, and within

a few days of delivery, a. The os uteri, h. b. The gravid uterus, the mouth of which is, at

this time, sealed up to keep out the dews and rain. Fig. 2. The uterus cut open, to show
the ear in its natural situation, a. The os uteri, b. b. The uterus cut open. c. The ear.

Fig. 3. An ear of wheat after having pafsed through the os uteri. This may be called

a natural birth, a. The ear. b. The os uteri. As the fibres of the vegetable os uteri,

are incapable of distention, the ring is divided, to allow a pafsage for the ear without

laceration, a. a. The uterus delivered of its burden. Fig. 4-. An ear of wheat some days
after a natural delivery. a. The ear. b. The uterus contracted to its natural size.

Fig. 5. An ear of wheat, after having forced its way through the side of the uterus, the neck
being rendered impervious in consequence of being bent down by the action of the wind.
This may be called the Cresarean operation; but which, from the peculiar structure of the
vegetable uterus, is not attended with danger, a. The os uteri, b. The neck of the
uterus, bent down by the action of the wind. c. c. The uterus, d. The ear, delivered in
a more easy way than in Fig. 6. Fig. 6. An ear of wheat in Uie act of forcing its way
through the side of the uterus, a. The os uteri, b. The neck of the uterus bent down
by the action of the wind. c. The ear forcing its pafsage through the side of the uterus
d. d. The uterus. On a careful examination, we find the uterus made up of a broad leaf,

folded up into a tubular form, so that by a gentle lateral prefsure of the ear, it is easily
unfolded. Had it been a perfect iube, parturition could never have been performed
without laceration, in cases where the neck of the uterus was bent down by natural
violence. This is a wise provifion of the Author of Nature, to obviate frequent and
iinavoidable accidents. And here it will be proper to remark, that the birth of the ear^ or
iusk, is previous to conception, the anthers and stijTmata being at this time imperfeflly
formed; so that the vegetable has another birth to underffo, when the grain has arrived
at nwturity. It is in this manner that God has thought proper to discover to our senses
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many tender plantations : Next to the utter destroying them, there is

nothing better than to anoint that part wliich is within their reach, with

stercus humanum, tempered with a httle water or urine, and lightly

brushed on ; this renewed after every great rain : But a cleanlier than

this, and yet which conies, and even cattle most abhor, is to water or

sprinkle them with tanners' liquor, viz. that which they use for drefsing

their hides ; or to wash with slacked lime and water, altogether as

expedient ; also to tie thumb-bands of hay and straw round them as far

.ES-they can reach.

Alofs (whicli is an adnascent plant) is to be rubbed and scraped off

with some fit instrument of wood, which may not excorticate the tree, or

with a piece of hair-cloth after a sobbing rain ; or by setting it on fire

with a wisp of straw, about the end of December, if the season be dry,

as they practise it in Staffordshire ; but the most infallible art of Emusca-

tion is taking away the cause (which is superfluous moisture in clayey

and spewing grounds,) by drefsing with lime.

Ivy is destroyed by digging up its roots, and loosening its hold ; and

much of his Providence ; and to encourage our researches, he has endowed us with a most

ardent.desireto trace him along the path that he has made.

4- AGE. It is abundantly evident that every living thing has its beginning and end-

ing and undergoes innumerable changes. Thus we foe that infancy is weak and feeble
;

but youth is comely, flourishing, and luxuriant. Manhood is plump, strong, and full of

stature but old age droops, becomes weak, languid, and dry, the sad presages of ap-

proaching difsolution. And are not plants subject to the same vicifsitudes, and go through

the same stages ? In their infant, or very youthful state, they are small and weak, destitute

of flowers and fruit; when more advanced, they wanton in beautiful and shining colours,

being the most agreeable, and, as it were, in the joyous spring of life; in summer being

then more plump, firm, and strong, but lefs splendid, they bear fruit
:

in autumn, or old

age they droop, grow dry, and wither, returning to dust from whence they came. The

Ivy in its first or tender state has spear-shaped leaves, and bears neither flowers nor fruit.

This is that variety which Bauhine calls Halera Immi rejieus, " Ivy creeping on the ground."

The same plant, when more advanced, bears five-lobed leaves, climbs on trees and

walls and is barren. This variety Bauhine calls Hedera major steiilis, the " Greater barren

Ivy." In its next, or more mature state, it sends forth three-lobed leaves, and, leaving its

props and supporters, it rises by its own strength, and puts on the appearance of a pretty

tall tree being loaded with flowers and fruit. This is tlie Hetlaa Arborca of C. B. " Tree
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even the removal of Ivy itself, if very old, and when it has long invested chap. vii.

its support, is attended with pernicious consequences, the tree frequently ^"^""V"**^

dying from the sudden exposure to unaccustomed cold. Of the roots

of Ivy (vi^hich shrub may, with small industry, be made a beautiful

standard,) are made curiously polished and flecked cups and boxes, and

even tables of great value. Mistletoe and other excrescences are to be

cut and broken off. But the fungi (which prognosticate an internal

fault) are remedied by abrasion, interlucation, and exposure to sun.

The bodies of trees are visited with canker, hollownefs, hornets, ear-

wigs, snails, &c.

Tlie wind-shock is a bruise and a shiver throughout tbe tree, thdugh

not constantly visible, yet leading the warp from smooth renting, caused

by over-powerful winds, when young, and perhaps by subtile lightnings,

to which the strongest Oaks, and other the most robust trees, are fain to

submit, and will be twisted like a rope of Hemp ; and therefore, of old,

not used to kindle the sacrifice. Trees likewise often suffer the same

injury by rigorous and piercing colds and frosts; such as in the year

Ivy." But when old, it puts forth egg-shaped leaves without lobes. This is the He^lera

foetica of C. B. " Poets' Ivy." Daily experience abundantly shows, that all plants undergo
a variety of changes. From the seed spring up tender shoots, which at first resemble

small shrubs ; these, by degrees, acquire a firm trunk, and bear flowers and fruit • after

this the branches flag, and are covered, as well as the trunk, with mofs, first one branch
decaying, and then another, till the whole tree moulders away, and ths place thereof knoiusth

it no more. Linn.

5. DISEASES Wlien life, in any manner of way, is hurt or injured, that state we call

Disease
; to which vegetables, as well as animals are subject. By too great heat they are

parched, become. languid, and droop; by too much cold they are often killed, or made
subject to cold tumours, analogous to kibes and chilblains in the human body. Some-
times they are liable to canker, sometimes to vermin; from whence they are said to be
lousy. Linn.

DEATH. Death is the privation of life. Every living thing is siibject to Death, as
constant experience teaches. Since then, we know that vegetables as well as animals di«
hy diseases and external injuries, we may ask, How can vegetables exchange life for
death, if they were not previously endowed wiih life } For if we break a stone, which has
no life, mto a thousand parts, it by no means undergoes such a change as we observe
Sn vegetables. Linn.

Vohime JI, ^
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BOOK II. 1683, split many stately timber-trees from head to foot; whicli, as tHe

^.ii«-v-^.>' weather grew milder, closed again, so as hardly to be discerned, but

were found at the felling miserably shattered, and good for little. The
best prevention is shelter, choice of place for the plantation, and frequent

shreading, whilst they are yet in their youth. Wind-shaken is discovered

by certain ribs, boils, and swellings on the bark, beginning at the foot

of the stem, and ascending the body of the tree to the boughs. But

against such frosts and fire from heaven there is no chann.

Cankers, of all other diseases the most pernicious, corroding, and eating

to the heart, and difficult to cure, (whether caused by some stroke, or

galling, or by hot and burning land,) are to be cut out to the quick, the

scars emplastered with tar mingled with oil, and over that a thin spread-

ing of loam, or else with clay and horse-dung ; but best with hogs-dung

alone, bound to it in a rag ; or by laying Wood-ashes, Nettles, or Fern to

the roots. You will know if the cure be effected, by the colour of the

wounds growing fresh and green, and not reddish : But if the gangrene

be within, it must be cured by nitrous, sulphureous, and drying applica-

tions, and by no means by any thing of an unctuous nature, which is

exitial to trees, tar, as was said, only excepted, which I have experi-

mentally known to preserve trees from the envenomed teeth of goats, and

other Injuries ; the entire stem smeared over, without the least prejudice,

and to my no small admiration. But for over-hot and torrid land, you

must sadden the mould about the root with pond-mud and neats-dung
;

and by graffing fruit-trees on stocks raised in the same mould, as being

more homogeneous.

Hollownefs is contracted, when, by reason of the ignorant or carelefs

lopping of a tree, the wet is stiffered to fall perpendicularly upon a part,

especially the head, or any other part or arms, by which means the rain is

conducted to the very heart of the stem and body of the tree, which it soon

rots. In this case if there be sufficient sound wood, cut it to the quick,

and close to the body, and cap the hollow part with a tarpaulin, or fill it

with good stiff loam, horse-dung, and fine hay mingled, or with well-

tempered mortar, covering it with a piece of tarpaulin. This is one of

the wors^t evils, and to which the Elm is most obnoxious. Old broken
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boughs, if very great, are to be cut off at some distance from the body, chap. vn.

but the smaller close'*.
v-*-v"^

Hornets and wasps, by breeding in the hollownefs of trees, not only

infect them, but will peel them round to the very timber, as if cattle had

"In the year 1791, Mr. William Forsyth, Superintendant of his Majesty's gardens at

Xensington, published the following composition for curing injuries and defects of fruit

and forest trees, and for which he received a diftinguished mark of his Majesty's ap-

probation.

" Take one bushel of fresh cow-dung, half a bushel of lime rubbish of old buildings,

*' (that from the cielings of rooms is preferable,) half a bushel of wood ashes, and a six-

" teenth part of a bushel of pit or river sand. The three last articles arc to be sifted fine

" before they are mixed ; then work them well together with a spade, and afterwards

'• with a wooden beater, until the stuff is very smooth, like fine plaster, used for the

*' ceilings of rooms.

" The composition being thus made, care must be taken to prepare the tree proper!"

*' for its application, by cutting away all the dead, decayed, and injured part, till you como
" to the fresh sound wood ; leaving the surface of the wood very smooth, and rounding off

*' the edges of the bark with a draw knife, or other instrument, perfectly smooth, which
" must be particularly attended to: then lay on the plaster, about one-eighth of an inch

" thick, all over the part where the wood or bark has been so cut away, finishing off the

" edges as thin as pofsible. Then take a quantity of dry powder of wood ashes, mixed

." with a sixth part of the same quantity of the ashes of burnt bones
;
put it into a tin box,

" with holes in the top, and shake the powder on the surface of the plaster, till the whole
'' is covered over with it, letting it remain for half an hour, to absorb the moisture: then

" apply more powder, rubbing it gently with the hand, and repeating the application of

" the powder, till the whole plaster becomes a dry, smooth surface.

" All trees cut down near the ground should have the surface made quite smootli.

" rounding it off in a small degree, as before-mentioned ; and the dry powder directed to

" be used afterwards, should have an equal quantity of powder of alabaster mixed with it,

*' in order the better to resist the dripping of trees, and heavy rains.

" If any of the compofition be left for a future occasion, it should be kept in a tub, or

*' other vefsel, and urine of any kind poured on it, so as to cover the surface, otherwise

" the atmosphere will greatly hurt the efficacy of the application.

" Where lime rubbish of old buildings cannot be easily got, take powdered chalk,

'' or common lime, after having been slaked a month at leaft.

" As the growth of the tree will gradually affect the plaster, by raising up its edges

«' next the bark, care should be taken, where that happens, to rub it over with. the finger

" when occasion may require, (which is best done when moiflened by rain,) that the

" plaster may be kept whole, to prevent the air and wet from penetrating into the

*' wound."

.X.2
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EooK II. unbarked them, as I observed in some goodly Ashes at Cafsiobury, (near
'^"'"^''"^^

the garden of that late noble Lord, and lover of planting, the Earl of

Efsex,) and are therefore to be destroyed by stopping up their entrances

with tar and goose-dung, or by conveying the fumes of brimstone into

their cells. Cantharidcs attack the Ash above all other Botts of the

Beetle kind^ Chafers, &c. are to be shaken down and crushed ; and

when they come in armies, (as sometimes in extraordinary droughts,) they

are to be driven away or destroyed with smoke, which also kills gnats

and flies of all sorts. Note, That the Rose-bug never, or very seldom,

attacks any other tree whilst that sweet bush is in flower. Whole fields

have been freed from worms by the reek and smoke of ox-dung wrapt in

mungy straw, well soaked with strong lye.

Earwigs and snails do seldom infest foi'est-trees, but those which are

fruit-bearers, and are destroyed by setting boards or tiles against the

walls, or the placing of Neat-hoofs, or any hollow thing upon small

stakes ; also by enticing them into sweet waters, and by picking the

snails off betimes in the morning, and rainy evenings. I advise you to

visit your Cyprefs trees on the firft rains in April ;
you shall sometimes

find them covered with young snails no bigger than small peas. Lastl}-,.

branches, buds, and leaves suffer extremely from blasts, caterpillars,,

locusts, rooks, &e. Note, that you should visit the boards, tiles, and-

hoofs, which you set for the retreat of those Insects, in the heat of the.

day, to shake them out, and kill them.

The blasted parts of trees, and gum, should be cut away to the quick ;

and to prevent it, smoak them in suspicious weather,., by burning moist.

straw with the wind, or rather the dry and superfluous cuttings of aroma-

tic plants, such as Rosemary, Lavender, Juniper, Bays, &c. I use to-

whip and chastise my Cyprefses with a wand, after their winter-burnings,

till all the mortified and scorched parts fly off in dust, as long almost as

any will fall, and observe that they recover and spring the better. Mice,

moles,, and pismires cause the jaundice in trees, known by the discolour,

of the leaves and buds.

The moles do much hurt, by making hollow pafsages, which grow

musty i but they may be taken in traps, and killed, as every woodmanx
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knows; It is certain that they are driven from tlieir haunts, for a time, chap. vir.

by garlick, and other heady smells, buried in their paflages,
'""*'^~*~

Mice and rats are taken with traps, or by sinking some vefscl almost

level with the surface of the ground, the vefsel half full of water, upon

which let there be strewed some hulls or chaff of oats ; also with bane,

powder of orpiment in milk, and aconites mixed with butter : copperas

or green glafs broken with honey, morsels of sponge chopped small and

fried in lard, &:c. are very fit baits to destroy these nimble creatures,

which else soon will ruin a semination of nuts, acorns, and other kernels,

and in a night or two, rob the largest beds of a nursery, carrying the

seeds away by thousands to their cavernous magazines, to serve them all

the winter : I have been told that Hop branches stuck about trees, pre-^

serve them from these thievish crexitures.

Pismires are destroyed with scalding water, and disturbing their hills,

OT rubbing the stem with cow-dung, or washing the infested parts with

a: decoction of Tithymale ; and this will insinuate, and chase them quite

out of the chinks and crevices, without prejudice to the tree, and it is a

good prevention of other infirmities J also by laying soot, sea-coal, saw-

dust, or refuse tobacco where they haunt, often renewed, especially after

rain ; for becoming moist, the dust and powder harden, and then they

march over it.

Caterpillars are destroyed by cutting off their webs from the twio-g be-

fore the end of February, and burning them ; the sooner the better.

- If they be already hatched, wash them off with water, in which some of
the caterpillars themselves and garlick have "been bruised ; the juice of
rue, decoctions of coloquintida, hemp-seed, wormwood, tobacco, walnut-

shells when green, with the leaves of sage, urine and ashes, make o-ood

aspersions. Take of two or three of the ingredients, of each an handful •

make them boil in two pails of water for half an hour, then strain the

liquor, and sprinkle it on the trees infected with caterpillars, the black

liea, &c. In two or three times it will clear them, and should be used

about the time of bloffoming. Another method is to choak and dry

them with smoak of galbanum, shoe-soals, and hair ; and some affirm^,

tliat planting Piony near them is a certain remedy ; but there is no re-
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.''^'V'*^ which in a moment rids you.

Rooks do In time, by pinching off the buds and tops of trees for their

nests, cause many trees and groves to decay. Their dung propagates

nettles and weeds, and choaks young seedlings. They are to be shot,

and their nests demolished. The Bullfinch and Titmouse also eat off

and spoil the buds of' fruit-trees ; these are prevented by clappers, or

caught in the wire mouse-trap with teeth, after being baited with a piece

of rusty bacon ; also with lime-twigs. But if cattle break in before the

time, conclamatum est, especially goats, whose mouths and breath is so

poisonous to trees, that they never thrive well after ; and Varro affirms, if

they but lick the Olive-trees, they become immediately barren '. And

now we have mentioned barrennefs, we do not reckon trees to be sterile,

which do not yield a fruitful burden constantly every year (as Juniper

and some Annotines do) no more than of pregnant women ; whilst that

is to be accounted a fruitful tree which yields its product every second or

third year, as the Oak and most foresters do ; no more may we conclude

that any tree or vegetable is destitute of seeds, because we see them not

so perspicuously with our naked eyes, by reason of their exility, as with

the nicest examination of the microscope.

Another touch at the winds ; for though they cannot properly be said

to be infirmities of trees, yet they are amongst the principal causes that

render trees infirm. I know no surer protection against them, than, as

w^e said, to shelter and stake the trees whilst they are young, till they

have well-established roots; and with this caution, that in case any

goodly tree (which you would desire especially to preserve and redrefs)

chance to be prostrated by some impetuous and extraordinary storm, you

be not over-hasty to carry him away, or despair of him. First then, let

me persuade you to poll him close, and so let him lie some time ; for by

this means many vast trees have raised themselves by the vigour only of

« Tlie antients considered the teeth of goats as particularly injurious to Vines. For

•which reason that animal was sacrificed to Bacchus:

Noil aiiam ob culpam 13accho caper omnibus aris

CxcUtur. -WJRC.
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tlie remaining roots, without any other afsistance ; so as people have pro- chap. vn.

nounced it miraculous, as I could tell you by several instances, besides, ^^'^V^^

what Theophrastus relates, lib. v. cap. xix. of that huge Platanus which
rose in one night in his observation. And this puts me in mind of what

I remember the very learned critic Palmerius affirms of an Oak, sub-

verted by a late tempest near Breda, (where this old soldier militated

under Prince Maurice, when the town was besieged by the famous A'lar-

quis Spinola,) which tree, after it had lain prostrate about two months,

(the side branches pared off,) rose up of itself, and flourished as well as

ever. Which event was thought so extraordinary, that the people

reserved sprigs and boughs of it, as sacred reliques ; and this he affirms

to have seen himself. I take the more notice of these accidents, -that

none who have trees blown down, where it may cause a deformed gap

in some avenue near their seats, may altogether despair of their resurrec-

tion, with patience and timely freeing them. And t' e l.ke to this I find

happened in more than one tree near Bononia in Italy, in 1657, when a

turbulent gust almost quite eradicated a very large tract of huge Poplars,

belonging to the Marchionefs Elephantucca Spada. These universally

erected themselves again, after they were beheaded, though they lay even

prostrate.—Pliny, the Naturalist, says, Prostratas restifui pleriimque, et

giiadam ternr cicatrice vivesccre, vulgare est. Et familiarifsimum hoc

Platanis , qiue plurimiim venforum coticipitint propter densitatem ramorum :

quibus amputatis, levatcs onere in sua scrobe reponuntur. Factumque jam

est hoc in Juglandibus, Oleisqtie, ac miiltis aliis. Est in exemplis, et sine

tempesfate, ullave causa alia quam prodigii, cecidijse multas ac sua sponte

resurrexifse. Factum hoc Popidi Ro?n. Quiritibus ostentum Cimbricis

bellis Nucerice in luco Junonis, Ulmo, postquam etiam cacumen amputatum

erat, quoniam in aram ipsam procumhebat, restituta sponte, ita ut protinus

Jloreret : a quo deinde tempore Majestas Popidi Romani rcfurrexit, qua ante

vastata cladibusfuerat. Memoratur hoc idem factum et in Philippis, Salice

procidiia atque detruncata : et Stagiris in Museo populo alba : omniafausti

cminis. Sed maxime mirum, Antandri Platanus etiam circumdolatis lateri-

bus restibiiis sponte facta, vitocque reddita longitudine quindecim aibitorum,

erafsitudine quatuor ulnarum. Lib. xvi. cap. xxxvii.

But as we have farther instances than these, and so very lately as that

dreadful storm happening November 26, 1703, when, after so many
thousand Oaks and other timber-trees were quite subverted^ a most
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'-*" ^'"^^ raised itself, and withstood that hurricane. These, amongst many others,

are the infirmities to which forest-trees are subject whilst they are

standing : and when they are felled they are liable to the worm,

•especially if cut before the sap be perfectly at rest :—To prevent or cure

it in the timber, I commend this secret as the most approved.:

Let common yellow sulphur be put into a glafs cucurbit, upon which

pour so much of the strongest aqua-fortis, as may cover it three fingers

deep ; Distil this to drynefs, which is done by two or three rectifications.

Let the sulphur remaining in the bottom (being of a blackish or sad red

colour) be laid on a marble, or put into a glafs, where it will easily

difsolve into oil : With this anoint what is either infected, or to be pre-

served of timber. It is a great and excellent arcanum for tinging the

wood with no unpleasant colour, by no art to be washed out ; and such

a preservative of all manner of woods, nay, of many other things, as

ropes, cables, fishing nets, masts of ships, &c. that it defends them from

putrefaction, either in waters under or above the earth, in the snow, ice,

air, winter or summer. It were superfluous to describe the procefs of the

aqua-fortis ; it shall be sufficient to let you know, that our common

copperas makes this aqua fortis well enough for our purpose, being drawn

over by a retort : and for sulphur, the island of St. Christopher's yields

enough (which hardly needs any refining) to furnish the whole world.

—

Tliis secret, for the curious, I thought fit not to omit ; though three

or four anointings with linseed oil has proved very effectual, and is more

compendious. It was experimented in a AValnut table, where it

destroyed millions of worms immediately^ and is to be practised for

tables, tubes, mathematical instruments, boxes, bedsteads, chairs,

rarities, ikc. Oil of walnuts will doubtlefs do the same, is sweeter, and

a better varnish ; but above all is commended oil of Cedar ', or that of

Juniper; whilst oilof Spike does the cure as effectually as any.

But after all these sweeping plagues and destructions inflicted on trees,

* 170G braving all human remedies, such frosts, as not many years* since

' Sic ex Cedro oleum, .quod cedreiim dicitur, iiascitur
; quo reliquse res cum sunt unclop,

ttti etiam libri, a tincis et a carie non Iseduntur.

—

Vitruv.
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happened, left such marks of their deadly effects, not sparing the chap. vir.

goodliest and most flourishing trees, timber, and other of the stoutest
^^"""^""^

kind, as some ages will hardly repair : nay, it was observed, that the Oak
in particular, counted the most valiant and sturdy of the whole forest,

was more prejudiced with this excefsive cold, and the drought of the

year ensuing, than any of the most nice and tender constitution ; always

here excepting, as to an universal strages, the hurricane of Sept. 1703,

which begins the epocha of the calamities which have since followed,

not only by the late tempest about August last*, but by that surprising

blast accompanied doubtlefs by a fiery spirit, which smote the most

flourishing foresters and fruit-trees, burning their buds and leaves to dust

and powder, not sparing the very fruit. This being done in a moment,

must be looked upon as a plague not to be prevented : In the mean-time,

that the malignity proceed no farther, it may be advisable to cut and

top the summits of such tender mural trees, rare shrubs, &c. as have

most suffered, and are within reach, rubbing off the scorchings in order to

a new spring.

There were, m my rememberance, certain prayers, litanies, and

collects, solemnly used by the parish-minister in the field, at the limits

of their perambulations on the Rogation days, from an antlent and laudable

custom of above one thousand years, introduced by Avitus, the pious

Bishop of Vienna, in a great dearth, unseasonable vi'eather, and other

calamities, (however in tract of time abused by many grofs superstitions

and insignificant rites, in imitation of the Pagan Robigalia,) upon which

days, about the ascension and beginning of spring especially, prayers

were made, as well deprecatory of epidemical evils, amongst which blasts

and smut of corn were none of tlie least, as supplicatory for propitious

seasons, and blefsings on the fruits of the earth. Whether there was any

peculiar office, besides those for Ember-weeks, appointed, I do not

know ; but the pious and learned Bishop of Winchester, (Andrews,) has,

in his devotions, left us a prayer so apposite and comprehensive for these

emergencies, that I cannot forbear the recital

:

REMEMBER, O Lord, to renew the year with thy goodnefs, and the

season ivith a promising temper; for the eyes of all ivait upon thee, O Lord;
thougivest them meat; thou openest thy hand, and Jillest all things living

Volume II, Y
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'''*~^''"*^ and the detosfrom above : The blefsings of the springs, aiid the deepfrom

beneath: The returns of the sun, the conjunctions of the moon: The be-

nefitof the rising mountains, and the lasting hills : Thefulnefs of the earth,

and all that breed therein :

A fruitful season.

Temperate air,

Vlenty of corn.

Abundance of fruits.

Health of body, and

Peaceable times s

Good and wise government.

Prudent counsels.

Just laws.

Righteous judgments,.

Loyal obedience.

Due execution of justice,

Sujficient storefor life,

Happy births,

Good andfair plenty.

Breeding and institution of children..

That our sons may grow up as the young plants, and our daughters may be-

as the polished corners of the temple : That our garners may be full and

plenteous with all manner of store : That our sheep may bring forth

thousands : That our oxen may be strong to labour : That there be no

decay ; no leadijig into captivity ; no complaining in our streets : But that

every man may sit tinder his oxvn vine, and tinder his own Jig-tree, in

thankfiilnefs to thee ; sobriety, and charity to his neighbour ; and in zvhat-

soever other estate thou ivilt have him, therezvith to be contented : And this

for Jesus Christ his sake, to ivhom be glory for ever. Amen.

Hitherto I have spoken of trees, their kinds, and propagation in par-"

ticular. I shall now say a word or two concerning their ordering in

«reneral, as it relates to Coppices, Lopping, Felling, &c. After this

I shall add something concerning their uses as to fuel, &c. and cast such

accidental lefsons into a few aphorisms as could not well be more

regularly inserted. I shall next give some serious observations in

reference to the main design and project of this discourse, as it concerns

the improvement of his Majesty's Forests for the honour and security

of the whole kingdom. And, lastly, I shall put a conclusion to this work

with an historical account of the sacrednefs and use of Standing

Groves.
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DENDROLOGIA.
BOOK THE THIRD.

CHAPTER I.

Of COPPICES.

iJYLVA C^DUA is (as Varro defines it,) as well Coppice to cut for

fuel, as for use of timber ; and we have already showed how it is to be
raised, both by sowing and planting. I shall only here add, that if, in

their first designation, they be so laid out as to grow for several falls, they

will both prove more profitable and more delightful : !More profitable

because of their annual succefsion ; and more pleasant, because there

will always remain some of them standing ; and if they be so cast out, as

that you leave straight and even intervals of eighteen or twenty feet for

grafs, between spring-wood and spring-wood, securely fenced and
preserved, the pastures will lie both warm, and prove of exceeding

delight to the owner. These spaces are likewise useful, and necefsary

for cartway, to fetch out the wood at every fall. There is not a more
noble and worthy husbandry than is this, which rejects no sort of o-round

nor situation, (though facing the east is esteemed best for both timber

and underwood,) as we have abundantly showed ; since even the most
boggy places may be so drained and cast, as to yield their increase by

planting the drier sorts upon the ridges and banks which you cast up,

where they will thrive exceedingly : And then Willow, Sallow, Alder,

Poplar, Sycamore, Black Cherry, &c. will shoot tolerably well on the

1-ower and more uliginous ; with this caution, that for the first two years

Y2
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^'"•"v-'*^ fencing and guarding from cattle Our ordinary coppices are chiefly

upon Hasel, or the Birch ; but if amongst the other kinds, store of Ash,

(which I most prefer, for a speedy and erect growth,) Chesnut, Sallow,

and Sycamore, (at least one in four,) were sprinkled in the planting, the

profit Avould soon discover a difference, and well recompense the

industry. Others advise us to plant shoots of Sallow, AVillow, Alder, and

all the swift growing trees, being of seven years growth, sloping off both

the ends towards the ground, to the length of a billet, and burying them

a reasonable depth in the earth. This will cause them to put forth seven

or eight branches, each of which will become a tree in a short time,

especially if the soil be moist. The nearest distance for these plantations

ought never to be lefs than five feet at first, since every felling renders,

them wider for the benefit of the timber, even to thirty or forty feet, in.

five or six fellings.

Though it be almost impofsible for us to prescribe at what age it were

best husbandry to fell copses, (as we at least call best husbandry,) that is,

for most and greatest gain, since the markets, and the kinds of wood,

and emero-ent uses do so much govern; yet copses are sometimes

of a competent stature after eight or nine years from the acorn ; and so

every eight or ten years succefsively will rise better and better. But this

had need be an extraordinary ground, otherwise you may do well to

allow them twelve or fifteen to fit them for the ax ; but those of twenty

years standing are better,, and far advance the price, especially if Oak,

and Ash, and Chesnut be the chief furniture ; and be sure you shall lose

nothing by this patience, since, all accidents considered, the profit arising

from copses so managed (be the ground almost never so poor,) shall equal,

if not exceed,, what is usually made by the plough or grazing. Some

of our old clergy spring-woods heretofore have been let rest till twenty-

five or thirty years, and have proved highly worth the attendance

;

for by that time, even a seminary of acorns will render a considerable

advance, as I have already exemplified in the Northamptonshire Lady.

And if copses were so divided, as that every year there might be some

felled, it were a continual and a present profit. Seventeen years growth

affords a tolerable fell. Supposing the copse of seventeen acres, one acre

mi'fht be yearly felled for ever, and so more, according to proportion

:
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but though the seldom fall yields the more timber, yet the frequent makes chap. i.

the underwood the thicker ; therefore at ten or twelve years growth, says '^"^'V'*"

Mr. Cook, make the fall in shallow ground, and fourteen in deeper.

If many timber-trees grow in your copses which are to be cut down, fell

both them and the under-wood, as near the ground as may he ; but this

is to be understood where the Avood is very thick ; otherwise, it is

advisable to stock up the thinner, especially in great timber, and to set in

the holes Elm, Cherry, Poplar, Sallow, Service ; and so these trees, which
are apt to grow from the running-root, thicken the wood exceedingly;

whilst the very roots will pay for the grubbing, and yield you some feet

of the best timber ; whereas being let stand, nothing would have grown.

If the ground be a shallow soil, forbear filling the holes quite, but set

some running-wood in the loosened earth, and the ends of the old roots

being cut, will furnish the sides of the holes speedily. In thin copses,

it is profitable to lay some boughs athwart, which will be rooted to

advantage against next fall. All rotten stubs among our under-woods

should be extirpated, to make Way for seedlings, and young roots to

spring and run: The cutting slanting, smooth and close, is of great im-

portance ; and frequent felling gives way and air to the subnascent

seedlings, and the rest will make lusty shoots.

As to what numbers and scantlings you are to leave on every acre, the

statutes are our general guides, at least the legal. It is a very ordinary

copse which will not afford three or four firsts, that is, bests ; fourteen

seconds, twelve thirds, eight wavers, &c. according to which proportions

the sizes of young trees in copsing are to succeed one another. By the

statute of 35 Henry VIII. in copses or under-woods, felled at twenty-

four years growth, there were to be left twelve standills, or stores of Oak,

upon each acre ; in defect of so many Oaks, the same number of Elms,

Ash, Asp, or Beech ; and they to be such as are of likely trees for

timber, and of such as have been spared at some former felling, unlefs

there were none ; in which case they are to be then left, and so to con-

tinue without felling, till they are ten inches square within a yard of the

ground. Copses above this growth felled, to leave twelve great Oaks ;

or in defect of them, other timber-trees, as above, and so to be left for

twenty-years longer, and to be inclosed seven years.
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In sum, you are to spare as many likely trees for timber as with dis-

cretion you can. In the mean time, there are some who find it not so

profitable to permit so many timber-trees to stand in the heart of copses,

but on the skirts, and near the edges, where their branches may freely

spread and have air, without dripping and annoying the subnascent crop:

nor should they be shred, which commonly makes them grow knotty.

—

This is a note of the ingenious Mr. Nourse.

Now as to the felling, (beginning at one side, that tl-ie carts may enter

without detriment to what you leave standing,) the under-wood may be

cut from January at the latest, till Mid-March or April ; or from Mid-

September, till near the end of November j so as all be avoided by

IMidsummer at the latest, and then fenced, (where the rows and brush lie

longer unbound, or made up, you endanger the lofs of a second spring,)

and not to stay so long as usually they are a-clearing, that the young and

the seedlings may not suffer the least interruption ; and, if the winter,

previous to your felling copses, you preserve them well from cattle, it

•will recompense your care.

It is advised not to cut off the browse-wood of Oaks in copses, but to

suffer it to fall off, as where trees stand very close it usually does : I do

not well comprehend why yet it should be spared so long.

"When you espie a cluster of plants growing as it were all in a bunch,

it shall sufiice that you preserve the fairest sapling, cutting all the rest

away. And if it chance to be a Chesnut, Service, or like profitable tree,

clear it from the droppings and incumbrances of these trees, that it may

thrive the better : Then, as you pafs along, prune and trim up all the

young wavers, covering such roots as lie bare and exposed with fresh

mould. There are some who direct the lopping of young Oaks at a com-

petent distance from the stem, and that while the wounds are healing,

this would advantage the under-wood ; but I cannot say it would be

Avithout prejudice to timber.

Cut not above half a foot from the ground, nay the closer the better,

and that to the south, slope-wise, stripping up such as you spare from

their extravagrant branches, water-boughs, &c. that hinder the growth

of others. Always remember (before you so much as enter upon this
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work,) to preserve sufficient plash-pole about the verge and bounds chap. i.

of the copse for fence and security of what you leave ; and for this, ^'*'"v"^'

something lefs than a rod may suffice : Then raking your wood clear

of spray, claps, and all incumbrances, shut it up from the cattle ; the

longer the better.

By the statute, men were bound to inclose copses after felling, of or

under fourteen years growth, for four years : Those above fourteen years

growth, to be sixteen years inclosed ; and for woods in common, a fourth

part to shut up ; and at felling, the like proportion of great trees to be

left, and seven years inclosed; This was enlarged by 13 Eliz. Your

elder under-woods may be grazed about July : But for a general rule

new-weaued calves are the least noxious to newly-cut spring-woods,

where there is abundance of grafs ; and some say, colts of a year old

;

but then the calves must be driven out in May at farthest, though the

colts be permitted to stay a while longer ; but of this, every man's ex-

perience will direct him ; and surely, the later you admit beasts to graze,

the better. For the measure of fuel, these proportions were to be observed
_

Statutable billet should hold three feet in length, and seven inches and

a half in compafs ; feti or fourteen as they are counted for one, two, or

three, &c. A stack of wood (which is the boughs and offal of the trees

to be converted to charcoal, is four yards long, three feet and a half high,

(in some places but a yard,) and as much over: In other places, the cord

is four feet in height, and four feet over ; or, to speak more geometrically,

a solid made up of three dimensions, four feet high, four feet broad, and

eight feet long ; the content one hundred and twenty-eight cubic kei.—
Faggots ought to be a full yard in length, and two feet in circumference, .

made round and not flat ; for so they contain lefs fuel, though appearing

equal in the bulk.

In the mean-time it were to be wished that some approved experiments

were sedulously tried, with the advice of skilful and ingenious physicians,

for the making of beer without hops; as pofsibly with the White
Marrubium, a plant of singular virtue, or with dried Heath-tops, viz. that

sort which bears no berries, or the like, far more wholesome, and lefs

bitter than either Tamarisk, Carduus, or Broom, which divers have

cfsayed ; it might prove a means to save a world of fuel, and in divers -
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BOOK III. places, young timber and copse-wood, which is yearly spent for poles,

""•"^v^*^ especially in countries where wood is very precious ^. Note, That the

woodland measure, by statute, is computed after eighteen feet the

perch.

K Hops were introduced, about two centuries and a half ago, from Flanders, and from

that time have been afsiduously cultivated in this kingdom. The duties arising from this

article are so considerable, that all public brewers are enjoined under a severe penalty to

use no other bitters for their malt liquors. In a year of moderate fertility, an acre of hops

is supposed to produce ten hundred weight, which may be estimated at three pounds per

hundred. Of this sum, one moiety goes clear into the pocket of the cultivator, and the

other moiety is employed in the discharge of rent, tithe, and all other expences, except the

duty by excise. It is computed that the duty, upon an average, amounts to 50,0001. per

ann. a sum too considerable to be lost by permitting other bitter herbs to be substituted in

ihe place of hops.
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CHAP. II.

Of P RUNING.

X HERE can nothing certainly be more necefsary, in order to pruning,

than the knowledge of the course and nature of the sap, which not being

as yet so universally agreed on, after innumerable trials and experiments,

leads our arborators into many errors and mistakes. I have in this forest-

work occasionally recited the various opinions of several, leaving them

to the determination of the learned and judicious, as a considerable part

of Natural Philosophy ; Dr. Grew, %Ialpighius, De la Quinteny, and

what is found dispersed in the Philosophical Transactions by our Plant

Anatomists ; without charging this chapter with repetitions. And the

same I have done likewise as to Astrological Observations, Positions of the

Stars, and Planetary Configurations, Exhalations, and Dominant Power

;

though, in compliance to custom, I now and then forbear to abdicate our

country planter's Goddefs ; contenting myself with the wholesomenefs

of the air we breathe in, and the goodnefs of the soil. I shall therefore,

in the first place, speak of the manual operation of pruning, and other

instructions as they afterwards occur.

PUTATIO, or Pruning, is the purgation of trees in general from what

is superfluous. The antients found such benefit in pruning, that they

feigned a Goddefs presided over it, as Arnobius tells , us : and, in truth,

it is in the discreet performance of this work, that the improvement

of our timber and woods does as much consist, as in any thing whatso-

ever. A skilful planter should therefore be early at this work.

It is a misery to see how our fairest trees are defaced and mangled by

unskilful wood-men. and mischievous borderers, who go always armed
with short hand-bills, hacking and chopping off all that comes in their

way ; by which our trees are made full of knots, stubs, boils, cankers,

and deformed bunches, to their utter destruction. Good husbands

should be ashamed of it ; though I would have no woodman pretend to

be without all his necefsary furniture, when he goes about this work ;

which I, once for all, reckon to be the hand-bill, hatchet, hook, hand-
Volimie IL 2i
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^^•^'y^*^ best steel and kept sharp ; and thus he is provided for greater, or more

gentle executions, purgations, recisions, and coertions ; and it is of main

concern, that the proper and effectual tool be applied to every work ;

since heavy and rude instruments do but mangle and bruise tender plants ;

and if they be too small, they cannot make clear and even work upon'

great arms and branches. The knife is for twigs and spray ; the chisel

for larger arms, and such amputations as the ax and bill cannot well

operate upon. As much to be reprehended are those who either begin

this work at unseasonable times, or so maim the poor branches, that

either out of lazinefs, or want of skill, they leave most of them stubs, and

instead of cutting the aTms and branches close to the bole, hack them off

a foot or two from the body of the tree, by which means they become

hollow and rotten, and are so many conduits to receive the rain and the

weather, which conveys the wet to the very matrix and heart, deforming-

the whole tree with many ugly botches, which shortens its life, anJ-

utterly mars the timber. I know Sir H. Piatt tells us, the Elm should

be so lopped, but he says it not of his own experience, as I do. And

here it is that I am, once for all, to warn our disorderly husbandmen

from coveting to let their lops grow to an extraordinary size before they

take them off, as conceiving it furnishes them with the more wood for

the fire ; not considering how such ghastly wounds mortally affect the

whole body of the tree, or at least do so decay their vigour, that they

hereby lose more in one year than the lop amounts to, should they pare

them off sooner, and when the scars might be covered: In the mean

while that young Oaks prosper much in growth, by timely pruning, the

industrious Mr. Cook observes ; whereas some other trees, as the

Hornbeam, Sec. though they will bear considerable lops, when there

is only the shell of the tree standing, yet it is much to its detriment,

especially tO' the Ash,, which if once it comes to take wet by this means,

rarely produces more lop to any purpose ; above all, if it decay in the

middle, it is then fitter for the chimney, than to stand and cumber the

ground: The same may be pronounced of most trees, which would not

perhaps become dotards in many ages, but for this covetous barbarity

and unskilful handling.,

By this animadversion alone, it were easy for an ingenious man to^

understand how trees are to be governed ; which is, in a word, by
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sparing great lops, cutting clean, smooth and close, making the stroke

upward, and with a sharp bill, so as the weight of an untractable boucrh

do not splice and carry the bark with it, which is both dangerous and
unsightly. The Oak will suffer itself to be made a Pollard ; that is, to

have its head quite cut off, and it may be good for mast, if not too much
pruned, but not for timber : But the Elm so treated will perish to the

foot; and certainly become hollow at last, if it escape with life.

The proper season for this work is, for old trees earlier, for youn?

later, as a little after the change in January or February j some say in

December, the wind in a gentle quarter

:

Turn stringe comas, turn brachiarlonde :

-Turn denique dura

Exerce imperia, et ramos compesce fluexites. georg. ii

But this ought not to be too much in young fruit-trees, after they once
come to form a handsome head ; in which period you should but once
pare them over about March, to cover the stock the sooner, if the tree

.be very choice. To the aged, this is plainly a renewing of their youth,

and an extraordinary refreshment, if tak^n in time, and that their arms be
•not suffered to grow too great and large ; in which case the member
must not be amputated too near the body, but at some distance nepars

sincera trahatur : and remember to cut smooth, and sloping- upwards
if upright boughs, otherwise downwards ; and be sure to emplaster great

wounds to keep out the wet, and hasten the covering of the bark :

besides, for interlucation, remove exuberant branches, et spifsce nemorum
coma, where the boughs grow too thick and are cumbersome, to let in

the sun and air. This is of great importance ; and so is the sedulous

taking away of suckers, water-boughs, fretters, &c. and for the benefit

of tall timber, the due stripping up the branches, and rubbing off the

. buds to the heights you require. Yet some do .totally forbear the Oak,
especially if aged, observing that they much exceed in growth such as

are pruned ; and in truth, such trees as we would leave for shade and

ornament, should be seldom cut, but the browse-wood cherished and
preserved as low towards the ground as may be, for a more venerable

^nd solemn shade ; and therefore I did much prefer the walk of Elms in

St. James's Park, as it lately grew branchy, intermingling their reverend

Z2
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, trefseSj before the present trimming them up so high ; especially, since

I fear the remedy comes too late to save their decay (could it have been

avoided,) if the amputations of such overgrown parts as have been cut

off, should not rather accelerate it, by exposing their large and many

wounds to the injuries of the weather, which will endanger the rotting

of them, beyond all that can be applied by tar, or otherwise, to protect

them. I do rather conceive their infirmities to proceed from what has

not long since been abated of their large spreading branches, to accom-

modate with the mall; as anyone may conjecture by the great imprefsion

which the wet has already made in those incurable scars, that being now
multiplied, must needs the sooner impair them ; the roots having like-

wise infinitely suffered by many disturbances about them. In all events

this walk might have enjoyed its goodly canopy, with all their branchy

furniture for so many ages to corfte, for it is hardly One since first they were

planted : But this defect is providently and nobly supplied by their sue-

cefsors the Lime-trees, which will sooner accomplish their perfection, by

taking away the Chesnut-trees, which will else do them prejudice.

But it is now, and never till now, that those walks and ranks of trees,

and other royal amenities, are sure to prosper, whilst they are entirely

under the care and culture of the most industrious and knowing Mr.

Wise, to whom, and to his partner Mr. London, I not only acknowledge

myself particularly obliged, but the whole nation, for what they have con-

tributed to the sweetest, most useful, and most Innocent diversions of life,

gardens and plantations.

One should be cautious in heading timber-trees, especially the pithy,

unlefs where they grow very crooked ; in which case abate the head

with an upward slope, and cherish a leading shoot. The Beech is very

tender of its head.

It Is by the discreet leaving the side-boughs in convenient places,-

sparing the smaller, and taking away the bigger, that you may advance

a tree to what determined height you desire : Thus, bring up the leader,

and when you would have that spread and break out, cut off all the

side-boughs, and especially at Midsummer, If you espy them breaking

out. Young trees may every year be pruned, and as they grow older at
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longer intervals, as at three, five, seven, or sooner, that the wounds may chap. ir.

recover, and nothing be detormed. ^».*-V*"*«.

Evergreens do not well support to be decapitated ; side-boughs they

freely spare in April, and during the spring ; and if you cut at first two or

three inches from the body, and the next spring after close to the stem,

covering the wounds with wax, or well-tempered clay, the most tender

may suffer such amputations without prejudice.

That the side and collateral branches of the Fir cut, or broken off,

spring no more ; and though the tops sometimes do, yet they never

prosper to beautiful and erect heads, in which consists the grace of that

beautiful tree.

Another caution is, that you be sure to cut off such tender branches

to the quick, which you find have been cropt by goats, or any other

cattle who leave a drivel where they bite ; which not only infects the

branches, but' sometimes endangers the whole; the reason is, that the

natural sap's recourse to the stem communicates the venom to all the

rest, as the whole mafs and habit of animal blood is by a gangrene or

venereal taint.

Divers other precepts of this nature I could here enumerate, had not

the great experience, faithful and accurate description how this necefsary

work is to be performed, set down by our countryman honest Lawson,

prevented all that the most inquisitive can suggest : The particulars are

so ingenious and highly material, that you will not be displeased to read

them in his own style and character".

HU ages, saith he, liy rules Siltl experience iJO COnSCHt tO a pruning

anD lopping Of trees
; get ftatie not ang tfjat 31 fenoto DcgcribcD unto

us (crcept in oaife anD general tooiSfl) to&at, oi* tofjicfj arc time
jBuperfluous boughs iu&icfj toe must tafee atoag i anQ tibat is tfic

" Lawsons Book is entitled, A Nno Orcliard am! Gaic^at, It was published in 1597.—
-Another-edition appeared in 1625.
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BOOK III. xno&t ctncf cnD anD tieeoful point to 6c fenoton in lopping: anD toe
'"^^'"^

may toell afsuce ourgelties [as in all otber arts, so in tf)is) tberc is

a vantage anD uxtzxit^ b^ skill; an ftaliit 6p practice out of

experience, in tf)C performance hereof, for t&e profit of manfeino

:

^ct no 3 not fenoto (let me speafe it tnitft patience of our cunning

Arborists) anp t!)ing teiitfjin tfte compafs of 6uman affairs so

necefsarg, anD so little regarDeD ; not onlp in orchards, tjut aljso

in all otijer timber-trees, tot)ere or to&atsocticr*

Now .to our purpose :

^oto manp forests anD woods, tofjerein pou siball fjaue for one liticlg

tf)rit)ing tree, four (nap sometimes ttoentp-four) etJi^cfjritinig,

rotten, anD Dping trees, etien tofjiles tbep Ipc ; anD instcao of trees,

tljousanDS of bushes anD shrubs ! tDi)at rottennefs ! tobat fiollotO'

nefs! tobat DeaD arms! toit&treD tops! curtaileD trunks! tol)at

ioaDS of mofs ! Drooping boughs anD Dping branches sball pou see

etierp tobere ! anD tbose t|)at in tJbis sort are in a manner all unpio=

fita&le boughs, cankered arms, CtOOfieD, little, anD SftO^t 6oleS»

^©bat an infinite number of bushes, shrubs, anD scrags of Haseis,

Thorns, anD Dt&er «np?ofita6le toooD, tofjiclj migjjt &e brought 6p

D^efsing to become great anD gooDlp trees ! ConsiDer nolo tbe

Cbelcfstr wood batb been spoileD toitb carelefs, unskilful, anD

untimelp stotoing ; anD mucb also of tbe great wood. Cbe greater

trees at tbe first rising, batie filleD anD oDerlaDen tbemselbes toitb

a number of toasteful boughs anD suckers, tobicb babe not onlp

Draton tbe sap from tbe bole, Mt also batte mabe it fenottp, anD

tbemsclbes anD tbe bole mofsy, fijt toant of Drefsing; tobeteas,

if in the prime of growth, tbcp baD bccn ta&cn attiap closc, all but

one top, anD clean bp tbe bulk, tbe strengtb of all tbe sap sboulD

baioe gone to tbe bulk, anD so be tooulD baue recobereo anD coticreD

bis knots, anD babe put foitb a fair, long, anD straigbt body,
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ebr timber piofltabic, l)U0c, 0tcat Of 6ul6, anQ of infinite chap.h.

3f all timber-trees toete 0uc!) (feiiH fltome gag^) t)oto sfjoulD toe

J)at)6 crooked wood fot wheels, coorbs, &c.?

Answ. Dref0 all you can, anti tl)cre toill te enough crooked fot

t&oge U0e0«

90o?e t|)an tftig, in niogt places tftep groto so thick, tfjat neither

t&em0eH)e0, nor eatt&, nor ang tfjing unDer or near tfjem can tfiritie^

nor sun, nor rain, nor air can Do tfjem, nor ang tbing near, or unDec

tfjem, anp profit or comfoit,

31 see a number of hags, toberc out of one root pou lefball sfce

tbrec or four (nap nio^e, sucb is men's unsfeilful grceDinefs, tobo.

Desiring manp, batie none gooD) p?ettp Oaks, or Ashes, strait

anD tall; because tbe root attbe firft sboot gities sap amain: OBut if

one onlp cf tbem tnigbt be suffetcD to groto, anD tbat toell anD

cleanlp p^uneD, all to bis tierp top, tobat a tree sboulD toe baDe in

timef 9nD toe see bp tbose roots continually anD plentifully spring-

ing, nottoitbStanDing so DeaDly toounDeD, tobat a commoDitp

SboulD arise to tbe owner, anD tbe commonwealth, if wood tocre

cberisbeD anD oiDcrly DrefseD. €:ffz toaste boughs closely anD

sfeilfuUy talien atoap, tooulD gitie us stoje of fences anD fuel ; anD^

tbe bulfe of tbe tree in time tooulD groto of buge lengtb anD bignefs;

16ut bete, metbin&s, 31 bear an unsfeilful Arborist sap, tbat trees

batietbeir setieral form?, etien b^ nature ; tbe Pear, tbe Holly, tht

Asp, &c. groto long in bulfe, toitb feto anD little arms : ^i)z Oak

bp nature b?oaD, anD sucb lifee. 911 tbis 31 grant: '25ut grant me.

also, tbattbere is a profitable enD anD use of etiery tree, from

tobicb if it Decline, tbougb &y nature, yet man h^ art may,, nag

must, correft iu il3o otber enD of trees 31 netier coulD learn, tban.
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0000 timber, fruit mUCf) anD gOOO, anB pleafure: QX&Z^ physical

l)inticc nothing a gooo foim

;

Beitfjcr let an? man ettctr sfo mucb ag tfjinft, tW it is unpio^

fitalJle, muclj lefs unpofsiWe, to reform ang tree of tebat feinu

0ocvjer ; Jfor, ijelietie me, 31 Ijaue trico it : 31 can bring anp tree

(beginning bctime) to ang fo?m. Cfje Pear ano Holly map tie

mate to spread, anti tbe Oak to cloee.

Thus far the good man out of his eight and forty years experience

concerning timber trees : He descends then to the orchards 5 which,

becaufe it may likewife be acceptable to our industrious planter, I thus

contraft.

*' Such as stand for fruits should be parted from within two feet, or

thereabouts, of the earth ; so higli, as to give liberty to drefs the root, and

no higher; because of exhausting the sap that should feed his fruit ; for

the bole will be first, and best served and fed, being next to the root,

and of greatest substance. These should be parted in two, three, or four

arms, as your graffs yield twigs ; and every arm into two or more

branches, every branch into his several cyons ; still spreading by equal

degrees, so as his lowest spray be hardly without the reach of a man's

hand, and his highest not past two yards higher: That no twig,

(especially in the midst) touch his fellow ; let him spread as far as his

list, without any master-bough, or top, equally ; and when any fall lower

than his fellows, (as they will with weight of fruit) ease him the next

spring of his superfluous twigs, and he will rise : AVhen any mount

above the rest, top him with a nip between your fingers, or with a knife :

Thus reform any cyon ; and as your tree grows in stature and strength,

so let him rise with his tops but slowly and easily, especially in the midst,

and equally in breadth also, following him upward, with lopping his

under-growth, and water-boughs, keeping the same distance of two

yards, not above three in any wise, betwixt the lowest and highest

twigs.

- " Thus {hall you have handsome, clear, healthful, great, and lasting

trees.
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" Thus will they grow safe from winds, yet the top spreading.

" Thus shall they bear much fruit ; I dare say, one as much as five of

our common trees, all his branches loaden.

" Thus shall your bole, being low, defraud the branches but little of

their sap.

" Thus shall your trees be easy to drefs, and as easy to gather the fruit

from, without bruising the cyons, &c."

The fittest time of the moon for the pruning is (as of graffing) when
the sap is ready to stir, not proudly stirring, and so to cover the wound ;

and here, for the time of day, we may take Columella, frondan medio die

ai-boratoi- ne caedito. Lib. xi. Old trees should be pruned before young

plants ; and note, that wheresoever you take any thing away, the sap the

next summer will be putting ; be sure therefore when he puts to bud in

any unfit place, you rub it off with your finger ; and if this be done for

three or four years at Midsummer, it will at last wholly clear the side-

boughs, and exalt the growth of the stem exceedingly ; and this is of

good use for Elms, and such trees as are continually putting forth where

they have been pruned. Thus begin timely with your trees, and you

may bring them to what form you please. If you desire any tree should

be taller, let him break or divide higher : This for young trees. The old

are reformed by curing of their diseases, of which we have already

discoursed. There is this only to be considered, in reference to foresters,

out of what he has spoken concerning fruit-trees ; that (as has been

touched) where trees are planted for shadow and mere ornament, as in

walks and avenues, the Brouse-wood, as they call it, should most of it be
cherished ; whereas in fruit and timber-trees. Oak excepted, it is best to

free them of it. As for Pollards, (to which I am no great friend, because

it makes so many scrags and dwarfs of many trees, which would else be

good timber, endangering them with drips, and the like injuries)

they should not be headed. above once in ten or twelve years, at the

beginning of the spring, or end of the fall : And note, that all coppicing
and cutting close invigorates the roots and the stem of whatsoever grows
weak and unkindly ; but you must then take care it be not overgrown
with weeds or grafs. Nothing, says my Lord Bacon, (Exper. 586) causes

Volume II. Kvi
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-*~y-"*»^ a rc-invicroration of the plant's juice, so that it neither goes too far, nor

rises too faintly, when it is timely refreshed with this remedy ; and there-

fore we see that the most antient trees in churchyards, and about old

buildings, are either Pollards or Dotards, seldom arising to their full

altitude. It is true, as Mr. Nourse observes, that Elm and Oak

frequently pollarded and cut, hindering their mounting, increases the

bulk and' circumference, and makes a show of substance, when all the

while it is but a hollow trunk, filled with its own corruption, spending

the genuine moisture which should grow to the growth of the arms and

head, and interior substance of useful timber.

For the improvement of the speedy growth of trees, there is not a more

excellent thing than the frequent rubbing of the bole or stem with some

piece of hair-cloth, or ruder stuff, at the beginning of spring : Some I have

known done with seal's skin ; the more rugged bark with a piece of coat

of mail, which is made of small wire : This done when the body of the

tree is wet, as after a soaking rain, yet so as not to excorticate, or gall

the tree, has exceedingly accelerated its growth (as I am afsured to

a wonderful and incredible improvement) by opening the pores, freeing

them of mofs, and killing the worm '.

Lastly, Frondation, or the taking off some of the luxuriant branches

and sprays of such trees, especially whose leaves are profitable for cattle,

is a kind of pruning ; and so is the scarrifying and crofs hatching of some

' It is abundantly evident that all trees inspire and expire from pores in their bark as

well as their leaves, so that whatever interrupts either of these procefses, must occasion

disease. Mofs not only stops up the pores of the bark, but, by being a parasitical plant

supports its own growth by drawing nourishment from the tree on which it is placed.

Plants are never healthy but when their stems are clean, so that we should bestow every

attention towards keeping them so. Mr. Evelyn very judiciously recommends rubbing the

stems, in order to keep the trees in a growing and healthy state : But notwithstanding the

justncfs of this idea, it of necefsity becomes limited and confined. In the 67th vol. of the

Philosophical Transactions for the year 1777, there is inserted a curious letter upon this

subject from Mr. Marsham to the Lord Bishop of Bath and Wells, from which it appears

that the growth of trees maybe considerably increased by washing and rubbing their bark.

A continuation of Mr. Marsham's experiment is inserted in the 7 1st volume of the same

Transactions.
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fruit-bearers, and others, to abate that fvy-Mfiatix, which spends all the chap.

juice in the leaves, to the prejudice of the rest of the parts. ^-"""v-

But after all this, let us hear what the learned and experienced Squire

Brotherton has observed upon this article of pruning, and particularly of

the taking off the top : That those trees which were so used, some years

before the severe frost of 1684, died ; those not so pruned, escaped : And
of other trees (having but a small head left) the rest of the boughs cleared,

the tops flourished, and the loose branches shread perished, and the

unpruned escaped : Aloreover, when the like pruning was tried on trees

twenty feet high, the difference of the increase was visible the following

summer ; but within seven or eight years time the difference was ex-

ceedingly great, and even prodigious, both in bark and branch, beyond

those trees that had been pruned.

This, and the like, belonging to the care of the Wood-ward, will mind

him of his continual duty ; which is to walk about and survey his young

plantations daily ; and to see that all gaps be immediately stopped ;

trespafsing cattle impounded ; and (where they are infested) the deer

chased out, &c. It is most certain that trees, preserved and governed by

this discipline, and according to the rules mentioned, would increase the

beauty of forests, and value of timber, more in ten or twelve years, than

all other imaginable plantations (accompanied with our usual neglect) can

do in forty or fitty..

To conclude : In the time of this work, our ingenious Arborator

should frequently incorporate, mingle, and unite the arms and branches

of some young and flexible trees, which grow in consort, and near to one

another, by entering them into their mutual barks with a convenient

incision : this, especially about fields and hedge-rows, for fence and

ornament. Dr. Plot mentions some that do naturally, or rather indeed

accidentally, mingle thus ; nay, rnd so embrace and coalesce, as if they

ifsued out of the bowels of one another : Such are two Beeches in the

way from Oxford to Reading at Cain-End ; the bodies of which trees

springing from different roots, after they have ascended parallel to the

top, strangely unite together a great height from the ground, a transverse

piece of timber entering at each end of the bodies of the trees, and

growing jointly with them : The same is seen in Sycamores at New
Aa 2
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'^"^"y^*^
three and four braids, like women's hair, when they make it up to fillet it

under their coifs, which have strangely incorporated and grown together

without separation; but these are rather for curiosity, than of advantage

for timber.

Trees will likewise grow frequently out of the bole of the other ; and

some roots will penetrate through the whole length of the trunk, till,

fastening in the very earth, they burst the including tree, as it has

happened in Willows, where an Ash-tree has sprung likely from some

key or seed dropt upon the rotten head of it : But this accident not so

properly pertaining to this chapter, I conclude with recommending the

bowing and bending of young timber-trees, especially Oak and Ash, into

various flexures, curbs, and postures, which may be done by humbling

and binding them down with tough bands and withs, or hooks rather, cut

skrew-wise, or slightly haggled and indented with a knife, and so

skrewed into the ground, or by hanging of weighty stones to the tops or

branches, till the tenor of the sap, and custom of being so constrained, do

render them apt to grow so of themselves, without power of redrefsing.

This course would wonderfully accommodate the ship-builder with

materials for knee-timber, and prove useful to the wheel-wright, as it

would conform the wood to their moulds, save infinite labour, and

abbreviate the work of hewing and waste :

adeo in teneris consuescerc raultura est.

Virgil, it seems, knew it well, and for what purpose :

Continud in silvis magna vi flexa domatur

In burim, et curvi formam accipit Ulraus aratri.

When in the woods with mighty force they bow

The Elm, and shape it to the crooked plow.
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CHAPTER III.

Of the AGE, STATURE, and FELLING of TREES.

JL HE Age of trees, except of the Coniferous, (for the most part known chap. hi.

by the degrees of their tapering branches) is vulgarly reckoned by the

number of solar revolutions,, or circles ; the former bark being digested age.

and compadled into a ligneous and w^oody substance, is annually invested

by a succeeding bark, which yet in fome trees is not finished so soon as

in others, as we find in the Oak, Elm, Pine, Plumb-tree, &c. which

exceed one another in growth, however co-equal in years : But of this

hereafter. In the mean time, it is not till a tree is arrived to his perfect

age and full vigour, that the Lord of the forest should consult or deter-

mine concerning a felling ; for there is certainly in trees,, as in all things

else, a time of increment or growth ; a status or season when they are at

best, (which is also that of felling-) and a decrement or period when they

decay. To the first of these they proceed with more or lefs velocity, as

they consist of more strict and compacted particles, or are of a slighter

and more lax contexture, by which they receive a speedier or slower de-

fluxion of aliment. This is apparent in Box and "NVilIow ; the one of a

harder, the other of a more tender substance ; but as they proceed, so

they likewise continue. By the state of trees I Avould signify their

utmost effort, growth, and maturity, which are all of them different as to

time and kind ; yet do not I intend by this any period or instant in which

they do not continually either improve or decay,, (the end of one being

still the beginning of the other) but farther than which their natures do

not extend; but immediately (though to our senses imperceptible)

through some infirmity (to which all sublunary things are obnoxious)

dwindle and impair, either through age, defect of nourishment, by sick-

nefs, and decay of principal parts ; but especially, and more inevitably,

when violently invaded by mortal and incurable infirmities, or by what

other extinction of their vegetative heat, substractlon or obstruction of

air and moisture, which making all motions whatsoever to cease and

determine, is the cause of their final destruction.

Our honeft countryman, to whofe experience we have been obliged for

something I have lately animadverted concerning the pruning of trees.
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does, in ancthcT chapter of the fame treatise, speak of the age of trees,

le clifcoursc is both learned, rational, and full of encouragement; for

he does not scruple to affirm, that even some fruit-trees may pofsibly ar-

ri\ e to a thousand years of age ; and if so fruit-trees, (whose continual

bearing does so much impair and shorten their lives, as we sec it does

their form and beauty) how much longer might we reasonably imagine

some hardy and slow-growing forest-trees may probably last ? I remember

Pliny tells us of some Oaks growing in his time in the Hercynian forest,*'

which were thought coevous with the world itself; their roots had even

raised mountains, and where they encountered, swelled into goodly arches

like the gates of a city : But our more modern author's calculation for

fruit-trees, (I suppose he means Pears, Apples, &c.) is three hundred

years for growth, as much for their stand, as he terms it, and three

hundred for their <lecay, which does in the total amount to no lefs than

nine hundred years. This conjecture is deduced from Apple-trees grow-

ing in his orchard, which having known for forty years, and upon diligent

inquiry of sundry aged persons, of eighty years and more, who remem-

bered them trees all their time, he finds by comparing their growth with

others of that kind, to be far short in bignefs and perfection, viz. by more

than two parts of three, yea, albeit those other trees have been much hin-

dred in their stature through ill government and misordering : And this to

me seems not at all extravagant, since liind mention of a Pear-tree near Rofs

in Herefordshire, which being of no lefs than eighteen feet circumference,

and yielding seven hogsheads of cyder yearly, must needs have been

of very long standing and age, though perhaps not so near Methusalah's.

To establish this, he afsembles many arguments from the age of

animals, whose state and decay double the time of their increase by the

same proportion. " If then (saith he) those frail creatures, whose bodies

are nothing in a manner but a tender rottennefs, may live to that age,

I see not but a tree of a solid substance, not damnified by heat or cold,

capable of, and subject to any kind of ordering or drefsing, feeding

''Ineadem Septentrionali piaga, Hercjnix Silva? roborum vastitas intacta a'vis, et

congenita niundo, prope immortali sorte miracula excedit. Constat attolli colles occursan-

tium inter se radicum repercufsu; aut ubi secuta tellus non sit, arcus ad ramos usque, et

ipsos inter se rixantes, curvari portarum patentium modo, ut turraas equitum transmit-

tant. Plin. 1. xvi. c. ii.
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naturally, and from the beginning disburthened of all superfluities, eased chap. in.

of, and of his own accord avoiding the causes that may annoy him,
""—»^ir*»^

should exceed the life of other creatures by very many years. What else

are trees in comparison with the earth, but as hairs to the body of man ?

And it is certain, that (without some distemper, or forcible cause, the hairs

dure with the body, and are esteemed excrements but from their super-

fluous growth." So as he resolves, upon good reason, that fruit-trees, well

ordered, may live a thousand years and bear fruit ; and the longer the

more, the greater and the better, (for which an instance also in Dr. Deal's

Herefordshire Orchards, p. 21, 22.) because his vigour is proud and

stronger when his years are many. Thus you shall see old ti'ees put

forth their buds and blofsoms both sooner and more plentifully than

young trees by much ; and I sensibly perceive my young trees to enlarge

their fruit as they grow greater. And if fruit-trees continue to this age,

how many ages is it to be supposed strong and huge timber-trees will

last 3 whose mafsy bodies require the years of divers Methusalahs, before

they determine their days ; whose sap is strong and bitter ; whose bark

is hard and thick, and their substance solid and stiff; all which are

defences of health and long life ? Their strength withstands all forcible

winds; their sap of that quality is not subject to worms and taintin"-;

their bark receives seldom or never by casualty any wound ; and not

only so, but they are free from removals, which occasion the death of

millions of trees ; whereas the fruit-tree, in comparifon, is little, and
frequently blown down; his sap sweet,, easily and soon tainted; his bark
tender, and soon wounded; and himself used by man as man uses

himself; that is, either unskilfully or carelefsly." Thus he. But Vofsius

de Theolog. Gent. lib. v. cap. v. gives too little age to Ashes when he
speaks but of one hundred years, (in which, as in the rest,, he seems to

agree with my Lord Bacon, Hist. Vita? et Alort. Art. i.) and to the
Medica, Pyrus, Prunus, Cornus, but sixty. He had as good have held his

peace ; even Rosemary has lasted amongst us a hundred years.

I might to this add much more, and truly v/ith sufficient probability,

that timber-trees (especially such as be of a compact, resinous or
balsamical nature, of which kind are the Yew, Box, Hornbeam, White
Thorn, Oak, Walnut, Cedar, Juniper, &c.) are capable of very long
duration and continuance. Those of largest root, (a sign of a"-e) are
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. longer lived than the shorter ; the dry than the wet ; and the gummy
than the watery ; the sterile, than the fruitful : I do not conclude from

Pliny's Hercynian Oaks, or the Tiirpentine-tree of Idumaea, which

Josephus ranks also with the creation. I mentioned a Cyprefs, yet

remaining somewhere in Persia near an old sepulchre, whose stem is as

large as five men can encompafs, the boughs extending fifteen paces

every way ; this must needs be a very old tree, believed by my author

little lefs than two thousand five hundred years of age. Of such another

Dr. Spon, in liis voyage into Greece, speaks, which, by its spreading

seems to be of the Savine kind ; and, in truth, as to the age and duration,

Cyprefs, Cedar, Box, Ebony, Brasil, and other exceedingly hard and com-

pact (with some resinous) woods, growing chiefly in both East and West

Indies, must needs be of wonderful age. The particulars were too long

to recount of the old Platanus set by Agamemnon, mentioned by

Theophrastus, the Herculean Oaks, the Laurel near Hippocrene, the

Vatican Ilex, and the Vine which was grown to that bulk and woodinefs

as to make a statue of Jupiter, and columns in Juno's temple : at present

it is found that the great doors of the cathedral at Ravenna are made of

such Vine-tree planks, some of which are twelve feet long, and fifteen

inches broad, the wTiole soil of that country producing Vines of prodigious

growth. Such another, in Margiana, is spoken of by Strabo, that was

twelve feet in circumference. Pliny mentions one of six hundred years

old in his time ; and at Ecoan, the late Duke of Montmorency's house,

is a table of a very large dimension, made of the like plant ; and that

which Tenders it the more strange, is, that a tree growing in such

a wreathed and twisted manner, rather like a rope than timber, and

needing the support of others, should arrive to such a bulk and firm con-

sistence ; but so it is, and Olearius affirms, that he found many Vines

near the Caspian Sea, whose trunks were as big about as a man. And
the old Lotus-trees, recorded by Valerius Maximus, and the Quercus

Mariana, celebrated by the Prince of Orators, Pliny's huge Larix, and

what grew in the Fortunate Islands, with that enormous tree Scaliger

reports was growing in the Troglodytic India, were famous for their age.

St. Hierom affirms he saw the Sycamore that Zaccheus climbed up to

behold our Lord ride in triumph to Jerusalem: But that's nothing for

age to the Olive under which our blefsed Saviour agonized, still remain-

ing, as they say, in the garden to which he used to resort. At the same

rate, Surius tells of other Olive-trees at Nazareth, and of the cursed Fig-
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tree, whose stump was remaining above 1 500 years. Not to omit that other chap. iir.

Fig-tree, yet standing near Cairo, wJiich is said to have opened in two "•*-*"V"^-^

to receive and protect the blefsed Virgin and holy Babe, as she was
flying into Egypt ; but is now showed whole again, as Monconys, who
saw it, but believed nothing of it, tells the story. There is yet there

a tree of the same kind, which measures seventeen paces in circum-

ference. And now in the Aventine Mount they show us the Mains
Medica, planted by the hand of St. Dominic, and another in the

monastery at Fundi, where Thomas Aquinas lived, planted by that Saint,

1278. In Congo they speak of trees capable of being excavated into

vefsels that would contain two hundred men a-piece. To which add

those superannuated Tilias now at Basil, and that of Ausburgh, under

whose prodigious shade they so often feast, and celebrate their weddin"-s;

because they are all of them noted for their reverend antiquity, that of

Basil branching out one hundred paces diameter, from a stem of about

twenty feet in circle, under which the German Emperors have sometimes

eaten ; and to such trees it seems they paid divine honours, as the nearest

emblems of eternity, et tanquam sacras ex vetustate, as Quintilian speaks.

And like to these might that Cyprefs be which is celebrated by Virgil,

near to another monument '.

But we will spare our reader, and refer him that has a desire to mul-

tiply examples of this kind, to those undoubted records our naturalist

mentions in lib. xvi. chap. xliv. where he shall read of Scipio Africanus's

Olive-trees ; Diana's Lotus ; the Ruminal Fig-tree, under which the

bitch wolf suckled the founder of Rome and his brother, lasting (as Tacitus

calculated) eight hundred and forty years, putting out new shoots, and

presaging the translation of that Empire from the CaBsarian line, happen-

ing in Nero's reign : The Ilex, of prodigious antiquity, as the Hetruscan

Inscription remaining on it imported. But Pausanias, in his Arcadics,

thinks the Samian Vitex, of which already, to be one of the oldest trees

growing, and the Platan set by Menelaus : To these he adds the Delian

Palm, coevous with Apollo himself, and the Olive planted by Minerva,

-juxtaque antiqua cuprefsus,

Relligione patruni multos servata per annos,

'Volu7ne II, B b
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BOOK III. according to their tradition ; the over-grown Myrtle; the Vatican and"
^"^'"^/""'^

Tiburtine Holm, and especially that near to Tusculum, whose body was
thirty-five feet about ; besides divers others which he there enumerates in

a large chapter. And what shall we conjecture of the age of Xerxes's

Platanus, in admiration whereof he staid the march of so many hundred

rhousand men for so many days ; by which the wise Socrates was used

to swear. And certainly a goodly tree was a powerful attractive, when

that prudent Consul Pafsienus CrJspus, fell in love with a prodigious

Beech of a wonderful age and stature, (which he used to sleep under,

and would sometmies refresh it with pouring wine at the roots,) and that

wise Prince Francis I. with an huge Oak, which he caused to be so

curiously immured at Bourges.

STATURE. "\Ve have already made mention of Tiberius's. harch; intended to be

employed about the Naumachia, which being one hundred and twenty

feet in length, bare two feet diameter nearly all that space, (not counting

the top,) and was looked upon as such a wonder, that though it was

brought to Rome to be used in that vas^t fabric, the Emperor, would

have it kept propter miracultan ; and so it lay unemployed till Nero built

his amphitheatre. To this might be added the mast of Demetrius's

Galeafse, which consisted of but one Cedar ; and that of the float which

wafted Caligula's obelisks out of Egypt, four fathoms in circumference.

We read of a Cedar growing in the Island of Cyprus, which was one

hundred and thirty feet long, and eighteen in diameter; and suchitseems

there are some yet growing on ISIount Lebanus,. (though very few in

* Journey to number) one of which our late traveller, Mr. A'Laundrel*, affirms himself

Ho"'^''^'"'
^'

^'^ ^^^'ve measured of twelve yards six inches in girt, sound, and at six

vards from the ground divided into five limbs each of which was equal

to a great tree. We read also of the Plane in Athens, whose roots

extended thirfy-six cubits farther than the boughs, which were yet

exceedingly large ; and such another was that most famous tree at

VelitrcE,whose arms stretched out eighty feet from the stem.; butthese

trees were solid. Let us calculate from the hollow. Besides those

mentioned by Pliny, in the Hercynian Forest, the Germans had castles in

Oaks, and (as now the Indians) some Punti or Canoes of excavated Oak^.

which would well contain thirty, some forty persons. Such were the

ancient juoyo^vha, in use yet about Ccphalonia, as Sir George Wheeler

observed; and such the a5/!ij< Uhcia used by those of Cyprus. But wjiat;
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were these to a canoe in Congo, which was made to hold two hundred chap. iir.

men ? The Ltcian Platanus recorded by Pliny, and remaining long after '-"•'^r^'^

his days, had a room in it of eighty-one feet in compafs, adorned with

stately seats and tables of stone ; and it seems it was so glorious a tree

both in body and head, that Licinius Mucianus (three times consul and

governor of that province) used to feast his whole retinue in it, choosing

rather to lodge in it, than in his golden-roofed palace*. And of later * Lib, xii.

date, that vast Cerrus in which an Eremite built his cell and chapel, so

celebrated by the noble Fracastorius in his Poem Malteide. Cant. viii.

But for these capacious hollow trees wc need go no farther than our

own country ; there being, besides that which I mention in Gloucester-

shire, an Oak at Kidlington-Green in Oxfordshire, which has been fre-

quently used (before the death of the late Judge Morton, near whose house

it stood) for the immediate imprisonment of vagabonds and malefactors,

till they could conveniently be remov<;d to the county gaol : And such

another prison Dr. Plott does, in his excellent history of Oxfordshire,

mention out of Ferdinand Ilertado in Moravia, to be made out of the

trunk of a Willow, twenty-seven feet in compafs. But not to go out

of our promised bounds, the learned Doctor speaks ofan Elm growing on

Blechington-Green, which gave reception and harbour to a poor great-

bellied woman, whom the unhospitable people would not receive into

their houses, who was brought to-bcd in it of a son, now a lusty young

fellow. This puts me in mind of that (I know not what to call it)

privilege belonging to a venerable Oak, lately growing in Knoll-Wood,
near Trely-Castle in Staffordshire, of which, I think. Sir Charles

Skrymsher is owner ; that upon oath made of a bastard's being begotten

within the reach of the shade of its boughs, (which 1 afsure you at the

rising and declining of the sun is very ample,) the offence was not

obnoxious to the censure of either Ecclesiastical or Civil Magistrate.

—

These, with our historian, I rather mention for their extravagant use, and

to refresh the reader with some variety, than for their extraordinary

capacity : because such instances were innumerable, should we pretend

to illustrate this particular with more than needs.

And now I have spoken of Elms, and other extravagancies of trees,

tliere stands one (as this curious observer notes) in Binsey Common^

Bb2
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300K III. six yards in diameter near the ground, which it is conjectured has been
^"""y^^

so improved by raising an earthen bank, or seat, about it, which has

caused it to put forth into spurs, it not being so considerable in the

higher trunk.

Compare me then witli these that nine-fathom-deep tree spoken of by

Josephus Acosta ; the Mastick-tree, seen and measured by Sir Francis

Drake, which was four and thirty yards in circuit ; those of Nicaragua,

and Gambra, which seventeen persons could hardly embrace : Among

these may come in the Cotton-tree described by Dampier. In India,

says Pliny, Arbores tant<c proceritatis tradiintur, zit sagittis siiperjacl

nequeant ,• and adds, (which I think material, and therefore add also,)

Hcecfacit ziberias soli, temperies cosli, et aquarian abundantia. Such were

those trees in Corsica, and near Memphis, recorded by Theophrastus, &c.

and for prodigious height, the two and three hundred feet unparalleled

Palms Royal described by Capt. Ligon, growing in our plantations of the

Barbadoes; or those goodly masts of Fir, which I have seen and

measured, brought from New England; and what Bembus relates of

those twenty-fathomed Antarctic trees ; or those of which Cardan writes,

called Ceiba, which rising in their several stems each of twenty feet in

compafs, and as far distant each from other, unite in the bole at fifteen

feet height from the ground, composing three stately arches, and thence

ascending in a shaft of prodigious bulk and altitude. Such trees of

thirty-seven feet diameter, an incredible thing, Scaliger (his antagonist)

speaks of, ad Gamhra Jiuvium. Matthiolus mentions a tree growing in

the Island of Cyprus, which contained one hundred and thirty feet high

sound timber : And upon Mount yEtna, in Sicily, is a place called by

them Gli tre Castagne, from three Chesnut-trees there standing, where in

the cavity of one, yet remaining, a considerable flock of sheep is com-

monly folded. Kircher's words are these, as seen by himself: Et qmdforsan

srai>dlo^oy videri pofsif, ostendit mild vice dux, unius Castanea Corticem tant<£.

aviplitiidinus, ut intra earn integer pecorim grex d, pastoribtis, tanquam i>t

Caida commodifsima,noctuincliideretm\ China Illust. p. 185. But this,

as I remember, was lately ruined by the direful conflagration about

Cattanea". And what may we conceive of those trees in the Indies, one

«» The Eruption of Mount jElna that, in the year 1 669, overwhelmed the city of Cattanea,

did not destroy any of these memoraljleChesnut-lrwsj as Mr. Evelyn supposes. They are
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of whose nuts hardly one man is able to carry; and which are so vast, chap. hi.

as they depend not, like other fruit, by a stalk from the boughs, but are
^'^'"^'''^*^.

produced out of the very body and stem of the tree, and are sufficient to feed

twenty persons at a meal ? There were trees found in Brazil, that sixteen

men could scarcely fathom about : and the Jesuits caused one of these

to be felled, for being superstitiously worshipped by the savages, which

was one hundred and twenty feet in circumference. The Mexican

Emperor is said to have had a tree in his garden, under whose shade

a thousand men might sit at a competent distance.

We read of a certain Fig in the Caribbee Islands, which emits such

large buttrefses, that great planks for tables and flooring are cleft out of

them, without the least prejudice to the tree ; and that one of these does

easily shelter two hundred men under them : And in Nieuhoff's voyage

still in being, and frequently visited by the curious and enterprising traveller. In the year

1770 Mr. Brydone made an accurate examination of them, and in an elegant history of hii

travels, entitled^ Tour through Sicily and Malta, has favoured us with the following account :

" From this place it is not lefs than five or six miles to tiie great Chesnut-trces, through
" forests growing out of the lava, in several places almost impafsable. Of these trees there

" are many of an enormous size ; but the Castagno de Cento CavalU is by much the most
•' celebrated. I have even found it marked in an old map of Sicily, published near an
" hundred years ago ; and in all the maps of jEtna, and its environs, it makes a very
' conspicuous figure. I own I was by no means struck with its appearance, as it does not
" seem to be one tree, but a bush of five large trees growing together. We complained
" to our guides of the imposition ; when they unanimously afsured us, that by the universal

" tradition and even testimony of the country, all these were once united in one stem -

" that their grandfathers once remembered this, when it was looked upon as the glorv of
" the forest, and visited from all quarters; that for many years past it had been reduced ta>

" the venerable ruin we beheld. We began to examine it with more attention, and
" found that there is an appearance that tl>ese five, trees were really once united in one.

" The opening in the middle is at present prodigious ; and it does indeed require faith to

" believe, that so vast a space was once occupied by solid timber. But there is no ap-

" pearance of bark on the inside of any of the stumps, nor on the sides that are opposite
" to one another. Mr. Glover and I measured it separately, and brought it exactly to the
" same size, viz. two inindred a*id four feet round. If this was once united in one solid

" stem, it must with justice indeed have been looked upon as a very wonderful pha;no-
" menon in the vegetable world, and deservedly styled the glory of the forest.

" I have since been told by the Canonica Recupero, an ingenious ecclesiastic of this

•'place, that he was at the expence of carrying up peasants with tools to dig round.
"the Castagno di Cento Cavalli, and he aBiires rae, upon his honour, that he found all dies*
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BOOK III. to the East Indies, there is mention of the Kynti, a kind of Oak, which
"""^'"^"^

yield planks of four feet breadth, and forty in length. Strabo, I re-

member, Geog. lib. XV. talks of fifty horsemen under a tree in India :

His words are, uj^ Jj> hi liyl^a fjHTny-CpiCeiv aKix^ijj.mi; im^is./; 7nvTnx.c/]x ; and of

another that shaded five stadia at once ; and in another place of a Pine

about Ida, which measured twenty-four feet diameter, and of a monstrous

height : To these may be added the Arbor de liayz, a certain tree grov.--

ing in the East Indies, which propagates itself into a vast forest (if not

hindered) by shooting up, and then Jetting a kind ofgummy string to fall

and drivel from its branches, which takes root in the ground again, and

in this procefs spreads a vast circuit ; the stems of some of which are

reported to be upwards of six feet diameter". To this may be added the

Balete, described by Mr. Ray, (Append, vol. III.) and what he cites

of Melchior Barros, who found trees proof against weapons, resisting the

•' stems united below ground iii one root. I alleged that so extraordinary an object must

" have been celebrated by many of their writers. He told me that it had, and produced

" several examples ; Philoteo, Carrera, and some others, Carrera begs to be excused

" from telling its dimensions, but be says he is sure there was wood enough in that

« one tree to build a large palace. Their poet Bagolini too has celebrated a tree of the

" same kind, perhaps the same tree*; and Mafsa, one of their most esteemed authors,

« says he has seen solid Oaks upwards of forty feet round; but adds, that the size of the

" Chesnut-trees was beyond belief, the hollow of one of which, he ssys, contained three

" hundred sheep, and thirty people had often Ijeen in it on horeeback. I shall not pretend

«' to say, that this is the same tree he means ; or whether it was ever one tree or not. There

" are nwny others that are well deserving the curiosity of travellers. One of these, about

« a mile and a half higher on the mountain, is called // Castagm del Galea ; it rises from one

" solid stem to a considerable height, after which it branches out, and is a much finer object

« than the other. I measured it about two feet from the ground ; it was seventy. six feet

« round. There is a third called Jl Castagm M Nave, that is pretty nearly of the same size.

«' All these grow on a thick rich soil, formed originally, I believe, of ashes thrown out by

" the mountain."

* Supremos inter monies roonslrosior omni

Monstiosi fcfctum slipitls Etna dedit.

Castanea-ni genuit, ciijiis mode concava cortex

Turmam equitum baud parvam coniinet, atque greges.

n Mr. Marsden, in his History of Sumatra, gives the dimensions- of one of these trees

growing near Mangee, twenty miles west of Patna in Bengal. Diameter 370 feet. Cir-

cumference of the shadow at noon, 1116 feet. Circumference of the several stems, in

jiulnber-fifty or sixty, 921 feet. Under this tree sat a naked Fakir, who had occupied that
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force of any edged tool, being of a consisture so hard : But even this, chap, nr
and all we have hitherto produced, is nothing to what I find mentioned ^-"""v^fc-^

in the late Chinese History, (as it is set forth upon occasion of the Dutch

Embafsy) where they tell us of a certain tree called Ciennich, (or the tree

of a thousand years) in the province of SucJnc, near the city of Kien,

which is so prodigiously large, as to shroud two hundred sheep under

one only branch of it, without being so much as perceived by those who
approach it. And to conclude with yet a greater wonder, of another in

the province of Chekiang, whose amplitude is so stupendously vast, as

fourscore persons can hardly embrace. These gigantick trees the

Chinese timber merchants transport on floats, upon which they build huts

and little cottages, where they live with their families, floating many
thousand miles till all be sold, as Le Compte tells us. In the mean time

we must not omit the strange and incredible bulk of some Oaks standing

lately in Westphalia, whereof one served both for a castle and fort ; and
another there, which contained in height one hundred and thirty feet,

and, as some report, thirty feet diameter ; also another which yielded one

hundred wane load. I have read of a table of Walnut-tree, to be seen

at St. Nicholas's in Lorrain, which held twenty-five feet broad, all of a

piece, and of competent length and thicknefs, rarely flecked and watered :

Scamozzi the Architect reports he saw it. Such a monster that might

be, under which- the Emperor Frederick III. held his magnificent feast

in 1472. We will now endeavour to give a taste of more fresh observa-

tions, and to compare our modern. tirflber with the antient, and that not

situation for twenty years ; but he did not continue there the whole year, for his vow
obliged him to lie, during the four cold months, up to his neck in the waters of the river

Ganges, p. 131. Milton represents our first parents as making use of the leaves of this

tree, as soon as they became conscious of shame :

The Fig-trcc ; not that kind for fruit renown'd

;

But such as at this day to Indians known

In Malabar, or Decan, spreads licr arms,

Branching so broad and long, that in the ground

The bending twigs take root, and daughters grow

About the mother tree, a pillar'd shade

High over-arch'd, and echoing walks between. faradise lost.
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BOOK III. only abroad, but Avilhout travelling into foreign countries for these

t>.^-V^^ wonders.

What goodly trees were of old adored, and consecrated by the Druids,

I leave to conjecture from the stories of our ancient Britains, who, had

they left records of their prodigies in this kind, would doubtlefs have

furnished us with examples as remarkable for the growth and stature

of trees, as any which we have deduced from the writers of foreign

countries ; since the remains of what are yet in being (notwithstanding

the havock which has universally been made, and the little care to im-

prove our woods) may stand in fair competition with any thing that an-

tiquity £an produce.

There is somewhere in Wales an inscription extant, cut into the wood

of an old beam thus

:

SEXAGINTA PEDES EUERANT IN STIPITE NOSTRO,
EXCEPTA COMA QVJE SPECIOSA FUIT.

This must needs have been a noble tree, but not without later

parellels ; for to instance in the several species, and speak first of the

bulks of some immense trees, there was standing an old decayed Chesnut

at Fraiting in Efsex, whose very stump did yield thirty sizable load of

logs. I could produce you another of the same kind in Gloucestershire,

which contains within the bowels of it a pretty wainscotted room

enlightened with windows, and furnished wdth seats, &c. to answer the

Lycian Platanus lately mentioned.

But whilst I am on this period, see what a TiJia that most learned and

obliging person Sir Thomas Brown, of Norwich, describes to me in

a letter just now received.

" An extraordinary large and stately Tilia, Linden, or Lime-tree, there

groweth at Depeham, in Norfolk, ten rniles from Norwich, whose mea-

sure is this : The compafs, in the least part of the trunk or body, about

two yards from the ground, is at least eight yards and a half; about the

root near the earth, sixteen yards ; about half a yard above that, near

; twelve yards in circuit ; the height to the uppermost boughs about thirty
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yards. This surmounts the famous Tilia of Zurich, in Switzerland ; and chap. hi.

uncertain it is whether in any Tilicetum or Lime-walk abroad it be con- ^'"*"'"V*-^

siderably exceeded : Yet was the first motive I had to view it not so

much the largenefs of the tree, as the general opinion that no man could

even name it ; but I found it to be a Tilia Foemina ; and (if the distinc-

tion of Bauhinus be admitted from the greater and lefser leaf) a Tilia

Platyphyllos, or Latifolia ; some leaves being three inches broad ; but to

distinguish it from others in the country, I called it Tilia Colofssa

Depeharaensis."

A Poplar-tree, not much inferior to this, he likewise informs me grew

lately at Harling, by Thetford, at Sir William Gaudy's gate, blown down
by that terrible hurricane about four years since *. « I66O.

Thus that learned person. From these instances, I am not apt so much
to admire what is pretended so mightily to exceed the refreshing shades

of some of our Oaks, Beeches, Elms, and other ample umbrages, if dili-

gently compared, as I am to impute it to what the younger Pliny

attributes to men's affecting novelties, that tanta siiarum rerinn satietas,

aliarumque aviditas.

But here does properly intervene the Linden of Schalouse, in Swifse,

under which is a bower composed of its branches, capable of containing

three hundred persons sitting at ease ; it has a fountain set about with

many tables, formed only of the boughs, to which they ascend by steps,

all kept so accurately, and so very thick, that the sun never looks into it.

But this is nothing to that prodigious Tilia of Neustadt, in the Duchy of

Wirtemberg, so famous for its montrosity, that even the city itself

receives a denomination from it, being called by the Germans Neustadt

under grofsen Linden, or Neustadt by the great Lime-tree. The circum-

ference of the trunk is twenty-feven feet four fingers ; the ambitus, or

extent of the boughs, four hundred and three fere ; the diameter, from

south to north, one hundred and forty-five ; from east to west, one

hundred and nineteen feet ; set about with divers columns and monu-
ments of stone, (eighty-two in number at present, and formerly above an

hundred more) which several Princes and Noble Persons have adorned,

and celebrated v/ith inscriptions, arms, and devices, and which, as so

many pillars, serve likewise to support the umbragious and venerable

Volume JI. C c
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BOOK III. boughs; and that even the tree had been much ampler, the ruhis and
^"^'y^*-^

distances of the columns declare, which the rude soldiers have greatly

.impaired.

,
* ]679. By the date of the antientest columns, yet entire *, may be conjectured

how goodly a tree it was above one hundred and twenty years ago.

The inscriptions on the several arms and supporters are as follow

:

D. V. H. Z. W. CLL. Graf zu Lenehtenberg. 1591. 1583. 1575.

Albert von Rosenberg Ritter. 1591. WolffKeidel alter Furleul'mm. 1555.

(Some report he planted it.) Hans Heinrie vonder Tana. 1583. Conrad

von Flbeg. 1575. Friz Nerter von Hertenek. 1575. Wirich von Gem-
mingen. 1575. Bartol Mot. 1555. V. Hans Funk der zeit Burger-

meister Die erst. 1555. Hans Ulrich Stigilheiiner zii Durathenig Fuct-

licher. hr. Hoffmeister. 1591.

Praesul de Langheim rediens CisterliK ab urbe

Pyramidem banc posuit flammis Coslestibus auclam.

Sentiat hcec etiam Nuraen spirabile toto

Pectore, et illius semper sit muhere fcelix.

Johann. Aht zn Langh. 1601. Joh. Aht zu. Schoenthal. 1584' Ebcr-

hard von Gimmingen. 1555. David von Hebnstad Amtman. Graff

Fridrich zu Mompelyard. Ha7is Henrick von Lammestcin. Sigismund

Signiger. L. H. Z. W. A. 353. G. L. Mary Graffau Brandenb. 1562.

Georg. Ernest Graff zn Henneb. Herr zu Aschaffb, 1575. Michel Helm-

ling Statt-schreiber. 1555. Ha7is Ulrick von Steinc. 1575. Daniel von

Helmstatt. zu Kappenaw. 1556. Stamel von Reischach. 1575.

jrHl/ielm von Crombach. 1588. BernolphvonGammingen. 1588. Schiveiker

Wumbold van Umstatt. 1591. Heinrich Link Pfarrer zxxUden. An-

dreas von Oberbach Vorstmeist. zu Neu-statt. Neubrecht Bart Keller, zu

Neu-statt. 1557. Ernberg. Tliomas Buschvon Schorndoiff. Wolffang

von Gemmingcn. 1588. Feit Kumeter Forstmeister. 1551 and 1530.

After this we might forbear the naming that at Tillburgh, near Buda

in Hungary, growing in the middle of the street, extending to sixty-two

paces from the stem, sustained by twenty-eight columns : nor that nearer

us, at Cleves in the Low Countries, a little without the entrance into the

town, cut in eight faces supported with pillars, and containing a room in
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the middle, the head of the tree curiously shaped. I say, I need not chap.

have charged this paragraph with half these, but to show how much ^""^

more the Lime-tree seems to be disposed to be brought into these

arborious wonders, than other trees of slower growth ; and yet I am told

of a White Thorn, at Worms in Germany, planted in the centre of the

quadrangle of the great church, whose branches, held up with stone, are

in circle fifty paces : Several more occur, too tedious to recite. But

what is all this, take the most spreading of them, to what we shall show,

whilst that of Neustadt comes not yet by forty feet near to the dimen-

sions of an Oak standing lately in AVorksop Park, belonging to his Grace

the Duke of Norfolk, Earl Marshal of England, spreading almost three

thousand yards square, and under the shade whereof near a thousand

horse might commodiously stand at once. But, besides the gigantic

Lime-tree, there is likewise a White-Thorn, brought (as the tradition

goes) a small twig out of Palestine, A?ino 1470, by Eberhard, first Duke

of Wirtemberg, (and planted near Tubing, where he founded St. Peter's

Monastery) the branches whereof being sustained by forty columns of

stone, is yet* a flourishing tree. It is probable that of Glastonbury is « iq^

of this kind, and above a thousand years antienter, if the report be true.

At Forti grows a Filbert whose trank is as big as three men's middles

:

Near Efsling is a Juniper-tree of almost two feet diameter in the lower

trunk, and very tall. These prodigies, with several more, we have from

Dr. Faber, Physician to Frederic Duke of Wirtemberg, and collected

by the late industrious Jesuit Schotti, in his Appendix ad Lib ii. De Ali-

rabilibus Miscellaneis. Nor may here that goodly Birch-tree be forgotten,

which growing in one of the courts of tlie palace of Augsburgh, is so

spreading, as that the branches will cover with its shade three hundred

and sixty-five tables, even as many as there are days in the year, as

Tavernier tells us in his Travels. Mr. Cook, in his ingenious and useful

Treatise, mentions a Witch Elm growing within these three or four years

in Sir Walter Baggot's park in the county of Stafford, which, after two

men had been five days felling, lay forty yards in length, and was at the

stool seventeen feet diameter : It broke in the fall fourteen load of wood ;

forty-eight in the top : Yielded eight pair of naves, eight thousand six

hundred and sixty feet of boards and planks : It cost ten pounds seven-

teen shillings the sawing ; the whole esteemed ninety-seven tuns. This

was certainly a goodly stick I

Cc 2
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What other prodigious trees do at present, and did formerly, abound

in that country, may be seen in Dr. Plot's Natural History. Such was

an Oak at Narbury, of fifteen yards in girth, which being felled, two men
at either side on horseback could not see one another : Also an Ash of

eight feet diameter, the timber of which was valued at thirty pounds.

I am told even of a Withy-tree, to be seen somewhere in Berkshire,

which is increased to a most stupendous bulk ; and of two Witch Hasel-

trees of prodigious size, growing in Oaksey-Park, belonging to Sir

Edward Pooles, near Malmsbury in Wiltshire, not inferior to the largest

Oaks : But these, for arriving hastily to their acme and period, and gene-

rally not so considerable for their use, I pafs to the Ash, Elm, Oak, &c.

There were of the first of these divers which measured in length one

hundred and thirty-two feet, sold lately in Efsex ° ; and in the manor of

Horton (to go no farther than the parish of Ebsham in Surrey, belonging

to my brother Richard Evelyn, Esq.) there are Elms standing in good

numbers, which would bear almost three feet square for more than forty

feet in height, which is, in my judgment, a very extraordinary matter.

—

They grow in a moist gravel, and in the hedge-rows.

Not to insist upon Beech, which are frequently very large, there

are Oaks of forty feet high and five feet diameter yet flourishing in divers

old parks of our Nobility and Gentry ; and Firs of one hundred and fifty

feet in height, which are exceeded by one growing in a wood about Bern,

by almost one hundred feet, as Chabrous tells us.

A large and goodly Oak there is at Reedham, in Sir Richard Berney's

Park of Norfolk, which I am informed was valued at forty pounds the

timber, and twelve pounds the lopping wood.

Nor are we to overpafs those memorable trees which so lately flourished

in Dennington Park near Newbury ; amongst which three were most

•My very excellent friend Mr. Marsham, of Stratton, near Norwich, informs me tliat

in the year 1767, he measured an Ash-tree in Benel churchyard, North Britain, which,

at five feet from the ground, was sixteen feet nine inches in girt. The tree vva» then in

a flourishing and growing state.
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remarkable from the dedication of the ingenious planter (if tradition hold) chap. in.

the famous English Bard, Geoffrey Chaucer ; of which one was called ^^^^V"*-^

the King's, another the Queen's, and a third Chaucer's Oak. The first

of these was fifty feet in height before any bough or knot appeared, and

cut five feet square at the butt end, all clear timber. The Queen's was
felled since the wars, and held forty feet of excellent timber, straight as

an arrow in growth and grain, and cutting four feet at the stub, and near

a yard at the top ; besides a fork of almost ten feet clear timber above

the shaft, which was crowned with a shady tuft of boughs, amongst

which^some were on each side curved like rams horns, as if they had

been- so industriously bent by hand. This Oak- was of a kind so

excellent, cutting a grain clear as any clap-board, (as appeared in the

wainscot which was made thereof,) that it is a thousand pities some
seminary of the acorns had not been propagated, to preserve the species.

Chaucer's Oak, though it were not of these dimensions, yet was it a very

goodly tree. : And this account I received from my most honoured friend

Phil. Packer, Esq. whose father (as lately the Gentleman his' brother,) was

proprietor of this park : But that which I would further remark, upon this

occasion, is the bulk and stature to which an Oak may pofsibly arrive

within lefs than three hundred years, since it is not so long that our poet

flourished, (being in the reign of King Edward III.) if at least he were

indeed the planter of those trees, as it is confidently aflirmed. I will not

labour much in this inquiry, because an implicit faith is here of great

encouragement ; and it is not to be conceived what trees of a

good kind, and in apt soil, will perform in a few years ; and this,

I am informed, is a sort of gravelly clay,, moistened with small' and fre-

quent springs. In the meanwhile,. I have often wished that Gentlemen

were more curious of transmitting to posterity such records, by notio'^

the years when they begin any considerable plantation, that the ages to

come may have both the satisfaction and encouragement by more accurate

and certain calculations Henry Ranjovius planted a grove in Ditmarsh,

Jnno 1580, of Oak, Fir, Beech, Birch, &c. and erected a stone with this

inscription, (which I mention not for its elegancy, but example) Jn. Dovi.

1580. Quercus, Abietes, Bettilas, 8(0. Plantavit: Annum et Inithim sationis

adscribijufsit, ut earum JEtatem exploraret posieritas ; quod in omnia Orbis

SiEcula celerme Divinitati commcndat, as I find recorded by that industrious

Genealogist, Scipio Amiratus of Florence. But the only instance I know
of the like in our own country is in the park of Althorp in Nortlnmpton-
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. sliire, the magnificent seat of the Right Hon. the Earl of Sunderland.—

I find a Jewish tradition, cited by the learned Bochart, that Noah planted

the trees (he supposes Cedars) of which he afterwards built the ark that

preserved him : Nor was it esteemed any diminution for Princes them-

selves to plant trees with that hand which held the sceptre and reins

of empire : So as in the Voorhout of the Hague, stands a tree placed

there by the hands of the Emperor Charles, which is yet in its prime

growth, and no small boast of the good people.

But before we go farther with the history of the stature and magnitude

of trees, we are not to conclude as if all those trees and plants, which

arrive to that enormous stature and bulk we have mentioned, were not

to be found in other countries, both of the same and other species ; but

that even those exotics, and divers of our own, which seem pigmies and

dwarfs, compared to those giants in their native climate, are so much

greater than in ours ; since we find what we account but shrubs, are

divers of them well-grown trees, and prosper into useful timber ; such as

Juniper, (emulating the tall Cedar) Sabine, Tamarisk, Cornel, Phillyrea,

Granade, Lentiscus, Thuya, Laurel, Bays, and even Rosemar}', (and

other fruitexes and ligneous plants) superior in growth and stature (than

with us) where they spontaneously emerge. Thus not only the White-

Mulberry wonderfully outstrips ours, but these of much smaller stature.

The Arbutus, growing on Mount Athos, becomes a spreading tree. The

Cvprefs in Candy comes to timber, fit for vast beams and planks of four

feet breadth. The Larch over-tops the Fir. Even the Myrtle, with us

but a busli, makes staves for spears. The Oleander, et H-nmilis

Genista, nay, the Rhododendron, make posts and rafters. Even

herbaceous Suffrutages, and amongst the culinaiy furniture, a grain of

Mustard has sprung up to a tree, whose branches afforded harbour to the

birds of the air; and the very Hyfsop made the stalk that carried a

5pon"-e to the mouth of our blefsed Lord on the crofs "'. AVe are told by

p Some critics upon this pafsage of St. John (*), taking the Hyfsop of Juda?a to be the

«ame plant and of the same growth with ours, have conceived, either that tlie Hyfsop was

not used as the means of lifting up the sponge, or, that the word Ilyfso/t is not the true

reading of the text. These two opinions have given rise to many ingenious obser\'ations

» John xix. 15.
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Josephus, that In the palace of Macherus, there was growing a plant of chap.

Rue, equal for height and thicknefs to any Fig-tree ; it was still remain- ''-^"v

ing in the time of Herod, and would have stood longer, had not the Jews
cut it down. Jos. Antiq. Bell. Jud. lib. vii. Cap. vi. How these, and

indeed all other vegetables differ in the north from those of the south,

growing on the same mountain. Monsieur Brenier has shown us

;

and conjectures which it is no part of our businefs to retail. The following remarks,

perhaps, may incline the reader to think that the Hyfsop of Judaea, that is, azoub, was not

the same with our Hyfsop, or, however, of a much superior growth, and therefore that

the xa^a/io{ of St. Matthew (''), and the ia-a-uim of St. John, may be the same.

The Jews reckon four, Kimchi says seven, species of Hyfsop. It appears from the

Talmud, that Hyfsop was gathered not only for the use of the table, but also for wooc/;

i. e. 1 suppose, they used it ioT fuel, as the Egyptians did the reed and the papyrus ('^) =

it is mentioned also among the reeds and boughs, with which the Jews covered their

booths at the feast of Tabernacles.—In the 1 Kings iv. Vi, Hyfsop of one species, though

it stands opposed to the Cedar of Lebanon, appears to have been clafsed by Solomon

among trees. It is no objection to this remark, that it is called the Hyfsop that skrbigeth out

tf tfie it:all ; (oi the original might, with equal justice, have been rendered ihnt groweik

AGAINST O)- py ///« zra//; and, perhaps, that growetli ujion ruins, viz. out of the rubbish ; or,

that groweth ujiori or by the ramjiarts, viz. of Jerusalem, or any othej- city, .that is, of which there

is abundance without the walls of tlie cily, or which is known to grow in such situations.

It is true that the word, which is here translated trees, appears from a pafsage in the book

of Joshua (''), to comprehend under.it the i/rt//fj- o/"_y?aj;.' In this, however, there is nothin"-

inconsistent with the opinion that the Hyfsoji of the luall was an arborescent plant, holding,

according to Solomon's arrangement, the lowest place in that clafs, of wjiich the Cedar of

Lebanon held tbe highest: for why may not the flax of Palestine have been as much a

tree, as the mustard of it was ? However, if any thing that was called Hyfsoji in the East

was of a growth as great only as that of our flax, St. John's vtrauTtoi; may be the same witli

the xK^ttfw? of St. Matthew; for it might aflbrd a stalk of length and strength sufficient to

raise the sponge to the mouth of a person hanging on the crofs. But there is reason to

believe more than this concerning the Hyfsc/iofthe zca/I; for jf it had not been a free properly

80 called, the Seventy {'), and JaeJ^iiis {^), who could not but be acquainted with the

ordinary productions of their own country, in translating this pafsage, could never have

|-e»dered by the terras ^v}^ct and htS^ot, that Hebrew word Oiz, that compreliends both the

Cedar and the Hyfsop. To this we may add, that Isaac Ben Omraii{i), according to Bochert's

I" Matt. xxvi. 4.S. 1^ Ulpian in Digest, lib. xxxii. leg. 55. sect. 5. Ed. Amst. Corporis juris

civilis 1700, p. 573. vol. I. ^ Joshua ii. 6 = Greek verfion of i Kings iv. xxxii!. f Josepl;.

Antiq. Jud. lib. viii. cap. z. sect, 5. p. 415, \ vol. Ed. Haverc,—— 8 Bochait. Hierozoicon. s P.

lib. ii. cap. 50, p. 590,
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some are nipt and starved with that penetrabilcfrigiis, and others ruined

by the scorching heat, quite changing almost their very nature and con-

stitution ; some of them are dry, yielding nothing but leaves ; others of

the same species are gummy, juicy, and succulent. The Lentiscus yields

Mastich in Cio; in Italy, the Oak bears Galls ; and the Fraxinus exsudes

Manna in Calabria : Thus do Ccelum and Solum govern .the Vegetable

Latin version of his Arabic, says, " That the drj' Hyfsop grows upon the mountains of

Jerusalem, and extends its branches over the ground to the length of a cubit, or near it."

Ben Omran was upon the spot; he speaks from his own knowledge, and 1 apprehend that

his cubit wanted but two or three inches of two English feet. Chr'ut was crucified upon

the mountains where this Hyfsoji grew, and there can be no doubt, that if the branch was not

sufficient for the purpose of which St. John speaks, the stem, however, could not but be so.

Suppose the Hyfsop of the East to be the same plant with ours, that it might, neverthelefs,

be of much larger growth, seems probable, from this circumstance, that the Mustarii was.

LiglitfootM.\\A Tremellius have quoted two pafsages from the Talniuil, in one of which we are

told of a Mustard-tree, one of the boughs of which covered the tent of a potter : and in the

other, of another tree of the same kind, the owner of which was wont to climb it, as men

climb up a fig-tree. Now, though these stories may deserve no/«r///«- credit, yet certainly

so much is due to them, as to induce us to believe that the Mustard was a large, tail,

strong plant. To have feigned such exaggerations concerning a plant which never

had these characters, could only have discredited and disgraced both the authors and the

propagators ofthe story. Pliny, in the ninth chapter of the nineteenth book of his Natural

History, says, that at Rosea, in the country of the Sabines, the hemp plant grows to the

height of a tree. And Maldonat, a Spanish Commentator, says, that in Spain he has often

seen the Mustard used instead of wood for heating large ovens to bake bread ; that he

has seen large woods of Mustard, (magnas syhas) and birds sitting upon the trees, though

he never observed that they built their nests in them. To this we may add what is said

of the Milium, and the Sesamum by Ilaoilotus (^), whose credulity, as to what he heard, is

indeed blameable enough ; but whose veracity, as to what he saw, is not to be called in

ouestion. Speaking of the country about Babylon, he says, " How great a tree proceeds

from the Milium, and from the Sesamum, though I know certainly, 1 will not say, being well

persuaded that with those wlio have never been in this country, what I have said of its

wheat and barley, will meet with little credit." Innumerable instances may be produced

to show that soil and climate are capable of making that a large tree in one country,

which is only a shrub in another; and why may not the same law operate with the same

force upon the herbaceous vegetable } Nay soil alone, in the same climate, produces

a wonderful diversity of dimension. The Marygold, which, in a moist and fat earth, rises

two feet high, scarce exceeds the same number of inches in a dry and gravelly soil.

''Herod. Clio, Ed. fol, Groiiovii, p. 78.
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kingdom, for the mutual supply of the most useful productions, especially chap. iir.

those of the forest, without which there could be no commerce in the *>««"v""*»'

world; for so has Providence ordained.

There was in Cunsborough (sometime belonging to my Lord of Dover)

several trees bought by a Cooper, of which he made ten pounds per yard

for three or four yards, as I have been credibly afsured. But where

shall we parallel that mighty tree which furnished the main-mast to the

Sovereign of our seas, which being one hundred feet long save one, bare

thirty-five inches diameter ; yet was this exceeded in proportion and use

by that Oak which afforded those prodigious beams that lie 'thwart her.

llie diameter of this tree was four feet nine inches, which yielded four

square beams of four and forty feet long each of them. The Oak grew

about Framlingham, in Suffolk ; and indeed it would be thought

."fabulous to recount only the extraordinary dimensions of some timber-

trees growing in that country, and the excefsive sizes of these

•materials, had not mine own hands measured a plank, more than once,

of above five feet in breadth, nine and an half in length, and six inches

thick, all entire and clear, not reckoning the slab. This plank, cut out

of a tree felled by my grandfather's order, was made a pastry-board, and

lay on a frame of solid brick-work at Wotton, in Surrey, where it was so

placed before the room was finished about it, or wall built, and yet

abated by one foot shorter, to confine it to the intended dimensions of

the place; for at first it held this breadth, full ten feet and an half in

length : By an inscription cut in one of the sides, it had lain there above

an hundred years. To this may be added that table of one plank, of

above seventy-five feet long, and a yard broad through the whole lenfrth,

now to be seen in Dudley-Castle Hall, which grew in the park described

by Dr. Plott in his Natural History of Staffordshire.

To these I might add a Yew-tree'' in the church-yard of Crowhurst,

in the county of Surrey, which I am told is ten yards in compafs ; but

especially that superannuated Yew-tree growing now in Braburne church-

yard, not far from Scot's-Hall in Kent ; which being fifty-eight feet

^The ingenious Mr. Pennant, in his Tour in Scotland, mentions a Yew-tree in

Fotheringal Church-yard, whose rains measured fifty-six feet and a half in circumference.

Volume IT. D d
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BOOK III. eleven inches in the circumferencej will bear near twenty feet diameter,^
'^-"'^r''^^ as it -vvas measured first by myself imperfectly, and then more exactly

for me, by order of the late Right Hon. Sir George Carteret, Vice-

Chamberlain to his Majesty, and late Treasurer of the Navy : Not to

mention the goodly planks, and other considerable pieces of squared and

.

clear timber, which I observed' to lie about it, that had been hewed and

sawn out of some of the arms, only torn from it by impetuous winds.

—

Such another monster, I am informed is also to be seen in Sutton church-

yard, near Winchester. To these we add what we find taken notice of

by the learned and industi'iously curious Dr. Plot, in his Natural History

of Oxfordshire ; particularly an Oak bet%veen Newnham Courtney,

and Clifton, spreading, from bough-end to bough-end, eighty-one feet,,

shading in circumference five hundred and sixty square yards of ground,

under which two thousand four hundred and twenty men may com.

modiously stand in shelter. And a bigger than this may be seen near

the gate of the water-walk at Magdalen-College, whose branches shoot

sixteen yards from the stem
''

; likewise another at Rycote, in Lord

Norris's park, extending its arms fifty-four feet, under which three

hundred and four horses, or four thousand three hundred and seventy-

four men may sufficiently stand. This is that Robiir Britannkum so much

celebrated, by the late author of Dodona's Grove, and under which he

leans contemplating in the frontispiece. But these (with infinite others .

which I am ready to produce,) might fairly suffice to vindicate and afsert

our proposition,.as it relates to modern examples, and sizes of timber-

trees, comparable to any of the antients, remaining upon laudable and

unsuspected records, were it not great ingratitude to conceal a most in-

dustrious and no lefs accurate account, which comes to my hands from

Mr. Halton, Auditor to the Right Honourable the Most Illustrious and.

Noble Henry Duke ofNorfolk, Earl Marshal of England.

The names
oi the persons IN SHEFFIELD^ LORDSHIP.

reHi'g(^n''« 'of In the Hall-park, near unto Rivelin, stood an Oak which had eighteen

the particu-
yaj-^jg without bough or knot, and carried a yard and six inches square at

tdw.BawEon. the said height or length, and not much bigger near the root ; it sold

r "This celfbrated tree was blown down on the 29th daj' of June, 1789, after having con-

tinued on clafsic ground near 500 years. It was generally known by the title of

" Addison's Oak," he having shown an nflTection for it by placing a bench under its shade,

on which he frequently reposed himself after walking.
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twelve years ago for eleven pounds. Consider the distance of the place chap. rii.

and country, and what so prodigious a tree would have been worth near
'~^*~''

London.

In Firth's Farm, within Sheffield Lordship, about twenty years since,

a. tree blown down by the wind made, or would have made, two forge-

hamraet beams; and of those, and the other wood of that tree, there was Capt.BuUock.

worth, or made, fifty pounds ; and Godfrey Frogat, who is now living,

did oft say he lost thirty pounds by the not buying of it.

A hammer-beam is not lefs than seven yards and a half long, and four

feet square at the barrel.

In Sheffield park, below the Manor, a tree was standing which was

sold by one Giffijrd, (servant to the then Countefs of Kent) for two

pounds ten shillings, to one Nicholas Hicks, which yielded of sawn wair

fourteen hundred, and, by estimation, twenty cords of wood.

A wair is two yards long and one foot broad, six score to the hundred:

so that in the said tree were ten thousand and eighty feet of boards, " ^°^^^^^'

which, if any of the said boards were more than half an inch thick,

renders the thing yet more admirable.

In fhe upper end of Rivelin stood a tree, called the Lord's Oak, of

twelve yards about, and the top yielded twenty-one cordj cut down

about thirteen years since.

In Sheffield park, Ann. 1646, stood above one hundred trees worth

a thousand pounds; and there are yet two worth above twenty pounds.

—

Still note the place and market.

In the same park, about eight years ago, Ralph Archdall cut a tree

that was thirteen feet diameter at the kerf, or cutting-place near the

root.

In the same park two years since, Mr. Sittwell, with Jo. Magson, did

choose a tree, which, after it was cut, and laid aside flat upon level

ground, Samuel Staniforth, a keeper, and Edward Morphy, both on

Siorseback, could not see over the tree one another's hat crowns. (And

Dd2
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BOOK III. such another was the Narbury Oak, mentioned in a former part of this

^^"^"v^*^ chapter.) This tree was afterwards sold for twenty pounds.

.

In the same park, near the old Ford, is an Oak-tree, yet standing, of ten

yards circumference '.

John Halton. In the same park, below the Conduit plain, is an Oak-tree which bears

a top, whose boughs shoot from the bole some fifteen and some sixteert

yards.

Then admitting fifteen yards and a half for the common, or mean

extent of the boughs from the bole, which being doubled, is

thirty-one yards ; and if it be imagined for a diameter, because

the ratio of the diameter to the circumference is 44r, it follows

• My ingenious friend Mr. Marsham informs me, that there is now growing in Holt

Forest, near Bentley, a vigorous and healthy Oak, which at five feet from the ground,

measures thirty-three feet eight inches in girt ; however, neither this, nor any of the Oaks

mentioned by Mr. Evelyn, bear any proportion to one growing at Cowthorpe, near

Wetherby, upon an estate belonging to the Right Hon. Lady Stourton. The dimensions

are almost incredible. Within three feet of the surface (1776) it measured sixteen yards

in circumference, and close by the ground, twenty-six yards. Its height is about eighty

feet, and its principal limb extends sixteen yards from the bole. Throughout the whole

tree, the foliage is extremely thin^ so that the anatomy of the antient branches may be

distinflly seen in the height of summer. Trunco, nmi fnndihus, efficit umbram,—LUCAjf. .

This venerable tree must once have been the pride of the forest, but now

the gray mofs mars his rine.

His bare boughs are beaten with stormes.

His top is bald and wasted with wormes.

His honour decay'd, his branches sere. s

The following is an account of six large Oaks in Kedleston Park, in 1784.,
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In the same park, near the old Ford, is an Oak-tree, yet standing, of ten

yards circumference '.

"John Halton. In the same park, below the Conduit plain, is an Oak-tree which bears

a top, whose boughs shoot from the bole some fifteen and some sixteen;

yards.

Then admitting fifteen yards and a half for the common, or mean

extent of the boughs from the bole, which being doubled, is

thirty-one yards ; and if it be imagined for a diameter, because

the ratio of the diameter to the circumference is ff', it follows

' My ingenious friend Mr. Marsham informs me, that there is now growing in Holt

Forest, near Bentley, a vigorous and healthy Oak, which at five feet from the ground,

measures thirty-three feet eight inches in girt ; however, neither this, nor any of the Oaks

mentioned by Mr. Evelyn, bear any proportion to one growing at Cowthorpe, near

Wetherby, upon an estate belonging to the Right Hon. Lady Stourton. The dimensions

are almost incredible. Within three feet of the surface (1776) it measured sixteen yards

in circumference, and close by the ground, twenty-six yards. Its height is about eighty

feet, and its principal limb extends sixteen yards from the bole. Throughout the whole

tree the foliage is extremely thin, so that the. anatomy of the antient branches may be

distinflly seen in the height of summer. Trunco, non frmdibus, effidt umbram,—LUCAJf . .

This venerable tree must once have been the pride of the forest, but now

' the gray mofs mars his rine.

His bare boughs are beaten with stormes.

His top is bald and wasted with wormes.

His honour decay'd, his branches sere. s:

The following is an account of six large Oaks in Kedleston Park, in 1784^,
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113.355.:*. SI. 97^!!^ yards, which is the circumference belonging chap. hi.

this diameter,. '^--i-v"^-^

Then further it is demonstrable in geometry, that half the diameter

multiplied into half the circumference, produces the area or quantity

of the circle, and that will be found to be 754-1^^, which is 755
square yards fere,.

Then lastly, if a horse can be limited to three square yards of ground

to stand on, (which may seem a competent proportion of three yards

long, and one yard broad) then may two hundred and fifty-one

horses be well said to stand under the shade of this tree. But of

the more northern cattle, certainly above twice that number.

WORKSOP PARK,

Tn this park, at the comer of Bradshaw-rail, lieth the bole of an Oak- Hen. Homer,

tree, which is twenty-nine feet about, and would be found thirty if it

could be justly measured, because it lieth upon the ground j and the

length of the bole is ten feet, and no arm or branch upon it.

In the same park, at the White Gate, a tree did stand that was from jo. Haii.

bough-end to bough-end (that is from the extreme ends of two opposite Geo.Magson.

boughs,) one hundred and eighty feet; which is witnefsed by Jo.
Magson and George Hall, and measured by them both.

Then because 180 feet, or 60 yards, is the diameter, 30 yards will be^

the semi-diameter : And by the former analogies

113. S55 : : 60. 188^ and i. SO : : 94^. 2827f

That is the content of ground upon which this tree perpendicularly

drops, is above 2827 square yards, which is above half an acre

of ground : and . the afsigning three square yards (as above) for an

horse, there may 942 be well said to stand in this compafs.

In the same park (after many hundreds sold and carried away) there is jo, Macsccj
a. tree which did yield quarter-cliff bottoms that were a yard square ; and
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BOOK III. there is of them to be seen at AVorksop at this day, and some tables made
^-'^ y^^ of the same quarter-cliff likewise.

* A statutable

ion of timber

is by some
reckoned for-

ty-three feet

of solid : and
to a load fifty.

In the same park, in the place there called the Hawk's Nest, are trees

40 feet long of timber, which will bear two feet square at the top end or

-height of forty feet.

Jf then a square, whose side is two feet, be inscribed in a circle, the

.proportions at that circle are.

Feet.

Diameter 2 : 8284

Circumference . . . . . . 8 : 8858 ,

Area ........ 6 : 2831

And because a ton of timber is said toxontain forty solid feet, one of

these columns of Oak will contain above six tons of timber, and

a quarter*; in this computation they are taken to be Cylinders, and

not tapering like the segments of a Cone.

"WELBECK LANE,

The Oak which stands in this Lane, called Greendale Oak, hath at

vthese several distances from the ground these circumferences :

Feet.
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Be &16feri ; and then allowing three yards (as before) for a beast, chap. hi.

leaves 225 beasts, which may pofsibly stand under this tree '. v.^^v"-**.-'

But the Lord's Oak, that stood in Rivelin, was in diameter three yards

and 28 inches, and exceeded this in circumference three feet, at one.

foot from the ground.

SHIRE-OAK.

Shire-Oak is a tree standing in the ground late Sir Thomas Hewet's,

about a mile from Worksop Park, which drops into three Shires, viz..-H*^"'-^^°™^'^'

York, Nottingham, , and Derby, and' the distance from bough-end to

bough-end is 90 feet, or 30 yards.

This circumference will contain near 707 square yards, sufficient to

shade 235 horses. Thus far the accurate Mr. Halton,

Now such venerable trees (especially conspicuously placed as this last)

should be spared for the most noble and natural boundaries to o-reat

parishes, and Gentlemen's estates ; famous for which is the Chesnut-tree

at Tamworth, in Gloucestershire, which continued a signal boundary
to that Manor in Ring Stephen's time, as it stands upon record. And
now, before I shut up these encouraging instances, I am informed by
a person of credit, that an Oak in Sheffield Park, called the Lady's Oak,
when felled, contained forty-two tons of timber, which had arms that

held at least four feet square for ten yards in length ; the body six feet of
clear timber : That in the same park one might have chosen above one
thousand trees worth above six thousand pounds j another thousand
worth four thousand pounds, et sic de aeteris. To this Mr. Halton
replies. That it might pofsibly.be meant, of the Lord's Oak already men-
tioned to have grown in Rivdin ; for now Rivelin itself is totally

destitute of that ifsue she once might have gloried in of Oaks, there being
only the Hall Park adjoining, which keeps up with its number of Oaks.
And as to the computation of one thousand trees formerly in Sheffield

• His Grace the, Duke of Portland has presented this work witli two fine views of (his
celebrated tree, so that by comparing its present state witli its antient one, we may dis-
cover the ravages that time has made upon it during a period ol' 120 years.
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BOOK III. Park, worth six thousand pounds, it is believed there were a thousand

mucli above that value, since, in what is now inclosed, it is evident

touching one hundred worth a thousand pounds. I am informed that an

"Oak, (I think in Shropshire,) growing lately in a copse of my Lord

'Craven's, yielded nineteen tons and a half of timber, twenty-three cord

of fire-wood, two load of brush, and two load of bark : And my worthy

friend, Leonard Pinckney, Esq. lately First Clerk of his Majesty's

•Kitchen, did afsure me, that one John Garland buiit a very handsome

liarn, containing five bays, with pan, posts, beams, spars, &c. of one sole

tree, growing in Worksop Park. I will close this with an instance which

I o-reatly value, because it is transmitted to me from that Honourable

and Noble Person Sir Edward Harley. " I am (says he) afsured by an

inquisition taken about three hundred years since, that a park of mine,

and some adjacent woods, had not then a tree capable to bear acorns; yet

that very park I have seen full of great Oaks, and most of them in the

extremest wane of decay. The trunk of one of these Oaks afforded so

much timber, as upon the place would have yielded fifteen pounds, and

did completely seat with wainscot-pews a whole church. You may

please, (says he, writing to Sir Robert Murray,) to remember when you

were here, you took notice of a large tree, newly fallen ; when it was

wrought up, it proved very hollow and unsound : One of its cavities con-

tained two hogsheads of water: Another was filled with better stuff, wax

and honey : Notwithstanding all defects, it yielded, besides three tons

of timber, twenty-three cords of wood. But my own trees are but chips

in comparison of a tree in the neighbourhood, in which every foot for-

ward, one with another, was half a ton of timber ; it bore five feet square,

forty feet long, and contained twenty ton of timber; most of it sold for

one pound per ton ; besides that, the boughs afforded twenty-five cords

of fuel-wood : This was called the Lady-Oak. Is it not pity such goodly

creatures should be devoted to A^ulcan ?" So far this Noble Gentleman,

to which I would add Dine, a deep execration of iron-mills, and 1 had

.almost said iron-masters too,

Quos ego—Red motos prxstat componcrc

for I should never finish, to pursue these instances through our once

goodly magazines of timber for all uses, growing in this our native

country, comparable, as I said, to any we can produce of elder times

,
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and that not only (though chiefly) for the encouragement of planters, and chap. hi.
preservers of one of the most excellent and necefsary materials in the

world for the benefit of man, but to evince the continued vigour of na-

ture, and to reproach the vi^ant of industry in this age of ours ; and (that

we may return to the argument of this large chapter) to afsert the pro-
cerity and stature of trees from their very great antiquity : For certainly,

if that be true, which is by divers affirmed concerning the Quercetum of
Mamre, (where the Patriarch entertained his angelic guests) recorded by
Eusebius to have continued till the time of Constantinc the Great, we
are not too prejudicately to censure what has been produced for the

proofs of their antiquity ; nor for my part do I much question the au-

thorities. But let this suffice ; what has been produced, being not only

an historical speculation of encouragement and use, but such as was per-
tinent to the subject under consideration, as well as what I am about to

add concerning the texture and similar parts of the body of trees, which
may also hold in shrubs, and other ligneous plants, because it is both a

curious and rational account of their anatomization, and worthy of the

sagacious inquiry of that learned person, the late Dr. Goddard, as I find

it entered amongst other of those precious collections of this illustrious

society.

The trunk or bough of a tree being cut transversely plain and smooth,
showeth several circles or rings more or iefs orbicular, accordino- to the

external figure, in some parallel proportion, one without the other, from
the centre of the wood to the inside of the bark, dividing the whole into

so many circular spaces. These rings are more large, grofs, and distinct

in colour and substance in some kind of trees, generally in such as o-row

to a great bulk in a short time, as Fir, Ash, &c. smaller or Icfs distinct

in those that either not at all, or in a longer time grow great; as

Quince, Holly, Box, Lignum Vitse, Ebony, and the like sad-coloured and
hard-woods ; so that by the largenefs or smallnefs of the rings, the quick-
nefs or slownefs of the growth of any tree may, perhaps, at certainty be
estimated.

The spaces are manifestly broader on the one side than on the other,
especially the more outer, to a double proportion, or more ; the inner
being near an equality.

Volume II. E g
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BOOK 111, It is afsefted, that the larger parts of' these rings are on the south and

''^'^r'*^ sunny side of the tree, (which is very rational and probable,) insomuch,

that by cutting a tree transverse, and drawing a diameter through the

broadest and narrowest parts of the rings, a meridian line may be de-

scribed.

The outer spaces are generally narrower than the inner, not only in

their narrower sides, but also on their broader, compared with the same

sides of the inner ; notwithstanding which, they are for the most part, if

not altogether, bigger upon the whole account.

Of these spaces,, the outer extremities in Fir, and the like woods, that

have them larger and grofser, are more dense, hard, and compact ; the

inner more soft and spongy ; by which difference of substance it is, that

the rings themselves come to be distinguished.

According as the bodies and boughs of trees, or several parts of the

same, are bigger or lefser, so is the number, as well as the breadth of the

circular spaces, greater or lefs ; and the like according to the age,

especially the number.

It is commonly and very probably afserted, that a tree gains a new-

ring every year. In the body of a great Oak in the New-Forest, cut

transversely/ even (where many of the trees are accounted to be some

hundreds of years old) three and four hundred have been distinguished.

In a Fir-tree, which is said to have just so many rows of boughs about

it as it is of years growth, there has been observed just one lefs im-

mediately above one row than immediately below. Hence some pro-

bable account may be given of the difference between the outer and the

inner parts of the rings, that the outermost being newly produced in the

summer, the exterior superficies is condensed in the winter.

In the young branches and twigs of trees there is a pith in the middle,

which in some, as Ash, and especially Elder, equals or exceeds in dimen-

sions the rest of the substance, but waxes lefs as they grow bigger, and

in the great boughs and trunk scarce is to be found : This gives way for

the growth of the inward rings, which at first were lefs than the outer.
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(as may be seen in any shoot of the first year) and after grow thicker, chap. rir.

being itself absumed, or converted into wood ; as it is certain cartilages ^"^"v*^^

or gristles are into bones, (in the bodies of animals,) from which, to sense,

they differ even as much as pith from wood.

These rings or spaces appearing upon transverse section, (as they appear

elliptical upon oblique, and straight lines upon direct section,) are no
other than the extremities of so many integuments, investing the whole

tree, and, perhaps, all the boughs that are of the same age with any of

them, or older.

The growth and augmentation of trees, in all dimensions, is acquired

not only by accefsion of a new integument yearly, but also by the recep-

tion of nourishment into the pores and substance of the rest, upon which
they also become thicker ; not only those towards the middle, but also

the rest, in a thriving tree : yet the principal growth is between the bark

and body, by accefsion of a new integument yearly, as hath been men-

tioned ; whence the cutting of the bark of any tree, or bough, round

about, will certainly kill it.

The bark of a tree is distinguished into rings or integuments, no lefs

than the wood, though much smaller or thinner, and therefore not distin-

guishable, except in the thick barks of great old trees, and toward the

inside next the wood ; the outer parts drying and breaking with innu-

merable fifsures, growing wider and deeper, as the body of the tree

grows bigger, and mouldering away on the outside.

Though it cannot appear, by reason of the continual decay of it, upon
ihe account aforesaid, yet it is probable the bark of a tree hath had siic-

cefsively as many integuments as the wood ; and that it doth grow by
acquisition of a new one yearly on the inside, as the wood doth on the

outside ; so that the chief way, and conveyance of nourishment to both
the wood and the bark, is between them both.

The least bud appearing on the body of a tree, doth, as it were, make
perforation through the several integuments to the middle, or very near

;

which part is, as it were, a root of the bough in the body of the tree,

and after becomes a knot, more hard than the other wood : when grown

Ee2
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sooK III. larger, it manifestly shows itself also to consist of several inteo-uments

'-'''^V^^ by the circles appearing in it, as in tlie body; more hard, probably, be-

cause straitened in room for growth; as appears by its distending and

buckling, as it were, the integuments of the wood about it, so implica-

ting them the more ; whence a knotty piece of wood is so much harder

to cleave.

It is probable that a cion or bud, upon graffing or inoculating, doth,

as it were, root itself into the stock in the same manner as the branches,

producing a kind of knot. Thus far the accurate Doctor.

To which permit me to add' only (In reference to the circles we have

been speaking of) what another curious inquirer suggests to us ; namely,

that they are caused by the pores of the wood, through which the sap

ascends in the same manner as between the wood and the bark ; and

that in some trees the bark adheres to the wood, as the integuments of

wood cleave to one another, and may be separated from each other as

the bark from the outwardmost ; and being thus parted^ will be found

on their outsides to represent the colour of the outermost, contiguous to

the bark ; and on the inner sides, to hold the colour of the inner side of

the bark, and all to have a deeper or lighter hue on their inner side; as

the bark is on that part more or lefs tinged ; which tincture is supposed

to proceed from the ascendant sap. Moreover, by cutting the branch,

the ascending sap may be examined as well as the circles. It is pro-

bable, the more frequent the circles, the larger and more copiously the

liquor will ascend into it ; the fewer, the sooner descend from- it. That

a branch, of three circles, cut off at spring, the sap ascending, will be

found at Michaelmas ensuing, when cut again in the same branch, or

another of equal bignefs, to have one more than It had at spring; and

either at spring or fall to carry a circle of pricks next the bark ; at other

seasons a circle of wood only next it. But here the comparison must be

made with distinction ; for some trees do probably shoot new tops yearly

till a certain period, and not after ; and some have perhaps their circles

in their branches decreased from their bodies to the extremity of the

branch, in such ceconomy and order, that, for instance, an Apple-tree

shoot of this year has one circle of pricks or wood lefs than the graft of

two years growth ; and that of two years growth may, the next year,

have one circle more than it had the last year ; but this only till that

branch shoot no more grafts, and then it is doubtful whether the outmost
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twig obtains any more circles, or remains at a stay, only nourished, not chap. hi.

augmented, in the circles. It would also be required, whether the ^•'-•-v^^

circles of pricks increase not till Midsummer and after, and the circles

of wood from thence to the following spring.

I might here subjoin the vegetative motion of plants, with the diagrams

of the Jesuit Kircher, where he discourses of their stupendous mag-

netisms, &c. could there any thing material be added to what has already

been so ingeniously inquired into by the learned Dr. Grew, in his

Anatomy of Vegetables, and that of Trunks ; where experimentally, and

with extraordinary sagacity, he discufses this subject,' (with entire satis^

faction of the inquisitive reader,) beginning at the seeds, and proceeding

to the formation of the root, trunk, branches, leaves, flowers, fruit, &c.

where you have the most accurate descriptions of the several vefsels for

sap, air, juices, with the stupendous contexture of all the organical parts',

than which there can be nothing more fully entertaining : So that

what Dr. Goddard, and other ingenious men have but conj'ecturally

hinted, is by this inquisitive person (and that of the excellent Malpighius)

evinced by autoptical experience, and profound research into their

anatomy. To all which we may by no means forget the most Lyncean

inspector Mr. Ant. Van Leuwenhoek, concerning the barks of trees,

which he affirms, and. experimentally convinces, that that integument,
'

namely the bark, was produced from the wood, and not the wood from

the bark. But this discourse, together with the microscopical figure,

(being too long to be here inserted,) refers to that most industrious per-

son's letter. Transact. Numb. 296, p. 1843. Let us therefore proceed

to the Felling.

It should be in the vigour and perfection of trees that a felling should fsllu
be celebrated ; since, whilst our woods are growing, it is pity, and indeed

too soon;. and. when they are decaying, too late. I do not pretend that

a man who has occasion for timber is obliged to attend so many ages ere

he fell his trees ; but I do by this infer, how highly necefsary it were

that men should perpetually be planting, that so posterity might have

trees fit for their service, of competent, that is, of a middle growth and
age, which it is impofsible they should have, if we thus continue to de-

stroy our woods, without this providential planting in their stead, and
felling what we do cut down with great . discretion, and regard of the

uture.
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BOOK III. I know it is an objection, or rather an unreasonable excuse of the
"^"y^*^

slothful neglect of succefsive and continual planting., that the ex-

pectation is tedious of what is not likely to be timber in our time : But

this is quite otherwise, provided men would be earlier at the work, for

they might have sufficient of their own planting (nay from the very ru-

diment and seeds) abundantly to recompense their patience and attend-

ance, living to the age men usually attain by the common course of na-

ture ; and with how much improvement to their children and posterity.

This minds me of what is reported of the Emperor Maximilian II. who
by chance finding an antient husbandman setting Date-stones, he asked

him what his meaning was to plant a tree that required an hundred years

before it bore fruit. Sir, replies the good man, I have children, and they

may have more come after them. At which the Emperor was so well

pleased, that he gave him an hundred florins. Was not this like that of

Laertes to -Ulyfses ? But to return to felling.

Such as we shall perceive to decay, should first be picked out for the

ax, and.then those which are in their state, or approaching to it ; but

the very thriving, and manifestly improving, should be indulged as

much as pofsible. To explore the goodnefs and sincerity of a standing

tree, is not the easiest thing in the world : "We shall anon have occasion

to mention my Lord Bacon's experiment to detect the TioUownefs of

timber : But there is doubtlefs none more infallible than the boring it

with a middling piercer made augur-fashion, and by frequent pulling

cut, and examining what substance comes along with it, as those who
bore the earth to explore what minerals the place is impregnated with,

and as sound cheeses are tasted : Some again there are who, by digging

a little about the roots, will pronounce shrewdly concerning the state of

a tree ; and if they find him perished at the top, (for trees die upwards,

as men do from the feet,) be sure the cause lies deep, for it is ever a mark

of great decay in the roots. There is also a swelling vein, which disco-

vers itself eminently above the rest of the stem, though, like the rest, in-

vested with bark, and which frequently circles about and embraces the

tree, like a branch of Ivy ; this is an infallible indication of hollownefs

and hypocrisy within.

The time of the year for this destructive work is not usually till about

the end of April, (at which season the sap does commonly rise freely,)

though the opinions and practice of men have been very different.
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Vitruvius is for an autumnal fall ; others advise December and January, chap. in.

Cato was of -opinion trees should have first borne their fruit, or at least,
^^"^^y"*^

not till full ripe ; which agrees with that of the architect, who begins his

fall from the commencement of autumn to the spring, when Favonius

begins to breathe ; and his reason is, that from thence, during all the

summer, trees are as it were going with child, and diverting all their

nourishment to the embryo, leaves and fruit, which renders them weak
and infirm. This he illustrates from teeming women, who during their

pregnancy are never so healthful as after they are delivered of their

burden, and abroad again ; and for this reason (says he) those merchants

who expose slaves to sale, will never warrant one that is with child

:

the buyer was (it seems) to stand to the hazard *. Thus he : But I re-

member Monsieur Perrault in his pompous edition of our author, and

learned notes upon this chapter, reproves the instance, affirming that

women are never more sound and healthy than when they are pregnant ; * Vitruv.

the nutrition derived to the infant being (according to him) no diminution "' ^' '"^'

or prejudice to the mother, as being but the consumption of that

humidity which enfeebles the bearing woman ; and thence infers, that

the comparison cannot hold in trees, which become so much stronger by

it. But to insist no longer on this ; there is no doubt, that whilst trees

abound in over-much, crude, and superfluous moisture, (though it may,

and do contribute to their production and fertility,) they are not so fit for

the ax as when being discharged of it, and that it rises not in that

quantity as to keep on the leaves and fruit, those laxed parts, and vefsels

by which the humour did ascend, grow dry and close, and are not so ob-

noxious to putrefaction and the worm. Hence it is that he cautions us

to take notice of the moon's decline, because of her dominion over liquids,

.

and directs our Woodman (some days before he fells downright) to make

the gash or opening usque ad mediam medullam, to the end the whole

moisture may extil ; for that not only by the bark (which those who re-

semble trees to animals will have to be analogous to arteries) does the

juice drain out, but by that more fatty and whiter substance of the wood

itself, immediately under the bark, (and which our carpenters call the sap, .

and therefore hew away as subject to rot,) which they will have to be the

veins : It is (say they) the office of these arteries of bark, receiving nou-

rishment from the roots, to derive it to every part of the tree, and to

remand what is crude and superfluous by the veins to the roots again ;

whence, after it has been better digested, it is made to ascend a second

time by the other vefsels in perpetual circulation ; and therefore necefsary
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BOOK III. SO deep an incision should be made as may serve to exhaust both the
^'^'''y'*^

venal and arterial moisture : But for this nice speculation, I refer the

curious to the already-mentioned Dr. Grevir, and to the learned

Malpighius, who have made other, and far more accurate observations

upon this subject ". In the mean time, as to that of the worm in timbelr-

trees, and their rotting, sometimes within, and sometimes without j ob-

serve, that such as gape and rift outwardly, (as does that ofthe Gak when

felled,) the sap thereby let out, the timber and heart within is found to be

much more solid than that of the Chesnut and other trees that keep the

moisture within ; in these, however seeming sound outwardly, the timber

is frequently extremely rotted and perished. Lastly, Concerning the

bark, though some are for stripping it, and so to let the tree stand till

about Mid-June, to preserve it from the worm, (all which time it will

.put forth leaves, and seemingly flourish,) yet that which is unbarked is

jmore obnoxious to them, and contracts somewhat a darker hue j (which

is the reason so many have commended the season when it will most

freely strip ;) however this vv^ere rather to be considered for such trees

as one would leave round and unsquared, since we find the wild Oak,

and many other sorts, felled over late, and when the sap begins to grow

proud, to be very subject to the worm j whereas, being cut about mid-

winter, it neither casts, rifts, nor twines, because the cold of the winter

does both dry and consolidate j whiles in spring, and when pregnant, so

much of the virtue goes into the leaves and branches. Happy therefore

were it for our timber, if some real invention of tanning without so much

bark (as the Hon. Mr. Charles Howard has most ingeniously offered)

were become universal, that trees being more early felled, the 'timber

.might be better seasoned and conditioned for its various uses *. But as

the custom is, men have now time to fell their woods, even from mid-

winter to the spring, but never any after the summer solstice.

• • The illustrious Hervey has demonstrated that the blood of all animals is made to per-

form a circulation by the action of the heart ; but the vegetable not being poffelTed of fuch

a propelling organ, its juices do not circulate, but rife and fall in the fame series of vefsels.

This the Rev. Dr. Hales, in his " Vegetable Staticks," has demonstrated in the most

satisfactory manner,

» Mons.BuflTon very justly observes, that the trees intended to be felled for service,

should first be stripped of their bark, and then suffered to stand and die upon the spot

before they are cut : By this means the sappy part becomes almost as hard and firm as the

.iieart.

I
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And now we speak of tanning, they have in Jamaica the Mangrove, chap, iir

Olive, and a third, whose barks tan much better than do ours in Eiig- ^-*'-v-"*i-'

land, so as in six weeks the leather is fit to be employed to any use :

They have likewise there a tree whose berries wash better and Vi^hiter

than any Castile soap.

Then for the age of the moon, it has religiously been observed; so

that Diana's Presidency in Sylvis was not so much celebrated to credit

the fictions of the Poets, as for the dominion of that moist planet, and her

influence over timber : However, experienced men commend the felling

soon after a full moon, and so during all the decrease,, and to let the tree

lie at least three months, to render the timber strong and solid : For mv
part, I am not so much inclined to these criticisms, that I should

altogether govern a felling at the pleasure of this mutable Lady ; how-

ever, there is doubtlefs some regard to be had :

Nee frustra signoium obitus spcculamur c( orUis.

Nor is"t in vain signs fall and rise to note.

As to other more recondit and deep astrological observations, minuto-

and scrupulous, they are, perhaps, not altogether to be rejected, both as

to the various configurations of the superior bodies, and operation on both

vegetable and sensitive, especially as to the growth of fruit, sowing,

planting, and cultivating (indicating the proper seasons, according to the

accefs and recefs of the greater luminaries through the zodiack) : It were

ingratitude to impute it all to the superstition of the antients, or the total

ignorance of causes in those great and learned men, (such as Ilesiod,

Virgil, Cato, Varro, Columella, Pliny, and the rest,) who have so freely

left us these lefsons ; doubtlefs from their long experience, and extraor-

dinary penetration and inquiry into nature. Let the curious then, for

their better satisfaction, consult that learned treatise of judicial astrology,

written by Sir Christopher Heydon.

In the mean time the old rules are these :

Fell in the decrease, or four days after the conjunction of the two great

luminaries : some the last quarter of it ; or (as Pliny) in the very article

of the change, if pofsible, which happening, saith he, in the last day of

the winter solstice, that timber will prove immortal : At least it should

Vvliane IL F f
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. be from the twentieth to the thirtieth day, according to Columella : Cato

four days after the full, as far better for the growth, nay, Oak in the

summer ; but all vimineous trees silente haid, such as Sallows, Birch,

Poplar, &c. Vegetius for ship-timber, from the fifteenth to the twenty-

fifth ; the moon as before : But never during the increase, trees being

then most abounding with moisture, which is the only source of putre-

faction : And yet it is affirmed upon unquestionable experience, that

timber cut at any season of the year in the old moon, or last quarter, Avhen

the wind blows westerly, proves as sound and good as at any other period

whatsoever ; nay, all the whole summer long, as in any month of the

year, especially trees that bear no fruit. Theophrastus will have the Fir,

Pine, and Pitch-tree felled when first they begin to bud. I enumeiate

them all, because it may be of great use on some public emergencies.

Then for the temper and time of day : The wind low, neither east nor

west, (but west of the two) the east being most pernicious, and exposing

it to the worms, and for which the best cure is, the plentiful sobbing it

in water ; neither in frosty, wet, or dewy weather ; and therefore never

in a forenoon, but when the season has been a good while dry and calm

;

for as the rain sobs it too much, so the wind closes and obstructs the

moisture from ousing out. Lastly, touching the species : Fell Fir when it

begins to spring ; not only because it will then best quit its coat and strip,

but for that they hold it will never decay in water ; which, howsoever

deduced by Theophrastus from the old bridge made of this material over

a certain river in Arcadia, cut in this season, is hardly sufficient to satisfy

our inquiry.

Previous to this work of felling, take the advice of our countryman

Markham, and it is not to be rejected : Survey, saith he, your woods as

they stand, immediately after Christmas, and then divide the species in

your mind, (I add rather in some note-book or tables,) and consider for

what purposes every several kind is most useful, which you may find in

the several Chapters of this Discourse under every head. After this

reckon the bad and good together, so as one may put off the other, with-

out being forced to glean your woods of all your best timber. This

done, or before, you shall acquaint yourself with the marketable prices of

the country where your fell is made, and that of the several sorts ; as

what so many inches or feet square, and long, is worth for the several
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employments : What planks, what other scantlings, for so many spokes, chap. hi.

naves, rings, pales, poles, spurs, &c. as suppose it were Ash, to set apart '-'•"v"*-^

the largest for the Wheel-wright, the smallest for the Cooper, and that

of ordinary scantling for the ploughs, and the brush to be kidded and

sold by the hundred or thousand, and so all other sorts of timber, viz.

large, middling, middling stuff, and poles, &c. allowing the waste for the

charges of felling, &;c. all which you shall compute with greater certainty,

if you have leisure, and will take the pains to examine some of die trees,

either by your own fathom, or (more accurately) by girling them about

with a string, and so reducing them to the square, &c. by which means

you may give a near guefs ; or, you may mark such as you intend to fell;

and then begin your sale about Candlemas till the spring ; before which

you must not (according as our custom is) lay the ax to the root ; though

some, for particular employments, as for timber to make ploughs, carts,

axle-trees, naves, harrows, and the like husbandry tools, do frequently

cut in Oftober.

Being now entering with your workmen, one of the first and principal

things is, the skilful disbranching of the bole of all such arms and limbs

as may endanger it in the fall, wherein much forecast and skill is required

of the woodman, so many excellent trees being utterly spoiled tor want

uf this only consideration ; and therefore in arms of timber which arc

very great, chop a nick underneath close to the bole, so meeting it with

downright strokes, the arm will be severed without splicing.

We have showed why some, four or five days before felling, bore the

tree crofs-way ; others cut a kerf round the body, almost to the very pith

or heart, and so let it remain a while ; by this means to drain away the

moisture, which will distil out of the wounded veins, and is chiefly

proper for the moister sort of trees : and in this work the very ax will tel^

you the difference of the sex, the male being so much harder and

browner than the female : But here (and wherever we speak thus of

plants,) you are to understand the analogical, not proper distinctions.

But that none may wonder why in many authors of good note, we find

the fruit-bearers of some trees called males, and not rather females, as

particularly the Cyprcfs, I shall observe that this preposterous denomina-

tion had its source from very antient custom, and was first begun in

Ff2
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BOOK III. Egypt, (Diodorus says in Greece) where we are told, that the father only
^"^^"^

-^Yjis esteemed the sole author of generation, the mother contributing only

receptacle and nutrition to the offspring, which legitimated their mixtures

as well with their slaves as free-women : And upon this account it was,

that even trees bearing fruit, were amongst them reputed males, and the

sterile and barren ones females ; and we are not ignorant how learnedly

this doctrine has been lately revived by some of our most celebrated

physicians. But since the same arguments do not altogether quadrate in

trees, where the coition is not so sensible, (whatever they pretend of the

Palms,) I am of opinion we might with more reason call that the female

which bears any eminent fruit, seed, or egg, (from whence animals, as

well as trees, not excepting man himself, as the learned Steno, Swammer-

dam, and others have, I think, undeniably made out) and them males

which produce none : But sometimes too the rudenefs or lefs asperity of

the leaves, bark and grain, nay their medical operations, may deserve the

distinction ; to which Aristotle adds branchinefs, lefs moisture, and quick

maturity. Lib. I . de Plantis. All which seems to be most conspicuous

in Plum-trees, Hollies, Ashes, Quince, Pears, and many other sorts.

—

But I return to felling.

"When this is performed, you should leave tlie stools as close to the

ground as pofsible may be, especially if you design a renascency from the

poots ; unlefs you will grub for a total destruction, or the use of that

part we have akeady mentioned, so far superior in goodnefs to what is

more remote from the root, and besides the longer you cut and convert

tlie tiniber, the better for many uses. Some are of opinion, that the

seedling Oak should never be cut to improve his bole ; because, say they,

it produces a reddish wood, not acceptable to the workman ; and that

the tree which grows on the head of his mother does seldom prove good

timber : It is observed, indeed, that one foot of timber near the root,

(which is the proper kerf, or cutting-place,) is worth three farther off;

thou<^h I know divers who think otherwise : And haply, the succefsor is

more apt to be tender than what was cut off to give it place ; but let this

be inquired into at leisure. If it be a winter-fell for fuel, prostrate no

more in a day than the cattle will eat in two days, I mean of the browse-

wood, and when that is done, kid, and set it up on end, to preserve it

from rotting.
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Dr. Plot recommends the disbranching to be done in the spring before chap. hi.

foiling, whilst the tree is standing ; that is, from May to Michaelmas, and "—""v-*^

so to let it continue till the next spring, and disburden them when felled

as the custom is in Staffordshire and the North, for exceedingly con-

tributing to a dry seasoning, freeing it from the attack of worms and
other accidental corruption; and thinks that the prejudice accruing

thereby, as to the tanner, (in regard of the more difficult excortication) is

no way to be put in balance with the advantage and improvement of the

timber for paling, building of ships, houses, &c. accounting this method
of that universal importance, as to merit the deliberation of a Parliament:

In the meanwhile, by whatever method you proceed as to this, when once

a tree is prosti-ate, and the bark stripped off", let it so be set as it may be

best dry ; then cleanse the bole of the branches which were kft, and saw
it into lengths for the squaring, to which belong the measure and girth,

as our workmen call it, which I refer to the buyer, and to many sub-

sidiary books lately printed, wherein it is taught by a very familiar,

mechanical calcule and easy method.

But by none, in my apprehension, set forth in a more facile and

accurate way, than what that industrious mathematician, Mr. Leybourn,

has published, in his late Line of Proportion made Easy, and others his

labours ; where he treats as well of the square as the round, as it is

applicable to boards and superficials, and to timber which is hewed, or lefs

rough, in so easy a method, as nothing can be more desired. I know our

ordinary carpenters, Sic. have generally upon their rulers a line, which they

usually call Gunter's Line ; but few of them understand how to work from

it as they should : And divers country Gentlemen, Stewards, and "Wood-

men, when they are to measure rough timber upon the ground, confide

much to the girt, which they do with a string, at about four or five feet

distance from the root, or great extreme ; of the string's length, they take

a quarter for the true square; which is so manifestly erroneous, that

tlrereby tliey make every tree, so measured, more than a fifth part lefs

.tlian really it is. This mistake should therefore be reformed ; and it

were, I conceive, worth the seller's while to inspect it accordingly : Their

argument is, that when the bark of a tree is stripped, and the body

hewed to a square, it will then hold out no more measure ; that which is

cut off being only fit for fuel, and the expence of squaring costs more

than the chips are worth. To convince them of this error, I shall refer
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BOOK III. and recommend them to the above-named author, and to what the m-
''"•"'^'r-'^ dustrious Mr. Cooke has so mathematically demonstrated : Where also

of taking the altitude of trees, the better to judge of the worth of them,

with the measuring of wood-lands, &c. together with necefsary calcula-

tions for the levelling of ground, and removing of earth, drawing of plots

and figures ; all of which are very conducible to the several arguments,

of tliis Silvan AVork. But to proceed.

If you are to remove your timber, let the dew be first off, and the

south wind blow before you draw it ; neither should you by any means,

put it to use for three or four months after, (some not till as many years)

unlefs great necefsity urge you, as it did Duillius, who, in the first Punic

War, built his fleet of timber before it was seasoned, being not above twa

months from the very felling to the launching ; the navy of Hiero was

forty-five days from the forest to the sea, and that of Scipio, in the second

Carthaginian War, only forty. July is a good time for bringing home

your felled timber; but concerning the time and season of felling, a just

treatise might be written : Let the learned therefore consult Vitruvius,

particularly on this subject, lib. ii. cap. ix. Also ISI. Cato, cap. xvii.

Plin. lib. xvi. cap. xxxix. Columella, lib. iii. cap. ii. but especially the

most ample Theophrastus fi^A-y kofla;, lib. v. Note, that a ton of timber is

forty solid feet, and a load fifty.

To make excellent boards and planks, it is the advice of some, you

should bark your trees in a fit season, and so let them stand naked a full

vear before the felling ; and in some cases and grounds it may be profit-

able: But let these, with what has been already said in the foregoing

chapters of the several kinds, suffice for this article. I shall add one

advertisement of caution to those noble persons and others who have

o-roves and trees of ornament near their houses, and in their gardens in

* Since the London, and the circle of it, especially it they be of great stature, and

lirst publica- ^,g]j grown, (such as were lately the groves in the several Inns of Court,

course, most nay, cvcn that comparatively new plantation in my Lord of Bedford's Gar-

ofthofe groves ^q^-^* ^ and whercvcr they stand in the more interior parts of this city) that
and trees have

, , i i . , i r ^i •

beencutdown tlicy be not ovcr hasty, or by any means persuaded to cut down any ot their

& the ground
^j^ trccs, unon hope of new more flourishing plantations, thickening orre-

tiirned into

ttrcels. .
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pairing deformities, because they grew so well when first they were set: It chap, hi.

[s to be considered how exceedingly that pernicious smoke of the sea-coal
^""^

is increased in and about London since they were first planted, and the

buildings environing them, and inclosing it in among them, which does

so universally contaminate the air, that when plantations of trees shall be

now begun in any of those places, they will have much ado, great difficulty,

and require a long time to be brought to perfection : Therefore let them

make much of what they have ; and though I discourage none, yet I can

animate none to cut down the old.

And here might now come in a pretty speculation, what should be tlic

reason after general fellings, and extirpations of vast woods of one

species, the next spontaneous succefsion should be of quite a different

sort ? We see indeed something of this in our gardens and corn-fields, as

the best of poets witnefseth, but that may be much imputed to the altera-

tion, by improvement, or detriment of the soil, and other accidents.

Whatever the cause may be, since it appears not from any universal decay

of nature, (sufiiciently exploded,) I shall only here produce matter of fact,
~

and that it ordinarily happens. As in some goodly woods formerly

belonging to my grandfather, that were all of Oak, after felling they
universally sprung up Beech i and it is affirmed by general experience,

that after Beech, Birch succeeds, as in that famous wood at Tarnway, on
the river Findorn in the Province of Murray in Scotland, where nothino-

had grown but Oak in a wood three miles in length ; and haply more
southerly, it might have been Beech, and not Birch till the third degrada-

tion. Birches familiarly grow out of old and decayed Oaks ; but whence
this sympathy and aflx;ction should proceed, is more diflicult to resolve,

inasmuch as we do not detect any so prolifical and eminent seed in that

tree. Some accidents of that nature may be imputed to the winds and
the birds that frequently have been known to waft and convey seeds to

places vv-idely distant, as we have touched in the chapter of Firs. Holly

has been seen to grow out of Ash, as Ash out of several trees ; and I have
it confidently afscrted by persons of undoubted truth, that they have seen
a tree cut in the middle, whose heart was Ash-wood, and the exterior

part Oak, and this in Northamptonshire. And why not as well (though
with something more difficulty,) as through a Willow, whose body (as is

noted) it has been observed to penetrate even to the earth, detruding the
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BOOK III. Willow quite out of its place j of which a pretty emblem might be con-

^-^""-Y"*'^ ceived. But I pursue these instances no farther.

The fallen leaves of trees in woods, which lie sometimes very thick and

deep, should be raked and shovelled up ; being dry, are very useful for

the covering of tender kitchen-garden plants, in winter, instead of litter;

and the rest, if buried in some hole to rot, when dried and reduced to

povs'der, become excellent mould. I wonder this husbandry is so much

nes:!ected v.

y Mr. Speedily, Gardener to his Grace the Duke of Portland, lias, by his Grace's orders,

communicated to me the following curious and interesting account of tile ufe of Oak

Leaves in Hot-houfcs

:

" I presume that the leaves of the Oak abound with the same quality

as the bark of the tree, therefore the sooner they are raked up after they fall from the

trees, the better, as that quality will naturally decrease during the time they are exposed

to the weather. After being raked into Heaps they should immediately be carried

to some place near the Hot-houfcs, where they must lie to CoucL I generally fence them

round with Charccal-hurdles, or any thing else, to keep Ihcm from being blown about

the o-arden in windy weather. In this place we tread them well, and water them in case

they happen to have been brought in dry. We make the heap six or seven feet in thick-

nefs covering it over with old mats, or any thing else, to prevent the upper leaves from

being blown away. In a few days the heap will come to a strong heat. For the first year

or two that 1 used these leaves, I did not continue them in the heap longer than ten days

or a fortnight; but in this I discovered a considerable inconvenience, as they settled so.

mucti when got into the Hot-house, as soon to require a supply. Taught by experience,

1 now let them remain in the heap for five or six weeks, by which time they are properly

prepared for the Hot-houfcs. In getting them into the Pine pits, if they appear dry, we

water them again, treading them in layers exceedingly well till the pits are quite full.

We then cover the whole with Tan to the thicknefs of two inches, and tread it well till

the surface become smooth and even. On this we place the Pine-pots in the manner they

are to stand, beginning with the middle row first, and filling up the spaces between the

pots with Tan. In like manner we proceed to the next row till the whole be finished
;

and this operation is perfoimed in the same manner as when Tan ctify is used.

" After this, the leaves require no farther trouble the whole season through, as they

will retain a constant and regular heat for twelve months withouf either stirring or turn-

ing; and if I may form a judgment from their appearance when taken out, (being always

entire and perfect) it is probable they would continue their heat through a fecond year :

but as an annual supply of leaves is here easily obtained, such a trial is hardly worth the

trouble of making.

« After this, the Pines will have no occasion to be moved but at the staled tunes ol

their management, viz. at the shifting them in their pots, &c, when at each lime a little
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CHAP. IV.

Of TIMBER, the SEASONING and USES, and FUEL.

i^INCE it is certain and demonstrable, that all arts and artisans what-

soever must fail and cease, if there were no timber and wood in a nation

;

(for he that shall take his pen, and begin to set down what art, mystery,

or trade belonging any way to human life, could be maintained and

fresh Tan should be added to make up the deficiency arising from the settling of the beds,

but this will be inconsiderable, as the leaves do not settle much after their long Couching^

During the two first years of my practice I did not use any Tan, but plunged the

Pine-pots into the leaves, and just covered the surface of the beds, when finished, with

a little saw-dust to give it a neatnefs. This method was attended with one inconve-

nience; for by the caking of the leaves they shrunk from the sides of the pots, whereby

they became exposed to the air, and at the same time the heat of the beds was permitted

to escape.

*' Many powerful reasons may be given why Oak leaves (for I have not tried any other

kinds) are preferable to Tanners' bark.

" First, They always heat regularly ; for during the whole time that I have used them,

which is near seven years, I never once knew of their heating with violence; and

this is so frequently the cafe with Tan, that I affirm, and indeed it is well known to every

person conversant in the management of the Hot-houfe, that Pines suffer more from this

one circumstance, than from all the other aecidents put together—insects excepted.

When this accident happens near the time of their fruiting, the effect is soon seen in the

fruit, which always comes ill shaped and exceedingly small. Sometimes there will be

little or no fruit at all; therefore Gardeners who make use of Tan o;;/v for their Pines,

should be most particularly careful to avoid an over-heat at that critical season—the time

of showing fruit.

" Secondly, The heat of Oak leaves is constant ; whereas Tanners' bark generally

turns cold in a very short time after its furious heat is gone off. This obliges the Gar-

dener to give the Tan frequent turnings in order to promote its heating. These frequent

turnings (not to mention the expence) are attended with the worst consequences ; for by

the continual moving of the pots backwards and forwards, the Pines are exposed, to the

extremes of heat and cold, whereby their grovyth is considerably retarded ; whereas

when leaves are used, the Pines will have no occasion to be moved but at the times of

potting, &c. The Pines have one particular advantage in this undisturbed situation •

their roots grow through the bottoms of the pots and mat amongst the leaves in a

surprising manner. From the vigour of the plants, when in this situation, it is highly

Vohune II. G s
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so OK III. exercised without wood, will quickly find that I speak no paradox;) I say,

."-"~Y-"*^ when this shall be well considered, it will appear that we had better be

without gold than without timber : This contemplation, and the universal

use of that precious material (which yet is not of universal use till it be

duly prepared) has moved me to design a solemn chapter for the season-

ing, as well as to mention some, farther particular application of it.

The first and chiefest use of timber was, doubtlefs, for the building of

houses and habitations to shelter men in : It is in the first chapter of the

second book, that Vitruvius shows, in what simple and plain manner our first

progenitors erected their humble cottages, when, like those of Colchis

and Pontus, they began to creep out of the subterranean and cavernous

rocks, and laid the first groundsil upon which they placed the upright

posts, and rudely framed a pointed roof, Arboribus perpetids plajiis ; (on

which the critics have vext their researches;) from which mean beginning,

all the superb and pompous effects of architecture have proceeded. But

let us pursue our title, having before spoken concerning some prepara-

tions of standing trees designed for timber, by a half cutting, disbarking,

and the seasons of drawing and using it.

SEASONING. Lay up your timber very dry, in an airy place, (yet out of the wind or

sun) and not standing upright, but lying along, one piece upon another,-

interposing some short blocks between them, to preserve them from'

a certain mouldinefs, which they usually contract while they sweat, and

probable that the leaves, even in this state, afford them an uncommon and agreeable nou-

rishment.

" Thirdly, There is a saving in point of expence, which is no inconsiderable object in

places where Tan cannot be had but from a great distance, as is the case here; the article

of carriage amounting to ten shillings for each waggon -load. Indeed, this was the prin^

cipal reason that first induced me to make trial of leaves.

" My last ground of preference is the consideration that decayed leaves make good-

manure ; whereas rotten Tan is experimentally found to be of no value. I have often

tried it both on Sand and Clay, also on Wet and Dry Lands, and never could discover, in.

any of my experiments, that it deserved the name of a manure ; whereas decayed leaves-

are the richest, and, of all others, the most suitable for a Garden. But this must only be

understood of leaves after they have undergone their fermentation, which reduces them to-

a true yegotable mould, in which we experimentally know that the food of plants is con-

tained;—but whether that food be 01!, Mudlagf, ot Salt, or a combination of all three,
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tphlch frequently produces a kind of fungus, especially if there be any c hap. vi.

sappy parts remaining.
^^•^'y-'*^.

Some there are yet, who keep their timber as moist as they can, by

submerging it in water, where they let it imbibe, to hinder the cleaving ;

and this is good in Fir, both for the better stripping and seasoning ; yea,

and not only Fir, but in other timber: Lay therefore your boards a fortnight

in the water, (if running, the better, as at some mill-pond head,) and then

setting them upright in the sun and wind, so as it may freely pafs through

them, (especially during the heats of summer, which is the time of finish-

ing buildings,) turn them daily, and, thus treated, even newly sawn boards

will floor far better than a many years dry-seasoning, as they call it.

But to prevent all pofllble accidents, when you lay your floors, let the

joints be shot, fitted, and tacked down only for the first year, nailing them

for good and all the next ; and by this means they will lie staunch, close.,

and without shrinking in the least, as if they were all of one piece ; and

upon this occafion I am to add an observation which may prove of no

small use to builders : that if one take up deal boards that may have lain

in the floor an hundred years, and shoot them again, they will certainly

shrink (toties quoties) v/ithout the former method. Amongst Wheel-

Wrights, the water-seasoning is of especial regard, and in such esteem

amongst some, that I am afsured the Venetians, for their provision in the

arsenal, lay their Oak some years in water before they employ it. Indeed

the Turks not only fell at all times of the year, without any regard to the

I leave to philosophers to determine. This black mould is, of all Others, the most proper

to mix with compost earth; and I use it in general for Pines, and almost for every thing

that grows in pots. For Flowers it is most excellent. The remainder of this vegetable

mould may be employed in manuring the quarters of the Kitchen-Garden ; for which pur-

pose it is highly useful.

" Leaves mixed with Dung make excellent Hot-beds, -and I find that beds com-

pounded in this manner preserve their heat much longer than when made entirely with

Dung. In both cafes the amplication of leaves will be a considerable saving of Dung, a

circumstance very agreeable, as it will be the means of preventing the contests frequently

observed in large families between the Superintendant of the GardenSj and the Director of

the Husbandry.

"W. SPEECHLY."

Welbeck, Feb, 20, 1776,

Off 2
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BOOK III, season, but empJoy their timber green and unseasoned ; so that though they
S'^'^f'^^ have excellent Oak, it decays in a short time by this only neglect.

Elm felled ever so green for sudden use, if plunged four or five days In

water, (especially salt water,) obtains an admirable seasoning, and may im-

mediately be used. I the oftener insist on this water-seasoning, not only
as a remedy against the worm, but for its efficacy against warping and
distortions of timber, whether used within, or exposed to the air. Some
again commend burying in the earth, others in wheat ; and there be sea-

sonings of the fire, as for the scorching and hardening of piles, which are

to stand either in the water or the earth ^.

Et suspensa focis explorat robora fumus. ge©rg. i.

-the Oak
Explore, suspended in the chimney smoke:

For that to most timber it contributes much to its duration. Thus do all

the elements contribute to the art of seasoning. The learned Interpreter

of Antonio Neri's Art of Glafs, cap. v. speaking of the difference of ve-

getables, as they are made use of at various seasons, observes from the

Button-mould-makers, in those woods tliey use, that Pear-tree, cut in

summer, works toughest, but Holly in the Winter ; Box hardest about

Easter, but mellow in the Surmiier ; Hawthorn kindly about October,

and Service-tree in summer. •

And yet even the greenest timber is sometimes desirable for such as

carve and turn, but it choaks the teeth of our saws ; and for doors, win-

dows, floors, and other close works, it is altogether to be rejected, espe-

cially where Walnut-tree is the material; which will be sure to shrink

:

Therefore it is best to choose such as are of two or three years seasoning,

and that is neither moist nor over dry; the mean is best. Sir Hugh Piatt

informs us, that the Venetians used to burn and scorch their timber in a

flaming fire, continually turning it round with an engine, till they have

^ When wood is charred it becomes uncorruptible ; for which reason, when we wish to

preserve piles from decay, they should be charred on their outside. Oak-posts used in in-

closures always decay about two inches above and below the surface. Charring that part

would probably add several years to the duration of the wood.
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gotten upon It an hard, black, coaly crust, and the secret carries with it chap. iv.

great probability ; for the wood is brought by it to such a hardnefs and ^^-^^V^-^.

drynefs, that neither earth nor water can penetrate it : I myself remem-

bering to have seen charcoal dug out of the ground amongst the ruins of

antient buildings, which had in all probability lain covered with earth

above fifteen hundred years *.

Timber which is cleft, is nothing so obnoxious to rift and cleave as

what is hewn; nor that which is sqiiared, as what is round: and therefore

where use is to be made of huge and mafsy columns, let them be bored

through from end to end ; it is an excellent preservative from splitting, and

not unphilosophical ; though to cure this accident painters' putty is re-

commended, also the rubbing them over with a wax-cloth is good; or be-

fore it be converted, the smearing the timber over with cow-dung, which

prevents the effects both of sun and air upon it, if of necefsity it must lie

exposed. But besides the former remedies, I find this, for the closing of

the chops and clefts of green timber, to anoint and supple it with the fat

of powdered beef broth, with which it must be well soaked, and the chafms

filled with sponges dipt into it; this to be twice done over. Some Car-

penters make use of grease and saw-dust mingled;, but the first is so good

a way, says my author, that I have seen wind-shock timber so exquisitely

closed, as not to be discerned where the defects were: This must be used

when the timber is green.

AVe spake before of squaring; and I would now recommend the quar-

tering of such trees as will allow useful and competent scantlings, to be of

much more durablenefs and effect for strength, than where (as custom is,

and for want of observation) whole beams and timbers are applied in ships

or houses, with slab and all about them, upon false suppositions of strength

beyond these quarters : For there is in all trees an evident interstice, or.

separation between the heart and the rest of the body, which renders it

much more obnoxious to decay and miscarry, than when they are treated

" It is upwards of seventeen hundred years since the city of Herculaneum was destroyed

by an eruption from Mount Vesuvius, and very lately the beams ot the theatre were dug

out of the ruins, completely charred by the burning Lava. Charcoal is a body of so un-

alterable and indestrudtible a nature, that none of the elements, excepting fire, can de-

stroy it.
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^ooK III. and converted as I have described it; and it would likewise save a world

^'"'v*^ of materials in the building of great ships, where so much excellent tim-

ber is hewed away to spoil, were it more in practice. Finally:

I must not omit to take notice of the coating of timber in work, used

by the Hollanders, for the preservation of their gates, portcullises, draw-

bridges, sluices, and other huge beams and contignations of timber expo-

sed to the sun and perpetual injuries of the weather, by a certain mixture

of pitch and tar, upon which they strew small pieces of cockle, and other

shells, beaten almost to powder, and mingled with sea-sand, or the scales

of iron, beaten small and sifted, which incrusts, and arms it after an in-

credible manner against all these afsauits and foreign invaders; but if this

should be deemed more obnoxious to firing, I have heard that a wash made

of alum has wonderfully protected it against the afsauits even of that de-

vouring element; and that so a wooden tower or fort of the Pirsus, the

Port of Athens, was defended by Archelaus, a Commander of Mithridates,

against the great Sylla. 'But you have several compositions for this purpose

in that incomparable Treatise of Naval Arcitecture, written in Low-

Dutch by N. "Witsen, book i. chap. v. The book is in folio, and he that

should well translate it into our language (which I much wonder has not

yet been done) would deserve well of the public.

Timber that you have occasion to lay in mortar, or which is in any part

contiguous to lime, as doors, window-cases, groundsils, and the extremi-

ties of beams, &c. have sometimes been capped with molten pitch, as a

marvellous preserver of it from the burning and destructive effects of the

Kme ; but it has since been found rather to heat and decay them, by hin-

dering the transudation which those parts require ; better supplied with

loam or strewings of brick-dust, or pieces of boards; some leave a small

hole for the air. But though lime be so destructive whilst timber lies

thus dry, it seems they mingle it with hair, to keep the worm out of ships

which they sheath for southern voyages; though it is held much to retard

their course : Wherefore the Portugueze scorch them with fire, which

often proves very dangerous; and indeed their timber being harder, is not

so easily penetrable; and therefore have some been thinking of finding out

some tougher sorts of materials, especially of a bitter sap; such as is re-

ported to be the wood of a certain Indian Pear : and some talk of a lixi-

vivum to do the feat ; others of a pitchy -substance to be extracted out of
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sea-coal ; but nothing has yet been found more expedient, than the late chap. iv.

application of thin lamins of sheet-lead, if that also be no impediment ^^^V^*'

to sailing : However, there are many kinds of wood in the Western-

Indies (besides the Acajou) that breed no worms, and such is the White

Wood of Jamaica, proper enough to build ships. In the mean-time, let

me not omit what the learned Dr. Lister, in his Notes upon Godarius of

Insects, says. That he is persuaded there could not be a more probable

expedient to discover what kind of timber were best for sheathing, than

to tie certain polished pieces of wood (cut like tallies) to a buoy, in some

waters and streams much infested with the worms; for that sort of wood

which the worm should refuse, would in all reason be chosen for the use

desired. The Indies being stored with greater varieties of timber than.

Europe, it were probable there might some be found, which that kind of

river-worm will never attack ''.

For all uses, that timber is esteemed the best which is the most pon-

derous, and which, lying long, makes deepest imprefsion in the earth, or

in the water, being floated; also what is without knots, yet firm, and free

from sap, which is that fatty, whiter, and softer part, called by the an-

tients Alburnum,, which you. are difigently to hew away.

* Our ships of war, destined for the West-Indies, are now sheathed with plates of cop-

per ; and this improvement in Naval Architecture is found to answer the purpose of ef-

fectually preventing the ravages of the sea-wornr, whereby the ships are enabled to con-

tinue longer upon their stations. This worm (Teredo Navalis) which is found so pernicious

to the works of man, appears to have the same office allotted to it by the Author of Nature,-

as the Termites upon land : for was it not for the rapacity of the sea-worm, tropical rivers

would be choaked tip by the bodies of trees which are annually carried down by the rapid

torrents. Wood when immersed in deep water, is almost incorruptible, bat when acted upon

by those numerous animals, it is soon reduced into small particles, and, mixing with the

ocean, is thrown upon the shore, where the sun, air, and various insects, speedily bring

about its entire difsolution, in which state it becomes vegetable earth. This is part of the

regular system by which the Supreme Being continues, directs, and governs the works of

his creation, difsolution and combination regularly following each other in endlefs suc-

cefsion

;

Hand igitur penitus pereunt quTCumque videntur:

Quando aliiid ex alio reficit natura : nee ullam

Kem gigD-i patitur, nisi mortaadjutam aliena, LBCREt«.
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BOOK 111. My Lord Bacon, Exf>er. 658, recommends for trial of a sound or knotty
^^^'^'v^'^ piece of timber, to cause one to speak at one of the extremes to his com-

panion listening at the other; for if it be knotty, the sound, says he, will

come abrupt.

Moreover, it is expedient that you know which are the veins and which

the grain in timber, because of the difficulty of working against it: Those

therefore are counted the veins which grow largest, and are softer, for the

benefit of cleaving and hewing; that the grain, or pectines, which runs in

waves, and makes the diverse and beautiful chamfers which some woods

abound in to admiration. The Fir-tree, horizontally cut, has two circles

of different fibres, which (when the timber comes to be cleft in the middle)

separate into four different waves, whence Pliny calls them quadrifluvios

i

and it is to be noted, that the nodus, and knotty part of these sort of

trees, is that only which grows from the first boughs to the summit, or

top, by Vitruvius termed the Fusterna., which both Baldus and Salmasius

derive d Fiiste. The other clean part, free of these boils, (being that

which, when the sappy slab is cut away, is the best) he calls Sapinea.

Finally; the grain of Beech runs two contrary ways, and is therefore to be

•wrought accordingly ; and indeed the grain of all timber ought well to be

observed; since the more you work according to it, especially in cleaving,

and the lefs you saw, the stronger will be your work.

Here it may be fitly inquired, whether of all the sorts we have enume-

rated, the old or the younger trees do yield the fairest colour, pleasantest

grain, and glofs for wainscot, cabinets, boxes, gun-stocks, &c. and what

kind of Pear or Plum-tree gives the deepest red, and approaches nearest

in beauty to Brasil. It is aflSrmed the old Oak, old Walnut, and young

Ash are best for most uses, and yet for ship-carpentry this does not always -

hold ; nor does the bignefs of it so much recommend it, because it is

commonly a sign of age, which (like to very old men) is often brittle and

effete. Black and thorny Plum-tree is of the deepest Oriency; but whe-

ther these belong to the forest, I am not yet satisfied, and therefore have

afsigned them no chapter apart. But now I speak of the Plum-tree, I am
afsured by a worthy friend, that the gum thereof, difsolved in vinegar, has

cured the most contumacious tetters, when all other remedies, outward

4or inwardly applied, nothing availed.
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Lastly, I would also add something concerning what woods are observed chap, iv,

to be most sonorous for musical instruments: We as yet detect few but the ^"^'V*^

German Aer, which is a species of Maple, for the rims of viols, and the

choicest and finest grained Fir for the bellies : The finger-boards, back,

and ribs, I have seen of Yew, Pear-tree, &c. but Pipes, Recorders, and

Wind-instruments, are made both of hard and soft woods. I had lately

an Organ with a set of Oaken pipes, which were the most sweet and

mellow that were ever heard ; it was a very old instrument, and formerly

I think, belonged to the Duke of Norfolk.

For the place of growth, that timber is esteemed best which grows most

in the sun, and on a dry and hale ground ; for those trees which fuck,

and drink little, are most hard, robust, and longer lived; instances of

sobriety. The climate contributes much to its quality, and the northern

situation is preferred to the rest of the quarters; so as that which grew in

Tuscany was, of old, thought better than that of the Venetian side ; and
yet the Biscay timber is esteemed better than what they have from colder

countries; and trees of the wilder kind, and barren, than the over-much

cultivated and great bearers. But of this already.

To omit nothing, authors have summed up the natures of timber, as

the hardest. Ebony, Box, Larch, Lotus, Terebinth, Cornus, Yew, &c. and
though these indurated woods be too ponderous for ship-carpentry, yet

there have been vefsels built of them by the Portugueze in America ; in

which the planks and innermost timbers had been sawed very thin for light-

nefs sake, and the knee-timber put together of divers small pieces, by rea-

son of the inflexiblenefs of it, both which could not but render the ships very

weak : In the mean-time, the perfection of thefe hard materials consists

much in their receiving the most exquisite politure; and for this. Linseed,

or the sweeter Nut-oil, does the effect be*t; Pliny gives us the receipt

with a decoction of Walnut-shells, and certain AVild Pears. Next to these.

Oak for ships and bouses, (or more minutely) the Oak for the keel, the

Robur for the prow. Walnut the stern. Elm the pump. Then for buck-
lers and targets were commended the more soft and moist, because apt to

close, swell, and make up their wounds again ; such as Willow, Lime,
Birch, Aider, Eider, Ash, Poplar, Sec.

Voiime JJ. II h
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BOOK III. The Robur, or Wild Oak timber, is best to stand within ground ; the
^'^"^y"^-^

Qucrcus without; and our English, for being least obnoxious to splinter,

and the Irish for resisting the worm,"(tough as leather,) are doubtlefs, for

shipping, to be preferred before all other. The Cyprefs, Fir, Pines, Ce-

dar, &c. are best for posts and columns, because of their erect growth,

natural and comely diminutions. Then again it is noted, that Oriental

trees are hardest towards the cortex or bark, our western towards the

middle, which we call the Heart ; and that trees which bear no fruit, or

but little, are more durable than the more pregnant. It is noted of Oak,

that the knot of an inveterate tree, just where a lusty arm joins to the

stem, is as curiously veined as the Walnut ; which being omitted in the

chapter of the Oak, I here observe. The Palmeto growing to that pro-

digious height in the Barbadoes, and whose top bears an excellently tasted

Cabbage, grows so wonderfully hard, that an edge-tool can scarcely be

forced into it.

Pines, Pitch, Aider, and Elm are excellent to make pumps and conduit-

pipes, and for all water-works, &c. Fir for beams, bolts, bars, being

tough, and not fo apt to break as the hardest Oak : In sum, the more

odoriferous trees are the more durable and lasting; and yet I conceive that

w^ell-seasoned Oak may contend with any of them, especially if preserved

imder ground, or kept perfectly dry. In the mean time, as to its appli-

cation in shipping, the best of it ought to be employed for the keel, (that

is, within, else Elm exceeds) the main beams and rafters, whilst for the

ornamental parts, much slighter timber serves. One note more is requi-

site, namely, that great care be had to make the Trenails of the best,

toughest, and sincerest part; many a vefsel having been lost upon this ac-

count; and therefore dry and young timber is to be preferred for this, and

for which tlie Hollanders are plentifully furnished out of Ireland, as Ni-

cholas Witsen has himself acknowdedged.

Is it not, after all this, to be deplored, that we, who have such perpe-

tual use and convenience for ship-timber, should be driven to procure of

forei"-n stores, so many thousand loads, at intolerable prices ? But this we

are obliged to do from the eastern countries, as far as Norway, Poland,

Prufsia, Dantzick, and farther, even from Bohemia, though greatly im-

paired by sobbing so long in the pafsage : But of this our most industrious
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and worthy friend Mr. Pepys (late Secretary of the Admiralty) has given chap, iv,

a just and profitable account in his Memoirs. ^-•-v'*^

Here farther for the uses of timber, I will observe to our reader some

other particulars, for direction both of the seller and buyer, applicable to

the several species: And first of the two sorts of Lathes allowed by sta-

tute, one of five, the other of four feet long, because of the different in-

tervals of rafters : That of five has one hundred to the bundle ; that of

four, one hundred and twenty, and should be in breadth one inch and an

half, and half an inch thick : of either of which sorts there are three, viz.

Heart-oak, Sap-lathes, and Deal-lathes, which also differ in price : The

Heart-oak are fittest to lie under tiling; the second sort for plaistering of

fide-walls , and the third for ceilings, because they are straight and even.

Here we will gratify our curious reader with as curious an account of

the comparative strength and fortitude of the several usual sorts of timber,

as upon suggestions, previous to this work, it was several times experi-

mented by the Royal Society, though omitted in the first imprefsion, be-

cause the trials were not complete as they now thus stand in our Re-

gister
*^'

' The most, accurate experiments upon the comparative strength of different kinds of

wood are given by P. Van Mufschenbroelc, in a work entitled " Phyficx Experimentales et

Geometricac Difsertationes." Mr. Emmerson, in his " Principles of Mechanics," is the

latest author upon the subject that I know of. " A piece of good Oak, an inch square,

" and a yard long, supported on both ends, will bear in the middle, for a very little time,

"about three hundred and thirty pounds avoirdupoise. This is at a medium; for there

" are fome pieces that will carry sometliing more, and others not so much. But fuch a

" piece of wood should not, in practice, be trusted for any length of time with above a

" third or fourth part of that weight. For, since this is the extreme weight which the best

" wood will bear, that of a worse sort must break with it. For I have found, by expe-

" rience, that there is a great deal of difference in strength, in different pieces of the very

" same tree; some pieces. I have found that would not bear half the weight others would
" do. The wood of the boughs and branches is far weaker than that of the body ; The
"wood of the great limbs is stronger than that of the small ones; and the wood in the

" heart of a scund tree is strongest of all. I have also found, by experience, that a piece

" of timber lliat has borne a great weight for a small time, has broke with a far lefs weiglit

" when left upon it for a far longer time. Wood is likewise weaker when it is green, and
" strongest when thoroughly dried. If wood happens to be sappy, it will be weaker upon
" that account j and will likewise decay sooner. Knots in wood weaken it very much

j

H h 2
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BOOK III. March 23, 1663.

^"^'y^^ The experiment of breaking several sorts of wood was begun to be

made : and there were taken three pieces of several kinds, of Fir, Oak,

and Ash, each an inch thick, and two feet long ; the Fir weighed 81^

ounces, and was broken with two hundred pounds weight; the Oak
weighed 121: ounces, broken with two hundred and fifty pounds weight;

the Ash weighed 10* ounces, broken with three hundred and twenty-five

pounds weight.

Besides, there were taken three pieces of the same sort of wood, each

of half an inch thick, and one foot long; the Fir weighed one ounce, and

was broken with five eights of an hundred; the Oak weighed Ig ounce,

broken with five eights of an hundred ; the Ash weighed 1 1- ounce,

broken with one hundred pounds.

Again ; there was a piece of Fir half an inch square, and two feet long,

broken with thirty-three pounds; a piece of half an inch thick, one inch

broad, and seven feet long, broken with one hundred weight edge-wise;

and a piece of half an inch thick, and one and a half broad, and two

feet long, broken with one hundred and twenty-five pounds weight, also

edge-wise.

" also when wood is crofs-grained, as it often happens in sawing, this will weaken it more

'' or lefs, according as it is more or lefs crofs the grain ; and 1 have found, by experience,

" that tough wood, crofs the grain, such as Elm or Ash, is from seven to ten times weaker

t' than straight; and wood that easily splits, such as Fir, is from sixteen to twenty times

" weaker: and for common use, it is hardly pofsible to find wood but it will be subject to

i' some of these things: Besides, when timber lies long in a building, it is apt to decay, or

" be worm-eaten, which must needs very much impair its strength. From all which it ap.

" pears, that a large allowance ought to be made for the strengh of wcod, when applied

" to any use, especially where it is to continue for a long time."

The following proportions of the strength of several sorts of wood are taken from

Mr. Emmerson's Tables

:

Box, Yew, Plum-tree, and Oak 1

1

Elm and Ash ^^— ——- 8|

Walnut and Thorn 7S

Red Fir, HoUin, Elder, Plane, Crab, and Apple-tree 7

Beech, Cherry-tree, and Hazle 6-5

Alder, Aspen, Birch, White Fir, Willow or Saugh 6
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The experiment was ordered to be repeated, and recommended by the chap. iv.

President to Sir William Petty and Dr. Hook; and it was suggested by '>—-^'-"«*-'

some of the company, that in these trials consideration might be had of

the age, knottinefs, solidity, several soils, and parts of trees, &c. and Sir

Robert Murray did particularly add, that it might be observed how far.

any kind of wood bends before it breaks.

March 1664.,

The operator gave an account of more pieces ofwood broken by weight,

viz. a piece of Fir four feet long, two inches thick, and fifty-three ounces

weight, broken with eight hundred pounds weight, and very little bend-

ing with seven hundred and. fifty; by which the hypothesis seems to be

confirmed, that in similar pieces the proportion of the breaking-weight is

according to the basis of the wood broken. Secondly, of a piece of Fir

two feet long, one inch square, cut away from the middle both ways to

half an inch, which supported twa hundred and fifty pounds, weight be-

fore it broke, which is more by fifty pounds than a piece of the same

thicknefs every way was formerly broken with: the difference was guefsed

to proceed from the more firmnefs of this other piece.

His Lordship, the Pfefident, was desired to contribute to the prosecu--

tion of this experiment, and particularly to consider what line a beam must

be cut in, and how thick it ought to be at the extreme, to be equally

strong; which was brought in April 13, but I find it not entered.

April 20, 1664.

The experiment of breaking wood was prosecuted, and there were taken •

two pieces of Fir, each two feet long, and one inch square, which were

broken, the one long-ways with three hundred pounds weight, the other

transverse-ways with two hundred and fifty pounds : Secondly, two pieces

of the same wood, of each three-quarters of an inch square, and two feet

long, broken, the one long-ways with one hundred and twenty-five ; the

other transverse with one hundred pounds weight : Thirdly, one piece of

two feet long and half an inch square, broken long-ways with eighty-one

pounds: Fourthly, . one piece cut out of a crooked Oaken billet, with an

arching grain, about three quarters of an inch square, and two feet longj

.

broken with feventy-five pounds.
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BOOK III. Ju N E 29, 1664.

There were made several experiments more of breaking wood : First, a

•piece of Fir, half an inch diameter, and three inches long, at which dis-

tance the weight hung, broke in the plane of the grain horizontally, with

sixty-six pounds and three-quarters, whereof fifteen pounds Troy ; verti-

cally, with two pounds more. Also Fir of one quarter of an inch dia-

meter, and an inch and a half long, broke vertically with twenty pounds,

and horizontally with nineteen pounds. Elm of half an inch diameter,

<ind three inches long, broke horizontally with forty-seven pounds; ver-

tically with twenty-three pounds. Elm a quarter of an inch diameter,

and an inch and a half long, broke horizontally with twelve pounds ; ver-

tically with twelve pounds, which is note-worthy.

J-u L Y 6, 1664.

The experiment of breaking woods prosecuted: A piece of Oak of half

an inch diameter, and three inches long, at which distance the weight

hung, broke horizontally with forty-eight pounds ; vertically, with forty

pounds. Ash of half an inch diameter, and three inches long, horizon-

tally with seventy-seven pounds; vertically, with seventy-five pounds.

Ash of half an inch diameter, and an inch and a half long, horizontally

with nineteen pounds; vertically, with ten pounds. Thus far the

'Register.

In the--mean-trme I learn, that in the mines ofMendip, pieces of timber,

. of but the thicknefs of a man's arm, will support ten tun of earth ; and

that fome of it has lain two hundred years, which is yet as firm as ever,

growing tough jind black; and being exposed two or three days to the

wind and sun, scarce yields to the ax.

Here might come in the Problems of Cardinal Cusanus, in lib. iv.

Idiotai dial. 4to, concerning the different velocity of the ascent of great

pieces of timber, before the fmaller, fubmerged in water, as also of the

»Ofthespe- -weight; zs V. g. Why a piece of wood an hundred pounds weight, poising

of"^timber 'in more in the air than two pounds of lead, the two pounds of lead should

proportion to gggi-^ to Weigh (he should say sink) more in the water*? Why fruits, be-

tlbie"^' in" the ing cut off from the tree, weigh heavier than when they were grovying ?

Philosophical -With fcvcral the like paradoxes, haply more curious than useful, and

n. 169, '°and therefore we purposely omit them ; but so may we not the recommendation
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of that useful Treatise of Duplicate Proportion, together with a new Hy. chap. iv.

pothesis of Elastic or Springy Bodies, to show the strengths of timbers, ^"^""V*^

and other homogeneous materials applied to buildings, machines, &c. as

it is published by that admirable Genius, the learned Sir William Petty

:

To which we join that part of Dr. Grew's Comparative Anatomy of

Trunks, as variously fitted for mechanical uses ; where that most in--

dustrious and curious searcher into Nature, describes to us Whence woods

are soft, fast, hard, apt to be cleft, tough, durable, &c.

Lastly, Concerning squared and principal timber, for any usual build-'

ings, these are the legal proportions, and which- builders ought not to

vary from.
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according to tiie goodnefs and choice of the materials, and curiosity m
framing, especially roofs and stair-cases, which are of most charges. And
here miglit also something be added concerning the manner of framing the

carcases of buildings, as of floors, pitch of. roofs, the length of hips and

sleepers, together with the names of all those several timbers used in fa-

bricks totally consisting of wood ; but I find it done to my hand, and

published some years since, at the end of a late Translation of the first

Book of Palladioi to whidi I refer the reader. And to accomplish our

artist in timber, with the utmost which that material is capable of, I do

recommend him to the study and contemplation of that stupendous roof,

which now lies over the renowned Sheldonean Theatre at the University

of Oxford ; being the sole work and contrivement of my most Honoured

Friend, Sir Christopher Wren, now worthily dignified with the superin-

.tendency, of the Royal Buildings. See Dr. Plott's description of it in his

Natural History of Oxfordshire, 272, 273, tab. 13, 14: also Dr. Wallis

de Motu, part iii. de Vecte, cap. vi. prop. 10.

Other conversions there are of timber, of all lengths, sizes, and dimen-

sions, for arches, bridges, floors, and flat-work, (without the supports of

pillars,) tables, cabinets, inlayings, and carvings, screws, &c. with the

art of Turning, to the height of which divers Gentlemen have arrived,

and, for their diversion, produced pieces of admirable invention and cu-

riosity : These, I say, belonging to the mechanic uses of timber, might

enter here, with a catalogue of innumerable models and other rarities to

rbe found in the repositories and collections of the curious: But let this

sufiice.

We did, in book ii. chap. i. mention certain subterranean trees, which

"Air. Camden supposes grew altogether under the ground : And truly It

did appear a very paradox to me, till I both saw and diligently examined

that piece (plank, stone, or both shall I name it?) of Lignum Fofsile taken

out of a certain quarry thereof at Aqua Sparta,- not far from Rome, and

sent to the most incomparably learned Sir George Ent, by that obliging

Virtuoso Cavalier dal Pozzo. He that shall examine the hardncfs, and

feel the ponderousnefs of it, sinking In water, &c. will easily take it for

a stone; but he that shall behold its gram, so exquisitely undulated and

varied, together with its colour, manner of hewing, chips, and other most

perfect resemblances, wUl never scruple to pronounce it arrant wood.
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SIgnor Stelluti, an Italian, has published a whole Treatise exprefsly to chap. iv.

describe this great curiosity: and there has been brought to our notice a ^"^'"V"'*-^

certain relation of an Elm growing in Berkshire, near Farringdon, which

being cut towards the root, was there plainly petrified; the like, as I once

myself remember to have seen in another tree, which grew quite through

a rock near the sepulchre of Agrippina (the mother of that monster Nero)

at the Baia by Naples, which appeared to be all stone, and trickling down
in drops of water, if I forget not. But while others have philosophized,

according to their manner, upon these extraordinary concretions, see what

the most industrious and knowing Dr. Hook, Curator of this Royal So-

ciety, has with no lefs reason, but more succinctnefs, observed from a late

microscopical examen of another piece of petrified wood ; the description

and ingenuity whereof cannot but gratify the curious, who will, by this

instance, not only be instructed how to make inquiries upon the like occa-

sions, but see also with what accuratenefs the Society constantly proceeds

in all their indagations and experiments ; and with what candour they re-

late, and communicate them.

" It resembled wood, in that,

" First, All the parts of the petrified substance seemed not at all dislo-

" cated or altered from their natural postion whiles they were wood; but

''the whole piece retained the exact shape of wood, having many of the

" conspicuous pores of wood still remaining, and showing a manifest dif-

" ference, visible enough between the grain of the wood and that of the

"bark, especially when any side of it was cut fmooth and polite; for

" then it appeared to have a very lovely grain, like that of fome curious

" close wood.

" Next, it resembled wood, in that all the smaDer, and (if so I may call

*' those which are only to be seen by a good glafs) microscopical pores of it,

" appeared (either when the substance was cut and polished transversely,

<' or parallel to the pores) perfectly like the microscopical pores of several

" kinds of wood, retaining both the shape and position of such pores.

" It differed from wood,
" First, in weight; being to common water, as Sy to 1; whereas there

-" are few of our English woods that, when dry, are found to be so heavy
" as water.

Volume IL I i
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" Secondly, in hardnefs ; being very nearly as hard as flint, and in some

" places of it also resembling the grain of a flint ; it would very readily

" cut o-lafs, and could not, without difficulty, (especially in some parts of

" it) be scratched by a black hard flint ; it would readily strike fire against

" a steelj as also against a flint,

" Thirdly, in the closenefs of it ; for though all the microscopical pores

" of the wood were very conspicuous in one position, yet, by altering

" that position of the polished surface to the hght, it also was manifest

" that those pores appeared darker than the rest of the body, only because

" they were filled up with a more dusky substance, and not because they

" were hollow.

" Fourthly, in that it would not burn in the fire ; nay, though I kept

" It a good while red-hot in the flame of a lamp, very intensely cast on it

" by a blast through a small pipe, yet it seemed not all to have diminished

" its extension; but only I found it to have changed its colour, and to

" have put on a more dark and dusky brown hue : Nor could I perceive

" that those parts which seemed to have been wood at first, were any thing

" wasted, but the parts appeared as solid and close as before. It was far-

" ther observable, that as it did not consume like wood, fo neither did it

" crack and fly like a flint, or such like hard stone; nor was it long be-

"• fore it appeared red hot.

" Fifthly, in its difsolublenefs; for putting some drops of distilled vinegar

" upon the stone, I found it presently to yield very many bubbles, just

" like those which may be observed In spirit of vinegar when it corrodes

" coral; though I guefs many of those bubbles proceeded from the small

" parcels of air which were driven out of the pores of this petrified fub-

" stance, by the insinuating liquid menstruum.

" Sixthly, in Its rigidnefs and friability ; being not at all flexible, but

" brittle like flint ; insomuch, that with one knock of a hammer I broke

" off a small piece of it, and with the same hammer quickly beat it to

" pretty fine powder upon an anvil.

" Se\'enthly, it seemed, to the touch, very different from wood, feel-

*' ing more cold than wood usually does, and much like other close stones

" and minerals.
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*' The reason of all which phsenomena seems to be, chap. iv.

" That this petrified wood having lain in some place where it was well ^-'^w*^
" soaked with petrifying water (that is, such a water as is well impreg-

" nated with stony and earthy particles) did by degrees separate,by straining

" and filtration, or, perhaps, by precipitation, cohesion, or coagulation,

" abundance of stony particles from that permeating water ; which stony

" particles having, by means of the fluid vehicle, conveyed themselves

" not only into the microfcopical pores, and perfectly stopped them up,

" but also into the pores, which may perhaps be even in that part of the

" wood which through the microscope appears most solid, did thereby so

" augment the weight of the wood, as to make it above three times hea-

" vier than water, and perhaps six times as heavy as it vi'as when wood:
" Next, they hereby so lock up and fetter the parts of the wood, that the

" fire cannot easily make them fly away, but the action of the fire upon
" them is only able to char those parts as it were ; like as a piece of wood,

" if it be closed very fast up in clay, and kept a good while red hot in the

" fire, will, by the heat of the fire, be charred, and not consumed; which

" may perhaps be the reason why the petrified substance appeared of a

" blackish brown colour after it had been burnt. By this intrusion of the

" petrified particles, it also becomes hard and friable ; for the smaller

" pores of the wood being perfectly stuffed up with these stony particles,

" the particles of the wood have few or no pores in which they can refide

;

" and, consequently, no flection or yielding can be caused in such a sub-

" stance. The remaining particles likewise of the wood among the stony

" particles, may keep them from cracking and flying, as they do in flint."

The casual finding of subterraneous trees has been the occasion of this

curious digrefsion, besides what we have already said in chap. xxii. book i.

Now it were a strange paradox to aflirm, that the timber under the ground

should, to a great degree, equal the value of that which grows above tlie

ground ; seeing, though it be far lefs, yet it is far richer, the roots of the

vilest shrub being better for its toughnefs, and, for ornament and delicate

uses, much more preferable than the heart of the fairest and soundest tree:

And many hills and other waste places, that have in late and former ages

been stately groves and woods, have yet this treasure remaining, and per-

chance sound and unperished, and commonly (as we observed) an hin-

drance to other plantations ; engines therefore, and expedients for the

more easily extracting these cumbrances, and making riddance upon such

Ii2
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BOOK III. occasions, besides those we have produced, should be excogitated and
'^^^'y^'^

inquired after, for the despatch of this difficult work..

From all these instances we may gather the neceffity of a more than or-

dinary study and diligence in those whose profeflion obliges them to deal

in timber ; nor is it a small stock of philosophy that will enable them to

skill in the nature and properties of this material, which not only concerns

the Architects themselves, but their subsidiaries, viz. Carpenters, Joiners,

and especially Wood-brokers. I cannot therefore but take notice, that

among the ancient Sportulse '', bequeathed by several Founders andFound-

'' Pliny, in lib. xix. cap. ii. describes a plant called .i^Mrta;;;, ofwhicli, when macerated,

ropes were made, and which in its natural stale was applied to various domestic purposes.

Livy informs us, that Asdrubal laid up a considerable quantity of it for the service of his

fleet, lib. xsii. cap. xx. It is probably from this plant that the terms Sjtorta, S/ior/tila, ^c.

are derived; for it appears to have been very proper for the purpose of making baskets.

Sporlula is literally a little basket, and, in the Roman clafsics, signifies a distribution, some-

times of victuals, because they were given in.such baskets, and sometimes of money. Tiie

distinction of Patroni and ClieiiUs formed an efsential part of the Roman political constitu-

tion ; and whenever the latter had been employed in doing honour to their Patrons, it had

been customary from early times to entertain them at supper, which, among the Romans,

was the principal meal. This custom, it seems, continued to the reign of Nero; fdr

Suetonius, lib. vi. cap. xvi. tells us, that Nero changed the public suppers into Sportulae,

which from Juvenal, fat. i. v. S5. appear to have been a distribution of victuals in tlue

porch or front of the patron's house. Afterwards, instead ofvictuals, a small sum of money,

forty quadrantes, which were a coin of brafs or lead, in value something lefs than a half-

penny each, was given,, still under the name of Sportula, as appears from Martial, lib*, iii.

,.pio-. vii. Domitian at first seems to have pursued the practice of Nero : For it appears

from Suetonius, lib. viii. cap. iv. that on a certain solemn occasion he gave victuals to the

Senate and the Knights in Panaria, and to the common people in Sportelia:. The Panaria

probably were vefsels of a larger size, or of more elegant materials than the Sportelloe. Af-

terwards however, Domitian restored the ancient custom of treating the Clients with a full

meal as we are informed by Suetonius, lib. viii. cap. vii. as well as by Martial, lib. viii.

cpig. 1. V. 10. In this pafsage Martial opposes the Sportula to what he calls recta cceira,

which it seems is what he meant, in the preceding quotation, where he makes a little dis-

tinction bv the term Jalarium, that is, victuals for a day. It appears that among the Ro-

mans laro-efses of victuals or of money were very common upon solemn occasions, such as

marriages, entering on public offices, or tlie like.—Claudius, we are told, jocularly gave

the name of Sportula to a small exhibition of gladiators, without preparation, and that con-

tinued but for a short time, because, fays Suetonius, firimum dalurus eilixerat veht ad subkam.

-ondictamu; camdiun iirvitare se poliulum : he said he would give theai such an entertainment

as if the people had invited themselves to a short and hasty supper, lib. v, chap, xxi,—The
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Tefses for the encouragement of Gardeners, there was a College or Hall, chap. iv.

not unlike that of our Carpenters, where, upon a certain day, the fraternity ^"-""v""**-^

not only met to feast, but, doubtlefs, to confer and edify one another, as

appears by an ancient inscription of the Dendrophori at Puteoli, mentioned

by the learned Dr. Spon*, which, for the honour of our present Discourse, * Misceil

we subjoin : Erudit. An-
tiq. Sect. xi.

Art. 11,

EX S.C. DENDROPHORI CREATI QVI SVNT
SVB CVRA XV VIR ST. CCVV

PARTRON. L. AMPIVS STEPHANVS SAC.

M. DEI Qg^ DEND. DEDICATIONI HVIVS
PANEM VINVM ET SPORTVLAS DEDIT

C. VALERIVS PICENTINVS LONGINIVS IVSTINVS

C. IVLIVS HERCVLANVS A. FIRMIVS POLYBIVS

With many others, (a numerous catalogue of Consuls names) It being, it The Jews had'

seems, a corporation established by the state, when they carried boughs *'''^"' ^^^^^ °^

and branches of trees in procefsion, and distributed a Sportula of bread mentioned by

and wine : But of this, and of the Fabri Tignarii, Naupegiarii, (Ship- Jofephus, in

Carpenters) and Centonarii, see this learned man's excellent difsertation. ^vere obliged

to carry wood

These colleges or halls were dedicated to Diana, as Goddefs of tiie for'the'nTaL-

AVoods, of which another Roman inscription is yet extant

:

taining the

fires of the

D I A N A E

COLLEG. NAUPEGIAR.
M. JUNIUS. BALISTUS.

ET. Q^ AVILLIUS. EROS.

II. VIR. D.D.

younger Pliny, in book x. ep. cxvii. writes from Bithynia to Trajan, to ask the Em-
peror's opinion concerning the custom that prevailed there of distributing a Denarius or

two, a coin in value about sevenpence, on occasion of taking tire manly robe, of entering

on a magistracy, or dedicating a public work ; which largefses the critics on this author

have not hesitated to call Sportnte, probably with sufficient reason, though that word does

not occur in the epistle, notwithstanding that it has been referred to by some authors as

justifying the application of this term in the very extensive sense of any kind of gift on
any public occasion,—In the Greek Glofses, Sportula is rendered sometimes a distribution

cf silver.

altar.
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KOOK in. For ithc use of out chimneys, and maintainance of fire, the plenty of
^•""^y"*'^ Avood for iacl, rather than the quality, is to be looked after; and yet there

FUEL, jye some greatly to be preferred before others, as harder, longer lasting,

better heating, and more cheerfully burning ; for which we have com-

mended the Ash, &c. in the foregoing paragraphs, and to which I pretend

not here to add much for the avoiding repetitions, though even an history

of the best way of charring would not misbecome this discourse.

But something more is to be said, sure, concerning the felling oi Lignum,

fuel-wood ; for so critics would distinguish it from Materia, timber.

IJencdictus Cursius, Hortor. lib. viii. cap. xi. reckons up what woods

make the best firing : Also of coaling, et defacibiis, clearing, and what else

•* V. Eiisuith. belongs to ^vko%y.l(i, especially for the use of sacrifices*, which had their
ill Otlvis. iii. . , , x-v • » !• 1 M

particular sorts, as m the temple Despoene m Arcadia, where they were

prohibited the burning of Olive-wood, the Vaticinatric Laurel, the Thick-

rind Oak, or any fungous, or rotten wood, but were obliged to use what

was well dried, and apt to kindle without smoaking. In the sacrifice of

Jupiter they used White Poplar, and the Pine on the Altar of Ceres.

The Persian Magi burnt their sacrifices with Myrtle and the boughs of

Laurel; and, in general, all the sacrifices offered up to the Pagan Gods

were lighted with that wood which was sacred to the particular Deity.

Of all which to particularize, let the curious inquire. We proceed there-

fore with what concerns this most useful chapter.

And first, that our Fuelist begin with the under-wood: Some conceive

between Martinmas and Holy-Rood; but generally with Oak as soon as

it will strip, but not after May; and for Ashes, betwixt Michaelmas and

Candlemas. Let these be so felled as that the cattle may have the

browsing of them, for in winter they will not only eat the tender twigs,

but even the very mofs ; but fell no more in a day than they can eat for

this purpose. This done, kid or bavin them, and pitch them upon their

ends, to preserve them from rotting: Thus the under-wood being disposed

of, fhe rest will prosper the better; and besides, it otherwise does but rot

upon the earth, and destroy that which would spring. If you head or

top for the fire, it is not amifs to begin three or four feet above the tim-

ber if it be considerable : but in case they are only shaken trees and

hedge-rows, strip them even to thirty feet high, because they are usually

full of boughs ; and it were good to top such as you perceive to wither
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at the tops, a competent way beneath, to prevent their sicknefs down- chap. iv.

wards, which will else certainly ensue; whereas by this means even dying "^"^'-v**-'

trees may be preserved many years to good emolument, though they never

advance taller j and being thus frequently shred, they will produce more

than if suffered to stand and decay : This is a profitable note for such as

have old, doating, or any ways infirm wood. In other fellings, some advise

never to commence the disbranching from the top ; for though the in-

cumbency of the very boughs upon the next, cause them to fall oft" the

easier, yet it endangers the splicing of the next, which is very prejudicial,

and therefore advise the beginning at the nearest. And in cutting for fuel,

you may, as at the top, so at the sides, cut a foot or more from the body

;

but never when you shred timber-trees. We have said how dangerous it is

to cut for fire-wood when the sap is up; it is a mark of improvident hus-

bands ; besides, it will never burn well, though abundance be congested.

Lastly, remember that the east and north winds are unkind to the suc-

ceeding shoots.

Thus we have endeavoured to prescribe the best directions we could

learn concerning this necefsary subject. And in this penury of that dear

commodity, and to incite all ingenious persons, studious of the benefit of

their country, to think of ways how our woods may be preserved, by all

manner of arts which may prolong the lasting of our fuel, I would give the

best encouragements. Those that shall seriously consider the intolerable

misery of the poor Cauchi, (the 'then inhabitants of the Low Countries,)

described by Pliny, lib. xvi. cap. i. (how opulent soever their late industry

has rendered them) for want only of wood for fuel, will have reason to

deplore the excefsive decay of our former store of that useful commodity;

and by what shifts our neighbours, the Hollanders, do yet repair that de- * in many.

feet, be invited to exercise their ingenuity: The procefs of which is cast- l''^*''"^ (where.

, ,

.

^ , ^ . ^ fuel is scarce)

mg the die, or square ot the turt, m tour equal quarters; and to build poor people

them so up, (as our brickmakers do their crude ware,) that they may have ^P'*-''""^
1*"'"

\ c • r ^ --111 c^ ^ ^"^ Sliaw in

the tree mtercourse ot the air till they are dry. See Quicciardius, m his iiie ways and

Description of Holland, or Du Canoe's Glofsarv, vcrbo Turba. But P""" ''^''"'

.J
° '

cattle (king
besides the dung ot beasts *, and the peat and turf (which we may find and tread, and

in our ouzy lands and heathy commons) for their chimneys, they make ^*''^" '^'^P ''^,

^
_

' ^ against a wall-

use of stoves, both portable and standing; and truly the more frequent till it be dry;

use of those inventions in our p-reat wasting cities, (as the custom is
!^"'

'J"^'
°'

° o \ liogs IS very

through all Germany,) as also of those new and excellent ovens invented noisome.
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by Dr. Keffler, for the incomparably baking of bread, &zc. would be an

extraordinary expedient of husbanding our fuel, as well as the right ming-

ling, and making up of charcoal-dust and loam, as it is hinted to us by
Sir Hugh Piatt, and is generally used in Maestricht, Liege, and the

country about it; than which there is not a more sweet, lasting, and beau-

tiful fuel. The manner of it is thus

:

Take about one third part of the smallest of any coal, (pit, sea, or char-

coal,) and commixing it very well with loam, (whereof there is in some

places to be found a sort somewhat more combustible,) make it up into

balls (moistened with a little urine ofman or beast) as big as an ordinary

goose-egg, or somewhat bigger; or, if you will, in any other form, like

brick-bats, &c. Expose these in the air till they are thoroughly dry; they

may be built into the most orderly fires you can imagine, will burn very

clear, give a wonderful heat, and continue a very long time. But first

you must make the fire of charcoal, or small-coal, covering it with your

eggs, hot-fhots, or hovilles, as they are called, and building them up in

pyramids, or what shape you please ; they willcontinue a glowing, solemn,

and constant fire for seven or eight hours, without being stirred; then en-

courage and recruit the innermost with a few fresh eggs, and turn the

Test, which are not yet quite reduced to cinders. This mixture is devised

to slacken the impetuous devouring of the fire, and to keep the coals

from consuming too fast *.

*= About Bristol, Brislington, and otiier places of the west of England, they make coal

balls of their culm, or small refuse coal, which would not otherwife be saleable. The

way in which these balls are prepared, is to take a certain quantity of the culm, to which

they add an equal quantity of sleech, or mud, which the tide leaves on the sea-shore.

After mixing them grofsly with shovels, they blend them with their hands more perfectly,

and mould them into balls of six inches in diameter. And in making them up, they work

as much culm into the sleech with their hands, as they pofsibly can without making them

crumbly. These balk may be burnt immediately, or they may be laid up and kept as

long as the owner pleases. This kind of fuel makes a pleasant, fierce, and good fire, and

and emits no disagreeable fumes. Coal balls are made in Wales, particularly about Car-

marthen, in another v\'ay. Instead of sleech, they there use clay, allowing two parts

culm to one of clay. To the heap they add a suihcient quantity of water, tempering all

together in the manner of mortar. When sufiiciently mixed they form the whole into balls.

These last-mentioned balls, made with claj', do not make so pleasant a fuel as those made

with sleech, because the clay is apt to send forth a stinking smoke, especially if the balls

are burnt before they arc dry
;
yet notwitlistanding this incoiivcmence, they makea cheap

£iid good Kiel.
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Two or three short billets, covered with charcoal, last much longer, chap. iv.

and with more life, than twice the quantity by itself, whether charcoal '•-•-V'*-'

alone or billet ; and the billets under the charcoal being undisturbed, will

melt as it were into charcoals of such a lasting size.

If small-coals be spread over the charcoal, where you burn it alone, it

will bind it to longer continuance ; and yet more, if the small-coal be

made of the roots of Thorns, Briers, and Brambles. Consult Lord Hacon»

Exp. 775.

The Queraif Maruia (wrack or sea-weed) which comes in our oyster-

barrels, laid under Newcastle coal to kindle it, (as the use is in some places,)

will, as I am informed, make it out-last two great fires of simple coals,

and maintain a glowing luculent heat without waste. This sort of fuel is

much made use of in Malta and the Islands thereabout, especially to burn

in their ovens ; and the Peasant who first brought it into custom,, I find

highly commended by an Author, as a great Benefactor to his country.

The manner of gathering it, is to cut it in summer-time from the rocks,

whereon it grows abundantly, and bringing it in boats or otherwise to

land, spread and dry it in the sun like hay, turning and cocking it till it

be fully cured. It makes an excellent fire alone, and roasts to admiration

;

and when all is burnt, the ashes make one of the best manures for land in

the world for the time they continue in virtue. This fuel adds much life,

continuance, and aid to our sullen sea-coal ; and if the main ocean should

afford fuel, (as the Barnacles and Soland-geese are said to do in some parts

of Scotland with the very sticks of their nests) we in these Isles may thank

ourselves if we be not warm. These few particulars I but mention to

animate improvements, and encourage ingenious attempts to detect more

cheap and useful procefses for ways of charring coals, peat, and the like

fuliginous materials, as the accomplished Mr. Boyle has intimated to us in

the fifth of those his precious Efsays concerning the usefulnefs of Natural

Philosophy, part ii. chap. vii. to which I refer the curious. In the mean

time, were not he worthy a statue of gold, that (falvo to our Newcastle

trade and seminary of mariners) should in this penury of fire-wood about

so monstrous a devourer as this vast city, (poisoned with smoke and soot)

find out an expedient that should, within the space of five and twenty

years, free it from all this heilish and. pernicious fog,..by furnishing it with.

Volume II.
' K k
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BOOK III. fuel sufficient to feed and maintain all its hearths and fires with sweet and

.-^"^V"*^ wholesome billet ? This the ingenious Mr. Nourse seems to demonstrate,

and I think not impofsible, whilst my Fumifughm' is long since vanished

in Aura. There is no very great store of wood about Madrid, where the

winters are sharp, and so very piercing, that there is spent no lefs than

four millions of arrobas of charcoal, (every arroba being tlitee quarters of

our bushel, and pays to the King a Real before it comes into the town, or

is sold) : It is charred of the Enzina, or Cork-tree: besides which they

use very little fuel-wood, it being exceedingly hard, and consequently

lasting and sweet.—But to return to the law.

By the preamble of the statute of 7 Fdward VI. one may perceive (the

measures compared) how plentiful fuel was in the time of Edward IV. to

what it was in the reigns of his succefsors : This suggested a review of

sizes, and a reformation of abuses ; in which it was enacted, that every

sack of coals should contain four bushels ; every Taleshide to be four feet

long, besides the carf; and if named of one, marked one, to contain six-

teen inches circumference, within a foot of the middle ; if of two marks,

twenty-three inches ; of three, twenty-eight ; of four, thirty-five ; of five,

tbirty-eight inches about, and so proportionably.

Billets were to be of three feet, and four inches in length : The single

'lo be seventeen inches and an h^lf about; and every billet of one cast (as

*'Mr. Evelyn wrote aTreatife in 166!, entitled Fumifugium, recommending a method tO

prevent the bad eflects of ^imoke in the city of London. In that work he jconsidets the

great quantities of smoke, which in large towns daily ascend into the atmosphere, as likely

to produce infectious diseases j but that opinion does not seem well founded. On the con-

trary, these acid steams correct and neutralize the volatile Alkali, which in all large

tovwis arises in abundance from putrid substances, and which, if not corrected, would be

productive of disease, by affording a putrefactive ferment to all living bodies under thfe

influence of a putrid disposition:

Did not the acid vigour of the mine,

RoVMfrom so many thund'ring chimneys, tame

The putrid steams that ovcrswam the sky

;

This caustic venom would perhaps corrode

Those tender cells that draw the vital air.

In vain MJth all their unctuous rills bcdcw'd,

Ar.vstr'onc.
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fhey term the mark) to be ten inches about ; of two cast, fourteen inches, chap. iv.

and to be marked (unlefs for the private use of the owner) within six ^>-*'~v-""»^

inches of the middle ; of one cast, within four inches of the end, &c.

Every bound faggot should be tliree feet long ; the band twenty-four

inches in circumference, besides the knot.

In the 4-3d Eliz. the same statute (which before- only concerned London

and its suburbs) was made more universal, and that of Edw. VI. explained

with this addition : For such Taleshides as were of necefsity to be made of

cleft-wood, if of one mark, and half round, to be nineteen inches about j

if quarter-cleft, eighteen inches and an half: Marked two, being round,

it shall be twenty-three inches compafs ; half-round, twenty-seven
; quar-

ter-cleft, twenty-six : Marked three, round, twenty-eight ; half-round,

thirty-three; quarter-cleft, thirty-two: Marked four, being round, thirty-

three inches about ; half-round, thirty-nine
;

quarter-cleft, thirty-eight

:

Marked five, round, thirty-eight inches about ; half-round, forty-four

;

quarter-cleft, forty-three. The measure to be taken within half a foot o£

the middle of the length mentioned in tire former statute.

Then for the billet, every one named a single, being round, to have

Seven inches and an half circumference ; but no single to be made of

cleft-wood-: If marked one, and round, to contain eleven inches compafs

;

if half-round, thirteen
; quarter cleft, twelve and an half.

If marked two, being round, to contain sixteen inches ; half-round,

nineteen ; quarter-cleft, eighteen and an half; the length as in the statute

of King Edward VI.

Faggots to be every stick of three feet in length, excepting only one

stick of one foot long, to harden and wedge tlie binding of it; this to

prevent the abuse, too much practised, of filling the middle part and ends

with trash and short sticks, which had been omitted in the former statute.

Concerning this and the dimensions of wood in the stack, see Coppices,

chap. i. book iii. to direct the lefs-instructed purchaser: And I have been

the more particular upon this occasion, because nothing is more deceitful

than our fuel brought in billet by the notch, as they call it in London

;

for by the vile iniquity of some wretches marking the billets as they

<U)me to the wharf. Gentlemen are egregiously cheated. I could produce

Kk2
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JO OK III. an instance of a friend of mine, and a Member of this Society, of which
^"'^'y^''''-^

the wood-monger has little cause to brag, since he never durst come at

liim, or challenge his money for the commodity he brought, because he

durst not stand to the measure.

At Hall, near Foy, there is a faggot which consists of but one piece of

wood, naturally grown in that form, with a band wrapped about it, and

parted at the ends into four sticks, one of which is subdivided into two

others; It was.carefully preserved many years by an Earl of Devonshire,

and looked on as portending the fate of his estate, which is since indeed

come into the hands of four Cornish Gentlemen, one of whose estates is

likewise divided betwixt two heirs. This we have out of Camden, and I

here note for the extravagancy of the thing; though as to the verity of such

Dortents from trees, Sic. I do not find upon inquiry (which I have dili-

o-ently made of my Lord Brereton) that there is any certainty of the rising

of those logs in the lake belonging to that noble person, so as still to pre-

monish the death or the heir of that family, how confidently soever report-

ed; thovigh sometimes it has happened, but the event is not constant. To

this clafs may be referred what is affirmed concerniiig the fatal prediction

of Oaks bearing strange leaves, which may be inquired of; and of acci-

dents fasciating the boughs or branches of trees, as noticed by Dr. Plott in

Willows and other soft woods, especially in an Ash at Bifseter uniformly

wreathed two or three times round: Such a curiosity also hangs up in the

Portico of the Physic-Garden at Oxford, in a top branch of Holly, which

shows it likewise happening sometimes even to harder woods; and it is

-probable that such as we sometimes find so helically twisted, have re-

ceived some blast that has contracted the fibres, and curled them in that

extravagant manner. Wonderful contortion and perplexity of the parts

of trees may be seen and admired in T^da roots, especially in that given

to the Royal Society by the Right Hon. the Lord Somer, (the late most

learned president) and now amongst the natural rarities of the Repository.

I will now describe to you the mystery of Charring, (whereof something

was but touched in the procefs of extracting tar out of the Pines) as I re-

ceived it from a most industrious person.

Of charcoal there is usually made three sorts, viz. one for the Iron-

works, a second for Gunpowder, and a third for London and Court, be-

sides small-coals, of which we shall also speak in due place.
_,

,
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We will begin with that sort which is used for the Iron-works, be- chap. iv.

cause the rest are made much after the same manner, and with very little "^-^"v"*^

difference.

The best wood for this is good Oak, cut into lengths of three feet, as

they size it for the stack : This is better than the cord-wood, though of

a large measure, and much used in Efsex.

The wood being cut, and set in stacks ready for the coaling, choose out

some level place in the coppice, the most free from stubs, &c. to make
the hearth on : In the midst of this area drive down a stake for your centre,

and with a pole, having a ring fastened to one of the extremes, (or else

with a cord put over the centre) describe a circumference from twenty or

more feet semi-diameter, according to the quantity of your wood designed

for coaling, which being near, may conveniently be charred on that hearth

;

and which at one time may be twelve, sixteen, twenty, twenty-four, even

to thirty stacks: If twelvfe therefore be the quantity you will coal, a circle,

whose diameter is twenty-four feet ; will suffice for the hearth ; if twenty

stacks, a diameter of thirty-two feet ; if thirty, forty feet ; and so pro-

portionably.

Having thus marked out the ground with mattocks, hoes, and fit In-

struments, bare it of the turf, and of all other combustible stuff whatso-

ever, which you are to rake up towards the periphery, or outside of the

circumference, for an use to be afterwards made of it, planeing and !(*-

veiling the ground within the circle : This done, the wood Is to be brought

from the nearest part where it is stacked. In wheel-barrows ; and first the

smallest of It placed at the utmost limit, or very margin of the hearth,

where it is to be set long-ways, as it lay in the stack ; the biggest of the

w^ood pitch, or set up on end round about against the small wood, and all

this within the circle, till you come within five or six feet of the centre
;

at which distance you shall begin to set the wood In a triangular form

till it come to be three feet high : Against this again, place your greater

wood almost perpendicular, reducing it from the triangular to a circular

form, till, being come within a yard of the centre, you may pile the

wood long-ways, as it lay in the stack, being careful that the ciuls of the

wood do not touch the pole, which must now be erected in the centre,

nine feet in height, that so there may remain a round hole, which is to

be formed in working up the stack-wood for a tunnel, and the more
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. commodious firing of the pit, as they call it, though not very properly.
' This provided for, go on to pile, and fet your wood upright to the other

as before, till, having gained a yard more, you lay it long-ways again,

as was showed: And thus continue the work, still interchanging the po-

sition of the wood till the whole are?, of the hearth and circle be filled and

piled up at the least eight feet high, and so drawn in by degrees in piling,

that it resemble the form of a copped household loaf, filling all inequa-

lities with the smaller truncheons till it lie veiy close, and be perfectly and

evenly shaped. This done, take straw, haume, or fern, and lay it on the-

outside of the bottom of the heap, or wood, to keep the next cover from

falling amongst the sticks ; upon this put the turf, and cast on the dust

and rubbish which was grubbed and raked up at the making of the

hearth, and reserved near the circle of it; with this cover the whole
heap of wood to the very top of the pit or tunnel to a reasonable and
competent thicknefs, beaten close and even, that so the fire may not vent

but in the places where you intend it; and if, in preparing the hearth,

at first there did not rise suflicient turf and rubbish for this work, sup-

ply it from some convenient place near to your heap. There be who
cover this again with a sandy or finer mould, which, if it close well,

need not be above an inch or two thick. This done, provide a screen

by making light hurdles with slit rods and straw of a competent thick-

nefs to keep off tlie wind, and broad and high enough to defend an op-

posite side to the very top of your pit, being eight or nine feet, and so as

to be easily removed, as need shall require, for the luing of your pit.

AVIien now all is in this posture, and the wood well ranged and clo-

sed, as has been directed, set fire to your heap; but first you must

provide you a ladder to ascend the top of your pit ; this they usually

make of a curved tiller, fit to apply to the convex shape of the heap,

and cut It full of notches for the more commodious fetting their feet

whiles they govern the fire above; therefore now they pull up and take

away the stake which was erected in the centre to guide the building of

the pile and cavity of the tunnel : This done, put in a quantity of char-

coals, (about a peck) and let them fall to the bottom of the hearth j

upon them cast in coals that are fully kindled ; and when those which

were first put in are beginning to sink, throw in more fuel, and so, from

time to time, till the coals haA'e universally taken fire up to the top ; then

rut an ample and reasonable thick turf, and clap it over the hole, or
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mouth of the tunnel, stopping it as close as may be with some of the chap. vi.

former dust and rubbish. Lastly, with the handles of your rakes, or the ^•^'"V*^

like, you must make vent-holes, or registers, (as our chymists name them)

through the stuff which covers your heap to the very wood, these in ran-

gers of two or three feet distance, quite round within a foot (or there-

about) of the top, though some begin them at the bottom : A day after,

begin another row of holes a foot and a half beneath the former, and so

more till they arrive to the ground, as occasion requires. Note, That, as

the pit does coal and sink towards the centre, it is continually to be fed

with short and fitting wood, that no part remain unfired ; and if it chars

faster at one part than at the other, there close up the vent-holes, and

open them where need is. A pit will in this manner be burning off and

charring five or six days j and as it coals, the smoke, from thick and grofs

clouds, will grow more blue and livid, and the whole miafs sink accord-

ingly, so as by these indications you may the better know how to stop

and govern your spifacles. Two or three days it will only require for

cooling, which, the vents being stopped, they afsist by taking now off the

outward covering with a rabil or rubber ; but this not far above the

space of one yard breadth at a time; and first they remove the coarsest

and grofsest of it, throwing the finer over the heap again, that so it may

neither cool too hastily, nor endanger the burning and reducing all to

ashes, should the whole pit be uncovered and exposed to the air at once ;

therefore they open it thus round by degrees.

When now, by all the former fymptoms, you judge it fully charred,

you may begin to draw, that is, to take out the coals, first round the

bottom, by which means the coals, rubbish, and dust, sinking and falling

in together, may choak and extinguish the fire.

Your coals sufficiently cooled, with a very long-toothed rake and

a. vann, you may load them into the coal-wains, which are made close

with boards purposely to carry them to market. Of these coals the

grofser sort are commonly reserved for the forges and iron-works, the

middling and smoother put up in sacks, and carried by the colHers to

London and the adjacent towns : Those which are charred of the roots,

if picked out, are accounted best for chymical fires, and where a lasting

and extraordinary blast is required.

Coal for the powder-mills is made of Alder-wood (but Lime-tree were

much better, had we it in that plenty which we easily might) cut.
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,
stacked, and set on the hearth like the former; but first the wood
ought to be wholly disbarked, which work is to be done about Mid-
summer before, and being thoroughly dry, it may be coaled in the same
method, the heap or pile only somewhat smaller, by reason that they

seldom coal above five or six stacks at a time, laying it but two lengths

of the wood one aboA^e the other, in form somewhat flatter on the top

than what we have described ; likewise do they fling all their rubbish

and dust on the top, and begin not to cover at the bottom, as in the

former example. In like sort, when they have drawn up the fire in the

tunnel, and stopped it, they begin to draw down their dust by degrees

round the heap, and this proportionably as it fires, till they come about

to the bottom ; all which is despatched in the course of two days. One
of these heaps will char threescore sacks of coal, which may all be

carried at one time in a waggon ; and some make the court-coals after

the same manner.

Lastly, Small coals are made of the spray and brush-wood, which

is stripped off from the branches of copse-wood, and which is sometimes

bound up into bavins for this use, though also it be as frequently charred

without binding, and then they call it cooming it together. This they

place in some near floor, made level and freed of incumbrances, where,

setting one of the bavins, or part of the spray, on fire, two men stand

ready to throw on bavin upon bavin, as fast as they can take fire, which

makes a very great and sudden blaze, till they have burnt all that lies

near the place, to the number (it may be) of five or six hundred bavins

:

But before they begin to set fire, they fill great tubs or vcfsels with

water, which stand ready by them, and this they dash on with a great

dish or scoup so soon as ever they have thrown on all their bavins, con-

tinually plying the great heap of glowing coals, which gives a sudden

stop to the fury of the fire, whiles with a great rake they lay and spread

it abroad, and ply their casting of water still on the coals, which are now

perpetually turned by two men with great shovels, a third throwing on

the v/ater. This they continue till no more fire appears, though they

cease not from being very hot ; after this they shovel them up into great

heaps, and, when they are thoroughly cold, put them up in sacks for

London, v/hcre they use them amongst divers artificers, both to kindle

great fires, and to temper and anneal their several works. Lastly, this

is to be observed, that the wood which yields the finest coal is more

flexible and gentle than that which yields the contrary.
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The best season for the fetching home of other fuel is in June, the chap. iv.

ways being then most dry and pafsable
; yet I know some good husbands ^«—"V*^

will begin rather in May, because fallowing and stirring of ground for

corn comes in the ensuing months, and the days are long enough, and

swains have then least to do.

And thus we have seen howfor House-bote,and Ship-bote, Plough-bote,

Hey-bote, and Fire-bote, the Planting and Propagation of Timber and
Forest-trees is requisite ; so as it was not for nothing that the very name
(which the Greeks generally applied to timber) u\«, by synedoche, was
taken always pro materia ; since we hardly find any thing in nature more
universally useful; or, in comparison with it, deserving the name
of Material; it being, in truth, the mother-parent and (metaphorically)

the pafsivc principle ready for the form.

To complete this chapter of the universal use of trees, and the parts

of them, something I could be tempted to say concerning staves,

wands, &c. their antiquity, use, divine, domestic, civil, and political ; the

time of cutting, manner of seasoning, forming, and other curious

particulars, (how dry soever the subjeft may appear) both of delight and

profit ; but we reserve it for some more fit opportunity, and perhaps

it may merit a peculiar treatise, as acceptable as it will prove amusing.

AVe have already spoken of that mpdern art of tapping trees in the

spring, by which doubtlefs, some excellent and specific medicines may
be attained, as (before) from the Birch, for the stone ; from Elms and
Elder, against fevers ; so from the Vine, the Oak, and even the very

Bramble, besides the wholesome and pleasant drinks, spirits, &c. that

may pofsibly be educed out of them. This we leave to the industrious;

satisfying ourselves that we have been among the first who have hinted

and published the ways of performing it.

Let us now sum up all the good qualities and transcendent perfe^Stions

of trees, in the harmonious Poets' Concert of Elogies

:

-dant utile lignum

Navigiis Pinos, domibus Cedrosque Cuprefsosque

;

Hinc radios trivere rotis, hinc tympana plaustris

Agricolas, & pandas ratibus posuere carinas.

Volume II. , .-L
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BO'OK III. Viminibus Salices foscundae, frondibus Ulmr:

S»«»—>y ^^ ' At Myrtus validis hastilibus, et bona bello

Cornus: Ityraeos Taxi torquentur in arcus.

Nee Tilia; Iseves, aut torno rasile Buxum,

Non formam accipiunt, ferroque cavantur acuto:

Nee non et torrentem undam levis innatat Alnus

Mifsa Pado ; nee non et apes examina condunt

Corticibusque cavis, vitiosasque Iticis alveo.

Pines are for masts an useful wood.

Cedar and Cyprefs, to build liouses good

:

Hence covers for their carts, and spokes for wheels

Swains make, and ships do form their crooked keels:

With twigs the Sallows, Elms with leaves are freight;

Myrtles stout spears, and Cornel good for fight

;

The Yews into Ityrean bows are bent

;

Smooth Limes and Box, the Turner's instrument

Shaves into form, and hollow cups does trim
;

And down the rapid Po light Alders swim :

In hollow bark bees do their honey stive,

And make the trunk of an old Oak their hive.

The most ingenious Ovid introduces the miraculous groves raised by tire

melodious song of Orpheus :

—— Non- Chaonis abfuit arbos,

Non nemus Heliadum, non frondibus ^sculus altis.

Nee Tilise nioUes, nee Fagus, et innuba Laurus.

Et Coryli fragiles, et fraxinus utitis hastis,

Enodisque Abies, curvataque glandibus Ilex,

Et Platanus genialis, Acerqae coloribus impar,

Amnicoloeque simul Salices, et aquatica Lotos,

Pcrpetuoque virens Buxus, tenuesquc Myricae.

Et bicolor Myrtus, et baccis ccerula Tinus

:

Vos quoque flexi-pedes Hedera3 venistis, et una

Pampineae vites, et amictae Vitibus Ulmi

:

Ornique, et Picese, Pomoque onerata rubenti

Arbutus, et lentas victoris praemia Palmar:

Et succincta comas, hirsutaque vertice Pinus

Grata Deum matri. ^^E^. -i,

nor trees of Chaony,

The Poplar, various Oaks that pierce the sky,

Soft Linden, smooth-rind Beech, unmarried Bays,

The brittle Hafe!, Ash, whose spears we praise,.
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Uiiknotty Fir, the solace shading Planes, CHAP, IV,

. Rough Chesnuts, Maple fleck'd with different grains, ^^^ y ^fc.**

Stream-bordering Willow, Lotus loving lakes.

Tough Box, whom never sappy -spring forsakes,

The slender Tamarisk, with trees that bear

A purple Fig, nor Myrtles absent were.

The wanton Ivy wreath'd in amorous twines,

Vines bearing grapes, and Elms supporting Vines,

Straight Service-trees, trees dropping pitch, fruit-red

Arbutus, these the rest accompanied.

With limber Palms, of victory the prize,

And upright Pine, whose leaves like bristles rise,

Priz'd by the Mother of the Gods sandys.

Tliis incomparable Poet is imitated by our divine Spencer, where he

brings his gentle Knight into a shady grove, praising

the trees so straight and hy,

The sayling Pine, the. Cedar proud and tail,

The Vine-prop Elme, the Poplar never dry.

The builder Oake, sole King of Forrests all.

The Aspine good for staves, the Cyprefs funerall.

The Laurell, meed of mighty conquerors

And poets sage, tlie Firre that vveepetii still,

The Willow worne of forlorne paramours,

The Eugh obedient to the bender's will.

The Birch for shaftes, the Sallow for the mill.

The Mirrhe sweet bleeding in the bitter wound.

The war-like Beech, the Ash for nothing ill.

The fruitful Olive, and the Platane round.

The carver Holme, the Maple seeldom inward sound. canto i

And in this symphony might the noble Tafso bear likevi^ise his part, but
that these are sufficient, et tria sunt omnia.

What now remains, concerns only some general precepts, and direc-

tions applicable to most of that we have formerly touched ; together with
a brief of what farther laws have been enacted for the improvement and
preservation of woods; and which having despatched, we shall with
a short Parsnesis, touching the present ordering and dispofing of the
Royal Plantations for the future benefit of the Nation, put an end to this

rustic Discourse.

Ll2
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SOOK III.

CHAP. V,

APHORISMS', or certain General Precepts, of Us^ to theforegoing

Chapters.

X. RY all sorts of seeds, and by their thriving you shall best discern

what are the most proper kinds for grounds,

Quiji^e solo natura subest

and of these design the main of your plantation. Try all soils, and fit

the species to their natures. Beech, Hasel, and Holly affect gravel and

gritty ; and if mixed with loam. Oak, Ash, and Elm. In stiff ground

plant Ash and Hornbeam ; and in light feeding ground or loam, any sort

whatsoever : In the lower and wetter lands, the Aquatics^.

E Of plantsj eacH species affects a particular soil in preference to every other. In their

Culture, therefore, it is of the utmost importance to have a distinct knowledge of tlie

Loca Natalia, that the nature of the soil in which they are cultivated may be made to

approach, as near as pofsible, to that in which they spontaneously grow. This is the solid

and proper foundation of Planting and Gardening:

Ncc vero terrae ferre oranes omnia pofsunt.

Fluminibus Salices, crafsisque paludibus Alni

Nascuntiir, steriles saxosis montibus Orni,

Litora Myrteis laetifsima : denique apertos

Bacchus amat colles, Aquilonem et frigora Taxi. georg. ii.

The numerous species of plants which grow betwixt the North Pole and the Equator,

when viewed in detail, appear to differ from each other only by insensible degrees; yet

arc the plants of the frozen zones, when viewed in cumulo, or in a body, totally different

from those which are produced betwixt the tropics. Thus we often see whole families of

plants, natives of the torrid zone, which are never to be found in any of the others. In

the climate of plants, says LinnKus, are to be considered latitude, longitude, and the

temperature or elevation of the soil. Vaillant was among the first who viewed the Loca

Natalia of plants in this light; but his observations were confined to latitude alone.

—

Places situated under the same parallel of latitude, but in opposite hemispheres, produce

plants that are totally different; even those in the same hemisphere are rarely alike.—

Thus Rome, Pekin, and New-York in America, are situated almost in the same degree

of north latitude, yet produce very different plants. The same may be said of the plants
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Keep your newly-sown seeds continually fresh, and in the shade (as
^

much as may be.) till they peep.

All curious seeds and plants are diligently to be weeded, till they are

strong enough to over-drop or supprefs them : and you shall carefully

hoe, half-dig, and stir up the earth about their roots during the first three

years, especially in the vernal and autumnal equinoxes : This work

should be done in a moist season for the first year, to prevent the dust

from suffocating the tender buds ; but afterwards in the more dry~

weather.

Plants raised from seed should be thinned where they come up too

thick ; and none so fit to be transplanted into hedge-rows as those you

thus draw, especially where ground is precious.

of Florida and Palestine, the Cape of Good Hope, and Chili in South America, places

which exactly correspond in latitude ;
the two former situated in the northern hemisphere

;

the latter in the southern. What has been affirmed of latitude, may likewise be alserted

of places that are situated upon the same meridian. Thus the North-Cape, Rome, Upsal,

the Cape of Good Hope, agree in longitude, yet produce plants that are totally different.

The aptitude or disposition of plants to grow in certain climates, and not in others, seems

to depend not so much upon longitude and latitude, as upon the elevation of the soil,

or difference of temperature in such climates. From this cause proceeds the difi'erence

which is generally found to obtain betwixt the plants of the torrid, and those of the tem-

perate and frigid zones. For when in the torrid zone we find the mountains, which, by
their elevation, have acquired a temperature similar to that of the temperate or frigid

zones, we always discover on such mountains the same, or, at least, a part of the same
plants. Thus the plants on the mountains of Lapland, of Switzerland, Greenland, Siberia

Wales, the Pyreneans, Olympus, Ararat, and Brazil, though placed at such immense
distances from each other, are nearly the same. As at a certain depth, the temperature

of water is found to be nearly the same in all climates, so the greatest pail of Aquatic

plants are common to the torrid, temperate, and frigid zones. Thus the Water-lily

Jhlrovanda, Sun-dew, Arrow-head, Water-milfoil, and many other Aquatics, are equallv

natives of Europe and the Indies.

It is remarked by many writers, that the climate of modern Europe is much warmer than

that of the antient; and as a proof of its being so, we need only compare the testimonies

of the most authentic antient writers with our own observations and experience. The
Abb^ du Bos observes upon the climate of Italy, that it is warmer at present than in.

antient times. He says, "The annals of Rome tell us, that in the year 480, ab. U. C.
" the winter was so severe, that it destroyed the trees. The Tyber froze at Rome and
" the ground v/as covered with snow forty-live days. When Juvenal describes a super-

CHAP.
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BOOK III. Suckers that sprout from the farthest part of the stem, or body of the
'""^''"'^^

raother-tree, are best, as easier plucked up without detriment to the roots

and fibres, or violence to the mother : It were good therefore first to

uncover the roots whence they spring, and to cut them close off, re-

planting' them immediately ; those which grow at more distance may be

separated with some of the old root^ if you find the sucker not well

furnished.

To produce suckers, lay the roots bare, and slit some of thera here and

there discreetly, and then cover them.

Layers are to be bent down and couched in rich mould ; and if you

find them stubborn, you may slit a little in the bark and wood, but no

deeper than to mate it ply, without wounding the tender heart. Putting

forth root is afsisted by pricking the bark, slitting, or binding a pack-

; thread about the part you would have the root spring from.

The proper season is the early spring and mid-autumn ; and In all dry

seasons observe to keep the layers diligently watered.

Slips and cuttings (by which most trees may be propagated) should be

separated at the burs, joints, or knobs : Strip them of their leaves before

" stitious woman, he represents her as breaking the ice of the T^iber, that she might per-

" form her ablutions

:

Hjbernum fracta glacie dcscendet in amnem,

Ter matutino Tyberi niergetur.

"The Poet speaks of the freezing of the jiver as -a common event. Many pafsages in

" Horace suppose the streets of Rome full of snow and ice. We should have had more

" certainly with regard to this point, had the antieiit Romans known the use of Thcr-

" mometers. But their vffriters, without intending it, give us information sufficient to

" convince us, that the winters are now more temperate there than formerly. At present

" the Tyber no more freezes at Rome than the Nile at Cairo. The citizens of Rome
" esteem the winter very rigorous if the snow lies two days, and if one sees for eight and

" forty hours a few isicles hanging from a fountain that has a North exposition." Pliny

the Consul in his letter to Apollinaris, in which he describes his villa in Tuscany, says, that

it produces Bay-trees in great perfection, but that sometimes, though not ofteiver than in

ihe neighbourhood of Rome, they are killed by the sharpnefs of the seasons. Ovid

describes the place of liis banishment, Tomus, on the Euxine sea, as enjoying a most

rigorous winter; but Tournefort, who visited the same country, says, that there is not

a finer climate in the world. He remarks, that nothing but Ovid's melancholy could have

induced him to paint the country in such horrid colours. But I think the facts mentioned

- i)y-the Poet are too circumstantial to admit of such an interpretation.
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you bury them, leaving no side-branches. Some slit the end where it is

cutoff; at two years end is the soonest they will be fit to take up;
layers much sooner.

In Planting, omit not the placing of your trees towards their

accustomed aspect ; and if you have leisure, make the holes the autumn
before ; the wider the better : Three feet over and two deep is little

enough if the ground be any thing stiff, often stirring and turning the

mould, and mixing it with better as you may find cause. This done, dio-

or plough about them, and that as near their stems as you can come
without hurting them, and therefore rather use the spade for the first two
or three years ; and preserve what you plant steady from the winds and-
annoyance of cattle, &c.

Remove the softest wood to the moistest grounds

:

DivisK arboribus patriK georg. ii.

Begin to plant Forest-trees when the leaves fall after Michaelmas
you may adventure when they are tarnished and grow yellow ; it is lost

time to commence later, and, for the most part of your trees earlv

Planters seldom repent; for sometimes a tedious bind of frost prevents
the whole season. The baldnefs of a tree is a note of deceit ; for some
Oaks, Hornbeam, and most Beeches preserve their dead leaves till new
ones push them off.

Set deeper in the lighter grounds than in the strong, but shallowest in
clay : Five inches is sufhcient for the driest, and one or two for the
moist, provided you establish them against winds.

Plant forth in warm and moist seasons, the ah tranquil and serene, the
wind westerly ; but never while it actually freezes or rains, nor in misty
weather, for it moulds and infects the roots.

What you gather and draw out of woods, plant immediately, for their
roots are very apt to be mortified, or hardened and withered by the
winds and cold air.

Trees produced from seeds must have the tap-roots abated, (the
Walnut-tree and some others excepted, and yet if planted merely fbr
fruit, some affirm it may be adventured on with succefs) and the bruised
parts cut away, but sparing the fibrous, for they are the principal feeders

j
and those who cleanse them too m>ich are punished for the mistake.

CHAP. V.
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BOOK III. In spring, rub oft some of the collateral buds to check the exuberancy
*—•-^/-^^

of ,sap in the branches, till the roots be well established.

Plant no more than you will fence, for that neglected, tree-culture

comes to nothing ; therefore all young-set trees should be defended from

the winds and sun, especially the east and north, till their roots are fixed

that is, till you perceive them shoot; and the not exactly observing

of this article, is the cause of the perishing of the most tender planta-

tions ; for it is the invasion of these two afsailants which does more mis-

chief to our new set and lefs hardy trees, than the most severe and durable

frosts of a whole winter. And here let me add this caution again, that,

in planting of trees of stature for avenues or shades, you set them at such

distance as they be not in reach of the mansion-house, in case of being

blown down by the winds, for reasons sufficiently obvious. See Hist, of

the Storm, Nov. 26, 1703 ".

The properest soil, and most.natural, apply to distinct species : Nee

vero terraferre omnes omnia p'ofsnnt. Yet we find by experience that

most of our forest-trees grow well enough in the coarsest lands provided

there be a competent depth of mould ; for albeit most of our wild plants

covet to run just under the surface, yet, where there is not sufficient depth

to cool them, and entertain the moisture and influences, they are neither

lasting nor prosperous.

Wood well planted will grow in pioorish, boggy, heathy, and the

stoniest grounds ; only the white and blue clay, which is commonly the

best pasture, is the worst for wood ; and such good timber as we find in

any of these. Oaks excepted, is of an excefsive age, requiring thrice the

time to arrive at their stature.

If the season require it, all new plantations are to be plied with water-

ino-s, which is better poured into a circle at some distance from the

roots, which should continually be bared of grafs ; and if the water be

rich, or impregnated, the shoots will soon discover it ; for the liquor.

'In the fourth Book of this Volume, Mr. Evelyn has given a short account of this dread-

-ful Storm ; and as it was one of the most sweeping Tempests that ever visited this Island,

1 have, in a note, given a more circumstantial account of it, from an annual Sermon

preached by the Rev. Mr. Winter, to commemorate that awful day.
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"being percolated through a quantity of earth, will carry the nitroiis virtue xhap. v.

©f the soil with it : By no means therefore water at the stem, because it **-*~V^

washes the mould from the roots, comes too crude, and endangers their

rotting.

But, for the cooling and refreshing tree roots, the congesting of rotten

litter, sprinkled over with fine earth, is good ; or place potsherds, flints,

or pebbles near the foot of the stem ; for so the Poet

:

Aut lapidem bibulum, aut squallentes infode conchas

:

Inter enirn labeiitur aquce., tenuisque subibit

'Halitus. CEORC.ii.

Lime-stones, or sqvialid shells, that may the rain,

Vapours, and gliding moisture entertain.

But remember you remove them after a competent time, else the vermine,

snails, and insects, which they produce and shelter, will gnzw and greatly

injure the bark ; and therefore to lay a coat of moist rotten litter with

a little earth upon it, will preserve it moist in summer and warm in

winter, enriching tlie showers and dews that strain through it.

'Young plants will be strangled with corn, oats, pease, or hemp, or any

rankly growing grain, if a competent circle and distance be not left, as of

near a yard or so off the stem. Tliis is a useful remark ; but whether the

setting or sowing of beans near trees make them thrive the more,

as Theophrastus writes, (I suppose he means fruit-trees) I leave to

experience.

Cut no trees (especially having an eminent pith in them, being youn<»-

and tender too) when either heat or cold are in extremes, nor in very wet
and snowy weather ; and in this work it is profitable to discharge all trees

of unthriving, broken, wind-shaken browse, and such as our law terms

Cablicia, and to take them off to the quick,

Ne pars sincera trahatur.

And for Evergreens, especially such as are tender, prune them not

after planting till they do radicate ; that is, by some little fresh shoot

discover that they have taken root.

Cut not oflF the top of the leading twig or shoot (unlefs very crooked,

.and then at the next erect bud) when you transplant timber-trees, but

Vohane II, ]M ux
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BOOK III. those of the collateral you may shorten, stripping up the rest close to the

^'-"'-v'**.^ stem; and such as you do spare, let them not be the most opposite, but

rather one above another, to preserve the part from swelling and hinder-

ing its taper growth : Be careful also to keep your trees from being

top-heavy, by shortening the side-branches competently near the stem.

—

Young plants, nipt either by the frost or teeth of cattle, do commonly

break, on the sides, which impedes both growth and spiring : In this

ease, prune off some, and quicken the leading shoot with your knife at

some distance beneath its infirmity : but if it be in a very unlikely con-

dition at spring, cut off all close to the very ground, and hope for a new

shoot, continually supprefsing whatever else may accompany it, by cutting

them away in summer.

Walnut, Ash, and pithy trees are safer pmned in summer and warm

weather than in the spring, whatever the vulgar fancy.

I will conclude with the technical names, or difsimilar parts of trees,

as I find them enumerated by the industrious and learned Dr. Merett

:

Scapus, Truncus, Cortex, Liber, Malicorium, Matrix, Medulla et Cor,

Pecten, Circuli, Surculi, Rami, Sarmenta, Ramusculi, Spadix, Vimen,

Virgultum et Cremium, Vittlia, Talea, Scobs, Termes, Turiones, Frondes,

Cachrys et Nucamentum, Julus et Catulus, Comae : To which add

Alburnum, Capitulum., Cima, Echinus, Geniculum, Pericarpium, Petioliis

:

The Species, Frutex, Suffrutex, &c. ; all which I leave to be put into good

and proper English (as our learned Phytologist Mr. Ray has done) by

those who shall once oblige our nation with a full and absolutely

complete Dictionary, as yet a desiderate amongst us 3 however of late

infinitely improved'.

»In the year T731, Mr. PhiFip Mifler published the first edition of his Gardeners'

Diflionary. It has gone through nine cdirions, and is a work of considerable merit.

'2d Edit, in 1733.— 3d Edit, in 1738.—4lh Edit, in IT-IO.—5th Edit, in 171-3.— 6th Edit.

in 1752.—7th Edit, in 1759.—8th Edit, in 1768.—and 9th Edit, in 1793, with alterations

and improvements, by Mr. Martin, Profcrsor of Botany in the University of Cambridge.

—

In the year 176!-, Dr. Berkcnhout published his Clavis Angliea Lingua[' Botanicjc ; and iii

3770 Mr. C. Milne favoured the Botanical Student with an excellent BotanicaLDictionarvj

-to w hick a Sapplement was added in 1778.
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C H A P. VI.

'Of the Laws and Statutes for the Preservation and Improvement of

WOODS and FORESTS.

At is not to be pafsed by, that the very first law we find which was ever * The laws of

promulged, was concerning Trees—and that laws themselves were first
^^""curhi^^

•written upon them*, or tables composed of them ; and after that establish- QuemisTabu-

ment in Paradise, the next we meet withal are as ancient as Moses. \on "'» '^"''^ ^^
' were engraven

may find the statute at large in Deut. xx. 19, 20. which though they in brais. See

chiefly tended to fruitrtrees, even in an enemy's country, yet you will find ^j°"^,j^j ^^'

a case of necefsity only alleged for the permifsion to destroy any other.

To sum up briefly the laws and civil constitutions of great antiquityj

Servius informs us it was no lefs than capital, alienas arbores incidere ; the

Lex Jquilia, and those of the Twelve Tables mentioned by Paulus, Cujas,

Julianus, and others of that robe, repeated divers more.

It was by those sacred constitutions provided, that none might so much
as plant trees on the confines of his neighbour's ground, but he was to,

leave a space of at the least five feet, for the smallest tree, that they might

not injure him with their shadow. Si arbor 171 viciniagrum ivipeuderit, earn

stiblucato, iSTc.j and if, for all this, any hung over farther, it was to be

stripped up fifteen feet : And this law Balduinus, Olderdorpius, and Hoto-

man recite out of Ulpian, lib. i. F. de Arb. Csedend. where we have the

Praetor's interdict exprefsed, and the impendent wood adjudged to apper-

tain to him whose field or fence was thereby damnified : Nay, the wise

Solon prescribed ordinances for the very distances of trees, as the divine

Plato did against stealing of fruit, and violating of plantations : And the

Interdiction de Glande legenda runs thus in, Ulpian, AIT PR/ETOR,
GLANDEM, QUuE EX ILLIUS AGRO JN TUUM CADAT, 2UO
MINUS ILLI TERTIO 2U02UE DIE LEGERE, AUFERRE
LICEAT; VIM FIERI VETO. And yet, though by the Prs tor's

permifsion he might come every third day to gather it up without trespafs,

ihis neighbour was to share of the mast which so fell into his oround ;

Mm,

2
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and this chapter is well supplied by Pliny, lib. xvi. cap. v. and Cujas^

upon the place, interprets Glandem to signify not the Acorns of the Oak.

alone, but all sorts of fruit whatsoever, as by usage of tlie Greeks..,

dxfolfva imports the fruit of all kinds of forest-trees.

There were also law's concerning boundaries, to be found at large in

other learned authors De Re Agraria, of which we give this short e»
tract: Some admitted any sort of trees, others used peculiar kinds for

the fencing of their grounds ; others fenced with foreign trees, that the

difference of the wood might serve as a mark : Some, by agreement,

planted them in common upon the very borders ; some, at their private

charge, a little within the margents of their own fields, &c. Amongst

the different sorts of trees, we find Pines and Cyprefs-trees placed for

bounds, also Ash, Elm, and Poplar; which when near the limits, with

any cultivated ground between, the intermediate spaces were filled with

shrubs. In case the trees were in common, some preserved them un-

touched on both sides ; otlwrs, the stemsonly, the lop, the tops, and branches

(especially if they belonged to a particular person) to cut or spare at

their pleasure, provided they planted others in their room. In trees marked,

it was considered whether they were in common, in which case they were

marked in the middle, or on each sidei and if one side of the tree had

leaves, the other was cut, to signify their belonging to those persons, on

the border of whose grounds they were left entire: This for trees of eight

feet asunder. Those at twenty feet distance, were marked with X or T,

to notify a flexure or turning thereabout. Some permitted them to stand-

till they arrived to such a bulk and stature as to over-top the rest, di-

stin<^uished also from those marked on both sides, whether they stood in

woo^ds, barren or uncultivated land, as being supposed in common : The

same rule held if marked in the middle. If but one side was marked, the

unmarked side was the boundary: If the mark was difi"erent on either

side, (and none else to be seen) such trees were not to be accounted

boundaries. Lastly^ in champaign and open places, foreign trees were usu-

ally planted. If, as sometimes, briers and such shrubs grow on the an-

tient limits, it should be considered of what kind they are, and inquired

how it happens that they are often found in the middle of the fields. There

are more of those nice rules to be found among the lawyers, whilst, be-

fore any of these instances, the images of Salyrs bounded the confines,, and
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were counted as Termini^, whic'i none might I'emove, without being ac- chap, vr;

counted as sacrilegious, and the person punished with death. These, and ^s-<*-v-*-^

the Ilermcc, were reputed protectors of such boundaries:

-et te pater

Silvane, tutor finiuai! Hor,

In themean time, no trees whatsoever might be planted near public?

aqueducts, lest the roots should insinuate into, and displace the stones ;

nor on the very margent of navigable rivers, lest the boats and other ves-

sels,' pafsing to and fro, should be hindered; therefore such impediments

were called retce, quia naves retinent, fays the Glofs ; and because the

falling of the leaves corrupted the water: So nor within such a distance of

highways, (which also our own laws prohibit) that they might dry the bet-

ter, and lefs cumber the traveller. Trees that obstructed the foundation

of houses were ta be felled : Barthol. lib, i. doct. c. de Interdict. Ulp. iir

L. priore ff. de Arb. cffidend. Trees spreading their roots in neighbour^

ground to be in common: See Cujas and Paulus in L. Arb. ff. de Com-
muni dividend, where more of the Alienation of trees felled, and not stand-

ing but with the Funds, as also of the Usii-fridt of trees, and the differ-

ence betwixt Arbores Grandes, and Cremlales or Ceduce ; of all which;

Ulpian, Baldus, Alciat, v/ith the laws ta govern the Conlucatores and

* The Hermit, or what the Latins call Tfrmini, were placed for boundaries of lands.

They were sometimes worshipped as Gods, but the sacrifices offered to thorn vfaxe unbloody ;

and Plutarch gives the reason, " lest they should violate the tokens of peace and agree-

ment by staining them with blood." The Termini were originally square statues of Mer"

cury, and generally without legs or arms. The Athenians placed them in the vestibles of

their houses and temples, and it was esteemed highly criminal to remove or deface them.

One night (says Thucydides) the heads of all the Herman in the city were cut oft'.

Strict search was made after the perpetrators of this crime, in order to bring them to pu-

nishment : Alcibiades was suspected, and obliged to fly into banishment. Other

heads, besides that of Mercury, were placed upon square pillars, and constituted Termini.

When it was a head of Minerva, called in Gxeak-Jthena, it was named a Hetmathena. .

Those which had Apollo's head were named I}ermaliollo ; and those Ihrmetos which had the.

.

head of Cupid from his being named Ero5. Such as had the heads of Hercules, Anubis,

Osyris, or Harpocrates, were called Hermlierades, Ilcrmanubis, Hermosiris, and Hamharjiocratcs,

These names frequently occur in the Latin clafsics. Exclusive of worship, it was strict •

policy both in the Greeks and Romans to consider their Termini as sacred ; aud if we looii
'

iiito the books of the Old Testament we shall find that vengeance was denounced against t

such as removed Uiem. " Gursed is he that reroovethjiis neighbjour's land-markj^ .
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BOOK III. Sublucatorcs, or Pruners: Vid. Pan. s. c. Sent. lib. v. Festus, &c. for

'-"'"v-*-^ we pafs over what concerns Vines and Olive-trees, to be found in Cato de

R. R. &c. Nor is it here that I design to enlarge, as those who have

philologized on this occasion de Sycopliantls, and other curious criticisms;

but to pafs now on, and confine myself to the prudent sanctions of ouf

own Parliaments ; for though, according to the old and best spirit of true

English, we ought to be more powerfully led by royal example, than to

have need of more cogent and violent laws ; yet, that our Discourse may

be as ample, and as little defective as we can render it, something, it is

fit, should be spoken concerning such laws and ordinances as have been

from time to time constituted amongst us for the encouragement and di-

rection of such as do ivell, and for the animadversion and punishment of

those who continue refractoiy.

But, before we descend to our municipal, and present laws and consti-

tutions, let us inquire what was antiently meant by a Forest, waving

those (I think) impertinent etymologies, quia /oris est, Lumbard Glofs,

&c. A Forest is properly an harbour for wild beasts, quasiferarum statio,

for which mighty tracts and portions of land have been afforded (as the

term is) by the Kings and Monarchs of this nation, beyond any other in

Europe, and guarded with such strict, rigorous, and severe laws," as did

not extend to the prohibition of killing and destruction of deer and venison

alone, but even to that of killing little silly birds ; and that not only to

the forfeiture and lofs of goods, but of limb and life. Such, among

others, was that of Richard I. upon incurring the lofs of the offender's

eyes, testicles, &c. to the insufferable hinderance of great improvements,

whilst there might have been not only enough for royal diversion, but for

the increase of timber and people, which are the true glory and safety of

this nation. In the mean time, it is remarkable that William Rufus,

(succefsor to the great Conqueror) chasing a stag under a spreading Oak,

was, by the glance of an arrow levelled at the beast, deprived of his life.

The Historian recounts it as God's visiting the sin of the father upon the

children, for his demolishing so many churches and villages, and turning

• them into receptacles and dens of wild beasts ; their having, besides this

Prince, been two more who met with their death in New-Forest, There

were in Yorkshire iilone, in the time of Henry VIII. two hundred se-

venty and five woods, (besides parks and chases) most of them con-

taining five hundred acres: See Mr. Camden's Britannia. As to what

,we. call Wood-land J I know not how to distinguish forest from woods.
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unlefs for its being applicable to all sorts in common ; for heretofore (as chap. vi.

Strabo tells us) the antient inhabitants of this island's security was their ^"^"V"*-^.

woods, instead of cities and towns, as still they are among the people of
the uncultivated America : Nor doubtlefs was our superb and stately Me-
tropolis any other ; from whence some derive its name, turning Den only*

into Don ; whilst, since our remembrance, the whole city was (till the

late dreadful conflagration) a zvooden city, almost entirely built of wood
and timber.

Wood-land in AVarwick shire (says the same learned Antiquary) was an»-

tiently called Arden, importing the same in British ; from whence our

own forest of Dean (Danica Silva) might probably derive its name, and
Diana Nemorensis be found under the British Ardwena and Ardoina

:

But dismifsing^ these conjectures, we now come to the subject of this

chapter, as it more immediately concerns our common law, and some
of other nations, which we shall deduce in this order.

From the time of Edward IV. were enacted many excellent laws for

the planting, securing, cutting, and ordering of woods, coppices, and un-

der-woods, as then they took cognizance of them, together with the several

penalties upon the infringers, especially from the 17th of Hen. VIII. 25thy

&c. confirmed by the 13th and 27th of Q. Eliz. cap. xxv, xix, &c. which
are diligently to be consulted, revived, put in execution, and enlarged

where any defect is apparent ; as in particular the act ofexempting timber

of twenty-two years growth from tithe, for a longer period, to render it

complete and more effectual to improvement ; and that law repealed, by
which AVillows, Sallows, Oziers, &c, (which they term Sub-bois) are re-

puted but as weeds.

Several punishments have lately been ordained against our wood-stealers^

destroyers of young trees. Sec. By an antient law of some nation, I read,,

he forfeited his hand who beheaded a tree without permifsion of the owner >

and I cannot say they are sharp ones, when I compare the severity of our

laws against mare-stealers ; nor am I by inclination the least cruel, but I

do affirm, we might as well live without mares, as without masts and ships,

which are our wooden, but no lefs profftable horses.

And here we cannot but perstringe those riotous afseniBiiesof iclte people^

who, under pretence of going a- Maying, as they term it, do oftentimes^
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^ cut down and carry away fine straight trees to set up before some alehouse,

or revelling-place, where they keep their drunken Bacchanalia: For
--though this custom was introduced by the Emperor Anastasius to abolish

.the Gentile Majuvia of the Romans at Ostia, which was to transfer a great

Oaken-tree out of some forest into the town, and erect it before their

Mistrefses' door; yet I think \i were better to be quite abolished amongst

us, for many reasons, besides that of occasioning so much waste and spoil

as we find is done to trees at that season, under this wanton pretence, by

breaking, mangling, and tearing down of branches, and entire arms of

trees, to adorn their wooden idol. The Imperial law against such dis-

orders we have in L. ob. id. si. ad legem Aquil. & in ff. 1. xlvii. tit. viL

Arborum furtim cjesarum. See also Triphon. L. ig. de Bon. off. cont.

tab. vel in ligna focaria. L. Ligni fl. de Lege 3, Sic

To these I might add the Jaws of our King Ina, of which the title is.

Be Jjufu bappete. Of Burning Trees. The Sanction runs thus:

" If any one set fire of a felled wood, he shall be punished, and besides

pay three pounds ; and for those who clandestinely cut wood, (of which

the very sound of the ax shall be sufficient conviction,) for every tree

he shall be mulcted thirty shillings. A tree so felled, under whose

shadow thirty hogs can stand, the offender shall be mulcted three

pounds," 8ic.

I have heard, that in the great expedition of 1588, it was exprefsly en-

joined the Spanish Commanders of that signal Armada, that if, when land-

ed, they should not be able to subdue our nation, and make good their

conquest, they should yet be sure not to leave atree standing in the Forest

of Dean. It was like the policy of the Philiftines, when the poor Israel-

ites went down to their enemies' S}?iit/is to sharpen every man his tools ;

for, as they said, 7^.9^ the Hebreios make them szvords or spears ; so these, lest

the Ens,Ush build them ships and men ofivar. "Whether this were so or not,

certain-it is, we cannot be too jealous for the preservation of our woods;

and especiallyof those eminent, and, with care, inexhaustible magazines.

In the Duke of Luxemburg's country, no farmer is permitted to fell a

timber-tree, without making it appear he hath planted another. And we

have already mentioned that inviolable custom about Frankfort, where

the young farmer must produce a certificate of his having set a number of

V/alnut-trees, before he hath leave to marry. But of these, and the ]iJ:e,
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V. Foliar in Conftit. Rey. de Offic. Trafil. 11, 92, 93, &c. I dare not chap. vi.

suggest the encouragement of a yet farther restraint, that even Proprietors
^*^'~y"*^

themselves should not presume to make havock ofsome oftheir own woods

to feed their prodigality, and heap fuel to their vices ; but it is worthy of

our observation, that (in that inimitable Oration, the second Philippic)

Cicero does not so sharply reproach his great Antagonist for any other of

his extravagancies, which yet he there enumerates, as for his wasteful dis-

posure of certain wood-lands belonging to the Commonwealth, amongst his

jovial Bravos and lewd Companions ; tiia ista detrimenta sunt ; (meaning

his debauches) ilia nostra ; speaking of the timber. And, doubtlefs, the

spoil and wasting of this necefsary material is no lefs than a public cala-

mity. This John Duke of Lancaster knew well enough, when, to re-

venge the depredations made upon the English borders, it is said, he set

four-and-twenty thousand axes at work at once, to destroy the woods in

Scotland.

But to the laws : It were to be wished that our tender and improvable

"Woods should not admit of cattle by any means, till they were quite grown
out of reach ; the statutes which connive at it, in favour of custom, and

for the satisfying of a few clamorous and rude Commoners, are too indul-

gent; since it is very evident, that lefs than a fourteen or fifteen years in-

closure is in most places too soon ; and our most material trees would be

of infinite more worth and improvement, were the standards suffered to

grow to timber, and not so frequently cut, at the next felling of the wood>
as the general custom is. In the 22d Edw. IV. the liberty arrived but to

seven years after a felling of a forest or purlieu ; and but three years be-

fore, without special licence. This was very narrow ; but let us then
look on England as an over-grown country.

Wood in parks Was afterwards to be four years fenced, upon felling
^

and yearling colts and calves might be put into inclosed woods after two:
By the 13th Eliz. five years, and no other cattle till fix, if the growth
-Was under fourteen years ; or until eight, if exceeding that age till the last

felling. All which statutes being by the act of Hen. VIII. but temporal^

this parliament of Elizabeth thought fit to make perpetual.

Then to prevent the destructive razing and converting of woods to pas-

ture : No wood of two acres, and above two furlongs from the mansion-
Voliane II. N n
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BOOK III. house, should be Indulged: And the prohibitions are good against Afsarts
^"""""'"'^^

made in forests, &c. without licence ;, The penalties are indeed great,

but how seldom inflifted? And what is now more easy than compound-

ing for such a licence I

In some parts of Germany, where a single tree is observed to be extra-

ordinary fertile, a constant and plentiful mast-bearer, there are laws to

prohibit their felling it without special leave : And it was well enacted

amongst us, that even the owners of woods within chases should not cut

down the timber without view of officers; this act being in affirmance of

the common kw, and not to be violated without Prescription : See the

case cited by my Lord Coke in his Comment on Littleton. Tenure Bur-

gage, lib. ii. sect. 170. Or if not within chases, yet where a common
person had liberty of chase, &c.; and this would be of much benefit, had

tlie Regarders performed their duty, as it is at large described in the writ

of the twelve articles , and that the surcharge of the forests had been

honestly inspected with the due perambulations, and antient metes.

Thus should the Justices of Eyre dispose of uo wood without exprefs

commifsion, and in convenient places ".

Care is likewise by our laws to be taken that no unnecefsary embezzle-

ment be made by pretences of repair of paling, lodges, browse for deer,

&c. wind-falls, root-falls, dead and sear trees, all which are subject to the

inspection of the Wardens, Justices Itinerants, &c. and even trespafses

done dc vin'di on boughs of trees, thickets, and the like, which (as has

been ihowed) are very great impediments to their growth and prosperity^

^ A Justice in Eyre cannot grant licertce to sell any timber, unlcfs it be seJenie curia or

after a writ of Ad quod damnum ; and it hath been resolved by all the judges, that though

justices in Eyre, and the King's officers within his Forests, have charge of venison, and of

vert, or green hue, for the maintenance of the King's game, and all manner of trees for

covert, browse, and pannage; yet when timber of the Forest Is sold, it must be cut and

taken by power under the Great Seal, or the Exchequer Seal, by view of the foresters,

that it may not be had in places inconvenient for the game : And the justices in Eyre, or

any of the King's officers in the Forest, cannot sell or dispose of any wood within the

Forest without commiffion; so that the Exchequer and officers of the Forest have divisum

imjierhim, the one for the profit of the King, the other for his pleasure. Also no officers of

the Forest can claim Wind-falls, or Dotard trees, for their perquisites, because they were

once parcel of the King's inheritance, but they ought to be sold by commifsion for th

King's bat benefit. Read: ou the Stat. vol. iii, p, 304, 305.
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should be duly looked after and punished, and the great neglect of Swain- chap.

mote-courts reformed, &c. See Consuet. & Afsis. Forest. Pannagium, or ^

Pastura Pecorum & de Glandibus j Fleta ; Manwood's Forest-laws

;

Coke pla. lib. viii. fol. 138, 366.

Finally, that the exorbitance and increase of devouring iron-mills were

looked into, as to their distance, and number near the seas, or navigable

rivers,—and what if some of them were even removed into another world,

the Holy Z-a«(/ of New-England for they will else ruin Old-England.

It were better to purchase all our iron out of America, than thus to exhaust

our woods at home, although (I doubt not) they might be so ordered as to

be rather a means of preserving them. There was a statute made by Queen
Elizabeth to prohibit the converting of timber-trees to coal, or other fuel,

for the use of iron-mills, if the tree were of one foot square, and growing

within fourteen miles of the sea, or the greater rivers. It is pity some of

those places in Kent, Sufsex, and Surrey were excepted in the proviso, for

the reason exprefsed in a statute made 23 Elizabeth, by which even the em-
ploying of any under-wood, as well as great trees, was prohibited within

twenty-two miles of London, and many other navigable rivers, creeks,

and other lefser distances from some parts of Sufsex-Downs, Cinque-

Ports, Havens, &:c.

One Simon Sturtivant had a patent from King James I. 1612, pretend-

ing to save 300,0001. a year, by melting iron ore, and other metals, with

pit-coal, sea-coal, and brush-fuel : it is pity it did not succeed '.

There are several acres ofwood-land, of no mean circuit, near Rochester,

in the County of Kent, extending as far as Bexley, and indeed for many
miles about Shooter's hill, near the river Thames, which, were his Ma-
jesty owner of them, might in a few years be of an invaluable improve-

ment and benefit, considering how apt they are to grow forest, and how
opportune they lie for the use of the Royal Navy at Chatham.

But yet to prove what it is to manage woods discreetly : I read of one

Mr. Christopher Darell, of Nudigate, a Surrey Gentleman, that had a

' In the neighbourhood of Sheffield, and other places, they now smelt iron ore with char-

red pit-coal, which answers equally well with charcoal, and comes much cheaper.
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BOOK III. particular indulgence for the cutting of his woods at pleasure, though a
'^•^'y^^

great iron-master, because he so ordered his works that they were a means
even of preserving his woods, notwithstanding those insatiable devourers,.

This may appear a paradox, but it is to be made out; and I have heard

my own father (whose estate was none of the least wooded in England)

affirm, that a forge, and some other mills, to which he furnished much
fuel, were a means of maintaining and improving his woods ; I suppose

by increasing the industry of planting and care, as what he left standing

of his own planting, inclosing, and cherishing, (lately in the pofsefsion of

my most honoured brother George Evelyn, of Wotton, in the same coun-

ty, and now in mine) did (before the late hurricane) sufficiently evince

:

A most laudable moimment of his industry and rare example : for without

such an example, and such an application, I am no advocate for iron-

works, but a declared Denouncer. But nature has thought fit to produce

this wasting Ore more plentifully in wood-land than any other ground,.

and to enrich our forests to their own destruction:

O semper bona Pauperies ! & conditus alta

Thesaurus tellure nocens ! O semper ovantes,..

Litegrse, salvieque solo non divite Sylvsel Couleii PI. lib. vl.

G poverty ! still safe ; and therefore found,

Insep'rably with mischiefs under ground!

Woods tall and reverend, from all time appear-

Inviolable, where no Mine is near.

For so our sweet Poet deplores the fate of the Forest of Dean.

Our own law makes it waste to cut down high trees (though they be

not properly timber) standing for safe-guard and defence of a mansion-

house, though it be done for necefsary repairs ; whilst yet many (and with,

reason) hold it unhealthful to suffer a dwelling to be choaked with trees,

for want of free pafsage to the air. To remedy this, there needs only a

* Lord North, competent distance to be left void. But, as a Noble Person * observes,.

Oeconom,
pgopig in these days are so disposed to quarrel with timber, as there shall

need no advice to demolish trees about their houses upon this account: In

the mean time, as to the incroachment of trees so near our dwellings, for

the freer intercourse of air, the late dreadful Silvi/rai:;i storms have cleansed

those places by a remedy worse than the disease, sufficient to deter us from
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planting not only too near our habitations, but from priding ourselves in chap. vi.

our most stately avenues, the late boasts of our seats, as by sad experience ^-^^v"^-^

myself and thousands more have found, that there is nothing stable in this

world which invisible spirits cannot subvert and demolish, when God
permits them to do mischief, and convince those who believe there are

none because they do not see, though they feel their effects.

As to the law of tithes, I find timber-trees pay none, but others do. See L. Bifliop

both for body, branches, bark, fruit, root, and even the suckers growing °^ Worcester
^ ' ' ' <j o concerning

out of them, and the tenth of the body sold or kept, aiid so of Willows, tithes of paro-

Sallows, and all other trees not apt for timber : Also of Silva Ceedua, as c'^'^' Clergy,

coppices and underwoods, the tenth is paid whenever the proprietor

receives his nine parts : But if any of these we have named unexempted,

.

are cut only for mounds, fencing, or plough-boot within the parish

in which they grow, or for the fuel of the owner, no tithes are due,

though the Vicar have the tithe-wood, and the Parson that of the places so

inclosed ; nor are underwoods grubbed up by the roots tithable, unlefs for

f/iw and any of the former cases there be prescription. But for timber-

trees, such as Oak, Ash, Elm, (whicli are accounted timber in all places

after the first twenty years) also Beech, Hornbeam, Maple, Aspen, and.

even Hasel, (many of which are in some countries reputed timber) they

are not to pay tithes, unlefs they are felled before the said age of twenty,

years from their first planting.

,

Some think, and pretend, that no tithe is due where there is no annual'

increase, as corn and other grain, hay, and fruit of trees, and some animals j

,

and that therefore Silva Csdua, till it become timber, is exempted : But

a Parliament at Sarum did make it tithable, in which are named even

.

Willows, Alder, Beech, Maple, Hasel, .&c.

In the AVild of Sufsex, tithe-wood is not paid, as for faggots ; but in

.

the Downs they pay for both, as I am told ; at which I wonder, there

being so little wood at all upon them, or likely to have ever been.

Note here.

If the owner fell a fruit-tree, (of which the Parson has had tithe

that year,) and convert the wood into fuel, the tithe shall cease, be-

cause he cannot receive the tithe of one thinj? twice in one vear.
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BOOK I IT. Beech) in countries where it abounds, is not tithable, because in such

'•-'^''^r'*^ places it is not accounted timber. 16th Jac. Co. B. Finder's Case.

Cherry-trees, in Buckinghamshire, have been adjudged timber, and

tithe-fi-ee. -Pasch. 17th Jac. B. R.

If a tree be lopped under twenty years growth, and afterwards be per-

mitted to grow past twenty years, and then be lopped again, no tithe is

due for it, though at. the first cutting it were not so.

If wood be cut for hedges, which is not tithable, and any be left of it

unemployed, no tithe shall be paid for it.

If wood be cut for Hop-poles, (Avhere the Parson or Vicar has tithe

Hops,) in this case he shall not have tithe of Hop-poles.

If a great wood consist chiefly of underwood tithable, and some great

trees of Beech, or the like, grow dispersedly amongst them, tithe is due,

unlefs the custom be otherwise, of all, both greater and lefser, together :

And in like manner, if a wood consist for the most part of timber-trees,

with some small scatterings of underwood amongst them, no tithe shall

be paid for the underwood or bushes. Frin. 19th Jac. B. R. Adjudged

16th Jac. in C. B. Leonard's Case.

No tithe is to be paid of Common, of Estovers, or the Wood burnt in

cne's house. Now as to the manner of payment

;

To give the parfon the tenth acre of wood in a coppice, or the tenth

cord, provided they are equal, is a good payment, and setting forth

of tithe, especially if the custom confirm it.

The tithe of mast of Oak or Beech, if sold, must be answered by the

tenth penny ; if eaten by swine, the worth of it. And thus much we

thought fit to add concerning Predial tithes. Who has a desire to be

farther informed, may consult Charta de Foresta, with Manwood's

Treatise of Forest Laws ; Cromate on my Lord Coke's Reports,

11, 48, 49, 81, Plow. 470. Brownlow's Rep. 1 part 94. 2 part 150.

D. and St. 169, &c. and that very useful, as well as compendious English
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Historical Library, part iii. chap. iv. lately published by the worthy Arch- chap. vi.

deacon, now Bishop of Carlisle. But let us see what others do. ^*—rv*^

The King of Spain has, near Bilboa, sixteen times as many acres of

coppice-wood as are fit to be cut for coal in one year ; so that when it is

ready to be felled, an officer first marks such as are like to prove ship-

timber, which are let stand, as so many sacred and dedicate trees ; by

which means the iron-works are plentifully supplied in the same place,

without at all diminishing the stock of timber. Then in Biscay again,

every proprietor plants three for one which he cuts down, and the law

obliging them is most severely executed. See what we have already

mentioned of the Duke of Lunenberg in this chapter, and that, of the

Walnut-tree. There indeed are few or no coppices, but all are Pollards
;

and the very lopping, I am afsured, does furnish the iron-works with

sufficient to support them.

AVhat the practice is for the maintatng of these kinds- of plantations m.

Germany and France, has already been observed to thi^ illustrious Society,

by the learned Dr. Merret, viz. that the Lords and (for the Crown-lands)

the King's Commifsioners divide the woods and forests into eighty par-

titions, every year felling one of the divisions, so as no wood is felled in

lefs than fourscore years : And when any one partition is to be cut down,

the Officer or Lord contracts with the buyer, that he shall, at the distance

of every twenty feet, (which is somewhat near) leave a good, fair, sound,

and fruitful Oak standing : Those of betwixt forty and fifty years, they

reckon for the best, and then they are to fence these trees from all sorts

of beasts and injuries for a competent time ;_ which being done at the

season, down fall the acorns which (with the autumnal rains beaten into

the earth) take root, and in a short time furnish all the wood again, where

they let them grow for four or five years, and thea grub up some of them

for fuel, or transplantation, and leave the most probable of them to con-

tinue for timber.

The French King permits none of his Oak woods, though belonging

(some of them) to Monsieur, his Royal Brother, in Appanage, to be cut

down, till his own Surveyors and Officers have first marked them out ; nor

are any felled beyond such a circuit : Then are they sufficiently fenced by

him who buys ; and no cattle whatsoever suffered to be put in till the

very seedlings (which spring up of the acorns) are perfectly out of dang-cr
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BooK^iii. But these, and many other wholesome ordinances, especially as they
'-^•"y"*^

concern the Forest of Dean, we have comprised in the late statute of the

twentieth of his Majesty's Reign, which I find enacted five years after the

first Edition of this Treatise ; and these laws are wortihy our perusal : As

also the statute prescribing a scheme of proportions for the several scant-

lings of building timber, (besides what we have already touched, book iii.

chap, iv.) which you have 19th Car, II. entitled, " An Aft for the re-

building of London ;" to which I refer the Reader.

In the meantime, commifsioners made purveyors for timber (though

for the King's use) cannot, by that authority, take timber-trees growing

upon any man's freehold, it being prohibited by Magna Charta, cap. xxi.

N^ec nos nee Ballivi nostri, nee alii, capiennis Bosciim alienum ad castra, vel

ad alia agenda nostra, nisi per voluniatem illius ciijiis Bosais illefucrit.

"We mi"-ht here enlarge this title, by showing how different the forest-

laws are from the common-lav^^s of England, both as to their antiquity, and

extreme severity against all offenders, (of what degree soever) till the

opprefsion was somewhat qualified by the Charta de Foresta, and after-

*AfsisesFo- wards by yet more favourable* concefsions; since, indeed, our Kings,

lestK, &:c. j^p^g^ ^y,g rigour and example of :the stern Northern Princes, rendered it

intolerable: But much of this concerned the preserving Royal Game

;

when as to timber-trees, (like Germany) the whole island was almost but

one vast forest and wood, so abounding, that what people might have had

almost for carrying off the ground it grew on, is now grown so scarce in

those very places, as that fuel is sold by weight : I think Mr. Camden

zuii"g de L. L. mentions Oxfordshire, even so long since. And here I flight mention

hmlfa I'dm that vast Caledonian forest, heretofore in Scotland, (whence the sea has

c'isar /""ii" its name, and the people Caledonians,) having now not so much as a

(One cruelly
gjriffle tree to show for it. Have we not then the greatest reason in the

whipped at the ° .... r ^ . i
•

Hague ) See world to take all imagmable care for the preservation and improvement
also Carpzo- ... • j. • i 5

viu. in Praxi of this prccious material ?

Crim part ii.

""se'^an"}'!""- ^^ ^^^^ ^^'^ nothing of the laws against wood-stealers, (especially

vera! others
: *.y,Qse vvho cut UD to the Very roots the most hopeful and thriving young

The German ^ ..^ „. c \ ^ -,1
Liuvsconcern- Oaks,and sell bundles of them for walking-staves, &c.) severely punished

in^abundlnce! in Other Countries f, but leave the rest to our learned in the laws, craving

cUed^'bv^Klo- pardon for the errors I may have fallen into, by presuming to discourse of

chiusand Pel- matters out of my Element and Profefsion.
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CHAP. vir.

.The Parsenesis and Conclusion, containing sofne Encouraganents and Pro-

posals for the Planting and Improvement of his Majesty''s Forests, and

other Amcenities for Shade and Ornament"^

.

OINCE our forefts are undoubtedly the greatest magazines of the wealth

and glory of this nation, and our Oaks the truest oracles of its perpetuity

and happinefs, as being the only fupport of that navigation which makes

us feared abroad, and flourish at home ; it has been strangely wondered

at by some good patriots, how it comes to pafs, that many Gentlemen

have frequently repaired, or gained a fudden fortune, with ploughing part

of their parks, and setting out their fat grounds to Gardeners, &c. and

very wild wood-land parcels (as may be instanced in several places) to

drefsers of Hop-yards, &c. whiles the Royal Portion lies folded up in a

napkin, uncultivated and neglected, especially those great and ample fo-

rests; where, though ploughing and sowing have been forbidden, a Royal

Command and Design may well dispense with it, and the breaking up of

those intervals advance the growth of the trees to an incredible improve-

ment

It is therefore insisted on, that there is not a cheaper, easier, or more

prompt expedient to advance ship-timber, than to solicit, that in all his

Majesty's Forests, Woods, and Parks, the spreading Oak, &c. (which we

have formerly described) be cherished, by ploughing and sowing Barley,

Rye, &c. (with due supply of culture and soil between them) as far as

may, without danger of the plough-share, be broken up. But this is only

where these trees are arrived to some magnitude, and stand at competent

distances, a hundred or fifty yards, (for their roots derive relief far be-

yond the reach of any boughs) as do the Walnut-trees in Burgundy,

-which stand in their best ploughed lands.

But, that we may particularize in his Majesty's Forests of Dean, Shere-

wood, Enfield-Chase, &c. and in some sort gratify the queries of the Ho-

This Chapter should constitute part of the Political Catechism of all Statesmen.

Volume II, O o
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BOOK III. nourable the Principal Officers and Commifsioners of the Navy, I am ad-
^^'^^'y"*^ vised by such as are every way judicious, and of long experience in thofe

parts, that to inclose v^^ould be an excellent way : But it is to be consideredr

that the people, viz. Foresters and Bordarers, are not generally so civil and

reasonable as might be wished ; and therefore to design a solid improve-

ment in such places, his Maje'sty must afsert his power,,. with a firm and

high resolution to reduce these men to their due obedience, and to a neces-

sity of submitting to their own and the public utility, though they pre-

served their industry this way, at a very-tolerable rate,, upon that condir

lion; while some person of trust and integrity did regulate and supervise

the mounds and fences,, and destine some portions, frequently set apart, for

the raising and propagating of wood, till the whole nation were. furnished

for posterity.

"'jVhich Work, if his Majesty shall resolve- to accomplish, be will- leava

such an everlasting obligation on his peoplCj and raise such a monument

to his fame, as the ages for a thousand years to come shall have cause to

celebrate his precious memory, and his R®yal Succefsors to emulate big

virtue. For thus (besides the future expeftations) it would in present be

no deduction from his Majesty's treasure, but some increase, and fall in

time to be a fair and worthy accefeion to it; whiles this kind of propriety

would be the most likely expedient to civilize those wild and poor Bor-

durers, and to secure the vast and spreading heart of the forest, which,

with all this indulgence, would be ample enough for a princely demesne:

And if the difHculty be to find out who knows or adcnozvledges what are

the Bordures, this article were worthy and becoming of as serious an in-

quisition as the legislative power of the whole nation can contrive.

The sum of all is, get the B.erdiires well tenanted, by long terms and

easy rents, and this will Ir^vite and encourage takers ; whilst the middle,

most secure, and interior parts would be a Royal Portion. Let his Ma-

jesty therefore admit of any willing adventurers m this- vast circle, for such

inclosures in the precinct; and rather of more, than of few, though an

hundred or two should join together for any i-nclosure of five hundi-ed

acres, more or lefs; that multitude^ being thus engaged, the consideration

mi"^ht procure and facilitate a full discovery of latter encroachments, and

fortify the recovery by favourable rents, imgrovements, and revecsions bj.'
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copyhold, or what other tenures and services his Majesty shall please to chap, vh.

accept of".
^-•-Y'^fc^

" As mudi improvement has been made upon Windsor Forest, under tiie auspices of

our amiable Sovereign, I flatter myself that an extraft from Mr. Kent's judicious account

of the management of these forest lands, will be highly acceptable to the Public.

" In the year 1791, the Great Park at Windsor, about 4000 acres, fell into his Majesty'*

" pofsefsion. It might truly be called a rough jewel. The whole, as.a natural object, was

" grand and beautiful, of a forest appearance ; but the parts were crowded and indistinct.

" The soil was various, some parts clay and loam, and some sharp gravel or poor sand ; a

" great part of the former was covered with rushes and molehills, and the latter with fern

" and mofs.

" About 1000 acres of the lightest part was separated from the rest atone extremity, and

" formed what is called the Norfolk. Farm : about 400 acres more, at the other extremity,

" of a good loamy soil, were separated, and called the Flemish Farm, both being named
" from the nature of the husbandry meant to be adopted upon them.

" The rest (about 2400 acres) remains stiU in Plantations and Park ; and though so

"much reduced, yet, from the improvements which have been made upon it, is now
" capable of carrying more stock than the whole 4000 acres did before. All the unsound
" wet parts have been drained by tlieEfsex mode, so as to be rendered firm, and- productive
" of an improved herbage. The molehills have been levelled, chiefly by dragging, and
" the coarse and mofsj parts fined by repeated harrowing and rolling; (being one of the

"first improvements upon Park Land of this description;) besides which, a variety of
" beauty has been laid open, by clearing the valleys and low parts, to give a bolder effect

" to the woody scenes upon the higher ground; and by making judicious openings, so as

" to break strait lines, and separate parts that were in some places too heavy and samely:
" so that the same extent of laud has now not only a much larger appearance, but exhibits

" a much greater variety of ground. The truth of this, every impartial person who knew
" the place before his Majesty caused these improvements to be made, must allow. I have
" only to add, that though prejudice may have taken up an idea that there has been too
" great a sacrifice of timber in effecting these improvements, truth will deny it. There
" has not been a tree taken down, but what was either in decay, or removed either to give
" room for the growth of others, or to set them off to greater advantage in picturesque
" appearance.

" I come now to the object in view, as before hinted, which is to state the motives
« which I am inclined to think induced his Majesty to adopt the farming system upon so
" large a scale, and next to show the result. These I conceive were cliiefly to create
" useful labour to the industrious poor in the neighbourhood, and for trying experiments
" in Agriculture, to excite imitation where succefs might encourage it.

*' The Norfolk Farm borders on that extensive vvaste called Bagshot-heath, hitherto
" considered too barren for cultivation, though lajrge tracts of a similar quality have been
" long since rendered useful to the community in the south-west part of Norfolk. Arable
" land of this description is generally managed there under a five-course shift; first, wheat;
"second, turneps; third, barley with seeds, which continue laid two years. But as tj;? •

Go 2
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BOOK III. Now for the planting of woods in such places (which is the main desigre

'^•^'"'V^ of this whole Treatise) the hills and rough grounds will do well ; but they

are the rich fat Vales and Flats which do best deserve the charge of walls

;

such as that spot affords ; and the Hawthorn well plashed, single or double,

is a better and more natural fence than unmortared walls, could our in-

dustry arrive to the making of such as we have described : Besides, they

" seeds turn (o very liUle account after the first year, his Majesty's, which though a five-

" course shift likewise, of one hundred acres in a shift, is upon a much improved course

** of cropping ; as thus—-first, wheat or rye ; second, the irregular shift ; third, turneps

;

" fourth barley or oats; fifth, clover. The irregular shift, wiiich is of great use on a.

" light land farm, may perhaps want a little explanation. It is meant to be partly pr.o-

" duclive, and partly preparative. Forty acres of it are sown with vetches, to be fed oft";

" forty are sown the latter end of August with rye, for early feed the next spring for the

" ewes and lambs; the remaining twenty acres are planted with potatoes, and the whole

" comes round for turneps the next year.

" From the advantage of running sheep in the Park, this Farm has been brought sur-

" prisingly forward, considering the short time it has been cultivated ; and a great part of

" it, which produced nothing but heath and mofs, and would have been dear at five shil-,

" lings an acre to rent, now produces crops worth more than the original fee-simple of

" the land.

" Brevity checks me from going farther into a general description ; but the following,

" particulars may deserve notice.

" The comparative advantages of the labour of Horses and Oxen have been for some

" time under the consideration of the Public. His Majesty has unquestionably tried the

" latter upon a larger scale than any other person, as he does not work lefs than one hun-

" dred and eighty oxen upon his different forms, parks, and gardens, and has found them

« to answer so well, that there is not now a horse kept. Upon the two Farms, and the

" Great Park, two hundred are kept, including those coming on and going off. Forty are

" bought in every year, rising three years, and are kept as succefsion oxen in the Park

;

« one hundred and twenty are under work; and forty every year are fatted off, rising

*' seven years.

«' The working oxen are mostly divided into teams of six, and one of the number is every.

«< dny rested, so that no ox works more than five days out of the seven.—This day of ease

« in every week, besides Sunday, is of great advantage to the animal, as he is found to do

« better with ordinary keep and moderate labour, than he would do with high keep and

<' harder labour. In short, this is the first secret to learn concerning him
;

for an ox will

"not admit of being kept In condlHon like a horse, artificially, by proporiionate food to

" proportionate labour.
i

,.

" These Oxen are never allowed any corn, as It would prevent their fatlmg so kindly

««. afterwards. Their food in summer is only a fow vetches, by way of a bail, and the run

« of coarse meadows, or what are called leasows, being rough Woody pastures. In winter

« they have nothing but cut food, consisting of two thirds hay, and one third wheat-straw;

« and the ciiianllty they eat m twenty-four hours is about twenty-four pounds of hay and
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are lasting and profitable; and then one might allow sufficient bordure for chap, vii,

a mound of any thicknefs, which may be the first charge, and well sup- ^^^ ~*~

ported and rewarded by the culture of the land thus inclosed.

For example: Suppose a man would take in five hundred acres of good

land, let the mounds be of the wildest ground,^ as fittest for wood : Two^

" and twelve of straw; and on the days of rest, they range as they like in the straw-yards;

" for it is to be observed, that they are not confined to hot stables, but have open

" sheds, under which they eat their cut provender, and are generally left to their choice

" to go in and out. Under this management, as four oxen generally plough an acre a day,

" and do other work in proportion, there can be no doubt bat their advantage is very great

" over horses, and the result to the public highly beneficial.

" The Oxen which are brought on in succefsion, run the first summer in the Park, and in

" the leasows and temporary straw-yards in the winter; by which temporary straw-yards, I

" would have it understood, that they are made in different places, so that the manure

"which they make may be as near to the spot where it is wanted as pofsible.

" The forty oxen which go off are summered in the best pasture, and finished with tur-

" neps the ensuing winter. The usual way has been to draw the turneps, and to give

"them either stalled or in cribs placed in the yard, with plenty of straw to browse and lie

" upon : but last winter an experiment was tried, which answered extremely well, and

" will be again repeated next winter: this was, penning the oxen by day upon the turnep-

" land, in the manner that sheep are penned, with this only difference, that the turneps

" were thrown up into cribs, instead of being left to be trodden into the ground; and in

" the nights they were driven into a yard, with a temporary shed well liUered with rushes,

" fern, and leaves, and turneps and barley-straw given to them in cribs. They thrived

" very fast, and every one of them made at least eight loads of good muck in the night-

*' yard, besides the benefit done in treading and dunging on the land in the day-time,

"which was very great, the soil being very light. The result of the Ox system is, that

" charging the ox for his agistment the first year, for the value of tlie grafs and turneps

" the last year, and putting what he has in three intermediate years as an equivalent for

" his labour, after every allowance for risk, each Ox will pay at least twenty per cent,

" profit. In what instance does a hnrse produce so much?

" 1 do not allow that the Ox can be used on all soils; upon a very stony soil he cannotr

',* nor can the horse in all places be wholly excluded from Husbandry ; but every occupier

'' of a large farm may at least use some Oxen to very great advantage. They are all

" worked at Windsor in collars, as their step is found to be much more free than when
" coupled together with yokes; and they are found to do their work with much greatei-

" ease in collars than in yokes, which ought every where to be e?;ploded.

" The differentkinds of Oxen are in some measure suited to the soil.—Upon the Norfolk
»» Farm, which is alight soil, the Devonshire sort are used; upon the Flemish Farm, where
"the soil is strong and heavy, the Herefordshire; and in the Park, where the businefs is

" carting, harrowing, and rolling,, the Glamorganshire.— They are all excellent in their

" diflerent stations.

" It may not be improper to mention a very simple method which has been discovered,

" of first training them to the collar, which is nothing more than putting a broad strap rouad-
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HOOK III. hedges with their vallations and trenches, will be requisite in all the

^""'^f'*^ round, viz. one next to the Inclosure, the other about the thicket, to

fence it from cattle: This, between tlie two hedges, of whatsover breadth,

is fittest for plantations. In these hedges might be tried the plantation of

stocks, in the intervals all manner of wood-seeds sown, after competent

ploughings, as Acorns, Mast, Fir, Pine, Nuts, Sic. the first year chasing

" their necks, and fastening one end of a cord to it, and the other to a large log of wood,

" and letting the Ox draw it about.as he feeds in his pasture, for three or four days, before

•' he is put into harnens, by which means he is very much brought forward in docility.

" I have before observed, that twenty per cent, may be considered as tlie average profit

*' of an Ox; stating tliem to be bought inat ^^-lO, and allowing them to sell for £.25,

" taking off ^f. 10 for the two years they are not worked: but the last year beans being of

" little value, they were kept longer than usual, by being stall-fed with bean-meal, which

«' answered very well, as they were brought to an average of nearly £.30; and one of

•' them, a Glamorganshire Ox, originally bought for £.S, and from his compact round

" make, always called the Little Ox, thrived to such a surprising degree, that he became

" too fat to be able to travel to Smithfield, and was therefore sold to Mr. Charlwood, a

«' neighbouring butcher, for £,i7..

" Next to the advantage obtained from Oxen, as much benefit as pofsible has been
" endeavoured to be derived from sheep, by means of the fold. Two ewe flocks are

" kept, of four hundred each: the soil being light and dry, admits of winter-folding (^x-

" cept when the weather is wet), upon the young clover;—a practice much to be recom-

" mended, as it is productive of a great crop of clover, and prepares the land tlie ensuing

*' autumn for a crop of wheat, without any further afsistance. Another excellent practice

" is folding upon light land, in dry weather, immediately upon the sowing of the wheat,

" which may be put forward, or kept back, a fortnight or three weeks, on that account;

" and it is not amifs to Jiave the fold rather large, and to give the sheep a turn or two

" round the fold in a morning before they are let out, to tread and settle the land, which

" does a great deal of good, over and above their dung.

" A third method of folding has been found to answer almost beyond description. This

*' was first fried in the winter of 1793; but from an idea of the shepherd, that it injured

" the sheep, has been since disused : but as there is good reason to believe that there was

" no just ground for such an opinion, it is meant to be revived next winter.

" A dry sheltered spot is selected, and sods of maiden earth, a foot deep, are laid over

«' the space of a very large fold. It is then bedded thinly with rushes, leaves of trees, fern,

" mofs short straw, or stubble ; and in hard or wet weather, the flock, instead,of being

«' peimed upon the clover in the open fields, is put into this warmer fold, where the usual

'« quantity of hay is given to them in racks; and every night thej^ are so penned, the fold

" is fresh littered. When this has been continued, at intervals, during the winter, a layer

«< of lime, chalk, rubble, or ashes, six inches thick, is spread over the whole surface—and

<• when it is heated together, about the month of April, the whole is turned up, and mixed

" together, and makes the very best manure that can be used for turneps.

"
I have been particular in describing Uiese methods of folding, as they are not com-

<*• mon in any place, and in others entirely unknown, and to Gentlemen who have parks
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away the birds, because of the Fir and Pine seeds, for reasons given ; the chap. vit.

second year loosening the ground, and thinning the supernumeraries, &c. "^---v*-^

This is the most frugal way[: Or, by another method, the waste places of

forests and woods (which by thorough experience is known and tried)

might be perfeftly cleansed ; and then allowing two or three ploughings,

well rooted stocks be set, cut, and trimmed as is requisite ; and that the

" and large plantations which afford abundance of leaves, this hint may be the more d6-

" serving attention.

" Upon the Norfolk Farm the land not having been yet marled or clayed, the clover is

" apt sometimes to fail, which is also the case elsewhere, upon the same sort of land.

" When this happens, his Majesty does what every other person in a similar situation

" should do ; instead of letting the ground remain unproductive, the next year it is sowed

" with vetches, which are nearly as valuable as the clover, and wheat always grows re-

" markably kind after them.

" As to implements, the Norfolk plough is chiefly what is used; and upon a light soil,

" it is certainly preferable to any other. It ploughs a cleaner furrow, by completely

" moving the whole body of earth, and inverts it much better than any other plough ; and

" to establish its superiority over the common ploughs of the neighbourhood, I need only

" add, that from its construction it is nearly the draught of an ox easier. Thereis likewise

" a Norfolk harrow, very useful for harrowing what is called Brush-turneps, or any other

'' turneps, preparatory to their being hoed. 1 must be allowed, likewise, to mention the

"drill-roller, which consists of cast-iron rings, made at the Norwich Foundery, and slipt

" on upon a round piece of wood, as an axle-tree. This is one of the best things that

" ever has been introduced, for the preparation of the land for any sort of corn, where

" the soil will admit of its being used. By the corn being so well deposited, it takes better

" root, and at least one fourth of the quantity usually sown may be saved.

" The Flemish Farm, which I have before mentioned, vras so named from an intention, .

" at first, of carrying on a system of husbandry similar io that practised in Flanders, which
•' consists of an alternate crop for man and beast; bat the soil being strong and cohesive,

" upon trial, it has been found to answer best under a four-course shili, more like some
" parts of Gloucestershire; as thus—first year, wheat; second, cabbage or clover ; third,

" oats; fourth beans.—The quantity of arable land on this Farm is one hundred and sixty

** acres, or forty acres in a shift. There are two things observed upon this Farm, which

"may be worth notice:.—The first is the practice which has for these two years past beei>

" adopted, by taking -off the fops of the beans just as the blofsom is set; this not only im-

" proves the quality, but increases the quantity, and causes them to ripen sooner, which is

•' a considerable advantage, by giving time to get the succeeding crop of wheat in perhaps
•' a fortnight earlier. The other is, that of sowing clover early in the spring, among twenty

"acres or one half of the wheat, and bush-harrowing and rolling it in. This has produced

"a very fair crop of clover the next year; and the other half, after the wheat, is winter

" and spring fallowed, and planted with cabbage. There is a double advantage resulting

"£foro this; that one half of this shift, so managed, becomes a summer crop, and the othej ,
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timber-trees may be excellent, those afterwards coppiced, and the choicest

stocks kept shreaded. If an inclosure be sowed, the seeds may be, as was

directed, of all the species, not forgetting the best Pines, Fir, &c. Whiles

the yearly removal of very incumbrances only will repay the workmen,

who sell the Quick, or reserve it to store other inclosures, and soften the

circumjacent grounds to the very great improvement of what remains.

" half a winter crop ; and by observing the next year to change the parts, by sowing the

" clover where the cabbage was before, the clover and cabbage do not come round .upon

" the same ground but once in eight years.

" Cabbage has been tried several years, but his Majesty's husbandmen never got into

" the right management till this year; but now the crop is remarkably fine.

" It will not be improper to mention, that the drum-headed cabbage is the best sortj

" that the seed should be sown in August, the plants first set out in November, and trans-

" planted for good in July. The next thing to be noted is tlieir application:—They are

" certainly inferior to turneps for. fatting, but superior in the increase of milk, either of

" cows or ewes, and therefore they are particularly good where there is a dairy or a

" breeding flock of sheep : and I trust his Majesty will, the next yeaning season, try an

" experiment, of which I have high expeflation, which is to slice or quarter the cabbage,

" and feed the ewes with them upon such of the meadows as want manuring, which I flatter

" myself will be of inestimable service to the ewes and lambs, and be tlie means of in-

" creasing the next year's crop of hay considerably.

" The true light of viewing these improvements is to consider them as a sort of newcrea-

" tion to the public: for, as it is a fact not to be controverted, that the reduced number of

" acres in the Park, from their improved state, support as many deer and other cattle as the

" whole did before, the produce obtained from the Farms is all clear gain ; and as the crop

" of wheat and rye from the 14-0 acres sovifn, upon the most moderate calculation, may be

" set at 3360 bushels, and allowing six bushels to a human mouth, this gives a yearly pro-

" vision in bread for 560 people; to say nothing of the fatting ofli"of forty oxen, the breed

" of SOO^heep, and the growth of at least 5000 bushels of oats and beans; all of which,

" it must be observed, goes in aid of the public market, as the work is done by oxen

•" entirely.

" As more experiments are in future made, I may perhaps trouble the Society with an

" account of them, as I am persuaded they cannot be registered any where else, to give

" them the credit, and to excite the imitation I flatter myself Ihey may deserve : but for the

" prefent, I shall close my observations upon his Majesty's Farms, with a description of

" his Mill, which I consider as the most benevolent thing that can be done for the Poor,

" and which I most earnestly recommend to all Gentlemen of landed property, who have

" like means of doing it. A small Over-shot Mill is erected, and worked by the waste

" water from the lake below the Lodge, where a sufficiency of corn, two thirds wheat and

" one third rye, is ground, drefsed, and given to all the labourers, at sixtecn-pcnce per

" stone of fourteen pounds, in quantities suitable to the size of their families, which is

" the first of all comforts to them, and a saving of at least twenty per cent, irora what it

" would cost them to buy it from the mealraen or shopkeepers,"
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And how if in such fencing-works we did sometimes imitate what Quin- chap. vr.

tus Curtiiis, lib. vi. has recorded of the Mardormn Gens, near to the con- ^"-""v"*^

fines of Hyrcania, who did, by the close planting of trees alone upon the

bordures, give so strange a check to the power of that great Conqueror

Alexander. They were a barbarous people indeed, but in this worthy our

imitation; and the work so handsomely and particularly described, that I

shall not grieve to recite it : Arbores densa sunt ex industria consiLe, quarunt

teneros adimc ramos maim flectiint, qiios intortos nirsus inserunt terne : Inde^

velut ex alia radice Letiores virent triinci: has qua naturafert, adolefcere non

sinunt; quippe aliimi alii quasi nexu conserunt, qui ubi multa fronde vestHi

sunt operiunt terram. Ilaque occidti nexus ramorum velut laquei perpetua.

sepe iter claudunt. " The trees," saith he, " were planted so near and

thick together of purpose, that when the boughs were young and flexible,

bent and wreathed within one another, their tops were bowed into the

earth, (as zee submerge our layers) whence taking fresh roots, they shot up

new stems, which not being permitted to grow as of themselves they

would have done, they so knit and perplexed one within another, that

when they were clad with leaves, they even covered the ground, and in-

closed the whole country with a kind of living net, and impenetrable

hedge." And this is not unlike what I am told is frequently practised in

several places of Devon; where the Oaks being planted very near the foot

of those high mounds, by which they separate their lands, so root them-

selves into the bank, that when it fails and crumbles down, the fence conti-

nues still maintained by them with exceeding profit. Such works as these

would become a Cato or a Varro indeed, one that were Pater Patria:, non

sibisoli natus, born for posterity; but we are commonly of another mould:

^frttges cotnumere nati.

A fair advance for speedy growth and noble trees, especially for walks

and avenues, may be afsuredly expected from the grafting of young Oaks

iand Elms with the best of their kinds ; and where the goodliest of these

last are growing, the ground should be ploughed and finely raked in the

season when the scales fall, that the showers and dews fastening the seed

where the wind drives it, it may take root, and hasten, as it will, to a

sudden tree ; especially if seasonable shreading be applied, which has

sometimes made them arrive to the height of twelve feet by the first three

years ; after which they grow amain. And if such were planted as near to

one another as in the examples we have alleged, it is almost incredible

Vohime JJ. P p
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KOOK III. what a paling they would be to our most exposed plantations, mounting-
^-^"^-"'^ up their zvooden walls to the clouds. And indeed the shelving and natural

declivity of the ground more or lefs to our unkind aspects, and bleak

winds, does best direct to the thickening of these protections; and the be-

nefit of that soon appears, and recompenses our industry in the smoothnefs

and integrity of the plantations so defended.

That great care be had of the seeds which we intend to sow, has beert^

already advised ; for it has been seen that woods of the same age, planted

in the same soil, discover a visible difference in the timber and growth;-

and where this variety should happen, if not from the seed, will be hard

to interpret ; therefore let the place, soil, and growth of such trees, from

whence you have your seeds, be diligently examined; and why not this,.

as well as our care of animals for breed and store ?

As to the form, obey the natural site, and submit to the several guises^:

but ever decline to inclose highways and common roads as much as pos-

sible. For the rest, be pleased to reflect on what we have already said to-

encourage the planting of the large spreading Oak above all that species;

let the amplitude of tire distance which they require,, be resigned to the

care of the Verderer, for grazing cattle, deer, &c. Trees planted in this

manner form, as it were, a wild Quincunx which presents to the eye 3,.

great and masculine beauty.

But to advance the Royal Forests to this height of perfection, I should--

again urge the removal of some of our most mischievous placed Iron-

mills; if that at least he true which some have affirmed, that we had better,

iron, and cheaper from foreigners, when those works were strangers

amongst us. I am informed that the N'ezv-Eiiglish .{who are now become

very numerous, and hindered in their advance and prospect of tlie conti-

nent by their surfeit of the woods,, which we Avant) did, about twelve

years since, begin to clear their highways by two Iron-mills. I am sure

their zeal has sufficiently wasted our stately Woods and Steel m the bowels

of their Mother Old England^ and it were now but expedient their Bretliren

should hasten thither to supply us with iron for tlie peace of our days,,

whilst his Majesty becomes the great Sovereign of the Ocean, and of

free Commerce; Xcmorian Findex et Iiistaurator vwgnus. This were the

only way to render hoih our countries habitable indeed, and the fittest sa--
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crifice for the Royal Oaks, and their Hamadryads, to whom they owe chap. vi.

more than a slight submifsion: And he that should deeply consider the '^-"'V"'*^

prodigious waste which these voracious iron and glafs-works have formerly

made but in one county alone, the county of Sufsex, for one hundred and

twenty miles in length, and thirty in breadth, (for so wide and spacious

was the ancient Andradsii',ald, of old one entire wood, but of which there

remains now little or no sign) would be touched with no mean indignation.

I named the Sufsex glafs-works ; but what spoil and prodigious consump-

tion the salt-works had made in Worcestershire, see the complaint of Mr.

vCamden, speaking of Feckenham-Forest in his days, now necefsitated to

.use other coalj certainly the goodly rivers and forests of the other World

would much better become these destructive works, our Iron-works and
Saw-mills, than these exhausted countries, and we prove gainers by the

timely removal : I have said this already, and I cannot too often inculcate

it for the concerns of a natioii, whose only protection (under God) are her

Wooden Walls,

Another thing to be recommended (and which would prove no lefs

.than thirty, in some places forty, and generally twenty years advance)

were a good, if well executed, act to save our standards and bordering

trees from the. ax of the neighbourhood : And who would not preserve

timber, when within so few years the price is almost quadrupled? I afsure

you standards of twenty, thirty, or forty years .growth, are of a long day

for the concernments of a nation.

And though we have, in our general chapter of coppices, declared what
'by our laws and common usage is' expected at every fell, (and which is

indeed most requisite, till our store be otherwise supplied) yet might much
even of that rigour be abated, by no unfrugal permifsions to take down
more of the standards for the benefit of the underwoods, (especially where,

by over-dropping and shade, they interrupt the kindly dews, rains, and
influences which nourish them) provided that there were a proportionable

number of timber-trees duly and thoroughly planted and preserved in the

hedge-rows and bordures of our grounds ; in which case, even the total

clearing of some coppices would be to their great advance, as by sad ex-

perience has been taught some good husbands, whose necefsities some-
times forced them to violate their standards, and more grown trees,

-during the late Tyranny.

P p 2
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Nor will it be here unseasonable to advise, that where trees are mani-

festly perceived to decay, they be marked out for the ax, that so the

younger may come on for a supply, especially where they are chiefly Elms,

because their succefsors hasten to their height and perfection in a com-

petent time; but beginning once to grow sick of age, or other infirmity,

suddenly impair, and lose much of their value yearly; besides, that the

increase of this, and other speedy timber, would spare the Oak for navi-

gation and the sturdier uses.

How goodly a sight were it. If most of the demesnes of our Country

Gentlemen were crowned and incircled with such stately rows of Limes,

Firs, Elms, and other ample, shady, and venerable trees as adorn New-
Hall in Efsex, the seat of that Suffolk Knight near Yarmouth ; our neigh-

bouring pastures at Barnes; with what has been planted of later years by

the illustrious Marquis of Worcester ; the most accomplished Earl of Es-

sex; and even in lefs fertile soils, though purer air, at Euston, by the

Right Hon. the Earl of Arlington, Lord Chamberlain of his Majesty's

Household; and at Cornbury, by the late Lord Chancellor, the Earl of

Clarendon ; and what is done nearer this imperial city by the Earl of Danby,,

late Lord High Treasurer of England, at AVimbleton; the Noble Earl of

Rochester (succeeding him in that supreme Office) at New-Park; the Duke

of Norfolk at Albery, now the Lord Guernsey's ; Sir Robert Coke at

Durdans, near Epsom, now my Lord Berkeley's ; and at Beddington, an-

antient seat of the Carews, famous for the first Orange-trees planted ia

the naked earth one hundred years since, and still flourishing.

Besides v/hat might have been seen, (as by me they were in perfection

and with admiration) the Royal Seats of Oatland, Richmond, and above

all Nonsuch, described by the judicious Camden, with deserved Eulogies.

All these, and more,, in my own sweet county of Surrey, inferior to

none for pleasure and salubrity of the air; to which we add the princely

Sejourns of the adjoining county, Eltham, and Greenwich for its park

and prospect, not only emulous, but in many respects exceeding that

of the famous Thracian Bosphorus from Constantinople : That palace,,

namely at Greenwich, now turned into a stately and capacious college (the

incomparable work of that accomplished architect Sir Christopher Wrenn)

©f which I had the honour to lay the first foundation stone, as the First

Treasurer of that royal structure, erected for the reception and encQU-
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ragement of emerlted and well-dcserving seamen and manners, for its chap. vr.

glorious fabric and conveniences exceeding any in Europe dedicated to ""-^"V"*^

that excellent purpose. To this also belongs a Park, as there did to that

of Eltham. Nearer the metropolis yet are those of St. James's, Plyde-

Park, and that sweet Villa (as now built, planted, and embellished) of

Kensington,, deserving a particular description ; and for all that can be

desirable of magnificence, Hampton-Court, truly great, in a most beauti-

ful Flat ; the Palace, Gardens, Canal, Walks, Groves, and Parks; the

sweet and silent Thames gliding her silver streams to the triumphal Win-

sonian Tempe, raising its stately head, and which alone has in view an

hemisphere as far as eyes and telescopes can distinguish earth from heaven;

thus from the Keape, the Terrace, Parks, and Forests, equalling, nay

exceeding, any thing Europe can boast of.

Other there are sweet and delectable country seats and villas of the No-
blefs, rich and opulent citizens,^ (about our Augusta) built and environed

with parks, paddocks, plantations, &c. adapted to country and rural

seats, dispersed through the whole nation, consipcuous not only for the

structure of their houses, built after the best rules of architecture, but for

situation, gardens, canals^ walks,, avenues, parks, forests, ponds, pro-

spect and vistas, groves, woods, and large plantations, and other the

most charming and delightful recefses, natural and artificial ; But to enu-

merate and describe what were extraordinary in these and the rest, would
furnish volumes: For who has not either seen, admired, or heard of

Audley-End, Althorp, Aukland, Allington, Ampthill, Astwell, AI-

dermaston ?

Bolsover, Badminton, Brockly, Burleigh on the Hill, and the other

Burleigh, Bocton, Buckthurst, Buckland, Belvoir, Blechington,"Bestwood,

Broom-hall?

Castle-Rising, Castle-A shby, Chatsworth, Charley, Cornberry, Cashio-

berry, Cobham, Cowdrey, Caversham, Cranburn Park, Charlton, Copt-

Hall, Claverton, famous for Sir W. Bafset's vineyard, producing forty

hogsheads of wine yearly. Nor must I forget that of Deepden, in Surrey,

planted by the Honourable Charles Howard, Lord of half the manor of

Darking.

Drayton, Dorington-Park, Dean ?

Eastwell, Euston, Ecleswold, Edscomb, Easton, Epping !*

Falston, Flanckford ?
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BOOK III, Graystock, Goodwood, Grooby, Grafton, Golden-Grove?

S^'V"^-' Holdenby, Haddon, Hornby, Hatfield, Haland, Hothfield, Hinton,

Holm-Pierpont, Horstmonceaux ?

Inchingfield ?

Kirby, Knowsley ?

. Longleat, Latham, Lensal, Latimer, Lawnsbrough ?

More-Park, Mulgrave, Marlborough ?
'»

Normanby, North-Hall, Norborough, Newnham?
St. Ostlo, Oxnead ?

Petvvorth, Penshurst, Paston-Hall ?

Querendon, Quickswood ?

llagland, Rutford, Ragbey, Ricot ?

Sherborn, Sherley, Swallowfield, Shasford, Shaftsbury, Stansted, Scots-

Hall, Sands of the Vine ?

Theobalds, Thorn-kill, Thorny, Up-Park ?

AVilton, AVrest, Woburn, Welbeck, Worksop, Woodstock, (which, as

Camden tells us, was the first Park in England) as it is like to be one of

the most magnificent and princely palaces and seats of that illustrious Hero,

his Grace the Duke of Marlborough, to whose courage and conduct not

the safety of the Empire alone, but of Europe, is due, whilst the actions

at Blenheim and Schellenberg may challenge equal trophies with Mil-

tiades and Ctcsar, at Marathon and Pharsalia ? But to proceed, Wim-

hurn, Writtle-Park ?

And generally, all those seats which go under the names of Castles and

Halls, as in Yorkshire, Efsex, &c. were stored with noble parks full of

timber, omitted here; which, but to have named, would over-swell the

alphabet; without reckoning those of Ireland, which a few years since was

an inexhaustible magazine of timber destroyed by the Cromwellian Rebels,

not only in that kingdom, but through all England: As to parks, there

were more in this nation than in all Europe beside: And most of all that

catalogue above-named, have yet their parks full of good timber-trees,

industriously improved by.the.Owncrs., since the spoil of tjie late Usurpers

and Sequestrators.

To these should I add the vast forests, (most of them belonging to the

Crown) as that of Dean, New-Forest, Windsor, Ashdown, Leonard,
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Sherewood °, Epping, Pamber, Chute, &c. Forests for the most part with- chap. vi.

out trees, and several of them together heretofore comprehended in that ^"^"V"*^.

vast Andradszvald already mentioned, of one county only. There were

formerly twenty groves in Clarendon-Park near Salisbury, celebrated by

" My ingenious friend,. Major Rooke, has favoured me with the following accoaat of

the extensive forest of Sherwood, as it stood about fifty years before the publication of

Mr. Evelyn's Sylva.

" The Forest is described, in a survey made in 1609, to be divided into three parts or

distrifts, called the North Part, the South, and the Middle Part. The North Part con-

tains the towns of Carburton, Gleadtliorpe, Warsop with Nettleworth, Mansfield

Wood-house, Clipstone, Ruftbrd and Edwinstone, the hays of Birkland and Bilhagh, and

the towns of Budby, Thoresby, Paverelthorp or Palethorp, and Ollerton.

"^Tho fouth part contains the towns of Nottingham, part of Wilford, Lenton with Rid-

ford, Sneinton, Colwick, Stoke, Carlton, Gedling, Burton with Bulcot, Gunthorp, Cay-

thorp and Lovvdham, Lambley, Arnold, Basford, BulvvcU, Beskwood Park, Woodborough,

Calverton and Saunterford Manor.

"The middle part contains the towns of Mansfield with Plcflcy Hill, Skegbv, Siittcn,

Hucknal, FulKvood, part of Kirkby, Blidworth, Papplewick, Nevvstead, part of Linby,

and part of Annesley.

" The whole quantity of ground in the Forest according to that survey is as follows;— <•,

Ai R- P.

Inclofures, - _ _. _ 4 1-839 : 1 : 10

Woods, - - _ - . 9436 : : 23

Wastes,, - - - - 350SO : 2 : 6

Clipstone Park -

Beskwood Park, - —
- Bulwell Park,

Nottingham Parkj, - -.

Many of the Plantations lately made upon this Forefl, have names given them, with a
view to commemorate the fignal victories obtained by our gallant Admirals. My excel-

lent friend, the Honourable Frederic Montague, has shown distinguished patriotism in.

this way. One of his Plantations is named the Hovjc Plantation. Another is called the Spaicer

Pldntation, in honour of the noble Earl who now presides at the head of the Admiralty, and
on whose judicious naval arrangements, too much praise cannot be bestowed. About a mile

from these, on the right-hand side of the road, stands the Kchon Plantation, in honour of the
splendid Victory obtained over the French Fleet at the mouth of the Nile by Lord Nelson..
Contiguous to this is the Sf. Vi/icent Plantation, in commemoration of the signal Victory
obtained by Earl St. Vincent over the Spanish Fleet. Adjoining is another Plantation in

honour of Sir John Borlace Warren's gallant behaviour on the coast of Ireland, and is ^

called the Warren Plantation. On the right-hand side of the coach-road to Papplewick

89406 ;
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BOOK III. Masohertus, cited by Camden, that were every one of them a mile in

S'^'^v^"*^ compafs. In a word, to give an instance of what store of woods, and tim-

ber of prodigious size, there were growing in our little county of Surrey,

(with sufficient grief and reluctancy I speak it) my own Grandfather had

from Mansfield, is the Duncan Planlation, in honour of the Victory gained by Lord Viscount

Duncan over the DutchFIeet.——In thefe Plantations, pillars are erected with infcrip-

tions.

Since this survey, many extensive inclosures have 'been made, and much waste land has

been planted by the Duke of Portland and other Proprietors, to whose patriotism this

nation is much indebted. The time will come when these Oaks will be venerated by pos.

terity as Monuments of British valour, succefsfully exerted in every part of the habitable

globe, in defence of the happinefs and liberties of mankind. The illustrious Linnaeus styled

our happy Island the " Punctum Vita; in Vitello Orbis." A compliment that Rome in the

meridian of her glory never dcferved.

Forests in Englaiid, many ofzvhich are without trees.

Northumberland, 2—Rothbury, in the middle of it; Lowes, on the west side. Cumber-

land, 5—Nicol, Knarednle,"\Vestvvood, Inglewood, and Copeknd, all desolate. Westmore-

land, 6—Miiburn, on the north; Whinfield, Martindalc, and Thornwaite,on the west; Stani-

-more, and Mellerstang, on the east. Bisliopric of Durham, 1—^Langdale orTecsdale, on the

""banks of the Tees. Lancashire, 3—Lancaster, and Wiresdale, a little to the fouth ; Simons-

wood, almost to Liverpool. Yorkshire, 10—Lime, Applegarth, Swalidalc, and Wenesley

Dale, on the north; Pickering, on the east; KnaTesborough in the middle; Harevvood, on

•the south; Galtrice, on the cast, which extends almost to York; Hardwick, near Halifax,-

Hatfield Chace, the scite now only to be feen. Cheshire, 2—Delamere, and Macclesfield

:

there was formerly Wircall forest, which occupied the peninfula between the Mersey and

the Dee. Nottinghamsirc, 1—Shcrewood. Shra;->ihire, 4—Huckstow, Kinswood, Bridge-

north, and Clune. Staffordshire, 2—Needwood, and the extensive forest of Cankwood.

'Leicestershire, 2—Charnwood, to the fouth, and the forest of Leicester. Rutlandshire, 1—
Lyfield. Hertfordshire, 4-—Bringwood, Durfield, Hawood, and Acornbury. Worcester-

shire, 3—Wire, north-west, Malvern, and Feckingham. Warwickshire, 1—Arden. North-

amptonshire, i—Rockingham, Salcey, Yardley, and Whittlebury. Huntingdonshire, 1—
Wabridge. Gloucestershire, —Dean, Micklewood, and Kingswood. Oxfordshire, 1—
Wichwood. Buckinghamshire, 2—Bernwood, and Clitern. Efsex, 2—Epping, and Hain-

hault, Wiltshire, 4—Peevisliam, Blakcmore, Bradon, and Savernach. Berkshire, 1—
Windsor. Middlesex, I—Enfield. Surrey and Kent, I—Tunbridge. Sufsex,7—St. Leonard's,

Word, Ashdown, Wallerdown, Dallington, Arundel, and Charlton, In Cornwall there

does not appear to have been any. Devonshire, 2—Dartmorc, and Exmore. Somerset-

shire, 2—Neroke, and Selwood. Dorsetshire, 3—Gillingham Cranburn; Cranburn Chace,

east; Blackmore, west, commonly called the Forest of M'hitehart : the whole island of

Purbeck was once a forest. Hampshire, 5—Chute, on the north; Harewood, on the

-ivest; Holt, on the cast; Waltham, on the fouth; Bere, near Titckficid, and the New
J7orest, on the (butli-vvest. In all bO Forests,
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standing at Wotton, and about that estate, timber that now were worth chap. vn.

100,000]. Since of what was left my father, (who was a great preserver ^~-»-v-*^

of wood) there has been 30,0001. worth of timber fallen by the ax, and

the fury of the late hurricane and storm: Now no more Wotton, stripped

and naked, and ashamed almost to own its name.

All which considered (for there are many other places and estates which

have suffered the like calamity) should raise, methinks, a new spirit of in-

dustry in the Nobility and Gentry of the whole nation, like that with

which Nehemiah inspired the Nobles as well as the People of the Capti-

vity (than which nothing so much resembled that tedious slavery,'and re-

turn from it, than did the Restoration of King Charles II.) Let us arise up, Nehem. c. ii.

says the brave man, rtwf/ /)«//<;/.• and so they strengthened their hands,for the ^'
'

jieople had a mind to the zvork. And snch an universal spirit and resolution

to fall to planting, for the repairing of our wooden walls and castles, as

well as of our estates, should truly animate us: Let us arise tlien and plant

and not give it over till we have repaired the havoc our barbarous ene-

mies have made:. Pardon then this zeal, O ye lovers of your country, if

it have transported me ! To you Prmces, Dukes,. Earls, Lords, Knights,

and Gentlemen, Noble Patriots, (as most concerned) I speak, to encou-

rage and animate a work so glorious, so, necefsaryi

Of the noble Forest of Nuremburg and its privileges, such care has been

taken by many Emperors, that the very models of the ploughs are still pre_-

served, drawn by above an hundred horses, (it being two hundred years

since this Royal Plantation was begun) wisely presaging what ravage might

be made by the spoil which the wars have since caused in that goodly

country; which being then an almost continual forest, is now so sadly

wasted. Nor has this been the fate of Germany alone, but of all the most

flourishing parts of Europe, through the execrable and unsatiable ambition

of those who have been the occasion of the ruin, not ojily of these venerable

shades, stately trees and avenues, (tlie graceful ornaments of the most

princely seats) but of the miserable desolation of entire provinces, which

their legions have left, with the inhuman murders of so many Christians^

without distinction or just provocation ! Mischiefs not to be repaired

in many ages, the truculent and savage marks, among others, of a moit

Chrijiian King, Nomine non Re ! In the mean time, what provision this de-

molisher of woods in other countries makes to furnish and store his own
Volume IL Q q
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dominions with so necefsary a material, we have mentioned in this chapter,

and how impolitic a waste there was of timber in France in John Bodin's

timCj sec his Book de Repub. lib. vi. cap. i.

But leaving this sad and melancholy prospect, I return to the effects of

peace, and it shall be to that plantation of Elms, carried out of England

by Philip II. of Spain, to adorn his Royal Palace at Aranjuez, (of which

I have already spoken, lib. i. cap. iv.) near Madrid in Spain : The palace

is seated on the banks of the famous river Tagus, and the plantation on

the north, where there is a piece of ground inclosed, formed into walks of

six hundred and eighty yards long, and three hundred in breadth, in shape

of a trapezium or parallelogram, about which the Tagus is artificially

drawn to fence it. Next the river-side are more walks, not above twenty

feet in breadth, for closer shade, planted on each side with double ranks

of Elm, some of which are forty yards high, stript up to the top, and so

near set as fifteen feet space : the second row is about six feet distant from

the other; not planted exactly against its usual opposite, but the interval

and through the space between, glides a narrow shallow channel of water

to refresh the trees upon occasion; thus.

Which is tie method used in many ridings of Elm-walks, some of which

are a league in length, adorning this seat beyond any palace, some think,

in the world. Many of these indeed are on the decay, prejudiced by their

being planted so near one another; but for all that, it takes not much from

the beauty of the Vista, which is certainly the most surprisingly agreeable

;

to which the ample fountain, and noble statues in the cross-walks, make so

Glorious an addition as would require a particular description.

And now do I not for all this so magnify it, as if not to be paralleled

in our own country, where, I dare afiirm, there are many that exceed it,

both in form and planting, (which has there several defects) but as we

said, for an exotic example, so admired and celebrated by that boasting

r-ation, as if the universe could not show the like.
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And what, in the mean tune, can be more delightful than for noble

persons to adorn their goodly mansions and demesnes with trees of vener-

able shade, and profitable timber ? By all the rules and methods imagin-

able, to cut and dispose those ampler inclosures into lawns and ridings

for exercise, health, and prospect, and for which I should here presume

to furnish some farther directions, were it not already done to my hand by

the often-cited Mr. Cooke, in that useful work of his ; where, in the

thirty-eighth chapter, he has laid down all that I conceive necefsary, by

measures exactly taken from the middle line of any front, following the

centre-stake, if it be for a walk : He there determines the widenefs of

the walk, according to its length,, as forty feet to one of half a mile ;

if more, fifty or sixty ; and if you withal desire shade, that then you

should make three walks, the two collaterals twenty feet broad, to

a middle one of forty, twenty-five to fifty, so that the middle be as wide

as both the other : He likewise shows how proper it is that walks should

not terminate abruptly, but rather in some capacious or pretty figure

be it circle, oval, semi-circle, triangle, or square, especially in parks, or

where they do not lead into other walks ; and even in that case, that

there may gracefully be a circle to receive them : There he shows how to

pierce a w^alk tlirough the thickest wood, either by stakes -set up where

they may be seen to direct, or by candle and lanthorn in a calm niglit

:

He also gives the distances of the trees in relation to each other, ac-

cording to the species, and shows how necefsary it is to plant them
nearer in those ovals, circles, and squares, for the better distinction of the

figures, suppose to half the distance of that of the walks, and proportion-

able to the amplitude or smallnefs thereof. As for lawns, he advises that

they should, if pofsible, be contrived on the south or east side of the seat

or mansion, for avoiding the impetuousnefs of western winds ; and that

your best rooms may front those lawns and openings, and to skreen from

the occidental and afternoon's sun, w-hich also hinders the prospect

:

A lawn on the north exposes the house to that piercing quarter,

and therefore it should be well defended with the tallest trees : For the .

figure he commends the square, with three avenues breaking out at the

three angles, or one at the angle oppofite to the house ; and these lawns

may be bounded with walks, or a single row of Lime-trees at a compe-
tent distance : To which I add, the circle, with a star of v/alks radiating

from it, likewise exceedingly pleasant ; such as the Right Hon. the Earl of

"Winchelsea has cut cut at his noble seat in Kent ; and since, far exceed-

Q q 2
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ing the most, at Long-Leats, the stately palace of Lord Viscount

Weymouth ; at Badminton, the Duke of Beaufort's princely seat in

Gloucestershire ; at Ackdowne-Park in Berks, a most delightful folitude>

from the centre of a large wood belonging to the Lord Craven ; and in

"Worcestershire at Westwood, the mansion of Sir John Packingtonj

besides those mentioned by Dr. Plot in his Natural History of Stafford-

shire, with many others ; most of which have been graphically plotted

and designed (together with. the seats, gardens, fountains, piscinas, plan-

tations, avenues, vistas, and prospects about them) by Mr. KnifF, in near

one hundred copperplates ; a most laudable undertaking, and becoming

the encouragement of tliose noble persons, who would do honour to

themselves,.their- families, and the whole nation.

But these incomparable amenities and undertakings will best of a:ll be-

come the inspection and care of the noble Owners, Lieutenants, Rangers,

and ingenious Gentlemen, when they delight themselves as much in the

goodlinefs of their trees, as other men generally do in their dogs and

horses, for races and hunting ; neither of.which recreations is comparable

to that of planting, either for virtue. or pleasure, were things justly

considered according to their true estimation : Not that I am of so morose

a humour, that I reprove any of these noble and manly diversions,

seasonably used ; but because.I would court the industry of great and

opulent persons to profitable and permanent, delights : For, suppose

that ambition were changed into a laudable emulation, who should best,

and with most artifice, raise a plantation of trees, that should, by their

direction and encouragement, have all the proper ornaments and per-

fections their nature is susceptible of; such as iEIian sums up, lib. iii.

cap. xiv. 'fjyiyi7(, in hj^cSoi, xai u" icopin TroKKYi, &:c. kind and gentle limbs, plenty

of large leaves, an ample and fair body, profound or spreading roots,

strono- a"-ainst impetuous winds, (for so I affect to read it) extenfive and

•venerable shade, and the like : Alethinks this were as much a subject of

. rrlory as could be fancied of the kind ; and comparable, I durst pronounce

preferable, to any of their recreations ; and how goodly an ornament to

their demesnes and dwellings, let their own eyes be the judges.

One encouragement more I Vv'ould reinforce from an history I have

read of a certain frugal and most industrious Italian Nobleman, who, after

jiis Lady was brought to bed of a daughter, (considering that wood and
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timber was a revenue coming on whilst the owners were asleep) chap. vii.

commanded his servants immediately to plant in his lands, which were ^^^ -

ample. Oaks, Ashes, and other profitable and marketable trees, to the

number of an hundred thousand ; as undoubtedly calculating, that each

of those trees might be worth twenty-pence, before his daughter became

marriageable, which would amount to 100,000 Francs,) near ten thousand

pounds sterling) and this he intended to be given with his daughter for

a portion. This was good philosophy, and such as I am afsured was fre-

quently practised in Flanders, upon the very same account : Let us see it

once take effect am^ongst our many slothful gentry, who have certainly as

large demesnes, and yet are so deficient in that decent point of timely

providing for their numerous children ; and those who have none, let

them the rather plant : Trees and Vegetables have perpetuated some

names longer and better than a pedigree of a numerous offspring, as I have

already showed ; and it were a pledge of a noble mind, to oblige the fu-

ture age by our particular industry, and by a long lasting train, with the

living work of our own hands. But I now proceed to more general con-

cerns in order to the Queeries ; and first to the Proportion.

It were just, and infinitely befitting the miserable needs of the whole

nation, that every twenty acres of pasture made an allowance for half an

acre of timber; the ground dug about Christmas, casting the grafsy side

downwards till June ; then dug again, and about November stirred

afresh, and sown with mast, or planted in a clump, well preserved and
fenced for fourteen or fifteen years, unlefs that sheep might haply graze

about four or five years: And where the young trees stand too thick, there

to draw and transplant them into the hedge-rows, which would also prove

excellent shelter for the cattle : This husbandry would more especially

become Northamptonshire, Lincolnshire, Cornwall, and such other of our

counties as are the most naked of timber, fuel, &c. and unprovided

-of covert ; for it is rightly observed, that the most fruitful places least

abound in wood, and do the most stand in need of it

:

1.

Example by Leicestershire;

What soil can be belter than that

For any thing heart can desire ?

And yet doth it waiit ye see what

;

Mast, covert, close pasture, and wood,
And other thing"; needful, as good.
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2.

More plenty of mutton and beef,

Corn, butter, and cheese of the best,

More wealth any where (to be brief)

More people, more handsome, and prest,

Where find ye (go search any coast)

Than there where inclosure is mostf

3.

More work for the labouring man, .

As well in the town as the field;

Or therefore (devize, if ye can can)

More profit what countries do yield ?

More seldom where see ye the poor

Go begging from door to door ?

In WOOD-LAND the poor men that have

Scarce fully two acres of land.

More merrily live, and do save

Than t'other with twenty in hand:

Yet pay they as much for the two

As t'other for twenty must do.

If this same be true, as it is,

Why gather they nothing by this ?

Thus honest Tufser, above an hundred years since, and the whole age

has justified it ; since it is evident, that by inclosure, and this diligent

culture the very worst land of England would yield tenfold more profit

than that which is here celebrated for the best and richest spot of it.

Such as are ready to tell you their lands are so wet that their woods do

not thrive in them, let them be converted to pasture, or bestow the same

industry on them which good husbands do in meadows by draining

;

which instead of those narrow rills (gutters rather) might be reduced to

a proportionable canal, cut even and straight, the earth taken out and

spread upon the weeping and uliginous places ; nor would the charge be

so much as that of the yearly and perpetual renewing and cleansing

of those numerous and irregular sluices ^ besides, there is a profit

in storing the canal with fish.

It is a slothfulnefs to do otherwise, since it might be effected in few

years, by continually, and by degrees making the middle cut large, where
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it cannot be so conveniently done at once, and the pains would certainly chap, vn,,

be as fully recompensed in the growth of their timber as in that of their ""-*'"V"*-^

grafs : AVhere poor hungry woods grow, rich corn, and good cattle would

be more plentifully bred ; and it were beneficial to convert some wood-

land (where the proper virtue is exhausted) to pasture and tillage, pro-

vided that fresh land were improved also to wood in recompenfe, and to

balance the other.

Where we find such uliginous and starved places, (which sometimes

obey no art or industry to drain, and of which our pale and fading corn

is a sure indication) we are as it were courted to obey nature, and im-

prove them by the propagation of Sallows, Willows, Alders, Abele,

Black-Cherry, Sycamore, Aspen, Birch, and the like hasty and profitable

growers, by ranging them, casting of ditches, trenches, &c, as before has

been taught.

In the mean while, it is a thing to be deplored that some persons bestow

so much in grubbing and drefsing a few acres, which have been excellent

wood, to convert them into wretched pasture, not worth a quarter of

what the trees would have yielded, well ordered, and left standing; since

it is certain, that ban-en land planted with wood will treble the expence

in a short time. Of this, the Right Honourable the Lord Viscount Scu-

damore may give fair proof, who having felled (as I am credibly in-

formed) a decayed wood, intended to set it to tenants ; but upon second

thoughts (and for that his Lordship saw it apt to cast wood) inclosed and

preserved it. Before thirty years were expired it yielded him near lOOOl.

upon wood-falls, whereas the utmost rent of the whole piece of land

yearly was not above 81. 10s. The like I am able to confirm by in-

stancing a Noble Person, who, a little before our unhappy wars, having

sown three or four acres with acorns, the fourth year transplanted those

which grew too thick, all about his Lordship. Tliese trees are now * of * 1664.

that stature, and so likely to prove excellent timber, that they are already

judged to be almost as much worth as the whole demesne ; and yet they

take off nothing from other profits, having been discreetlv disposed of at

the first designment. And supposing the longevity of trees should not ex-

tend to the periods we have, upon so good account, produced
; yet, neither

is their arrival to a very competent perfection so verv discouraging: since

I am credibJy informed, that feveral persons have built of timber, and

that of Oak, which were acorns within these forty years; and I find it ere-
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350 OK III. dibly reported, that even our famous Forest of Dean hath been utterly

\^»- Y-sfcX
wasted no lefs than three several times within the space of nine hundred

years. The Prince Elector, Frederick IV. in the year 1606, sowed a part

of that most barren heath oi Lainbertheim with acorns after ploughing, as

' iQQi. I- have been informed: It is now* likely to prove a- most goodly forest,

though all this while miserably-neglected by reason of the wars. For the

care of planting trees should indeed be recommended to Princes and great

Persons, who have the fee of the estate ; tenants upon the rack, by rea-

son of the tedious expectation, and jealousy ot having their r nts enhanced,

are, for the most part, averse to this husbandry; so that unlefs the

Landlord will be at the whole charge of planting and fencing, (without

which as good no planting) little is to be expected ; and whatsoever is

proposed to them above their usual course, is looked upon -as the whim

and fancy of speculative persons, wliich they turn into ridicule when they

are applied to action; and this (says an ingenious and excellent husband,

whose observations have afforded me no little treasure) might be the reason

why the prime writers of all ages endeavoured to involve their discourses

•with allegories, and aenigmatical terms,, to protect them from the con-

tempt and pollution of the vulgar, which has been of some ill conse-

quence in husbandry; for that very few writers of worth have adventured

upon so plain a subject, though doubtlefs to any considering person, the

most delightful kind of Natural Philosophy, and that which employs the

most useful part of the Mathematics.

The Right Honourable the late Lord Viscount Montague has planted

many thousands of Oaks, which, I am told, he draws out of coppices,

bi"- enough to defend themselves; and that with such succefs as has ex-

ceedingly improved his pofsefsions; and it is a worthy example. To con-

clude, I could have shown an avenue planted to a house standing in a

ban-en park, the soil a cold clay; it consisted totally of Oaks, one hundred

in nmnber: The person who first set them, dying very lately, lived to see

them spread their branches one hundred and twenty-three feet in compafs,

which, at the distance of twenty-four feet, mingling their shady trefses for

above a thousand in length, formed themselves into one of the most vene-

rable and stately arbor-walks that in my life I ever beheld : This was at

Baynards in Surrey, and belonging lately to my most honoured brother (a

most industrious planter of wood) Richard EveJyn, Esq. since trans-

planted to a better world : The walk is fifty-six feet broad, one tree with

another containing, by estimation, three quarters of a load of timber, and
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in their lops three cords of fire-wood: Their bodies were not of the tallest, chap.vii.

liaving been topped when they were youngs to reduce them to an uniform
'"-^"'^'''^

height
; yet was the timber most excellent for its scantling, and for their

heads, few in England excelling them : Where some of their contempo-

raries were planted single in the park without cumber, they spread above

fourscore feet in arms. All of them since cut. down and destroyed by the.

person who continued to detain the just pofsefsion of that estate from those

to whom of right and conscience it belonged. Since then it is disposed of,

and I am glad it has fallen into the hands of the present pofsefsor.

But I have some few instances to superadd, of no mean encouragement,

before I disinifs my Reader, because they are so very pregnant and authen-

tic. Sir Thomas Southwell, after he had sold and felled all the timber

and underwood in a certain parcel of land lying in Carbrook, in the county

of Norfolk, called by the name of Latimer-Wood, containing eighty acres,

(now, as I understand, belonging to Sir R-ober-t, Clay ton. Knight) granted

a lease of the said ground, with other land, to one Thomas Wastney, the

father, with liberty to grub and stub up all the wood and stub-shoots re-

maining, and to clear the said ground for pasture or tillage, as he should

think,.to be most for his profit and advantage. . Accordingly he puts out

the same to labourers to stub and clear ; but was, it seems, persuaded by
one of them, to preserve some of the young stands or saplings then grow-
ing there, as, that which might be of greater emolument to him before the

expiration of the lease, than if he should quite extirpate them, and con-

vert the said ground to tillage. These saplings were then so small, as when
it happened that any of the labourers did break the haft of his mattock

he could hardly find one amongst them big enough to make another

of for his present use : Nay, when the said labourers had made an end of

clearing the ground of the old stub-shoots, upon which the timber and
underwood did grow, (which is nov/ fifty years since) there v.'as not a tree

left growing in it, that could be valued at above threepence, to be felled

for any use or service. About the year IGSO, the estate being then come
(after the death of Sir Richard Crane, Knight) to William Crane, Esq.

and the lease of the same to Thomas Wastney, the son, he offered five

hundred of the best of the said young Oak saplings to one Daniel Hall a

dealer in timber, for two shillings and sixpence the tree ; which he refu-

sing to give, the said Thomas Wastney making his application to jMi-.

Crane above-mentioned, (the owner of the estate) and desiring Daniel
Volume II. R r

"
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«ooK III. Hall to acquaint him what pity it was to cut down such young and thri-

^^^"^i"^^ Ting trees, Mr. Crane was persuaded to allow the said Thomas Wastney

fourscore pounds to let them stand ; since which time, the said Mr.

Crane sold as many of those trees and saplings as came to about forty

pounds, and left growing, and remaining on the ground, about thirteen

hundred and eighty trees; which, in August 1675, being (upon the desire

of Mr. Crane) valued by the said Daniel Hall, were estimated to be worth

7001. him'self since offering for some of the said trees forty or fifty shillings

a tree ; five hundred of them being better worth than 5001. Now the said

Latimer-Wood, were it cleared of the timber, would not be let for above

four or five shillings per acre at the most. The particulars of this history

I received under the hands and certificates of the above-mentioned Daniel

Hall, who is the timber-merchant, and two of the slubbers or labourers,

yet living, that were employed to clear the ground. I have likewise

transmitted to me the following account from Mr. Sharp, under the hand

of Robert Daye, Esq. one of his Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the

county of Norfolk.

There were, In 1636, an hundred timber-trees of Oak, growing on

some grounds belonging then to '^Thomas Daye, of Scopleton, in the county

of Norfolk, Esq. which were that year sold to one Robert Bowgeon of

•Hingham, in the said county, for lOOl. which price was- believed to be

equal, if not to surmount their intrinsic worth and value; but, after agree-

ment made for them, a refusal happening, (which continued the trees

standing till the year 1671) those very trees were sold to Thomas Ellys of

Windham, timber-master, and one Henry Morley, carpenter, by Mr.

Daye (son of the said Thomas Daye, Esq.) for 5601. And this comes to

me attested under the hand of Mr. Daye himself, dated May 4, 1678".

From the same Mr. Sharp I receive this instance of an Ash planted by

the hands of one Mr. Edm. Slater, in that county, which he soldjor 40s.

before his death ; but this is frequent.

I am likewise afsured that three acres of barren land, sown with acorns

about sixty years since, are now become a very thriving wood : The im-

p A few years ago, fifty Oak-trees growing in ihc park at Nostcii, the sc.it of Sir Row-

land Winn, Bart, were sold for £iOOl.
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provement of those few acres amounts to SOOl. more than the rent of the chap.vh.

land, and what it was before worth to be sold. Once more, and I have ^-""r"*^'

done.

Upon the estate of George Pitt, Esq. of Stratfieldsea, in the county of

Southampton, a survey of timber being taken in the year 1659, it came to

10,3001. besides near 10,000 samplers not valued, and growing up na-

turally: Since this, there hath been made by several sales 56001. and

there has been felled for repairs, building, and necefsary uses, to the value

(at least) of 12001. so as the whole falls of timber amount to 68QOL

The timber upon the same ground being again surveyed anno 1677, ap-

peared to be worth above 21,0001. besides eight or nine thousand samplers

and young trees to be left standing, and not reckoned in the survey: But

what is yet to be observed, most of this timber above-mentioned, being

Oak, grows in hedge-rows, and so as that the standing of it does very

little prejudice to the plough or pasture.

It is likewise affirmed, that upon a living in the same place, of about

401. rent per ann. there were (by an estimation taken-in the year 1653)

three hundred thifty-eight young timber-trees, valued at 591. the saplings,

at 311. 14s. And upon a later survey, taken the last year, 1677, the

worth of the timber on that living is valued at above 8OOI. besides four

or five hundred young thriving trees, which have, since the survey in

1653, grown naturally up, not reckoned in this account. With such,

and the like instances, coming to me from persons and gentlemen of un-

questionable credit, (dispersed through several other counties of this na-

tion) I might furnish a just volume; and I have produced these examples

because they are conspicuous, fall of encouragement, worthy our imita-

tion ; and that from these, and sundry others which' I might enumerate,

we have made this observation, that almost any soil is proper for some

profitable timber-trees or other, which is good for very little else.

Besides common Pasture which has long been fed, and is the very best,'

Meadow, that is up-land and rich, and such as we find to be naturally

Wood-feere (as they term it) the bottoms of Downs, and like places well

ploughed and sown, will bear lusty timber, being broken up and let lie

till Midsummer, and then stirred again before sowing about November.

R r 2
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Mr. Cooke's directions are these : Prepare as for sowing of barley

;

about February scatter your seeds : If you plough your ground into great

ridges, the thicknefs of the earth on the top will afford more depth, and

nourishment for the roots, and the furrows being filled up with leaves,

when rotten, wilUead the roots frotnone ridge to another: In dry ground,

plough the ridges crofs the descent, not to drain, but to keep the water on'

the ground; but in wet lands, contrary: This I hold to be an excellent

note: He conceives the barley season to be of the latest to sow your seeds,

but with oats it does well, so you sow them not too thick; but it is best

of all to sow them by themselves, without any crop of grain at all.

A more expeditious way is to plant with sets, making holes or fofses,

(which are best,) two feet wide and deep, and about a half a rod distant,

-viz. four in every rod square,- two sets in each hole, sowing your keys

and seeds among them the- ensuing spring, and that continued as oft as

you find ftampings and' keys to be had, even till your vvood be perfectly

furnished, only taking care that they lie not long too thick, because it

will heat and burn the kernels; and therefore let them be put into the

o-round as. soon as they are prefsed, or else lay them thin, or parted with

straw.
. , . .„

. In case your land be poor, and wanting depth, or but indifferent, ob-

, serving the posture of your ground, divide it into four yards distance at

both extremes, by small stakes, making rows of them, by setting up some

few between them, to direct and lay your work straight, ploughing one

yard of each side of the stakes, if the ground be green sward, for the

easier running of the roots: Having thus ploughed two yards, and left two

unploughed through the whole piece, some short time before the planting

season, so soon as the fall of the leaf begins, dig up the unploughed inter-

stices, laying one half of the earth on the unploughed pieces, and the other

half upon the rest; and as you do this, plant your prepared sets about a

yard distant, with store of sallow or other cuttings with them, digging

that ground which you laid on the ploughed part a good spade deep, -\\ hich

will make it near a foot thick to plant your sets in: Ihus proceed from

one unploughed gTound to another, till all of it is planted: Two men on

each side of the ridges will soon despatch the work, which should be

finished by the latter end of January, which is the best time for the sowing

your keys, nuts, and other seeds, unlefs the weather be frosty, in which

case yQU may a little defer it; and when all is sowed, cover them a little
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with the shovelings of some ditches, pond, or other stuff, as an afsured chap.vii.

good way to improve such grounds to considerable advantage. "sh^-y"^^

For the planting of AValnuts, Chesnuts, Cyder-Apples, or any other

Forest or Fruit Trees, in open fields, ^[r. Cooke directs how the triangular

form exceeds all the rest for beauty and advantage. I refer you to his

33d chapter.

An old and judicious planter of Woods prescribes us these directions

for improving of sheep-walks, downs, heaths, &c. Suppose on every such

walk, on which five hundred sheep might be kept, there were ploughed up

twenty acres, (ploughed pretty deep, that the roots might take hold, and

be able to resist the winds) this should be sowed with Mast of Oak, Beech,

Chats of Ash, Mapple-keys, Sloes, Service-berries, Nuts, Bullace, Haws,

and bruised Crabs, mingled and scattered about the sides and ends of the

ground, near a yard in breadth. On the rest sow no Haws, but some few

Crab-kernels ; then begin at a side, and sow five yards broad, ploughing

under the Mast, &c. very shallow; and then leave six yards in breadth,

and sow and plough five yards more ; and so from side to side, remember-

ing to leave a yard and a half at the last side ; let the rest of the head-

lands lie till the remainder of the close be sown in March with Oats, &c. to

preserve it from hurt of cattle, and poaching the ground : Y/hen the spring

is of two years growth, draw part of it for Quicksets; and when the rest

of the trees are of six years shoot, exhaust it of more, and leave not above

forty of either side, each row five yards distant, and here and there a Crab-

stock to graff on, and in the environing hedge (to be left thick) let the

trees stand four yards asunder; which if forty-four were spared, M-ill amount

to above four thousand trees. At twenty years end, stock up two thou-

sand of them; lop a thousand more every ten years, and reserve the re-

maining thousand for timber, judge what this may be worth in a short

time, besides the grafs, which will grow the first six or seven years, and

the benefit of shelter for sheep in ill weather, when they cannot be folded;

•and the pasture which will be had under the trees, now at eleven yards

interval, by reason of the stocking up those two thousand we mentioned,

excepting the hedges; and if in any of these places any considerable

waters fortune to lie in their bottoms, fowl would abundantly both breed

and harbour there. These are admirable directions for park-lands. a\ liere

'shelter and food is scarce.
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BOOK III. Even in the most craggy, uneven, cold, and exposed places, not fit for

''-"'y''^
arable, as in Biscay, &c. and in our very peaks of Derbyshire, and other

rocky places. Ashes grow about every village ; and we find that Oak,

Beech, Elm, and Ash will prosper in the most flinty soils. And it is truly

from these indications, more than from any other whatsoever, that a broken

and decaying Farmer is to be distinguished from a substantial Freeholder,

the very trees speaking the condition of the Master. Let not then the

Royal Patrimony bear a Bankrupt's reproach. But to descend yet lower:

Had every acre but three or four trees, and as many of fruit in it as

would a little adorn the hedge-rows, the improvement would be of fair

advantage in a few years ; for it is a shame that Turnip-planters should

demolish and undo hedge-rows near London, where the mounds and

fences are stripped naked, to give sun to a few miserable roots, which

would thrive altogether as well under them, being skilfully pruned and

lopped : Our Gardeners will not believe me, but I know it to be true,

thouo-h Pliny had not affirmed it. As for Elms, saith he, their shade is

so gentle and benign, that it nourishes whatsoever grows under it ; and

(lib. xvii. cap. xxii.) it is his opinion of all other trees, (very few excepted)

provided their branches be pared away; which being discreetly done,

improves the timber, as we have already showed.

Indeed, where Elms are planted either about very small crofts or

avenues reserved for pasture, the roots are apt to spring up and annoy

the "-rafs : But I speak of the larger field, and even in the former, that

part of the root which spreads into the field, may (as I have shown) be

hindered from infecting it, by cutting away those fibres which run into

the field, without any impeachment to the growth of the trees, of which I

have some whose roots are cut oflf very near the main stems at one side,

thriving almost altogether as well as those which have their roots entire.

Now let us calculate a little at adventure, and much within what is

both feasible and very pofsible, and we shall find, that four Fruit-trees in

each acre throughout England, the product sold but at sixpence the

bushel, (but where do we now buy them so cheap?) will be worth a mil-

lion yearly. What then may we reasonably judge of Timber, admit but

at the growth of fourpence per acre yearly, (which is the lowest that can

be estimated) amounting to near half a million, if (as is supposed) there

may be five or six and twenty millions of square acres in the kingdom.
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(besides fens, highways, rivers, &c. not counted) and without reckoning cHAf.vii-

in the mast or loppings ; which whosoever shall calculate from the annual ^--^^y-**-^

revenue that the mast only of Westphalia, (a small and wretched country

in Germany) does yield to that Prince, will conclude to be no despicable

improvement.

In this poor territory, every Farmer does by antient custom plant so

many Oaks about his farm as may suffice to feed his swine. To effect

this, they have been so careful, that when of late years the armies infested

the poor country, (both Imperiahsts and Protestants) the single Bishopric

of Munster was able to pay one hundred thousand crowns per mensem,

(which amounts of our money to about 25,0001. sterling) besides the or-

dinary entertainment of their own Princes and private families. This

being incredible to be practised in a country so extremely barren, I thought

fit to mention, either to encourage or reproach us. General Melander

was wont to say, the good husbandry of their ancestors had left them this

s\.oc\i pro facra anchord; considering how the people were afterwards re-

duced to live even upon their trees, when the soldiers had devoured their

hogs; redeeming themselves from great extremities, by the timber which

they were at last compelled to cut down, and which, had it continued,

would have proved the utter desolation of that whole country.

I have this instance from my most worthy and honourable Friend Sir

William Cursius, late his Majesty's Resident in Germany, who received

this particular from the mouth of Melander himself In like manner,

the Princes and Freedoms oi Ileffc, Saxony, Thiiringia, and divers other

places there, make vast incomes of their Forest-fruit (besides the timber)

for swine only: So as in a certain wood in Hefsia only, twenty thousand

have been fatted, yielding the Prince 30,000 florins.

I say then, whosoever shall duly consider this, will find planting of

wood to be no contemptible addition, besides the pasture much impro-

ved, the cooling of fat and heavy cattle, keeping them from injurious mo-

tions, disturbance, and running as they do in summer, to find shelter from

the heat and vexation of flies.

But I have done, and it is now time to ^et out of the wood, and to

recommend this, and all that we have proposed, to his Most Sacred Ma-
jesty, the lionourable Parliament, and to the Lord High Treasurer, prin-
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jiooK in. cipal Officers, and Commifsioners of the Royal Navy, that where such

-*^V'*^ Imnrovcments may be made, they be speedily and vigorously prosecuted;

and where any defects appear, they may be duly reformed.

And what if, for this purpose, there were yet some additional Office

constituted, which should have a more universal inspection, and the charge

of all the Woods and Forests in his Majesty's Dominions? This might

easily be performed by Deputies in every County j persons judicious and

skilful in Husbandry, and who might be repaired to for advice and direc-

tion : And if such there are at present, (as indeed our laws seem to provide)

that their power be sufficiently amplified where any thing appears defi-

cient ; and as their zeal might be excited by worthy encouragements, so

mi"-ht neglects be encountered by a vigilant and industrious check. It

l>e collegi-
i^iiould belono- to their province to see that such proportions of timber, &c.

Centonario- wcre planted and set out upon every hundred, or more of acres,.as tne Ho-

rum, et Den- ,iourable Commifsioncrs have suggested; or as might be thought conve-

ScuUHon' nient, the quality and nature of the places prvidently considered. It should

raiium exei- ]^q their office also to take notice of the growth and. decay of woods,, and

dkarionmi!"" of their fitnefs for public uses and sale, and of all these- to give advertise-

piurima; ex-
^^gnts, that all defect in their ill governing may be speedily remedied

;

Snes^"qS and the superior Officers or Surveyor should be accountable to the Lord

Lipsium in Treasurer, and to the principal Officers of his Majesty's Navy for the time

itiq. ' quaie; being. And why might not such a regulation be worthy the establishing

Beigomersi- ^^ ^^^^ folemn and public Act of State, becoming our Glorious Prince,

ContntZ' SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS! and his prudent Senate, the present

Lugtlunens. Parliament ?

Araricorum et

Rhodanitor. . .

eorumquecor- j^^^ to show how this Xilotrophlse Studium for the preservation of tnn-

porum ci Col-

legiorum pa- ber was hououred,
ti'onis cLirato-

eUamHie^rot We find In Aristotle's Politics, the Constitution of Extra-urban Magi-

Rnbeum, I. i". gtratcs to be Silvanim Ciipdes ; and such were the Consulares Silvcc, which

"f lllm'de the Great Ccesar himself (even in a time when Italy did abound in timber)

Dendrophoris insituted; and was one of the very first things which he did, at the set-

dof'lib^et tling of that vast Empire) after the Civil Wars had exceedingly wasted

ii^iJem'ier- the country. Suetonius relates it in the Life of Julius; and Peter Crinitus,

MorisoToA in his fifth book Dt' Honejia Difciplina, cap. iii. gives this reason for it, Ut

Marit° iib.'i.' materies, faith he, non dee/set, qua videlicet, Navigia publica pofsent <} pru-

cap. xxiv.
j-^^i^irisfabrim, confici. True it is, that this Office was sometimes called
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Provlncia minori but for the most part annexed and joined to some of the

greatest Consuls themselves ; that facetious farcasm of the Comedian

(where Plautus names it Provincia caudicaria) referring only to some under

officers, subservient to the other. And such a charge is at this day extant

amongst the noble Venetians, who have near Trivisi (besides what they

nourish in other places) a goodly forest of Oaks, preserved as a jewel, for

the only use of the arsenal, called the Montello; and this is carefully

supervised by a certain Officer whom they name il Capitano. The like

have the Genoeses for the care of the goodly forests of Attona, in the island

of Corsica, full of goodly Oaks and other timber; which not only furnish

that state with sufficient materials to build their own gallies and other

vefsels, but so many for sale to other nations, that since the late insult the

French Monarch made upon their glorious city, he has haughtily forbid

them to traffic any more with strangers, by supplying them as heretofore,

to their great detriment and lofs: This timber is of such grain and quality,

as though felled in the new moon, it is not at all impaired.

We might, besides all these, instance many other prudent states ; not

to importune you with the exprefs laws which Ancus Martius, the ne-

phew of Numa, and other Princes long before Caesar, did ordain for this

very purpose ; since, indeed, the care of so public and honourable an en-

terprize as is this of planting and improving of woods, is a right Noble

and Royal Undertaking ; as that of the Forest of Dean in particular,

were it bravely managed, an Imperial Design ; and I do pronounce it

more worthy of a Prince, who truly consults his glory in the highest in-

terest of his subjects, than that of gaining battles, or subduing a pro-

vince.

And now after all this, and the directions and encouragements enume-
rated in this chapter, together with the most important concerns of these

dominions, I list not to declare by whose negligence so little effects appear
of these improvements, v/hich might by this time have been made in the

Royal Jvlagazine, ever since the first edition of this Treatise "; though the

Officers then intrusted, and whose duty it was, be now no more. I cannot

! This takes in a period of forty years, viz. from the first appearance of the Silva in 1664
to the publication of the fourth edition in 1704.
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BOOK III. however, but call to mind how seemingly solicitous and earnest the Com-
'"•""y^^

mifsioners were I should digest and methodize the papers I laid before them

on this subject, with a zeal becoming Public Spirits, (as under therr

hands I have to show,) whilst the putting it in practice to any laudable

degree, was soon cast by as a project scarce worth the while. I again

affirm, that had these advantages of forest culture been then vigorously

encouraged and promoted, there had now been of those materials infinite

store, even from the very acorn and seminary, a competent advance of

the most useful timber for the building of ships, (as I think is sufficiently

made out) since his late Majesty's Restoration. The want of timber, and

the necefsity of being supplied by foreign countries, if not prevented by

better and more industrious instruments, may prove in a short time a

greater mischief to the public than the late diminution of the coin. I

wish I prove no prophet, whilst I cannot for my life but often think of

what the learned Melancthon above an hundred years since was wont to say,,

(long before those barbarous wars had made these devastations in Gerr

many) That the time was coming, when the want of three things would-,

be the ruin of Europe, Lignum, probam Monetam, prohos Amicos; Timhen^

good Money, sinrere Friends. How far we see this prediction already

verified, let others judge: And if what I have here touched with some

resentment in behalf of the public and my country, in this rustic Discourse,
.

using the freedom of a plain Forester, seems too rude, it is the Person I \

was commanded to put on, and my Plea is ready,

Prffsente Quercu, ligna qimis colHgit.

For who could have spoken lefs upon so ample a subject ? and therefore

I hope my zeal for it in these Papers will excuse the prolixity of this di-

grefsion, and all other the imperfections of my services

:

Si canimus Silvas, Silvse sunt consule dignae.
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DENDROLOGIA.
BOOK THE FOURTH,

Jn Historical Account of the SACREDNESS and USE of
STANDING GROVES.

XxND thus we have finished what we esteemed necefsary for the direc- book iv.

tion of planting, and the culture of trees and woods in general ; whether ^**'V^^

for the raising of new, or preservation of the more antient and venerable

shades, crowning the brows of lofty hills, or furnishing and adorning the

more fruitful and humble plains, groves, and forests, such as were never

prophaned by the inhumanity of edge-tools : Woods, whose original are

as unknown as the Arcadians; like the goodly Cedars of Libanus,

Psalm civ. Arbores Dei, according to the Hebrew, for something doubt-

lefs which they noted in the genius of those venerable plants, besides

their mere bulk and stature : And, verily, I cannot think to have well

acquitted myself of this useful subject, till I shall have in some sort vindi-

cated the honour of trees and woods, by showing my reader of what
estimation they were of old for their divine, as well as civil uses ; or at

least refreshed both him and myself with what occurs of historical and
instructive amongst the learned concerning them. And first, standing-

woods and forests were not only the original habitations of men, for de-

fence and fortrefses, but the first occasion of that speech, polity, and
society wrhich made them differ from beasts. This, the Architect

Vitruvius* ingeniously describes, where he tells us, that the violent per- *Vi(ruv.l. ii.

cufsion of one tree against another, forced bv an impetuous wind, setting "i'' '*

Ss 2
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them on fire, the flame did not so much surprise and affright the salvage

foresters as the warmth, which (after a little gazing at the unusual

accident) they found so comfortable : This (says he) invited them to ap-

proach it nearer, and, as it spent and consumed, by signs and barbarous

tones (which in procefs of time were formed into significant words) they

encouraged one another to supply it with fresh combustibles : By this ac-

cident the wild people, who before were afraid of one another, and dwelt

asunder, began to find the benefit and sweetnefs of society, mutual

afsistance, and conversation ; which they afterwards improved, by

building houses with those trees, and dwelling nearer together. From

these mean and imperfect beginnings they arrived in time to be authors

of the most polished arts ; they established laws, peopled nations, planted

countries, and laid the foundation of all that order aad magnificence

which the succeeding ages have enjoyed. No more then let us admire the

enormous moles and bridges of Caligula acrofs to Baice ; or that of Trajan

over the Danube (stupendous work of stone and marble !) to the adverse

shores ; whilst our timber and our trees making us bridges to the furthest

Indies and Antipodes, land us into new worlds. In a word, (and to

speak a bold and noble truth) trees and woods have twice saved the

whole world ; first by the Ark, then by the Crofs ; making full amends,

for the evil fruit of the tree in Paradise, by that which was borne on the

tree in Golgotha. But that we may give an account of the sacred and

other uses of these venerable retirements, we will now proceed to dc~

scribe what those places were.

Though Silva was the more general name, denoting a large tract of

wood or trees, the inciduj^ and aediuc, yet there were several other titles

attributed to greater or lefser afsemblies of them ; Domus Silvce was

a Summer-house ; and such was Solomon's "Oix-h I^v/jm, 1 Reg. vii. 2.

When they planted them for pleasure and shade only, they had their

Nemora ; and as we our Parks, for the preservation of game and particu-

larly venison, so had they their Salhis, and Silva invia, secluded for the

most part from the rest. But among authors we meet with nothing more

frequent, and indeed more celebrated, than those arboreous amenities

and plantations of woods, which they called Liici ; and which, though

sometimes restrained to certain peculiar places for devotion (which were

never to be felled) yet were they also promiscuously both used, and taken

for all that the wide forest comprehends, or can signify. To dismifs

a number of critics, the name Lucus is derived by Quintilian and others.
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who delight to play with words, (by antiphrasis) d minime Lucendoy be- book iv.

cause of its density *, ^-^'N'-**^'

nullipcnetrabilis astro.

whence Apuleius used Luco sublucido s and the Poets ; Sublustri umbra

:

Others (on the contrary) have taken it for light in the masculine, umbra,

lion quia minime, sed quia viaxime luceat ; by so many lamps suspended in

them before the shrine ; or because they kindled fires, by what accident

unknown

:

-seu Cosli fulmine mifso:

Sive quod inter se bellum Silvestre gerentes,

Hostibus intulerant ignem formidinis ergo. i-ucret. lib. v^.

Whether it were

By lightning sent from Heaven, or else there

The salvage men in mutual wars and fight,

Had set the trees on fire, their foes t'affright.

» The learned Mr. Bryant, in his Analysis of Anlient Mythology, has something ex-

tremely curious upon the derivation of the word lucus. He says that the Sun, by the

Amonians, was stiled El-Uc, which the Grecians changed into Auxo?, Lucos. He was
also stiled El-Uc-Or, which was changed to Auxi^psu; : and El-Uc-Aon, rendered Lycaon
Au)t«»»- As this personage was the same as El-Uc, Ai>xo; ; it was fabled of him that he
was turned into a wolf. The cause of this absurd notion arofe from hence : every sacred

animal in Egypt was distinguished by some title of the Deity. But the Greeks never

considered whether the term was to be taken in its primary, or in its secondary accepta-

tion; hence they referred the history to an animal, when it related to the God from whom
the animal was denominated. Atx»;, Lucos, was, as I have shown, the name of the Sun-

hence, wherever this term occurs in composition, there will be commonly found some re-

ference to that Deity, or to his substitute Apollo. We read of A^xis A^roA^we? Upat: of
Lycorus, a supposed son of Apollo : of Lycomeiles, another son ; q{ Lycosura, the first city which
the sun beheld. The people of Delphi were of old called Lycoiians; and the summit of
Parnalsus, Lycorca. Near it was a town of the same name ; and both were sacred to the

God of Light. From i»m, in this sense, came lux, luceo, lucldus, and Jupiter Lucetius

of the Latins :
and Av^nn, Au;)(;v.a, Avyyivu, of the Greeks : also Auxafa?, and a/z^.A^o^,

though diiferently exprelTed.. Hence it was that many places, sacred to Apollo, were
stiled hence, Leuca, At/zia, Lcucas, Leucate

:

Mox et Leucata:' nimbosa oacumina montis,

Et foimid:itus nautis aperitur Apollo. virg

Hence also inscriptions DEO LEUCANIjE : which term seems to denote sol-fons,
the Fountain of Day. The name Lycophron, Au«ofi^i» which some would derive from..

Auzoc, a Wolf, signifies a person of an enlightened mind. Groves were held very sacred:

hence lucus, which some would absurdly derive a nm hcendoyV/SiS so named from the Deitjf

there worshipped. y<il. I.jt. 79..
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BOOK IV. Or whether the trees set themselves on fire:

Mutua dum inter se rami stirpesque teruntur.

When clashing boughs thwarting, each other fret.

Per such accidents, and even the very heat of the sun alone, has kindled

VN'onderful conflagrations ; or haply (and more probably) to consume their

sacrifices, we will not much insist. The Poets, it seems, speaking of

Juno, would give it quite another original, and tune it to their songs in-

voking Lucina, whilst the main and principal difference consisted not so

much in the Name, as the Use and Dedication, which was for silent,

awful, and more solemn Religion (Silva, quasi silens locus ;J to which

purpose they were chiefly 7nami consiti, such as we have been treating of,

entire, and never violated with the Ax : Fabius calls them Sacros ex

Velnstate, venerable for their age ; and certain it is, they had of

very great antiquity been consecrated to holy uses, not only by supersti-

tious persons to the Gentile Deities and Heroes, but to the true God by

learned*' Pez- the Patriarchs themselves, who, ab initio, (as is presumed,) did frequently

roil Aiiiiq.
retire to such places to serve him, compose their meditations, and cele-

brate sacred mysteries, prayers, and oblations ; following the tradition of

clp^^i'g!^

'^'
the Gomerites, or descendants of Noah, who first peopled Galatia and

Deraonstr. other parts of the world after the universal deluge *. From hence some

Terrbi'ntho.''^ presume that even the antient Druids had their origin : But that Abra- .

Hicroii) iiwp, J^am might imitate what the most religious of that age had practised

blids'^'^&c^'^"
before him, may not be unlikely ;

for we read he soon planted himself

and family at the Quercetum of Mamre, Gen. xiii. where, as Eusebius,
+ Ilierom in """ •'

Epitaph. Paul. Eccles. Ilist ]. i. c. 18. t gives us the account, he spread his pavilions,

vide et Eras.
f^^j ^y^ ^Itar, offered and performed all the priestly rites ; and there,

Schol. in Lp. ^

adPainmachi- to the immortal glory of the Oak, or rather Arboreous Temple, he enter-

"'"•
tained God himself Isidore, St. Hierom J, and Sozomen report confi-

II
Si-e ilie

(^i(^.,itlv, t'nat one of the most eminent of those trees remained till the reign

scriprto Bisli. of the great Constantlne, (and the stump till St. Hierom) who founded a

Macariiis, tor y^nerablc chapel
||
under it ; and that both the Christians, Jews, and

tiiedeinalilion , .
, i i i* i i r

of the Idol Arabs held a solemn anniversary or station there, and believed that from

worshipped
^^^^^ ^^^y jj^^^ pf Noah it had been a consecrated place. Sure we are,

l,nddi'ng"'of 'a it was about some such afsembly of trees, that God was pleased first of

magiiifueiit
^]| ^^ appear to the Father of the Faithful, when he established the Co-

Eu'^ei). de vit. venant with him ; and more cxprefbly, when removing thence (upon con-

Constant, l.iii
.fji-niing the League with Abimelech, Gen. xxi. and settling at Beersheba)
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fie designed an exprefs place for God's Divine Service: For there, says book iv.

the sacred text, he planted a Grove, and called upon the name of the Lord. ^-^""V"^^

Such another tuft we read of, (for we must not always restrain it to one

single tree) when the Patriarch came to nilD p'PN, Elon Moreh, ad
Quercetum Moreh : But whether that were the same under which the

High-Priest reposited the famous Stone, after the exhortation mentioned

Joshua xxiv. 26, we do not contend ; under an Oaky says the Scripture,

and it grew near the Sanctuary, and prohably might be that which his.

grandchild consecrated with the funeral of his beloved Rebecca, Gen. xxxv.

For it is apparent, by the context, that there God appeared to him again :

So Grotius, upon the words, " subter Quercum," says, Illam ipsam cujus

inentio. Gen. xxxiv. 4. in historia Jacobi et JudcC s and adds. Is locus in

honorein Jacobi diu pra Templo fuit : " that the very spot was long after

-

used for a Temple in honour of Jacob." This was the place which .

Sozomen calls Terebintlium, fi*om certain trees growing there ; these, says

Josephus, de Bell. Jud. 1. v. were as antientas the world itself. Some re-

port that this Oak sprung from a staff, which one of the Angels, who ap--

peared to the Patriarch, fixed in the ground : So Geor. Syncellus in

Chronico. Mirum verb est (says ^'alesius on this pafsage of Eusebius)

cum Quercus ibidem fuerit, sub qua Abraham Tabernaculum posuerit, (ut

legitur in Gen. xviii.) cur locus ipse d Terebintho potius quam a Quercu-

nvmcn acceperit. In the mean time, as to the prohibition, Deut. xvi. 21,

.

whether this Patriarchal Devotion in Groves, and under Arboreous

Shades, was approved by God, till there was a fixed altar, and his cere-

monial worship -confined to the tabernacle and temple, I think, needs be

no question *.

.

« D.Doughty
Analecta Sa-

If we therefore now would tract the religious esteem of trees and woods xiii.

yet farther in holy writ, we have that glorious vision of Moses in the fiery

thicket ; and it is not to abuse or violate the text, that Monca^us and

ethers interpret it to have been an entire. Grove, and not a single bush

only which he saw as burning, yet unconsumed. Puto fg^o (says my Au- •

thor) rubi vocabnlo non quidem rubum aliquem taiicum et solitarium signi/i-

cari, verum rubetum totmn, aut potius fridicetum, quonwdo de Quercu

Mambre pro Qnerceto toto docti intelligiint. Now that they worshipped in

that place soon after their coming out of Egypt, the following story shows.

The feast of tabernacles had some resemblance of patriarchal devotion

under trees f, though but in temporary groves and shades in manner of

booths, yet celebrated with all the refreshings of the forest; and from the
"j"^^^-''-''^'-
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BOOK IV. very infancy of the world, in which Adam was entertained in paradise,
"^'^^'^^

and Abraham (as we noted) received his divine guests, not in his tent,

but under a tree, an Oak, (triclinium angelicum, the angel's dining-room)

all intelligent persons have embraced the solace of shady arbours, and all

devout persons found how naturally they dispose our spirits to religious

contemplations. For this, as some conceive, they much affected to plant

their trees in circles, and gave that capacious form to the first temples,

observed not only of old, but even at this day by the Jews, as the most

accommodate for their afsemblies ; or, as others, because that figure most

resembled the universe and the heavens : Templum ^ templando, says a

knowing critic ; and another, Templum est nescio quid immane, atque

amplitm ; such as Arnobius speaks of, that had no roof but heaven, till

that sumptuous fabric of Solomon was confined to Jerusalem, and the

o-oodliest Cedars and most costly woods were carried thither to form the

columns and lay the rafters ; and then, and not till then, was it so much

as schism, that I can find, to retire to Groves for their devotion, or even

to Bethel itself.

See Tirinus. In such rccefses vv'ere the antient Oratories and Proseuchae, built
ur

1
t( e.

tVieatre-wise, sub dio, at some distance from the cities, A£ts xvi. and made

Diatrib. on use of even amongst the Gentiles as well as the people of God
; (nor is

Jofh.xxiv,26.
jj. j^i^avs the lefs authentical for having been the guise of nations;) hence

Valerius An- '
. ,

. '^f/i
not. in lib. 2. that of Philo, speakmg of one who 7ra<ra( l^ilxiav -rrfoisivxai ihitii^cTofA.mi, &C.
Hist. Eccles.

j^^j felled all the trees about it ; and such a place the Satyrist means
Luseb. p. i'S. n 7 «> 1 • 1

where he asks, hi qua te qiucro Froseuclia ? because it was the ren-

dezvous also where poor people used to frequent, to beg the alms of de-

vout and charitable persons ; so as it was esteemed piacular for any to cut

down so much as a stick about them, unlefs it were to build them

;

when, with the Psalmist, men hiad honour according to their forwardnefs

of repairing the houses of God in the land ; upon which account it was

lawful to lift up axes against the goodliest trees in the forest. But those

zealous days are past

:

At nunc descrtis cefsant sacraria lucis:

Aurum omncs victa jam pietate colunt. propert-

Now temples shut, and groves deserted lie

:

All gold adore, and neglect piety.

In the mean time, that which came nearest to the Sccnopegia of the

I
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Jews, and other solemnities, was called by the Romans, Umbra ; as those book iv.

in Neptiinalibus are described by the Poet

:

v-*.-y—w.*'

Plebs venit, ac virides pafsim disjecta per herbas

Potat, et accumbit cum pare quisque sua :

Sub jove pars durat : pauci tentoria ponunl

:

.
-Sunt, quibus e rarnis frondea facta casa est. ovid. Fast. lib. iii.

AH sorts together flock ; and, on the ground

Display'd, each fellow with his mate drinks round.

Some sit in open air, some build their tents;

And some themselves in branchy arbors fence.

Plutarch, speaking of the anniversary feast of Bacchus, plainly re-

sembles it to that of the tabernacles, carrying about 0u'j>(r«f ^o»im>v, branches

of Palm, Citron, and other trees, as Josephus describes the Jewish

Festival ''. The custom (for ought I know) is still kept up in many
places of our country, and abroad, on May-Day, when tlie young men
and maidens, like the Pagan S^J/xrcfc^i'a, go out into the woods and coppi-

ces, cut down and spoil young springers, to drefs up their May-booth,

and dance about the Pole, as in pictures we see the wanton Israelites

about the Molten Calf. For thus, as we noted, those rites commanded
by God came to be prophaned, and the retirednefs of Groves and Sliades

for their opacousnefs, abused to abominable purposes, and works of dark-

nefs. • But what good or indifferent thing has not been subject to perver-

sion ? It is said in the end of Isaiah, Eiprobratur Hebncis quod in vid. Sdde-

Opisthonais idolorum horii cfsent in quorum medio februabantur ; but how ""'" ^'-'

P''^

this is applicable to Groves, does not appear so fully; though we find Heb. lib.'^ii!

them interdicted, Deut. xvi. 21. Judg, vi. 25. 2 Chron, xxxi. 1. and '^^P' *''• ^'''^S'

forbidden to be planted near God's altar. And an impure Grove on diilgent.'syn-

mount Libanus, dedicated to Venus, was by an imperial edict of Con- '^^S-
i"-

stantine extirpated : But from the abuse of the thing to the non-use, the

consequence is not aUvays valid ; and we may note as to this very parti-

cular, that where in divers places of holy writ the denunciation against

•> There were feasts celebrated at Athens,, at which they erected Tents and Pavilions,

and adorned them. These were called Sciri. Hence the month, which answers to our
May, was called ScirojJmian. This feast much resembled the Feast of Tabernacles among
the Jews.

Volume II. 7" t
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j^ooK IV . Groves is so exprefs, it is frequently to be taken but catach-eslicallij, from

'^-^^'^r^'^ the Wooden Image or Statue called by that name, as our learned Selden

Vid. Sane- makes out by sundry instances in his Syntagma de Dm Si/ris. Indeed

cTt'i
^'^*^**

th^ "^^ °f Groves upon account of devotion was so antient, and seemed

so universal, that they consecrated not only real and natural Groves, but

Lucos pictos, artificial Boscage and representations of them.

The sum of all is. Paradise itself was but a kind of Nemorous Temple,

or Sacred Grove, planted by God himself, and given to man, tanquam

*Gen,ii. u-primo sacerdoti ; the word is iny *, which properly signifies to serve or

administer res divinas-; a place consecrated for sober discipline, and to-

contemplate those mysterious and sacramental tr^es, which they were not

to touch with their hands ; and in memory of them, I am inclined to be-

lieve, holy men (as we have showed in Abraham and others) might plant

and cultivate Groves, where they traditionally invoked the Deity; and St.

Hierom, Chrysostom, Cyprian, Augustin, and other Fathers of the

church, greatly magnified these pious advantages ;. and Cajetan tells us,

that from Isaac to Jacob, and their descendants, they followed Abraham

in this custom. Solomon was a great Planter of Groves,, and had an

house of pleasure, or lodge, in one of them for recefs. In such places

were the monuments, of their saints, and the bones of their heroes depo-

sited. David celebrated the humanity of the men of Gilead for burying

the bones of Saul and his sons under a tree at Jabesh. In such a place

did the angel appear to Gideon ; Judg. vi. And the Rabbins add a rea-

• son why they were reputed so venerable ; because, being more remote

from men and company, they were-roore apt to compose the soul, and fit

it for divine actions ".

"
It is natural for man to feel an awful and religious terror when placed in the centre of

a thick wood ; on which account, in all ages, such places have been chosen for the celebra-

tion of religious ceremonies. "Lucos, et in iis silentia ipsa adoramus." Seneca sa^s, A'

lihi cccurrh vetustis arboribus, el solium ahituiihiem egrejtis frequens liicus, ct cons/iectum CccU Aaisltatt

famorvm alionm alios JintegetUium suintwem : ilia /.rcceritat Syha, et secretumloci tt admiratio umbite,

iu ajmlQ tarn densa atque cmUnua:Jidem tibl mmini>facit. Epist. xli.

All pale with sacred horror, they survey'd

The solemn mountain and the reverend shade.

Some God, the Monarch said, some latent God

Dwells in that gloom, and haunts the frowning wood. pitt's virgil.
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Though, suice the devil's intrusion into Paradise, even the most holy book iv.

and devoted places were not free from his temptations and ugly strata- ^-*~v"*^

gems, yet we find our blefsed Saviour did frequently retire into the wilder-

nefs, as Elijah and St. John the Baptist did before him, and divers other

holy men, particularly the QiapifjiKol, whom Philo mentions, a certain reli- Philo lib. wt^i

gious sect, who addicjng themselves to contemplation, chose the solitary ^'^ ^"S*

recefses of Groves and Woods ; as of old the Rechabites, Efsenes, primi-

tive Monks, (and other institutions,) retired amongst the Thebaid deserts
;

and perhaps the air of such retired places may be afsistant and influential

for the inciting of penitential exprefsions and affections, especially where

one may have the additional afsistances of solitary grots, murmuring

streams, and desolate prospects. I remember that under a tree was the

place of that admirable St. Augustin's solemn conversion, after all his im-

portunate reluctances. I have often thought of it, and it is a melting

pafsage, as recorded by himself. Con. 1. viii. c. 8; and he gives the reason;

Soliiudo enim mihi ad negotium fiendi aptior suggerehatur . And that

indeed such opportunities were succefsful for recollection, and to the very

reformation of some ingenuous spirits, from secular engagements to excel-

lent and mortifying purposes, we may find in that wonderful relation of

Pontianus's two friends, great Courtiers of the time, as the same holy

father relates it^ previous to his own conversion. And here I cannot omit

an obser^^ation of the learned Dr. Plot, in his (often-cited) Nat. Hist, of

Oxfordshire, taking notice of two eminent religious houses, whcs3

foundations were occasioned by trees; the first Osney-Abbey; the second,

by reason of a certain tree, standing in the meadows, (where after was
built the Abbey) to which a company of Pyes were wont to repair as oft

as Editha, the wife of Robert D'Oyly, came to walk that way to solace

herself; for the clamorous birds did so affect her, that, consulting with one

Radulphus (Canon of St. Fridiswid) what it might signify, the subtle man
advised her to build a Monastery where that tree stood, as if so directed

by the Pyes in a miraculous manner ; nor was it long ere the Lady pro-

cured her husband to do it, and to make Radulphus (her Confefsor) first

Prior of it.

Such another foundation was caused by a triple Elm bavins- three

trunks ifsuing from one root. Near such a tree as this was Sir Thomxi
White, Lord Mayor of London, warned by a dream to erect a Colle"-e for

the education of youth, which he did, namely, St. John's in Oxford, which,

Tt 2
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BOOK IV. with the very tree. Still flourishes in tl\at University. But of these enough,

'"-""V*^ and perhaps too much.

Cyril. Alex- We shall now, in the next place, endeavour to show how this innocent

an. inHos, iv.
yg^pration for Groves pafsed from the people of God to the Gentiles, and_

13. Deut.xiv. ^ r r
. . ^ ,

.4. 2Reg. xvi. by what degrees it degenerated mto dangerous superstitions: tor the

*•
devil was always God's ape, and did so ply his Groves, Altars, and Sacri-

fices, and almost all other rites belonging to his worship, that every green
Melchior A-

^^^^ ^^jj ^j- j^j^ abominations, and numerous places were devoted
damns nist. ' '

Eccl. cap. to his impure service : ILtc fuere (says Pliny, speaking of Groves)
ccxxxtv.

Jsfuminit-n ttmpla, &c. " These were of old tlie temples of the gods ;

" and (after that simple, but antient custom) men at this day consecrate

" the fairest and goodliest trees to some deity or other ; ncr do we more

" adore our glittering shrines of gold and ivory than the Groves in which,

" with a profound and awful silence, we worship them." Quintilian,

speaking of the veneration paid an old umbrageous Oak, adds. In qiiibus

grandia, et antiqua roborajam non tantam habent speciem, quantam religio-

7iem : For in truth the very tree itself was sometimes deified, and that

Mariana in
g^jfj^, gtatue of Jupiter was no better than a prodigious tall Oak, whence,

xxviiri''' it is said, the Chaldean Theologues derived their superstition towards it

;

and the Persians, we read, used that tree in all their mysterious rites.

And, as for wood in general, they paid it that veneration for its mnin-

tciining their deity, (represented by their perennial fire) that they would

not suffer any sort of wood to be used for coffins to inclose the dead in,

(but wrapt them in plates of iron) counting it a profanation. In short,

so much were people given up to this devilish and unnatural blindnefs,

as to offer human sacrifices, not to the Tree-gods only, but tO' the Ti'tes

themselves as- real gods.

Omnis et humanis litstrata craorlbus arB'os. iuc.^n.

Each tree besprinkled was with human gore.

Procopius tells us plainly, that the Sclavii worshipped trees and whole

forests of them : See Jo. Dubravius, lib. i. Hist. Bohem. And that. for-

merly the Gandcnses did the like, Surius, the Legendary, reports, in the

life of St. Amadus ; so did the Vandals, says Albert Crantz ; and even

those of Peru, as I learn from Acosta, lib. v. cap. xi. But one of the first

idols which procured particular veneration in them, was the Sidonian
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Ashteroth, who took her name a lucis, as the Jupiter tVSevS/Joc amongst the book iv

Rhodians, the Nemorensis Diana or Arduenna, a celebrated Deity of this ^>-*'"V^-^

our island, for her patronage of wood and game ;

Diva potens memorum, terror silvestribus Apris

:

as GildaSj an antient bard of ours, has it j so soon had men, degenerated

into this irrational and stupid devotion, that arch fanaLic Satan, who-

began his pranks in a tree, debauching the contemplative use of Groves

and other solitudes. Nor were the Heathens alone in this crime ; the

Basilidians, and other Heretixks even amongst the Christians, did con-

secrate to the woods and the trees their serpent-footed and barbaroua

ABPASA2, as it is yet to be seen in some of their mysterious Talismans and
Periaptas which they carried about''.

But the Roman madnefs (like that which the Prophet derides in the

Jews, was well prestringed by Seduli'us and others, for imploring these-

stocks to be propitious to them, as we learn in Cato de R. R. Nor vvas^-

it long after (when they were generally consecrated to Faunas) that they

boldly set up his oracles and responses in these nemorous places : Hence
-the Heathen .Chapels had the name of F<?«ff^,, and from their wild and' ex-

travagant religion, the profefsors of it were q.2\\q.A Fanaticks ; a name well

becoming some of the late Efiihuslasts amongst us, who when their

quaking fits pofsefs them, resemble the giddy motion of ^rf^v, whose heads

are agitated with every taind of doctrine.

Here we may not omit what learned men have observed concerning

the custom of Prophets, and persons inspired of old, to sleep upon the

boughs and branches of trees: I do not mean on the tops of them, (as

the salvages somewhere do in the Indies,, for fear of wild-beasts in the

night-time) but on mattrefses and beds made of their leaveS;, ad consulen-

•The Basiiidians embraced a Religion whicli .^vas Iialf Christian and lialf Pagan: It

sprung up in the second century. Innumerable gems are preserved in the cabinets of tlie

curious, which were considered by this sect as amulets against misfortunes and diseases.

These were called Abraxas, from Ih'eir having this word usually engraved upon
them. The inscriptions and figures are a compound of Pagan and Christian Hicrogly-

phicks. S. Irina;us, S Epiphanius, and S. Jerom, have left us no more than bare speci-

mens of this sort of heretical impiety ; whereas the monuments left us by the hereticks .

themselves, teach us many things that otherwise would have been buried in oblivion.

.
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BOOK IV. dum, to ask advice of God. Naturalists tell us, that the Laurus and
^^~~'f"''^ Agnus Castus were trees which greatly composed the fancy, and did fa-

cilitate true visions ; and that the first was specifically efficacious nftii; twc

crenrMythol! ^''^"'a^««o (as my Author exprefses it) to inspire a poetical fury: Such a

cap. xiii. et tradition there goes of Rebekah the wife of Isaac, in imitation of her
JNliinsteruiTi 111 "
Comment. father-in-law : The instance is recited out of an ancient Ecclesiastical

See Hier. in History by Abulensis. From hence the Delphic Tripod, the Dodonasau

Oracle in Epirus, and others of that nature, had their original : At this

decubation upon boughs the Satyrist seems to hint, where he introduces

the Gypsies :

Arcanam Judaea tremens mendicat in aurem,

Interpres legum Solymarum, et magna Sacerdos

Arboris, ac summi fida internuncia cosli. ;uy. Sat. vi.

Trad. Heb.
3 Keg;, c. iv

With fear

A cheating Jewish whispers in her ear,

And begs an ahiis : An High-Priest's daughter she,

Vers'd in their Talmud and Divinity ,-

And prophesies beneath a shady tree.

For indeed the Delphic Oracle (as Diodorus, lib. xvi. tells us) was first

made I Lauri ramis, of the branches of Laurel transferred from Thefsaly,

*VideAnnium bended and arched over in form of a bower or summer-house ; a very

^'•w","^;o simple fabrick you may be sure : And Cardan, I remember, in his book
XVII. lOl. loo. r J J

tCicdeLeg ^^ ^ato, insists very muck on dreams had by sleeping upon the boughs

lib. ii. and leaves of trees, for portents and presages ; and that the use of some

% See Aiisto- of them do dispose men to visions.
plianes Schol.

ad Pluli Ver-
ba, x.«;^ ^ciiicc Prom hence then began Temples to be erected * and sought to in sucli

mn &c. places ; nay, we find f sanction for it among the laws of the I welve 1 a-

--— oT. im
^j ^ ^ ^^^g hardly a Grove without its temple, so almost

a.>.hm iit^fut every temple had a Grove belonging to it, where they placed idols, altars,

rJT'^rs Tr'or. '^nd lio-hts, endowed with fair revenues, which the devotion of super-

7rOT^a^E•W. stitious persons continually augmented : Such were those J arbores obiim-

To which add, brafrices, mentioned by lertulhan, Apol. cap. ix. on v^hich they sus-

vr'videt 'do- pendcd their 'ATa^Uocra. and devoted things : And I remember to have

na speciosa, et something very like this in Italy, and other parts; namely, where

liicratas, ra- the images of the Blefsed Virgin, and other samts, have been enshnned

I'lostib'lLI'u'e"" in hollow and umbrageous trees, frequented with much veneration

;

huffixas.
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which puts me in mind of what that great traveller Pietro della Valla re- book iv

lates, where, speaking of an extraordinary Cyprefs, yet extant, near the ~^'' ^~

tomb of Cyrus, to which at this day many pilgrimages are made, he men-
tions a gummy transudation which it yields, that the Turks affirm to turn

every Friday into drops of blood : The tree is hollow within, adorned

with many lamps, and fitted for an Oratory ; and indeed some would de-

rive the name Lucus, a Grove, as more particularly to signify such enor-

mous and cavernous trees, giiod ibi- I'umina acceiiderentur religionis causa

:

But our Author adds. The Ethnics do still repute all great trees to be di-

vine, and the habitation of souls departed. Perhaps such a hollow tree

was that Asylum of our Poet's Hero, when he fled from his burning.,

Troy

:

^juxtaque antiqua Cuprefsus

Religione Patrum multos servala per annos.

an antient Cyprefs near,

Kept by religious parents many a year.

For that they were places of protection,, and privileged like churches and

altars, appears out of Livy, and other good authority. Thus where they

introduce Romulus encouraging his new colony,

. 'Ut saso Lucum circumdedit alto,

Cuilibet hue, inquit, confuge, tutus eris.

So soon as e'er the Grove he had immur'd, >

Haste hither, sajs he, here you are secur'd. * Lucidiiun-
tur, non modo

„ ,,.. ic^Ti -->• collectio arbo'
Such a Sanctuary was the /Iricina, and Suburban Diana, called the Nemo- f"™. &c sed

rale Ti-mphim, and divers more which we shall reckon up anon. Lucian pht^sire^cfe^u-

m his Dea Syria, speaks of these tempks and dedications in their Groves cOTim'Tn ta--

anions: the Egyptians : Imcus in urbe fidt, &:c. and what follows ? Wr '^'^"''- ^'^'^the
^ °, ' "- Annotation on

Templum—and fmce they could not translate the Grove with the idol ^^^- -^^'''- '^°^-

they * carved out something like it, which the superstitious people /Reg.xviii.4.

bought, carried home, and made use of,, representing those venerable u,ey IjTought

places, in which they had the images of some feisrned Deitv fsuDDose it-
'he Grove out

^
Ti • .

Yi'^''^ ''- oj the temple,

Tellus, Baal, or Pnapus;) and such was the Jupiter "tyhiiX^oz of the Rho- ^"'^ ''"'"' '' =

dians, Bacchus of the Boetians, nnnw the Sidonian Ashteroth : and the shows it ^ was

women mentioned 2 Reg. xxiii. 7, who are said to weave hangings and lrat<?e'^o"Ahe

curtains for the Grove, were no other than makers of Tentories to snrcad ^'"^'"^> ^"''

r /-I T
"°' ""^ trees

Irom tree to tree, tor the more opportune and secret perpetration of those themselves.
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BOOK IV impure rites and mysteries, which (without these coverings) even the

^-^-'V'*^- opacousnefs of the places were not obscure enough to conceal'.

* Can. lib. i. ^p]-,^ famous Druids, or Saronides *, whom the learned Bochart, from
cap. 42, Sel-

clenJaniADgl. Diodorus, proves to be the same, derived their Oalc-theology, namely,

fac. cap. 2, f^Qni that spreading and gloomy-shading tree, probably the Grove at

Mambre, Gen. xiii. 2. How their mysteries were celebrated in their

v.'oods and forests, is at large to be found in Cssar, Pliny, Strabo, Dio-

dorus, Mela, Apuleius, Ammianus, Lucan, Aventinus, and innumerable

other writers, where you will see that they chose the Woods and the

Groves., not only for all their religious exercises, but their courts ofjustice,

as the whole institution and discipline is recorded by Caesar, Hb. vi. and

as he, it seems, found it in our country of Britain, from whence it was

afterwards translated into Gallia ; for he attributes the first rise of it to

this once happy island of Groves and Oaks ; and affirms, that the antient

Gauls travelled hither for their initiation ^ To this Tacitus afsents,

14 Annal. and our most learned critics vindicate it, both from the Greeks

and French impertinently challenging it : But the very name itself, which

is purely Celtic, does best decide the controversy : For though A^Zi; be

Qiierais, yet Vofsius skilfully proves that the Druids were altogether

strangers to the Greeks ; but what comes yet nearer to us. Dm, fdes,

(as one observes) begetting our now antiquated Troii or True, makes our

title the stronger : Add to this, that amongst the Germans it signified no

lefs than God himself; and we find Driitin, or Trudin, to import Divine,

or Faithful, in the Olhfridiun Gospel^ both of them Sacerdotal exprefsions.

But that in this island of ours, men should be so extremely devoted to

' For pEOofs of the lewdnefs and obscenity of many of the religious rites of the Hea-

then, vid. Herodot. Euterp. cap. Ixiv. Diodor. Sicul. lib. iv. Valer. Maxim, lib. ii.

cap. vi. Juvenal, Sat. ix. ver. 24. and what Eusebius saith of a Grove on mount Li-

banus, dedicated to Venus, in his Life of Constantine, lib. ii. cap. ly. Compare

1 Kings xiv. 23.

^ Cffsar and Tacitus diflor as to the origin of the Druids, the former saying, that the

Druidical religion originated in Britain, and the latter, that it was introduced by the Celtic

Gauls, when they peopled this isl.nnd; of this latter lact, there can be no doubt. It is

certain, however, that the British Druids preserved their religion in greater purity than

the Gauls, insomuch that young men were frequently sent from Gaul into Britain, to be

instructed in the mysteries of the Druidical religion. The true derivation of Druid, is

from the Celtic word Deru, an Oak.
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trees, and especially to the Oak, the strength and defence of all our en- book iv.

joyments, invironed as we are by the seas, and martial neighbours, is lefs ^-^"V"*-^

to be wondered

;

Non igltur Dryadx nostrates pectore vano

Nee sine consulto coluerunt Numine Qucrcum
;

Non illam Albionis jam turn celebravit honore

Stiilta superstitio, venturive inscia scecli

Angliaci ingentes puto praividifse triumphos

Roboris, imperiumque maris, quod maximus dim"
Carolides vasta Victor ditione teneret. coulei, lib. vi. Pl>

Our British Druids, not with vain intent,

Or without Providence, did the Oak frequent;

That Albion did that Tree so much advance.

Nor superstion was, nor ignorance.

Those Priests divining even then, bespoke

The mighty triumphs of tlie Royal Oak:

When the sea's empire with like boundlefs fame,

Victorious Charles, the son of Charles, shall claim.

as we may find the prediction gloriously followed by our ingenious Poet,

where his Dryad consigns that sacred Depositum to this Monarch of the

Forest, the Oak, than which nothing can be more sublime and rapturous ;

whilst we must never forget that wonderful Providence which saved this

forlorn and persecuted Prince, after his defeat at Worcester, under the

shelter of this auspicious and hospitable tree ; when

-All the countries fill'd

With enemies' troops, in every house and Grove

His sacred head is at a value held,

They seek, and near, now very near they move.

What should they do ? They from the danger take

Rash, hasty counsel
;

3'et, from heav'n inspir'd,

A spacious Oak he did his Palace make,

And safely in its hollow womb retir'd.

The loyal Tree its willing boughs inclin'd,

Well to receive the climbing Royal Guest,

(In Trees more pity tlian in Men we find)

And its thick leaves into an arbour prefs'd.

A rugged Seat ofWood became a Throne,

Th' obsequious Boughs his Canopy of State:

With bowing Tops the Tree its King did own,

And silently ador'd him as he sate.

Volume II. U u
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BOOK IV. But to return to the superstitions we were speaking of. They were
^-^"^y"'^

utterly abolished under the reign of Claudius, as appears by Suetonius

;

and yet, by Tacitus, they continued here in Britain till Nero ; and in Gaul
till Vitellius, as is found by St. Gregory writing to Q,. Brunehaut, about

the prohibiting the Sacrifices and Worship which they paid to Trees
;

which. Sir James Ware affirms, continued in Ireland till Christianity

came in.

From these Silvan Philosophers and Divines (not to speak much of the

Indian Brachmans, or anticnt Gymnosophists) it is believed that the great

Pythagoras might institute his silent Monastery ; and we read that Plato

entertained his Auditors amongst his Walks of Trees, which were after-

ward defaced by the inhumanity of Sylla, when, as Appian tells us, he cut

down those venerable shades to build forts against the Pyrasus. Another

we find he had, planted near Anicerides with his own hands, wherein

grew that celebrated Platanus, under which he introduces his master

Socrates discoursing with Phaedrus de Pulchro. Such another place was

the Athenian Cephisia, as A. Gellius decribes it. We have already men-

tioned the stately Xysta, with their shades, in book ii. c. iii. Democrit:us

also taught in a Grove, as we find in that of Hippocrates to Damagetus^

where there was a particular tree designed ad otium literarum : and I re-

member Tertullian calls these places Studla opaca. Under such shades

and walks was at first the famous Academia, so venerable, as it was

esteemed by the old r'hilosophcrs prophane so much as to laugh in it.

See Uaertius, ^lian, 8:c. I could here tell you of Pal^mon, Timon,

ApoHonius, Theophrastus, and many more that erected their schools

in such Colleges of Trees, but I spare my reader; I shall only

note, that it is reported of Thucydides that he compiled his noble

History in the Scaplan Groves, as Pliny writes j and in that matchlefs

piece of Cicero de Oralore, we shall find the Interfocutors to be often

imder the Platanus in his Tusrulan Villa, where, invited by the freshncfs

and swectnels of »hc place, Advwmiit (says one of them) me luce tua Pla-

tanus qiice non minus ad opacandnm /tunc locum patiiUs est diffusa ra/nis,

niiam ilia, ciijus umbram seculus est Socrates, qua mild videtnr 71071 tain ipsa

aquula, qua deseribilur, quchn Platonis oratione CTCvifse, &V. as the Orator
See ttiK

^j.|jj„5 jt: in, in the person of cnc of that meeting.
most rli'wjniiy ' b ^ ^ '-'

cliscursHil ill a

Givtk Episilo
J confefs Qnintilian seems much to question whether such places do

hu broiiiL-r, iiot lather pciturb and dittract from an Orator's * recollection and the
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depths of contemplation : Non tamcn {s&ys he) p>'otinus audiendi, qui ere- book iv.

dunt, aptifsima in hoc neinora silvasque ; quod ilia cceli libertas, locorumque ^^^-W-^

amccnitas, siiblimem animum, et beatiorem spiritum parent : Mihi certiju-

cundus hie magis, qiiam studiormn hortator, videtur efse seccfsus : Namque

ilia ipsa, qu^ deleetant, necefse est avocent ab intentione operis destinati

:

He proceeds Quare Silvarum amanitas, ct praterlabentia flumina, et

inspirantes ramis arborum aura, xwlucrumque cantus, et ipsa late circum-

spiciendi libertas, ad se trahunt ; ut mihi remiltere potins voltiptas ista

videatiir cogitationem, quam intendere. But this is only his singular suf-

frage, which, as conscious of his error, we soon hear him retract, when
he is by and by as loud in their praises, as the places in the world the best

fitted for the diviner rhetoric of Poetry. But let us admit another* to * Tacitus,

cast in his symbol for Groves : Nemora (says he) et Ittci, et secretum

ipsum, tantam mihi afferunt voliiptatcm, ut inter prcecipnos carminum fructus

numerem, quod nee in strepitu, nee sedente ante ostium litigatore, Jiec inter

sordes et lacrymas reorum componuntur : Sed secedit ani7nus in loca pura,

atque innocentia, fruiturque sedibus sacris.

Whether this were the effect of the incomparable younger Pliny's

Epistle to this noble Historian, I know not j but to show him, by his

own example, how study and forest-sport may consist together, he tells

him how little the noise of the Chasers and bawling Dogs disturbed him,

when at any time he indulged himself in that healthful diversion: So far .?''"• Ep.vi.

was he from being idle, and losing time, that besides his Javelin and I'io Tacito.'"*"

Hunting Pole, he never omitted to cany his Stijle and Table-Book with
him, that upon any intermifsion, whilst he now and then sat by the toil

and nets, he might be ready to note down any notle thought, which mio^ht

otherwise escape him : The very motions (says he) and agitation of the

body in the wood and solitude, magna cogitaiionis ineitamenta sunt:

I know, my friend, (continues he) you will smile at it ; however take my
counsel; be sure never to carry your Bottle and Bisque into the field,

without your Style and Tablet : you will find as well Minerva as Diana
in the woods and mountains.

And indeed the_ Poets thought of no other heaven upon earth, or
elsewhere

; for when Anchises was setting forth the felicity of the

Uu3
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i!ooK IV. Other life to his son, the most lively description he could make of it

"^"V^*^ was to tell him,

-Lucis habitamus opacls.

-We dwell in shady Groves.

And when ^neas had travelled far to find those happy abodes,

Devenere locos laetos, et amoeiia vireta

Fortunatorum nemorum, sedcsque beatas.

They came to Groves, of happy souls the rest.

To Evergreens, the dwellings of the blest.

Such a prospect has Virgil given us of his Elysium; and therefore wise

and great persons had always these sweet opportunities of recefs, their

Domos Sitae, as we read, Reg. vii. 2, which were thence called Houses

of Royal Refreshment ; or, as the Septuagint, olxa? S/ju^.S, not much unlike

the Lodges in divers of our Noblemen's Parks and Forest-walks ; which

minds me of his choice in another Poem

:

Pallas quas condidit arces,

Ipsa colat ; nobis placeant ante omnia Sylvte.

In lofty towers let Pallas take her rest,

Whilst shady Groves 'bove all things please us best.

And for the same reason Mecsnas

Maluit umbrosam Querciim—

i Chose the broad Oak*

And as Horace bespeaks them,

Me gclidum ncnius,

Nympharumque leves cum Satyris Cliorl

Secernunt populo

Mc the cool woods above (he rest advance,

Where ihc rough Satyrs with the liglit Nymphs dance

And ^'irgil again,.

Nostra ncc erubuil Silvas habitarc Thalia.

Our sweet Thalia loves nor docs slic scorn

To liuiil umbrageous Groves
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Or as thus exprefsed by Petrarch,

Silva placet Musis, urbs est inimica Poetis.

The Muse herself enjoys

SS7

Best in the woods; Verse flies the city noise.

So true is that of yet as noble a Poet of our own ;

As well might Corn as Verse in cities grow :

In vain the thanklefs glebe we plough and sow

:

Against th' unnatural soil in vain we strive

:

'Tis not a ground in which these plants will thrive. cowley.

When it seems they will bear nothing but Nettles and Thorns of Satire,

and, as Juvenal says, by Indignation too ; and therefore almost all the

Poets, except those who were not able to eat bread without the bounty
of great men, that is, without what they could get by flattering them,

(which was Homer and Pindar's case) have not only withdrawn them-
selves from the vices and vanities of the great world, into the innocent fe-

licities of Gardens and Groves, arid Retircdnefs, but have also commended
and adorned nothing so much in their never-dying Poems. Here then is

the true Parnafsus, Castalia, and the Muses ; and at every call in a Grove
of venerable Oaks, methinks I hear the answer of an hundred old Druids

and the Bards of our inspired ancestors.

In a word, so charmed were Poets with tliose natural shades, cspeciallv

that of the Platanus, that they honoured temples with the names of
Groves *, though they had not a tree about them. Nay, sometimes one *"AA=r)i hh-

stately tree alone was so revered : And of such a one there is mention ''^"'^ ^*
''S*

in a fragment of an inscription in a garden at Rome, where there was a
'^^""', ""'' ''

temple built under a spreading Beech-tree, sacred to Jupiter, under the ll)"ll^iZ.
name o^ Fagutalis.. Strab. lib. i.\-.

Innumerable are the testimonies I miglrt produce in behalf of Groves
and Woods out of the Poets, Virgil, Gratius, Ovid, Horace, Claudian,
Statius, Silius, and others of later times, especially the divine Petrarch
(for scriptorum chorus omuls amat nemiisj were I minded to swell this

charming subject beyond the limits of a chapter. I think only to take
notice, that theatrical representations, such as were those of the Ionian^
called Andria, the scenes of pastorals, and the like innocent rural enter-
tainments, were of old adorned and trimmed up t ramis etfrondibus, ann,:
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'^-""v-^^ Scaliger shows. Here the most beloved and coy mistrefs of Apollo

* See Wow- rooted ; and, in the walks and shades of trees *, the noblest raptures have

cap^'x^YrBis- been conceived, and poets have composed verses which have animated

ciola Horse men to heroic and glorious actions : Here Orators (as we showed) have
su ces. cap

. ^^^^ ^^iqIy panegyricks. Historians grave relations, and the profound Phi-

losophers have loved here to pafs their lives in repose and contemplation.

Nor were the Groves thus frequented by the great Scholars and the

n-reat Wits only, but by the greatest Statesmen and Politicians also.

Thence that of Cicero speaking of Plato, with Clinias and Megillus, who

were used to discourse de liei-umpublicanan institiitis, et optimis legibus,

in the Groves of Cyprefs, and other umbrageous recefses. It was under

a vast Oak, growing in the park of St. Vincent, near Paris, that St. Louis

was used to hear complaints, determine causes, and do justice to such as

resorted thither: And we read of a solemn treaty of peace held under a

flourishing Elm between Gisors and Treves, which was afterwards felled

by the French King Philip in a rage against King Henry II. for not

agreeing to it. Nay, they have sometimes been known to crown their

Kino-s under a goodly Tree, or in some venerable Grove, where they had

their stations and conventions ; for so they chose Abimelech : See

Tostatus upon Judg. ix. G. I read (in Chronicon Jo. Bromton) that

Auo-ustin the Monk (sent hither from the Pope) held a kind of council

under a certain Oak in the West of England, and that concerning the

great question, namely the right celebration of Easter, and the state of

the An"-lican Church, &:c. where also it is reported he did a great miracle.

In the mean-time I meet with but one instance where this goodly tree

has been (in our country) abused to cover impious designs, as was that of

the arclvrebel Kctt, who, in the reign of Edward VL (becoming leader

to that fanatic insurrection in Norfolk) made an Oak (under the specious

• Qu-rrus-Re- name of * Reformation) the court, council-house, and place of convention,

formaiionis. ^yhcnce he sent forth his traiterous edicts : The history and event of which,

to the destruction of the rebel and his followers, together with the sermon

fcall it speech, or what you please) which our then young Matthew

Parker (afterward the venerable and learned Archbishop of Canterbury)

boldlv pronounced on it, to reduce them to obedience, is most elegantly

described in Eatin, and in a style little inferior to the anticnts, by our

countryman Alexander Nevyil, in his KETTUS : Sire dc furoribus Xcr-

foh-iensium Ketto Duce. But to return: The Athenians were v>-out to
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consult of their gravest matters and public concernments in Groves, book iv.

Famous for these afsemblies were the Ceraunian, and at Rome the Lucus "—'-v-*>-^

Petilinus, the Farentinus, and others, in which there was held that re-

nowned Parliament after the defeat of the Gauls by M. Popilius ; for it

was supposed that in places so sacred they would faithfully and religiously

observe what was concluded amongst them:

In such green palaces the first kings reign'd,

Slept in their shades, and angels entertain'd:

With such old counsellors tliey did advise,

And by frequenting sacred Groves grew wise.

Free from th' impediments of light and noise,

Man thus rctir'd, his nobler thoughts employs. waller.

As our excellent poet has described it. And, amongst other weighty

matters, they treated of matches for their children, and the young people

made love in the cooler shades, and engraved their mistrefses names upon

the bark, TituU areis- Uteris inscidpii, as Pliny speaks of that antient

Vatican Ilex ; and Emipidcs, in Hippolyto, shows us how they made
the incision whisper their soft complaints, like that of Aristsnetus,

ToTa \l f;3-e iS Vulfa, &c. and wish that it had but a soul and voice to tell

Cydippe, the fair Cydippe, how she was beloved : And doubtlefs this 4t

character was antienter than that on paper. Let us hear the amorous

Poet leaving his young couple thus courting each other :

Incisas servant a te mea nomina Fagi

:

Et Icgor Oenone falce notata tua.

Et quantum trunci, tantum mea nomina crescunt

;

• . Crescite, et in titulos surgite recta meos. ovid. Ep.

Each Beech my name yet bears, carv'd out by thee,

Paris and his Oenone fill each tree
;

And as they grew the letters larger spread

;

Grow still a living witnefs ofmy wrongs when dead.

Which doubtlefs he learnt of Maro, describing the unfortunate Gallus

;

Tcnerisque meos incidere amores

Lib. xvi. ca^

Arboribus: Crescent illx, crescetis amores. eclog. x.

There on the tender bark to carve my love

;

And as they grow so may my hopes improve.

And these pretty monuments of courtship, I find, were much used on the
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*^'*~v''"^-^ the witty Calphurnius :

Die age : nam Cerasi tua cortice verba notabo.

El decisa ferara rutilanti carmina Hbro.

Repeat, thy words on Cherry bark I'll take,

And that red skin my table-book will make.

Let US add the sweet Propertius

:

Ah quoties teneras resonant mea verba sub umbras,

Scribitur et vcstris Cynthia Corticibus, Lib. i. Eleg. xviii.

* Theocrit. And SO deep were the incisions made, as that of Helena * on the Platan,

Epithal llele- ,<
^ /^^ ^j^ arayyci't^) that one might run and read them. And thus forsa-

na;. Idyll. IS. ^
' ' °

r ^ r -r.

ken lovers appeal to Pines, Beeches, and other trees of the forest. But

we have dwelt too long on these trifles, omitting also what we might re-

late of feasting, banqueting, and other splendid entertainments under trees,

nay, sometimes in the very bodies of them. We will now change the

scene, as the Egyptians did the mirth of their guests, when they served

in a scull to make them more serious : For thus.

Amongst other uses of Groves, I read that some nations were wont to

hang, not malefactors only, but their departed friends, and those whom

they most esteemed, upon trees, as so much nearer to heaven, and dedi-

cated to God, believing it far more honourable than to be buried in the

earth. And that some affected to repose rather in these woody places,

Propertius seems to speak :

Di faciant, mea ne terra locet ofsa frequenti

Qfua facit afsiduo Iramite vulgus iter.

Post mortem tumuli sic infamantur amantum,

Me tegat arborea devia terra coma.

The gods forbid my bones in the high road

Sliould lie, by every wand'ring vulgar trod.

Thus buried lovers are to scorn expos'd:

My tomb in some by-arbor be inclos'd.

The same is affirmed of other septenlrional people by Cbr. Cilicus de

Bc'Uo Dithmarsico, lib. i. It was upon the trunk of a knotty and sturdy

Oak the anticnt heroes were wont to hang the arms and vieapons taken
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from the enemy, as trophies; as appears in the yet remaining stump of eookiv.
Marius at Rome, and the reverses of several medals. Famous for this

^~-»'""\^"*-^

was the pregnant Oleaster which grew in the Forum of Megara, on which

the heroes of old left their shields and bucklers, and other warlike

harnefs, till in procefs of time it had covered them with succefsive coats

of bark and timber, as it was afterwards found when Pericles sacked the

city, which the Oracle predicted should be impregnable, till a tree should

bring forth armour *. We have already mentioned Rebekah, and read * Diod. Sic.

of Kings themselves that honoured such places with their sepulchres :

'''^' '"'"'

What else should be the meaning of 1 Chron. x. 12. when the valiant

men of Jabesh interred the bones of Saul and Jonathan under the Oak ?

Famous was the Hyrnethian Coemetry where Diaphon lay. Ariadne's

tomb was i^i the Amathusian Grove in Crete, now Candy; for they

believed that the spirits and ghosts of men delighted to expatiate and ap-

pear in such solemn places, as the learned Grotius notes from Theophylact,

speaking of the Daemons, upon Matth. xvii. 18; for which cause Plato

gave permifsion, that trees should be planted over graves, to obumbrate

and refresh them. The most antient Conditoria and burying places were

in such nemorous solitudes. The Hypogeum in Machpelah, purchased

by the patriarch Abraham of the sons of Heth, Gen. xxiii. for Sarah, his

own dormitory, and family sepulchre, was conveyed to him with particular

mention of all the Trees and Groves about it ; and this is the very first

precedent I ever read of conveying a purchase by a formal deed.

Our blefsed Saviour, as we shall show, chose the garden sometimes for

his Oratory—and dying, for the place of his Sepulchre ; and we do
avouch for many weighty causes, that there are no places more lit to bury

our dead in than our gardens and groves, or airy fields, suh dio, where our

beds may be decked and carpeted with verdant and fragrant flowers

trees, and perennial plants, the most natural and instructive hieroglyphics

of our expected resurrection and immortality; besides what they might

conduce to the meditation of the living, and the taking off our co^-itations

from dwelling too intently upon more vain and sensual objects ; that

custom of burying in churches, and near about them, (especially in o-rcat

and populous cities) being a novel presumption, indecent, sordid, and
very prejudicial to health ; for which I am sorry it is become so

customary. Graves and sepulchres were, of old, made and erected by the

sides of the most frequented highways, which being many of them ma*-
Volu7ne II. X x
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^-""^•f""'-^ (planted about with Cyprefs and other Evergreens, and kept in repair,)

were not only graceful, but a noble and useful entertainment to the tra-

vellers, putting them in mind of the virtues and glorious actions of the

persons buried ; of which, I think, my Lord "S^erulam has somewhere

spoken. However, there was certainly no permifsion for any to be buried

within the walls of Rome, almost from. the very foundation of it ; for so

was the Sanction, XII. Tab. IN URBE NE SEPELITO NEVE
URITO, " neither to bury or burn the dead in the city." And when

long after they began to violate that law, Antoninus Pius, and the Em-
peror succeeding, did again prohibit it. All we meet of antient to the

contrary, is the Tomb of Cestius, the Epulos, which is a thick clumsy

pyramid yet standing, 7iec in Urhe, nee in Orbe, as it were, but half in,

and \\7i\i lijithout the wall. If then it were counted a thing so profane to

bury in the cities, much lefs would they have permitted it in their

temples ; nor was it in use among Christians, who, in the primitive ages,

had no particular Cosmeteria ; but when (not long after) it v/as indulged,

it was to Martyrs only ad limina, and in the porches, even to the deposita

* See that of the Apostlcs * themselves. Princes indeed, and other illustrious

famous °CM- persons, founders of churches. Sic. had sometimes their Dormitories near

liaii Baldwin, the BasiliccE and Cathedrals, a little before St. Augustin's time, as appears

Ta'
'^^ ^" by his book dc ciira pro mortuis, and the concefsion was not easily

obtained. Constantine, son to the Great Constantine hiinself, did not,

xxvi? Epi'st"' without leave, inhume his Royal Father in the church-porch cf that

ad Ceiinth. august fabrick, though built by that famous Emperor: And yet after

this, other great persons placed their sepulchres no nearer than towards

the church-walls, v.'hilst, in the body of the church, they presumed no

farther for a long time after, as may be proved from the Capitula of

Charlemagne ; nor hardly in the city, till the time of Gregory the Great

:

and when connived at, it v/as complained of. We find it forbidden (as to

churches) by the Emperors Gratian, Valentinian, and Theodosius ; and

so in the Code, where the sanction runs thus : Nemo Aposlolorum vel

t Cretfcr, MarLyrum scdcm humanis corporibus existimet efse concefsam,\ &c. And
ill). 11. dcFim.-

p jj ^y^jg y^^ould it not raise our indication to see so many ex-
Clirist. cap. 8. '^'-'*M unv- , o

^

^iriiiphr. de tortioncrs, luxurious, profane, and very mean per.':ons, without m.erit, not
Kiiii Sepul.

^^j affecting, but permitted to lay their carcafses, not in the nave and

body of the church only, but in the very chancel, next tiie communion

table, ripping up the pavements, removing the seats, £:c. for some little

cratification of those who should have more respect to decency at least,

if for no other 1
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The fields, the ^ mountains, the highway-sides, and gardens, were book iv.

thought honourable enough for those funeral purposes : Abraham and the ^^''V**-'

Patriarchs (as we have showed) had their Caves and Cryptse in the fields,

set about with trees : The kings of Judah had their sepulchres in their

palaces, and not in the sanctuary and temple : And our most blefsed Sa-

viour's Sepulchre was in a garden : which indeed seems to me to be the

most proper and eligible, as we have already showed ; nor even to this

day do the Greeks and Eastern Christians bury in churches, as is well

known. A remarkable instance apposite to this, we have of a worthy

person of our own country, Mr. Burton, great grandfather of the learned

Author who writ the Commentary on Antoninus's Itinerary; which,

for its laudable singularity, I present my reader the description of.

In Agro Salopiejui, Longnora:, ad Sahv'inam Fl. ad piscinas in hortojuxta

ttdes Patruelis mei Francisci Burtoni, Proavi mei Epitapliitnn ^.

1558.

Quodscelus? an Christ! nomen temerare quod ausus,

Huic vetitum sacro condere membra solo ?

Di melius—sincera fides, nee tramite veri

Devia, causa: illo tempore, grande nelas.

Urbibus insultat nostris dum turbida Roma
;

Rasaque gens facris dat fuajura Ipcis;

Nee sacri ritus, nee honores funeris, intra

Moenia, Christicolis, heu male s.ancta ! piis.

At referens Dominuni inculptae munere viXa?,

Ad Domini Exemplar funera nactus erat.

Ille ut odorifero tunnilatus marmore in horto,

Ofsa etiam redolens hortus et hujus habet

;

Hie ubi et expectat, faelix ! solantia verba;
" Euge age! Mercedem jam, Bone Serve, eape."

8 His great grandson has thus recorded his death, which was very remarkable

:

" Having been under the persecution for his religion in the days of Queen Mary, and
obliged to live very retired, in order to escape from her fury, sitting one day in his upper
parlour at Longnor, he heard a general ring of all the bells in Shrewsbury; his right-
divining soul strait told him that it was for the death of Queen Mary; he inquired, and
having learned that it was certainly so, through the excefs of the joy which he conceived
instantly expired." The Epitaph was written by Sir Andrew Corbet, A. D. 1611-, in
English, whence Mr. Burton, the Commentator on Antoninus, turned it into the Latin ex-
hibited by Mr. Evelyn.

X X 2
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'*"*'~^^"*^

Sculptures and Titles, preferable to the proudest Mausoleums, I should

choose.

The late elegant and accomplished Sir W. Temple, though he laid not

his whole body in his garden, deposited the better part of it, his heart,

there ; and if my executors will gratify me in what I have desired, I wish

my corpse may be interred as I have bespoke them ; not at all out

of singularity, or for want of a Dormitory, (of which there is an ample

one annexed to the parish-church,) but for other reasons, not here neces-

sary to trouble the reader with, what I have said in general being

sufficient : However, let them order it as they think fit, so it be not in

the church or chancel.

Plato, as we noted, permitted trees to be planted over sepulchres, to

obumbrate the departed ; but with better reason we adorn their groves

with flowers and redolent plants, just emblems of the life of man, which

has been compared in Holy Scripture to those fading beauties, whose

roots being buried in dishonour, rise again in glory. Of such hortulan

instances, Gruter gives us this inscription

:

V. F.

T. VETTIUS. T. L.

HERMES
SEPLASiARlUS

MATER. GENUIT. MATER. RECEPIT

HI. HORTI. ITA. UTI. OPT. MAXIMIQ^SUNT
CINERIBUS SERVlAivT. MEIS

NAM. CURATORES. SUBSTITUAM

QUI. VESCAN 1 UR
EX. HORVM HORTORUM REDITU

NATALI MEO
ET. PRAEBEANT. ROSAM. IN. PERPETUUM

HOS. NEQLTE. DIVIDI

NEQITE. ALIENARI. VOLO

This sweet flower, born on a branch full set with Thorns, and accom-

panied with the Lily, are natural hieroglyphics of our fugitive, umbratile.
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anxious, and transitory life, which making so fair a show for a time, is book iv,

not yet without its thorns and crofses.
'--^^-y^

Of this kind, and the like antiquity, we could multiply instances; nor

is the custom yet altogether extinct in my own native county of Surrey^

and near my dwelling, where the maidens yearly plant and deck the

graves of their defunct sweethearts with Rose-bushes ; of which I have

given account in the learned Mr. Gibson's edition of Camden''; and for

the rest, see Mr. Sumner of Garden-Burial, and the learned Dr. Cave's

Primitive Christianity.

And now let not what I have said concerning the pious Dr. Ham-
mond's Paraphrase in the Text, of Hortulan Burial, be thought foreign to

my subject, since it takes in the custom ot it in the Groves, and shady

" *' At Ockley, in Surrey, there is a certain custom, observed time out of mind, of

planting Rose-trees upon tlie Graves, especially by 'he young men and maids who have

lost their lovers, so that this churchyard is now full of them. It is the more remarkable,

because we may observe it to have been antiently used both among the Greeks and

Romans, who were so very religious in it, that we find it often annexed as a codicil to

their wills, as appears by an old inscription at Ravenna, and another at Milan, by which

they ordered roses to be yearly strewed and planted upon their graves. Hence that of

Properlius, Lib. i. El. 2. implying the usage of burying amidst roses, Et tenera poneret

ofsa Rosa; and old Anacreon, speaking of it, says, that it does nxfotq a.i/.vtn> " protect the.

dead." Camd. Brit. Vol. 1. p. 236.

It is the universal practice in South Wales to strew Roses and all kinds of flowers over

the graves of their departed friends. Shakespear has put the following lines into the

mouth of a young Prince, who had been educated, under the care of a supposed shepherd,

in that part of the island :

——— With fairest flowers.

Whilst summer lasts, and I live here, Fidele,

I'll sweeten thy sad grave. Thou shall not lack

The flow'r that's like thy face, pale Prmirose; nor

The azur'd Uare-bell, like thy veiiii; no, nor

The leaf of Eglantine; which not to slander,

Out-sweeten'd not thy breath. cymbeline,

Morestellus cites an Epitaph where Publia Cornelia Annia declares, (hat she would not

survive her husband to live in desolate widowhood, but had therefore voluntarily shut

herself up in his sepulchre, to remain witii him, with whom she had lived twenty years ia

peace and happinefs; and then orders her freed-men and freed-woraen to come every year

to their s-^pulchre, to sacrifice there to Piuto and Proserpine, to adorn the sepulchre with

Roses, and to feast there upon the remainder of the sacrifice.
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'""•"v-**-^ planted in our country churchyards, the Cyprefs, growing so like a

shroud as does that sepulchral tree, and other perennial greens, emblems

of immortality, arid a flourishing state to come, were not lefs proper to

shade our natural bed, would our climate suffer it.

Let us return then to Groves, and for diversion add a short recital of

the most famous Groves which we find celebrated in histories ; since

those, besides many already mentioned, were such as, being consecrated

both to gods and men, bore their names Amongst these are reckoned

such as were sacred to Minerva, Isis, Latona, Cybele, Osiris, yEsculapius,

Diana, and especially the Aricinian, in which there was a goodly temple

erected, placed in the midst of an island, with a vast lake about it,

a mount and a grotto adorned with statues, and irrigated with plentiful

streams : And this was that renowed recefs of Numa, where he so fre-

quently conversed with his JEgeria, as did Minos in the cave of Jupiter;

and by whose pretended inspirations they gained the deceived people, and

made them receive what laws they pleased to impose upon them. To

these we may join the Groves of ^"ulcan, \'enus, and the little youth

Cupid ; of Mars, Bellona, Bacchus, Silvanus, and that of the Muses near

Helicon, dedicated by the same Numa, their great patron ; and hence

had they their name Camcen^K In this was the noble statue of Eupheme,

nurse to those Poetical Ladies : and so the Feranian, and even Mans

Parnafsus, were thick shaded with trees. Nor may we omit the more

impure Lnpercal Groves, sacred, or profaned rather, yet most famous for

their affording shelter ajid foster to Romulus and his brother Remus

That of Vulcan was usually guarded by dogs, like the town of St. Malo

in Bretagne : The Pinea Silva appertained to the mother ot the gods, as

we find in Virgil. Venus had several Groves in Egypt, and in the Indian

* The leaxned and ingenious Mr. Bryant is the only person who has given (is a satisfac-

tory derivation of tlie word Catncen^. He says, the Camoenae of Latiura, who were sup-

posed to have shown the sacred Fountain to the Vestals, were probably the original

Prlestefses, whose businefs it was to fetch water for Lustrations from that Stream.

For Cam-Ain (in the Amonian language) is the Fountain of tlie Sun: and the Camnena;

were named from their attendance upon that Deity. The Hymns in the temples of (his

•»od were sung by these women: Hence the Cama3nx were made Presidents ot

Music. Jnahsis, Vol. I. •
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island, where once stood those famous statues cut by Praxiteles ; another book iv.

also in Pontus, where, if you believe it, hung up the Golden Fleece, meed ^•-^"y''*-^

of the bold adventurer. Nor was the watery king Neptune without his

Groves : the Helicean in Greece was his. So Ceres, and Proserpine,

Pluto, Vesta, Castor and Pollux, had such shady places consecrated

to them. Add to these the Lcbadian, Arsinoan, Paphian, Senonian, and

such as were in general dedicated to all the gods, for

Habltarunt Di quoque Silvas.

Gods have dwelt in Groves.

To the memory of famous men and heroes were consecrated the

Achillean, Aglauran, and those to Bellerophon, Hector, and Alexander;

to others also who disdained not to derive their names from trees and fo^

rests, as Silvius the Posthumous of ^neas, and divers of the Albanian

Princes and great persons ; Stolon, Laura, Daphnis, &c. And a certain

custom there was for the parents to plant a tree at the birth of an heir or

son, presaging by the growth and thriving of the tree the prosperity of

the child: Thus we read in the life of Virgil, how far his natalitial

Poplar had outstripped the rest of its contemporaries. And the reason

doubtlefs of all this was the general repute of the sanctity of those places;

for no sooner decs the Poet speak of a Grove, but immediately some con-

secration follows, as believing that out of those shady profundities some

deity must needs emerge :

Quo pofsis viso dicere Numcn inest.

So as Tacitus (speaking of the Germans) says, Lucos et Nemora conse-

CTant, Deorumque nominibiis appellant secretum illud, quod sold reverentid

xddent : To the same purpose, Pliny, Hb. xii. cap. 1. tells us, Arbores

fuere Numinum templa, in which (says he) they did not so much revere

the golden and ivory statues, as the goodly trees and awful silence :

and the consecration of these nemorous places^ together with the exprefs

rites thereof, We find in Quintus Curtius, and in what Paulus Diaconus

relates of the Longobards, who not being capable of philosophisinp- on
the physical causes, which they deemed supernatural, and plainly divine,

v/ere allured, as it is likely, by the gloomincfs of the shade, procerity and
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BOOK IV. altitude of the stem, floridnefs of the leaves, and other accidents; so as

"^'"V^ to use the words of Prudentius,

Quos penes omne sacrum est, quicquid forraido tremendura

Suaserit horrificos quos prodigialia cogunt

Credere monstra Deos Lib. i. Cout. Sym.

Here all religion paid ; whose dark recefs

A sacred awe does on their minds imprefs.

To their wild gods

And this deification of their trees, amongst other things, besides their age

and perennial veridity, says Diodorus, might spring from the manifold use

which they afforded, and which haply had been taught them by the gods,

or ratlier by some godlike persons, whom for their worth, and the public

benefit, they esteemed so ; and it might be a motive to this reverence,

that divers of them were voiced to have been metamorphosed from men

into trees, and again out of trees into men, as the Arcadians gloried in

their birth, when

Gensque virura, truncis, et rupto Robore nati.

Out of the teeming bark of Oaks men burst:

Which perhaps they fancied, by seeing men creep sometimes out of their

cavities, in which they often lodged and secured themselves ".

Quippe aliter tunc orbe novo cceloque recenti

Vivebant homines, qui rupto Robore nati. juven. lib. ii.

For in the earth's nonage under heav'n's new frame,

They stricter liv'd, who from Oaks' rupture came.

J' It is highly probable that the inhabitants of all uncivilized woody countries take up

their habitations in the trunks of trees. Captain Cook, in his description of New
Holland, sa\s, " many of their largest trees were converted into comfortable habitations.

These had their trunks hollowed out by fire, to the height of six or seven feet; and that

they take up their abode in them sometimes, was evident from the hearths, made of clay,

to contain the fire in the middle, leaving room for four or five persons to sit round it.

At the same time these places of shelter are durable ; for they take care to leave one

side of the tree sound, which is sufficient to keep it growing as luxuriantly as those which

remain untouched."
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Or as the sweet Papinius again ;

-Nemorum vos stirpe rigenti

Fama satos, cum prima pedum vestigia tellus

Admirata tulit, nondum arva, domusque ferebant

Cruda puerperia, ac populos umbrosa creavit

Fraxinus, et foeta viridis puer excidit Orno

:

Hi lucis stupuifse vices, noctisque feruntur

Nubila, et occiduum loiige Titana secuti

Desperafse diem

Fame goes, that ye brake forth from the hard rind,

When the new earth with the first feet was sign'd

;

Fields yet nor houses doleful pangs reLiev'd,

But shady Ash the num'rous births receiv'd,

And the green babe dropp'd from the pregnant EIra,

Whom strange amazement first did overwhelm

At break of day, and when the gloomy night

Ravish'd tlie sun from their pursuing sight,

They gave the day for lost •

Almost like that which Rinaldo saw in the enchanted forest:

Querela gli appar, che per se stefsa incisa

Apre feconda il cavo ventre, e figlia;

E n'esce fuor vestita in strania guisa

Ninfa d'eta cresciuta canto 18.

A lab'ring Oak a sudden cleft disclos'd,

And from its bark a living birth expos'd

;

Where (pafsing all belief) in strange array,

A lovely damsel ifsu'd to the day.

And that every great tree included a certain tutelar genius or nymph,
living and dying with it, the Poets are full ; a special instance we have in

that prodigious Oak which fell by the fatal stroke of Erisichthon'; but the

Hamadryads, it seems, were immortal, and had power to remove and
change their wooden habitations.

In the mean while, as the fall of a very aged Oak, giving a crack like

thunder, has often been heard at many miles distance, (constrained though
I often am to fell them with reluctancy,) I do not at any time remember
to have heard the groans of those nymphs (grieving to be dijspofsefsed of

Volume II. Y y
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BOOK IV. their antient habitations) without some emotion and pity. Now to show
^^^""^^"^^

that many such disasters as that which befel Erisichthon have happened

to the owners of places where goodly trees have been felled, I cannot

forget one, who giving the first stroke of the ax with his own hand, and

doubtlefs purfuing it with more, killed his own Father by the fall of the

tree, not without giving the uncautious Knight (for so he was) sufficient

warning to avoid it. And here I must not pafs by the Gromiing-Board

which they kept for a while in Southwark, drawing abundance of people

to see the wonder ; such another plant had been formerly, it seems, ex-

posed as a miracle at Caumont, near Thouloiise, in France ; and the like

sometimes happens in woods and forests, through the inclusion of the air

within the cavities of the timber ; and something of this kind perhaps

was hertofore the occasion of the fabulous Dodonean Oracle. But how-

ever this were, methinks I still hear, sure I am that I still feel, the dismal

groans of our forests, when that late dreadful hurricane (happening on the

26th of November, 1703) subverted so many thousands of goodly Oaks,

prostrating the trees, laying them in ghastly postures, like whole re-

giments fallen in battle by the sword of the conqueror, and crushing all

that grew beneath them. Such was the prospect of many miles in several

places, resembling that of mount Taurus, so naturally described by the

Poet, speaking of the fall of the Minotaurs slain by Theseus

:

Ilia procul radicibus exlurbata

Prona cadit, late quascumvis obvia frangens.

Tlie lofses and dreadful stories of this ruin were indeed great, but how

much o-reater the universal devastation through the kingdom ! The public

accounts reckon no lefs than 3000 brave Oaks in one part only of the

Forest of Dean blown down ; in New-Forest in Hampshire, about 4000 ;

and in about 450 Parks and Groves, from 200 large trees to 1000 of ex-

cellent timber, without counting fruit and orchard trees sans number;

and proportionably the same through all the considerable woods of the

nation.

Sir Edward Harly had ISOO blown down ; myself above 2000 ; several

of which, torn up by their fall, raised mounds of earth near twenty feet

hio-h, with great stones intangled among the roots and rubbish ; and this

* Wood- almost within sight of my dwelling, (now no longer * Wotton,) sufficient

"''"'

to mortify and change my too great affection and application to this work.
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which, as I contentedly submit to, so I thank God for what are yet left book i v.

standing: Nepotibus umbram^

.

^^"W"^

Lactantius reports of a people who worshipped the Wind, as some at

this day among the Indians do the Devil, that he may do them no harm.

• This dreadful tempest Is most pathetically described by the Rev. Mr. Winter, in an
annual sermon, instituted by Mr. Taylor, for the commemoration of that awful visitation.

The Preacher says, " It was in the year 1703, that this great tempest visited Europe, and
fpent its main force on the British islands. A strong west wind set in about the middle of
November. Instead of subsiding, every day, and almost every hour, increased its force.

On Wednefday the 24-th, it blew furiously and did fome damage. Its violence was still

augmented fo much, that on Friday the 26th, it became awfully tremendous, and the most
dreadful consequences were with reason apprehended. It was not however till Saturday
the 27th, about six in the morning, that it arose to i(s greatest height. Those who have
•written any account of this calamity, agree in their testimony, that it exceeded any storm
that had happened in the memory of man, or that could be found in any history. The
violence of the wind, the length of its continuance, the prodigious extent to which it

spread, and the innumerable calamities produced by it, rendered it one of the most awful
events in the history of the world, of which we have any knowledge, the general delug-e

excepted. Blefsed be God that such judgments are indeed " his strange work," and that

the wind is not often excited to such dreadful fury. In this city and its neighbourhood
more than 800 houses were laid in ruins, in most of which the inhabitants were personal

suft'erers, and some lost their lives. About 2000 stacks of chimnies were blown down in

and about London. The lead which covered the roofs of 100 churches was rolled up and
hurled in prodigious quantities to great distances. The devastation fpread alfo through
the country; stacks of hay and corn innumerable, were thrown down and damaired
Multitudes of cattle were lost. In one level in Glocestershire, on the banks of the Severn
15000 sheep were drowned. A certain person set himself the task of numbering the trees

that were torn up by the roots ; but when he had proceeded through but a part of the

county of Kent, he counted 250,000, when he relinquished the undertaking. But the

greatest calamities were, as might be expected, on the water. In the river Thames at

least 500 wherries, 300 ship boats, and 200 lighters and barges were entirely lost besides
a much greater number that received t:onfiderable damage. The ships destroyed by this

tempest were computed at 300. Of the Royal Navy, 12 ships were sunk with most o^
their crews. The Eddystone light-house, near Plymouth, was precipitated into the sur-

rounding ocean, and in it perished Mr. Winstanley, its ingenious architect. Having been
frequently told, that the edifice was too slight to withstand the fury of the wind and waves
he was accustomed to reply contemptuously, that he only wished to be in it when a storm
should happen. Unfortunately, may we not fay, as a warning against presumptuous con-
fidence, his defire was gratified. Signals of distrefs were made, but in so tremendous a
sea, no vefsel could live, or would venture to put off for their relief."

Yy2
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BOOK IV. "What this prince of the air did to Job and his religious family, for the

^""""y-^*^
trial of his patience, by God's permifsion, tlie Scripture tells us; And for

what cause he still suffers that malicious spirit to exert his fury in these

lower regions, the same God only knows j though certainly for our

chastisement ; and therefore reformation, submifsion, and patience, will

become our best security.

Scaliger the Father affirms, he could never convince his learned anta-

gonist Erasmus, but that trees feel the first stroke of the ax, and discover

a certain resentment ; and indeed they seem to hold the edge of the fatal

tool, till a wider gap be made : And so exceedingly apprehensive they are

of their destruction, that, as Zoroaster says, if a man come with a sharp

bill, intending to fell a barren tree, and a friend importunately deprecate

the an"-rv person, and prevail with him to spare it, the tree will infallibly

hear plentifully the next year. Such is the superstitious sanctity and folly

of some credulous people.

We might here indeed produce the wonderful strange apparitions of

spirits interceding for the standing and life of trees, when the ax has been

ready for execution, as you may see in the hymn of Callimachus to Apol-

lo, Pausanias, and the famous story of Parx-bius, related by Apollonius

in 2. Argonaut, with the fearful catastrophe of such as causelefsly and

wantonly violated those goodly plantations, (from which fables arose that

of the Dodonean and Vocal Forests, frequent in', heathen writers^) but

none so elegantly as in that tale by the witty Ovid,, describing the fact of

the wicked Erisichthon :

As fame reports, his hand an ax sustain'd,

Which Ceres' consecrated Grove prophan'd

;

Which durst the venerable gloom invade,

And violate with light the awful shade.

An antient Oak in the dark centre stood,

The Covert's glor}', and itself a Wood :

Garlands embrac'd its shaft, and from the boughs

Hung tablets, monuments of prosp'rous vows.

In the cool dusk its unpierc'd verdure spread,

The Dryads oft their hallow'd dances led

;

And oft, when round their gaging arms they cast.

Full fifteen ells it measur'd in the waist:

Its height all ui;der standards did surpafs.

As they aspir'd above the humbler grafs.
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These motives, which would gentler minds restrain,

Could not make Triope's bold son abstain;

He sternly charg'd his slaves with strict decree.

To fell with gashing steel the sacred tree.

But whilst they, ling'ring, his commands delay'd,

He snatch'd an ax, and thus blaspheming said:

Was this no Oak, nor Ceres' favourite care.

But Ceres' self, this arm, unaw'd, should dare

Its leafy honours in the dust to spread,

And level with the earth its airy head.

He spoke, and as he pois'd a slanting stroke,

Sighs heav'd, and tremblings shook the frighted Oak:
Its leaves look'd sickly, pale its acorns grew.

And its long branches sweat a chilly dew.

But when his impious hand a wound bestow'd.

Blood from the mangled bark in currents flow'd.

When a devoted bull of mighty size,

A sinning nation's grand atonement, dies;

With such a plenty from the spouting veins,

A crimson stream the turfy altar stains.

The wonder all amaz'd; yet one more bold,

The fact difsuading, strove his ax to hold ;

But the Thefsalian, obstinately bent,

Too proud to change, too harden'd to repent,

On his khid monitor, his eyes, which burn'd

With rage, and with his eyes his weapon turn'd;

Take the reward, says he, of pious dread:

Then with a blow lopp'd off his parted head.

No longer check'd, the wretch his crime pursu'd.

Doubled his strokes, and sacrilege renew'd;

When from the groaning trunk a voice was heard,

A Dryad I, by Ceres' love preferr'd.

Within the circle of this clasping rind

Coiival grew, and now in ruin join'd;

But instant vengeance shall thy sin pursue.

And death is cheer'd with this prophetic view.

At last the Oak with cords enforc'd to bow,
Strain'd from the top, and sap'd with wounds below.

The humbler Wood, partaker of its fate,

Crush'd with its fall, and shiver'd with its weight. dryden.

But a sad revenge follows it, as the Poet will tell you : And one might

fill a just volume with the Histories of Groves that were violated by-

wicked men who came to fatal periods, especially those upon which the :
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BOOK IV. Misleto grew, than which nothing was reputed more sacred, for amongst
"^""'y''^^

such Oaks the Druids usually dwelt.

-Nemora alta remotis

Incolitis Lucis—

'

lucan.

and with whose leaves they adorned and celebrated their religious rites.

" The Druids," says Pliny, lib. xvi. cap. xliv. " for so they call their

Divines, esteem nothing more venerable than Misleto, and the Oak upon

which it grows." Indeed they did nothing of importance without some

leaves or branches of this tree, and they esteemed its very excrescence as

sent from heaven. The Misleto was not to be gathered, but cut by the

Priest with a golden ax, praying for a blefsing upon the Divine Gift;

after this two white bulls were offered up as a sacrifice. But for

this consult (besides Pliny) Mela, Lactantius, Eusebius de prceparat.

Evangel, and the Aulularia of Fseiido-Plaiitus, Ca7)iden, and others j

whilst as to that excrescence, I relate the disasters which happened to two

men who, not long since, felled a goodly tree, called the Vicar's Oak,

standing at Noricood, (not far from Croydon) partly belonging to the

Archbishop, and was limit to four parishes which met in a point ; on this

Oak grew an extraordinary branch of Misleto, which in the time of the

sacrilegious usurpers they were wont to cut and sell to an apothecary of

London ; and though warned of the misfortunes observed to befal those

who injured this plant, proceeded not only to cut it quite off, without

leaving a sprig remaining, but to demolish and fell the Oak itself also.

The first soon after lost his eye, and the other broke his leg, as if

the Hamadryads had revenged the indignity.

It is reported that the Minhirnensian Grove was esteemed so venerable,

that a stranger might not be admitted into it ; and the great Xerxes him-

self, when he pafsed through Achaia, would not touch a Grove which

was dedicated' to Jupiter, commanding his army to do it no violence; and

the honours he did to one single (but a goodly) Platanus, we have already

mentioned. The like to this we find when the Persians were put to flight

by Pausanias ; though they might have saved their lives by it, as appears

in the story. The same reverence made Hercules not so much as taste

the waters of the iEgerian Groves, after he slew Cacus, though extremely

thirsty.
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At talibus ajma sacerdos BOOK IV.
Funiceo canas stamine vincta comas

:

Parce oculis, hospes, Lucoque abscede verendo^

Cede agedum, et tuta limina linqae fuga.

Interdicta viris metuenda lege piatur.

Quae se summota vindicat ara casa.

Di tibi dent alios fontes proi'ert, 1. iv.

-The priestefs said,

(A purple fillet bound her hoary head)

Stranger, pry not, but quit this shady seat:

Avant, and whiles thou safely may'st, retreat.

To men forbid, and by hard sanction bound

:

Far better other springs were by thee found.

Nor indeed was it lawful to hunt in such places, unlefs it were to kill for

sacrifice, as we read in Arrianus ; whence it is reported by Strabo, that in

the iEtolian Groves, sacred to Diana, the beasts were so tame, that the

very wolves and stags fed together like lambs, and would follow a man
licking his hands, and fawning on him. Such a Grove was the Crotonian,

in which Livy writes, there was a spacious field stored with all sorts of

game. There were many forests consecrated to Jupiter, Juno, and Apollos

especially the famous Epidaphne, near the Syj-ian Antioch, which was most
incomparably pleasant, and adorned with fountains and rare statues.

* There was to be seen the laurel which had been his chaste Mislrefs, * See this de-

and in the centre of it his Temple, an Asylum : Here it was that Cosroes
'''^'°^'^ P'^*^®

, , ,. I- 1 • r 1 -F-.
eleijantly de-

and Julian did sacnhce upon several occasions, as Eusebius relates, but scribed by s.

could not with all their impious arts obtain an answer, because the holy
Chrysostom,

Baby las had been interred near that Oracle ; for which it was reputed so byi.'tom! vt

venerable, that there remained an exprefs Title in the Code, de Cuprefsis ?' ^^'"

ex Luco Daphnes non excidendis vel venundandis, " that none should either cap°Tix.'
"'

fell or sell any of the trees about it;" which may serve for another instance
N'ceph.lib. x.

/- 1 • 1 • • 11 --ni 1 • !• '^''P-
xxviii.

of their burying m such places. 1 he truth is, so exceedingly superstitious

they were, and tender, that there was almost no meddling with these de-

voted trees ; and even before they did but conlucare or prune one of them
they were first to sacrifice, lest they might offend in something ignorantly :

But to ait down was capital, and never to be done away with any offcrino-

whatsoever; and therefore conlucare in authors is not (as some pretend)

succidere, but to prune the branches only; and yet even this o-entle ton-

sure of superfluities was reputed a kind of contamination, unlefs in the

case of Lightning, when Ccelo tacta, a whole tree might quite be felled, cit. PuL
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BOOK IV. as marked by Heaven for the fire: But of this sufficient. We could
^^'^^y^"^

indeed fill many sheets with the catastrophe of such as maUciously

destroyed Groves, to feed either their revenge or avarice; see Plutarch

in Pericles, and the saying of Pompeius. Cicero sharply reproves C.

Gabinius for liis prodigious spoil in Greece ; and it was of late days held a

piece of inhumanity in Charles the French King, when he entered the

Grisons, after he had slain their leader, to cut down their woods ; a pu-

nishment never inflicted by sober Princes, but to prevent Idolatry in the

old Law ; and to show the heinousnefs of disloyalty and treason by latter

sanctions ; in which case, and for terror, even a traitor's woods have

become Anathema, as were easy to instance out of histories.

But what shall we say then of our late prodigious Spoilers, whose fu-

rious devastation of so many goodly woods and forests have bequeathed

an infamy on their names and memories, not quickly to be forgotten !

I mean our unhappy Usurpers and injurious Sequestrators ; not here

to mention the deplorable necefsities of a gallant and loyal Gentry, who,

for their Compositions, were many of them compelled to add yet to

this Waste, by an inhuman and unparalleled Tyranny over them,

to preserve the poor remainder of their Fortunes, and to find them

Bread. »

Nor was it here they desisted ; for after the fate of that once beautiful

Grove under Greenwich castle, (of late supplied by his present Majesty)

even tjie royal walk of Elms in St. James's park

" That living gallery of aged trees,"

was once proposed to the late Council of State (as they called it) to be

cut down and sold ; that, with the rest of his Majesty's houses already

demolished, and marked out for destruction, his trees might likewise un-

dergo the same destiny, and no footsteps oi monarchy remain unviolatcd.

It is from hence you may calculate what were the designs of those ex-

cellent Reformers, and the care these great Statesmen took for the preser-

vation of their country, when, being parties in the booty themselves, they

gave way to so dishonourable and impolitic a ivaste of that material,

which being left entire, or husbanded with discretion, had proved the best

support and defence of it. But this (say they) was the effect of icar, and

in the height of our contentions. No, it was'a late and cold deliberation.
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and long after all had been subdued to them ; nor could the most impla- book iv.

cable of enemies have exprefsed a resolution more barbarous. For, as our ^^"V"*^

ov/n incomparable Poet describes it,

'Twas not enough alone to take the spoils

Of God's and the king's houses; these unjust

And impious men destroy the stately piles;

Of ev'ry ruin there's a wicked lust.

In every place the groaning carts^are fill'd

With beams and stones ; so busy and so loud

Are the proud victors, as they meant to build:

But thej to ruin and destruction crowd.

Timber, which had been buried many years

Under such royal towers, they invade

:

'Tis sure that hand the living never spares.

Which is so wicked to disturb the dead.

Then all the woods the barbarous victors seize,

(The noble nursery of the fleet and town,

The hopes of war and ornaments of peace)

Which once religion did as sacred own.

Now public use, and great convenience claims

The woods from private hands inviolate

;

Which greedy men, to lefs devouring flames,

Do for sweet lucre freely dedicate.

No age they spare, the tender Elm and Beech,

Infants of thirty years they overthrow;

Nor could old age itself their pity reach.

No reverence to hoary barks they know.

The unhappy birds, an ever-singing choir.

Are driven from their antient shady seats,

And a new grief does Philomel inspire

With mournful notes, which she all night repeats.

Let them the woods and forests burn and waste,

There will be trees to hang the slaves at last

;

And God, who such infernal men disclaims.

Will root 'em out, and throw 'em into flames;

In which he has showed himself as well a Prophet as a Poet.

Volume IL Z z
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We have spoken of the great Xerxes, that, pafsing conqueror through:

Adiaia, he would not suffer his army to violate so much as a tree of his

adversaries ; and have sufficiently observed from the antients, that the

Gods did never permit them to escape unpunished who were injurious to

Gi-oves. What became of Agamemnon's host after his spoil of the woods

at Aulis ?v Histories tell us Cleomenes died mad : The Temcesian Genius

became proverbial ; and the destructive fact that the enraged Caesar per-

petrated on the Mafsilian trees, went not long unrevenged, thus related

by the poet, and an illustrious record of all we have hitherto produced^

to afsert their veneration.

Lucuni ^scu-
lapio dicatum

succideratTu-

rullius ; mani-

festisNuminis

illius viribus,

euminLucum
quein violave-

rat.illeattrac-

tus est, effe-

citciueDeusut

ibipolifsimum

occideretur.

Wde Valer.

Max. lib. i..

eap. i. n. 19.

Lucus erat longo nunquam violatus ab aevo, Sec. LucAN, lib, liL

Not far away fot ages past had stood

An old inviolated sacred wood
;

Whose gloomy boughs, thick interwoven, made

A chilly, cheerlefs, everlasting shade

:

There, nor the rustic gods, nor satyrs sport.

Nor fawns and sylvans with the nymphs resort ?

But barb'rous priests some dreadful pow'r adore.

And lustrate cv'ry tree with human gore.

If mysteries in times of old receiv'd,

And pious antientrj' be yet believ'd,

There nor the feather'd songster builds her nest.

Nor lonely dens conceal the savage beast :

There no tempestuous winds presume to fly,

Ev'n lightnings glance aloof, and shoot obliquely by.

No wanton breezes toft the dancing leaves.

But shiv'ring horror in the branches heaves.

Black springs with pitchy streams divide the ground.

And bubbling tumble with a sullen sound.

Old images of forms mishapen stand,

Rude amd unknowing of the artist's hand;

With hoary filth begrim'd, each ghastly head

Strikes the astonish'd gazer's soul with dread.

No gods, who long in common shapes appear'd,

Where'er with such religious awe rever'd

:

But zealous crowds in ignorance adore.

And still tlie lefs they know, they fear the more.

Oft (as fame tells) the earth in sounds of woe
Is heard to groan from hollow depths below

:

The baleful Yew, tho' dead, has oft been seen

To rise from earth, and spring witli dusky green

:

With sparkling flames the trees unburning shine,

And round their boles prodigious serpents twine.
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The pious worshippers approach not near,

But shun their gods, and kneel with distant fear :

The priest himself, when, or the day, or night,

Rolling have reach'd their full meridian height.

Refrains the gloomy paths with wary feet.

Dreading the dsmon of the grove to meet;

Who, terrible to tight, at that fix'd hour,

Still treads the round about his dreary bow'r.

This wood, near neighb'ring to the encompafs'd town,

XJntouch'd by former wars remain'd alone

;

And since the country round it naked stands,

From hence the Latian Chief supplies demands.

But lo ! the bolder hands tliat should have struck,

With some unusual horror trembling shook

;

With silent dread and rev'rence they survey'd

The gloom majestic of the sacred shade :

None dares with impious steel the bark to rend.

Lest on himself the destin'd stroke descend.

Cassar perceiv'd the spreading fear to grow.

Then, eager, caught an ax, and aira'd a blow.

Deep sunk within a violated Oak

The wounding edge, and thus the warrior spoke :

Now let no doubting hand the task decline;

• Cut you the wood, and let the guilt be mine.

And so it was, as he carried (it is thought) the maledictions of the in-

censed Gauls to his funeral pile :

Efse Deos?"

-Quis enim la?sos Impune putaret

— For who,

The Gods thus injur'd, unreveng'd does go?

But, lest this be charged with superstition, because the instances are

heathen ; it was a more noble and remarkable, as well as recent example,

when, at the siege of Breda, the late famous General Spinola commanded
his army not to violate a tree of a certain wood belonging to the Prince

of Orange there, though a reputed traitor, and in open defiance with

his master. In sum, we read, that when Mithridates but deliberated

about the cutting down of some stately trees which grew near Patara,

a city of Lycia, though necefsitated to it for the building of warlike
engines with them, being terrified in a vision, he desisted from his pur-

pose. It were to be wished that these, or the like examples, might have

Zzi
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'"'^'y^^-^
i^adei^s in this iron age amongst us, who, to gratify an impious and un-

worthy avarice, have lately made so prodigious a spoil of those goodly

forests, woods, and trees, which, being once the treasure and ornament

of this nation, were doubtlefs reserved by our more prudent ancestors for

the repairs of our floating castles, the safeguard and boast of this re-

\r, ,M -f nowned island, when necefsity, or some imminent peril should threaten
Qux tibi fac- ' ^

'

'^

toium pffiiias it, or Call for their afsistance, and not transmitted to be devoured by

"uni"^*^Yati'cT-
t^ese improvident wretches, who, to their eternal reproach, did, together

nor— with the Royal Patrimony, swallow likewise God's own inheritance.

Vide Met. 1.8. But their sons and grand children we have lived to see as hastily disgorge

Apollon. 1. 2.
j-iigni again, and with them all the rest of their holy purchases, which'

Argonaut. f -it.,-.
Prosteinit Otherwise they might securely nave enjoyed Hut this, m terrorem only,.

QuercLira fu- ^^^ f^j. caution to posterity, whiles we leave the guilty, and those who
iiestam quam . . . r. ,. c- i i-
sibi Nympha have donc the mischiefs, to their proper bcorpions, and to their

Pignoribusque Erisichthonian fate, or to that of the inexorable Para^bius, the vengeance

of the Dryads ; and to their tutelar better genius, if any yet remain who

love the solid honour and ornament of their country : For, wood-born* as

*AtWotton,
J j^„-,^ what could I say lefs in behalf of those sacred shades, which both

in Surry. ... ,

grace our habitations, and protect our nation !

One thing more I think not impertinent to hint, before I take my
leave of this Book, concerning the use of Standing Groves : That in some

places of the world they have no other water to drink than what their

trees afford them ; not only of their proper juice, (as we have noted) but

from their attraction of the evening moisture, which impends in the shape

of a cloud over them : Such a tuft of trees is in the island of Ferro

;

of which consult the learned Isaac Vofsius upon Pomponius Mela, and

Ma-^nenus de Manna : The same likewise happcneth in the Indies

:

so that if their woods were once destroyed, they might perish for want

of rains ; upon which account Barbadoes grows every year more torrid,

and has not near the rain it formerly enjoyed when it was better fur-

nished with trees ; and so in Jamaica, at Gunaboa, the rains are observed

to diminish as their plantations extend : The like I could tell you of

some parts of England not far from hence.

And now, lastly, to encourage those to plant that have opportunity, and
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those who innocently and with reluctancy are forced to cut down, and book iv.

endeavour to supply the waste with their utmost industry : It is observed ^—"v""*^'

that such planters are often blefsed with health and old age, according to

that of the prophet Isaiah, Ix. 22. " The days of a tree are the days of

my people." Of their extraordinary longevity we have given abundant

instances in this Discourse ; and it seems to be so universally remarked,

that as Paulus Venetus (that great traveller) reports, the Tartarian Astro-

logers affirm, nothing contributes more to men's long lives, than the

planting of many trees. II^C SCRIFSI OCTOGENARIUS, and shall,

if God protract my years, and continue my health, be continually plant-

ing, till it shall please him to transplant me into those glorious regions

above, the celestial paradise, planted with Pei-ennial Groves and Trees,

bearing immortal fruit ; for such is the Tree of Life, which they who
do his commandments have right to, Apoc. xxii. 2, 11, 20. Na? efX',"*'

Tayu- 'dfAm' coe; ^fX^, Kufn l:nv Afihr.

Thus my reader sees, and I acknowledge, how easy it is to be lost In

the wood, and that I have hardly power to take off my pen whilst I am
on this delightful subject ; for what more august, more charming and use-

ful, than the culture and preservation of such goodly plantations

That shade to our Grand-children give. vircii.

What affords so sweet and so agreeable refreshment to our industrious

Woodman,

When he his wearied limbs has laid

Under a florid Platan's shade, claudianI

or some other goodly-spreading tree, such as we told you stoptthe legions

of a proud conqueror, and that the wise Socrates sware by ?

But whilst we condemn this excefs in them. Christians and true

Philosophers may be instructed to make use of their enjoyments to better

purposes, by contemplating the miracles of their production and struc-

ture"". And what mortal is there so perfect an Atomist, who will under-

" When the enlarged philosopher takes a survey of the structure of the heavens, hh

mind is imprefsed with an awful idea of the power and majesty of the Deity, and he bends
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**'*'V^««' insensible rudiment, or rather halituous spirit, which brings forth the lofty

Fir-tree, and the spreading Oak ? That trees of so enormous an height

and magnitude, as we find some Elms, Planes, and Cyprefses; that

others hard as iron, and solid as marble, (for such the Indies furnish)

should be swaddled and involved within so small a dimension, (if a point

may be said to have any) and in so weak and feeble a substance, without

the least luxation, confusion, or disorder of parts ! That when they are

buried in the moist womb of the earth, which so easily difsolves and

corrupts substances so much harder, yet this, which is at first but a kind

of tender mucilage, or rather rottennefs, should be able in time to dis-

place' and rend asunder whole rocks of stone, and sometimes to cleave

them beyond the force of iron wedges, so as even to remove mountains !

That our tree, like man, (whose inverted symbol he is) being sown in

corruption, rises in glory, and by little and little ascending into an hard

erect stem of comely dimensions, becometh a solid tower, as it were !

And that this, which but lately a single ant would easily have borne to

his little cavern, should now become capable of resisting the fury, and

braving the rage of the most impetuous storms, magni mehercule artificis

est, clausifse totim in tarn exigno (to use Seneca's exprefsion) et horror est

Kpist. i5. £onsideranti.

For is it not plainly astonishing, how these minute atoms, rather than

visible eggs, should contain the foetus exquisitely formed, (even while yet

wrapped in their secundines, like Infants in the animal womb) till grow-

in"' too big for their dark confinements, they break forth, and after

in silent reverence : But tlie man -who views liim through the medium of his lefser works,

forms to himself a closer, and more pleasing connection :

-The men

AVhom nature's works can charm, with God himself

Hold converse akenside.

A mind brought to such a state of harmony, has only to embrace revelation with'zeal

and fervency, in order to render the Christian character complete. Some there are who

look upon this conjunction as unnecefsary. My answer to them shall be in the words

of Seneca

:

Q'locunque te flexeris, ibi Dcum videbis occurreutem libi.
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a while more distinctly display every Hmb and member completely per- book iv

feet, with all their apparel, tire, and trim of beautiful and flourishing ^^--**v"**-^

vegetables, endowed with all the qualities of tlie species I

Contemplate we again what it is which begins the motion, and kindles

the flame of these Automata, causing them first to radiate in the earth,

and then to display their top in tlie air, so different poles (as I may call

them) in such diflferent mediums. What it is which imparts this elastic,

peristaltic, and other motions, so very like to the sensible and perfectest

animal. How they elect, and then introsume their proper food, and give

suck as it were, to the yet tender infant, till it have strength and force to

prey on„and digest the more solid juices of the earth ; for then, and not

till then, do the roots begin to harden ". Consider how they afsimilate

separate, and distribute these several supplies ; how they concoct, trans-

mute, augment, produce and nourish without separation of excrements,

(at least to us visible) and how without violation of virginity they generate

their like.

For their preservation, nature has Invested the whole tribe and nation

(as we m.ay say) of vegetables, with garments suitable to their naked and

exposed bodies, temper, and climate : Thus some are clad with a coarser^^

and resist all extremes of weather ; others with more tender and delicate

skins and scarfs, as it were, and thinner raiment. 3,uid foliorum de-

scribam diversitates? What shall we say of the mysterious forms, variety,

and variegation of the leaves and flowers, contrived with such art, yet

without art ; some round, others long, oval, multangular, indented,

crisped, rough, smooth and polished, soft and flexible at every tremulous

blast, as if It would drop In a moment, and yet so obstinately adherino-,

as to be able to contest against the fiercest winds that prostrate mighty

structures !—There it abides till God bids it fall : For so the wise Dis-

poser of things has placed It, not only for ornament, but use and

protection both of body and fruitj from the ex;cefsive heat of summer, and

"In the corn tribe, the flour of the grain is converted into a milky juice, which nourishes

the infant germ till its roots become sufficiently strong to extract nourishment from the

earth. At this early period, there is a manifest analogy between (he animal and vegetable

worlds, and if no other proof could be brought of the existence and wisdom of a Supreme

Being, this alone would, in my opinion, be conclusive. See this beautiful subject treated

of at large in vol. 1. p. 33,
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'^'"^^''*^

find it in all such places and trees, as, like the blefsed and good man,

have always fruit upon them, ripe, or preparing to mature ; such as the

Pine, Fir, Arbutus, Orange, and most of those which the Indies and

more southern tracts plentifully abound in where nature provides this

continual shelter, and clothes them with perennial garments.

I^et us examine with what care the seeds, (in which the whole and

complete tree, though invisible to our dull sense, is yet perfectly and en-

tirely wrapped up) exposed, as they seem to be, to all those accidents of

weather, storms, and rapacious birds, are yet preserved from avolation,

diminution, and detriment, Avithin their spiny, armed, and compacted re-

ceptacles ; where they sleep as in their causes, till their prisons let them

"ently fall into the embraces of the earth, now made pregnant with the

season", and ready for another burden : for at the time of year she fails

not to bring them forth. With what delight have I beheld this tender

and innumerable offspring repullulating at the feet of an aged tree ! from

whence the suckers are drawn, transplanted and educated by human

industry, and, forgetting the ferity of their nature, become civilized to all

his employments.

Can we look on the prodigious quantity of liquor, which one poor

wounded Birch will produce in a few hours, and not be astonished ? Is it not

wonderful that some trees should, in a short space of time, weep more than

they weigh ? And that so dry, so feeble, and wretched a branch, as that

which bears the grape, should yield a juice that cheers the heart of man ?

That the Pine, Fir, Larch, and other resinous trees, planted in such rude

, and uncultivated places, amongst rocks and dry pumices, shoujd transude

into turpentine, and pearl out into gums and precious balms .'

In a word, so astonishing and wonderful is the organism, parts, and

functions of plants and trees, that some have, as we said, attributed

animal life to them, and conceived that they were living creatures ; for

so did Anaxagoras, Empedocles, and even Plato himself

Virgil bcautifuHy marks this season :

Ycre tument terra', et genitalia scmina poscuut.
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I am sure plants and trees afford more matter for medicine, and the book iv.

use of man, than either animals or minerals; are more familiar at hand "'-^"n^""*—'

and safe ; and within this late age being wonderfully improved, increased, yj j^ petii

and searched into, they seem, by the Divine Wisdom, an inexhaustible Magnol. Bot.

subject for our disquisition and admiration.
""^'''^

'

There are ten thousand considerations more, besides that of their

medicinal and sanative properties, and the mechanical uses mentioned in

this Treatise, which a cohtemplative person may derive from the groves

and woods ; all of them the subject of wonder. And though he had

only the Palm * (which Strabo affirms is fit for three hundred and sixty VideMons

uses) or the Coco, (which yields wine, bread, milk, oil, sugar, vinegar,
Dodait'sHist.

de r Academ,
des Sciences,

PFor the enumeration of the virtues of the Palm-tree, Mr. Evelyn was indebted to

a Portuguese mifsionary of the name of Jeronymo, whose manuscript was translated into

English by Sir Peter Wyche, at the request of the Royal Society in 1668. The account

being extremely curious, I here transcribe it.

" Of all the trees created by Almighty God for the ornament of the earth and service

ofman, the Palm-tree is the most useful and profitable to human society ; though for this

end the Author of Nature created all plants, all which, with all their virtues, are at man's

devotion, yet none serves so munificently, and for so many uses as the Palm-tree. For,

from her deepest roots, which take first pofsefslon of the earth in vegetation, to the highest

leaf of her adorned head, with the variety, propriety, and excellency of her fruit; in fine,

with all her virtue, is man substantially served, and paid his due tribute. What 1 shall

say in this tract will fully unfold the truth.

" The Palm-tree is advanced by one peculiar excellency, by which, without any second

she hath the advantage of all. Other trees, well satisfied in paying man once a year their

tribute, rest from their labour; the Palm-tree takes no repose, but every month in the year

presents new fruit. A beautiful cluster of thirty, forty, sometimes more. Cocoes, or Nuts
monthly appearing ; and though not above seven, twelve at the most, come to be ripe

and attain the last perfection, (there not being strength and nourishment for so many) yet

is it questionlefs, that the Palm-tree by her fruitfulnefs was by God peculiarly created for

the advantage of mankind: If vigour to perform her natural propensity be wanting, yet
is her generous inclination apparent. The most favourable climate or soil, and whicli

with greatest propriety and in most abundance produceth this famous tree, (which
strangers, divine and human writings, and the natives, call the Palm-tree) is Asia, particu-

larly that part of it called India, containing the kingdoms and provinces, which lie betwixt
and are bounded by the two famous rivers Indus and Ganges, both so well known in

hi&tory. The land nearest the sea-side produceth the fairest ; the air from the sea, being

very favourable and benign to them. Though strangers give the same name of Palm-tree

to divers sorts of this tree, all cannot challenge it, neither enjoy the excellencies proper to

Volume II. 3 A
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'"'^'"y*^
baskets, mats, umbrellas, paper, brooms, ropes, sails, and almost all that

the Palm-tree called Coco : The natives distinguish them by particular names, and reckon

up eight sorts, all different in their trunks, leaves, fruit, profit, and appearance, yet enjoy

the general name of Palm-trees, having I know not what likenefs, by which they lay claim

to it, besides the proper name of each species.

" The chiefest and most famous, and which best retains the property of the Palm-tree, is

that which bears Cocoes ; of these some are wild, some cultivated, some, but few, called

Barcas, which amongst them signify excellent; and when they knavishly put off any thing

for excellent, they say it is Barca. The Nut Barca is savoury, wholesome, not to be sur-

feited on, though eaten in never so great a quantity ; but as all trees are not Barcas, so

not all the nuts ; and the same tree bears Barcas and others : The natives distinguish and

very much value them. The Nut Barca, when crude and unripe, is called Lanha Taugi

(i. e.) excellent and sweet; is refreshing, wholesome, of great use in fevers. If the roots

of this tree toucli the sea, or any brackish water, the bearing is very much improved.

Of the other seven sorts, some are esteemed wild, from their fruit, soil, and the little

jnanuring they require. The tree called Cajura, is the peculiar one which bears Dates;

thou«-h in India this tree yields none, but affords a certain liquor which they distil, and of

it make wine. Another sort named Trefulim, from her fruit of the same name, Arequeira,

of whose leaves are made great umbrellas, large enough to shelter one or two men from

the rigour of the sun or rain, without which none could travel: There are lefs, for the

same use, like our umbrellas, which also keep off the rain. This tree yields no fruit.

Tliere is another tree (the name not much in use,) which by the leaf, trunk, and make, is

of the race of Palm-trees ; the fruit is called de Raposa, (i. e.) the Foxes fruit ; eaten, of

no good taste, such a crab as never ripens, and if brought to maturity would prove a wild

Date, being so in the form, colour, bunch, or cluster. The tree called Berlim, bears no

fruit, only used for adorning churches; the boughs of so fit a size and proportion for this

use, as if solely created by God Almighty for his service, not of lefs esteem and value, be-

cause serviceable to divine worship; this dedication supplies the defect of fruit for the

service of man, and may reasonably rank the tree above the fruitful. The last the earth

produceth, called Macoraeira, is without doubt a species of the Palm-tree; her fruit in

clusters of thirty or more, every one as big as an ordinary apple ;
when ripe, of a date-

colour, and very grateful, the rind as hard as tow, oftener sucked than eaten
;
ifswallowed,

of very hard digestion ; in stent, exceeding the Camocsa*: the stone, called Coquinho,

very hard, though green, is sovereign against many diseases.

«' These are the Palm-trees the earth produceth, which challenge a right in that name.

The sea affords one, which, though at the bottom of the deep, and so undiscovered, the l-ruit

called Coco, and surnamed Maldiva, (because the sea about those islands affords that

plant in greatest abundance) gives us the information. The Maldives are a ridge of great

and small islands, reaching near two hundred leagues, are counted from Norih to South

tUslant from the shore, thirty or forty leagues; the natives affirm them to be eleven thoa-

* Esteemed tlie beat apple In PoitusaU
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belongs to the rigging ol ships; in :>hort, this single tree furnishing book iv.

a great part of the world with all that even a voiuptuuus man can need,
""^-^"-^""-^

sand. He was at leisure, and of no small curiosity who counted thi;in. But not to inquire

too strictly and minutely into their number, the ocean about these islands most abounds

with these nuts, which are rare ; the sea casts them upon the shore, or they float upon the

water, yet have 1 seen ihem from the coast of JMelinde to the Cape of Guardatay, for

above two hundred leagues : they are little lefs than a man's head, grow two togetiier,

joined one to the other, not all along, but near two-thirds, the colour of the rind, (which

is hard, though thin) black. The Europeans make of it bodies of birds, e,g. of a Peacock,

adding to it feet, neck, head, and wings, and that perfection of parts the bird designed

requires. The pulp, or kernel of this fruit is very lirm, as in those that grow at land; of

very great esteem with the natives. I have seen it sold for its weight in silver, being

esteemed a singular remedy against all diseases, particularly against poison, pounded in

a mortar (made lor that purpose) with a little water, till it grows white, and so drank.

—

in India they make frequent use of this remedy, having it in abundance. So much of the

Palm-tree and the Nut Maldiva*. I am now to discourse of the inestimable profit of the

other sorts.

*' Palm-trees, of what species soever, have neither a thick trunk, nor boughs like other

trees. As they grow in height, their boughs come out at the top, and open to make room

for others ; as the old ones fall, they leave an imprefsion in the tree where they were.

If any have two trunks, the thing is very peculiar, and shown as notorious: I have only

seen one or two such, in all the time and places I was in India: One of them near the

coast of Melinde, whence I embarked for the island Pate, to see a thing so remarkable.

The tree called Macomeira (from the fruit named Macoma) is the only one, that grown

to the height of a man, divides herself into two trunks, each of which at the same distance

is divided into other two, so grows on, each trunk producing two, till she arrives to that

height, the natives allow proportionable to the species. The tree called Trafulim grows

the tallest, and for height, were the thicknefs proportionable, (loftincfs is more considerable

in this, than any other of the sorts) and the nature of the wood solid, and strong, mifht

make a mast for a great vefsel, but it wants sufficient substance, neither are those trees

which yield Cocoes proper lor that use; in little velsels they serve, as will be immediately

related. That the most favourable situation for the growth and fertility of these trees is

the ground nearest the sea, has been said before : and if the roots reach the mud of salt-

water, they thrive best with that watering. Experience hath found, that those Palm-trees

which grow nearest houses inhabited, are the most fruitful; therefore the natives if

pofsible, contrive to dwell in the Palm orchards, having there their goods and estates, (as

will presently be said) their pleasure and recreation: These are the real estates in India

as vineyards and oliveyards in Europe: amongst these is arable land, which they sow, and

*The Se.i Cvcoa-nut which has long been consiccicJ as a marine production, and been so extremely

scarce and valuable, is now di-covered to be the fruit of a Palm with flabelliform leaves, vviiicii . rows
abundantly en the small islands to the eastward of Madagascar, called in our cliarts Mahi, ccc, and bv
tiie French, Lei Isles de Sechelles, A, H.

3 A 2
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^^^'^'"^^

hands, as long as he were to live, though his years were as many as the

have a crop of rice, wheat, and other grain ; I have seen fair and beautiful Palm-trees in

the inland, remote from the sea, always in plains, never upon hills, where they come to no

maturity, either because in low grounds they shelter one the other, or that on the hills the

winds shake them too violently, to the no little detriment of their fruit; being tall and ten-

der with all their boughs and frait on the top, they are obnoxious to the wind, the whole

weight being at the head, the body high, tender, and fragile : They may be fitly compared

to the mast of a ship with round top and top-mast, without the help of shrouds to support

it. These trees are planted, by sowing the Cocoes or Nuts in a bed, and covering them

with earth : a little time will put forth a shoot, the ordinary product of seed ; arrived at

some growth, tliey are transplanted into a place designed for that purpose ; there ranked

in fit distance, order, and proportion, they remain till arrived to perfection, and being

planted in a line, make a fair show in the field, so pleasant to the natives, that no garden

in Europe is with more care manured, or of greater, if of equal satisfaction. This hatli

been experienced by presenting thern with our rarities, who neglect them, and sigh after

the Palm-trees of their own country ; though there is not a more melancholy and unpleasant

sight to Europeans, than to be in a Palm-orchard, where nothing is to-be seen but trunks

of trees set in order, which appear withered without any foliage; all the greenefs being

above the sight, there is little enjoyed: beheld at a distance, no prospect is more grateful.

Beln"- young plants, their mortal enemies are the cattle, which rifle their beauty, and witli

their teeth do them no little damage ; that begets a necefsity to encompafs them with fences.

These plants are manured at small expense ; ordinarily they require not much watering:

grown to some bignefs, they lay ashes to their roots, all sorts of shell-fish, particularly little

fish, called by the natives Cuta, putrefied at the foot of the tree, are of admirable eflect;

but all trees cannot be so indulged ; this is supplied by mud taken out of saJt marshes, by

which their fruilfulncfs is. very much advanced. They bear fruit at five years if planted in

soft artificial beds, so taking root sooner and with greater ease; at seven, if the earth be

firm and hard, spreading their roots leisurely and with more difficulty. I only know one

spot of ground in the island of Ceylon so fruitful and proper for these trees, that in two

years they come to their growth, get strength, and are laden with fruit. The fruit of this

tree, (whatsoever the species is) comes forth thus : From the stem of the Palm, shoots out

a twig, made like a man's arm, not unlike a Moorish scimitar, which the natives call

Poyo. This opens and puts forth a cluster of thirty, fifty, eighty, sometimes an hundred

Coquinhos or nuts, about the bignefs of an hazle-nut; should all come to perfection the

quantity were stupendous, but the parent wanting sap and nourishment for so many young

ones, the greatest part fall off and come to nothing; few remain of the firft appearing

multitude, twelve or fourteen in every cluster may come to maturity, according to the

goodnefs of the ground, or the soiling employed : Nature supplies the lost ones, by putting

forth immediately another cluster before the first is ripe or cleared of the flower ; the

same happens to the latter fruit, and so to more, every month a bunch appearing, and

all the trees having four or five clusters of different ages, some in theblofsoni, others newly

cleared of the flower, as big as ordinary nuts, others larger, some come to perfection;
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most aged Oak: So as Fr. Hernancks, Garcilafso de la Vega, and book iv.

other travellers* speaking of the Coco, Aloes, and "Wild Pine of

The Palm tree resembles an indulgent mother, environed with greater and smaller '^''P-
^'ii-

children, at the same time feeding these and bearing others, a rarity not experienced in

other trees.

" The emolument of the fruit Coco is very extraordinary, for divers ways it proves good
meat; while the kernel is yet in water, and full of liquor, the nut green, and not come to

maturity, the natives drink it as an exquisite rcgallo, being sweet and recreative, afford-

ing a good cup of wholesome water called Lanha ; arrived to a greater consistence, like

that of cream, they eat it with spoons, then called Cocanha: come to the last perfection,

it is eaten, is savoury and well tasted : but being extremely hot and of hard digestion,

much of it is unwholesome, the nut Barca excepted, which is savoury and harmlefs. The
thin rind which covers the kernel, black and good in medicine. This nut grated and put

into the hollow joints of canes called Bambus is boiled, and of it is made Cuscusf. The
gratings steeped in water and squeezed, the milk they yield, makes a kind of broth,

frequent amongst them, called Cerul, which is very delicious: The nut Coco is eaten

other different ways, which deservedly advance the esteem of this provision. The two

rinds taken off, the kernel divided into two parts, and exposed to dry in the sun, when
dried is called Copra ; of this great quantities go for the inland country, and where

no Olive-trees grow ; oil made of which is toothsome, wholesome, and good for wounds

and sores. This Copra eaten with Igra, (a sort of coarse Muscovadoes sugar, made of the

sWeet of the Palm-tree, as shall immediately be related) is a great dainty with the Indians.

And that no part of the Coco may seem not valuable, and declaring the obligation human

life hath to the Palm-tree, the outmost rind, called Cayro, not unlike tow, well macerated

and drawn into threads, affords all sorts of fine thread, and ropes big enough for the

greatest vefsels and ships, which are in great esteem for good and secure cables; they will

endure stretching, and rot not in salt water; these advantages have they above cables

made of hemp. The second rind, the immediate cover of the Coco, when green, is eaten

like Chardons, is tender, crackles in the mouth, and of the same effect in the stomach,

blacks the lips and fingers like Chardons ; when ripe is very hard and thin, called

Charetta, and made up for divers uses ; charked, it admirably tempers iron, and is accord-

ingly esteemed by artificers. Besides the related, divers other emoluments accrue from

the Palm-tree and her fruits ; the Palm-tree alone being sufficient to build, rig, and freight

a ship, with bread, wine, water, oil, vinegar, sugar, and other commodities. I have sailed

in vefsels where the bottom and the whole cargo hath been from the munificence of the

Palm-tree ; 1 will take upon me to make good what I have afserted. The vefsels are by

the natives called Pangayos, on which I have coasted the land of Melinde, and gone into

the Red Sea : they venture not far from shore, being weak, without any binding of iron,

unable to endure any strefs of weather or beating of the waves, therefore launch not out

into the main ocean. The Palm-tree yields plank, though weak and spungy, as if made

of tow ; the planks are sewed together with fine thread, made of the outmost rind of the

t A pafte like the Italian Vermicelli.
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Jamaica, affirm there is nothing necefsarj-- for life fsi efset rebus hur.ianis

modus) which these Polychrests atibrd not.

nut (as hath been said); the seams are caulked with okum of Cayro, after laid over (as is

usual) with the fat of lish, serving Instead of hot pitch : where there is any use of nails,

that is supplied by wooden pins, made of a certain species of the Palm-tree ; the mast

is provided by the same tree, and requires not much pains to fashion it : Ropes of

all sizes are made of Cayro, i. e. the rind of the Coco. Sails are woven of the leave? of

the Palm-tree called Cajuris, -of which are also made sacks, (called Macondas) in which

they carry Millet, or any other thing at pleasure. Bread (before mentioned) the same nut

supplies, either drv, then called Copra, or green, when named Puto ; which grated and

put into hollow canes is Cuscus : Water proceeds from the same nuts being green, before

the kernel arrives to a due consistency, clear as rock water, fresher and better. Oil is

made of Copra (i. e. the nut dried in the sun) in great quantity, used by all people in

India, having no other of their own growth, besides what is drawn from a seed called

Gergelim, of small value, used only by the poor. The wine requires more pains and

afsiduity. When the Palm-tree puts forth her shoot or Poyo (shaped like a Moorish

scimetar) before the cluster appears, they cut three fingers-breadth from the point, and

tvine it near the incision with a reed to prevent slitting, put the end of the shoot into

a pitcher made for that purpose, called Gorgo ; leaving it there, the shoots, like vines

pruned but in greater abundance, weep that juice, which should have produced Cocoes.

This liquor is twice drawn in the natural day; in the morning that which was wept by

nieht, and in the evening the distillation of the day: At these times, a man, deputed to

that businefs, and of a certain extraction, called Bandarins, with a gourd hung at his

girdle, and with a pruning-hook in his hand, climbs the tallest Palm-tree; some of which,

peculiarly those called Cajuris, are of a prodigious height, they climb, as on a ladder, by

notches made in the trunk of the tree, and with as much security as seamen run up to the

main-top. In other lefs Palm-trees, (seeming to be of that clafs which yields Dates) they

make a hole in the trunk, there lodging a cane through which the liquor distills, which

when the tree affords, she bears no Cocoes. This liquor is sweet, medicinal, clears the

body from humours, is drunk for a regallo, and called Sura ; set to the fire in great vefsels,

is distilled as in a limbeck, but with this caution, that they continually cast cold water upon

the vefsel lest as strong water it should take fire. This is the wine made of the Palm-

tree called by the natives Urraca, it intoxicates in little quantity, flies to the head, and is

of a strange effect ; much more powerful if distilled over again, when it becomes a quint-

efsence. Of this Urraca is made excellent vinegar, by putting into it two or three fired

sticks, or a great stone well heated. Sugar is made of the sw^et Sura coming fresh from

the tree, which boiled till it coagulates becomes good sugar, perfect in taste and colour.

—

The merchandize afforded by the Palm-tree, and laden on vefsels, are dried Cocoes, or

nuts the rind, and many other commodities before mentioned : this justifies the Palm-

tree's building, rigging, and lading a vefsel with goods, and ship-provisions for the

mariners, all her own product.

" The Palm-tree being so beneficial and advantageous to human life, doubllefs no tree

in any known part ol the world may come into competition with it; and amongst all her
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What may we say then of innumerable other trees, fitted for the uses book iv.

nature has designed them, especially for timber, and all other fabrile em-
""*'~^"*^'

advantages, no other so well satisfies the sight when laden with great and smaller clusters,

some ripe, others colouring; some in the blofsoms, others forwarder; the grateful appear-

ance of her fruit is no lefs pleasant than her admirable fecundity : Her tallnefs not inferior

to a high Cyprus-tree, her trunk slender, without the help of boughs to climb b)', her nuts

retired at the top, amongst her leaves and branches, makes her resemble a fond mother,

bringing her children about her the better to preserve them, and cutting olfall intercourse

tending to their destruction. All places produce not Cocoes of the same bignefs, which

are great or small according to the nature of the climate, and quality of the soil fitted for

the production of that fruit. The coast of Malabar being cool, and abounding with

rivers (which spring in the mountains of Gate, to whose foot this coast extends)

affords such large and fair Cocoes, that the Lanhas (i. e.) young and imperfect nuts of

Cochim and those territories, are every one sufficient to quench the thirst of two persons.

After these are cried up those of Ceylon, where the ground is very rank and luxuriant

yet inferior to the soil of Malaca, and the places adjoining, where the Cocoes are the

the greatest. Those of Arabia the Happy are fairer than any yet spoken of; the goodnefs

of the soil, and nature of the climate, being proportionably advantageous, the name of

Happy proves it. Of all these places and sorts of fruit, I am an eye-witnels. Two pecu-

liar virtues of these Cocoes, are not to be pafsed over in silence: The first, that when the

cluster begins to appear, being yet covered with the flower, gathered, pounded, boiled in

three pints of cow's milk, it is an infallible cure for the yellow jaundice; besides the

opinion had of this remedy, I speak by experience, having with it in a few days cured one
troubled with this disease. The second is, that in the opinion of the women, (where

fancy most domineers) the water of Lanhas makes a wash for the face, which eminently

betters the complexion, either by creating it where nature bestowed it not, or advancinn-

it where nature is deficient, or preserving it where it was naturally allowed. . From what
hath been said, is evidently concluded, that if the Author of Nature created all trees for

the service of man, the Palm-tree of all those doth most industriously serve and advantasje

him, by so many ways, and so considerable productions; and because that which bears

Dates is of the true race of Palm-trees, something is to be said of that and her fruit

Those trees which bear Dates, yield them not in India; there only affording the Sura
before mentioned, of which wine is made. Northward, those trees grow in the greatest

quantity; some have Dates, which appear in fair clusters but come not to maturity : the

reason must be in the climate, which favours them not. In Africa they attain the hie:hest

perfection. Dates being the natural fruit of that part of the world ; those of Arabia where
they grow in great qi'-antitie's, are excellent, pleasant to the sight, in beautiful clusters

(which beginning to ripen appear in various colours, consisting of a faint vcrmillion and
pale whitenefs, called the Date colour) and more acceptable to the taste. Arabia pro-

duceth divers sorts, particularly the Happy ; (Petrea is not without them.) A baser sort

there is, which serves for common sustenance, given to horses for provender : Others there

are of a more exquisite taste and value, amongst them those called Muxanas, which are
the least, but naturally recompensed by an excellent flavour; few of them exported oat
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!ooK IV. ployments?—But I cease to expatiate farther on these wonders, that

'''"v-"*-^ I may not anticipate the pleasures with which the serious contemplator

of Arabia; the Xarifes reserving them for themselves as excellent, acd give the reason

that their exquisiteiiefs makes them properly theirs, challenging the best things in the

world, as the posterity of Mahomet, and for the religion they profefs, which they would

falsely put off for orthodox. This fruit ripens not upon the tree if there be not near it or

in sight, the fruit called the male; a secret in nature found by experience, the cause yet

undiscovered.

" There are some Palm-trees which bear a fruit called Macomas, of a singular virtue,

(besides their scent, more grateful than that of a Camojesa, and their perfect Date-colour:)

This fruit, eaten upon an overcharged stomach, after too much repletion, in a very little

time digests all, and creates a fresh appetite. God be praised, these trees are so far re-

.moved from Europe, that our epicures are without the advantage of their fruit, which

would advance the luxury of those men St. Paul speaks of. Quorum Venter Deus est, whose

God is their belly, from their frequent sacrifices made to it. I have had experience of this

•natural virtue of this fruit. The stone eaten is good against hypochondriacal vapours.

—

Another fruit called Trefolim, (which hath the name of the tree which bears it) grows in

clusters of fifteen or more, each as big as two lists joined; the first colour green, when

ripe ends in a purple colour ; opened hath three partitions, replete with a certain substance

like ill-coagulated milk; fresh and cooling, of an insipid taste, yet commonly eaten for

a regallo; the kernel of a faint white. The fruit of a Palm-tree called Areica, not much

differing from the Trefolim, is of eminent esteem with the native Indians : The island

of Ceylon produceth the most and the best. These Cocoes are exported, and prove good

merchandize, not bigger ordinarily than an hazle-nut, the kernel firm and hard, the usual

dainty of the Indians, who accustomed to chew the leaf of an herb bigger, thicker, and

of a clearer green than of an ivy-leaf, are forced to champ an Areica; from warming and

recovering the stomach, esteemed very cordial and delicious; the juice contractelh the

mouth like alum, or a Cyprefs-apple, if chewed, which sometimes supplies the virtue

of Areica : This fruit, like Dates, grows in clusters, two hundred or more counted in

a bunch ; exquisite beads are made of them, white streaked with black. The Indians so

dote on this fruit, as to have it comnjon in their mouths, thence transmit the juice to their

stomach, which it fortifies and strengthens, fastens the teeth, and helps digestion ; there,

fore the last thing done at meals, is to chew a piece of this, which they as highly prize,

as the Europeans their choicest fruit; but from the experience of both, I am for my

countrymen. The Cocoa, or nut of Maldiva, is another fruit of the Palm-tree; we have

already spoken of its shape, virtue, price, and value. The fruit commonly called Coco is

found on the sea, or caft upon the shore; the make of the tree which produceth them,

nature hath hid at the bottom of the deep, and charged herfelf with its culture.

" I shall conclude this discourse of Palm-trees with this observation,—That nolhing has

Jife without enemies of that life, which by divers ways and stratagems attempt and afsault

it. The vegetation of the Palm-tree wants not these, by the Indians called sicknefses and

diseases, which prejudice this so advantageous tree and her fruit, by which man is so

plcntifull) provided. As he is said to live and die, the same is said of the Palm-tree,
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Let the farther curious, or those who may take these wonders

for a florid Epiphonema only of this work, add to the most an-

tient naturalists what they will find improved, on this ample subject,

in the late excellently learned and judicious Alalpighius, Grew
Ray, Sencrtus, Faber, and others, who have defined thefe aftonilhing

hy an attractive virtue sucks in, with the moisture that nourisheth it, and conveys

throughout from root to head) is discovered by a reddish minute sand appearing in the

earth; the disease dilates not only in the body, but outwardly on the trunk of the tree

>

when the Bandarin perceives this, he is forced to make a great hole through the sound

part of the tree, to hinder the contagion from creeping further, as is practised in Gan-

grenes, where tlie sound part is cut off: the parts affected without, are unbarked, and

where the sand appears they run in hot irons. These cures not timely applied, the pro-

fitable tree perisheth. These disasters are accompanied with a secret of nature, worth

reflection. Two or three years before this untimely death, these trees are said to be

laden with Cocoes or Nuts, so beyond custom, that this unusual excefs is suspicious to

the natives, and awakens them to watch the diseases incident to the Palm-tree, so to

hinder them by a timely prevention; nature by this overplus, seems to supply the absence

and lofs of this tree; and the beneficial Palm, foreseeing the end of her munificence,

strives to recompense her owner. There is yet in the Palm-tree a thing more excellent,

delicious, and more grateful to the palate, than hath been mentioned; a morsel to be

compared with whatsoever is esteemed most delicate, is that they call Palmito, the inner-

most eye of the tree ; which being cut out and stript of the boughs, may pal's for the centre

of all the branches, which in the heart of the tree, before they shoot forth, are so joined

and united, as to appear the same thing. The fubstance of this Palmito is white like

milk, delicious in extremity, coagulated, tender, of a tasle above milk, more delightful

and of a better confection ; in fine a Bocme pleasing in the highest, and free from all fulsome-

nefs. What I have said is without exaggeration; the Reader, I am sure, would if he

lasted if, be of my opinion, who am able to give a sufficient account of this Palmito; for

besides my experience of it in India, where other provision was not wanted, at the Cape

of Good Hope, (where the vefsel we came in from Portugal suffered shipwreck, at the

land called Terra de Natal, and where we spent eight months on shore, in the place we
were first cast upon, to build two barks to save our company) I had leisure enough to be

convinced of its exquisilcnefs; there, scarcity of provision, obliged us to make use of what

we found J it was our good fortune to light on great store of Palm-trees, not of those which

yield Cocoes or Nuts, but of that species which bear Dates: there, having known in India

what the Palmito was, we in a short time furnished ourselves with as many as grew in a

league's compafs; the Palmito served us for food and dainty, neither was its gratefulnefs

heightened by our hunger.

" The fruitfulnefs and profit of the Palm-tree, last many years ; there are signs for a near

guefs at her precise duration. This tree puts forth every year four branches, which

eisurely display themselves in the formof a crofs, and after three or four years decay; these

the Palm-tree of herself casts off, or they are lopt off by the Bandarins, every one leaving

a mark where it grew : By these is given a probable conjecture at the age ofthetreci
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operations of nature, causes, and effects, with the greateft and exactest book iv
aKfiQux imaginable. But a nnse and a thinking man can need none of "^-"-v—*-^

these topics ; in every hedge, and every field, they are before him ; and
yet we do not admire them, because they are common and obvious : Thus cic. de Nat
we fall into the just reproach given by one of the Philosophers (intro- ^^°^- ^- "•

That it may appear how the whole Palm-tree is serviceable to human life, nothing is super-

fluous, but all substantially profitable, from the deepest root to the highest leaves: The
root (as hath been said before, where we spoke of the virtues of the other parts) chark'd

gives an excellent temper to iron; the boughs and leaves, made up with a wick, serve

for a torch, (called by them Chuli;) with this, travellers are secure from all danger of ser-

pents, which abound in India; these are of exquisite poison, and their multitude makes
them frequent the roads, and afsault pafsengers. They fly from the light of this ChuU •

of another service when they fish in the rivers, instead of a candle as is usual in Portugal -

Of the leaves besides, are made great Parasols, capable to shelter two persons from the

sun or rain ; these require a man to carry them (there are persons deputed for that office)

and arc called Boy de Sombrero ; small portable ones there are for the same use, none
walking in the street, winter or summer, without great or little Parasols. The leaves have

another use ; of them are made coverings for their palanquins or litters, in wliich one per-

son is commodiously carried and defended from the rain and sun. Some Palm trees afford

leaves called Olhas, which serve for books and paper; with a small iron pencil instead of

a pen, they open and grave the letters upon the leaf or Olha, without the use of ink as

fast and as easily, as the swiftest writer. The leaves of the tree Cajura dried, remain of

a lively white colour, which arc made into^ltats, of great account though cheap, being so

becoming, so accurately wrought and light, that every body, the Viceroy not excepted, defires

to wear them : the Indians call them Palhate. The bark of the Poyo, or twig on which
grow the fair clusters of Cocoes, being of a thicker and stronger substance, furnishes the

common people, particularly the Bandarins who drefs the Palm-trees, with caps made like

English ordinary riding-caps.

" To end the discourse, I shall observe (what challenges a reflection) the natural fabrick

of the Palm-trees ; that the trunk being very slender and disproportionable to the talinefs

the whole weight of the boughs, (called Palms) and of the fruit, being at tlie top in a
manner at the vertical point of the slim body, the boughs, as they grow displaying them-

selves, and amongst them hanging the fair clusters of Cocoes, the shock of winds should

without doubt, easily break and ruin this disproportioned machine. Provident Nature

against this, hath for every new birth of those boughs provided swathes, of the same mat-

ter and texture of the Palm-lrec, not unlike coarse cloth, or canvas: with these the

branches and what grows there, are swathed so strongly and securely, as to defy any

violence of winds to disjoint them : they are liable to be shaken, yet not where they have

this Girdle, which to break is a work of iron. By these the Palm-tree, as a tender

mother, gathers her children about her, as secure from being lost and scattered, as (hfty

are well defended against any violence of wind, which would tear and force them from

her bosom."

3 B2
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BOOK IV. duced by the Orator) to those who slighted what they saw everrj day,

>^-V^^ because they every day saw them : Quasi novitas nos, rfiagis quam mag-

nitudo rerum, debeat ad exquirendas causas excitare: As if Novelty only

should be of more force to engage our inquiry into the Causes of Things,

than the Worth and Magnitude of the Thmgs themselves.

THE END.



EXPLANATORY TABLE

Parts ofFRUCTIFICATION of the different Species of Trees described

in the SILVA.

Obs. The Parts marked with a Capital Letter are magnified^

The OAK. ^lerais (Rehur.J

MONOECIA POLYANDRIA.

a. A Male Catkin.

b. c. The Calyx. In some Flowers it is divided

into four, in others into five segments..

B. C. Ditto.

d. An entire Flower.

D. Ditto, showing the situation of theStamina.

e. A lingle Stamen.

E. Ditto.

/, A Female Flower,

F. Ditto.

g. The Acorn, or Nut, i,% it fits in its perma-

nent Calyx.

h. Ditto, feparated from the Calyx.^

i. The Cup, or permanent Calyx.

The ELM. Ulmus (Campefiris.)

Pentandria Digynia.

a. An entire Flower.

B. Ditto.

c. The Calyx.

C. Ditto.

d. The Stamina.

D. Ditto.

e. The Pointal, or Female part of the Flower.

E. Ditto.

/. The Seed.

g. A Branch, at the time of Flowering, which

happens before the leaves appear.

The BEECH. Fagus (SylvatUa.)

MONOECIA POLYANDRIA.

a A Catkin of Male Flowers.

b. A fingle Flower,

B. Ditto.

c. The Calyx.

C. Ditto.

d. A Female Flower.

e. The Calyx.

/.The Germen, or Embryo, with its three

Pointals.

g. The two Embryos with their Pointals, as

they sit in the Calyx.

h. The permanent Calyx become a Capsule,

or Seed-vefsel.

i. Ditto, as it opens at the top.

k. The two Seeds.

The HORNBEAM. Carplnus (Fulgarh.)

MoNOECIA PoLYANDRIA,

a. A Male Catkin.

b. A Male Flower with its Scale.

B. Ditto.

c. The Scale.

C. Ditto,

D. The Stamina,

e. The Female Catkin.

/. The Female Flower witii its Scale.

F. Ditto.

G, The Scale,
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h. The Petals.

H. Ditto.

i. The two Pointals,

I, Ditto.

U. The Petals grown larger, containing the two

Seeds.

I. One of the Seeds.

The ASH. Fraxinus (Excehtot:)

POLYGAMIA DiOECIA.

a. An entire HermaphroditeTlower.

A. Ditto. The Flowers have neitlier Calyx
nor Petals, and are only furnished with

two Stamina.

B. The two Stamina.

c. The Embrjo, with its Fointal.

C. Ditto.

d. An entire Female Flower.

D. Ditto. They likewise have neither Calyx,

Petals, nor Stamina, bearing only a

Pointal.

e. A winged Seed. The Seeds of the Herma-

phrodite and Female Flowers are alike.

J^. The Crust opening to show where the Seed

is lodged.

^. The Seed.

The CHESNUT. Fagus fCaJlanea.)

MONOECIA POLYANDRIA.

a. A Male Catkin.

b. A fingle Flower.

B. Ditto.

c. The Calyx.

C. Ditto.

d. A Female Bud of FJowcrs,

e. A fingle Flower.

/. The Calyx.

F. Ditto.

g. A single "Embryo, with its Pointals.

G. Ditto.

H. The two Embryos with their Pointals, set

in their permanent Calyx.

I. The spinous Capsule.

k. The same, opening at the top to emit the

Nuts or Seeds.

I. A single Nut.

The HORSE-CHESNUT. JEscuIus.

(Hippo-castanam.J

Heptandria Monooykia.

«. An entire Tlower.

b. The Calyx.

C. The five Petals.

d. The Stamina.

e. The Embryo, with its Pointal.

f. The spinous Capsule.

g. ATransverse Section of ditto, showing the

Partition and Receptacle.

h. Ditto, as it opens in three divisions,

i. The Nuts or Seeds.

The WALNUT. Juglans (Regia.)

MONOECIA POLYANDRIA.

a. A Male Catkin.

b. Ditto, in its natural size.

c. A single Male Flower.

d. The Peta;ls.

e. The Stamina.

E. A single Stamen.

f. A Female Flower.

g. Ditto, in its natural size.

h The Calyx.

i. The Corolla.

k. The Embryo, with its Pointals.

I. The covering of the Shell. Drupa.

m. The Nut divefted of its covering.

71. Ditto, split open,

c. A Kernd.

The WHITE BEAM TREE. Cratagus

(Aria.)

ICOSANDRIA DiGYNIA.

a. An entire Flower.

*. The Calyx.

c. The Petals, or Flower Leaves.

d. The Stamina.

e. The Pointals.

f. The Embryo, as it sits within the Calyx,

with its Pointals.

g. The Fruit, or Berry.

h A Transverse Section of ditto.
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i. A Vertical Section of ditto,

k. The two Seeds.

The "WILD SERVICE. CraUgut (Tor-

tninalis:J

ICOSANDRIA DiGYNIA.

a. An entire Flower.

A. Ditto.

b. The Calyx.

B. Ditto,

c. The Petals,

C. Ditto.

d. The Stamina.

D. Ditto.

e. The Pointals.

E. Ditto.

/, The Fruit, or Berry.

g. A Transverse Section of ditto.

h. The Seeds.

The WILD BLACK CHERRY.

Prunus (Cerasus.)

ICOSANDRIA MONOGYNIA,

a. The Calyx.

i. An entire Flower.

c. The Stamina.

d. A single Stamen.

D. Dittos

e. The Embryo, with its Pointal.

. E. Ditto.

/. The Berry.

g. A Vertical Section of ditto.

h. The Stone containing the Kernel.

The MAPLE. Acer (Campestre.)

POLYGAMIA MONOECIA.

«. The Hermaphrodite Flowers growing on the

same bunch with the Male Flowers,/",

A. An Hermaphrodite Flower,

i. The Calyx.

^«. The Petals.

d The Stamina,

e The Embryo, with its Pointal.

E. Ditto.

g. A Male Flower without the Stamina, &c,

G. Ditto. The Calyx, Petals, and Stamina

are the same as in the Hermaphrodite

Flowers.

h. The two winged Seeds. .

J. One Wing cut open to show the situation of

the Seeds.

». A Seed>

The SYCAMORE. Aeer

(Pseudo-platanus.J

POLYGAMIA MONOECIA.

a. The Hermaphrodite Flowers growing on

the same bunch with the Male Flowersyi

b. The Calyx.

c. The Petals.

d. The Stamina.

E. TheEtabryo, with its Pointal.

f. The Male Flowers.

G. A Male Flower. The Petals and Stamina

are the same aa in the Hermaphrodite

Flowers.

H. A Male Flower without the Stamina, &c.

i. The two winged Seeds.

k. One of the Wings cut open to show the

situation of the Seed.

.'.A Seed.

The LIME. Tilia CEuropaa.)

POLYANDRIA MoNOGYNIA.

a. An entire Flower*

b. The Calyx.

c. The Petals.

d. The Stamina.

e. The Embryo, with its Pointal.

E. Ditto, with one Stamen and one PetaL

f. The Capsule.

g. A Transverse Section of ditto.

h. The Cap«ule as it opens below*

j". The Seed.

k. A Bractea, or Floral Leaf,
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The "WHITE POPLAR. (Popuhis Alha.)

DiOECIA OCTANDRIA.

a. A Male Catkin.

b. An Entire Male Flower.

B Ditto.

c. The Scale, or Squama,

d. The Nectarium.

D. Ditto.

E. A single Stamen.

/. The Female Catkin.

g. The Female Flower.

G. Ditto.

-h. The Squama, or Scale.

I. TheEmbrj'o, with its quadrifid Stigma.

K. The Stigma.

/, The Capsule, or Seed-vefsel.

L. Ditto.

m. Ditto, discharging its Seed.

M. Ditto.

n. Tiie-Seeds.

N. Ditto.

o. The Nectarium of the Female Flowtr.

O. Ditto.

The QUICK-BEAM. Sorhus (Aucuparla)

ICOSANDRIA TrIGYKIA.

a. An Entire Flower.

A. Ditto.

b. The CalyK.

B. Ditto.

c. The five Petals, or Flower Leaves.

C. Ditto.

d. The Stamina.

D. Ditto.

e. The Embryo, with its three Stigmata.

E. Ditto.

/. The Fruit, or Berry.

g. A Transverse Section of ditto.

h. The three Seeds.

The HASEL. Corylus (Avellana.)

MONOECIA POLYANDRIA.

a. A Male Catkin.

b. A single Male Flower.

B. Ditto.

c. The Stamina.

C- Ditto.

D. A single Stamen.

e. The Female Flowers.

E. Ditto

/. Two lacerated Scales that enclose the Em-

bryo with its two Pointals.

F. Ditto.

g. The Embryo, as it sits in the two Scales.

G. Ditto.

h. The Embryo.

li. Ditto.

i. The Nut.

1;. A Vertical Section of ditto.

I. The Kernel.

The BIRCH. Betula (Alia.)

MOKOECIA Tetrandria.

IB. The Male Catkin.

b. The Calyx, consisting of three Scales con-

taining three Flowers.

B. Ditto.

C. The three Flowers with their three Scales,

D. A single Flower.

E. Its four segments.

F. The Stamina.

g. The Female Catkin.

h. The Calyx, consisting of three Scales, each

Scale containing two Embryos,

H. Ditto.

i. The Embryo, with its two Pointals.

I. Ditto.

k. The three Scales, each Scale containing

two Seeds.

K. Ditto.

/. A Seed.

L. Ditto.

The ALDER. Betula CAliius.J

MoNOEciA Tetrandria.

a. The Male Catkin.

b. The Calyx, consisting of four Scales which

contain three Flowers.

B. Ditto.

C. The three Flowers.

D. A single Flower.
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E. The Petals.

F. Tlie Stamina.

g. A Female Catkin.

h. The Calyx, consisting of three Scales, each

Scale containing two Embryos.

H, Ditto.

i. The Embryo, with its two Pointals.

I. Ditto.

K. The Cone, or Fruit.

L. The three Scales, each containing two Seeds*

in. A Seed.

M. Ditto.

The CRACK WILLOW. Salin

(FragUis.)

DlOECIA DiANDRIA.

a. The Male Catkin growing on a different

Tree from the Female.

b. A Male Flower.

B. Ditto, with its Nectarium c, and two Sta-

mina d. d.

E. The Scale and Nectarium.

/ The Female Catkin.

g. A Female Flower.

G. Ditto.

H. The Embryo.

I. The Capsule.

I. Ditto.

K. A Tranverse Section of ditto.

L. As it bursts to emit the Seed.

M. A Seed.

The SCOTCH FIR. Pintis (SyhestrlsJ

MoNOECIA MONADELPHIA.

a. A Male Catkin.

b. The Gem, orWinter-Lodge (Hibernaculum)

e. The Scale, or Squaraa.

d. A Cluster of Stamina.

D. Ditto.

e. A single Stamen,

E. Ditto, with its Scale c.

J'. The future Cone.

g. A single Scale of the Cone, with its two

Eiiibi-yos.

C Ditto.

Volume IT,

H. A single Embryo,

J. The Cone.

k. The same opened to show how the Seeds are

lodged.

^. The inner Side of a Scale.

m. The two winged Seeds.

The WEYMOUTH PINE. Pinus

(StrobIIS.J

MoNOECIA MoNADELPHIA,

a. TheGem, or Winter-Lodge (Hibernaculum.)

b. The Male Catkin.

C. A single Stamen, with its Scale.

D. The Scale.

E. A single Stamen.

f. The immature Cone.

g. A single Scale ofditto, with its two Embryos,
G. Ditto.

H. A single Embryo with its Pointal.

i. A Cone.

/.-. A single Scale, with its two winged Seeds.

/. A Seed.

The SILVER FIR. Plnus (Picea.)

MoNOECIA MONADELTHIA.

a. The Gem, or Winter-lodge (Hibernaculum.;

h. A Male Catkin.

C. A single Stamen, with its Scale.

D. The Scale.

E. A Stamen.

/. The Female Catkin, or future Cone.

g. A single Scale, with its two Embryos.
G. Ditto,

H. A single Embryo, with its Pointal.

J. The Cone,

Ic. A single Scale, with its two winged Seeds,

I. A single Seed.

The SPRUCE FIR. Pinus (Abies.)

MoNOECIA Monadelphjjs,

a. A Catkin of Male Flowers.

b. A single Stamen.

B. Ditto.

c. The future Cone,

3G
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d. A single Scale, ivith its two Embryos.

D. Ditto.

e. The Embryo, with its Pointal.

E. Ditto.

/. The Cone.

g. A single Scale, 'with its two winged Seeds.

h. A Seed.

The LARCH. Pinus fLarlx.)

MONOECIA MONADELPHIA.

a. A Male Flower,

b. The Calyx.

c. The Calyx, showing the situation of the

Stamina.

C. A single Stamen.

d. The Female Flowers, or immature Cone.

e. A single Scale, with its two Embryos.

E. Ditto.

f. A single Embryo, with its Pointal.

F. Ditto.

g. A Cone.

h. A single Scale, with its two winged Seeds,

H. Ditto.

N. B. This Figure is the American Larch.

The MULBERRY Morus (Nigra.)

MoNOECIA TETRANDRIA.

a. A Male Catkin.

B. The Calyx.

c. A Male Flower.

C. Ditto.

D. One Stamen.

e. A Female Catkin.

f. A Female Flower.

F. Ditto.

G. The Calyx.

H. The Embryo, with its two Stigmata.

2. The Fruit, consisting of many Berries,

k. A single Berry.

I. A Seed.

L. Ditto.

The CEDAR. Phius (Cedrus.)

MoNOECIA MoNADELPHIA,

a. A Male Catkin.

b. A single Scale, with its Stamen.

B. A single Scale, with its Stamen.

c. The future Cone.

d. A single Scale of the Cone, with its two
Embryos.

D. Ditto.

e. A single Embryo, with its Pouital.

E. Ditto.

f. The Cone.

g. A single Scale, with its two winged Seeds.

h. A single Seed.

The ORIENTAL PLANE. Platanus

(Orientalis.)

MoNOECIA PoLYANDRIA.

a. A globular Catkin of Male Flowers.

b. The Calyx.

B. Ditto.

c. The Entire Flower.

C. Ditto.

d. The Petals.

D. Ditto.

E. The Stamina,

F. A single Stamen.

g. A globular Bunch of Female Flowers.

h. The Calyx.

H. Ditto.

i. An Entire Flower,

I. Ditto.

k. The Petals.

K. Ditto.

L. The Embryo, with its Pointal.

m. The globular Cluster of Seeds.

n. The Receptacle to which the Seeds are
affixed.

O. A Seed.

The OCCIDENTAL PLANE. Platanus

(Occidentalis.)

MoNOEClA POLYANDRIA.

a. A globular Cluster of Male Flowers.

*. The Calyx.

B. Ditto.

c. An Entire Flower.

C. Ditto.

d. The Petals.

D. Ditto. .
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INDEX.

The Roman character denotes the volume, the Arabic

number the page.

Ai
A

3ELE, its proper soil, i. 209.

How propagated, 210. f ies

of its leaves and timber, 212.

Acacia, a defcription of, ii. 66.

Its proper soil, 67.

AcoRNsi how to sow, i. 39.

The Roman Law concerning

theni; ii. 271.

Age of trees, ii. 185.

Air, its effects upon trees, ii. 35.

Alaternus, proper for hedges,

ii. 78.

Alder, its soil and manner of

propagation, i. 240.

Aphorisms concerning feeds,

plants, trees, woods, and tim-

ber, ii. 264.

Arbutus, how propagated, ii.

86. Its uses, 88.

Ash, how to raise from keys,i. 146.

Spanish keys the best, ib. Its

proper soil, 149. Uses of the

wood, 150.

Aspect, to be observed in trans-

planting large trees, i. 99.

Aspen described, i. 214. Uses

of the wood, 217.

A
Abele, a species of Poplar, i. SOS.

Abraxas, Amulets used by the Basi-

lidians, ii. 3'29.

Acorns, how to sow in the seminary, i.

41, 76, 8S. How to dibble in large

fields, 78. How to preserve during

winter, 2+. Were formerly the food of
mankind, 96.

Acacia, the triple thorned, called Gledit-

sia, ii. 66. Clafs and Order, ib. The
false, called Robinia, 67. Clafs and
Order, ib.

Agriculture, its importance to the

state, i. 170.

Air, necefsary both for vegetable and ani-

mal life, ii. 127. Is either active or

fixed, 130. In both states it enters the

leaves and roots of plants, ib. When
putrid it becomes the food of vegetables,

i. IS. The priority of this discovery

claimed by the Editor, 1 8. Experiments

made on putrid air, 20.

Alaternus, its Clafs and Order, ii. 77.

Alder, a species of Birch, i. 226. Clafs

and Order, ib. Its varieties, 2-J-l. Is

excellent for piles to support buildings

erected in moist and boggy places, 21-1.

It may be raised from Seed, ib. How
to cultivate, 240.

Arbor ViTiE, its species, ii. 40. Clafs

and Order, 41. How to propagate, ib.

Its uses, ib.

Arbutus, how raised from seed, i. 88.

Its species, ii. 86. Clals and Order, S8.

How (o proi>agate, ib. Called Unedo by

Pliny, and why, 89.

Ash, the seeds of, how to sow, i. 42. Its

species, 145. Clafs and Order, 146.

How to propagate, ib. Caution in

giving it a station, ib. Makesa profitable

fpring wood, 147. How pollarded, ib.

One of an extraordinary fize, ii. 200.

Aspect to be observed in transplanting

large trees, i. 100.

Aspen, a species of Poplar, i. 20S.
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B
Bark of trees, ii. 215.

Bar k-boundTrees,how to treat,

ii. ]33.

Bay-Tree, its history and cultiva-

tion, ii. 93. Was esteemed an

ominous tree, 96. Its effluvium

thought wholesome, ib. Sprigs

of it carried in the hands ofcom-

mon foldiers at triumphal en-

tries, 97.

Beech, its kinds, i. 132. How
propagated, 135. SaidbyCffifar

not to be a native of Britain, ib.

Uses of its timber and mast,

13G, 137.

Billet, measure of, by Statute,

ii. 171, 254.

Birch, its proper soil, qualities

and uses, i. 225. Its juice, how
obtained, 232. The quantity

produced, 233. How made into

wine, 238.

Blasted Parts of Trees, to

be removed, ii. 160.

Boards, how to make of the best

quality, ii. 226.

Box-Tree, its soil, culture, and

uses, i. 278, 279.

Broom, Spanish, recommendedjii.

113.

Buds of trees, what, ii. 215.

Basilidians, the Sect of, ii. 308.

Bay-Tree, its species ii. 93. Clafs and

Order, ib. How to propagate, ib. Is

tlie Laurus of the anlients, S*. Its leaves

werecliewed by the Pythean Priestcfs,

previous to the delivery of her oracles,

ib. Was called the Prophetic Tree, and

why, ib. Beautifully described by Chau-

cer, 95.

Beech, the seeds of, how to sow, i. 42.

Its species, 132. Clafs and Order,b-

i

Its natural soil, 133. How propagated,
ib. Was much admired by the antienl

Shepherds, 13k
BiucH, the seeds of, how to sow, i. 48.

Its species, 225. Clafs and Order, 226.

How to propagate, 227. Used in Swe-
den as a Directory for sowing barlev,

229. Make good nurses for young Oaks,
93 The young Bark of tlie Canada
kind used by the natives ofKamptfehatka
for food, 226

Box-Tree, i. 278. Clafs and Order, ib.

Varieties, ib. Was used by the antlent,

for making combs, 279. Was clipped
into various shapes in the Roman Gar-
dens, ib.

Broom, its Clafs and Order, ii. 1 13.

Burn-Baking, the good eftects of, ac-
counted for, i, 32.

Candleberry-Tree, its uses,

ii. 81.

Canker in trees, how cured, ii.

158.

Caterpillars, how to destroy,

ii. 161.

Cedar, its excellence and readi-

nefs to grow in any soil, ii. 5.

The different kinds, 7. How
to cultivate, 9. Its uses, 10.

Its magnitude, 1 1.

Celastrus, its use, ii. 78.

Charcoal, its different sorts, ii.

256. How to mix with loam
for firing, 252. How made for

the powder-mills, 259. How
made for ordinary uses, 260.

Cherry-Tree, black, how. to

raise, i. 181.

Chesnut-Tree, how to raise

from the nut, i. 153. Its natural

soil, 156. Is a native of Bri-

tain, 160. Should not be re-

moved, 158. Uses of its wood,
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160. Its flour makes a strong

food, 162.

Circles, or rings of trees, a dis-

sertation on, ii. 213.

Coating of Timber.how toper-

form, ii. 234.

Coppices, how to make, ii. 167.

To take care of, 168. The

number of scantlings to be left

upon each acre per statute, 169.

Cork -Tree, its sorts and uses, ii.

73.

Cornel, recommended for its

hardnefs, i. 276.

Crooked Trees, how to reform,

ii. 145.

Cypress, its sorts, ii. 25. How to

raise, 3 1 . May be formed into

hedges, 30. Should not be clip-

ped late in autumn, 3 1 . AVill be-

come a standard, ib. Its uses, 32.

The wood supposed to be incor-

ruptible, 34. Improves the air

when growing, 55.

Camoen.'E, whence derived, ii. 346".

Candluberr v-Tkee, its Clals and Or-

der, ii. SI. A wax obtained from it,

with wiiich the Americans make Can-

dles, ib.

Caprification, how performed, ii. 145.

Cedar of Lebanon, a species of Pine, ii.

5. How to fowthe seeds, ib. Totrans-

plant, 6. A few only of these trees re-

maining npon mount Libanus, 8. This

.ipecics grows luxuriantly at Welbeck, i.

90. Sweet Cedar, a species of Juni-

per, ii. 15.

Celastrus, its Clafs and Order, ii. 7S.

Celtis, its species, ii. 62. Clafs and Or-

der, 64. How to propagate, ib. Not
the Lotus feasted on by the companions

of Ulyfses, (55.

Charcoal, an incorruptible body, ii-

Cherry, Black, i. 181. Its Clafs and

Order, ib.

Cherry, Canada, i. 182.

Chesnut-Tree, the nuts of, how to

sow, i. 44. Its species, 153. Clafs and

Order, 155. How to cultivate, 155. Its

proper soil, 158. Supposed not to be a

native of this ifland, 161. Those on

mount ^tna, described, ii. 193.

Christian, the character of, incomplete,

without an acquaintance with the history

of the works of God, ii. 362.

Colbert mistaken in his idea of agricul-

ture, i. 170.

Composition for removing the defects

of trees, ii. 159.

Cork-Tkee, a species of Oak, ii. 73.

Clafs and Order, ib. How to peel, ib.

The oldest trees have the best bark, ib.

Cornelian Ch-erry-Tree, i. 276. Its'-

Clafs and Order, 277. How to propa-

gate, ib.

Crataegus, its species, i. 175. How to

^

propagate, 179. Clafs and Order, ib.

Crowns, civic, of what made, i. 68.

Crowns of roses worn by the Romans at

their convivial entertainments, i. 203.

Cypress, its species, ii. 25. Clafs and
Order, 26. How to propagate, ib.

Branches of this tree were placed before

the doors of deceased persons, and why,,

28.

Disbranching of trees, when to

be performed, ii. 225.

Distances, how to afsign, for

transplanted trees, i. 56.

DiviNiNG-RoD, not to be de-

pended on, i. 223.

Dogwood, its uses, ii. 115.

Drip and Shade to be removed
from trees, ii. 123.

Druids, their origin and antiquity,

ii. 322.
D

Diseases, a proof of the life of plants,

ii. 157.

DiviNiNG-RoD, an imposition, i. 223.

DoGV/ooDj its Clafs and Order, ii. US.
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Druids, their manner of gathering the

Mistletoe, i. 10.

Dud AIM, rightly translated Mandrake, ii.

65

E
Earth, what is meant by the

term, i. 14.

Earwigs, how to destroy, ii. 160.

Elder, its uses, ii. 114.

Elm, its different kinds, i. 115.

How to raise, 117. How to

transplant, 125. Its proper soil,

126. When to fell, 129. Uses
of the wood, ib. The leaves

given to cattle, 130.

EvoNYMus, its uses, ii. 115.

Education, the mode of, condemned by
Mr. Evelyn, ii. 41.

Egg, its state on the fourth day of incu-

bation, ii. 135.

Ea r of Corn, its mode of parturition, ii.

155.

Eddystone Light House, when, and hovf

destroyed, ii. 351.

Elder, its Clafs and Order, ii. 113.

Elm, the seeds of, how to sow, i. 41,

Its various species, 115. Clafs and Or-

der, 117. Manner of propagation, ib.

Proved an indigenous tree from Dooms-
day-book, 127. The leaves used by
the antients for feeding of cattle, 130.

Virgil esteems the flowers pernicious to

bees, ib.

Eradicator, one invented by the Hon.

John Bentinck, recommended, i. 104.

Evonymus, its Clafs and Order, ii. 115.

Eyre, Justices in, cannot sell timber un-

lefs it be sedetite Curia, ii. 278- Have
divisum hnjierium with the Exchequer, ib.

Have no right to windfalls, ib.

Faggots, the statutable measure

of, ii. 255.

FELLiNGoftreeSjtobe determined

by the growth of the wood, ii.

217. The season of, 218.

Fences recommended, ii. 98.

Fern, how to destroy, ii. 126.

Fir, its two principal species de-

scribed, i. 282. How to sow
the seeds, 291. How to tran-

splant, 293. Uses of the wood,
312

Forests, laws and statutes for

their improvement, ii. 271.

—

What was antiently meant by a

Forest, 274. Orders given to

the Commander of the Spanish

Armada to destroy the Forest of
Dean, 276. Foreign Forest

Laws, 278. Proposals how to

improve our Forests, 285. Ex-
hortation to the Nobility and
Gentry to improve their Forests

and AVoods, 301.

Fuel, how to fell, ii. 250. How
measured by the statute, 254.

Furze recommended to be sown,

ii. 112.

Farms, the King's on Windsor Forest, ii.

287.

Fi R, Scotch, how to raise from seed, i. 4S.

Is an indigenous tree, 136. Caesar mis-

taken in supposing it not a native of Bri-

tain, ib. Clafsed with the Pines, 281.

The inner rind made into flour by some
northern nations, ib. Wliitc and red

Fir the same, 294.

Filbert, how cultivated in Kent, i. 221.

Flowers, strewed upon the graves of the

deceased, ii 345.

"Foliation of trees and shrubs, the order

of, in England, i. 230. Should be consi-

dered as a directory for sowing grain,

229.

Forests in England, enumeration of, ii.

300.
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Furze, Its Clafs and Order, I!. 111. Re-

commended for fodder, U2.

G
Grain, of timber, to be observed,

ii. 236.

Granatum, or Malus Punica,

how to cultivate, ii. 83.

Graves, in Surrey, decked with

roses, ii. 345.

Groves, an historical account of

their sacrednefs and use, ii. 319.

Were early consecrated to holy

usesby the Patriarchs themselves,

as we'll as by the Gentiles, 322.

The Druids celebrated the mys-

teries of their rehgion in Groves,

332. Were an emblem of the

Elyfmniofthe antients, 336.

—

Were frequented by learned

Men, 334. Tlie antients lodged

the bodies of great men in

' Groves, and why, 342. Abra-

ham had his burying-place fet

round with trees, 341. Christ

and his Apostles frequently re-

sorted to such solitary places, ib.

Sir W. Temple ordered his heart

to be buried in a Grove or Gar-

den, 344. Were consecrated

to Minerva,Isis, Latona,Cybele,

Osiris, iEsculapius, Diana, Vul-

can, Venus, Cupid, Mars, Bel-

lona, Bacchus, Silvanus, and the

Muses, 346. Antient and mo-

dern stories concerning Groves

and Trees, C47.

Gar den, Roman, very similar to tlie Eng-

lish Garden oftiic last century, i. '271.

Genf.ration of plants, ii. 131.—Animal

and vegetable Generation nearly the

same, 134. Equivocal Generation, ab

surd and unphilosophical, i. 8. Was
originally invented in Egypt, and for

what purpose, ib. Lucretius condemns

and ridicules it, ib.

Gleditsia, ii. 66. Clafs and Order, ib.

Varieties, ib. How to cultivate, ib.

Goats, thought to be injurious to vines,

ii. 162.

H
Has EL, how to plant, i. 220. Its

proper soil, 222. Uses of the

wood, 223.

Hawthorn, how to raise, ii 99.

Hedges, how to make, ii. 101.

Holly makes an excellent hedge,

i. 273. How to sow the berries,

ib. Uses of the wood,. 275.

—

Birdlime made from Holly bark,

and how, ib.

HolloWNEss of trees, how to re-

medy, ii. 158.

Hornbeam, how raised, i. 139.

Its proper soil, ib. Uses of

the wood, 140. Makes noble

hedges in gardens, 142.

Hornets, how to destroy, ii. 159.

Hasel, its species, i. 220. Clafs and Or-

der, ib. How propagated, ib. No
dependence on it as a Divining-Rod,

223. Uses of the wood, ib. The Fil-

bert not a distinct species, 221. How
cultivated in Kent, ib.

Hawthorn, how to raise, i. 51. Its va-

rieties, 177.— Is a species of Crataegus,

ii. 99. Makes the best fence, 100. I*

mentioned by Homer, ib.

Herm.e, theTcrmini of ihe Latins, an ac-

count of, ii. 27 .'J.

HoRsi:-CiiESNUT, the nuts of, how to

suw, i. 'te. Is a native of the Eall, I 39.

Clafs and Order, ib. Its natural soil,

161. Its use, ib. Another species, ib.

H.OBNOE/VM., the seeds of, how to sowj i.
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47. Has only two species, 139. Clafs

aJid Order, l^l. Hedges made of it in

Westphalia, ib. Such recommended for

this country, ib.

HoLLV, its species, i. 269. Clafsand Or-

der, 271. How to propagate, ib.

—

Makes an excellent hedge, ib.

Hops, when first introduced, ii. 172. The
average duty upon, ib.

Hot-Bkds, best made with leaves and

dung, ii. 231.

Hysop of Judaea, or Azoub, was the reed

mentioned by St. Matthew, ii. 202. A
difsertation on, ib.

Jasmine, the cultivation of, re-

commended, ii. 85.

Ilex, thrives well in this country,

ii. 75. Was esteemed a de-

voted tree, 76. Uses of its

wood, ib.

Infirmities of trees, ii. 119.

Iron Mills, their removal re-

commended, ii. 279.

Juniper, its different kinds, ii.

] 2. How to raise from seed, 16.

Ivy, how to destroy, ii. 156.

Jasmine, Its species, ii. 85. Clafs and

Order, ib.

ItEx, a species of Oak, i. 70. ii. 75. Clafs

and Order, ib.

Insects, their Eggs deposited on all kinds

of trees, i. 110.

Iron, no transmutation of into copper, i.

112.

Juniper, its species, ii. 12. Clafs and

Order, 17. How to propagate, ib.

Justices in Eyre, their power over the

King's woods limited, ii. 278.

Larch, how to raise, i. 319.

Uses of the wood, 320.

Volume 11,

Laurel, ii. 89, How to propa-

gate, 93.

Layers, how to produce, ii. 266.

Laws for the preservation of

woods and forests, ii. 27 1

.

Lent I sc us, how to propagate, ii.

82. Its uses,.ib.

LiGUSTRUM, its uses, ii. 78.

Lime-Tree, its kinds, i. 201.

—

How to raise, 20 1. Its proper
soil, ib. May be removed of a
large size, ib. Uses of its wood,
205.

Loam, the manner of mixing with .

charcoal-dust for fuel, ii. 252.

Lotus, its history, ii. 62. Uses of
the wood, 63. An immense
price offered by Doraitian to

Crafsus for twelve of these trees,

ib.

Land, its quality known by its produce,,
i. 8.

Larch, the seeds of^ how to sow, i. 43.

Is a species of Pine, 285. How to pro-

pagate, 286. Yields the Venice turpen-

tine of the shops, ib. Supposed to be
the tree into which the Heliadcs were
transformed, 216.

Laurkl, aspeciesofPrunus,ii. 89. Clafs

and Order, ib. How to propagate, ib.

When first brought into Europe, ib.

In Italy there are entire woods of this

tree, 91. At Wooburn, the Duke
of Bedford has planted a hill folely witli

Laurels, ib.

La Y E R I N 6 , the various methods described,

i.58.

Leafing of trees and shrubs, a sure di-

rectory for sowing grain, i. 229.. A dis-

sertation upon, ib.

Leaves, of Elm, used by the Roman hus-

bandmen for feeding cattle, i. 130.

Leaves of Oak better for hut-houses than

tanners-bark, ii. 228. A difsertation

on, ibi

3D
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Ijentiscus, its Clafs and Order, ii. 82.

Light, agreeable to plants, i. 37.

LiGUSTRUM, its Clafs and Order, ii. 73.

Ljme-Tree, the seeds of, how to sow, i.

45. Its species, 201. Clafs and Order,

202. Grows to a large size, 203. Uses

of the wood, ib.

Lime, how it promotes vegetation, i. 30.

LiNN^us, his system founded upon the

certainty that all plants have male and

female organs, i. 65. Tournefort, Pon-

tedera, and Alston refuse to afsent to

this doctrine, ib.

LocA JSTatalia of plants, an account of,

ii. 264.

Locust-Tree, how to propagate, ii. 63.

Its uses, ib. Two large trees of this

sort growing at Wiseton, in Notting-

hamshire, 71. Its leaves, when young,

are fed on by Cattle, ib.

Lotus-Arbor, not the tree feasted on by

the companions of Ulyfses, ii. 65.

LucoMBE, Mr. his account of a new
species of Oak, i. 74.

Lucus, whence derived, ii. 321.

M
Maple, how propagated, i. iS4.

Its uses, 196. Its antient value,

193. Sugar made from its juice,

199.

Mastick-Tree, ii. 82.

AIicE, how to destro)', ii. 161.

JSIisLETO, its nature ascertained

by experiment, i. 8. Its seeds

-will grow if inserted into the

bark of the White Poplar, 217.

Moles hurtful to trees, ii. 160.

Moss, how to remove, ii. 156.

M u L B e R R Y , ho vv raiscd from seed,

ii. 45. How to transplant, 48.

May be increased from layers,

5Q. Also by grafting and bud-

ding, ib. How to prune, ib.

Properties of the wood, 5 1
.

—

How to gather the leaves, 54.

Myrtle, how to raise, ii. 79.

—

Grows best near the sea-shore,

SO. Should be often clipped, ib.

Mandrake, supposed to be the Dudaim
of the Scriptures, ii. 65.

Manna, of the shops, produced from the

Ornus, i. 151. Miller mistaken in sup-

posing it collected from the Fraxinus

Rotundifolia, ib.

Maple, the seeds of, how to sow, i. 46.

Its species, 1S3. Clafs and Order, 195,

How to propagate, ib. Sugar made of
its Sap, 185.

Maronites hold the annual "Feast of
Cedars" under the few remaining Cedars

upon mount Libanus, ii. 8.

MtsTLETOE, how produced, i. 9. Was
Iield in great veneration by the Druids,

ib. Grows plentifully upon some dwarf

Apple-trees in a garden at Knareibro',

ib. Druidical ceremonies regarding it

still preserved in Acquitain, 10. The
Golden Bough compared by ^'irg^l to

the Mistletoe, ib.

Motion, a proof ofvegetable life, ii. 119.

Mountain Ash, i. 218. Clafs and Or-

der, ib. Supposed to have the power
of driving away Witches and Evil

Spirits, 219.

Mulberry, the seeds of, how to sow, i.

4S. Its species, ii. 43. Clafs and Or-

der, 46. The oldest trees the most

fruitful, 47. How to propagate, ib.

Its proper soil, 48. Paper made from

its Bark, 45. The fruit recommended

by Horace, 49.

^Iyrica, Cerifera, its Clafs and Order,

ii. 76.

Myrtle, its species, ii. 79. Clafs and

Order, 80. Held sacred to Venus, and

why, ib. Crowns of this tree used at

Ovations, and why, 81.

N

Nursery, how to make, i. 38.

Nutriment of vegetables, what,

i. 27.
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NuRSEKY, how to make, i. 52. Should

consist of a rich mould, ib. One raised

upon Knaresbro' Forest for the tenants

of the Crown, i. 96.

Nutation ot plants, what, i. 37.

o
Oak, Its kinds, i. 67. When to

transplant, 84. Where it de-

lights to grow, 85. Its uses,

106. Mensuration, and histo-

rical account of Oaks of im-

mense size, ii. 190.

OziER, its kinds, i. 245. How to

cultivate, 252.

Oak, the propagation of, recommended,

i. 67. Its species, 67—72. Clafs and

Order, 75. How to raise, 75. How-

raised at Welbeck, 87. The leaves of

this tree preferable to tanners-bark in

the hot-house, ii. 228. CowthorpeOak
described, 208. Greendale Oak, two
elegant views of, \vi(h tables of men-

suration, 211. The Oak should be

barked standing, 220. Was held sacred

by the Greeks, Romans, Gauls, and Bri-

tons, I. 96. The leaves used by the Ro-

man husbandmen to crown their heads

before harvest, ib. Dimensions of

six large Oaks in Kedleston Park, ii.

203.

Gil, supposed to be the principal food of

plants, i. 27. Proofs in support of that

opinion, 27—3(3.

Olive, Wild, ii. 82. Clafs and Order,

ib.

Organization of plants, proofs of, ii.

119.

Ornus, a species of Ash whence Manna

is collected, i. 151

.

OsTP.icH, vulgar notions concerning this

bird confuted, i. 61.

Palm-tree, its uses, ii. 365.

Phillyrea, its species, uses, and
culture, ii. 78.

Pines, their several species, soil,

culture, and uses, i. 281.

Pitch, how made, i. 316.

Pismires, how to destroy, ii. 61.

Plane-treEj was held in great

estimation by the antients, ii.

58. When first brought into

England, ii. 62. How propa-

gated, ib.

Plantations, cautions in form-

ing, i. 54. Encouragements and
directions for raising plantations,

ii. 285.

Planters generally blefsed with
health and long life, ii. 361.

Planks, the way of making good
ones, ii. 226.

Poplar, its kinds, i. 208. How
propagated, 209. Its shade

reckoned wholesome, 212. The
Virginian Poplar described, 213.

Precepts, concerning trees,

woods, and timber, ii. 264.

Pr o p o s A L s for appointing persons

to inspect into the state of plant-

ing in England, ii. 316.

Proportions of timber, ii. 248,

Pruning of trees, ii. 173. Instru-

ments necefsary for it, ib. Tlie

proper seasons for that opera-

tion, 181. Directions and cau-

tions concerning it, 182.

Pyracantha, proper for hedges,,

ii. 109.

Paliurus, how to. propagate, ii.

1.09.

Paliurus, its Clafs and Order, ii. 109.

Was not the shrub employed in forming

3 D2
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the Crown placed on the head of Chrift,

ib. The Bishop of Rochefter's opinion

on that subject, 110.

Palm-tree, its various kinds and uses,

ii.365.

Parturition of an ear of corn, similar to

animal birth, 155.

Pine, its species, i. 2S1. Clafs and Order,

287. How to propagate, 2SS. How
raifed in Scotland, 293. The various

kinds, how raised from seed, 4S.

Pine-apples, best raised by Oak leaves,

ii. 22S. Difsertation on, ib.

Phillyrea, its species, ii. 78. Clafs and

Order, 80,

Plane-tkee, its species, ii. 5S. Clafs and

Order, 59. Varieties, ib. How pro-

pagated, ib. Planted in the walks of

the Academia, 31. One of a large- size

at Shadwell Lodge, ib.

Plantations, how raised at Welbeck,

i. 87.

Plants, the food of, i. 27. Such as bear

an oily seed are impoverishers of the

soil, 29. Their anatomy, ii. 120. Their

perspiration proved, 123. Have no «V-

culaiicn of juices, 128. Originate from

male and female parents, i. 65. Have
a natale solum, ii. 264. Bulbous plants

growing in water, no proof that water

is the food of vegetables, i. 28.

PLiNYjhisanimatedaddrefs to the husband-

man, ii. 57.

Pliny, the Consul, his description of his

Tuscan villa and garden, i. 279.

Pomegranate, its species, ii. S3. Va-

rieties, ib.

Poplar, ils species, i. 203. Clafs aiid

Order, 209, How propagated, ib. Was
held sacred to Hercules, 212. The. fall

of SimOisius compared by Homer to a

Poplar just cut down, ib. Phatjton's

sisters, Helladcs, were not transformed

into Poplars, 216.

PiuvET, its Clafs and Order, ii. 73.

—

Makes a handsome hedge, ib.

Prolific Liquors, are of no use to

the farmer, i. 15. Condemned by Du-

hamel, ib. Experiments upon, lu.

Pyuacantha, ilsClafs and Order, ii. 109.

Q
Quercus-Marina, how used

for fuel, ii. 253.

Quicksets, for fences, how to

plant, ii. 101.

QuicKBEAM, how to raisc from

seed, i. 2 1 8. Its natural soil, ib.

Uses of the wood, 219.

Q
QuicKBEAM, how raised from seed, i. 47.

Clafs and Order, 216. Its natural soil,

219. Supposed to have the property of

driving away witches and evil spirits, ib.

Quickset Hedges, of great antiquity,

ii, 95.

R
Rooks hurtful to trees, ii. 162.

Rain brings down the putrid and oleagi-

nous particles floating in the atmosphere,

for the nourishment of plants, i. 27.

RoBiNiA. Clafs and Order, ii. 67. How
to propagate, 6S.

RosE-TREEs, planted in churchyards, ii.

345. Were used at the convivial enter-

tainments of the Romans, i. 203.

Rooks are great devourers of new-sown
acorns, \. H.

Rowan-tree, i. 218. Explains a pafsagc

in Shakespear's Macbeth, 219.

Sallow, its different kinds, i.252.

IIow to plant, ib. Its uses, 25i.

Savine, how propagated, ii. 38.

Seasoning of timber, ii. 230.

Sea-wrack, its use for fuel, ii,

253.

Seats in England famous for

plantations, ii. 297.

Seeds of trees, how to sow, i. 38.
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Seminary, how to make i. 38.

Service-tre E;,how to propagate,

i. 175. Uses of the tunber, 179.

Shade to be removed from trees,

ii. 123.

Smoke, the bad effects of, i. 26.

Spinet, a sort of Pine, i. 302.

Spindle-tree, its uses, ii. 109.

Stature of trees, ii. 185.

Statutes for the better preserva-

tion ofwoods and forests, ii. 27 1

.

Strawberry-tree, its uses, ii.

87.

Subterranean trees, an ao
count of, i. 305.

Suckers, how to remove, i. 122.

Suffrutices, what, i. 64.

Sycamore, how raised, i. 200.—
Its kinds and uses, ib.

Syringa, how propagated, ii. 84-.

Sap of plants has no circulation, but rises

and falls in the same system of vefsels,

ii. 128.

Saffron, English, better than the foreign,

ii. 55.

Sa vIne, a species of Juniper, ii. 16.

Sea-worm, an useful instrument in the

CECononiy of nature, ii. '^35.

Seeds of plants are impregnated eggs, ii.

133. The steeping of seeds adds nothing

to the powers of vegetation, i. 15.

S EMiNARY, how to make, i. 40.

Semination, autumnal, the most natural

for tree-seeds, i. 24.

Service-tree, its species, i. 175. How
to propagate, 179. Clafs and Order,

ib.

Sherwood-forest, its history and im-

provement, ii, 299.

Smoke, beneficial in large towns, ii. 254.

Soil, its nature how to know, i. 14.

Spartium, ii. 107. Its -CJafs and Order,

ib.

Sportula, an account of, ii. 24S.

Staff-tree, ii, 78. Its Clafs and Order,
ib.

Strawberry-tree, how to raise from
seed, i. 50. Its species, ii. 85. Clafs

and Order, 88. How to propagate, ib.

Pliny calls it U/ieJo, and why, 89.

Sun-flower, experiments upon, ii. 123.

Its affection to the sun, i. 37.

SuLLv, his just idea of agriculture, !. 170.

Sycamore, the seeds of, how to sow, i.

46. Is a species of Maple, 183. How
to propagate, ib.

Syringa, its species, ii. 84. Clafs and
and Order, 85. How to propagate, ib.

T

Tamarisk, its properties and an«

tient use, ii. 38.

Tar, how made, i. 316.

Tempest in 1703, the devastation

occasioned by, ii. 350.

Teredo, and other tree-worms,

how to remove, ii. 135.

Thorn, its use in fencing, ii.99.

Thuya, is a native of Canada, ii.

40. Its medicinal use, 41.

Timber-trees, how to remove,

and when, i. 103.

Timber, how to season, ii. 230.

The goodnefs of, proved by
weight, 235. Is esteemed the

best which grows most in the

sun, 237. Qualities and uses

of the respective kinds, ib. Ex-
periments to determine the com-
parative strength of the different

kinds, 240.

Trees, young, how to transplant,

i. 52. Large trees, how to

transplant, 101. Regard to be
had to their aspect, 99. When
to transplant. 54, Planted trees.
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how to secure, 56. A Tree de-

fined, 64. Better raised from

seed than suckers, 12. The

situation to be observed, 100.

Account of Subterranean-trees,

305. Infirmities of trees and

their remedies, ii. 119. Crooked

trees, how reformed, 145.

—

When excorticated, or bark-

bared, how to remedy, 146.

—

How to preserve from deer, rab-

bits, and hares, 155. Mr. Law-
son'^s remarks concerning pru-

ning and drefsing of trees, 177.

Mr. Brotherton's observations

concerning the same, 183. Age,

stature, and felling of trees, 185.

Inftances of extraordinary large

trees, 188. Advice to such as

have trees in their gardens in

London, 226.

Tamarisk, its species, ii. 3S. Clafs and

and Order, 39. How to propagate, ib.

Teredo Navalis, an useful instrument

in the ceconomy of nature, ii. '235.

Tempest in 1703 described, ii. 351.

Terra, Mr. Evelyn's, when published,

i. U.
Termini, the Herma; of the Greeks, an

account of, ii. 273.

Thuya, its species, ii. 40. Clafs and

Order, 41. How to propagate ib. Its

uses, ib.

Timber, standing, a caution concerning

tlve manner of its valuation, i. 103.

Transmutation of iron into copper, a

fallacious experiment, i. 112.

Tree, a definition of, i. 1.

Trees differ from herbs, i. 4. From

shrubs, ib. Their medicinal virtues oc-

casionally mentioned by Virgil, 5. A
discourse on their foliation, 229. Their

anatomy, ii. 120. Were the habitations

of men in their wild state, 343. Sub-

terranean tree?, an account of, i. 303.

Tree-seeds, how to sow with corn, i. S4»-

TuLiP-TRKE, i. 214. Its Clafs and Order,

ib. A description of, ib-

Turnips make a good preparation for

planting, i. 90.

Veins of Timber, how to distin-

guish, ii. 236.

Vegetables, the analogy between themi

and animals, i. 33. Seek and incline

to the light, 37. Some follow the sun',

ib. This circumstance beautifully de-

scribed by Thomson, ib. Are organized

bodies, ii. 119. Their Lfe proved from

various circumstances, ib. Their ana.-

fx)inieal structure, 120. Their genera-

ration similar to that.of animals, 131

Have a natale solum, 264. During ia-

fancy have the strongest analogy to ani-

mal life, 135.

Vegetable and Animal Parturition very

similar, ii. 155.

Viburnum, ii.- H6.

w
Walnut-tree, its kinds, i. 164.

Its natural soil, 168. Uses of

the wood, 172.

Water, its use in vegetation, i..

2G.

Watering of seminaries, how
performed, i. 42.

Wayfarikg-tree, its uses, ii.

lie.

Willow, its kinds^ i. 258. How
to plant, ib.

Winchester, Bishop of, his ex-

cellent, prayer for blefsings upon

the seasons, ii. 165.

Withy, how to plant, i. 249.

—

Its uses, 250.

Wood, why upon the extirpation

of one kind, another of a diffe-
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rent species succeeds, il. 227,

The qualities of the several

kinds, 236. Laws and statutes

for the preservation and im-

provement of woods, 27 1 . Why
the Heathens performed their

religious rites in woods, 322.

W
Walnut, the nuts of, how to sow, i. 44-.

species, J 64. Clafs and Order, Ki6.

How to propagate, ib. Its shade thought

unwholesome, 169. The nuts formerly

strewed at weddings, and tlie reason,

167.

Water, not the food of plants, i. 27. Is

only a vehicle, ib. Does not nourish

bulbous roots, ib.

Waste Lands, how to sow with tree-

seeds, i. 84.

Wayfaring-tree, ii. 116.

Willow, its various species, i. 245. Clafs

and Order, 249. How to propagate, ib.

Used by the antients in the vineyards,

251. Made into baskets by the antient

Britons, and prized at Rome, ib.

WindsorForest, how improved, ii.2S7.

Wood, the comparative strength of, ii,

239.

Woods greatly injured In the reign of
Henry VIII. i. 2. Sustained great in-

juries during and after the Civil War,
ib. Want a proper superintendancy, ib.

Xerxes, the respect paid by him
to a Plane-tree, ii. 58.

Yew, its uses, i. 264. How to

raise, 269. One of an immense
size, ii. 205.

Yucca, its uses, ii. 116.

Yew, i. 264. Clafs and Order, ib." How
to propagate, ib. Its varieties, 26S.

—

One of an immense size described, ii.

205. A description of those growing

near Fountain's Abbey, i. 267. The
leaves of, poisonous, ib.

Yucca, its Clafs and Order, ii. 116.
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editor's preface.

The terra was written by IMr. Evelyn, at the request of the

Royal Society, about twelve years after the publication of the SILVA

:

And as every thing that came from his pen received distinguished

marks of public approbation, he had the satisfaction to see it undergo

several imprefsions during his lifetime, to each of which he added

something. From the extreme veneration that I entertain for the

memory of so worthy and good a citizen, I have here attempted a

republication of that celebrated work ; and I would fain flatter

myself that it will be found free from the inaccuracies with which the

other Editions abound. The occasional Notes are introduced with

a design to give the Reader a more extensive view of the subject, which

has received much improvement since the days of our most excellent

Author. It was my intention to have added this Discourse to my first

Edition of the Silva ; but, when that was ready for the prefs, I had

made but little progrefs in the examination of this ; and indeed it was

then uncertain whether I should ever complete it, as such works are

with me an amusement and not a study.

A HUNTER.
York, Jan. 1. 1786.
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To JOHN EVELYN, Esq.

Sir,

THE Council of the Royal Society, considering with themseh'es

the great importance of having the Public Meeting of the said Society

constantly provided with entertainments suitable to the design of their

institution, have thought fit to undertake to contribute each of them

one ; not doubting but that many of the Fellows of the Society will join

with them in carrying on such an undertaking : and being well per-

suaded of your approbation of this their purpose, (so much tending to the

reputation and support of the Society) they desire that you would be

pleased to undertake for one ; and to name any Thursday after the

fourteenth of January next, such as shall be most convenient for you,

when you will present the Society at one of their Public Aleetings, by

yourself, or some other of the Fellows for yon, with such a Discourse

(grounded upon, or leading to. Philosophical Experiments) on a subject

of your own choice. In doing of which you will benefit the Society,

and oblige,.

Sir,

Your humble Servant,

BROUNCKER, P. R. S.

London, Dec, 28, 1674.





To the Right Honourable

LORD VISCOUNT BROUNCKER,

PRESIDEyr OF

THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
My Lord,

I Have, in obedience to your Lordship, and the irresistible suffrages

of that Society over which you preside, resigned these Papers to be

disposed of as you think fit. I hear your Lordship's sentence is, they

should be made public. Why should not a thousand things of infinitely

more value, daily enriching their collection, (and which would better

justify the laudable progrefs of that Afsembly) be oftener produced, as

some of late have been ? This, my Lord, would obviate all unkind

objections, and cover the infirmities of the present Discourse, with

things indeed worthy our Institution. But, as I am to obey your Lord'

ship's commands, so both your Lordship and the Society, are accountable

for publishing the imperfections of.

My Lord,

Your Lordship's and

Their most obedient Servant,

April 29, 1675. J. EVELYN.





TERRA, &c.

J. AM called upon by command from your Lordship, and the Council

who dire£t the progrefs of the Royal Society, to entertain this Illustrious

Afsembly with something which, being either deduced from, or leading

to. Philosophical Experiment, may be of real use, and suitable to the

design of its institution.

I am highly sensible as of the honour which is done me, so of the great

disadvantages I lie under for want of abilities to carry me through an

undertaking of this importance, and before such acute and learned

judges ; but I hope my obedience to your commands will cover those

defects for which I can make no other apology.

There are few here, I presume, who know not upon how innocent and

humble a fubject I have long since diverted my thoughts ; and therefore

I hope they will not be displeased, or think it unworthy of their patience,

if from their more sublime and noble speculations (and which do often

carry them to converse among the brighter Orbs and heavenly bodies)

they descend a while, and fix their eyes upon the Earth, which I make
the present argument of my discourse. I had once indeed pitched upon
a subject of somewhat a more brisk and lively nature ; for what is there

in nature so sluggish and dull as Earth ? What more spiritual and active

than Vegetation, and what the Earth produces ? But this, as a province

becoming a more steady hand and penetrating wit than mine to cultivate

(unlefs where it transitorily comes in my way to speak of Salts and Fer-

ments) I leave to those of this learned Soclet}', who have alreadv "-Iven

such admirable Efsays of what they will be more able to accomplish upon
that useful and curious theme ) and therefore I beg leave that I may con-
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2 A DISCOURSE

fine myself to my more proper element, the Earth, which, though the

lowest and most inferior of them all, yet is so subservient and necefsary to

vegetation, as without i't there cbuld hardly be any such thing in nature.

To begin : I shall in the first place describe what I mean by Earth :

then I shall endeavour to shew you the several sorts and kinds of Earth :

and lastly, how we may best improve it to the uses of the husbandman,

the forester, and the gardener; which is indeed of large and profitable

extent, though it be but poor and mean in sound, compared to mines of

gold and silver> and other rich Gwes> which likewise are the treasures 6f

the Earth, but lefs innocent and useful.

I intend not here to amuse this noble audience, or myself, with those

nice inquiries concerning what the real form of that body or substance is

which we call Earth, denudated and stripped of all Heterogeneity, and

reduced to its principles : as whether it be composed of sandy, central,

nitrous, or other salts, atoms, and particles : whether void of all qualities

but drynefs, and the like, (as they commonly enter into the several de-

finitions of Philosophers) nor of what figure and contexture it consists-,

which causes it to adhere and combine together, so as to afiirm anything

dogmatically thereupon ; much lefs shall I contend whether it be a planet

moving about the sun, or be fixed in the centre of the universe ; all which

have been the curious researches and velitations of our later Thcorifts

;

but content myself with that body or mafs of glebe which we both dwell

on and every day cultivate for our necefsary subsistence, as it affords us

corn, trees, plants, and vegetables of all sorts, useful for human life, or

the innocent refreshment of it.

Those who have written deArte Combinatoria, reckon up no fewer than

one hundred seventy-nine millions one thousand and sixty different sorts

of Earths ; but of all this enormous number, as of all other good things,

it seems they do not acquaint us with above eight or nine eminently use-

ful to our purpose ; and truly I can hardly yet arrive at so many. Such

as I find naturally and usually to rise from the pit, I shall here spread

before you in their order.

The most beneficial sort of Mould or Earth, appearing on the surface,,

(for we fliall not at present penetrate lower than is necefsary for the plant-
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ing and propagation of vegetables) is the natural under-turf Earth ; but

for a description of the rest which succeed it in strata, or layers, till we
arrive at the barren and impenetrable rock, I shall refer the critical reader

to the old Geoponic authors.

Most, or all, of these strata lying in beds one upon another, from softer

to harder, better to worse, usually determine in sand, gravel, stone, rock,

or shell; which last we frequently meet with in marshes and fenny delves,

and sometimes even at the foot of high mountains, and sometimes on

their very tops, after divers succefsions of different Moulds, and at the

bottom of the profoundest pits, as in that deep perforation made at Am-
sterdam, in order to the building of the Stadt-House *. All which, and

the cause of the succefsions of the several strata of fofsils, &c. so bedded

» Varenius informs us, that in a well which was dug at Amsterdam to the depth of two

hundred and thirty-two feet, the following substances were found in succefsion : Seven

feet of vegetable earth; nine of turf; nine of soft clay; eight of sand; four of earth; ten

of clay; four of earth; ten of sand; two of clay; four of white sand; five of dry earth;

one of soft earth; fourteen of gravel; eight of clay mixed with sand; four of gravel

mixed with shells; an hundred and two feet of clay, and then thirty-one feet of sand.

Mr. Buffon, in the first volume of his Natural History, gives us still a more exact enu-

meration of the different beds of earth found at Marly-la-Ville, to the depth of one hundred

and one feet.

Feet Inch.

1. A free reddish earth, with much vegetable mould, a very small quantity

of vitrifiable sand, and somewhat more calcinable sand or gravel 13

2. A free earth mixed with more gravel, and a little more vitrifiable sand 2 6

3. Earth mixed with vitrifiable sand in a very great quantity, and which made
but very little effervescence with aqua fortis 3 q

4. Hard marble, which made a very great effervescence with aqua foitis 2

5. Very hard marly stone 4

6. Marl in powder, mixed with vitrifiable sand 5

7. Very fine vitrifiable sand
1 g

8. Earthy marl, mixed with a little vitrifiable sand 3 5
9. Hard marl, in which was real flint 3 g

10. Gravel, or powdered marl
1 q

11. Eglantine, a stone of the grain and hardnefs of marble, and sonorous 1 6
J2. Marly gravel

j g
13. Marl in the form of hard stone, whose grain was very fine 1 g
li. Marl like stone, with a grain not so fine .., 1 g

Carried over 45 Q

3 F 2
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thro' the whole terrestrial globe, the ingenious Dr. Woodward attributes

to a total difsolution of the materials which constituted the original fabrick

of the Antediluvian World, when the commotion of the waters begin-

ning to calm and relax, the disunited floating particles promiscuously-

blended, sunk down, and subsiding according their specific gravities,

settled in the beds and strata we now every where find. But of this, and

other effects of the deluge, see the learned Doctor's Efsay ''.

I begin with what commonly first presents itself under the removed

turf, and which, for having never been violated by the spade, or received

any foreign mixture, we will call Virgin-Earth; not that of the Chymists,

and the searchers after the Philosopher's Stone, but what is found lying

Ft. In.

Brought over 45 O

15. Marl siill more grofs 2 6

16. Very fine vitrifiable sand, mixed with fofsil sea shells, which had no ad-

herence with the sand, and whose colours and polish were perfect 1 6

17. Very small gravel, or fine marl powder 2

IS. Marl in the form of hard stone 3 6

19. Coarse powdered marl 1 6

20. Hard stone, calcinable like marble 1 6

21. A gray vitrifiable sand, mixed with fofsil shells, particularly oysters and

muscles, which had no adherence with the sand, and which were not petrified 3

G2. White vitrifiable sand mixed with the like shells 2

23. Sand streaked red and white, and mixed with the like shells 1

2i. Larger vitrifiable sand, mixed with the like shells 1

25. A fine gray, vitrifiable sand, mixed with the like shells 8 6

26. Very fine fat sand, with very few shells 3 o

27. Brown free stone 3

2S. Vitrifiable sand, streaked red and white 4. o

29. White vitrifiable sand 3 Q

30 Reddish vitrifiable sand 15 o

Total depth 101

' In the year 1695, Dr. Woodward published his celebrated work, entitled " An Efsay

towards a Natural History of the Earth," of which Mr. Evelyn has given us a very

just and concise account. The Doctor's theory met with many warm opponents, which
obliged him to engage deeply in the defence of it ; and so fondly was he attached to his

doctrine, that he founded a Lecture in the University ©f Cambridge to be read there in

defence of it, which he endowed with a salary of one hundred pounds per annum. The
•ngenious and learned Dr. Middleton was appointed the first Lecturer.
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about a foot deep, more or lefs, in our fields, before we come to any-

manifest alteration of colour or perfection. This Surface-Mould is the

best and sweetest, being enriched with all that the air, dews, showers,

and celestial influences can contribute to it: for it is with good Earth as

with excellent water ; that is the best which with least difficulty receives

all external qualities ; for the fatnefs of this under-turf Mould, being

drawn up by the kindly warmth of the sun to the superficies, spends but

little of its vigour in the grafs and tender verdure which it produces, and

easily nourishes without difsipating its virtue, provided no rank weeds or

predatious plants (consummating their seeds) be suffered to.grow and ex-

haust it, but maintains its natural force, and is therefore of all other un^

cultivated Moulds the most grateful to the husbandman ^

Now as the rest of incumbent and subjacent Earths approach this in vir-

tue, so they are to be valued; and of these there are several kinds, diltin-

guishable by their several constitutions ; the best of which is black, fat, yet

porous, light, and sufficiently tenacious, without any mixture of sand or

gravel ; rising in pretty grofs clods at the first breaking up of the plough

;

but with little labour and exposure falling to pieces, but not crumbling

altogether into dust, which is the defect of a more vicious sort. Of this

excellent black Mould, fit almost for any thing without much manure,

there are three kinds, which difl^er in hue and goodnefs.

The next layer in series to this, is usually mixed with a sprinkling of

stones, somewhat hard, yet friable, and when well aired and stirred, is

• With this loose covering the Earth h every where invested, unlefs it be washed off

by rains, or removed by some other external violence. " It is the Earth that, like a I;ind

mother, receives us at our birth, and sustains us when born. It is tiiis alone, of all the

elements around us, that is never found an enemy toman. The body of waters deluge

him with rains, opprefs him with hail, and drown him with inundations; the air rushes in

storms, prepares the tempest, or lights up the volcano; but the Earth, gentle and indul-

gent, ever subservient to the wants of man, spreads his walks with flowers, and his table

with plenty ; returns with interest every good committed to her care; and thougli she pro-

duces the poison, she still supplies the antidote; though constantly teased more to furnish

the luxuries of man than his necefslties, yet, even to the last, she continues her kind in-

dulgence, and when life is over, she piously hides his remains in her bosom." P/in. Nat;

Hht. ]. ii.
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not to be rejected ; the loosenefs of it admitting the refreshment of

showers, renders it not improper fpr trees and plants which require more

than ordinary moisture. Declining from this in perfection, is the darkish

grey or tawny, which, the deeper your mine, rises veined with yellow,

and sometimes reddish, till it end inpalej and if you penetrate yet farther,

commonly in sand and gritty stone.

Of a second clafs, is Mould of an obscure colour also, more delicate

grain, tender, chefsom and mellow ; clear of stones and grittinefs, with

an eye of loam and sand, which renders it light enough, yet moist ; of

all other the most desirable for flowers and the coronary garden.

To this we add a yet more obscure and sandy Mould, accompanied

with a natural fatncfs ; and this, though rarer, is incomparable for all

sorts of fruit-trees.

A third participates of both the former; fattish, yet interspersed with

small flints and pebbles, not to be altogether neglected.

A fourth is totally sandy, and that of divers colours, with sometimes a

bottom of gravel, now and then rock, and not seldom clay; and, as the

foundations are, so it is more or lefs retentive of moisture, and tolerable

for culture ; but all sand does easily admit of heat and moisture, and yet

for that not much the better ; for either it dismifses and lets them pafs

too soon, and so contracts no ligature, or retains them too long, especially

where the bottom is of clay, by which it parches, or chills, producing

nothing but mofs, and disposes to cankerous infirmities ; but if, as some-

times it fortunes, that the sand have a surface of more genial Mould,

and a bottom of gravel or loose stone, though it do not long maintain the

virtue it receives from heaven, yet it produces forward-springing, and is

parent of sweet grafs, which, though soon burnt up in dry weather, does

as soon recover with the first rain tliat falls.

Of pure and sheer sand there is white, black, bluish, red, yellow^

harsher and milder, and some mere dust in appearance, none of them to

be desired alone; but the grey-black and ash-coloured, and that which

frequently is found in heathy commons, or the travelling kind, volatile,

and exceedingly light, is the most insipid and worst of all. I do not here
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speak of the drift and sea sand, which is of admirable virtue and use in

mixtures, and to be spread on some lands, because it has been described

so accurately already in a just discourse upon another occasion, by an ex-

perienced Gentleman dwelling in the western parts, where this manure is

perfectly understood, and recommended to more general use.

As of sands, so are there different sorts of clays, and of as different

colours, whereof there is a kind so obstinate and ill-natured, as almost

nothing wHl subdue ; and another so voracious and greedy, as nothing

will satiate, without exceeding industry, because it ungratefully devours

all that is applied to it, turning it into as arrant clay as itself. Some
clays are more pinguid than others ; some more slippery ; all of them te-

nacious of water on the surface, where it stagnates and chills the plant

without penetrating ; and in dry seasons costive, and hardening with the

sun and wind; most of them pernicious and untractable.

The unctuous and fatter clay frequently lies upon the other, having

oftentimes a basis of chalk beneath it ; but neither is this worth any thing

till it be loosened and rendered more kind, so as to admit of the air and

heavenly influences : in a word, the blue, white, and red clays (if strong)

are all ui kind ; the stony and looser sort is yet sometimes tolerable ; but

the light Brick Earth does very well with most fruit-trees.

I had almost forgotten Marsh-Earth, which, though of all other seem-

ingly the most churlish, a little after it is first dug and dried, (when it

soon grows bard and chaps) may, Avith labour and convenient exposure,

be brought to an excellent temper ; for being the product of rich slime,

and the sediment of land-waters and inundations, which are usually fat,

as also the rotting of sedge, yea, and frequently of prostrated trees, rotted

and now converted into Mould, it becomes a very profitable land ; but

whether I may reckon this among the natural Earths, I do not contend.

. Of Loams and Brick-Earths we have several sorts, some approaching

to clay, others nearer marl ; differing also in colour ; and if it be not too

rude mingled in just proportion with other Mould, an excellent ino-re-

dient in all sorts of Earth, and so welcome to the husbandman, and espe-

cially the gardener, as nothing does well without a little dash of it.
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Of Marl (a substance between clay and chalk, of a cold, sad nature)

we have seldom such quantities in layers as we have of the forementioned

Earths ; but we commonly meet with it in places affected to it, and it is

taken out of pits at several depths, and of divers colours, red, white,

grey, blue, all of them unctuous, of a slippery nature, and differing in

f^oodnefs ; for, being pure and immixed, it sooner relents after a shower,

and when dried again, slackens and crumbles into dust, without indura-

tion, and growing hard. All the kinds are profitable for barren grounds,

as abounding with nitre *.

I^astly, Chalk. This is likewise of several kinds and colours; hard,

soft, fine, coarse, abstergent, slippery, and marly, and apt to difsolve with

the weather into no unprofitable manure. Some kinds have a sandish,

others a blacker and light surface ; and there is a sort which produces

swe^t grafs and aromatic plants, and some so rank, especially in the vallies

of very high hills, as to feed not only sheep, bpt other cattle, to great

advantage, as we may see in divers places among the downs of Sufsex.

But it has a peculiar virtue above all this, to improve other lands, as we

shall come to show.

I forbear to speak particularly of Fullers-Earth, Tobacco-pipe Clay,

dry and astringent, the white Cimolia, and the several fictile clays, be-

cause they are not so universal and serviceable to the plough and spade ;

much lefs of Terra Lemnia, Chia, Melitensis, lietrusca, and the rest of

the Sigillataj; nor of the Boles, Rubrics, and Ochres, Figuline, Stiptic,

Smegmatic, &c. as they are diversely qualified for several uses, medicinal

and mechanical, but content myself with those I have already enume-

rated '.

* Whoever is desirous of obtaining a just and philosophical idea of raarl, may consult

Dr. Ainslie's account of that substance, as inserted in the Georgical F.fsay. In the same work
there is a most useful Efsay by the ingenious Mr. Henr^', of Manchester, on the manner
of compounding faciitious marl, for the use of such farmers as reside in countries wheire

genuine marl cannot be obtained. Sand and calcareous Earth plentifully bestowed uron

heavy clay land, will, for a time, convert the surface, to the depth of some inches, into a

kind of Marl. It were to be wished that the mixture of opposite soils was more attended

to by the farmer, and this happy consequence would follow, that over stilf and adhesive

lands would be made tender, and over sandy lands would have a texture given them. ,

* Earths consist of very minute and almost impalpable particles, cohering very slightly
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Now, besides the description and characters we have given of these

several Moulds and Earths, as they reside in their several beds and couches,

there are divers other Indications, by which we may discover their quali-

ties and perfections; as, amongst others, a most infallible one is, their

disposition to melt and crumble into fine morsels, not turn to mud and

mortar, upon the descent of gentle showers, how hard soever they seem

before, and if in stirring they rise rather In granules, than mafsy clods.

If upon excavating a pit, the mould you exhaust do more than fill it

again, Virgil tells us it Is a good augury ; upon which Lauremberglus

affirms, that at Wittemberg, in Germany, where the Mould lies so close.

together. They do not burn, nor are they malleable ; are easily diffusible, but not soluble,

in water. Properly there are but two sorts :

I. Argillaceous Earths, which harden in the fire, and do not difsolve in the mineral acids.

II, Jlcaliiie, or Calcareous Earths, which in the fire burn to lime, and difsolve in the mineral

acids.

Argillaceous Earths consist aither of spongeous, or of smooth tenacious

parts : the former is called Vegetable Eai'th, or Mould ; the latter Clay.

Among the Clays are reckoned

:

I. Potters' Earths, viz.

1. Loam, which is coarse, irony, and.very sandy.

2. Common potter's clay, which is heavy, without sand, of different substance and
colour, whence some require a greater degree of heat to flux them than others.

3. Fine clay, or porcelain clay, which is smooth and greasy to the touch, and of va-

rious colours.

II. Medicinal Earths, viz.

1. Boles and Terras Sigillata?,

HI. Mechanical Earths, viz.

1. Tripoli.

2. Fuller's Earth, which lathers like soap, and raises a froth in the water. But the

true Fuller's Earth difsolves in acids, and consequently belongs to the Marl-
Earths.

IV. Painters' Earth, viz.

1. White.
2. Mineral yellow.

3. Umber.

4. Mineral red.

5. Mineral blue.

6. Mineral green.

To the Alcaline or Calcareous Earths belong the following :

I. Chalk. This is composed of fine particles, adhering closely together, and forming a
pretty compact texture. It colours the hand upon being touched, and commonly
is white, but sometimes is of different colours and kinds.

II. Marls. These are of a loose, friable texture, easily reducible into powder, and
readily separating and diffusing in water. When recently dug out of the ground,

Volume II. 3 q
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as It does not replenish the fofs out of which it has been dug, the corn

which is sown in that country soon degenerates into rye ; and what is still

more remarkable, that the rye sown in Thuringia (where the earth is lefs

compacted) reverts, after three crops, to be wheat again '^.

My Lord Bacon directs to the observation of the Rainbow, where its

extremity seems to rest, as pointing to a more roscid and fertile Mould

;

but this, I conceive, may be very fallacious, it having two horns, or

bases, which are ever opposite.

But the situation and declivity of the place is commonly a more certain

mark ; as what lies under a Southern, or South-east rising ground ; but

Ihey are pretty hard, but being exposed to the air, soon fall into powder. They

are of various colours, but are seldom pure, being commonly mixed with a portion

of argillaceous Earth.

\* As &OTf.r are intimately connected with £«)///-', I shall in this place give a general

idea of them, in order that the reader may have a full and comprehensive view of

that mixed body, which is the subject of this Efsay.

Stones maj' be comprehended under the four following ^oottt ;

I. Calcareous^ or Lime Stones.

1. These effervesce with, and difsolve in, the mineral acids ; and in the fire burn to

iime.

II. JrgiUacenus, or Clay Stones.

I. These are Insoluble in acids, and burn to harJnefs in the fire.

III. Cv/iseous, or Plaista- Stones.

I. These are not affected by acids. They burn to plaistet in the fire, and being

wetted with water, presently grow hard, in which they differ from lime, which

does not harden upon wetting, unlefs vnixed with sand, and not then till after

a long time.

IV. I'itrescent, or Glafs Stoies.

1. These suffer no change with acids, and in the fire run to glafs. All this genus

strike fire with st«ei, except the glafs spar and the pumice stone.

*.^* A great many small, visible, vitrescent Stones, constitute what is called Sam/, which

is either coarse or fine. Sometimes Sami consists of one species only, but oftener of

two or more. When these cohere, they form the Grit ov SaitJ Stone, of which Mill-

Stoncs, Grind-Stones, Sic. are made.

f This observation of Laurembergius has neither reason nor e>;pcriment to-recommend

jt. It is in the last degree absurd.
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tills is also eligible according to the purposes you would employ it for;

some plants, affecting hotter,
,
others colder, exposures ; some delight to

dwell on the hills, others in the vallies and closer seats ; and some attain

are indifferent to either; but, generally speaking, most of them choose

the warm and more benign ; and the bottoms arc universally fertile, be-

ing the recepicnts of what the showers bring down to them from the hills

and more elevated parts..

Another infallible indication is the nature and floridnefs of the plants

which the land naturally produces ; as where thistles spontaneously thrive
;

where the oak grows tall and spreading; and as the plant is of kind, so to

prognosticate for what tillage, or other use, the ground is proper. Thyme,
strawberries, betony, and sorrel, direct to wood ; chamomile, to a Mould
disposed for corn and hortulan furniture ; burnet, to pasture ; mallows, to

roots, and the like, as my LordA^erulam and' others observe.

On the contrary, some grounds arc so cold, as naturally to bring forth

nothing but gorse, broom, holly, yew, juniper, ivy, and box; which

may happily direct us to the planting of pine, firs, the phillyreas, laurel,

Spanish broom, and other perennial verdures, in fuch places,

Mofs, rushes, wild tansey, sedge, flags fv^rn ^, yarrow, and ^vhere

plants appear withered or blasted, shrubby and curled, (which are the:

effects of immoderate wet, heat and cold, interchangeably) are natural

auguries of a cursed soil; yet I have observed some ferny grounds proper

enough for coppice and forest-trees. Thus, as by the plant we may
conjecture of the Mould, so by the Mould we may guefs at the plant;-

the more herbaceous and tender, springing from the gentle bed ; the

coarser and rougher plants, from the rude and churlish. And as some
Earths appear to be totally barren, and some, though not- altogether so

s Where fern grows luxuriantly, we may pronounce the soil favourable to turnips

corn, and trees. The other plants here mentioned are certain indications of a bad soil.

Virgil describes steril grounds by enumerating the plants that naturally grow in sucli

places. There,

-picex tantuni, taxique nocentes

Interdumj aut heder» pandunt vestigia nigrE. GtoRc. ii,

3 G 2/
'
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unfruitful, yet wanting salacity to conceive, vigour to produce, and sen-

sibly eluding all our pains ; so there are others which are perpetually

pregnant, and this is likewise a good prognostic.

Upon these, and such like hints, in proposals of transplanting spices

and other exotic rarities from either Indies, the curious should be studious

to procure of the natural Mould in which they grow, (and this might be

effected to good proportion, by the ballasting of ships) either to plant or

nourish them in from the seed, till they were of age, and had gained some

stability of roots and stem, and become acquainted with the genius of

our climate ; or for efsays of mixtures, to compose the like.

By the goodnefs, richnefs, hungrinefs, and tincture of the water strain-

ing through grounds, and by the weight and sluggishnefs of it, compared

with the lighter, conjecture also may be made, as in part we have

showed already.

To conclude : There are almost none of our senses but may of right

pretend to give their verdict here.

And first, we judge by the odour or smell, containing, as my Lord

^"eru]am affirms, the juice of vegetables already, as it were, concocted

and prepared ; so as after long droughts, upon the first rains, good and

natural Mould will emit a most agreeable scent, and in some places (as

Alonzo Barba, a considerable Spanish author, testifies) approachmg the

most ravishing perfumes ; on the contrary, if the ground be disposed to

^ny mineral, or other ill quality, it sends forth arsenical and very noxious

.fleams, as we find in our marshes and fenny grounds.

2d]y, By the taste, and that with good reason, all Earths abounding

more or lefs in their peculiar salts, as well as plants j some sweet and

more grateful ; others bitter, mordacious, or astringent ; some flat and

insipid ; all of them to be detected by percolation of untainted water thro'

them ; though there be who affirm that the best Earth, like the best

water and oil, has neither odour nor taste.

3dly, By the touch, if it be tender, fatty, detersive, and slipper}' ; or

more asperous, gritty, porous, and friable; likewise if it stick to the fin-

gers like bird-lime, or melt and difsolve on the tongue like butter.
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Purthermore, good and excellent Earth thould be of the same constitu-

tion, and not of contrary, as soft and hard, churlish and mild, moi'st and

dry ; not too unctuous, nor too lean, but resoluble, and of a just and

procreative temper, combining into a light easily crumbling Mould, yet

consistent, and apt to be wrought and kneaded ; such having a modi-

cum of loam naturally rising with it, to entertain the moisture, does neither

defile the fingers, nor cleave much to the spade, which easily enters it

:

this kind is usually found under the turf of pasture grounds, upon which

cattle have been long fed and foddered. In a word, that is the best Earth

to. all the senses which is of a blackish grey, cuts like butter, sticks not

obstinately, but is short, light, breaking into small clods, is sweet, will

be tempered without crusting or chapping in dry weather, or becoming

mortar in wet.

Lastly, By the sight, from all the instances of colour and other visible

indications ; for the common opinion is, though exploded by Columella,

that all hot and choleric grounds are red or brown ; cold and dry, black-

ifli ; cold and moid, whitifli ; hot and moift, ruddy ; which yet, exha-

lations from m.inerals, the heat of the fun, and other accidents may caufe ;

Ibut generally they give pre-eminence to the darker greys ; next to the

rufset ; the clear tawny is found worse ; the light and dark ash-colour

(light also of weight, and resembling ashes) good for nothing; but the

yellowish red worst of all. And all these are fit to be known, as contri-

buting to noble and useful experiments, upon due and accurate compari-

sons and inquiries from the several particles of their constitutions, figures,

and modes, as far at least as we can discover them by the best auxiliaries

of microscopes, lotions, strainers, calcinations, and grindings ; upon such

discovery to judge of their qualities, and by efsaying variety of mixtures,

and imitating all sorts of Mould, foreign or indigen, to compound
Earths as near as may be resembling the natural, for any special or curious

use, and thereby be enabled to alter the genius of grounds as we see

occasion''.

• I cannot in this place omit the beautiful and correct description that Virgil has given

us of the various soils

:

Next, of each various soil the genius hear!

Its colour, strength, what best dispos'd to bear,
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The consideration of this it was which gave me the curiosity to fall

upon the examining of a collection I had made of several sorts of earths

and soils, such as I could find about this territory, whereof some I washed,

to find by what would melt, reside^ or pafs away in the percolation, of

what visible figure they chiefly seemed to consist, armed as I was with

Th' unfrienclly cliffs, and iinprolific ground,'

Where clay jejune, and the cold flint abound/.

Where bushes overspread the barren field.

Will best th' unfading grove of Pallas yield:

Here tlie wild olive woods luxuriant shoot.

And all the plains are strewn with sylvan fruit..

But the rich soil with genial force endu'd.

All green with grafs, with moisture sweet bedew'd,

Such as we oft survey from cavern'd hills.

Whence many a stream descends in dripping- rills,.

And with rich ooze the fatt'iling valley fills
;

Gr that which feels the balmy southern air.

And feeds the fern unfriendly to the share
;

Ere long will vines of lustiest growth'produce.

And big with bounteous Bacchus' choicest juice, .

Will give the grape in solemn sacrifice.

Whose purple stream the golden goblet dyes.

When the fat Tuscan's horn has call'd the god.

And the full chargers bend beneath the smoaking load...

But bullocks would you rear, and herds of cows.

Or sheep, or goats that crop the budding boughs i^

Seek rich Tarentum's plains, a distant coast.

And fields like those my lucklefs Mantua lost, .

His silver-piniou'd swans where Mincio feeds.

As slow they sail among the wat'ry weeds.

There for thy flocks fresh fountains never fail,-

Undying verdure clothes the grafsy vale;

And what is crop'd by day, the night renews,..

Sliedding refreshful stores of cooling dews.

A sable mould and fat beneath the share,-

That crumbles to the touch, of texture rare.

And (what our art effects) by nature loose.

Will the best growth of foodful grain produce:

And from jio held, beneath pale evening's star

With heavier. harvests fraught, returns the nodding car

Or else the plain, from which the ploughman's rage

Has fell'd the forest, hoar through many an age.
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an indifferent microscope, of which be pleased to take this brief ac-
count.

Gravelly and arenous earths of several sorts, before they were washed,

appeared to consist mostly of rough crystals, of which some were very

And tore the tall trees from their ancient base.

Long the dark covert of the feathery race;

Banish'd their bow'rs, abroad they mount in air.

While shines the recent glebe beneath the share.

For the lean gravel of the sloping field.

And mould'ring stones, where snakes their mansions buildj

Where in dark windings filthy reptiles breed.

And find sweet food their lurking young to feed;

To bees ungenial, scarcely will supply

Their Cafsia-flow'rs, and dewy rosemary.

In that blest ground, which from its opening chinks.

At will a steaming mist emits, or drinks ;

Which blooms with native grafs for ever fair,

Nor blunts with eating rust the sliding share.

Round thy tall elms the jojous vines shall weavC;,

And floods of lufcious oil thy olives give

;

This, with due culture, tliou shall surely find

Obedient to thy plough, and to tliy cattle kind.

Such fertile lands rich Capua's jjeasants till.

And such the soil beneath Vesevus' hill

;

And that, where o'er Acerrae's prostrate tow'rs

Clanius his swelling tide too fiercely pours.

Eules to know diff'rent soils I next dispense';

ilow to distinguish from the rare the dense.

This best for vines, that golden grain approves,

Ceres, the dense ; the rare, Lyaeus loves.

First chuse a spot that's for the purpose fit.

Then dig the solid earth ; and sink a pit

;

Next, to its bed th' ejected soil restore,

And prefs with trampling feet the surface o'er

;

If the mould fail, 'tis light; that soil inclines

To fatten herds, and swell thy cluster'd vines.

But o'er tlie pit replenish'd, if the ground

Still rise and in superfluous heaps abound.

O'er the thick glebe let sturdy bullocks toil.

Cleave the compacted clods and sluggish soil.

The land that's bitter, or with salt imbu'd.

Too wild for culture, for the plough too rude.

Where apples boast no more their purple hues,

j^nd drooping Bacchus yields degen'rate juice.
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transparent and gemmy ; few of them sharp or angular, but roundish and

mixed with particles of a mineral hue, which being well dried, and bruised

on a hard serpentine stone, and mullar of the same, was with little labour

reduced to an impalpable whitish sand, untransparent, as it happens in

the bruising of most bodies, though never so diaphanous before.

Yellow sand had the appearance of amber ; but, when bruised, it be-

came a paler untransparent sand.

Fat rich earth, full of black spots, without much discolouring the

water, (as hardly did any of the sands) being dried, was reduced to a de-

licate sandy dust, with very little brightnefs.

Marsh-earth contained a considerable quantity of sand, the rest re-

sembled the fat earth.

The under-pasture Mould had likewise a sandy mixture, and what

pafsed with the water after evaporation, seemed to be an impalpable and

very fine untransparent sand.

Clay consisted of most exceedingly smooth and round sands of several'

opacous colours.

Potters' Earth, of different sorts, ground small, became like sand, of a.

yellowish grey and other colours, exceedingly polite and smooth.

May thus be known : Of twigs a basket twine.

Like that from whence is strain'd the recent wine;

This with the soil and crystal water fill,
"J

Then squeeze the niafs, while tliro' the twigs distil (.

The big round drops in many a trickling rill

;

J
Soon shall its nature from its taste appear.

And the wry mouth the bitter juice declare.

We learn from hence a fat and vifcid land ;

It sticks like pitch uncrumbled to the hand :

The moister mould a rank luxuriance feeds.

Of lengthen'd grafs, and tall promifcuous weeds ;

O may be mine no over-fertile plain.

That shoots too strongly forth its early grain

!

The light and heavy in the balance try.

The black and other colours strike tlic eye;

Not so tlie cold ; lo ! there dark ivy spreads.

Or yews or pitch-trees lift their gloomy heads. -vvarton.
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A certain yellowish loamy earth, which had been brought to me with

some orange-trees out of Italy, was reduced to a bright soft sand, appear-

ing more gemmy than in the other loams.

Chalk resembled fine white flour, and some of it sparkled, especially

the harsher sort ; but the tender, not.

Fullers-earth appeared like gum tragacanth ; a little wetted, seem-

ingly swelled, yet glistering ; but, when reduced to a fine dust, became

a smooth sand.

Tobacco-pipe earth, not much bruised, was just like white starch ;

washed and well-dried, it resembled the whitest flour of wheat a little

candied. I had not the opportunity of examining the several sorts of

marls ; so I proceed to the dungs.

Neats-dung (the cattle fed only with fodder, or little grafs, for it was

in the winter I made my observations) appeared to be nothing but straws

in the entire substance, and colour a little altered, save what a certain

slippery mucilage gave them, sprinkled with a glistering sand like atoms

of gold ; but, upon washing and drying again, the tenacious matter

vanished, and the straws appeared separated and clear.

Sheeps-dung was much like the former, only the spires and blades of a

fine short grafs were conglomerated and rolled up into pellets, about

which the glew was lefs viscous, but it pafsed also away in the lotion.

Swines-dung had the resemblance of dirty bees-wax, mingled with

straws and . husks, which seemed like candied Eringo, and some like

Angelica roots.

The soil of horses appeared like great wisps of hay and little straws,

thin of mucilage, and which, being washed, was easily to be discerned

by a naked eye.

Deers-dung much resembled that of sheep.

Volume II. 3 H
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Pigeons-dung consisted of a stiif glutinous matter, easily reducible to

dust of a grey colour, with some husky atoms, after dilution. Lastly,

The dung of poultry was so full of gravel, small stones, and sand, that

there appeared little or no other substance, save a very small portion both

of white and blackish viscous matter twisted up together. This, of all

others, the most foetid and ill smelling.

These were all I had time and leisure to examine : I cannot say with all

the accuratenefs they were capable of, but sufficiently to encourage the

more curious, and to satisfy myself, that the very finest earth and best

of moulds, however to appearance mixed with divers imperfect bodies,

may, for ought we know, consist rnore of sandy particles than of any

other whatsoever, at least if from this criterion we may be allowed to pro-

nounce what they seem to the eye, sands, crystals, or salts, call them

what you please; the consideration of which being so universally the cause

of vegetation, was no small inducement to me to see if, by examining the

several earths, (though but by a cursory inspection) I might pofsibly de-

tect what rudiments of such a principle there were lurking in them, ab-

stractedly taken ; not that I think earth to be salt alone, and nothing

else, (though perhaps little more besides sulphur) for so it produces no

vegetable that I know of, without water to difsolve and qualify it for in-

sumption, and perhaps some other vegetable matter, fitted to manure and

receive the seeds, and keep the plant steady, which yet, for ought I can

discern, is also but a finer sort of sand, the clamminefs of it being rather

something extrinsical and accidental to it, than any thing natural, and

originally constitutive : for, the combination of these several moulds

which gives the ligature, slipperinefs, and a diverfe temper, seems rather

to be caused by the perpetual and succefsive rotting of the grafs, plants,

leaves, brapches, mofs, &c. (than any peculiar or solitary principle apart)

which, in long tract of time, has amafsed together a substance heteroge-

neous to the ruder particles, which after the dilutions of the superficies

(that is of the rich and fatter mould) appears to be little other than sand,

or fixed salts, of various figures and colours ; since even the most obdu-

rate and flinty pebble beaten and ground to powder, or by calcination re-

duced to an impalpable dust, is as fine both to the eye, and smooth to the

touch, as the most smectic earths and marls themselves ; such at least as
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you shall collect from the subsidence (to appearance) of the most crystal

waters, precipitated by deliquated oil of tartar, or the like; and the more

they be subdued and broken, the harder they will prove, if (cleared of

their nitrous parts) they pafs the potter's fire, however they seemed be-

fore to be of different constitution. This is evident in vefsels made of to-

bacco-pipe clay, or whatever the material be, which has of late been so

succefsfully employed by Dr. Hook, a worthy Member of this Society,

for the finding out a composition (if I may so call it) nothing inferior to

the hardest porcelain, and almost as beautiful. And now upon contem-

plation of that almost universal ingredient, sand, through all our trials,

I cannot but incline to the sentiment of that excellent philosopher, as well

as physician, the learned Dr. Lister, that sand might be the first mantle

and universal covering of the newly-created earth. See his discourfe upon

a map, discovering sands and clay, reduced to tables, presented to the lloijal

Society \

But to return to our superficial earth, wlolch we call the Mould. I af-

firm it to grow and increase yearly in depth from the causes aforesaid ;

and, in some places, to that proportion as to have raised no inconsiderable

hills and eminences by the accidental fall and rotting of woods and trees^

such as Birch, Beech, &;c. which are not of a constitution to remain long

in the ground (as Fir, Oak, Elm, and some other timber will do, and

grow the harder) without corruption, and relenting into mould as soft

and tender as what they first were sown or planted in ; and of this I am
able to give undeniable instances. I insist not here on the perpetual suc-

cefsions and generations of flints and other stones, in the same places

' Dr. Lister was of opinion, that, by examining the earth from the surface downwards,

as often as an opportunity oflered, a pretty just theory might be formed of its contents in

general : for it appeared from his own observations, that upper natural soils infallibly pro-

duce the same internal minerals and materials. He has thrown out an hint to every na-

turalist for extending this useful knowledge, by advising that a soil or mineral map should

be made, properly distinguished into countries, and enriched with observations for general

use, arising from remarks on the bounds and produce of every particular soil.—The Doctor

likewise thought that sand was once the exterior and general cover of the surface of the

whole earth, and that clay was another coat in the more depressed and hollow parts. The

following are his Tables of Sands and Clays which he drew up in 1673, from observations

matje in the northern parts of England, and is the matter here referred to by Mr. Evelyn.
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where they have been sedulously gathered off, by man}'' (not nmprobably)

thought to proceed from worm-casts, hardened by the air, and a certain

lapidescent succus or spirit which it meets with ; and this, for happening

most on downs very much exposed, (yet undisturbed) is the more proba-

ble ; as, on the other side, it establishes our conjecture of the purest

moulds being capable of such a change ; that which is thus cast up by

the worms being so exceedingly elaborated and refined. Nor perhaps

are all those innumerable perforations, especially through the hardest sur-

faces, the labour of worms alone, but the effect of some nitrous spirit that

spews out those moleculse. In the mean time, let no man be over confi-

dent that because some earths are soft, fat, and slippery, they may not

pofsibly consist of sands (of which there are so many kinds) since it is

evident that even all fofsile bodies, which can be reduced and brouo-ht to

sands, may, by contrition of the particles, be rendered so minute as to

emulate the finest earths we have enumerated ; the compactnefs and ac-

cidental mixtures resulting, as we affirm, from things extrinsical, not ex-

cluding exhalations, pafsage of liquors, and several juices to them, or

conveyed by subterraneous steams and Influences, be the stones, or rock,

glareous, metallic, testaceous, salts, or any other concretes whatsoever.

And what if we should indeed suspect all earth to be arrant salt, nay
glafs ; and that glafs, how hard soever, the offspring and child of water,

the most fluid, crystalline, sincere, and void of all other qualities ? It is

not impofslble, I think, but by the different texture of its parts, even

that liquid element may be brought to the consistence of a most different

body to what it appears. We know that water (besides that it was the

first immense body v^'hich invested the chaos) was by some thought to be

the Mother of Earth ^, (nay the principia sohtta of all mixts whatsoever)

and that the bottom of the sea was made by a perpetual hypostasis or sub-

sidence, which precipitated from every part of it to the centre. I do not

stand to justify these speculations, but to illustrate what I am about, name-
ly, that water is apt enough to be condensed and made hard ; and crude

'' This was the opinion of Thales, the Milesian, who taught that all things originated

from water. Milton, where ha describes the formation of the earth, makes a beautiful

allusion to this doctrine

:

On the watVy calm

His brooding wings the sp'rit of God outspread.

And vital virtue infus'd, and vital -warmth

Throughout the fluid mafs. j-aradise losTi
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mercury, and running metal, crystals, gems, and pearls, do more re-

semble it than that dirty and opaque body which we usually denominate

Earth. Besides, we find how divers waters not only indurate and petrify-

other substances, but grow into stones, and leave a rocky callus where

they drop and continually pafs, and that all sands and stones are not dia-

phanous, therefore that is no eviction but that they might once have been

Huid, since their opacity may be adventitious, and proceed from sundry

accidents ; so as granting this hypothesis, we are lefs to wonder that this

matter is above all other so disposed to vegetation, and apt to produce

plants endued with colour, weight, taste, odour, and with sundry medi-

cal and other virtues, as I think that excellent philosopher Mr. Boyle, the

great ornament of this Society, does somewhere make out from the vari-

ous percolations, concoctions, and circulations of that fruitful menstruum j

and if that be true, that there is but one catholic, homogeneous, fluid

matter, (diversified only by shape, size, motion, repose, and various texture

of the minute pai tides it consists of, and from which affections of mat-

ter, the divers qualities result of particular bodies) what may not mixture

and an attentive inspection into the anatomical parts of the vegetable

family in time produce, for our composing of all sorts of moulds and

soils almost imaginable, which is the drift of my present Discourse ?

And why might not Solomon by this means have really had all kinds of

plants in his incomparable gardens ? even ebony, cloves, cinnamon, and

from the cedar to the shrub, such as grew only in the remotest regions,

furnished (as he doubtlefs was) with so extraordinary an insight into all

natural things and powers for the composing of earths, and afsigning

them their proper mixtures and ferments '. I do riot here inquire whe-

ther there be not a panspenne universally diffused, individuated, and spe-

cified in their several matrixes and receptacles pro ratione ynixti, as they

speak, but I think there might very unexpected phasnomena be brought

to light In vegetable productions, did men seriously apply themselves to

make such pofslble trials as is In the power of art to effect; and how far

' It is Climate, and not Soil, that occasions such a variety in plants ; so that unlefs we
can give a foreign plant something of its own climate, it will be in vain to rear it even in

its own earth. Of this, Mons. Tournefort, in his Travels into the East, had very con-

vincing proofs. At the bottom of Mount Ararat, he found the common plants of Armenia;

a little higher up, those of Italy ; higher, those which grow about Paris; afterwards, the

Swedish plants; and lastly, on the top, the alpine plants of Lapland.
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soils may be difsembled, and the air and water attempered, (at least for

some curiosities which may give light to more useful things) I do not con-

clude ; but I should expect very rare and considerable things from an at-

tentive and diligent endeavour. To this end, the raising of artificial

dews and mists, impregnated with several quahties for the more natural

refreshment of exotic plants, were, it may be, no hard matter to effect,

no more than were the modification of the air abroad, as well as in our

more confined Reserves, where we set them in for hyemation, and during

the most rigorous colds. As for mixtures of earth ; plants we know are

nourished by things of like affinity with the constitution of the soil

which produces them, and therefore it is of smgular importance to be

well read in the alphabet of earths and composts ; for, as we have said,

plants affect the marsh, bog, mountain, valley, sand, gravel, fat and lean

mould, according to their tempers ; and for want of skill in this, the

same plant not only languishes and starves, but some we find to grow so

luxuriant as to change their very shapes, colours, leaves, roots, and other

parts, and to grow almost out of knowledge of the most skilful Phyto-

logist ; not here to speak of what alterations do accrue from transplanting

and irrigations alone. I mention this to incite the curious to efsay artifi-

cial compositions in defect of natural soil ; to make new confections of

earths and moulds for the entertaining of the most generous and pro-

fitable plants, as well as the most curious, especially if, as I hinted, we
could skill to modify also the air about them, and make the remedy as

well regional as topical ; and why not for other fruits (strangers yet

amongst us) as for oranges, lemons, pomegranates, figs, and other pre-

cious trees, which of late are become almost endenizoned amongst us, and
grow every generation more reconcileable to our climate .? For, accord
ing to Theophrastus, it is not the excefsive fatnefs and richnefs of the
soil which invites these exotics and varieties to stay with us, or indeed any
other plants to prosper, but something which is co?watural and suitable to
the species.

Here we might enlarge upon tlic several inquiries formerly suggested
;

as. How far principles might be multiplied and differenced by alteration
and condensation ? AVhether earth, stripped of all heterogeneity and un-
uniform particles, retains only weight and an insipid siccity ? And whether
it produces or affords any thing more than embracement to the first rudi-
ments of plants, protection to the roots, and stability to the stem ; unpro-
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lific, as they say, till married to something of a more masculine virtue,

which irradiates her womb ; but otherwise, nourishing only from what it

attracts, without any active or material contribution ? It is in the mean

time wonderful to consider how such vast, tall, and monstrous trees as

Firs, Pines, and other Alpestrals, (whose footing and roots insinuate into

the most dry and impenetrable rocks, without any earth or mould to

nourish them) can grow, exposed as they are to the most rigid colds,

fierce winds, and other inclemencies of weather, if the rains, dews, mists,

the air, or other visible principle, appear in no proportion to the stature,

bulk, and substance of these goodly trees. These, indeed, with many

other queries, do appositely come in here ; but it would perhaps render

this Discourse more prolix than useful to enter upon them in detail ; nor

is it for me to undertake speculations of so abstruse a nature without un-

pardonable ostentation ; and therefore, having only offered something to-

wards the discovery of the great varieties and choice of earths, (such as

we gardeners and rustics for the most part meet with in our grounds) my
next endeavour shall be to show how we may improve the best, and pre-

scribe remedy to the worst, by labour and stirring only ; which, being

the least artificial, approaches the nearest to nature.

At the first breaking up of your ground, therefore, let there be a

pretty deep trench, or furrow, made throughout, of competent depth, (as

is the manner of experienced gardeners) the turf being first pared off and

laid by itself, with the first mould lying under it, and that of the next in

succcsion, that so they may both participate of the air, showers, and in-

fluences, to which they arc exposed ; and this is to be done in severals, as

deep as you think fit, that is, so far as you find the earth well-natured ;

or you may fling it up in several small mounds or lumps, suffering the

frosts and snows of a winter or two (according as the nature of it seems to

require) to pafs upon them, beginning your work about the commence-

ment of autumn, before the mould becomes too ponderous and sluggish;

though some there are who choose an earlier season, and open their ground

when the sun approaches, not when he retires; but certainly to have the

whole winter before us does best temper and prepare it for those impreg-

nating agents.

In separating the surface-mould from the deeper, whether you make a

trench, or dig holes to plant your trees in, be it for standards, espaliers.
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or shrubs, the longer you expose it and leave the receptacles upon, (were

it for two whole winters) the better it will recompenfe your expectation j

and especially if, when you come to plant, you dispose of the best and

fattest earth at the bottom, which, if it be of sweet and ventilated mud
of ponds, or highway dust, were preferable to all the artificial composts

you can devise. In defect of this, (where it cannot be had in quantity)

cast in the upper turf, if not already consumed, the sod downwards, with

the next adhering mould for half a foot in thicknefs ; on this, a layer of

well-matured dung ; then as much of the earth which was last flung out,

mixing them very well together. Repeat this procefs for kinds, mixture,

and thicknefs, till your trenches and holes be filled four or five inches

above the level or area of the ground, to which it will quickly subside

upon the first refreshings, and a very gentle treading to establish the tree.

Fruit planted in such mould, you will find to prosper infinitely better

than where young trees are clapped in at adventure in new broken-up

earth, which is always cold and sluggish, and ill-complexioned ; nor will

they require (as else they do) to be supplied every foot with fresh soil, be-

fore they be able to put forth lusty and spreading roots ; but which it is

impofsible to convey to them so as to affect the under parts, bv excava-

ting the ground and undermining the trees, after once they arrive to any

stature, without much trouble and inconvenience, and the manifest re-

tarding of their progrefs.

if you will plant in pits and holes, and not give your ground an uni-

versal trenching, (which I prefer) make them the larger; five feet, at the

least, square, but not above half a yard or two feet deep, according to

the nature of the tree ". In drefsing the roots be as sparing as pofsible of

the fibres, small and tender strings, (which are, as it were, the emu]"-ent

veins which insume and convey the nourishment to the whole tree) and

'such of the stronger and more confirmed parts which you trim, cut slopinp-,

"" It is certainly the best way to trench l!ie whole land before planting; but the expense
of doing that by the spade, in large undertakings, does generally induce the planter to

perform the work by making holes in the manner here described, though not recommended.
Since the days of our excellent Author, the trenching plough has been much improved
and indeed, when properly worked, it is capable of preparing the greatest extent of land

for planting at a price infinitely lefs than the spade.
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so as the wound may best apply to the earth. The heads or tops I advise

you to let alone till after the most penetrating colds be pafsed, and then

about February to take them off, and shape them as you please, as the

skilful gardeners can direct you, or as it is described graphically in Monf-

de la Quinteny's Complete Gardener", and his industrious epitomizers.

Now, the earth in which you thus plant your fruit-trees, will require four

annual stirrings; namely, at the approach of March, a spade-bit deep,,

covering it with some mungy stuff, heaps of grafs or weeds, to protect it

from the parching sun ; in May following, after a gentle rain, stir again,

but not so deep as to molest the subnascent weeds ; again in the month

of July ; and lastly in October, after the same method you are taught in

March.

This, for standards planted out for good and all. The nursery re-

quires a busier procefs, as it is excellently described by Squire Cotton in

that late incomparable Manual published by that worthy person. Briefly

thus.—Three weeks before Midsummer lay some green fern about the

ranks, after the ground is laboured, to defend it from the heats; in which

work, care must be also had not to offend the tender roots ; therefore you

shall stir it deeper in the middle of the lines or interstices; and when win-

ter comes, bury the ferns in the place, by making little trenches, or ra-

ther taking away some of the earth you shouldered up when the stocks

were first drawn out of the seminary and planted in those rows ; yet so as

to leave it somewhat higher than the area, to secure them from the frosts.

In March following stir your nursery again, chopping and mincing in the

fern, and mingling it with the loosened mould which you took from the

imps when you first applied the fern; then back them up again as before.

Repeat this three or four years succefsively till your stocks are fit to graff

on. To an orchard thus planted, spring and autumnal stirring of the

mould is of incredible advantage ; and even during the hottest summer

months carefully to abate the weeds, (but not to dig above a quarter of a

spit deep for fear of exposing the plants to the sun, imlefs it be after plen-

tiful showers) is very necefsary.

" In the year 1658, Mr. Evelyn published a translation of Mons. de la Quinteny's Com-

plete French Gardener. It has gone through several editions, and is a woik of consider-

able merit.
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There are, I confefs, who fancy that this long exposure of earth, before

it be employed for a crop, causes it to exhale and spend the virtue which

it should retain; but, provided nothing be suffered to grow on it whilst It

lies thus rough and fallow, there is no danger of that, there being in trulh

no compost or lactation whatsoever comparable to this continual motion,

repastination, and turning of the mould with the spade ; the pared-off

turf (which is the very fat and efflorescence of the earth) and even weeds

with their vegetable salts, collected Into heaps and exposed, when reduced,

fall into natural, sweet, and excellent mould. I say, this is a marvel-

lous advantage, and does in greater measure fertilize the ground alone,

without any other addition; for the earth, which was formerly dull and

unactive, or perhaps producing but one kind of plant, will by this culture

dispose itself to bring forth variety, as It lies in depths, be It never so

profound, cold, and crude, the nature of the plant always following the

genius of the soil ; but indeed requiring time, according to the depth

from whence you fetch it, to purge and prepare itself, and render It fit

for conception, evaporating the mahgnant halltuses and impurities of the

imprisoned air, laxing the parts, and giving easy deliverance, to its off-

spring-

I do not dispute whether all plants have their primogenlal seeds, (as in

truth I believe they have) and that nothing emerges spontaneously and

at adventure ; but, that these would rise freely In all places, if Impedi-

ments were removed, (of which something has already been spoken) and

to show how pregnant most earths would become, were these indisposi-

tions cured, and that those seminal rudiments, wherever latent, were free

to move and exert their virtue, by taking off these chains and weights

which fetter and deprefs them.

It is verily almost a miracle to see how the same land, without any other

manure or culture, will bring forth and even luxuriate ; and that the

bare raking and combing only of a bed of earth, now one way then ano-

ther, as to the regions of heaven and polar aspects, shall diversify the

annual production, which is a secret worthy to be considered. I am only

to caution our labourer as to the present work, that he do not stir the

ground in over wet and slabby weather; that the sulcus or trench be made
to run from north to south, and that if there be occasion for opening of a

3 I 2
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fresh piece of earth for present use, he dig not above one spit deep, which

will be sufficient to cover the roots of any plantable fruit, or other tree ;

he must not disturb it again till the March following, when, if he please,

and that the ground seem to require an hastier maturation, there may be

a crop of beans, pease, or turnips sown upon it, which will mellow it ex-

ceedingly, and destroy the noxious weeds ; after which, with a slight re-

pastination, one may plant or sow any thing in it freely, especially roots,

which will thrive bravely, and so will trees, provided you plant them not

too deep, but endeavour to make them spread and take in the succulent

virtue of the upper mould ; and therefore too deep trenching is not al-

ways profitable, unlefs it be for esculent roots, such as carrots, parsnips,

beets, and the like, since trees, especially fruit, should be tempted even

by baits to run shallow ; such as penetrate deep, commonly spending

more in wood and leaves than in the burden for which we plant them.

There is only this caution due. That you never plant your trees where

the stiff and churlish ground is likely to touch their roots ; for though it

be neither necefsary nor convenient they should penetrate deep, it is yet of

high importance they should dilate and spread, which they will never do

in obstinate and inhospitable land (but revert back towards the milder,

and better-natured mould) which crumples the roots, and perverts their

posture, to their exceeding damage : And' to this infirmity our rare exotic

plants and shrubs are most obnoxious, confined as they are to their wooden

cases and testaceous prisons, and therefore require to be frequently trim-

med, and supplied with fresh and succulent mould to entertain the fibres,

which else you will find to mat in unexplicable intanglements, and adhere

to the sides of the vefsel, where they dry or corrupt.

Having said thus much of the natural, I should now come to artificial

helps, by application of dungs and composts ; and indeed, stiide ut mag-

num sterquilinhim habeas, was old and good advice ; but as some there be

who aflirm any culture of the earth preferable to dung, even things so

slight as the haulm of pease and lupines, or any other pulse, (for when I

speak of dungs, I mean those excrementitious and sordid materials which

we commonly heap up and lay upon our grounds) I shall beg your pa-

tience to suspend a while my stirring that lefs pleasant mixture, and, till it

be well aired and fit for use, proceed on our former subject, and try what

aid we may expect yet from more kind and benign means, before we come
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to the grofs and violent. For, besides that such compost (at least so pre-

pared as it ought to be) is not every where, nor always to be had in

quantities, to confide in dungs and ordure, is neither so safe, nor of that

importance to our husbandman, as some are made to believe; since if we

shall look back into the best experience of elder days, (Hesiod) we shall

find they made very little or no use at all of stercoration °. I know some

there be who attribute this neglect to the natural fertility of the country,

considering dung as the busy nurse of vermine and nauseous accidents

;

but waving these, (without intending to desert the aid of soil in place and

time) I proceed with what I call more natural helps ; namely, opening,

stirring, and ventilating the earth, and sometimes the contrary, coverture,

shade, - rest, and forbearance for a season, as we daily see it practised in

our worn-out and exhausted lay-fields, which enjoy their sabbaths. It is

certain, that for our gardens of pleasure, the fairest beauties of the parterre

require rather a fine, quick, friable, and well-wrought mould, than one

rank or richly dunged : And even all fruit-trees affect not to stand upon

artificial and loose composts, but in naturally rich and sweet mouldv

within the scent and neighbourhood of well-consumed soil for the next

layer under, and above, so as the virtue thereof may be derived to it

throilgh a colature of natural earth ; those forcing mixtures being more

° Mr. Tull, who revived a mode of husbandry anciently practised, was a great enemy

to dung, being of opinion that frequent ploughing was all that was necefsary towards ren-

dering the earth fertile. By his theory, earth, minutely pulverized, constitutes the food,

of plants, and under that erroneous influence there is no wonder that he recommended the

constant working of the plough and horse-hoe. By his method, commonly called the New
Husbandry, no change of species is required, as wheat land is continually cropped with that

grain, and so of others. The seed is drilled in rows with an interval of four feet, which-

in summer is continually worked with the horse-hoe. This interval, kept clear of weeds,

constitutes a fallow for the succeeding crop; and in this manner the land annually produces

the same grain. However ingenious this method may appear in the clol'et, it loses its ex-

cellence, when reduced to practice in the field, as from the experiments of Sir Digby

Legard, of Ganton, in Yorkshire, and even of Mr. Tull himself, the crop does not suffi-

ciently pay the cultivator for his addftional trouble and expense. And here 1 wish to be

understood as speaking of the drill husbandry with wide intervals; for drilling of grain in-

equidistant rows constitutes quite a different system. My very worthy and excellent friend

the late Rev. Sir William Anderson, has given the public a very just idea of this last me-

thod, for which the reader is desired to consult the Georgical Efsays, p. 357. Mr. Tail's

system has infinite merit, when applied to beans and turnips, which, to the shame of this

country, still continue to be cultivated in the old method. In Scotland the drilling of

beans and turnips is well understood.
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proper for annuals and exotic plants, which having but little time to live,

refuse no afsistances, whilst trees of longer duration care not much i'ox

accelerations.

I shall here then begin with an experiment I have been taught by a

learned person of this illustrious Body (Dr. Beal) from whom I have long

since received the choicest documents upon this and many curious subjects.

And first, I think it will be evinced, as constant and undeniable, that

amongst the mechanical aids, (wherein stercoration has no hand) that of

pulverizing the earth by contusion, and breaking it with the plough or

spade, is of admirable effect, to dispose it for the reception of all the na-

tural impregnations we have been discoursing upon. For the earth,

especially if fresh, has a certain magnetism in it, by which it attracts the

salt, power or virtue (call it either)which gives it life, and is the reason

of all the labour and stir we keep about it, to sustain us; all dungings,

and other sordid temperings, being but the succedaneums to this im-

provement, which of all other makes its return of fruit, or whatsoever

else it bears, without imparting any of those ill and pernicious qualities

which we sensibly discover from forced grounds, and that not only in the

plants which they produce, but in the very animals which they feed and

nourish.

I know Lauremberglus (somewhere) denies this, and that animals in

preparing chyle, transmute, alter, and insume what is only their proper

aliment, rejecting all that is superfluous; but as our early asparagus, caul-

liflowers, and divers roots, manifestly refute it, so does the taste of the

flesh of fowl, and the milk of cattle that feed on the wild garlic, fenny-

grafs, and other rank things, not here to insist on their sweet and delicate

relish upon change to a more odoriferous pasture. But to the expe-

riment :

Take of the most barren earth you can find, drained, if you please, of

all its nitrous salts, and masculine parts ; reduce it to a fine powder,

(which may be done even in large proportion, by a rude engine, letting

fall a kind of hammer, or beetle, at the motion of a wheel); let this pul-

verized earth, and for the time incefsantly agitated, be exposed, for a

summer and winter, to the vicifsitudes and changes of the seasons and in-

jflucnces of heaven : by this labour, and rest from vegetation, you will
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find it will have obtained such a generous and masculine pregnancy,

within that period, as to make good your highest expectations : And to

this belongs Sir Hugh Piatt's contrition, or philosophical grinding of

earth, which upon this exposure alone, without manure or soil, after the

like revolution of time, will, as he affirms, be able to receive an exotic

plant from the farthest Indies, and cause all vegetables to prosper in the

most exalted degree; and to speak magnificently with that industrious man,

to bear their fruit as kindly with us as they do in their natural climates

^

and this Dr. Munting pretends to have done in Holland. But a little

to abate of this, modestly we may say, that this culture (easy and simple

as it is) will be found effectually able to render the soil of a most extensive'

capacity for the entertainment of foreign and uncommon plants. For to

enumerate some of its perfections ; such as refuse dung and violent appli-

cations, have here pure earth ; and such as require aid, a mellow and

rich mould, impregnated with all the blefsings which the influence of

the heavens and efflorescence of the earth can contribute to it, fitted as it

is for generation, (and yet so restrained from it) as greedily to receive the

first seeds, which are committed to it, with a pafsion and fervency, as it

were, of animal love ''. "What high and sublime things are spoken more

upon this, I forbear to prosecute ; but in Sir Kenelm Digby's Discourse

of Sympathetic Powder, he affirms, that the earth, in the years of repose, -

recovers its vigour by the attraction of the vital spirits which it receives

from the air and those superior irradiations which endow simple earth

with qualities promoting fermentation. And indeed, such a vegetative

activity I have often observed in the bare exposure of some plants but for

a few hours only, as has raised my admiration, particularly in the aloe

and other kinds of sedums, which, when to all appearance shrunk and

shrivelled up, have filled themselves in a moment, set out in the air,

when a very few drops of water (at the time, that is, winter time) would

certainly have made them rot and turn to a mucilage, as to my cost I have

experienced. And these ferments of the earth, by this amity and genial

intercourse with the air, are innumerable, to concoct, digest, accelerate,,

and restore ; equal to, yea, beyond any artificial enforcements of dungs.

P Virgil supposes the earth to be in this state, when he says,

Veie lument terrae et genitalia semina poscunt.
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and composts whatsoever ''. But to return to dust again. By the toil we
have mentioned, it is found that soil may be so strangely altered from its

former nature as to render the harsh and most uncivil clay obsequious to

tlie husbandman and to bring forth roots and plants, which otherwise re-

quire the lightest and hollowest moulds.

In other cases and affections, the earth may be likewise fertilized, as

from without, so from within, by more recondite and central causes and

agitations, which if In excefs, may be allayed with some feminine or other

mixture; since oftentimes qualities too intense rather poison dry and cho-

leric grounds, than conduce to their advantage, as we shall come to show

;

and that which makes a cold and moist ground fertile, will destroy the

contrary, as we see in the too free applications of salt ; and therefore it

requires no ordinary dexterity to be able to direct where and what reme-

dies are to be administered, since we find it the same in vegetable produc-

tions as in the animal, where complexions should be suited ; for want of

which care, through avarice and other sordid circumstances, noble fa-

milies themselves are many times rendered childlefs, which might else

have multiplied and been perpetuated. To illustrate this by our present

subject; we find, that a thin sifting, or sprinkling of ashes, has enriched

all the higher pastures, when, where strewed too thick, the ground be-

came totally barren. Sometimes, again, defect of sufficient depth may be

cause of sterility ; and so it frequently happens, that the proper remedy

of some hungry and shallow surface, is to superinduce and lay more earth

upon It, and to find out the medium, by diligent trials of some degrees

of depths In the same soil ; but solitary, single, or over hasty experi-

ments, before the earth be prepared by some of our fore-mentioned efsays,

may prove discouraging and insufficient, as my Lord Bacon has oft adr

vertifed us.

i From accurate experiments made by Dr. Stephen Hales and others, it is certain that

the leaves of plants draw from the air a considerable portion of aqueous fluid, in which a

large share of nutriment is minutely difsolved. This nutriment is certainly produced by

putrid steams, generated upon the surface of the earth, which flying upwards, beconiQ

blended and incorporated with the atmosphere. Showers of rain bring down these par-

ticles again to the earth, and probably they are delivered to the mouths of the vegetable

creation in a mere elaborated slate, in consequence of their solution in the atmospheric

vapours.
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Earth Is also sometimes improved by mixtures of fern, rotten leaves,

and the poriture of old wood, the haulm of beans, pease, and other le-

gumina, which heat and accelerate concoction ; for which, and all other

medications, the nature of the mould is carefully to be examined, that

application be made accordingly ; as for instance, if it be sandy, or other

light mixed earth, to imbody it with something of a fatter nature, as

lime or marl, (for I yet forbear the touch of ordure or animal composts,

as the least natural) and be sure so to stir and lay it (especially if lime)

that it may not sink too deep and suddenly, as it is apt to do, and so de-

sert the surface-mould, where it should do the feat, and therefore it is to

be the oftener renewed. But marl enters as properly here, and so does

mud, slub of slimy waters, especially if the soil be gravelly and mixed,

which it will sadden and impinguate, and consequently bind ; but if the

gravel be wet and cold, lime is preferable : Wherefore the nature of

the mould should be well examined before the application : as here

arenous and sandy earth wants ligature, and besides, consisting of sharp

and asperous angles, wounds and galls, curls and dwarfs our plants, with,

out extraordinary help to render the pafsages more slippery and easy

;

therefore relenting chalks, or chalk-marl, is also profitable, with calcina-

tions of turf, or sea-vs'reck, where it is at hand ; and if the soil be exceed-

ingly bibulous, spread a layer or couch of loam, discreetly mingled at the

bottom, to entertain the moisture. In the mean time, there are yet some

plants which thrive almost in nothing so well as in sand alone, or with

very little mixture, nor that of any dung : So melons are said to grow in

Jamaica, and some vast timber-trees have little or no mould adhering to

their roots ; such is that beautiful stranger the Japan Lily, called by

those of Guernsey (from whence we only have them) La Belle de nuit ; and

a certain palm of the same Japan, which shrinks and dries at the least

touch of v/ater, as if it were laid before the fire, which is, it seems, the

only remedy that restores it, or the sudden replanting it in scales of

iron, or the most burning sand. But what if sand itself, however vul-

garly reputed, be not so hot or interiorly ardent as it is given out to be i

Indeed, for being of an open and loose contexture, it is apt to put forth a

forward spring, as more easily admitting the solar rays ; but it does not

continue, and is an infirmity which may be remedied with loam, which

not only unites it closer for the present, but is capable in time to alter

Volume II. 3 K
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and change Its very nature also, so as too hot a compost be no ingredient

in it '.

Here I take notice, that husbandmen observe a too clean and accurate

gathering of stones from off those grounds v^^hich lie almost covered with

them, rather impoverishes than improves the land, especially where corn

is sown, by exposing it to heat and cold. Certain it is, that where the

stones are not too grofs and plentiful, a moderate interspersion of the

smaller gravel preserves the earth both warm and loose, and keeps it

from too sudden exhalation j whilst the over-fine grain, or too nice a sift-

ing, makes it apt to constipate and grow stiff upon wetting, so as the ten-

der seedlings can hardly ifsue through ; and this is a document for igno-

rant gardeners, who, when they have a fine flower, think they can never

make the ground fine enough about it ; yet the finer the plant or seed,

the finer should the mould be which entertains it ; though, when all is

done, trees thrive best where they have easier footing.

Chalky grounds come next to be considered, and they should be treated

like gravel, sand, and stony, if harsh ; but if of the melting kind, it is

apt to mix with all the sorts of moulds ; and being of itself so husbanded

composes a kind of natural soil fit for most uses sought for, and of ad-

mirable effect in dry grounds.

' Light sandy soils are best improved by marl, but as that most excellent earth cannot

be procured every where, some judicious persons recommend clay, which, from various

trials, is found to answer very well upon light lands. In proportion to the lightnefs of the

soil, the quantity of clay must be increased or diminished. The best and most profitable

method of applying clay to sand land, is thus described in the Georgical Efsays :

—

" Where the land has never been broken up, the clay may be carried and spread, and

" suffered to lie a whole year before it is ploughed in. The swarth will set the clay

" a-working; but, where there is no swarth, a coat of dung will be necefsary before the

" land is sown. Where the clay is short, and the soil light, 120 loads will be required for

" an acre; but where the clay is strong, and the land not so light, then 60 or 80 loads

" will be sufficient. It is better to lay on too little than too much; it will be sufficient if

" the land is made moderately cloddy. About a cubical yard of clay makes a load. Carry

" the clay at any convenient time of the year. If time permit, carry it after. harvest, and

" lay it upon a wheat stubble; there let it remain spread all the winter. In March plough

"it in; plough again in May; and twice in June; and sow turnips about Midsummer.

" In Norfolk, they formerly paid one guinea for filling and spreading 120 loads of clay,

-' but now (1772 ) they are obliged to allow something more." p. 42K
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Here now of course we are to say something concerning calcinations,

all reducing of stone into ashes being of excellent use where lime is upon

any occasion proper j and indeed all our composts and dungings serve

but to this end, namely, so to qualify and mix the soil as may artificially

answer to the varieties of the natural earth, or such a constitution of it as

the skilful husbandman requires : As for instance, (since all fertility is the

result of mixture contrary in quality) if it want due heat, to apply addi-

tions of a fiery nature ; and therefore it were profitable, if in the using

lime with turf and swarth it were laid alternatively, turf on lime, and lime

on turf, in heaps for six months, by which means it will become so mel-

low (and rich in nitrous salts) as to difsolve and run like ashes, and carry

a much more cherishing vigour than if amafsed in greater quantity; and

so, by a too violent application, burn out and exhaust the vegetative virtue

which it should preserve. There is (by the way) this caution to be used

in burning of earth, that though what is torrified into blacknefs will ex-

ceedingly fructify ; yet if it proceed to adustion beyond that degree, it

consumes the nitre, which is the principle that should be preserved; as we
shall come to show when we speak of salts, which we are the most care-

fully to keep entire in all our animal or other composts '.

This husbandry (long since used by the Romans, even in Britain, but

discontinued after their expulsion) was revived in Flanders; from thence

it was brought into Devonshire, and about sixty years after cultivated

more generally. It had great succefs at first, (especially on chalky and
barren grounds) but sensibly diminishing, occasioned the proverb that

" What is good for the father, is sometimes naught for the fon ;" how-
ever the fertility is again restored, by feeding sheep upon the ground ; a
drefsing of all others the most desirable.

Two loads of turf will make a load of ashes, which, spread on steril

lands, spontaneously produce the Cinqfoil '. Lime, a little sleeked, is

' Turf reduced to ashes by a veliement and open fire forms a hard substance called ?/«//;

fo that burn-baking, under such circumstances, can do no service, the vegetative powers
being changed into a body incapable of the least solution in any menstruum. A moderate
and confined heat, on the contrary, reduces the vegetable substances contained in the turf

to an alkaline salt, well known to be a great promoter of vegetation.

' My very worthy friend, General St. Leger, has communicated to me the followin?

experiment, which with great exactnefs afcertains tlie quantity of ashes to be obtained

from an acre of land by burn-baking. " In August, 17u7, I pared and burnt one acre

3 K 2
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excellent for cold, wet grounds, and stiff clays, but over-burns the drier °.

It is the very best destroyer of mofs aiad rushes, as quick lime does furzes,

being first extirpated.

I come next to marl, (amongst other parts of agriculture introduced by

the same Romans) of excellent use to fix light sand and dry grounds; some

" three roods of limestone land, and carefully collected the ashes into two heaps for a

" future experiment. Having so good an opportunity, I measured the ashes, and was

" much surprized at the quantity, being eighty cart loads, thirty busliels to the load."

Georgical Efsays, p. 382.

Upon this subject there is a very curious and interesting paper, written by Mr. Brown
of Derby, and published in the Transactions of the Society of Arts.

" I beg leave to communicate to the Society, and, if thought worth notice, by them

to the world, a composition for manure. Fearful it would not answer the purpose so fully

as I could wish, I deferred it from year to year; but I now find, both by numerous trials

made by my friends, as well as myself^ the very great utility of the composition, as well

as its cheapnefs, with the capability of its being made in any situation and in any quantity.

The mode of making it is as simple as, I trust, it will be found productive. It is nothing

more than green vegetable matter decomposed by quick or fresh-burnt lime. A layer of the

vegetable matter about a foot thick, then a very thin layer of lime, beat small, and so on;

first vegetable, then lime, alternately. After it has been put together a few hours, the

decomposition will begin to take place; and unlefs prevented, either by a few sods, or a

forkful of the vegetables at hand, it will break out into a blaze, which must at all events

be prevented. In about twenty four hours the procefs will be complete, when you will

have a quantity of ashes ready to lay on your land at any time you wish. Any and all sorts

of vegetables, if used green, will answer the purpose; say weeds of every description.

They will doubly serve the farmer, as they will not only be got at a small expence, but

will in time render his farm more valuable, by being deprived of all noisome weeds.

" But if this compostion answers the purpose, as I flatter myself i!» will, a very short lime

will see almost every weed destroyed, which supposing to be the case, I have made my
calculations with clover, grown for the purpose ; for instance, I will take one acre of

clover, which at one cutting will produce from fourteen to eighteen tons of green vege-

table matter, and about three tons of lime: this, when decomposed by the above procefs,

will yield ashes sufficient to manure four acres, the value of which I estimate at something

under four pounds; the clover, according to the value of land here, I will say two pounds,

which, take the average of the kingdom, is too much. The lime I will also say two

pounds; but that will vary, according to the distance it is to be fetched. Take them to-

gether, I think will be about the average value. Now if this is the case, and as far as I

have been able to try it I find so, how valuable must it be to the community in general!

If it answers the purpose, I shall feel myself much obliged by the Society making it as

public as they pofsibly can.

" The vegetables should be used as soon after they are cut as pofsible, and lime as fresh

from the kiln as the distance will allow of; as on those two circumstances depends the

goodncfs of the composition."

" There are two kinds of lime used in husbandry. The one is magnesian. and the other
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commend the white and grey, others the blue, and red, (which I think

the best) according as it is more or lefs apt to resolve after wetting j but

none of them discover their virtues for the first year: It does incompar-

ably on pastures ; some on arable, a good coat of compost suitable to the

land being first spread where you will lay it : If your marl be very unctu-

ous and rich, apply it lefs copiously ; the too thick covering is the worst

extreme, nor is it always to be used without allay and mixture with other

proper soil ; for some marls are more sandy and gritty than others, and
should be qualified with a contrary. Give lean and emaciated earth a

covering of the fattest marl ; apply hot and dry to the cold and moist

:

and this is also to be observed in the application of all other composts

and medications ''.

calcareous. If too great a quantity of the former be used, vegetation will be greatly re-

tarded, it being experimentally found, that the spot on which a heap of magnesian lime

has laid, will remain in a state of barrennefs for a number of years ; while, on the con-

trary, the land on which a iieap of calcareous lime has laid, will, in a short time, be pro-

ductive of white clover, and other natural gral'ses. Beds of these two kinds of limestone,

are often found contiguous to each other. In the neighbourhood of Doncaster, the mag-

nesian limestone is discovered, and at Knottingly, the calcareous kind predominates. The
neighbouring farmers practically know the difference, using the one liberally, and the

other sparingly. The difference between those two kinds of lime is this. The Doncaster

lime contains about three parts of calcareous earth, and two parts of magnesia. The
Knottingly lime is wholly calcareous. It is remarked, that magnesia is highly injurious to

vegetation, a circumstance that explains the reason why magnesian lime is so injurious to

land on which too large a quantity has been put. Tliese two kinds of lime differ in another

quality. During an exposure of three months, the calcareous lime has been found to

absorb four-fifths of the fixed air requisite to saturate it, while in the same space of time

the magnesian lime does only absorb forty two hundredths of that combined with it before

it was burnt. In the county of Derby there is found a limestone wholly calcareous of

which, when burnt into lime, the farmers lay from eight to twelve chaldrons per acre on
their grafs lands. This subject is learnedly discufsed in a paper read by Mr. Tennant
before the Royal Society of London, and which will probably be published in their Trans-

actions, in the course of the present year. For this Discourse the farming world is much
indebted to Mr. Tennant, as it gives the ready solution of a phenomenon that, before his

time, was only practically known.

^ When marl can be procured, we need not be scrupulously nice either in its kind or

application; for, as far as I can learn, it never disappoints the expectations of the farmer

who has spirit and industry to use it. It invariably loosens a stiff soil, and gives texture to

a loose one : a circumstance of the utmost importance to the tillage farmer ; and indeed all

that is necefsary for him to know concerning the nature of this earth.
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Marsh and churlish earth will be civilized by the rigour and discipline

.of two winters; bisfrigora, is the old methed to make the stubborn clod

relent ; and, with the mixture of a little sand, if it be too close of body-j

it will become excellent mould.

Clay is, of all other, a cursed step-dame to almost all vegetation, as

having few or no meatuses for the percolation of the alimental showers, or

expansion of the roots ; whether it be the voracious, hungry, weeping, or

cold sort. In these cases, laxatives are to be prescribed, such as drift sand,

small gritty gravel, saw-dust, with marl or chalk, and continually vexing

it with the spade or plough ; but, above all, with sea-sand, where it may
be procured, and the burning of the ground to ashes, with all that it bears,

the more the better ; for by no 'lefs severity will this ill-natured mould

be subdned. Rotten wood, and the bottom of bavine-stacks, is a good

ingredient to this manure ; and, if the land be of a cold and wet quality,

strewings of soot is good ; if very stiff, rubbish of brick, lime-stone, and

such trash, may properly be laid at the bottom, and, on the upper part,

composts of dung ; for otherwise no limings (which being sleeked is raw

and cold) may at any hand be applied, especially to the hungry sort, which

(as also most kinds of marsh-earth) is subject to chasm, and gape in dry

seasons ; to prevent which, a discreet mixture of ashes and sand is used

:

for, if it be in excefs, it over-heats the latter.

I do not reckonJoams among the clays, though it seem to be but a suc-

culent kind of argilla, imparting a natural ligament to the earth where

you mix it, especially the more friable, and is therefore, of all other, the

most excellent mean between extremes, fastening and uniting that which

is too loose or stony, cooling that which is hot, and gently entertaining

the moisture. The flower-garden cannot be without a mixture of it, nor

well any fruit, especially the best cyder-apples, so it be accompanied with

a lighter soil.

To sum up all we have said concerning natural improvements, by mix-

tures of earth with earth, rather than dungs, let us hear my Lord Bacon :

We. reckons up marl, chalk, sea-sand, mould upon mould, pond-earth

with chalk, and the several blendings and tempering of them ^ among all

which, we find marl to carry the pre-eminence with his Lordship, as the

most pinguid, rich, and least over-heating ; next to thisj sand, as the
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most abounding in salt ; chalk more heating, and therefore proper for

clay, cold, and spewing grounds, being suffered to lie a competent time

to resolve before you turn it in ; earth on earth, that is (I suppose he

means) the under part upon the upper, or the second spit on the first, as

we have directed at the breaking up of fresh ground with the spade.

Another mixture he commends (and on which we have likewise newly

espuched) of substances, which are not mere earth, as soot, ashes, not the

hard and dry cinders of sea-coal, (which we are too busy with in places

where the ground is naturally too hot and dry) but such as is apt to re-

lent ; and even the sprinkling of salt, where it is wisely sown.

A third is the permitting vegetables, abounding in fixed salts, to die

into the ground, as pease-haulm, bracks, and all sorts of stubble cast on

about the beginning of winter : So leaves of trees mingled with chalk, and

proper composts of dungs, to heat and preserve the ground from souring:

with them when they are used alone",

A fourth is (on which we have also touched) heat and comfort, procured

by calcinations, the burning of ling, heath, sedge ; covering the ground

with bushes for a time ; inclosures of walls and mounds, when the land

lies in the eye of the weather; and in other cases, meridian exposures,,

and the warmth of the woolly fleeces of sheep as well as manure, folded

or pastured : And to this we may add the very grazmg of cattle, which

in some cases has succeeded better than the best dungy compost, especially

for old and decayed orchards, which have been observed to recover to ad-

miration, when mowing has been pernicious ; for even the biting of cattle

gives a genile loosening to the roots of the herbage, and makes it to

grow fine and sweet, and their very breath and treading, as well as soil,

and the comfort of their warm bodies, is wholesome, and marvellously

cherishing: But this is to be understood of places- where the trees are of

full growth, and where the beast cannot reach to crop ^.

y The leaves of some trees sooner become mould than others. The leaves of Oak, Birch,

Spanish Chesnut, and Oriental Plane, are with great difficulty converted into vegetable

earth, even when put into the fold-yard, and trodden with cattle.

^ Nice farmers consider the lying of a beast upon the ground, for one night only, as a

sufficient tilth for the year. The breath of gramenivorous ar.imals does certainly enrich tlie

roots of grals; a circumstance worthy of the attention of the philosophical farmer.
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Lastly, Irrigation and Watering, both by admitting and excluding

moisture at pleasure : and certainly this has (since his Lordship's time)

been found one of the richest improvements that ever was put in practice,

especially where they have the command of fat and impregnate waters,

without grittinefs, or being over harsh and cold ; whether it percolate

through rich ground, or, which is better, descend from eminences and

moderate declivities, from whence we find the valleys so luxurious and

flourishing *.

To this belongs the cure of wet and boggy lands, by cutting trenches

deeper than the cause of the evil, which proceeds from concealed springs

hindered from emerging forth by the sluggish incumbent earth. This

makes the ground to heave and swell, but, not giving vent, it stagnates

and corrupts both the water and the mould about it; and though it lie

loose and hollow, yet it gathers no vigour from above, but remains cold

and insipid. The remedy is opening the ground till you m.eet with a

sound bottom, and cutting your furrow upwards to the bog, about a foot

beneath the spewing water: this is to be done in several places, and

when the drains appear to have wrought the effect, you may fill them up

again with spray and bavine, great and rough flints, brick-bats, tileshards,

horse-bones, or any other rubbish which will remain loose and hollow

;

cover them with the grafsy side of the turf which you pared off and

* The advantages of water-meadows are little known in the northern parts of this king-

dom. Such gentlemen as have lands that are capable of being artificially flooded, will find

it best to send into those counties where water-meadows are well understood, for expe-

rienced persons, rather than trust to their own agents, whose knowledge can only be

collected from books. And I most cordially recommend this idea in all cases where a

new improvement is to be brought from one county to another. It is of the utmost im.

portance for the farmer to have early grals for his ewes and lambs, and no method hitherto

known (water-meadows excepted) does eflectuaily provide him with it. It is not necefsary

that the water employed should come from a river, or be loaded with earthy particles, as

pure-spring water when drawn over the surface of grafs-grounds during winter, and

kept continually gliding, is found of equal use. I have often remarked upon heath lands,

where springs frequently break out, that the earth which receives the water is full of

verdure at an early season; and at the same time I have observed, that the heath was
effectually killed in all jilaces over which the water had spread. From this we may con-

clude, where circumstances will allow, that drawing water from the high springs, over

dry and barren heaths, will bring them sooner into cultivation than the expensive methods
now practised of paring and burning the surface, as preparatory to the plough.
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laid apart, and on that throw your other mould, which, being cast up

in heaps for some time, will be much improved with spreading ; lastly,

sow it over with hay seeds ''.

But the cure is yet easier, if the land lie consideraby sloping, and If it

happen to be a planted ground, tl)en cut your trench deeper than the

roovo of your trees, and apply the foresaid rubbish to intercept the

moisture. About the latter end of October, trench the ground all over

for near a foot and a half in depth, and when you arc come within three

or four feet of the stem, cut off all the larger roots sloping inwards, spa-

ring only the fibres, and such of them as you find tender, and about as

big as your finger; leaving also the more perpendicular to keep the tree

steady. This done, cast in some rubbish of brick-bats, llmestoae, (not

chalk) and other materials, that the mould may lie easily about them, and

with a mixture of good earth, plenty of rotten stubble or other soil, ap-

ply it near the root, and fill your trench with the rest ; and if your ground

require it, (as being too cold it commonly does,) add to your compost

the dung of sheep, pigeons or poultry, very well consumed ; and because

mofs is oftener caused by starving and wet grounds, than by hot and over

dry, (for both produce it) the cure is likewise to be efl"octed by abla-

queation, and baring the roots as above ; and tor the latter, by a mix-

ture of loam, with the scouring of pond or ditch earth, which of itself

is the most excellent manure, and the planting your trees at greater inter-

vals, for admifsion of air and sun; since the scraping of it off, which may
also be done in wet weather, is but temporary, and if nothing else be per-

formed, it will be sure to grow again. And here upon observation how
men carbonade and cut so many rills, and narrow trenches irregularly

crofsing one another, to drain their meadows and lower grounds, which

take not up a little part of the turf, I should rather recommend the cut-

ting of a large trench through the whole length of the pan and bottom

'' A few years ago, Mr. Elkington obtained a bounty from Parliament for making public

his mode of draining land ; and in order that the ini'ormation should be properly warranted,

the Board of Agriculture sent Mr. Johnstone down to visit the principal drainings that Mr.

Elkington was then making. This gentleman, in the most satisfactory manner, has, in a

quarto volume, described Mr. Elkington's mode of draining, of which the principal merit

seems to consist in tapping the drains with an auger, in cases where the water lies lower

than the drain.

Volume II. 3 L
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of the ground, and of competent depth to receive and drain the weeping

springs, instead of tliose frequent slashes and gutters I have mentioned

;

since besides the beauty of the canal, the profit of the fish, &c. the earth

and mud cast out on both sides, and spread upon the deprefsed and lower

parts of the ground, will not only raise the unprofitable marsh, but thereby

improve it for pasture. One needs go no farther to see the effects of this

husbandry, than to St. James's Park, where, before the canal, I remem-

ber all that pleasant valley, now yielding most rich pasturage, (with the

fish, decoy, and walks planted with fragrant Lime-trees) was nothing but

a noisome, unwholesome bog and morafs of mofs and rushes. The use of

the plough is for this work the most expeditious, and cheaper than the

spade alone, which, after every journey of the first, will be necefsary to

cast and shovel out the loosened earth on both sides, to fill up the hol-

lows and deprefsures of the ground, and with the rake to trim the banks

and level the rest as is requisite. This, undertaken in dry summer

weather, the plough still succeeding the spade till the channel be of con-

venient depth, will of all other be the most effectual ; and, if near the

mansion house, a graceful addition to it. But to return to other remedies.

Lands which are cold and dry, are (as we have hinted) to be improved

by contraries ; namely, by application of composts, which are hot and

moist; as sheeps-dung, burning and calcining of the earth with the ve-

getables on it, and the like, to excite heat.and fermentation ; but which

is not to be effected without repugnant remedies, and such as are of he-

terogenous parts, to stir and lift up the mould, and render it lefs inac-

tive. If it be cold and clinging, as frequently it is found, there, lime-

rubbish, the small harsher chalk, sea-coal ashes, a moderate sprinkling

of sand, with some compost, may perform the cure ^

• Some lands are wet and poatliy in winter from a 'oed of clay keeping up the water that

falls from the heavens. The best method of rendering such lands firm and dry, is thus

described l)y my excellent and learned friend, T. B. Bayley, Esq. whose activity and dili-

gence in the public service merit the highest praises.

" From a very extensive experience I recommend the following method of draining land,

as effectual, durable, and cheap.

" First make the main drains down the slope or fall of the field. When the land is very

wet, or has not much fall, there should, in general, be two of these to a statute acre; for

the shorter the narrow drains are, the lefs liable they will be to accidents.

" The width of the trench for the main drains should be, at ihe top, about thirty ijichcs;
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Hungry grounds require to have the cause well looked hito (the water

turned as above directed) or if in want, such as is well enriched.

Lands that are hot and burning, allay with swines' dung (as some say)

the coldest; or with neat's, which will certainly refresh it.

but the width at the bottom must be regulated by the nature and size of the materials

intended to be used. If the drain is to be made of bricks ten inches long, three inches

thick, and four inches in breadth, then the bottom of the drain must be twelve inches ;

but if the common sale bricks are used, then the bottom must be proportionably contracted.

In bosh cases there must be an interstice of one inch between the bottom brick and the

sides of the trench, and the vacuity must be filled up with straw, rushes, or loose mould.

For the purpose of making these drains, I order my bricks to be moulded ten inches long,

four broad, and three thick. These dimensions make the best drain; and I beg leave to

be understood, throughout this efsay, as speaking of bricks formed in the above manner,
" The method I pursue in constructing my main drains is as follows:

" When the ground is soft and sp.ingy, the bottom of the drain is laid with bricks placed

acrofs. On these, on each side, two bricks are laid flat, one upon the other, forming a

4rain six inches high and four broad. This is covered with bricks laid fiat. Fig. 1. Plate \.

" When I first engaged in this mode of draining, I conceived that in places where the

bottoms of the main drains were firm and solid, as of clay or marl, it would be an unne-

celsary espence to pave them with brick. Under this idea, I recommended them to be

constructed as in Jikte \,Jig. 3. the sides being formed by placing one brick edgeways,

instead of two laid fiat. But after the experience of some years, I found that the accefs

of air, and the alternation of wet and dry, occasioned the hardest clay or marl to crumble

down, whereby the side bricks, not having a paved bottom, were made to fall in. From
the experience of this circumstance, I now direct the main drains to be invariably paved

with brick, as represented in jdate 1. Jig. 2. This will render them as lasting as the sod,

or pipe drains, which I have found free and open after being constructed twenty five years.

" When stones are used instead of bricks, the bottom of the drain should be about eight

inches in width. And here it will be proper to remark that, in all cases, the bottom of

the main drains must be sunk four inches below the level of the narrow ones, even at the

point where the latter fall into them.

" The main drains shonld be kept open till the narrow ones are begun from them, after

which they may be finished: but before the earth is returned upon the stones or bricks, it

will be adviseable to tlirow in straw, rushes, or brush-wood, to increase the freedom of

the drain.

" The small narrow drains should be cut at the distance of sixteen or eighteen feet from

each other, and should fall into the main drain at very acute angles, to prevent any stop-

page. At the point where they fall into, and eight or ten inches above it, they should be
made firm with brick or stone.

" In making tlie narrow drains I employ four labourers. The first man, with a common

3 L2
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For earth which is too light, there is nothing better than pond-mud,

after a winter has pafsed over it.

Earth over rank (for there be some too fat as well as too lean) sand and

ashes will take down, but still have regard to what you design to plant

spade, takes out the turf, or sods, eighteen inches wide, (the drains being before marked

out) and lays them carefully on one side; the second man, with a common spade also,

digs out two, three, or more spits of earth (laying it on the other side of the trench)

till he has cut through the soil, or staple, and come to the under-stratum of clay, marl, or

other hard and solid body of earth. The bottom and sides of this trench must be cleanly

wrought; and, allowing for the sloping of the sides in working, should, at the bottom, be

clear sixteen inches wide.

" In this trench the frame, fig. 5. phte 1. is laid; and, in the middle of it, the third

man, who ought to be the strongest and most expert, works the long-narrow-draining spade

in the body of the clay. By taking care to work it at its full depth, he is always sure of his

level, if the drains are properly laid out. The wooden frame is of great use; it gives a firm

support to the feet of the workman, keeps the bottom of the trench smooth and clean,

and serves as a purchase to the wings of the narrow tool. Fig. 1,2, 3, 4., 5, [ilate 2.

" When thirty or forty yards have been cut out by the draining spade, the fourth man

cleans the bottom of the drain with the scoop, fig. 6. plate 2. and works it quite smooth

;

he then covers it with the sods, laying the grafs side downwards. In this part of the

work too much care and attention cannot be used. The sods should be sound and dry,

cut even on the sides, and fitted closely to each other. No broken or rotten pieces shoilld

be put in; and if any of the sods taken out, in cutting the trench for the narrow drains,

are bad, good ones, firm and full of roots of rushes, strong grafs, &c. should be got in

the other parts of the field, and their place supplied with the decayed ones. In marshy

bad fields, where sound turf cannot be had, little sticks may be placed acrofs the trench,

and the loose and tender sods safely laid upon them. The narrow drains being thus

covered, the earth must be thrown in again, taking care that the clay, &:c. brought out

by the narrow tool, be not mixed with it. No greater length of these drains should be cut

than can be finished the same day. The price varies with the depth. For the main drains

cut thirty inches above,and thirty-eight deep, laid with bricks, covered, &c. I give about

ninepence per rod (eight yards). For the narrow drains, constructed and completely

tinished according to the foregoing directions, their whole depth (including that of

the trench, and that of -the draining -spade) being thirty-two or thirty-four inches, I give

fivepence halfpenn-y per rod (eight yards*.)

" From my much-respected friend, the Rev. Mr. Whatelev, of Nonsuch-Park in Surry f,

1 first received an account of the Hertfordshire and Efsex method of draining; at the same

time he obligingly sent me a set of the tools made use of there, with very particular

directions.

" The great price of stone and brick in mv neighbourhood rendered the Hcrtfordsire

'* At this pi'ice my labourers, after tliey were a little acciuaiated with the work, earned, even

ii) winter, two shillings a-day each.

\ I'rofcfsor ofKlicloric in Gresham College.
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upon it. Neither the ahnond nor the hasel will endure a wanton mould;

and though it seem a paradox that any soil should be too rich, (upon

which some critics have suspected the text in Theophrastus, which afserts

it twice in two succefsive chapters) it is yet a truth indubitable, and holds

method too expensive. Hence I took the idea of the sod drains, and the improvement of

tlie tools. Mr. Young, in the second edition of his justly-esteemed Six Months' Northern

Tour, calls me the inventor of this method of draining. All the merit I claim, is that of

having introduced, together with an amendment of their construction, the application of

these celebrated tools to a mode of draining with sods or turf, where stone, brick, or even

brush-wood is extremely scarce and dear.

" Wherever this is the case, 1 can, from my own experience, recommend the hollow

drains covered in the above manner.

" I must observe that, in loose crumbly soils, where the wetnefs does not arise from the

retention of water by an under-stratum of clay, but from springs, these drains are im-

proper: For such lands they should be made of brick or stone. On the contrary, which is

most commonly the case, when the wet is prevented from pafsing off by an under-stratunv

of clay, marl, or a, mixture of both, these sod drains are excellent.

" For if the whole staple or soil is cut through, as it ought to be, the narrow tool will be

wliolly worked in a solid body, and leave a firm compact ledge, or shoulder, of six inches

wide on each side, for the sod to rest on. Ftg. 4-. /date 2. The strength with which the

sods are supported, and their depth in the ground, will effectually prevent their removal

by any weight on the surface, and secure them from all effects of the weather. Being at

their least depth, twelve inches below the surface, they will also be beyond the reach of

the plough.

" With respect to the shape of the narrow drains, it will be scarce necefsary to observe,

that their great depth and contracted width enable them to draw in the moisture of the

earth, and at the same time to keep themselves clear and open.

" The tools should be formed of well-wrought iron, and made with great care and exact-

nefs. Including the shaft, the narrow tool should weigh 12lb *.

References to the plates.

" Plate 1. fg. I. A field with the drains properly laid out. JAJ the main drains; aaa

the narrow sod drains. Fig. 2. A brick drain. Proper whether the bottom be hard or

soft. Fig. 3. A brick drain, formerly recommended when the bottom was hard, as of clay

or marl, but now discontinued for reasons already given.

" Fig. 4. A narrow drain; a a the shoulders for the sods to rest upon; i the cut made by

the narrow spade. This, and/g. 2 and 3, may be measured by the scale of/ilate 2.

Fig. 5. The wooden frame to be laid in the trench. It is made of two oak boards, (inch

* These tools are made by Mr. Benjamin Royle, smith, in Dolefield, Danesgate, Manchester;

and by Mr. William Stavcley, smith, in Stonegate, York.—Price 123.
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as well in plants as animals, which growing very fat, are seldom prolific.

Some lands, onthe contrary, are so lean, dry, and insipid, as hardly any pains

will make them fruitful. Such are mineral and metallic soils, devouring

clays, light and ashy sands ; some again are putrid and fungous ; others,

though fruitful, producing only venomous plants, hemlock and the

deadly aconite; and some, though wholesome ground, may be poisoned

with unskilful or malicious mixtures, and with damps or arsenical va-

pours, which sometimes (though natural) are yet but accidental, and for

a season; as when after extraordinary droughts and stagnant air, the earth

hath not been seasonably opened, refreshed, and ventilated.

^Moreover, ground ia sometimes barren and becomes unfruitful, by the

vicinity of plants, sucking and detracting the juice of the earth from one

another. Thus we sec the reed and fern will not be made to dwell toge-

ther ; hemlock and rue are said to be inimicable ; the almond and the

/palm are seldom fruitful but in conjunction; and perhaps there are effluvia,

or certain inconspicuous steams of dusty seeds, which not only impreg-

nate places where never grew any before, but ifsue likewise from one

to another, as I observe in our junipers and cyprefs flowering about April,

which are trees of consort, and thrive not well alone. The ficus never

keeps her fruit so well as when planted with the caprific **. By what irra-

diations the myrtle thrives so with the fig, or why the vine affects the

thick) each twelve feet long and six inches in breadth. They are fastened together at the

ends by two ribs on the upper side, leaving a slit of five inches for the entrance of the

narrow spade, a the handle.

" Plate 2. 7%. 1. A front view of the narrow draining spade, a the shaft; b the wings

for the workman's foot; c the iron part of the spade, which is gently concave.

" Fig. 2. A side view, a the shaft ; b the wings; c two sharp fins, one on each side,

for cutting the next spade graft; d the iron part.

" Fig. 3. A back view, a the shaft; b the wings; c the cutting fins; d the iron part,

which is convex.

" /V^-. 4. Aback view in perspective. «theshaft; ^thewings; <: the fins; o' (he iron part.

" Fig. 5. A front view in perspective, a the shaft; i the wings; c the fins; a^ the iron

part. It will be here proper lo remark, that the perspective views must not be measured

by the scale.

"Fig. 6. The scoop, a a the wooden handle; b (lie iron scoop.

' Tournefort, during his abode in (he islands of (lie Archipelago, had an opportunity' of

observing this curious fact. For his account of it, consult the notes on the Silva, p. l-)9.

vol. ii.
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elm, and olive, (which is at antipathy with the oak, and imparts also

such a bitternefs to the mould, as kills lettuce and other subnasc^nt

plants) and why some affect to live in crowds, others in solitude, is hard

to say ; but that firs, pines, cedars, elms, and divers other trees, aspire

and grow so tall in society, may be (as from other causes) so from their

not overglutting themselves with nourishment (for compost is not their

delight) which inclines them rather to shoot upwards than expand and

spread.

Lastly, Ground is rendered barren by shade, and the dripping of um-

brageous trees. To these air and sun may be soon restored, by remov-

ing the skreens which intercept them ; and yet all shade is not unpro-

pitious where the soil and climate are benign, as well as that which casts

the umbrage ; and of this we have a notable instance in some parts of

Africa, where the soil and air are so genial, that the olive is said to grow
-under the date-tree, the fig under the olive, under the fig-tree the gra-

nade, under that the vine, and under the vine a crop of corn, and at the

feet of the corn a certain pulse ; none of them impeded by the more than

reduplicated shades. But there are some, we mustconfefs, amongst us,

which are not so propitious; trees of all sorts (though the perennial greens

least) breathe as much after the air as the soil, and do not thrive without

it, nor except it be wholesome.

But to return to barren Earths, which are either out of heart by being

spent, or from the nature of the soil, (in both which cases the plants pro-

duced, though never so unprosperous, run hastily to seed, or make an of-

fer) they are to be restored by the plough, the spade, and the rake ; by
stirring and repose, appositions and mixtures of Earth, calcinations, and
composts ; and above all, by ilic eye of the master, and dust of hisfeet, as

the Italian proverb has it. For after this procefs, and innumerable other

trials, (mixtures of things being endlefs) all other sorts of Earths and

imperfeft Moulds maybe treated and meliorated; namely, ifitbetoo

hard and close, mollify and relax it ; if too loose, give it ligature and
binding ; if too light, ballast ; if too meagre, fasten and impinguate it ;

if too rich and luxuriant, emaciate and bring it down ; if too moist, ap-

ply exsiccatives ; if too cold, fermenting composts ; if excefsive hot, cool

and refresh it; and thus Earths should be married together like male and

female, as if they had sexes ; for being of so many several complexions.
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they should be well considered and matched accordingly, things (as was

said) becoming fruitful from the mixture of repugnant qualities ; so as

cold and drynefs, without a warm and cherishing moisture, produces no-

thing. For this therefore you see what choice I have presented you of

sand, ashes, chalk, lime, marl, mixtui'e of Mould, calcinations, air, sun,

dew, rain, frosts and snows, trenching, drilling, watering, infusions, and

finally, of animal stercorations and other composts, which is the next and

last part of diis (I fear) over-tedious discourse ; since indeed it is not suf-

ficient to find out even the best and most grateful Mould in nature, so as

to rely for ever upon the same performance, without supplies of all sorts,

stirring and repose, constant drefsmg, and (after all we have saidj artifi-

cial tetations likewise, to encourage and maintain it in vigour.

We proceed then in the next place to what farther advancement we may
expect from stercoration, and manuring the ground by composts, and to

discover the qualities which may be latent in their several ferments, and

how to apply them by a skilful and philosophical hand, without which

they do always more hurt than good ; and therefore, first, we will enu-

merate their several kinds; we shall next inquire what it is we chiefly seek

for and expect from them ; and lastly, show how to treat them, so as to

render them fitting for our service.

From animals, we have the soil of horses and other beasts of burden,

neats, sheep, goats, hogs, pigeons, poultry, and fenny fowl
:
We have

also flesh, fat, blood, hair, feathers, urine, shavings of horn, hoofs,

leather, skins, fish, garbage, snail-mud, &c. From vegetables, (as of

neareft affinity) we have vine-cuttings, stalks, fallen leaves, marc of the

wine and cyder prefses, lees of wine, oil, rotten fruit, gourds, weeds,

fern, haulm, stubble, rotten wood, saw-dust, refuse of the tan-pit, sea-

weed and old rags ; also brine, pickle, ashes, soot ; and of things pro-

miscuous, washings of dishes and barrels, soap-suds, slime, and scouring

of ponds and highways, dust, sweepings ; in sum, whatsoever Is apt to

rot and consume in any competent time, and is cither salt, unftuous, or

fatty ; to which let me add impregnating rains and dews, cold and dry

winters, with store of snow, which I reckon equal to the richest manures,

impregnated as they are with celestial nitre. But with all these auxiliaries,

we are not yet to imagine that any of them are therefore profitable and

good, because they retain an heady scent, are hot, moist, rotten and slip-
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pery, fat or un£tuous, and the like, which are all qualities that alone,

and of themselves, effect little till they are corrected and prepared ; but,

for that among these materials we detect the causes of fertility more emi-

nently than in other substances, partly from their fixed salts, or some vir-

tue contained in them, or rather drawn from without, and imparted to the

exhausted and defective Earth ; and that by such a procefs, as by convert-

ing them into a chyle (as it were) it facilitates their being insumed, afsimi-

lated, and made apt to pafs into nourishment, promoting vegetation.

This obtained, the next thing is, skilfully to apply what we have pre-

pared ; and this indeed is a difficulty worthy the heads, as well as hands,

of the profoundest philosophers, since it requires a more than superficial

knowledge and penetration into causes.

We know indeed, that the Earth is, without any artificial auxiliaries,

endued with a wonderful prohfic virtue ; but this, for being pofsible to

decay and be lost, (at least for a longer time than our necefsities can sup-

port) and from some grounds never to be expected without such helps, it

may be worth our while a little to consider by what expedients of digestion,

or other ways, the desired effect ofperpetuating its vigour might best be

accomplished.

That the secret we inquire after, and which dost most apparently seem

to evirtuate towards this end, is some vegetable salt or matter, I suppose

is generally agreed; for salt it is which gives ligature, weight, and consti-

tution to things, and is the most manifest substance in all artificial com-

posts.

It is salts which entice roots to afiect the upper and saline surface of

the Earth, upon which the nitrous rains and dews descend ; and the cause

that some plants, the most racy, and charged with juice, of all other (for

such is the vine) thrive so well amongst rocks and pumices, and in what-

ever best, maintains this vital pickle.

It is salt which makes all covered and long shaded Earths to abound in

fertility, and renders the dung of pigeons, poultry, and other salacious

Volume II. ^ Tsl
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corn-fed birds, so eminently effectual before the soil of horses and other

beasts, in which it lefs abounds, as having lefs virtue to attract it '.

It is salt that gives such vigour to places sprinkled with urine, soot'

ashes, &c. which have them not diluted ; and to bones, flesh, horn, hair,

feathers, blood, and the rest of those animal excrements : And whence

those seminal mafses should proceed after calcination of the Earth, when

it comes to be exposed again, is hard to divine ; whence, I say, they should

derive their life and energy, without being destroyed by so powerful an

agent as fire, unlefs they lurk in some vegetant and indifsoluble salts, (vo-

latile, fixed, or nitrous Earth,) from whence they (Phoenix-like) emerge,

though I do not say without any other specific rudiment : But it is strange,

what, as I remember Dr. Morison afiirms of the Eri/simum, or Irio, so sel-

dom seen to grow spontaneously in England before the late prodigious

conflagration of this City, when there appeared more of it amongst the

ruins, than was known to grow in all Europe besides : it being a curious

exotic, to be found most about Naples in the time ofFabius Columna, and

but rarely elsewhere ^

It is salt which resuscitates the dead and mortified Earth, when, languish-

ing and spent by indulgence to her verdant offspring, her viguor seems to

be quite exhausted, as appears by the rain_^ and showers which gently

melt into her bosom what we apply to it, and for which cause all our

composts are so studiously made of substances which most ingender or

attract it.

* The richnefs of pouUry and pigeon dung appears rather to arise from its being o\'er-

eharged with oil and mucilage, than any thing saline. For further information upon this

subject, consult the note upon the 27 th page of the 1st vol. oi \.hs Silva.

' This is the Shymhnum (Irio) foliis runctnails denlatis nudis, caule lavi, filiqu'u ereclis. Lin.

Two years ago a crop of wild mustard (Erysimum vulgare. Bauh.) was reaped from the

banks raised at Hull to form a dock for the reception of shipping; and it is generally ob-

served that a spontaneous crop of this vegetable makes its appearance, for two succefsive

years, upon the banks of all large drains made in Holdernefs. Similar appearances have

been observed in the isle of Axholme and other low countries. This phaenomenon proves

that seeds, when kept from air, may retain their vegetative power many years beyond the

term seemingly allotted them-
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It is salt which fertilizes and renders Egypt so luxuriously fruitful after

the inundations of the Nile; and the nitrous grounds of Jamaica, and

other places, cause a stupendous growth of plants and trees,

It is the want of salt which emasculates the virtue of seeds too long

macerated in hungry water, and renders floated wood such unprofitable

fuel, and to turn into such insipid ashes; and whatsoever it be some plants

may appear to affect, as to the external differences of appetite, some of

them seeming to draw in more air, some Earth, and others water in ex-

traordinary measure, according to the several contextures of their parts,

or by whatever magnetisms and attractives, it is still to come at their salts,

which doubtlefs create that inclination, and compose the various saps and

juices which they present us. Nay, what if I should say that all the se-

veral parts of vegetables were endowed with their peculiar and distinct

salts, through different motions, complications, and percolations ? Or
that so many Earths, so many kinds of salts digested and transported by
their different vehicles and strainers ; and those also, though unlike in

quality, yet perfectly congruous to what they produce and nourish ? But
what this vehicle or menstruum is, I contend not. It is evident that salts

unite best with water, vernal and autumnal showers and dews, as the

most apt to convey their insinuations. You know, who have dignified

salt with the prerogative of being named Element-Earth, the vigour and
close of all things ;

yea, the first and last of elementated bodies. What
shall I say, Quid Divinimi ! the original of all fecundity ; nor can I say

lefs, since there was nor sacrifice, nor discourse, acceptable without it.

And verily, upon serious contemplation of the premises, and the little

experience I have had of their effefts in this work of vegetation, as far as

I am able to penetrate into causes by them, I am not displeased at the

magnificent epithets which are given it. In the mean time, I know there

be who are so averse to this doctrine, as to prefer water alone before it •

nor contend I with them, so they allow the near affinity and friendship

which is between them, as I have deduced it at the entry of this Discourse,

where I describe my Autoptical Observations of the several Earths : all

that I pretend from hence being only to excite us to make diligent inquiry

what may more likely be the cause of vegetation, and whether salt have

not a dominion almost raonarchial in this great work of Nature, beino- so

S M 2
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absolute an ingredient in all our dungs and composts. I cannot in tfie

mean time but wonder how a thing so eminently sacred and fertile, should

come to be the symbol of malediction ; when, as the custom was, they

used to sow salt in the place of Cities tbey had erased and cursed ; there

being in all nature nothing so pregnant and fruitful, uulefs it were to in-

vite the plough to go there, and that the fertility of the spot for corn and

grain might divert them from rebuilding and covering it again with-

liouses. Indeed, to apply salt in excefs, burns the Earth for a time,

so as nothing will grow upon it; but, . when once the rains have well

diluted it, vegetables spring up more wantonly than ever. This I daily

find by sifting common salt upon the gravel walks of my garden, and

for which cause I have left it off; and we find that the Earth itself

over-marled, and too highly manured, is as unprofitable as if it were

barren for the time, and that there Is in all things ajuft proportion to be-

observed.

But neither all this while do I pretend, much lefs determine, that the-

principle I so much celebrate, is our common artificial salt, composed of

urine, and the like, which of itself is so burning and destructive till Its

acidity be qualified by the air and showers from heaven, (which endows

it with a natural magnetism to receive their Irradlant virtues,) but a certain

more unctuous spirit, or airy nitre, pregnant with a vital balm, which Is

the thing we endeavour to find in the materials of composts; but whether

it be accidental or efsentlal, coporeal or more spiritual, principal or or-

ganlcal, or (to speak with the Chymists and later Atomists) whether com-

municated by effluvia, salts embryonate, or undigested and not specificate,

from ferments, spermatic vapours, influences celestial, or from liquor only

impregnated and concocted, I leave to those who afl^ect to wrap up easy

notions in /wrf/and uncertain terms, whilst the things would be of use to

the philosophical husbandman, were they reduced Into just clafses, for

the better discriminating of the several composts ; as which of them most

abound in nitrous or urinous parts; or which partake of the nature of

our crude common salts, and Kali's mineral, or other. This would en-

able us to pronounce, ivhere, and hotv we may apply them with safety and

succefs : for some we know are plainly exitial and deadly to plants, (such

as tlie mineral,) others properate too fast, and some are sluggish and scarce
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advance them at all ^. It should therefore be considered, whether any

salts do universally nourish all plants alike ; or rather partly, some one

plant, some another: for upon the clear decision of this secret, depends

all that -is truly curious in this affair ; laying, as I do, for position, that

the improvement of all the Earths and soils I have spoken of, results

from some salt or spirit, (call it which you please,) as from an indispens-

able principle in this vegetation, and perhaps the first rudiment of life in

all things else ; and till we shall arrive to this, (by what 1 have observed

in the discreet use even of our common salt, brine, the effects of urine

and the like) I firmly believe, that were saltpetre (I mean factitious nitre)

to be obtained in plenty, we should need but few other composts to me-
liorate our ground ; since whether that which so fertilizes it, by any mix-

ture we can yet devise, effect it from any other cause, is greatly to be
doubted ; nor do I think but the charge of extracting it (at least sufficient

to impregnate water in convenient quantity) might be compafsed by the

industrious farmer without much inconvenience or difficulty, were he
competently instructed in the procefs of calcination, resolution, percola-

tion, evaporation, and separation, put into honest English, and easily to

be learned : soon we should then, see that this were not to be extracted

altogether out of stinking dung, and found in heady trash, (which yet is

material,) but rather in the well-impregnated and natural Mould itself,

charged with a more generous spirit, or medicinal nitre, (in congrefs with

a certain sulphur,) capable ofwarming and exciting to vegetation, beyond

all we can promise from any mere artificial ferments, much lefs our com-
mon mixtures and ways of stercoration, wliich in time grow cold and
languish, and are so quickly checked ''.

s Without multiplying distinctions, we may divide manures into four kinds:

1. Such as give nourishment only; as rape-dust, soot, malt-dust, blood compost horn
shavings, pigeons dung, and all top-drefsings.

2. Such as give nourishment, and add to the soil ; as horse dung, cows dung, human
ordure, rotten animal and vegetable substances.

3. Such as open the soil, and do not nourish in their own natures ; as lime, light marls
sand, and vegetable ashes.

4. Such as stiffen the soil, and at the same time nourish a little ; as clay, clay marls and
earth.

^ All the boasted compositions of nitre, and other salts, for increasing the fertility ofland

without other afsistance, are now experimentally found to be of little value. Dung, that is

putrid animal and vegetable substances, constitutes the only fertilizer for the use of the
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And now, after all this, I dare not say that there Is nothing more than

this mere salt, or spirituous nitre, which concurs to those desired effects

that promote fertility, and set the ferment on working : AVhat ignite par-

ticles beside, and special composts there may be of consanguinity and

near alliance to the respectable vegetables, (which we know to be of vaft

difference one from another,) we pretend not to determine ; for some

plants are very brisk and quick, others insulse and flat ; some are acid,

others more dulcerous and sweet ; they are salt, sour, luscious, austere,

hot, bitter, moist, dry, astringent, and of strangely different qualities, not

to speak of their effects, which it were hard to number. Therefore,

that the same compost, or remedy, should be promiscuously universal, is

the more unlikely, and should be well considered : But admitting this to

be salvable, and that we find, by experience, a well-digested compost be-

neficial to almost all the vegetable family, may it not in all probability

spring from its participation of all those varieties offerments, (In some at

least, though In different proportion,) which we have been speaking of?

As by which each single species draws and afslmllates that only to itself,

which it finds most congruous to its nature ; and if so it be, then we

have no more to do than to learn how to prepare our ferments, and apply

them accordingly; namely, acid to acids, sweet to sweets, benign to be-

nlo-n, and so the contrary, as we would promote its natural quality; and

this perhaps either by reducing some parts of them into composts, as their

leaves, stalks, fruit, or by some more refined extraction of their salts,

conveyed in proper vehicles. And for the better administering of this,

the nicer texture of vegetables should diligently be considered, their se-

veral vefsels and organic parts, since every impregnate hquor is not pre-

sently fit for all alike, the figuration of their Labiola and curious pores

(which it is likely draw several juices and spirits) being very different, as

the most sagacious Dr.Grew, and the learned Malpighius, (both ornaments

of this illustrious Society) have begun the way to us in those elaborate

anatomizations, which the world v/ill shortly admire. I insist the rather

on this, because we find some plants to reject divers rich compounded li-

quors, especially such as pretend to work miracles in the Protean changes

farmer. I must however except the oily manures, as rape-dust and soot, which nourish

without undergoing the putrid ferment. And here I beg leave to be understood as agree-

ing that worn-out lands may in time be restored to their former vigor by the influence of

the atmosphere, without any foreign afsistance ; but this is a circumstance not (o be accom-

-plished instantaneously by the application of nitre, or any other substance whose basis is salioa.
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of colours, and other qualities, from mineral, or other substances ; and

that the very rains and dews differ in several climes: so as even from

this reason alone, to instance in no more, all plants do not easily become

denizens in all places ;

-" Nee omnis fert omnia tellus."

I might add to this, the nicenefs of their palates, and fondnefs to their

own homes, and to live some in consort, some in solitude, some on dry

banks, some in watery puddles, and some as it were in the very air, and

fiery soils ; nay, some are found to destroy the vegetable virtue where

they grow, for such are said to be woad, hemp, the Scythian lamb ', &c,

' This vegetable is called the Tartarian Lamb, from Its resemblance in shape to that

animal. It usually has four stalks which look like feet, and its body is covered with a

brownish kind of down. Travellers report that it will suffer no vegetable to grow vvithin

a certain distance of its seat. Sir Hans Sloan read a Memoir upon this plant before the

Royal Society; for which consult their Transactions, N°. QH, p. 461.—Mr. Bell, in his

" Account of a Journey from St. Peterfburgh to Ispahan," informs us that he searched in vain

for this plant in the neighbourhood of Astrachan, when at the same time the more sensible

and experienced among the Tartars treated the whole history as fabulous. This journey

was undertaken in the year 1715. The annexed plate is taken from Mrs. Blackvvell's

Herbal, and seems a just representation of the plant. That given by Edwards has too

much the appearance of fancy. It is the Polipodiura (Barometz) frondibus biplnnatis: pinnis

pinnatifidis lanceolatis serratis, radicibus lanatis, Linn. Dr. de la Croix, in correct and.

«asy Latin verse, has described this supposed animal production :

" Est ubi prEterea tingit sua purpura succos,

Itque cruor nostro similis, qui Caspia sulcant

iEquora, sive legant spumosa Boristhenis ora,

Sive petant Asiam velis, & Colchica regna.

Hinc atque inde stupent visu mirabile monstrum,'

Surgit humo Baromez. Pr^celso in stipite fructus -

Stat quadrupes, Olli vellus. Duo cornua fronte

Lanea, nee desunt oculi, rudis Accola credit

£fse animal, dormire die, vigilare per umbram,

Et circum exesis pasci radicitus herbis

:

Carnibus ambrosia: sapor est, succique rubentes,

Poslhabeat quibusalma suum Burgundia nectar; .

Atque loco si ferre pedem natura dedifset,

Balatu si pofset opem imp'.orare, voracis

Ora Lupi contrii, credas in stirpe sedere

Ag^Hura equitem, gregibusque Agnorum albescere colles,

•' Hoc
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and if this be true and constant, all our imbibitions of salts and composts

sio-nify little to Earth pre-impregnated with a salt or virtue ditferent from

what the plant does naturally delight in; some obscure footsteps of which

every ploughman seems to discover, Vv-hich makes him change the crop

in some places yearly. For the first, second, or third burden of the same

grain, especially wheat, will exhaust that which is its proper aliment,

and then leave the rest to more ignoble grain, which will be found to

thrive well enough, till at last several succefsions of different seeds quite

wear it out, and then the land must repose, or be manured with composts

for fresh life and vigour ". And to this we may add, how some plants again

require little change or help of art ; such as mod of the perennial greens,

and amongst these the most resinous and oily, as the pine, fir, cedar, ScC.

which thrive on barren hills, and grow in rocky crannies, without any

Earth almost to cover and protect their roots. Of this sort I have a cedar

table, which was sawed out of a spur only of a monstrous tree growing

in Barbadoes, which held fix feet long, five feet broad, and three inches

thick, formed and wrought as it stands upon the frame ; and his Royal

Hifhnefs had another of a much larger dimension ; namely, eighteen

feet in length, and nine in breadth, cut out of the stem, which was

of prodigious growth, fed and nourished as it was between the barren

Hoc e fonte fluit, me judice, fabula Graium

;

Haec olim sripedes Tauri, vigilesque Dracones

Vellera servavere, hac ibat dote per undas

Medea, his visus renovari fructibus jEson,

Et succo prasente senex revocafse juventam." Connub. Flor.

^ It does not seem a wellfounded opinion, that plants of different kinds select different

particles from the same Earth. Accurate experiments rather prove that they all live upon

the same general food. Some require more, some lefs. Some take it near the surface,

others take it deeper. Upon these principles we may rationally account for the necefsity of

changing the species in the old husbandry. With regard to the different tastes and odours

of different plants growing upon the same bed of Earth, I shall only remark, that the mo-

dification of the particles of the general nutriment produces all the differences. Matter,

considered as matter, has no share in the qualities of bodies. It is from the arrangement of

it that we have so many substances in nature. We may eat the earth, and drink the water

that moistens it, and yet from the modification of its parts by the different vefsels of plants,

it is capable of becoming both bread and poison. A lemon, grafted upon an orange stock?

is capable of changing the sap of the orange into its own nature, by a different arrange-

ment of the nutritive juices. The same mafs of innocent Earth can give life and vigour to

the bitter aloe, and to the sweet cane ! to the cool houseleek, and to the fiery mustard ! Iq

the nourishing grains, and to the deadly nightshade !
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rocks. But to proceed ; we find that most esculent and culinary roots

do rather chuse a rich, natural, and light mould, inclining to sand, than

what is forced or over-mucked ; and how much they yield to soil, grow-

ing hard, short, and fibrous, and contract the smell and relish of the fer-

ments applied to accelerate their growth (for according to the Italian

proverb, Ogni pianta serba della sua radice " Every plant has a smack of

the root") I have already mentioned; so as to confide in dungs, as our vul-

gar gardeners about this city do, is no encouragement ; and therefore some,

not without good reason, prefer the corn and grain which is reaped from

marl, chalk, lime, and other more natural manures, before what is pro-

duced from a crop, which, in comparison, grows on a dung-hill ; experi-

ence also showing, that the cause of smuttinefs many times proceeds from

the impurity and ranknefs of the drefsing ; and therefore we omit to enu-

merate, amongst our soils, stercus humanum, which howsoever preferred by

some before all other, and mentioned by Columella with that of fowl and

cattle, does (unlefs exceedingly ventilated and aired) perniciously conta-

minate the odour of flowers, and is so evident in the vine, as nothing can

reconcile it '.

To give some instances of the nature of particular and simple composts,

(for so I beg leave to use a solecism) whatever they be, they are by no

means fit for the earth and use of the husbandman, unlefs, besides their

richnefs, they be perfectly well digested, made short, sweet, and almost

reduced to a crumbling Mould ; so ordered, as not only not to lose any

©f their virtue, but to improve it, and to excite, entertain, and commu-

nicate heat and vegetative spirits to whatever you apply them : and that

this is not done ;;er J(?, that is, by immediate application, without pre-

judice (unlefs it be for the hot-bed, which yet has an intermedium of

Mould) experience tells us, especially in the soil of animals, which is of

all other the most active, as consisting of heterogeneous parts and repug-

nances, without which no fermentation could be obtained. Now, since

' This is the richest species of manure that pofsibly can be introduced into the field. In

Flanders they use it with great succefs, either strewed upon the land in the form of powder,

or difsolved in water and thrown on with a wooden scoop In large families, tliis excel-

lent top-drefsing may be easily prepared by filling the pits of the Nece/saries with Moor-

Larth, and in this state it may be put upon the land with great advantage and cleanlinefs.

Vol. 11. 3 N
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many of these being freshly made, are not sensibly hot, but mordacious

and burning, they are with caution to be used. That every kind of

Earth (as well as the dung of beasts, &c.) has its peculiar ferment, and

operates accordingly, either by attracting something to it, or embasing

what approaches it, sufficient has been said ; together with directions how

to mingle and attemper it, as best may qualify it for culture. That we

may do the like with the several sorts of soil, let us consider what their na»

tures are, what their correctives, and how to apply them.

Horfe-dung, the least pinguid and fat of any, taken as it falls, being

the most fiery, excites to sudden fermentation above any ; wherefore, as.

we said, it is then fit only for the hot-bed, and when that fervour is past,

may be spread on fields where we would have a rank grafs to spring; but

is at no hand to be admitted into the garden, or where you defire good

roots should grow, unlefs the ground be very ftiff, cold, or wet, and

then too it had need be well rotted, lest, instead of curing it, it leave

couch-o-rafs and pernicious weeds, worse than the difeafe. The seeds of

hay and other plants, of which the horses eat, come oftentimes entire

from them ; and we observe, that such vegetables do commonly spring

up from the soil of cattle as they chiefly eat ; as long knot-grafs from this

beast; short, clean, and sweet pasture from sheep and cows; the sonchus,.

or sow-thistle, from the swine. Ground mucked with horse-dung is al-

ways the most infected of any, and if it be not perfectly consumed, it

makes your roots grow forked, fills them with worms, and imparts to

them an unpleasing relish ; but being laid on at the beginning of winter,,

and turned in at spring, it succeeds sometimes with pulse.

The dung of afses is highly esteemed, for its being better digested by

the long maftication and chewing of that dull animal ; but since we have

no quantity of it in this country, it does the least concern us.

The dung of cows and oxen is of all other, the most harmlefs, and the

most useful ; excellent to mingle with sandy and hot grounds, lean or dry,

and being applied before winter, renders it the most like natural earth,

and is therefore for the garden and orchard preferred to any other- To

use it therefore with the most certain succefs in such thirsty grounds, ap-

ply a plentiful surface of it, so blended, as the rain and showers may wash

in the virtue of it thoroughly ; but this is best done by making the dung
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the finer, and what if reduced to powder, sprinkled for the garden, or

otherwise working it in at a soaking wet (not stormy) season ; but leave it

covered with it for some time, if the rain descend in too great excefs.

The next is sheep-dung, which is of a middle temper between that and

pigeon's J
profitable in cold grounds, and to impregnate liquors, of choice

use in the garden.

The dung of swine is efteemed the coldest and least acrimonious, (though

some there be who contradict it) and therefore to be applied to burning

lands J but always so early interred as never to appear above ground,

where it is apt to produce weeds in abundance, from the greedy devouring

of what that animal eats.

This, though not so proper for the garden, {and the most stinking) is

said yet to edulcorate and sweeten fruit so sensibly, as to convert the bit-

terest almond into sweet, and therefore recommended, above all others,

for experiments of change and alteration ; Some qualify it with bran, or

chaff well consumed, greatly comfortable to fruit-trees, but especially

the hairs and bristles buried about the roots of pear-trees.

Pigeon-dung, and that of poultry, (especially of aquatic fowls, which

is too fiery) being full of volatile salts, is hot and burning, and therefore

most applicable to ethe coldest ground. There is nothing more effectual

to revive the weak and languishing roots of fruit-trees than this laid early

to them ; but first be sure they pafs their mordicant and piercing spirits,

and be discreetly mixed : Be this therefore observed as a constant rule.

That the hotter composts be early and thinly spread, e contra, the colder.

Very eflicacious is this dung to keep frosts out of the earth, and there-

fore of great use to cover the mould in cases of exotic and tender plants ;

but if the heat be not well qualified, the very steam will kill them in a

moment ; therefore let a full winter pafs over this lactation for most uses.

The best way of preparing it, is to reduce it into powder, and mingle it

rwith the mould, and to water with its infusion, which alone does won-

ders ; or, if it has been well exposed and abated, you may use it at the

spring without addition ; but if you desire something that is exquisite,

S N 2
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macerate it well rotted in the lees of wine, stale urine, and a little brim-

stone beaten very fine; then mingle it with your earth, for one of the

richest composts. But let this be noted, that, as the effect of this dung

is sudden, so it lasts not long, and therefore must the oftener be re-

newed.

The flesh of carrion and dead animals, being (as I think my Lord Ba-

con tells us) prepared already by so many curious elaborations of its j uices,

is highly effectual ; but it should be very well consumed and ventilated,

till it have quite lost its intolerable smell, and therefore never applied too

crude ".
^

Blood is excellent almost with any soil where fruit is planted, especially

the mural. To improve the blood of the grape, it is of great advantage,

being somewhat diluted, and poured about the roots. It has been afsuredly

reported by divers eye-witnefses, that after the battle of Bradock Down,

in Cornwall, (where Sir Ralph Hopeton obtained a signal victory) the

carnage being great, the blood of the slain did so fertilize the fields,

where corn had been sown a little before, that the year following pro-

duced so extraordinary a crop, as most of the wheat-stalks bare two, three,

four, yea seven, and some even fourteen ears ; a thing almost incredible.

The owner of the land feeing his ground so miserably trodden by the

horse and soldiers after the conflict, intended to resow it, as believing

all his former labour lost ; but, being difsuaded from his purpofe, (per-

haps to make the experiment) it happened as you have heard ".

Urine, for being highly spirituous and sharp, had need be well cor-

rected ; and then, being mingled with other composts to allay its acrimo-

nious salt, it hardly has its equal.

" The offal of the shambles, when mixed with earth and fresh horse dung, makes a com-

post of the richest quality; but this cannot be obtained in large quantities. Some years

ago, I recommended a compost, the basis of which was whales' flesh, after the oil had been

faken from it. This, compounded with horse dung and earth, is now much used by the

farmers who live in the neighbourhood of sea-ports where ships are fitted out for the

Greenland seas. The manner of preparing this rich kind of manure is described in the

Georgical Efsays, page 385.

" Blood, mixed with saw-dust, makes a very good hand-drefsing to be sown upon wheat
in the spring. It equals soot, and does not come to half liie price.
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Hair, horn-shavings, bones, skins, leather, &c. are deeply to be bu-

ried, and so as not to touch, but lie about the roots: These, with rags,

coarse wool, and pitch-marks, improve the earth, as being full of vo-

latile salts, draw^ing and retaining the dew^s. Fish is likewise spread to

great advantage of grounds, where it is to be had in plenty; and for be-

ing quickly consumed, may soonest be applied °. We come now to ve-

getables.

The marc and prefsings of the grape make a good compost, and so do

lees of wine mingled with mould. This is of singular comfort to the

roots of orange-trees and case-plants ; and if you sift a little brick-dust

with it, and bury it near the roots of rosemary, the plant will thrive

wonderfully : It may be a laudable compost for moist grounds, where

that vegetable grows so unwillingly.

The leaves of trees are profitable for their own fruit, and natural, being

well rotted, and not musty : The peach leaf, hurtful to cattle, is excel-

lent for the tree from which it falls ; and the walnut leaf, noxious to

grafs, is helpful to the tree.-

Duck-weed, the slime and spongy ouze of stagnant waters, mixed with

proper mould, make a kind bed for aquatics.

Saw-dust, rotten-wood, found in the hollow of decayed trees, under

the stacks, and where trees grow thick together, as in great and old

woods, but especially that which is taken out of an inveterate willow-

tree, is preferable to any other for the raising of seedlings of choice plants,

mixed as it should be with a little loam, lime-rubbish, and mould, as we
have taught. This and the rest being well ventilated, is of great effect

to loosen and mellow ground, as tenacious of moisture.

" In all towns upon the sea-coast, the refuse of fish may. be obtained upon moderate

terms. It is matter of surprise that this hint of our excellent Author,' given in (he year

1675, should have operated so little, that at this time (177S) the use of refuse fish is hardly

known. The sea, with generous bounty, throws at the feet of the hufbandman her richest

treasures, and invites him to partake with freedom; but, instead of embracing the prof-

fered riches, he drives his team to some distant town to purchase, at a high rate, what ths

watery, element offers without a price.
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Wood-ashes, rich and impregnate with salts, are fit for wet ground

without mixture, and in pasture excellent, not sifted on over thick. In

the West Indies near Guatimala, Gage tells us their manure is the burn-

ing of trees to ashes ''. These kill the worm ; but in earth which is

subject to over-heat and chap much, ashes and burning composts do but

increase the fever, and therefore contrary remedies are to be sought, such

as the dung of oxen and swine; but not so when lands are naturally or ac-

cidentally cold. Wherefore we should endeavour by all means to detect, as

far as we are able, the quality predominant both of the earth we would

improve, and the composts we apply, and not throw them promiscuously

upon every thing without considering of what temper and constitution

they be ; for grounds are as nice as our bodies, and as obnoxious to in-

firmities upon every defect and excefs ; and therefore it requires skill, and

no little study, to be able rightly to marshal this Materia Medica (as I may

call it) of composts, the virtue of which does sometimes lie very hidden;

at least, if it be true which Sir Hugh Piatt affirms, that what we all this

while seek after, is indeed altogether invisible to human eyes, and to be

discerned only by the eyes intellectual, because it is veiled and clad under

so many different bodies, whereof some are more ponderous, such as

marl, chalk, the dung of beasts, &c. ; and some more light, as their flesh,

bones, hair, &c.; and some yet lighter, as grain and generous seeds: for

in such as have virtue to multiply their own species, that spirit is invested

with a very thin and curious integument, as in effect we have instanced

in the blood and flesh of animals, so much more powerful for the enriching

of land than their dung and excrements—this industrious man computing

it to no lefs than twenty times ; and to the same advance above this, hair,

wool, and calcined bones ''. As to the coarser soils, he says, that the

P In Sweden, Finland, Livonia, and the greatest part of Rufsia, where woods are plen-

tiful, the countrymen cut down large tracts, and after burning the wood they sow the land

with corn, which husbandry they continue for three years, the wood ashes remaining in

force for that time. On the fourth year they remove to another woody quarter, and in

this manner they proceed till the first sown land be again covered with wood, which is

generally in about twenty years. This operation is called in the north, StveJieland. See

Osbeck's Voyage to China, p. 50. vol, I.

'^ Bones should by no means be calcined, as their virtue is difsipated by the fire, and

nothing but a cajiut mortuiim left behind. My worthy friend, Gen. St. Leger, has favoured

nie with the following account of bones used for manure. The subject is curious as well

as important

:

" Eight years ago I laid down to grafs a large piece of very indifferent limestone land
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dung of pigeons and poultry does far exceed that of beasts which feed

on grofs vegetables, and tells us it has been found upon experience, that

one load of any sort of seed contains as much virtue, as ten loads of ordi-

nary dung ; therefore it is adviseable, upon all removals of corn-ricks, hay-

stacks, &c. that the husbandman reserve all he can of the bottoms, offal,

and shakings, and mingling them with chimney-soot and blood, let him

reduce the whole into the form of a paste. To this add as much dried

" with a crop of corn; and, in order that the grafs-seeds might have a strong vegetation,

" I took care to see it well drefsed. From this piece I selected three roods of equal

" quality with the rest, and drefsed them with bones broken very small, at the rate of

" sixty bushels per acre. Upon the lands thus managed, the crop of corn was infinitely

" superior to the rest. The next year the grafs was also superior, and has continued to

" preserve the same superiority ever since, insomuch that in spring it is green three weeks

" before the rest of the field.

" This year, I propose to plough up the field, as the Festuca Sylvatka (Prye Grafs) has

" overpowered the grafs-seeds originally sown. And here it will be proper to remark that,

" notwithstanding this species of grafs is the natural produce of the soil, the three roods

*' on which the bones were la^d have hardly any of it, but on the contrary have all along

" produced the finest grafses.

" Last year, I drefsed two acres with bones in two different fields prepared for turnips,

" sixty bushels to the acre, and had the pleasure to find the turnips greatly superior to the

" others managed in the common way. I have no doubt but these two acres will preserve

" their superiority for many years to come, if I may be allowed to prognosticate from

" former experiments most attentively conducted.

" 1 also drefsed an acre of grafs ground with bones in October (1774) and rolled them in.

" The succeeding crop of hay was an exceeding good one. However, I have found from

" repeated experience that, upon grafs ground, this kind of manure exerts itself more
" powerfully the second jcar than the first.

" It must be obvious to every person, that the bones should be well broken before they

" can be equally spread upon the land. No pieces should exceed the size of marbles. To
" perform this necefsary operation, I would recommend the bones to be sufliciently bruised

" by putting them under a circular stone, which being moved round upon its edge by means
" of a horse, in the manner that tanners' grind their bark, will very expeditiously elfect the

" purpose. At Sheffield it is now become a trade to grind bones for the use of the farmer.

t' Some people break them small with hammers upon a piece of iron, but that method is

" inferior to grinding. To ascertain the comparative merit of ground and unground bones,

" I last year drefsed two acres of turnips with large bones, in the same field where the

" ground ones were used; the result of this experiment was, that the unground materials

" did not perform the least service; while those parts of the field on which the ground

" bones were laid were greatly benefited.

" I find that bones of all kinds will answer the purposes of rich drefsing, but those of

** fat cattle, I apprehend, are the best. The London bones, as I am informed, undergo
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neats dung, tempered with urine, and made up in cakes as big as house-

hold loaves ; and after all is well dried in the shade, crumble the mafs to

dust, to be, sifted or sprinkled, on the ground for a very considerable im-

provement ; we say sprinkled, because it should never be sown too

thick, especially for corn, which it either cloys or over heats, according

as it is qualified ^ Thus, pigeons dung burns seeds on hot ground, but

is excellent for barley, &c. sown on the colder mould.

" the action of boiling water, for which reason they must be much inferior to such as

" retain their oily parts; and this is another of the many proofs given in these efsays rhat

" oil is the food of plants. The farmers in this neighbourhood are become so fond of this

*' kind of manure, that the price is now advanced to one shilling and fourpence per

" bushel, and even at that price they send sixteen miles for it.

" I have found it a judicious practice to mix ashes with the bones; and this winter I

" have six acres of meadow land drefsed with that compost. A carl load of ashes may be

" put to thirty or forty bushels of bones, and when they have heated for twenty four hours

" (which may be known by the snioaking of the heap) let the whole be turned. After

" laying ten days longer, this most excellent drefsing will be fit for use." Georgical

Efsays, page 461.

My very excellent friend, Edward M. Mundy, Esq. of Shipley, in the county of Derby,

this moment informs me, that a gentleman in the neighbourhood of Matlock has lately

erected a mill for grinding bones, which he profitably applies both to pasture and arable

lands.

'Tliese observations of Sir Hugh Piatt, relative to the nutritive powers of all kinds of seeds,

are fully confirmed by the present practice of using the powder of rape-cakes upon corn

lands. This species of manure is much used upon the thin limestone lands in Yorkshire.

They generally use three quarters per acre for wheat, and four quarters for barley. It is

sown by hand and harrowed in with Ihe grain; and costs about nineteen shillings per

quarter. If rain fall within a week or ten days after sowing, the barley crop is generally

good; but if no rain fall till long after, the benefit of this expensive drefsing is in a great

measure lost; neither does the succeeding crop receive much advantage from it. For

wheat, rape-dust is considered as a certain drefsing, rain generally falling within a

short time after sowing that grain : The strong mechanical powers employed in drawing

the oil from the rape seed, must, as I conceive, diminish the goodnefs of the dust used by

tlie farmer. However, some experienced farmers contend that it is full as good as when

.it contained more oil. This deserves to be carefully investigated, and should be the object

of correct experiment. On this subject I have fully enlarged in the note upon the twenty-

eighth page of the first volume of the Silva, and I think I have there proved, that oil,

or mucilage, is the food of plants; if so, the violence used in extracting the oil from the

seed, must render the rape-cake of lefs value.

In all light soils, whether deep or shallow, what is called Toji-ilrefsing, constitutes a system

of farming, that is highly judicious; for which reason I do recommend the farmer to employ

his ingenuity and attention in forming a body of manure that may be put on by hand, eitlicr

at the time of sowing the grain, or after it has come up. The use of pigeons dung and
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Of like effect is earth blended with malt-dust, or decayed corn reduced

to meal ; so is the dust of old furze-bushes, (in Devonshire called Drefs)

but this last should not be taken in seed-time, lest it infect the ground

with a plant not easily to be extirpated.

Lastly, the mud of ponds and stagnant waters of ditches, shovelled up

and well aired, is best applied to roots of trees, but especially the dust of

unstony highways, where the drift of cattle and much pafsage is '. Let

it be carried off from March to November ; for, it being already a kind

of refined soil, continually stirred and ventilated, there is no compost pre-

ferable to it for any use. It is prepared in the highest degree, and will

need no wintering, but may be used immediately; and so may straw.

soot, is universally known, but the application of rape-dust is only attended to in a few

counties. The expense incurred by the farmer for the above-mentioned hand-drefsings,

'is so considerable, that it should induce him to invent similar ones of a lefs expensive

nature. A good top-drefsing may be made by mixing a due proportion of shambles-blood

and saw-dust, both which articles Eiay be procured in every large town at a moderate

price: When the heat and putrid ferment is over, the compost is fit for use. Another top-

drefsing, but of a richer quality, may be obtained by putting saw-dust, or moor-earth, at the

bottom of the necefsaries, a practice that is followed in Flanders, with considerable advan-

tage. No kind of manure exceeds human ordure in strength, and on that account the

farmer should be careful to let it down to a suitable standard, before he applies it. All

large towns may be made to supply this kind of compost, at a price considerably under what

is given for soot and pigeon-dung. A farmer would be benefited, if, at his own expense,

he was to erect commodious necefsaries in places where numbers ofmanufacturers afsenible.

The common sewers should in no town be permitted to run to waste. Their contents

should be directed into reservoirSj filled with the sweepings of the streets and all kinds of

light materials. Much excrementitious matter is conveyed into the ocean by rivers, where

probably it supplies the submarine plants with food, but of that circumstance we have but

an imperfect knowledge. Man, however, has this last substance returned to him by the

fi-sh taken from the sea ; and in the end the balance may be in his favour. This is an har-

monious rotation, which only the philosophic farmer can see and admire. Every farmer

knows that the animals under his protection must be supplied with proper food, and ho

exerts every nerve to procure it; but he should also know that the vegetables which grow

at his feet, require also their food. Let him take the same pains to procure it, and he

may rest afsured that the earth will return with plenty and gratitude all that he bestows

upon her.

' The pulverized materials of our turnpike roads are well calculated for cold clay lands,

whether in pasture, or under the plough. But the commendable practice of removing the

dung of horfes as soon as it has dropt, has diminished the value of this kind of manure.

Volume II. r> O
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haulm, and other litter trampled on in dirty streets, after it is a while

rotted and mingled. Mr. Ray tells us, that in some places about the

Alps, he found them sowing dust upon the snow, as he supposes, for

manure, and to fertilize the difsolution.

Thus with no little industry are found out the several kmds of com-

posts, and materials for improvement, and what is the most genuine and

true medicament of every soil for arable, pasture, or garden. I do not say

all, as if I thought there were no more ; for what if indeed there should

be as many sorts of composts as there are of ferments or salts ; and as

many sorts of salts as there be of vegetables, or any other putrifiable

matter. The more there be, the greater ought to be our industry and

skill to be able to distinguish them, and to know how and when rightly

to apply them.

Nor is it sufficient to consider the nature of the earth, mould, and se-

veral composts, but of the very plants themselves, for the application of

what you administer, be it for food or medicine ; as if they be cold of con-

stitution, to make use of the hotter composts ; if hot, to prescribe the

cold. For instance in a few of the most useful only.

Fruit-trees do generally thrive with the soil of oxen and swine ; most

flowers, but especially roots, with that of sheep. Peter Hondius tells us,

(in his book intitled Dapes inempta;,) that by the sole application of sheep-

dung he produced a raddish root in his garden as big as half a man's

middle, which being hung up for some time in a butcher's shop, people

took it for an hog.

Apples affect a pretty rich soil with a dash of loam, but they will bear

even in clay well soiled, and mixed with chalk, especially the more hardy

winter fruit; and in chalk alone for some years; but they produce,

though sweet, not so large fruit : But both apples and pears have a better

rehsh in grounds that are not over moist, and where they may stand

warm : and the last will prosper well enough where the soil is mixed

with gravel, and has an harder bottom.

Cherries, summer and stone-fruit, such as have their roots like thrums,

desire a fine light mould, sand or gravel, with chalk and good compost.
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unlefs it be very coarse and stony; in which case it should be well soiled,

and the pit you plant in filled with rich mould, as far as the roots are

likely to extend before they reach the gravel, so as to make good spread;

and this is to be renewed every third or fourth year; and for this reason

it is profitable sometimes to bait steril grounds, by laying your composts

at reasonable intervals, thereby to tempt and allure the roots towards it,

and keep them from wandering, which they will be subject to do in search

of fresh nourishment: For to bear constantly well, and much, fruit-trees

must have frequent laetations. Nor are we to judge that what is excel-

lent ground for one sort of vegetable is so for another ; since that which

Is perfectly good for corn, is not so for all fruit-trees ; and a slender straw

will be fed and brought up with a great deal lefs substance and virtue,

than what will serve to furnish the stem, bulk, and head of a fertile and

spreading tree.

The vine (than which no plant more sensibly retains the different

qualities of earth, or whose juice is of more variety) rejoices in a light, but

vigorous mould, rather sandy, and inclining to dry, than either fat, lux-

uriant, or moist. Lime, tempered with blood, exceedingly recreates it,

after the first heats are pafsed over.

Fig-trees (though afFe£led to dry grounds) are no lovers of stercoration

;

yet in some countries they apply olive oil and pigeon-dung ' to cause them
to bear early fruit ; but omitting the oil, if the dung be mingled with

lime and ashes, it is not to be reproved : Tliis fruit thrives and ripens

even in the shade, and in our northern exposures in the meridional parts

of England ; but much better in the south, and best of all in cases, and

under shelter in winter: an industry worth the pains for the most delicious

fruit in nature, were it skilfully cultivated.

Artichokes thrive exceedingly with sheep-dung, which, applied to

the roots, make them produce very great heads : In the island of Jersey

they use sea-wrack, to a wonderful improvement of that plant.

' This composition is similar to the oil-compost recommended in the Georgical

Eisays.
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Melons, Asparagus, and most hasty growers, participate evidently of

the soil, and therefore we have already showed how new and heady dung

contaminates ; and this is, amongst others, the reason why in the more

southern countries (where they are planted in the natural and unforced

mould) they are so racy, and superior in taste and flavour to ours. I

should therefore recommend the use of sheep-dung, well reduced, or

rather the ashes of burnt straw, and the hotter dungs calcined, for some

trials to reform it ; or, as they do in Italy, mingle dust and earth ma-

nured with sheep-soil and wood-ashes: if, after all we have said, the cause

of our application of composts and dungs to these rarer and choice pro-

ductions be not to prevent the rains only ; for otherwise too rich soils

impair the most delicious fruits, rather than improve them ; and grapes

and other fruits are sconer ripened which stand near the highways, much

beaten by pafsengers, than by all that you can lay to the roots, or spread

on the ground for that purpose, the dust investing both the tree and fruit

with a kind of refined soil, mellowed with the dews and gentle showers

which fall from heaven.

To give some instances : Roots, as we have showed, desire deep ground

;

fruit-trees should never go deeper than the usual penetrations of the sun,

for no farther is the mould benign. Besides, they but too propensely

sink of themselves, especially bulbs of flowers, whose fibres easily draw

them down, and then they change their artificial and accidental beauty,

and (as we call it) degenerate ; but trees will grow and thrive, if planted

on the very surface, with little covering of the mould, so they be oft re-

freshed, and established against the wind. Besides, we find that even

the goodliest fruit (as well as some timber-trees) have many times the

hardest footings with reasonable depth of earth. So little does it import

to have it profound, that, in soft and deeper sands, they thrive nothing

so well as on chalk and gravel, so long as the root can be kept from de-

scending; in which case you should (as we have showed) bait the ground

towards the surface, and keep the roots from gadding too far from the

stem, for the lower roots are frequently starved by the upper, which de-

vour the nourishment before it arrives at them. Thus gardeners should

sometimes humour their plants, cook and drefs their foods to their appe-

tite, and as they can well digest ; but by no means suffer the roots of

fruit-trees, Standards or Mural, to be planted in dunged earth which is

not exceedingly well digested, and little diiferent from the natural soil.
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To give some other profitable instances of this nature ; In transplant-

ing trees (beginning early, aud when the earth is most tractable) endea-

vour to make your mould as connatural to that of the place or nursery

from whence you remove them, as you can. It is not therefore material

it should be so much richer; but where Imp-gardens are poor, the tender

plant, like a child starved at nurse, does seldom thrive wherever you set

it ; and therefore you should have fair and spreading roots, and well fed,

whatever some pretend. For other rarer shrubs and plants, the orange

(Herera tells us) thrives well with the ashes of burnt gourds and leaves,

and needs not change of mould, even in the case, above twice a year,

and that towards the surface ; but the A7nomiim Plinii is a strange waster of

earth, and should continually be enriched and planted as it were all in

dung; so the myrtle and pomegranate; whilst the red rose, capers, sam-

phire, and other shrubs and, plants thrive better in gravel and rubbish.

Sage loves ashes, and purslain delights in dust, and sweepings ; rue af-

fects the dry mould, lettuce the moisten Flowers, for the most part, de-

test the dung-hill, but, if they love any, it is that of sheep or cows mixed
with loam and light earth. Tulips delight in change, and rather in poor

than rich mould, yea, sharp and hungry, to preserve their variegations.

But because it is sometimes troublesome to transplant them yearly, place

a layer of short stable-litter a foot beneath your mould, and they will

remain unremoved for some years without prejudice. The iris loves

the dry bed ; crocus, a mixed, rich, and light soil ; carnations desire a

loamy earth, qualified, if too stiflT, with sea-sand and sheep-dun^-; if

too poor, with richer mould ; so the peony, anemony, ranunculus, and
other flowers ; but then lay it at the bottom, such as you take from the

last year's hot-bed, giving it a surface of under-turf, which has been
foddered on, sweet, and aired. In this plant your roots, but so as not to

touch the artificial soil; for all dunged Earths canker the bulbs of

flowers, whilst their fibres reaching the heartier mould, draw from it with-

out danger. But if you would indeed be provided with excellent earth

to plant most flowers in, lay turf of pasture ground in heaps for two win-
ters, till it be perfectly consumed ; this is also admirable for tuberous
roots ; and indeed all upland mould, whether sandy or loamy, may be made
perfectly good with the dung of oxen laid on the surface about Michael-

mas for one year, that it may wash kindly in ; then in September after,

pare this turf off as thin as you can, and for the first foot deep of earth,

you have bedding for bulbs and tuberous roots superior to any other.
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Another proper mixture, much in esteem with our gardeners, is Willow-

earth, a fourth part, sifted from the grofser sticks, with almost an equal

portion of sheep-dung, (Laurembergius says, that goats is better,) natural

mould making up the other two parts ; and indeed this is excellent to raise

any seedlings of flowers; but for the more minute and delicate, such as

cyprefs, mulberry, the samera of elm, and the like, prepare a mould as

fine as powder, and let it be gently refreshed with a dewy sperge or

brush, not with the watering-pot, which plainly gluts it.

Auriculas, anemonies, &:c. fhould be raised in the Willow-Mould de-

scribed above, but planted forth where the dung of oxen and loam is sifted

among the Pasture-Earth.

The pine and bigger kernels make (as some affirm) great advance by

being coated with dung, but, being grown to great trees, they abhor it.

Touching change of crop, something has been said already : Pease dege-

nerate betimes, at least in two or three years, be the land never so good

;

so it is observed, that most plants long standing in the same bed, impair

both the ground and themselves, especially sorrel.

To conclude : For a general good garden-soil, take the natural under-

turf, if it be not too stiff; add to it a quarter part of oxen or sheep-dung

perfectly consumed ; one bushel of slacked lime to each load of mould,

with some sweet, though rotten wood-pile or Willow-earth; mix these

well together, and you have a choice composition for all your rare

exotics, oranges, and case-shrubs, remembering to place the spray of

rotten bavins, hampers, or baskets, to keep the mould loofe, with lime-

stone, brickbats, shells, and other rubbish at the bottom, that the water

may pafs freely, and not rot the fibres. And therefore be careful never

to make your cafes clofe below, but rather so barred as to be able to keep

the coarse materials from dropping through, whilst auger-holes, though

never so thick bored, are apt to be stopped up, and then your roots do

certainly rot, and your trees grow sick. The same is to be observed in

pots, and that you place them about an inch from the ground, that they

may freely drain, and as freely receive refreshing. But I must not quit

these curiosities, to speak of the cooler composts, till I have described the

best hot-bed that I know of.
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Dig a pit or fofse, hot-bed depth, (four feet is sufficient) and of what

figure and dimension you think will best entertain your furniture for it

;

if it be twenty feet in length, and ten broad, I think it competent. Line

the sides with a wall of brick and half thick ; fill this pit with fresh soil

from the stable, trodden as other hot-beds are, but without any mould
on the surface. On this place half-inch wooden cases, made like coffins,

(but not contracted at the extremes, nor lidded) of what length and

breadth you think best, but not above a foot in depth; let these be dove-

tailed, with wooden handles at each end to lift in and out, and bored full

of auger-holes at the bottoms. Your cases thus fitted, fill them with

proper mould, such as you would sow melon seeds in, or any other rare

seed, and thus place them in your bed of dung. The heat will pafs kindly

through the perforations, and continue a cherishing warmth five times

as long as by the common way of hot-bed, and prevent you the trouble of

making new and fresh for the whole procefs of the melon, or what other

of choicer plants require more than one removal. The heat of this bed.

continues eight or ten weeks without need of repairing ; and if it should,

it is but casting in some fresh-made soil and litter beneath and about your

cases, of which some you may glaze cheveron-wise at the top, and with
spiracles or casements, to refresh and give them air and sun at pleasure.

And these beds, where you cannot conveniently sink them for want of
depth, because of water, you may build above ground as well; and you
may, or may not, extend a tent over them, to protect them from rain

wind, and sun, according as you find occasion. Tlius have you a neat

and useful hot-bed, as I have been taught to make it by the Rio-ht Ho-
nourable the late Lord Viscount Mordaunt, at Parsons-Green, whose in-

dustry and knowledge in all hortulan elegancies require honourable men-
tion. Note, That ordinary fresh mould, so it be not poor and very lean

or apt to clog, is a better surface for the hot-bed to entertain and cherish

the most curious seeds, than what gardeners universally make use of
sticky and over loose ; at least let a due proportion of natural Earth be
sifted amongst it.

Being now at laxst come to set down the several ways of preparing com-
posts of dungs, and those other ingredients we have mentioned, we shall

begin with the rudest, as that which best accommodates to the grofser part

of husbandry, (which yet requires a special maturation) and so descend
to the more refined. These I distinguish into the moist, the drv, and the
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liquid for irrigation. But first, here by the way, greatly to be reproved

15 the heaping of a deal of undigested soil, and other trash, exposed (as

we commonly find it) to the heat of the sun, continual rains, and drying

winds, as it lies in the wide field, without the least coverture or shade

;

by which means all the virtue is drawn forth and carried away, leaving

little more than a dry and insipid congestion of caput mortuitm, and per-

haps a florid green circle, or fairy dance, at the bottom, which the im-

pregnated rains have enriched with what has washed from the heap

;

wherefore to prevent this, and make one load of our prepared soil worth

ten of it

:

Cut a square, or oblong pit, of thirty or forty feet in length,'"at the least

four feet in depth, and ten feet over, or of what dimensions or figure

you think will suffice to furnish you with store : Let one of the sides or

edges be made so sloping, as to receive a cart or wheelbarrow to load and

unload easily, and let the bottom and sides also be so well paved, or laid

with a bed of small chalk, clay, or the like, that it may be capable of

retaining water like a cistern: If to this you can commodiously direct any

channels or gutters from your stable, and other sinks about the house, it

will be much the better. The pit thus prepared, and under covert, (for

that I should have premised,) so as at least the downright rains may not

fall upon it, (but when you please,) cast into it, first, your stable-soil with

the litter, a foot or more thick, according to the depth of your pit ; upon

this lay a bed of fine mould, on that another bed of cyder-marc, rotten

fruit, and garden offal ; on this a couch of pigeon and poultry dung,

with more horse-dung ; then a stratum of sheep-dung, a layer of earth

attain, then oxen-dung ; lastly, ashes, soot, fern, a moist and dry bottom

of wood-stack, saw-dust, dry scourings of ponds and ditches, with all

other ingredients, as you happen to amafs them, till the cistern be full

and heaped up ; upOn all this cast plentiful water from time to time,

v/hich if you can hav(i; out of some pond where cattle use to drink and

cool themselves, it will be excellent. At the expiration of two year?,

you may confidently open your magazine, and separate the layers as they

rise, to cast them into other small pits or receptacles made a little con-

cave to receive them, where you may stir, air, mingle, and work them in

with fresh mould, or one Vv'ith the other, as you find cause, till they be-

come comparatively sweet and agreeable to the scent. Lastly, you may

pafs them through a screen made of laths, placed at moderate intervals,
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and with the liquor remaining in your great cistern sprinkle the several

composts, and make them up for use, casting the coarse remaining stuff,

which would not pafs the riddle, into the cistern again for farther mor-

tification ; and so keep your pit filled with fresh materials from time to

time after the same method : Others, in the mean time, lay their

several ingredients by themselves in some shady corner, which being

frequently stirred, after two or three years thus mingle them at dif-

cretion ".

There are some who advise us to suffer our mixture to remain till it be

quite dry, after it is thus refined ; and then, being beaten to dust, to

strew it upon the ground. And indeed this seems in Pliny's time to have

been the custom ; nor do I contradict it, provided you could water it, or

were sure of a shower before the sun had drank too deeply of the spirit

aftd vigour of it, which, reduced in this manner, it does easily part with.

Now the reason of our thus treating composts of various soils and sub-

stances, is not only to dulcify, sweeten, and free them from the noxious

qualities they otherwise retain, and consequently impart, when applied,

as usually we find them, crude, undigested, and inactive ; but for being

immoderately hot and burning, or else rank, and apter to engender ver-

mine, weeds, and fungous excrefcences, than to produce wholesome plants,

fruits, and roots, fit for the table, and grateful to the palate ; for which

effect it should be thoroughly concocted, aired, of a scent agreeable, and

reduced to the next disposition of a sweet and natural earth, short and

tractable, yet not so macerated as to lose any of its virtue. The proper

reason therefore for this work, is the beginning of the autumnal equinox,

and wind westerly, both to prepare and lay it on your land, that, whe-

ther it be of wet or dry consistence, it may have a gentle soaking into the

earth. As for fresh dung, such as sheep make when they are folded, it

"In large families a rich species of manure may be collected, by supplying the pits under

the necefsaries with vegetable offal from the gardens, and fresli mould from the commoni;.

We cannot pay too much attention to the formation of compost dunghills ; for, without

their afsistance, the utmost exertion of the plough and spade, will but little avail. In this

particular the farmer should be scrupulously nice, and he should embrace every opportu-

nity lo improve his stock of dung.

Volume II. 3 P
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is good advice to cover it with mould as soon as pofsible, before the sun-

has over-dried it, for the reason before hinted
^

; and by this early ap-

plication you will find all that is stiff and any ways countemacious, sub-

dued and perfectly prepared before you turn it in. If you would meliorate

ground for fruit-trees of the orchard, or roots and esculents of the olitory

garden,, be cautious that the hotter dungs approach not immediately to

their stems or roots without such a circumposition of natural mould as

Ave have commended. But this is a note for such as think fit to use the

soil steaming as it comes from the heap; but, if it be prepared as we have

showed, there is no danger even of immediate contact. And the same is

to be observed in ablaqueation, where we find cause to bare the roots

of trees, and expose them to the air for fresh influence, or to abate

exuberances ; and that the cavity be not filled all at once, (when we con-

ceive the roots have been sufficiently aired,) but gradually from month to

month, as from October till the beginning of March ; and, upon other

occasions, leaving the surface rough, rather than too compt and ex-

quisitely trimmed, if only you dig your ground, which once in two or

three years, four or five (as you perceive your trees require culture) is ad-

visable,, and then to mingle the earth witli a thorough-soiling, and re-

fresh it with the impregnate water of your cistern, will exceedingly

recover a worn-out plantation. This irrigation may also be yearly given

to the roots of your fruit-trees about June and July ; and the spreading

of a little good soil upon the surface, and rough chopping it in with the

spade before winter, is good husbandry, for it draws the roots upwards,

the shallow running of which is of so great importance.. But of this

already.

And thus having showed how to prepare, ripen, separate, and apply

the several composts, (which for distinction sake we calHhe dry mixture,)

I am next to describe the liquid, in many particulars not much differing

from the former procefs.

Betwixt east and north erect a pergola, or shed, so contrived with a

cover as to exclude, or admit, the rain, snow, and weather at pleasure;.

»In this manner plenty of rich compost may be raised. Some people bed the ground,^

«n which sheep are folded, with sand, which enables them to remove the rich manure tc

Hj]y distant place at pleasure.
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under this, sink a pit for the cistern, into which cast all the acid plants

bitter and rank weeds that come in your way, and grow in the neglected

corners of your grounds, such as esula, hemlock, docks, thistles, fumitory,

tobacco-stalks, wormwood, cabbage leaves and stalks, aconites, the leaves

trash, and offal, such as cattle will not touch ; to these add pigeon and
poultry dung, with their quills and feathers; all sorts of ashes, soot

hogs-hair, horn, bones ; also urine, blood, garbage, pickle, brine, sea!

water, (if conveniently to be had,) otherwise pond-water, to sprinkle it

with, and keep it moist to accelerate putrefaction ; but when all is well

consumed, forbear the pouring on of insipid liquors, and thus leave it till

it be dry; then air, mingle, and work your composts as you were directed

above, or boil It into petre, casting what you find not well digested into

the cistern again for another year, and, with a little addition, it will give

you half the quantity of the former, and, provided that you supply the

magazine, a continued and farther increase. Indeed this salt and compost

is not immediately fit for use, till it be well dulcified and purged from its

over acrimony, therefore mix it well with your mould, and dilute it as

you see cause. A receipt is set down by old Glauber for the effecting

of wonderful vegetation, by the afslstance of certain circulatory vefsels to

prepare the oily fuccus, and pinguid juice, which that author teaches in

his Miraculum Mundi, to extract not only out of these materials, but out

of turf, wood, and stone itself, by calcining and burning them In close and

reverberating furnaces, to which a tube, adapted near the bottom, may
convey the spirits into a recipient, as he describes the procefs. I mention

this the rather, for the real effects of which I have been told of this men-
struum from very good testimony : And doubtlefs he who were skilled to

extract it In quantity, (and to dulcify and qualify it for use) a true spiri-

tuous nitre may do abundantly more, in the way of the improvements

we have celebrated, with a small quantity, than with whole loads, nay

hundreds or loads of the best and richest of dry composts which we can

devise to make '. But besides this, any house of ordure, or rancid mould.

Y The whole of this pafsage is an unnecefsary and expensive multiplication of tlie farmer's

trouble; and indeed it seems to have been given by our excellent Author rather in con-

formity to the philosophy of the times, than from his own experience or opinion. Tlie

boasted receipts of chymists for forwarding the powers of vegetation, are now justly ex-

loded, and the present age boasts of a philosophy in farming, ihat has truth and experi-

ment for its foundation.

J po
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strong salts, vinous liquors, urine, ashes, dust, shovellings of the kennels

and ftreets, &c. kept dry and covered for three or four years, will be

converted into petre vs^ithout half this trouble, especially if you mingle it

Vi'ith the dung of pigeons, poultry, and other salacious fowl which feed

on corn: Or, thofe who would not be at the charge of diftilling for these

advantages, may make experiment of the so famous muck-water, not

long since cried up for the doing wonders in the field : Throw oiF the

shortest and best marl into your cistern, exceedingly comminute and bro-

ken, which you may do with an iron rake, or like instrument, till the

liquor become very thick; cast on this the dung of fowl, conies, sheep, &c.

frequently stirring it ; to this add the soil of horses and cows, grains,

lees of wine, ale, beer, any sort of beverage, broths, brine, fat and

greasy stuff of the kitchen ; then cast in a quantity of lime, or melting

chalk, of which there is a sort very unctuous ; also blood, urine, &c.

mixed with the water, and with this sprinkle your ground at seasonable

times ; and when you have almost exhausted the cistern of the liquid,

mingle the residue with the grofser compost of your stable and cow-house,

and layers of earth, sand, lime, S. S. S. frequently moistened with un-

crude water; the taking up of which you may much facilitate, by sinking

a tub or vefsel near the corner of the cistern, and piercing it with large

holes at the bottom and sides, by which means you may take it out so

clean as to make use of it through a great syringe or watering engine;

such as is used to extinguish fire, will exalt and let it fall by showers on

the ground, and is by much the more natural way of irrigation ; it also

despatches the work.

This liquor has the reputation also for insuccation of corn and other

o-rain, to which some add a fine sifting of lime-dust on it, and when that

is dry, to repeat it with new infusions and siftings : But,

Tliere is yet a shorter procefs, namely, the watering with fishmonger's

wash, impregnated with the sweepings of ships and vefsels trading for

salt, adding to it the blood of the slaughter-house, with lime, as above j

but this is also much too fierce for any present use till it be perfectly di-

luted; which is a caution indispensably necefsary whenever you would

apply such powerful aflTusions, lest it destroy and burn up, instead of

curing; and enriching. Another is as follows

:
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Take rain water of the equinox, a sufficient quantity. Boll witb store of

dung of oxen till It be very strong, then difsolve one pound of saltpetre

in every pottle of the water ; in this, a little tepid, macerate your seeds

for twenty-four hours; dry them gently, rather with a cloth than by the

fire, and sow in the most barren earth, or water fruit-trees with the liquor,

for prodigious effects. Or thus

:

Take two quarts of the same water, dung of oxen as before; boil to the

consumption of half; strain and cast into the percolation two handfuls of

bay salt, and as much saltpetre. Another

:

Take rain-water which has stood till putrlfied ; add to it oxen, pigeon,

or sheep-dung ; expose it for insolation a week or ten days, then pafs it

through a coarser strainer ; infuse more of the same soil, and let it stand

in the sun a week longer ; strain it a second time, and add to it common
salt and a little ox-gall. Another

:

Take quick lime, and sheep-dung at discretion ; put these into rain-

water, four fingers eminent ; to ten pints of this liquor, add one of aqua-

vit£e ; macerate yoiu" seeds, or water with it any lean earth, where you

would plant for wonderful effects. Another

:

Infuse three pounds of the best Indian nitre in fifteen gallons of water;

with this irrigate your barren mould. It was succefsfully tried amongst

tulips and bulbs, where the earth should by no means (as we have said)

be forced by composts. But a gentler than either, is,

A dilution of milk with rain-water, sprinkled upon unslacked lime,

first sifted on your beds ; and so after every watering the lime repeated.

These,, with divers more which I might superadd, not taken and tran-

scribed out of common receipt-books, and such as pretend to secrets, but

most of them experimented, I thought fit to mention, that upon repeti-

tion of trials the curious might satisfy themselves, and as they have op-

portunity improve them ; whilst, perhaps as to irrigations, lefs exalted li-

quors were more natural. And what if efsays were made of liquors per

lixivium, the plant reduced to ashes : might it not be more connatural,

since we find by more frequent trial, that the burning of stubble, before
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ihe rains descend on it, impregnates ground by the dirsolution of its sper-

jBatic salts ? I only name the naked phlegm of plants distilled, either to

use alone, or extract the former salt ; but I say I only mention them for

the curious to examine, and ex abundanti. For certainly (to return a little,

and speak freely my thoughts concerning them) most exalted menstrua,

(and as they dignify them with'a great name) Efsentiated Spirits, all hasty

motions, and extraordinary fermentations, though indeed they may pos-

sibly give sudden rise, and seemingly exalt the present vigour of plants,

,are as pernicious to them as brandy and hot waters are to men ; and

therefore wherever these ardent spirits are applied, they should be poured

at convenient distances from any part of the plant, that the virtue may be

conveyed through some better qualified medium. But, when all is done>

waters moderately impregnated and embodied with honest composts, and

.set in the sun, are more safe, and, I think, more natural ' ; for, as the

learned Dr. Sharrock truly affirms, water is, of its own constitution alone,

a soil to vegetables, not only as the most genuine vehicle of the riches

which it imparts to plants, through the several strainers, and by means

,of which all change and melioration is effected, but for that it is, of all

other substances, best disposed to insinuate into and fertilize the earth,

which is the reason that floated and irriguous grounds are so pregnant.

Besides, it is, of all that pretend to it, nearest of blood (as I may say)

to the whole Vegetable Family. For to afsert with any confidence what

part of the mere Earth pafses into their composition, or whether it serve

(as we touched before) only for stability, or as a womb and receptacle

to their seeds and eggs, (for so we are taught to call the seeds of plants,)

I shall not undertake to discufs. Every body has heard ofVan Helmont's

Ash-tree " ; and may, without much difficulty, repeat what has been ex-

perimented, by exquisitely weighing the mould before and after a gourd

* Here our excellent Author, after enumerating Ihe wild and phantaslical opinions of

Others, at last gives his own, than which nothing can be more just.

» Van Helraont planted a willow-tree, which weighed five pounds, in two hundred

pounds of earth dried in an oven, and waterfid it with rain, or distilled water, after care-

fully covering the case in which it stood, with a perforated tin-cover, to prevent the ad.

mifsion of any other earthy particles. Five years after, he weighed the tree, adding all the

leaves it had produced in that time, and found its weight amount to one hundred and sixty-

nine pounds two ounces, while tlie earth was only diminished about two ounces.
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is planted in it, and till it be grown to bulk and full maturity, fed with

water only ; by knowing how much liquor is insumed, and how httle of

the earth consumed, some conjecture may be made ; though I do not yet

conceive the earth to be altogether so dull and unactive as to afford no

other aid to the generation of what she bears j the diversity of soils being

(as we have showed) so infinitely various, and the difference of invisible

infusions so beyond our arithmetic. But if we give liquids predominion,

at least the masculine preference, be they salts or spirits (that is, ni-

trous spirits) conveyed into her bosom how they will ; sure we are, that

water and vegetables are much nearer of alliance, than either water or air

are with the Earth and mould. But neither do I here also by any means

exclude the air,^ nor deny its perpetual commerce and benign influences,

charged as it comes with those pregnant and subtle particles, which in-

sinuating into the earth's more steady and lefs volatile salts, and both to-

gether invading the sulphur, (and freeing them from whatsoever they find

contumacious) that intestine fermentation is begun and promoted, which'

derives life, and growth, and motion, to all that she produces. That by

the air, the most effete and elixiviated mould comes to be repaired, and

is qualified to attract the prolific nitrous spirits, (which not only dis.

poses the earth to this impregnating magnetism, but converts her more

unactive fixed salts into quite another genius and nature) the learned Dr.'

Mayow has ingeniously made out ; and all this by a naked exposure to

the air alone, without which it produces nothing: Nor can plants (totally-

excluded from the air) live, or so much as erect themselves to any thri-

ving purpose, as being deprived of that breath and vital balm, which no

lefs contributes to their growth and nourishment than does the earth it-

self, with all our afsistances. For that plants do more than obscurely re-

spire, and exercise a kind of peristaltic motion, I little doubt from the

wonderful and conspicuous attraction and emifsions which some of them-

discover; particularly the aloes and other sedums, and such as, consisting

of lefs cold and viscious parts, send forth their aromatic wafts at consis

derable distance ".

'' From the experiments of Malpighius, Grew, Hales, and Duliamel, it is abundanti/

evident that all plants, without distinction, inspire and expire. The leaves perform these

salutary operations, so that deciduous trees and shrubs, from the time they lose their

knaves to the expansion of tlieir buds, may be considered as in a state of perfect iasensibi-

Utv, resembling that clafs of animals called Sleeper .
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Besides, we find that air is nearer of kin and affinity to water than wa-

ter is to plants ; unlefs I should affirm that air itself were but a thinner

water; for how else are those vines, and other trees of prodigious growth,

maintained amongst the barren rocks and thirsty pumices, where rains

but seldom fall, if not from this rorid air : not to insist again, that per-

haps even these rocks themselves may once have sprung from liquid pa-

rents ; and how little, even such as are exposed to continual showers, in

other climates, abate of their magnitude, since we rather find them to in-

crease; and that also the fruits and juices of vegetables seem to be but the

concretion of better concocted water, and may not only be converted into

lignous and woody substance, (as the learned Dr. Beale has somewhere

instanced in a Discourse presented to you, and recorded in the Public

Transactions,) but is apt enough to petrify and become arrant stone.

Whatever then it be which the earth contributes, or whether it contain

universally a seminal virtue, so specified by the air, influences, and genius

of the clime, as to make that a cinnamon-tree in Ceylon, which is but a

bay in England, is past my skill to determine : but it is to be observed

with no little wonder, what Monsieur Bernier, in his history of the Em-
pire of the Mogul, affirms to us of a mountain there, which being on

one side of it intolerably hot, produces Indian plants, and on the other

as intemperately cold, European and vulgar. Not here to pafs without

notice at least, what even the most exhausted mould will (to all appear-

ance) produce spontaneously, when once it has been well exposed to the

air and heavenly influences, if what springs up be not pofsibly from some

volatile rudiments and real seeds, transported by winds, higher than we
usually place our experiments. But Porta tells us, with more confidence,

that he took Earth from a most profound and dry place, and exposed it

on such an eminence as to be out of reach even of the winds ; but it

produced, it seems, only such plants as grow about Naples, and there-

fore may be suspected.

To return then again from this digrefsion, and pursue our liquids

;

where there is good water there is commonly good Earth, and vice versa ;

because it bridles and tempers the salts, abates "the acidity and fiercenefs

of the spirits, and imparts that useful ligature and connection to the

mould, without which it were of no use for vegetation. In the mean
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time, of all waters, that which descends from heaven we find to be the

richest and properest in our work, as having been already meteorized,

and circulated in that great digestory, enriched and impregnated with

astral influences from above at those propitious seasons ; whence that say-

ing, Amius fructijicat, non Tellus, has just title to a truth we every year's

revolution behold and admire, when the sweet dews of spring and autumn

(hitherto constipated by cold, or consumed with too much heat) begin to

be loosened, or moderately condensed, by the more benign temper of the

air, impregnating the prepared earth to receive the nitrous parts descend-

ing with their balmy pearls, yet with such difference of more or lefs

benign, (as vapours haply, which the earth sends up, may be sometimes

qualified) that nothing is more uncertain. And this we easily observe

from the labours of the industrious bee, and her precious elixir, when

for some whole months she gathers little, and at other times stives her

waxen city with the harvest of a few propitious days. But I am gone too

far, and therefore now shall set down only a few directions concerning

watering, and so difmifs the subject and your patience.

] It is not good to water new-sown seeds immediately, as frequently

we do, and which commonly bursts them, but to let them remain eight-

and-forty hours in their beds, till they be a little glutted with the natural

juice of the earth: But then neither must you so neglect their beds, as to

become totally dry; for if once the seeds crack through the heat, their

little souls exhale ': therefore till they peep, you must ever keep them in a

just temper for moisture, and be sure to purge them of predatious weeds

betimes : In a word, these irrigations are to be conducted according to

the quality of the seeds, those of hard integuments requiring more plen-

tiful refreshings.

2. Never give much water at one time ; for the surface of the earth

will often seem very dry when it is wet enough beneath ; and then the

fibres rot about autumn, especially in pots and cases wintered in the

?reen-house. To be the more secure, we have already cautioned gar-

<: This exprefsion has an uncommon degree of simplicity and beauty.
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deners to keep their bottoms hollow, that nothing stagnate and fix too

. lono-, which should be but transitory. If such curiosities strike no root

i by September, the leaves desert them certainly at spring. The reason is

want of air, not moisture. Therefore in all intervals of severe frosts, and

rigorous winter-weather, be sparing of refreshings, and unlefs you per-

ceive their leaves crumple up and fall, (which is the language for drink)

give them as sparingly as you can. Indeed, during the summer, and

when they are exposed, they require almost perpetual irrigation, and that

the liquor be well impregnated with proper compost. It is ever advifable

to water whilst the ground is a little moist, and not totally dry, especially

during the growing seasons, for it stunts the plant and intercepts its pro-

o-refs. But in hard frosts, or foggy seasons, watering your housed plants

€ndano-ers them by mustinefs, and a certain mill-dew which they contract.

On the other hand.

Applications too dry create an intemperate thirstinefs, and then they

drink unmeasureably, and fall into dropsies, jaundice, and fevers, swell,

languish and rot ; and if the liquor prove too crude, (as commonly it

does, if taken from running and hungry fountains) it extinguishes the

natural heat, and obstructs the pores ; and therefore whenever you are

constrained to make use of such drink, expose it first to the warm sun

for better concoction, infusing sheep, pigeon, or the dung of oxen, to

give it body. But though spring water be so bad, slow-running river is

often very good, and pond water excellent, so it be sweet ; but all stink-

in "• pools, mineral and bituminous waters, are not for our use ; and often

good air is as needful as good water ; worms, mouldinefs, cankers, con-

sumptions, and other diseases, being the usual and. fatal consequences

of these vices.

If you be to plant in fresh and new broken-up earth, and that the

season or mould be too dry, it is to be watered ; but then give a com-

petent sprinkling, or sifting of dry and fine mould upon what you have

refreshed, and then beating it a little close with the back of your spade,

plant it succefsfully ; for this you will find to be much better than to water

it after you have planted, (as the custom is) and as you may observe in

setting violets, auriculas, primroses, and other capillaries, planted in beds

or borders, and then dashed with a flood of water, which, so soon as the
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sun has looked upon, resign and lose their tinctures, scorch and shrivel

up: Here therefore let gardeners be cautious how they expose their

exotics and choicer case-plants, which many times having borne the winter

bravely in the conservatory, dwindle away, and are lost on the sudden,

by being too suddenly placed in the eye of the sun in March, (or later)

when they most of all require the protection of a thin hedge, or canvas

curtain, to break his scorching darts, as well as defend them from our

then too constant and rigorous Etesians. Lastly,

For the season likewise of this work, let it be towards the evening in

hot and summer days, for the reason immediately afsigned ; for the

moisture being in a short time drunk up, deserts the plant to the burning

planet; and hence it is that summer mists and meridian waterings are so

noxious ; and therefore the best expedient is, upon such exigencies, to

pour your refreshings rather all over the area on which your cases of

choice and rare shrubs are placed, and among the alleys and paths be-

tween your beds of flowers, for the raising artificial dews, (by which is

unfolded no common secret) or water them per lingulam, and guttatim,

than either with the pot or bucket : And after this manner, if at other

seasons they stand in need of heat and comfort of warmth, by strewing

sand or cinders on the same intervals, the reflection will recreate them

upon all emifsions of the sun-beams.

As for grofser plantations, and trees of old orchard fruits, moderation in

watering is also to be observed, and not to dash on such a quantity near

the stem and body ; but first with the spade to loosen the earth about them,

especially towards the extremities of the tenderest roots, which generally

sprout at the ends of the most woody, whose mouths are shut with tougher

bark. These therefore may be cut sloping to quicken tliem a little, and

make them strike fresh fibres, especially if some rich and tempting mould

be seasonably applied: For trees will (as we showed) with very little earth

to cover them, take fast root (provided you establish them against impe-

.tuous winds, shocks, and accidents of force) and thrive exceedingly with

this refreshment.

Some make pretty large holes with an iron crow, or (which is better)

a pointed stake, and pour the liquor in at those apertures ;
but by this

3 Q 2
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means they wound the roots, (which gangrenes, and sometimes kills the

tree) and if the holes be not filled, the air and moisture occasion mouldi-

nefs : fo that when all is summed together, there is nothing comparable

to frequent stirring the ground, opening the dry clod, and watering upon

that ; and if you lay about them any fern-brakes, or other trash, capped

with a little earth to entertain the moisture and skreen It from the heat,

let it not be wadded so close, or suffered to lie so long as to contract any

mustinefs, but rather loose and easy, for the free intercourse of the air,

and to break the more intense ardours of the sun-beams.

Thus I have exercised your Lordships' and these noble Gentlemen's

patience with a dull discourse of Earth, Mould, and Soil ; but I trust

not altogether without some fruit, as the subject has relation to what has

so lately been produced, and with happy event made out by those learned

persons who have entertained this illustrious Society with the Anatomy

of plants.
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THE TERRA,

A.IR supplies vegetables with

food, 31. Is absorbed by the

leaves of plants, 79.

Animals, the flesh of, makes good
manure, 60. Grameniverous;,

improve land by their breath, ,39-.

Artichokes, the growth of, pro-

moted by sheep-dung, 67.

Ashes, vegetable, the quantity to

be obtained from an acre, 35,

Of wood, recommended for pa-

sture grounds, 62. Used in Li-

vonia, Sweden, Finland, and some
parts of Rufsia, for corn lands, ib.

B
Bay LEY, Mr. his mode of draining

land recommended, 42.

Blood, recommended for fruit-trees

and corn, 60. Mixed with saw-

dust, makes a good top-drefsing,

ib.

Bones, reduced to powder, make
good manure, 6.

BuFFON, Mons. his description of

the different strata of earth at

Marly-la-Ville, C.

C
Cattle, the dung of, examined,

17.

Chalk, description of, 8.

Cherry-trees, how to prepare

the ground for them, 66.

Clay, the different kinds of, 7.

How to lay upon land, 34.

Clay-lanDj how to improve, 38,

Climate, and not soil, makes the
variety of plants, 22.

Compost, a rich one, consisting of
animal and vegetable substances,

60. A liquid one, how to make,
57 and 74. A rich one, com-
pounded of animal oftal and horse
dung, 60.

Corn, decayed, a good manure, 65.

Cow-DUNG, examination of, 17.

D
Deers-dung, examination of, 17.

Draining, a mode of, invented
by Mr. Bayley, 4 1

.

Drill-husbandry, a defcription
of, 29.

Dung of horses produces weeds,
58. Of afses,recommended,ib. Of
cattle, preferred to others, ib. Of
pigeons, good for fruit-trees, and
to keep out frosts from the cases

of tender plants, ib. Of sheep,

recommended for cold lands, ib.

Of swine, good for fruit-trees, ib.

Dust of highways makes a good
compoll: for the roots of trees, 65.

Recommended for grafs grounds,

and as a top-drefsing- for wheat, ib,

E
Earth, its kinds^ enumerated, 2,

and 9. The different flrata of, at

Amsterdam and Marly-la-\'ille, 3.

Earth, Virgin, a description of, 4.

A definition of, 8. Beautifully de-
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scriped by Pliny, 5. Argillaceous,

described, 9. Alcaline and calca-

reous, described, ib. Its good qua-

lities, how known, 11. Its bad
qualities, how known, ib. Vir-

gil's description of, 13, Its na-

ture examined, 15. How to break
up for planting, 25. How to pre-

pare for the nursery, 26. Is re-

stored to fertility by rest, 27. Over
rich, bad for some trees, 45.

Elkington, his mode of draining

recommended, 41.

Erysimum, sprung up in great

abundance after the great fire in

London, 50. AV^as the Sisym-

brium Irio, Lin. ib

F.

Farmers, their negligence con-

demned, 61. Should take every

opportunity to improve their stock

of dung, 65. and how, ib. Fern,

where it grows luxuriantly, an in-

dication of a soil favourable for

turnips and corn, 1 1

.

Fish, recommended as manure, 61.

Fig-Trees do not love dung, 67.

Flower roots prefer sheep-dung,

66. How to prepare a compost
for them, 69.

Fruit-trees thrive best with

neat and swine-dung, 66. How
to prepare the ground for, 74.

Should be made to spread their

roots near the surface, 68.

G
Garden stuff, best raised in

sweet natural earth, 57.

Grameniverous animals im-

prove land by their breath, 39.

H
Heath, how to destroy, 40.

Henry, Mr. his account of facti-

tious marl, 8.

H R N-s H av I N G s,recommended for

fruit-trees, 6 1

.

Horse-dung, examined, 17.

Hot-bed, how to make, 71.

Husbandry, Mr. Tull's system of^

explained, 29.

L.
Lands, wet, how to drain, 41. Pro-

ducing tall fern, are favourable to

corn, turnips, and trees, 1 1 . Cold,
how to improve, 42. Worn out,

how to restore, 47. The good-
nefs of, known by the natural

productions, 11.

Lamb, Scythian, an account or, 55.

Leather, recommended as ma-
nure for fruit-trees, 61,

Leaves of trees, recommended
for manure, 6i. Some kinds of,

difficult to be reduced to mould,
39.

Lime, is of two kinds, calcareous

and magnesian, 36. Their qua-
lities very different, ib.

Lister, Dr. his soil and mineral
map, recommended, 19,

M,
Malt-dust, a good drefsing, 65.

Manure, a rich one how to ob-

tain, 65.

Marly-la-Ville, the different

llrata of earth observed there, 3.

Map, mineral, one published by Dr.
Lister, 20.

Manures, how divided, 53. How
to collect in large towns, 65.

How to prepare with lime, 36.

Marls, their different kinds, 8. In-

troduced into Britain by the Ro-
mans, 36.

Marl, factitious, how to make, 7,

Chymical examination of, ib.

How to use, 37,

Marsh land, how to improve, 38.

AIA T T E R , the modification of, makes
the different substances in nature,

56.

Middleton, Dr. the first Wood^
wardian Lecturer, 4.

Mill, one erected at Matlock for
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grinding bones for the use of the

. farmer, 64.

Milton, his allusion to the doc-
trine of Thales the Milesian, 21.

Mould, how to prepare for flowers,

69.

Mustard, wild, grows upon new
thrown up banks in Holdernefs
and. other low countries, 50.

N.
Neats-dukg examined, 17.

Nitre, recommended as a fertilizer

of land, 46. Its efficacy doubted,
ib.

O
Oaks, growing tall and spreading,

indicate a good soil, 1 1

.

Oil, thought to be the chief ingre-

dient that gives richnefs to pi-

geon-dung, 30.

Olive-oil and pigeon-dung,
used as a compost for fig-trees, 67.

Ordure, human, used by the far-

mers in Flanders, and how, 57.

How to collect in large families,

ib.

P.

PiGEON-DUNG,examined, 18. Mix-
ed with olive-oil, makes a compost
for fig-trees, 67. In this state, is

similar to the oil-compost, ib.

Plants, their difference owing to

climate and not soil, 20. Wither-

ed and curled, indicate a bad soil,

J 1 . Varieties of, upon Mount
Ararat, 22. The leaves of, draw
nourishment from the atmosphere,

32. The different kinds of, rob

one another, 46. Some kinds,

live best in consort, ib. All live

upon the same food, but differ in

the quantity taken, and manner
of seeking it, 56. Inspire and ex-

pire, 79, Deciduous, similar to

animals that sleep in winter, ib.

When and how to water, 82.

Pliny, his beautiful description of
the earth, 5,

Poultry-dung, examined, 18.

Q
Quinteny, Mons. his book upon
French gardening, translated by
Mr. Evelyn, 26,

R
Raddish, a wonderful one, men-

tioned by Hondius, 66.

Rapji-dust, used in Yorkshire u^)-

on lime-stone lands, 64.

Rain-water, best for gardens, 81

.

Roots of fruit-trees, fhould
be encouraged to spread near the
surface, 28, and 74.

S
Salt, at first anenemy tovegetation,

but afterwards a promoter of, 52.

Sand, the different kinds of, 6.

Thought by Dr. Lister to be the

first and universal covering of the

earth, 19. Table of, by Dr. Lis-

ter, 20.

Sand-land, how to improve, 34.

Sand-stone,how compounded, 10.

St. Leger, Gen. his experiments
on bones, 62.

Seeds, contain much vegetable nu-
triment, and therefore recom-
mended in composts, 63. Newly
sown, should not be watered till

some time after sowing, 81.

Shavings of horn, good for fruit-

trees, 61.

Sheep-dung, examined, 17.

Shrubs, deciduous, similar to ani-

mals that sleep in winter, 79
Slime, mixed with earth, makes

good manure, 61.

Soil, how to prepare for green- -

house plants, 70.

Stones, their different genera, 10.

Are found not to be detrimental

to corn-lands, 54.

Swine-dung, examined, 17.

T
Tartarian Lamb, supposed to
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be fabulous, 55. Ts elegantly de-

scribed by Dr. de la Croix, ib.

Thales, the Milesian, taught that

all things originated from water,

21.

Top-dressing, a good one recom-
mended, 57. ADifsertationon,64.

TouRNEFORT, Mous. his account
of plants growing upon Mount
Ararat, 22.

Tr E E s, deciduous, resemble animals
that sleep in winter, 79.

Trenching, the best preparative

to planting, 24.

Trench-plough, recommended,
25.

Tulips, their proper soil, 69.

V
Varenius, his description of the

different strata of earth at Amster-
dam, 3.

Vines, how to nourish, 67.

Virgil, his description of the va-

rious soils, 13.

Virgin-earth, described, 4.

Urine, a rich ingredient in compost
dunghills, 60.

W
Water, supposed to be the semi-

nary of all created things, 21.

Water-meadows, recommended,
40.

Watering of plants, when and
how, to perform, 84.

Whale's flesh, makes a good com-
post for meadow and corn-lands,

60.

WiLLOw-EARTH,excellent for rais-

ing seedling plants, 61.

'Wood-ahes, recommended forpas-

stures, 62. Used for corn lands in
' Sweden, Livonia, Finland, and
some places in Rufsia, ib.

Woodward, Dr. his Theory of the

Earth, 4. Founded a lecture at

'Cambridge in defence of it, ib.

Y
Yew-trees, an indication of a bar-

ren sail, 1 1

.

THE END.
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